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INTERNATIONAL-, ANTIDUMPINO CODE

TXRSDAY, JUNE 47, 1968

U.S. SPNAT,. .
CoMMrrE ON FINANOB,

The c- minfkto mtjurmiat t4O notice*,at 15 & .mp, ).In ro 21
New senate Office 1uflding, Senator, Russell IB, Lone (chairman)

Pr..s.nt,,Se~ltors Long .(presling), Smathers, An deson,ifirtke,

andvWfliims

The purpose Otis hearing is to take tes y oht, questionobf
wbether' the ernational"Ahtid " .(6de tO at (Oneva
durIn. the e n ndy I'und oft egt tioi 64istet -n with
th i within M 1 ''hxi p no fetb

ry wt.o alnx w et er, It frcnsln§ it
pif6t ]_

i nance Committee," iscussing thb. Dletonship of the- Trade Ex-
pansion Act to other U uneqivocally, and I quote:

Other laws notaintendet o be affected Include the Aittldumplng A0, and see-
Pon 803 of th6 TaiIff Act of 100, wbtchrelates toeounttvall nf duties.

That will be found on page 19 of the comnIttee report.Having so expressed i n tent, the committee was surprised in 1966
when it became known thatthe Anti-dumpfixg Act was being made
the subject of a trade agreement at Geneva. The committee voiced
its concern in a resolution expressing the sense that no agreement



which would necessitate the modification of any duty or other import
restriction should be entered into except in accordance with legisla-
tive authority delegated in advance by the Congress. In the report
accompanying this resolution the committee stated, and I quote:

The Committee on Itnance has been disturbed over reports that the current
Kennedy round of tariff negotiations may be broadened to include U.S. offers
of concessions with respect to matters for which there Is no existing delegated
authority. In the committee's view, this would violate the principles which have
made our reciprocal trade program so successful for more than 8 decades.

Further quoting:
Another area may involve the treatment of "dumped" goods by the country

in which the dumping occurs. This problem concerns unfair trade practices in
a domestic economy and It is difficult for us to understand why Congress should
be bypassed at the crucial polleymaking stages, and permitted to participate
only after policy has been frozen in an International trade agreement.Despite the judgement of th Senate that the Antidunipinig Act
should be preserved from international concessions and commitments,
our trade negotiators ared to the terms and conditions of the Inter-
national Antidumping Code in June of last year. It is to become effec-
tive July I of this year.

The question before the Congress today is whether the code is con-
sistent with the'd6Mestic law or whether it conflicts with our law. The
Tariff Comlfission advises that there Are'a number of features of the
code which appear to be in conflict With tho law. They advise that if
the code had been in effect, they would have been unable to find injury
in four out'of five recent cases in which they did find injury under the
existing law.

The "Ke y round produced the most far-reaching trade agree-
ment we hhv ever undertaken. Under it we cut our tariffs in half and
exposed our industries to more foreign competition than they have
ever had to face. That was authorized by Congress and business must
adjust itself to more difficult and hotter competition. But it is a differ-
ent matter indeed to negotiate away those laws and procedures which
provide a defense against unfair foreign price discrimination. Our
purpose is to deterfne whether the negotiation ctiiilittig in the
International Antidumping C6d has compromised our unfair trade
laws.

I would like to insert at this point in the record, our committee press
release announcing these hearings, and Senate Coneurrent Resolution
100, with the accohipanying committee report, which was favbirably
acted upon by the Senate in the 89th OMngres.



I would also like to insert Senate Concurrent Resolution 38 of this
Congre which questions the validity of the International Antidump-
ing Code. In addition, we will print the Tariff Commission report on
Senate Concurrent Resolution 88,1 and various papers related to this
hearing, such as the Antiduhping Act, 1921, International Antidump-
ing Code, the executive branch analysis of the code in relation to the
act etc.'

?The material referred to follows:)
[Press release)

FINANCE COMMmTr To HoLD HzAmfos ON INTENATIONAL ANTMUMPINO CODE

Senator Russell B. Long (D. La.), Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee
today announced that on Thursday, June 97, 1968, beginning at 0.e00 a.m., the
Committee will hold a one-day public hearing on the International Dumping Oode
agreed to at Geneva, Switzerland, during the Kennedy Round of trade negoti-
ations. Article 18 of'the Code calls for its provisions to become effective on July 1,
1968, "for each party which has accepted it by that date". The Treasury Depart-
ment has published amendments to its regulations under the Anti-dumping Act,
1921, intended to conform those regulations to the requirements of the Code.

The Chairman reported that questions had been raised as to whether this
International agreement was sufficiently consistent With the provisions of the
Anti-dumping Act, 1921, that It could be implemented by the United States with-
out enabling legislation. He referred to the unusually comprehensive report re-
garding the Code submitted to the Committee on March 8, 1968 by the United
States Tariff Commission describing and discussing features of the international
agreement which appear to conflict with the U.S.'law. He noted that numerous
industry groups had also questioned the conststency Of the agreement with the
law. He stated that the purpose of the hearing was to enable the Committee to
explore Into these questions.

Senator Long stated that the following witnesses would present oral testimony
to the Committee at this hearing:

Ambassador William M6 Roth, Special Representative for Trade Negotiations
(Accompanied by John B. Rehm, his General Counsel)

John 0. Mundt, Senior Vice President, Marketing and Public Affairs, Lone Star
Cement Corporation (Accompanied by Donald Hiss, Partner, Covington and
Burling)

John P. Roche, President, American Iron and Steel Institute.
Honorable Bruce Clubb, Commissioner, U.S. Tariff Commission
The Chairman also extended an invitation to other interested persons who

desire to do so to submit written comments with respect to this International
Anti-dumping Code to the Commlttee so that their views can be made part of the
record of the hearings and be considered by the Committee. He said these written
views should be addressed to Tom Vail, Chief Counsel Committee on Finance,
2227 New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C., and should be submitted
not later than Thursday, June 27.*

1App. B O this hearing, see p. 821.
App. A of this bearing, p. 225, consists of:
Antidumplnx Aoit, 1021, asamended:
_ew dumping regulations of Wreasury Deartment;
Present dUmplnh " ul tones of me-,aury Department;
Dumping rlatns of T'arlf' Oomanisaon;
Inte-a !0nZA Ant dumping Code;
Article VI (relating to dumping) of General Arement on Warfts and Wrfde: and
Executive branch analysis of International Anttdumplng Code In relation to Anti.

dumping Act, 1021.



Calendar No. 1311
89TH CONGRESS~S. CON, RES, 100

.[Report No. 1341]

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Juna 28,1986 '
Mr. LoNo of Louisiana, from the Committee on Finance, reported the following

concurrent resolution; which was ordered to be placed on the calendar

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
Whereas, since 1934, Congress has delegated to the President

authority to reduce tariffs for the purpose of expanding inter-
national trade but has reserved to itself the estabxikhment
of limitations within which such reductions 'must be made;
and

Whereas the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 provides broad au-
thority for multilateral recipro al tariff reductions on a most-
favored-nation basis; and

Whereas te Committee on Finance has directed the United
States Tariff Commission to make a comprehensive investi-
gation of the method of valuation used by the United States
and its principal trading partners and to report its conclu-
sions and recommendations not later than Febraury 28,
1967: Now, therefore, be it

1 Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives

2 concurring), That it is the sense of the Congress that, in

V



2

1 the conduct of or iun connection with negotiations to carry

2 out the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, no agreement or

3 other arrangement which would necessitate the modification

4 of any duty or other import restriction applicable under the

5 laws of the United States should be entered into except in

6 accordance with legislative authority delegated b~y the Con-

7 gress prior to the entering into of such agreement or

8 arrangement.

41 .



Calendar No. 1311
S9-rnI CoxVOniM SENATE REPORT

•k? .Zs*on I No. 1341

EXPRESSING THE SENSE OF CONGRESS WITH RESPECT
TO CERTAIN TRADE AGREEVIENTS

JVNE 28, 1966.-Ordered to be r.rnted

Mr. Lo.o of Louisiana, from the Committee pon Finance, submitted
the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. Con. Res. 100)

The Committee on Finance, having had under consideration various
Proposals relating to the conduct of negotiations under the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962, reports favorably a concurrent resolution to
express the sense of Congress with respect to certain agreements
which would necessitate the modification of duties or Qther import
restrictions, and recommends that the concurrent resolution be agreed
to.

PURPOSE OF THE RESOLUTION.

This resolution expresses the sense of Congress that in the conduct
of or in connection with. negotiations to carry out the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962, no agreement or other arrangement which would neces-
sitate the modification of any duty 6r other import restriction appli-
cable under the laws of the United States should be entered into
except In accordance with legislative authority delegated by the
Congress prior to the entering into of such agreement or arrangement.

0

GENERAL~ STATEMENT

Backyround.--Until 1934, delegated authority to cut U.S. tariffs
on imported atti.Ais was limited to determinations under the so-called
flexible torlir provision which permitted tariff charges based upon
con pi alive ('(ots of production in order to equalize the costs of
production here atid abroad. With t6is exception ratemaking was
primarily o funcliowpf (c'Migress. Regirnini in that year', however,
this a Nnih emibarked upon a new course in foreign trade policy.
For the finst time ('ogres delegated broad tariff-cutting autlklit
to the President LIempowering him t offer rcducthi s in V.S. tarifs
on attiehe.; il spoiled firot abroad in return for coteo.'siois from

50- ooi
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forcigin coflftries redltcing hai'riers to U.S. exports. lit 104-5, 1955,
t,,d 19.5s, ',iinrcs.s delegalted a1it hrIty to the President to cut nhir
tairtl rates by antlltimltotmts.

Each of tle.si gi'ntls oi 1t1thority provided for taHifT rediietiont
apply e(lually 1(s l)('4(ldttets of any nation. Under this delegiated'atllthir-
ity, nI'ticles (41Iiiing 6i'41i imy country w)uld be treated 1no Ims fiwoiia-
ablly than those frtpu amt her country that did not discrimitllle
against. our commerce. . Iost-fav'ored.nation treatment since the
early 1950's hils not been accorded products of Coninuminst countries,
and such products remain stbject, to the higher statute rates of
diy -without'regard to ourtarift concessions.

This reciprocal trade policy hns worked well within the framiewirk
of a constitutijlial system 'of checks and balances which vests iI
Congress the sole at. hnrity to change tariffs and confers on the Presi.
dent the sole atuthority over international negotiations. In this area
where ileither Cong ress nor the President has. sufficient power to Wet
independently'of the other, the two branches since 1934 have~joined
their strengths to overcome their weaknesses. Thus, Congre&s
delegated tariff-ct.ting autthority in advance and the President
entered into reciprocal trade agreements providing for tiiriff reductions
pursuant to that amt.hority. Historically, i has not been the practice
under our trade policy to first, enter into a tariff-cttlng agreement
and then seek its implementation.

Trade Expqnsion Act 1961 .- Because of the success of the
reciprocal tradepolicy and because the existing tariff cutting thority
had been exhauste, Congress approved the continuation of this
policy iII the bold-new provisions enacted in the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962. It not only continued the authority for the Prosident to
reduce our tariffs in return for concessions from foreign ratios, but
also for the first time authorized the complete elimiation of some
duties. Another important innovation in U.S. trade policy made by
that, act was the concept of adjustment assistance for workers and,
firms. This assistance, though still +Unused, was designed to relieve
distressed workers and firms hard hit by import competition resultbig
from tariff concessions extended under atthority delegaxted by Con-
gress.

The basic negotiating authority under the Trade Expansion Act
empowers the President to proclaim such modification or continuance
of any existing duty or other import restrictions he deems appropriate
to carry out any trade agreement entered into under that act, except
that lie may not cut any rate of duty to a, rate below 60 percent of the
rate existing on July 1 1902. The President is further empowered
to negotiate the complete elimination of duties where the 'rtte in
question' is not more t Ian 5 percent ad valoreni or its equivalent, or
where more thlin 80 percent of the. world export value of an article is
accounted for by the United States and the countries of the European
Economic Conmiunilty. Similarly lie may-eliminate duties on certain
agoicultural commodities and on tropical coMhirodIHtl,.

Authority to entet into trade agreements under tWe Trade Expat.4ion
Act expires June 30, 1067.

Reasons for the rewolufion.-The Committee on Fintince hs been
)leased Milt, the Operation over the years of Congress 'pat tershi

with the President in foreign trade matters. Long experience con-
vinlees us that earning the President. ill advance witlh tauiff.e1tttlig
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authority is the most effective ineans of alchieving fair and equitable
expansion of trade in the free world. Under this historical procedure,
Congress, which is constitutiontlly vested with sole power to liy
duties (art. 1, sec. 8), may weigh the merits of tariff reductions and
the extent of contemplated concessions uninhibited by the interna-
tional implications of a failure to implement obediently a trade
agreement already negotiated by the President. It may similarly
consider the circumstances under which adjustment assistance isap ropriate.

he Committee on Finance has been disturbed over reports that the

current Kennedy round of tariff negotiations may be broadened to
include U.S. offers of condfesions with respect to matters for which
there is noexisting delegated authority. In the committee's view, this
would violate the principles which have made our reciprocal trade
program so successfud for more than three decades.

It has been reported that one area in which our negotiators may offer
concessions concerns the American selling price method of valuation
which is part of the tariff determination process with respect to canned
clams, and certain knit. gloves, and* more importantly, rubber-soled
footwear (principally of the sneaker type) and benzenoid chemicals,
the so-called coal tar products. Our negotiators concede that io
delegation of authority exists, either under the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 or any other existing legilation, to modify the American selling
price system pursuant to a trade agreefment.

Another area may involve the treatment of "dumped" goods by the
country in which the dumpitng occurs. This problem concerns uinfair
trade practices in a domestic economy and it is difficult for us to under-
stand why Congress should be- bypassed at the crucial policymaking
stages, and permitted to participate only after policy has been frozeit
in an international trade agreement.

Congress has been no less forward-looking than the executive
branch in trade matters and any action by our negotiators whieh
tends to subordinate and decade the important congresiolial role
should not be condoned and will be resisted. The committee' recog-
nizes that our Constitution empowers the President alone to enter
into international agreements and treaties. We do not question the
legality of ant agreement involving a trade matter for which no prlhr
authority has been delegated. Our concern is that the experience
gained over more than 30 years of a working partnership between the
Congress and the Chief Executive-may be set aside. It. is 1his coi-
cern that moves us to protect the congressional role. We hope ouir
negotiators will understand the great wisdom of confitnig their
activities to those areas in which they have been authorized by ('on-

/ gress to proceed.
SUMMARY

For the reasons stated above, the Comnumittee on Fitnui'l, report.
this resolution to express the sense of Congress that o r thtdo rie totia-
tors in Geneva should not enter into any agreement or olier arrAnge-
ment whlcth would require the modification of a U.S. duty r eitler
import restriction except in accordance with .cleat egi slatIv k,-ll tIoitv
delegated by Congress prior to the negotiaion.
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mS. CON. RES. 38
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Auous'r 2,1967

Mr. HAtrrX (for himself and Mr. Sccn'r) submitted the following concurrent
resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations

Auous'r 8,1967

The Committee on Foreign Relations discharged, and referred to the
Committee on Finance

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
1 Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives

2 concurring), That it is the sense of Congress that-

3 (1) the provisions of the International Antidubip-

4 ing Code, signed at Geneva on June 30, 1967, are in-

5 consistent with, and in conflict with, the provisions of

6 the Anti-Dumping Aot, 1921;

7 (2) the President should submit the International

8 Antidumping Code to the Senate for its advice and con-

9 sent in accordance with article II, section 2, of the Con-

10 stitution 6f the United States; and

11 (8) the provisions of the International Antidump-

12 ing Code should become effective in the United States

V
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1.' only at thQ time -specified.in., gistation enacted by the

Congress t impe tth% provisions of the Code.



J The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness is Mr. William M. Roth, Ambas-
sador and Special Trade Representative.

Mr. Roth we are pleased to have you before the committee today
and we will listen with interest to your statement.

STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR WILLIAM M. ROTH, SPECIAL REP.
RESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY
IOHN B. REHM, GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS; FRED SMITH,
GENERAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF THE TRASURY;. AND
MATTHEW 3. MARKS, DEPUTY TO THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. Roan. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. We are delighted
to have this opportunity to ttppear before this committee. We have
had the chance in the past to discuss this question in some detail with
members of the committee individually. As you kn6w from Previous
correspondence we have long felt, that a meeting sucA as this would
be very useful because we would like tolay out as carefully as we can
what the code is and how it relates to the law.

I would like to introduce Mr. John Rehm our General Counsel
and Mr. Fred Smith, General Counsel of-the Treasury. This is, ery
much a matter for lawyers and I feel like an innocent in the middle.
So they will, with me, answer questions after my statement.

I would also Mr. Chairman, like if it were possible, to be able to
reply to the public testimony at least by filng a, brief after the discus-
sion is over.1

The CHARMMAN. I think that is- very fine, Mr. Roth and I would
suggest that in fairness, the opposition should be entitled to rebuttal
as well. The committee will accord them the same opportumity.2

Mr. Rom. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee, I appreciate this

opportunity to testify with respect to the International -Antidim/l)g
Code, which, was negotiated and signed in Genevar as part of the
Kennedy round last June. In particular, I should like to discuss
briefly three aspects of the code--the benefits to be derived from the
code, its consistency with the AntidUmping Act, and. the importance
of the code t6 the long-range effort of trade liberalization.

During the Kennedy round, we were mindful of any existing trade
device maintained by other countries which, through little used to
date, could have in adverse impact upon our trade in the future. We
were especially concerned that the reduction of tariffs would ,lead
other countries to a- more prevalent-and protectionist-use of their
antidumping laws.

Sxce 194 arcle VI of the OAT has provided for the ihpootntio
of duniping duties on a product which is sold at a price iwth - United
States, for example, lower than its home market price, and which- as
a result, causes or threatens material injury, to a domestic industry.
However, there were several problems with this article, which was in
fact modeled upon our own Antdumping Act. In the-frst place, it

1The exZive department rebuttal statements appe on pp. 189-211.
Other witnesses waived their privilege of surrebu tal see pp. 211-212.



uses largely undefined criteria and lacks procedural safeguards in the
handlingof dumping complaints. Moreover, certain countries have
been able to rely on the "grandfather" clause of the GATT in apply-
ing their antdumping laws which would otherwise be inconsistent
with article VI.

The CHAInMAN. Mr. Ambassador, before we go any further, would
you mind just giving us for the record, classic example of dumping
so we can have it to illustrate the problem we are talking about?

Mr. RoT . I will be glad to. I would like'to call Mr. Matthew Marks
of the Treausry Department, who actually deals with all ou vdumping
cases on a dayto-day basis.

The CHAnRMAN. Mr. Marks, what would appear to you to'be a
classic example of dumping which is clearly contrary to rules of fair
competition in international trade.

Mr. MARKS. In order to have dumping, Mr. Chairman, you have to
have two things. You have to have "sales at less than fair value"-I
will explain what that means--and then. you also have to have injury.

The Treasury Department is responsible for determining whether
there are sales at less than fair value and the Tariff Commission is
responsible for determining injury.

If both these factors are present, then the Treasury Department is
required to assess antidumping duties.

Take, for example, a product which is beine sold by a foreign com-
pany in its home market for $1. It is discovered upon investigation
that the same product is being sold by the same foreign company in
the United States for 90 cents. In this case there is a margin of dump-
ing of 10 cents. It is a very simple example that I gave you. The
Treasury Department would find sales at less than fair value in this
example and would then refer the case to the Tariff Commission. If the
Tariff Commission found injury to U.S. industry in this particular
case, it wouldbe referred back to the Treasury and we would then
assess a dumpirig duty of 10 cents on top of all normal duties.

The CHAnRMAX. In other words, a company is selling its product for
a $1 a barrel, let us say, in its own country, It finds it has a big surplus
on hand but if it cuts its price in the domestic market the competitors
in that country also are going to cut prices with the- result that they
tire all going to lose money. So, to dispose of his surplus he simply
ships to another country at whatever price it can bring, maybe 50 cents
a barrel. He dumps ' it on the other country. That is the kind of thing
we have in mind in dumpiig. When he does that, in most instances he
is injuringthe industry in the second country which is producing the
same product. So he is disposing of his headache by dumping It on
somebody else which intutwt, creates a very severe problem over there.

Mr. MASKs. The example you just gave, Mr. Chairman, would be a
classical example of dumping.

The CHARMtAN. Thank you. I can think of other illustrations but
that is the kind of thing I had In mind.

Thank you very much.
Mr. RoTtt. Canada, toit example, has long had a dumping law which

operates faitly automatically if a good is entered at a price lower than
its h6in6 inkttket price--regardless of the impact of such duirniins urion
the domestic industry in Canada. This has cost. the United States



literally millions of dollars worth of trade. Aluminum is an example.
We might sell at a lower price than Canada from time to time, but
without injury to their industry. Nevertheless, under Canada's law,
they could have in effect retaliated against us.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if the discrimination exists as far
as Canada is concerned, that is dumping; is that right?

Mr. RoT. That is right.
The CHAIRMN. If Canada has a domestic industry producing the

same commodity, and you put your commodity in there at a discrimia-
tory price-selling beneath your own market price in this country-
then as far as Canada is concerned you are dumping.

Mr. Ror. That is right.
The CHAIRM'. And, it does not require that there be a showing

that a Canadian industry has been injured ?
Mr. RoT. That is right. And this is the law they will now change.
With these problems--both actual and' ptent ll-in *fad, we had

three basic objectives during the negotiating'of the code. The flrt was'
to insure that 'Al the major trading countries accepted the funda-
mental proposition-embodied in our own law-that duMpig'.dtities
are legitimate only when dumping causes injury to a domestic indus-
try. Tie second was to try to define and flesh out some of the key con-
cepts used in antldotfng actions. Our third 'objective was to reach
agreement on a set of open and fair procedures-of the klid tlit we
have-to protect exporters against whom a complaint of dumping is
brought.

The code was negotiated pursuant to the President's constitdt1ldil
authority to conduct foreign relations-and not under the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 or any other piece of legishitlon. In partictlhr,
the President expressly authorized the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations to conduct the negotiations foi' the United States.
From the outset, we took the posit ionftlat the code could hoit o beyond
our Antidumping Act. Accordingly, Senate Consurrent ffesoliutioii
100-which was never taken up by the House-was not applicable to
the code. I should addthht while we were not required by. law to do so,
our Trade Information Committee held public hearings i September
of 1966 concerning the issues involved in an internat knal agreement
on dumping. Moreover, as the negotiations progressed we kept our
congressional delegates regularly informed' Fina ,ly both before and
after the conclusion of the negotiations, we expressed our willingness
to discuss the code with this committee in whatever detail it might
wish.

What was finally negotiated in the Kennedy round' is, I believe to
the advantage of both our exporters faid bour domestic industries. 65ur
exporters will have the assurance of being able to defend themselves
against dumping complaints and the confidence that the proper criteria
are being applied in each case. Any domestic industry should be able
to have its dumping complaint investigated and decided in a con-
siderably shorter period of t mie. This has been a matter of concern to
a number of complainants in the past. A domestic industry will also be
in a better position to know what it must demonstrate in order to
qualify for rlief and on the basis of criteria which are reasonable and
consistent with- the act. I would add that, when these criteria in the
code are properly read, they are no more demanding than those which
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have been used in the past. In short, it. will not be any_ harder for a
domestic industry in the future to obtain relief under the act than it
has been up t'i now.

I should like to make blear-that during the negotiations, we con-
sulted with the members of the Tariff Comnission and kept them In-
formed of the progress of these negotiations. I myself participated in
a lengthy session with the Tariff (commissioners in Feiruary of 1967,
when we were very close to a flial draft. in Geneva. Moreover, a member
of the staff of the Tariff Commission was present during virtually all
of the negotiating sessions in Geneva, thereby permitting the Tariff
Commission to remain contitiously up to date. It is quite thie'thit
tle members of the Tariff Commission-with the exception of therthen
Chairman-did not give their formal clearance to the final version of
the code. At no time, however, was there a suggestion by any of the
Commissioners that the code was in conflict with'the Antiduniping
Act, although that. issue was raised with them. As a result, we were
under the distinct impression that the Commissioners did not have
any reservations about the consistency of the code with the act. In
short, we did our best to obtain the views of the Tariff Commission
in formUldiig our negotiating positions and indeed, believed we had
done so.

Let me now turn to the question of the consistency between the
code and the act. Since I am not a. lawyer, I can claim no special
expertise and, indeed, I will leave it to the lawyers to answer any
specific questions you may have in this regard. But, I would like to
take up briefly the two basic assertions th at have been made in nit at.-
tempt to demonstrate that the code is in conflict, with the act.

The CHIAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, you say the Tariff Commission did
not notify you int they felt you were violating the act. That's cer-
tainly not true of this committee. We passed a resolution-we sent
word to you thatin our judgment you were going beyond yotu auith"or-
ity. We warned that if you wellt beyond your authority we expected
to call your hand, and although we did not say it expressly in the
resolution that we passed, the committee report did make reference
to the Antidomplng Act. I quoted it in my opening statement. I'll
read it again. On page 3 we said:

Another area may involve the treatment of dumped goods by the country in
which the dumping occurs. This problem concerns unfair trade practices in a
domestic economy and It Is dlffleult for us to understand why Congress should
be bypassed at the crucial policy-making stagms and permitted to participate
only after policy has been frozen in an internationaI agreement.

Now that is what we were talking about at that time.
Mr. hoTi. Mr. Chairman, I ami very well aware of Senate Con-

current Resolution 100. We felt it did not apply because what you
were concerned about was any modiflcatioli of the act by the code
and, as we would like to explain in considerable detail later in the
questioning, there was no such niodiflcation of the act by the code.

The CHArnt1.W. Well, the Tariff Commission says you did and
industry thinks you did. And, after we hear both sines, we will con-
clude whether we think you did.

Mr. Ro'ri. Fine. I merely want to say again, Senator, that we have
discussed this with individual Senators and we have been anxious
since early last summer to have a meeting like this because I think
you should be satisfied.
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Tie CitAiRMAN. Of course, I am familiar with how these inter-
national negotiations go on. As a congressional adviser I went to that
Internatiolil Conference on the Law of the Sea. The position taken
by the United States was diametrically opposed to what would be
good for Louisiana, ° both with regard to the Outer Continental Shelf
and with regard to the fisheries, but as one of that delegation over
there all I could do was go along with it because as adviser to the
executive branch, it was not my right or prerogative to do anything
to impede the Executive from reaching an agreement for which he
was in charge. The person who spoke -or that delegation, who was
your parallel part in those negotiations, in effect was the man who
decided it. The vote was 10-to-1 and he was the one and that was
the )ol icy of the United States.

Mr. Rori. The 10-to-1 type of vote was not the way we conducted
our policy discussions. As a matter of fact, the kind of example you
used about Louisiana was one reason why, even though we were not
required to do so under the law, we felt we should have public hearings
before we finalized our position, and we did.

The CHAIRMAN. But, in the last analysis, the deletion is speaking
for the President and when the head of the delegation tells the Presi-
dent the various views and what he thinks about the matter if the
President agrees with him, even though everybody else might disagree,
that is the position of the United States. Whether you are a Senator
over there consulting, advising or even a member of the delegation, or
whether you are on the Tariff Commission the answer is still the same.
The Nation speaks in a single voice and the person who is the Presi-
dent's representative is the person who speaks for the Nation.

Mr. RoTH. But, I think to make this work in terms of trade negotia-
tions, you have to have terribly close liaison and consultation with
Congress.

Senator ANDERSON. With what? Consultation with what?
Mr. ROTH. With the Congress.
Senator ANDEttsoN. Did we have it?
Mr. Roma. We had as you know, Senator, six congressional advisers,

of which Senator Williams was one.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, but I do not remember your ever mention-

ing this.
Mr. ROTH. I discussed-
Senator WILLIAM31S. So, we can answer that very quickly.
Mr. ROTH. I discussed this in considerable detail, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. Not tothe extent that you had any authority to

negotiate. I noticed on page 3 you state here that the code was nego-
tiated pursuant to the President's constitutional authority, and yet sec-
tion 8 of article 1 of the Constitution states that the Congress has the
power to levy and collecttaxes, duties, imports and excises, and also
to regulate commerce with foreign nations. I am not a lawyer. I am
just another layman, but I certainly did not understand that you
were going to conduct these negotiati6ons and make firm comnilthieits
in connection with this or the American selling price or anythhig else.
As one member of that so-called advisory cofiffiltNt which knew very
little of what was going on except what we read in ,te paper, I did iot
know that these negotiations were being carried through.Now, maybe
the other members did. They can speak for themselves.



Mr. RoTn. I hope they did, Senator, because I did discuss both this
and the American selling price issue frequently.

Senator WILLtAMS. 0h, yes, you did, but only to the extent that you
were discussing it, and not to the extent that you had any authority to
negotiate it or enter into any agreements contingent upon what we did.

Mr. ROrH. That is absolutely true. I made clear that, for instance,
in the negotiation of the American selling price ackage we had no
authority whatsoever to implement the package It would have to be
done on an ad referendum basis to the Congres.

Senator WTLLTTAMS. That is correct.
Mr. Roa. And, this is how we have handled it. We have come back

and brought it to the Congress in our trade bill and said in effect, we
think this a good package but it is up to the Congress to decide.

Now, in the case of the AntidumpIng Code, we said that we realize
that we must negotiate a code that relates to our own act and that if
in any sense we were to require a change in that act, we had no au-
thority to do so and we would have to come back to the Congress.
And, therefore, in this case we stayed within the act as it is presently
written.

These are the assertions that. have been made in an attempt to dem-
onstrate that the code is in conflict with the act.

The first such assertion is that the code changes the relationship be.
tweep the Treasury Department and the Tariff Commission under the
act. For example, the code requires that, in deciding whether or not
to make an investigation, the Treasury Department shall consider
evidence of injury as well as dumping-that is, sales at less than fair
value. But only the Tariff Commission can consider the question of
injury, the critics of the code say. In fact, however, the U.S. nego-
tiators made quite clear what the new Treasury regulations provide.
That is, the Treasury Department will simply review a complaint to
see if it contains information concerning possible injury. It will not
be the task of the Treasury Department to evaluate such information,
since this is clearly up to the Tariff Commission. But, if a complainant
cannot provide some information bearing on the question of injury,
there is surely no reason why the Treasury Department should em-
bark upon a pointless investigation, involving a waste of the Govern-
ment's time and the taxpayer's money.

As another example of the alleged confusion of the functions of
the two agencies, it is claimed that the Treasury Department's deter-
mination of dumping will not be final because it will continue to con-
sider the questions of dumping while the Tariff Commisison is inves.
tigating into injur.y. But this claim is not true. The Treasury De-
partment's determination will in every sense be final under the act
and will thereby prompt the Tariff Commission to begin its 3-month
injury investigation.

During this period, should new facts come to the attention of the
Treasury Department indicating a contrary result, the original de-
termination of dumping would be revoked. Such a revocation would
effectively close the case it came before the time the Tariff Commis-
sion made its determinftlion onthe question.of injury. There is nothing
novel in this kind of procedure and, in fact, I understand there has a1-
ready been one case of a revocation of a determination of dumping
based on a re-evaluation of information.



The second assertion that is made against the code is that it will
force the Tariff Commission to apply cilterla which are inconsistent
both wlthvits'pribr- pitlete and with the requirements-of the- act: In
considering this assertion, it is impoi'tant to keep in mind; tlftt prior
Tariff Commission decisions do not provide a consistent body of in-
terpretations. On the contrary, individual cotnfissioners in various
combinations, have approached the question of Injuiiy i dlfkrent, ways
and necessarily with different results. Over the years, Commissioners
have typically decided cases on their individual facts and only occas-
ionally have they attempted any general inttepretatitons.

Of equal importahce Is the fact that the act lays down only an ab.
stract statutory test and I qu6te--"whether an hfdustry in the Utiited
States is being or is lkely to beij tired * by reason of the importa-
tion of such (duri ped) me khYandise int6'the ITnited States." Neither
the provisions of the act nor its legislative history give any guidance
on such key questions as the necessary casual relationship-between
dumped imports and injury, the nature of injury, and theideflftltion of
industry.

With this in mind, let me take up several of the more frequently
cited provisions of the code which bear on"the fulions of *the Trf
Commission. First, the code requires that dumped imports must be
"demonstrably the principal cause of material inJury"'. The act, as I
noted above, simply says 'by reason of" the dumped Imports, without
getting into the question of the degre of casualty. Whatever the defi-nition of "the principal cause" in the dictionary, its negotiating his-
tory makes clear that it does not mean the cause greater than all other
causes combined--contrary to what critics of the code would haie you
believe. What "the principal cause" does mean is the cause which is
greater than any other substantial or significant cause. That is an im-
portant shade of meaning and one which renders the concept in the
code at the very least consistent with the act.

I will not dwell on the requirement of the code that the injury be
material, since this is one of the few concepts that has been consistently
used by the Tariff Comnimssion since it wias given the function of de-
termining injury in 1954. But as a final example of what critics of the
code cite, let me discuss the definition of "industry." The code estab-
lishes two alternative general definitions of industry. The second pro-
vides that the industry shall be made up of the producers which pro-
duce a major proportion of the'total domesticpriduction of the prod-
uct in question.

This is certainly a reasonable definition of an industry and one
which would seem consistent with the act. But, what about the defini-
tion of geographic segmentation, the critics would ask. Here again, I
would stress what some readers perhaps have missed. The code pro-
vides not one but two alternative definitions of geographic s.menta-
tion. The first is deliberately strict, based upon transportat fi costs.
The second speaks in terms of "special regional market conditbs"-a
term deliberately intended to afford the Tariff Commission latitude
when it feels segmentation is proper. Of course, this assumes that
segmentation is proper at all under the act-a question whkdh I under-
stand is not without merit.

I would add a general point on this question of the consistency of
the code with the act. The code haA the status of an ExecutiVe agree-



ment negotiated by the President under his constitutional authority
and does not purport to override the Antidumping Act. Of course, the
two are to be readt so as to be consistent, insofar as possible. However
any inconsistency between the code and the act must, as a matter ol
law, be resolved in favor of the act. Since actions taken under the
act and the regulations may be challenged in the courts, tie cotutits
will decide these matters in the final analysis.

In conclusion I want to underline the long-range importance of the
code in torms ot our efforts to liberalize trade throughout the world.
In the field of foreign trade, we can try to solve existing or potential
problems in one of two ways. On the one hand, we can take unilateral
measures and strike back at other countries when we want to. On the
other hand-and this is what we have been doing for over 30 years-
we can tackle them collectively and try to arrive at practical under-
standings.
-In these terms, the code has, I think, a special significance. At the

time of ItA negotiationn there was a general concern that national anti-
dumping laws might. e put t6 protectionist uses. The countries in.
evolved, therefore, undertook-with no assurance of success Whatso-
ever-to work out a code of rules in this difktult arid technical field.
The final result was commendable because a genuine consensus
emerged on both selbstafitial and procedural aspects of the treatment
of injurious dumping. Like any negotiating document, the 'code is
not without ambiguities nor, perhaps, deficiencles. But on the whole,
it does represent another step forward In internAtional cooperation
in the field of trade. It is our h6pe that. duringthe Annual review ses-
sions provided by the code, the participating countries can share their
experience in administerin the code and thereby lay a foundation6 for
even closer cooperation in the future.

With the exception f Canada, all'the other major si natories of the
code are now in a legal position to implement the code beginning on
July 1. We regard the Canadian situali as a very unfortunate one,
but the dissolution of its Parliament left the Canadian Government
no choice. That'Government has, however, formally pledged to imple-
ment the code no later than January 1, 1969.

In short, the code is scheduled to enter into force on July 1. Rnd
it is the position of this administration that the schedule should be
met. We believe the code is consistent with the Antidumping Act,
and we are confident that its provisions can and will be applied effec-
tively in specific cases. Moreover, we are convinced that its implemen-
tation is in the interest of the United States.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I should like to insert at this
point in the record, our legal analysis of the relationship between the
code and the act and a memorandum indicating the readiness of Other
countries to apply the code on July 1.

Thank you very much.
The Cn1 AIMAN. Is the analysis the same document. we have printed

here called Executive Branch Analysis ?
Mr. Rom. That is correct.
The CHAIRAMAN. We will print these in the record.'

I The executive branch analysis appears In app. A. p. 27.



(The memorandum referred to follows:)

OMoiN Or TilE SPECIAL RiPPEaENTATIVM FOR TRADE NEG'IATIONS

RRAVINOS8 Or OTHER COUNTaM8 TO IMPLEMENT INTERNATIONAL ANIDUMPINO COMD

A. Of the i7 other governments which signed the International Antidumping
Oode, the following 15 are now In a position to Implement the Code beginning
on July 1, 1908:

European lEconomic Community

Belgium Norway
Netherlands Sweden
Luxembourg Switzerland
France Finland
Federal Republic of Germany' United Kingdom'
Italy Japan
Czechoslovakla Yugoslavia
Denmark

B. The Government of Canada has Informed ti that although legislation nee-
eary to Implement the Code cannot be enacted before July 1 due to the dis
solution of Parliament for elections, It "is prepared to undertake that not later
than 1 January 1009 It will bring Its laws, regulations and adnministrative pro-
cedures Into conformity with the Agreement". It has also so officially Informed
the Director general of the GATT!' and, through the GAIT! Secretariat, all other
signatories of the Code.

C. It IS believed--but not certain-tluit Greece will be Inevared to Impletment
the Code beginning on July 1,1968

' The Netherlands Government has Informed us that procedural delays prevent
It from ratification of the code by July 1. However, that Government has assured
us that it will implement the code on that date.

' The Council of the European Communities adopted an antldumplng regulation
April 5, 1908, requiring Menber States to Iml)leintnit the Code froln July 1.
Member Statee have Informed us that they will comply.
'To the beat of our knowledge, the German Bundestag has not yet enacted an

antidumping bill already Introduced. It Is expected to do so byJuly 1. Gernmm
implementation of the Code Is not contingent upon ptnwage of the bill, however,
since the Executive has Independent authority to art July 1.

'Parliament has enacted an amended antidmuping act. The act Is awaiting
Royal Asent. If such Assent Is not given before July 1, the British Government
would have authority to implement the Code except for the application of pro-
visional measures. Such measures are permitted-but not required-by Me Oode
and not provided for In existing British law. Royal Assent Is expected by July 1
or a few days thereafter.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Ambassador the code defines industry
in terms of "domestic producers as a whose of like product or those
of them whose collective output of such products constitutes a major
portion of domestic production." The executivwbranch states in its
ivport, page 67 that:

The less strict Interpretation of the definition of Industry would permit an
industry determination where the domestic Indnstry as a whole Is materially
injured by dumped Imports but where certain producers In that Industry are not.

Now,'let us turn'that around a bit. Would tie Tariff Commission
be able to flind injury where certainproducers in an industry are
injured but where the industry at a whole is not injured?

Mr. Rorit. I Would like Mr. Rehm to answer that.
Mr. REipM. If I understand the question, Mr. Chairman, I would

say it. would depend upon how ma~y of the producers and theit pro-
duction were being affected by the, dmped lmp'rts. In other words,
this second general test in the code lays down what you might call a



majority notion of industry. It permits a finding of injury to ali
industry where not all of the producers in question are being injured,
but where a majority are.

The CHATRMAN. Well, in my home town of Baton Rouge, we have
one cement manufacturer, for example. Now, let us assume that
foreign shipments are directed to Baton Rouge and they just abso-
lutely clobber that one producer but there is no serious injry to the
industry as a whole. Would that be a case in which relief could be
obtained?

Mr. RzHu. It is possible. I think we have to distinguish the gen-
eral definition-

The CH AIAN. You say possible, but not likely.
Mr. REHM. No. I think-
The CHA MAN. You do not know?
Mr. REHM. I do not know, because I do not have sufficient facts

which would indicate whether the general national definition of in.
dustry we have been talking aboutshould be applied or whether one
of the two alternative definitions of geographic segmentation should
be applied in this case. It is not imposs,le, certainly.

The CHAmRMAN. All right, Now, he is being clobbered. You do not
know whether he can get relief or not, under what you bring us. That
is what you told me. is that right or not?

Mr. Rium. All I am saying is I do not have enough facts in your
hypothetical to determine whether one could.

The CHAUMAN. It seems to me that is just the facts you are look-
ing for. Here is one mill. It is being clobbered by dumping, but it is
not a significant segment of the overall industry. Now, would it be
entitled to relief or nott It seems to me, that is just as clear as any-
thing on earth you are looking for. After you get through hearing all
the acts, that is your conclusion. He is being clobbered here at Baton
Rouge. But., the industry as a whole is not biing significantly injured.

Mr. Rorm. Mr. Chairman, it would be my understanding that if
there were not a provable regional market where he was being clob-
bered, it would be difficult to prove injury. But this does not relate
to the code so much as it relates to the Antidumping Act itself

Mr. REzm. I would simply add Mr. Chairman, that if in your case
he is the only producer of cement in this area and one could define
a marketing area in this portion of Louisiana, then I think under the
code you could find injury.Senator HARmig. Will YOU please speak louderI

Senator ANDzRsoN. Let him finish. What did you say?
Senator HAR=E. I did not hear what you said, either. You faded

off.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the answer-Mr. Chairman,

can we have the answer? I did not hear what he said there. I am sorry.
Mr. REHM. Yes, I will certainly repeat it, Senator. I said that If

this company was the sole producer in the area and if one could find,
and this would require looking at some other factors, I think, that
this was a regional market, then I think it would be possible to find

inheCHAIRHAN. But, he is not the sole supplier. You have got

cement coming out of New Orleans from Lone Star and OC produc-
ing it down there. They sometimes put some of their cement into that



area when they have a surplus. That is just at Baton Rouge, La., where
you have other producers shipping cement into it, but that one fel.
low right there is really being c obered. Now, could you find injuryI

Mr.NRi, b. Mr. Chairman, both under the act and the code one has
to conceive of an industry. There has to be injury to an industry. Tile
att does not grapple with the question how you define industry. The
code attempts to--to a certain extent. If in your case there were other
companies and one could find a regional market but the other com.-
panies were doing il right., in spite of the dumped imports; that is,
imports at sales of less than fair value, then one could not find injury.

The CHAfARMAN. The Tariff Commission sometimes applies a com.
petitive market. area test in determining injury.

Can they apply that same test under the code?
Mr. Rignt. I-blieve so. I have to state this generally, because It does

turn upon specific facts. But as Ambassador Roth's statement tried
to point out, and this Is Indeed something that I think a lot of people
have missed, there are two alternative definitions of geographic seg-
mnentation provided for In the code.

Senator HARTKE. WMt page are you reading from I
Mr. RinM.If you have the committee print Senator-
Senator HAW'KE. I have It. Do not worry. I have it.
Mr. RmIu. Page 42.1 And, it is in particular a long sentence but I

will try to go through it with you, if you would like. It is under article
-t(a) (i).

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you have tw tests in the code, but neither
one of thonl apply tothe ease I gave you in my hometown.

Mr. R liu. Well again, to repeat, if there were other producers who
were fairing well, I do not think either under the code or the act how
couldyou find injur . But, to return to Senator.Hart-ke's question-

Senator HAwrMF. rdid not ask any question.
The CHAIRMAN. I have.
Mr. Rrnt? . I am sorry. I thought you wanted to know-
Senator HARTKE. I wanted the page. That is all I asked for. I have

the page.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator. one more and I am coming back to you.
Now, the Tariff Commission has found injury in a number of cases

just exactly like I gave you.
Mr. Rpim. One company ? Not. to my knowledge.
The CHARMAJ. Here is their report.
In another case the I/TPV, which means sales at less than fair value, Imports

were found to Injure an Industry composed of producers In/or adjacent to the
competitive market area In which the Imports were sold and In three cases such
Imports were found to affect an Industry composed of producers adjacent to the
competitive market area.

Mr. REHM. I think, Mr. Chairman, you will note that the Tariff
Commission's report on page 19 ' you just read uses the plural-
"producers."

The CHISIANN. I amn informed that the rules in your code would
not permit them to find injury in the case I just described-producers
in/or adjacent to the competitive markt. area in which the importswere sold.

Mr. Rv'1.r. Let me speak to that, If I may, since it is an important
point, which I notice the cement industry is concerned about and I

P. 26 of these hearIngs.
'P. 330 of these hearings.
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think reasonably so. This report of the Tariff Commission on page
19 clearly proceeds on the assumption and I think the last sentence
of this paragraph so indicates, that there is only one definition of
geographic segmentation provided for in the code and that is the
notion of transportation costs. I will read the second definition:
Or, .oi

This is, Senator Hartke, the fourth line from the bottom of page
42 on this committee print-
or . . if there exist special regional marketing conditions (for example, tradi.
tonal patterns of distribution or consumer tastes) which result In an equal
degree of isolation of the producers in such a market from the rest of the
industry ..

Now, I have looked at these four cases which are cited in the
majority portion of the Tariff Commission's report. I certainly can-
not state for sure that this second alternative definition would apply.
But reading those decisions-and three of them are very terse m-
deed-I believe it fair to say that one cannot rule out the possibility,
and, indeed, distinct possibility, that this second alternative definitioncould apply in thesecases.._. .The c Aply n. Let me just read you these two sentences from the

Tariff Commission report. I am going to read you what I have and
the sentences following it:

In another case,
This is Portland Cement from Belgium-

the [TFV, which Is sale for less than fair market value Imports, were found
to Injure an industry composed of producers In/or adjacent to the competitive
market area in which the imports were sold, and In three oases such imports
were found to Injure an Industry composed of producers adjacent to the com-
petitive market area. The Code would limit a regional industry to all producers
within such a market who sell all or almost all of their production of the
product in question In that market.

Now, assume the market area were broad enough to include New
Orleans and the area, let us say, from New Orleans over to Mobile,
and as far west perhaps as Lake Charles or Houston and north to
Shreveport, which would seem to me to be well within the argument
for those who argue for a large market area concept. One could say
that if the only injury to competition occurs up there at Baton
Rouge, La., involving the fellow who is producing cement the, and
those who are trying to compete with him in that area that is not
injury to the market area. Here is the Tariff Commission saying
that while they could perhaps find injury as the law exists, they
could not find it if you are going to say they must find injury to the
whole market area.

Mr. RoTit. I think the proof is in the pudding-the fact that they
never have found injury where only one company was involved.,

The CrAIr.M N. Now, you are the man who negotiated the agree-
ment and you cannot tell us the answer. Now, if you do not know the
answer how do you expect a businessman to know the answer, or
even a lawyer who represents that businessman I

Mr. RmtI.3 Well my answer, Mr. Chairman: would be that, as in the
case of any legal document, one cannot definitively determine in the

'Clerk's note: Steel Jacks from Canada, AA 1921-40 (TD 6W-91) Involved Injury to a
single domestic firm.
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abstract without the specific facts how a law or an agreement, or a
provision thereof, wourd apply. All I am saying is that in terms of the
four cases we have been talking about, I cannot rule out the possibility
of the application of this second definition. I think the poit y-ou were
making perhaps, in part, Mr. Chairman, was that the code talks about
the producers in such a market whereas these three cas talk about
producers in/or adjacent to. But, I would say that that obviously* turns
upon the boundary line you want to draw and that is an economic judg-
ment. There is nothing scientific about it.

The CHATIRAN. Now, the Tariff Commission tells us in four cases out
of five where'they have found injury- this code that you are brinkinfus
here would bar them from finding injury. That's 80 percent o7 those
case&

Now have you looked at those cases and concluded otherwiseI
Mr. kEHM. Well, as I was trying to say, their conclusion is clearly

based upon an assumption-which is wrong-that there is only one test
of geographic segmentation, concerning transportation costs, where
ind6ed you have to find that all the producers within such a market sell
all or almost all of their production of the p product in question in'that
market. They were taking only the first test.I think it is clear that with
the exception of the first case they cite, the other four would not, fall
under that provision. But, I am talking about the second alternative
test.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. But you still have not answered the ques-
tion. How about those 80 percent of the cases, four out of five cases?
They say your code would make them come out the 6ther way. Are you
prepared to say that in those four cases out of five that your code would
not make the case come out the other way?

Mr. R.HM. No. I cannot without the record before me, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the report is there. You can go look at the

cases.
Mr. RRHM. The decisions which I have before me, Mr. Chairman, if

you have seen them, are about two paragraphs long. They are a state-
ment of legal conclusions. They do not permit me to see the kind of
facts, sir, that were taken into account when the decisions were
reached.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you negotiated this thing. As a lawyer you
should have been looking at those cases and the record behind those
cases to see how they arrived at them so you would know whether yov
are giving away Industry's rights or whether you are not.

Mr. R.EHM. Let me say on this very point we were very, very sensi-
tive to this question of geographic segmentation. It was a major issue
in the negotiations because other countries have long been suspicious
of our concept of geographic segmentation. It was in.ed an issue over
which we fought bitterly, I may say, during the negotiations and we
insisted that there be what we felt to be an adequate geographic seg-
mentation notion in the code. The other countries pressed us very hard
to hold us to this first definition of geographic segmentation based on
transportation costs. We said that would not be enough that the
Tariff Commission has decided cases in the past which would not fall
within that first definition and we needed, if you will, another defini-
tion and we finally worked out this alternative language.
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The CHAMMAN. Let me just tell you what I understand you to be
telling me. See if we understand one another. You are saying that these
Tar ff Commission cases have each one been put on a single sheet of
paper. I ask whether you have changed the result of those decisions.
You say you do not know because all you have to look at is that sheet
of paper. When we are passing an act of, Congress we have committee
reports and hearings that back it up. All you -have to do is go look at
them and see whether you have changed the results or not.

Now, do you know whether you have changed the results or would
not change the results in those cases

Mr. RituM. Mr. Chairman, all I can say is that this is why the Tariff
Commission has divided opinions and our Supreme Court has divided
options. These things are not black and white. They are not that
clear. We were aware of these difficult cases. We certainly looked at
the decisions. I do not believe we looked into the complete record but
we were satisfied that in the second definition we wrote into the code
did give latitude to the Tariff Commission. But I am sorry, Mr. Chair-
man. I cannot give you an unequivocal answer that it would have
reached the same result.

The CHADIMAN. Let me tell you how the Congress approaches a
similar question. We looked at the Miranda case with regard to admis-
sions and confessions. That was decided by a five-to-four vote by the
Supreme Court. We said we think that is a horrible decision. It con-
tributes to a major increase in crime in this country and if we can we
are going to reverse the. finding in that decision. o, we passed a law
seeking to change that Miranda decision.

Now, at the time we did it, the lawyers on the Judiciary Committee
and the lawyers in the Senate, of which two-thirds are lawyers well
knew what that decision said and anybody who wanted to coud0o
read the transcript although we did not regard that as necessary. We
could read the hearing in the trial decision case, read what the court
of appeals said, we could read what the Supreme Court said. it was
clear enough to us what we were doing.

But you are telling me that you do not know what you did and
what you did not do because looking at the cases about which you
were negotiating, you do not know whether you changed the result
or not.

Mr. REHM. Mr. Chairman, I think we are talking about different
kinds of cases. We are dealing here in this field with very difficult
economic judgments based upon quite abstract legal criteria. I think
the antitrust field would be a far better analogy if you wish to draw
one than the Miranda case where as I recall you were dealing with
specific criteria in terms of even numbers o# hours for arraignment
and the like.

In this field, where you have very delicate, difficult economic judg-
Ne" to be made, one cannot be positive. I dare.say that any antitrust
I awybr would say reading Supreme Court decisions in the antitrust
field, that it 'is hard to see what guidance one can draw for purposes of
future problems. So, if you expect me to be unequivocal, I cannot be.

The CHARMAN. Do you know the facts of those cases? You said
that in order to say whether what you are bringihg here would change
the results you would have to know the facts of the cases. That infers
that you do not know the facts of the cases which they say would haive
changed the result. Now, do you know the facts of those cases?
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Mr. RECHM. No. We were aware of the decisions and had read them.
They are brief decisions as I said. However I personally cannot say
I looked into the full record. We were satisAed having read the deci-
sions, that we did not exclude the possibility of the Tariff Commission
reaching the same decision.

The CIAIRAN. All right. You say you do not know the facts or
whether you would change tlie result or not. Those people on the Tariff
Commission do know the facts. They made the decisions. They studied
the records and they say you do change it.

Mr. REIim. Then, why is there a minority report of two Commis-
sioners, Mr. Chairman I

The CJAIRMAN. But those two minority Comnliissioners were ap-
pointed by the executive branch, were they not? Out of your house
you night say and now they are trying to appoint a third one out oi
your house. That raises some very severe questions about the separa-
tion of powers, and whether the Tariff Commission is here to aid the
Co carry out the wo-rd of Congress, or is supposed to take its
bidding from the executive.

Mr. 'RoTH. Mr. Chairman, I think you can see by the majority, re-
port this is not always so.

The ChAIRMAN. Now, on page 62 1 of the executive branch aitily-Ais
it is stated that: "The concept of the principal cause In an ifjJtry de-
termination is consistent withl the act and present practice." The Tariff
Commission report on pages 12 and 13 2 on this subject, however, re-
)orts that under the two possible meanings of the code criteria of
injury, both are inconsistent with the procedures and practices under
the Antidumping Act of 1921. There is an obvious difference of oplnI6ni
between the executive branch and the Tariff Commission.

Can you cite any language in the act which states that dumped im-
ports must be demonstrably the principal cause of material injury
which is the language used in the code?

Mr. Rmiur. No, I cannot, Mr. Chairman. As Ambassador Roth said,
the statute simply speaks in terms of "by reason of" the dumped im-
ports. As a matter of statutory interpretation, quite frankly, I think
there is a very decent argument that the notion of "by reason of" is
something much more like the dominant cause or very major cause, if
not, indeed, total cause. The notion that we worked out in the code
is a notion of principal causality. A lot of people have assumed-be-
cause I think they wanted to assume it quite frankly-that this was
synonomous with the notion of major factor as it has been construed
in the Trade Expansion Act,*This, in fact, was another major issue In
the negotiations and at a time the draft of the code contained the
words the major factor."

The CHARMMAN. All right.
Mr. REuM. Now, we changed it to the principal cause on the under-

standing that the principal cause was, if I may put it this wayi a plu-
rality notion, just like tie primary factor in the Canadian automotive
legislation-namely a cause greater than any other cause, but not a
cause greater than ail other causes combined.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, when you say demonstrably the princi-
pal cause, it means to me as a lawyer, that you must be able to dem-
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onstrate that this was the principal cause of material injury. You are
saying that this language might not mean anything different than the
old language, the language in the law right now.

Mr. REHu. I am saying it is consistent, Mr. Chairman. The old
language, that is, the language in the act now is subject to a variety of
interpretations, such as a rigorous one of the kind I mentioned. I sup-
pose a skillful lawyer could argue that it was a notion of very weak
causality. But all I am saying# is that the notion we have laid out in the
code as it is understood by virtue of its legislative history is, I think,
a reasonable one, a moderate one, which falls within, as far as we can
see the notion of "by reason of."

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Now, the Tariff Commission has construed injury to occur under the

1921 act when the injury is more than de minimis.
Now, would this language in the code permit that Tariff Commis-

sion to find injury where tfe injury is more than de minimis?
Mr. RS.HM. I think now we have shifted away from the causality

question, if I understand your question, to the notion of the quantum
of injury which must be demonstrated to permit dumping duties'to
be applied. The notion of de minimis injury is, I think, regarded by
all Tariff Commissioners, including present Tariff Commissioners, as
not satisfying the notion of injury which, of course, the Tariff Com-
mission has consistently read as material injury.

Now, once you are over the de minimis, the question arises how much
do you need to satisfy a test of material injury? Mr. Clubb feels that
it need be only a scintilla-another Latin word-above de minimis.
Others would argue more. All I am saying is that, in terms of this
question, I think material injury can cover quite a broad spectrum,
Mr. Chairman. So, to put it another way, I think that the notion we
have in the code, which in this respect is the same as in article 6 of
the GATT now, is consistent with the law and indeed quite clearly, I
think, with Tariff Commission practice.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought the question I asked could have been an-
swered yes or no. You have me so confused now that I do not know
what you answered.

Now, a de minimis injury to me, for example, in the law of personal
injury, would be an injury that did not scratch the skin to draw blood
and did not bruise you. Now, could that concept, if it bruised you at
all, could that be regarded as a material injury under this clause you
have here-"demonstrably the principal cause of material injury"?

Mr. RHM. Well, if you mean now a bruise, something more than
de minimis-

The CHAIRMAN. Draw a drop of blood.
Mr. RmiM. A drop.
The CHAIRMAN. A drop.
Mr. REHbr. No. I do not believe that that would be material injury.
The CHAIRMAN. That is just the kind of thing we are talking about.
Mr. RrntM. That would not be material injury.
The CHAIRMAN. So, you changed the law. When I say you changed

the law, you have to look at the cases along with the statutes that the
cases interpret.

Mr. REHM. Mr. Chairman-



Mr. SMITH. If I could state it another way I think I would answer
your question yes, and I would say that would be within the concept
of material injury if it drew blood or was a bruise, to put it in the
vernacular.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. So, what you have here is something
u about which the two administration lawyers cannot agree.

Now-
Senator ANDERSoN. Pity thepeople who are not lawyers.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson says pity the poor people who

are not lawyers.
The Tariff Commission report, on pages 14 and 15 read:
The Anti-dumping Act is silent as to how the effect of the LTFV Imports on

an industry shall be evaluated. It requires the Commission to determine whether
such imports are injuring an industry in the United States. Since the act con-
tains no words of limitation concerning the degree of injury to be considered,
the word has been generally construed to mean injury in any degree greater than
de minlmls, more than a trifling injury. An injury more than de minimis is con-
sidered to be a traterial injury.

Now, may I ask, are you talking about an injury that is more than
de mnimis and that is all f I ask you two lawyers if you can agree on
that one. Now, would that be injury that would justify relief under the
Antidumping Code or not I

Mr. Rmni. My answer is, "Yes."
The CHAIRMAN. What is your answer?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
The CUIIMiMAN. So, now you say there is no difference. The lan-

guage you have got here has no diference from the existing law.
Mr. REHM. That is correct.
Mr. SMITH. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. As construed by the cases.
Mr. SMITH. It is up to the Tariff Commission to construe that

part of the law, but in my opinion, the Tariff Commission can, as it
has in the pat, make the same determination as to what amounts to-
what is a sufficient amount of injury under the provisions of the code
as they could in the past before the code.

The CHrAIMAN. Well, may I say that the act says-
The Commission shall determine within three months thereafter whether an

industry in the United States is being or is likely to be injured or Is prevented
from being established by. reason of the importation of merchandise into the
United States.

That language has been construed as to refer to an injury thvkt is
more than a de minimis injury.

Now, to prove injury you come in here with language which says
these imports must be "demonstrably the principal cause of material
injury." The "principal cause of material .injury." And you say that
language could be construed to be de minimis injury or just slightly
more than de minimis injury.

Mr. RzHM. I think our answer on which we agree, Mr. Smith and
I-

The CHAIPMAN. Material injury in my judgment, would mean some-
thing more than--slightly more than--de minlngis injury.

Mr. Smrrn. Yes. I thnk the Tariff Commission over the past has
interpreted it to mean principal cause essentially. Now, when you say
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how much more than do minimis, all I am saying is that I do not think
this code changes the range in which the Tariff Commission has al-
ways regarded this, but, of course, I want to say that I am not the
authority on this because it does not fall within the Treasury's area
of responsibility. I was asked for an opinion and based on what I have
read, that is my opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, if you did not want to change the law, why
did you bring in different language than the existinglaw?

Mr.REHM. The answer is, Mr. Chairman, because we were trying
to render our dumping procedures and the dumping procedures of
other countries more predictable and to try to build in greater in-
surance and certainty, so that the people would know what tests they
had to meet, what evidence they had to offer, if they sought relief. We
began, as we said before, with a very, very abstract act, with-I think
I can almost literally say-no legislative history to guide any inter-
preter of the act. Therefore, it was felt that both with respect to our
own country and other countries which have antidumping laws, it.
would be very worthwhile to try to work out some refinement of these
concepts and some elaboration of the rules for this purpose of predict-
ability, as I said.

The CHAIRMAN . But you have already demonstrated that you are
unable to predict the outcome in the simple illustration I gave. The
code has already failed the test of predictability. Now, when you
bring this kind of language in, you are expecting the other fellow
to arrive at the same conclusion based on the same facts that you do,
are you not?

Mr. REUM. Who is the other fellow ? I am sorry.
The CHAIRMAN. The other party to the agreement.
Mr. REHM. Oh, certainly, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And, Iwould assume that these discussions of this

language would have included a considerable amount of minutes and
it would include some various notes and discussions to indicate just
what the contracting parties had in mind in making this code to guide
members in interpreting them. Do you have that sort of information
available to us, that sort of history of this language here so we can
see just what is intended by this languageI

Mr. REHM. To answer your question-
The CHAIRMAN. So that we can see what you intended and what you

expect the other fellow to do and what he expects you to do when you
apply the tests.

Mr. RniIM. I do not know if it is true of most international negotia-
tions but certainly in this one, where some countries perhaps gave up

ositions they would not have wanted to give up, no minutes were
kept. That was a deliberate decision of the countries negotiating the
Codes, so that we do not have-I think it is a very reasonable ques-
tion-a document of the kind that I gather does exist for other negoti-
ations indicating what the parties inenaed. But, we feel and we can
state--and surely we could not state it publicly unless we had told this
to the other countries during the negotiations-that we can validly
rely upon the interpretations a ve been discussing.

Now, obviously, if other countries feel we are taking liberties with
the code, they will be quick to let Us know.



The CHAIMAN. Well, your interpretations show the Code in con-
flict with the law.

Now, in our State criminal code we have tried to codify much of
our law. We historically were a code law State compared to the com-
mon law States. We had the Code Napoleon that we looked to for our
basic law in Louisiana and there are all sorts of treaties as written by
intellectual French writers to explain what the people had in mind
when they drafted that Code Napoleon and to give all sorts of illus-
trations as to what this particular iangage would mean applied to a
certain set of facts. There is nothing of that sort available, as I under-
stand, on what you are bringing us here.

Mr. REHM. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You were unable to cite any language which states

that dumped imports must be demonstrably the principal cause of
injury. Does it or does it not have to be a cause greater than all mother
causes ? On page 62 you say "No." On page 63 you say "Yes."

Mr. REHm. How is it-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me read from page 62-

The term "the principal cause" Is susceptible of such interpretations and indeed
does not require that dumped imports be that cause which is greater than all
other causes combined of material injury.

But then, on page 63 you say-
Paragraph (a) also provides that in reaching their decision the authorlUes

shall weigh on the one hand the effect of dumping and on the other hand all
other faLtors taken together which may adversely affect the industry. The deter-
mination shall In all cases be based on findings and not on the allegations of
hypothetical possibility.

Mr. R.HM. Yes I think I understand your question. The paragraph
(a) which provides for weighing, on th-e one hand, the effect of the
dumping and, on the other land, all other factors, is not intended as
we read it and as we understand it to change our interpretation of
"the principal cause." I think quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, you could
infer from this procedural provision you just cited a notion of major
cause. We do not view it that way. We told the other countries that.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, what you say on page 62 is very clear, t hat
it does not require that the dumped imports greater than a11 the
other causes of injury together. Then on page 63 you say y0ou will
put all the other causes on one side oi the scale and put this import
cause on this side of the scale and you .will weigh them. The inference
of that would be that the scale goes this way [indicAting] that that
is not the principal cause. That is, that the other causes outweigh this
one and, therefore this is not the principal ause of 'th injury.

Mr. REHM. As I said, Mr. Chairman, I do regard that, as a not
reasonable inferenci, the kind you just made. All I say is that the

United States Views this provision concerning weighing as a proce-
duralprovision which does not change the substantive meaning of the
motion of principal cause.

Now, frankly, if I went back into the negotiating history, Altliough
this is speculation on my part right now, I would imagine that this
motion of weighing is a leftover, if you will, from the notion of "the
major cause" which the other countries very badly Wanted us totake.
But, this is a negotiated document, as Ambassador Roth said.
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The CHAIRMAN. What you say on page 63 suggests that picture
of a pure woman standing there blindflO ed with n scale in her hands
and on one side of tie scale there is what can be said for dumping and
on the other side what can be said for all other causes of injury. If the
scae is heavier on this side than it. is on the other then this is the side on
whith justice must go. That concept would indicate that you put all
the other causes on the one side and you put this cause on this side,
the dumping, and if all the other causes outweigh the dumping, thatyou would say that is not the principal cause of the injury.

Mr. RmiM. All I am saying-
The CHAIRMAN. Then, you take the previous page and say no,

that is not the case at all.
Mr. REmim. Mr. Chairman, if I may reply to that, we have an inter-

pretation. We made this interpretation clear to the other countries
with which we negotiated the code. I can assure you that if we were
in public telling the Senate Finance Committee that we were now
construing a provision of the Code in a manner at variance with the
interpretation that we discussed and agreed upon in Geneva, there
would be quite an outburst.

All I am saying is that this is our interpretation. I do not deny that
the provision you cited could lead one to the other concluson. All I
am saying is that it is our interpretation. We stand by it and think on
this basis it is consistent wtih the act.

The CHAIRMAN. Then, if I understand it, based on what you are
testifying here, that this need not change a single one of these case
the Tariff Commission has decided.

Mr. REHtm. Mr. Chairman, I really think we have been confusing
two quite separate concepts--the notion of injury on the one hand,
and we discussed material injury, where I think we agree the motion
of material injury is something more than de minimis, on the other
hand, the notion of causality-principal cause. The notion of cause
is one with which the Tariff Commissioners for the most part, over
the years, have not dealt at all.

The CHARMAN. Now if I understand what you are saying here,
ou four gentlemen are here telling me, particularly you two lawyers,

That this code you are bringIng here need not require the Tariff Com-
mission to change its decision in a single one of these cases in which
it has found injury.
. Mr. REHM. That is not our position, Mr. Chairman. Our position

The CHAIIRAN. Well, now) you see, I have been listening to you for
more than an hour and having !istened to you, you have made the
argument that the Tariff Commission is totally in error when they
say you are changing the law in such a way a s to require them to de-
clde 80 percent of the cases they have been deciding in a manner differ-
ent from the way they have been deciding them. You have been saving
that they are only reading half of what you did and if they rea the
other half they will find that they could continue to decide all those
cases just the way they have been deciding them. That is what it
sounds like to me as a simple country lawyer,. although may I say
I made good grades as a law student, was associate editor of the law
review and got my name onthe building as a winner of competition.



But, now, you are telling me that, as I construed it and as I under-
stood it that these people are upset about nothing-that they could
take this code language and arrive at tie same conclusion that they
have reached in all these cases.

But when I ask you direct if they could do that, then you answer,
I10.

Mr. REHM. Well, what I meant-
The CHAIRMAN. So now, you started out saying you have not

changed the law and.now you answer yes, you did change the law.
Mr. REi.M. Mr. Chairman, I think we have got to-
The CHAIRMAN. If you could, that. is.
Mr. RinM. (continuing). Distinguish changing the law from cluig-

ing past Tariff Commission decisions. The two are very separate
notions.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, are you trying to change those?
Mr. RmiM. I think it is virtually impossible to give any kind of

specific definitive answer. In some respects, I think tle code probably
does limit the discretion of the Tariff Commission in applying certain
of the concepts we have been talking about.. With respect to material
injuryI think we call quite clearly say, as we have said before, there

'is no change. With respect. to the notion of geographic segmentation,
perhaps. All I was trying to say is that one cannot come to the clearly
contrary conclusion of the majority report. •

Now, with respect to causation, I think this is the area where we
really cannot generalize at. all because Tariff Commissioners, as I
read the cases, have not attempted to spell out how much of a causal
relationship is required under the act. between the dumped imports
and the injury. So I would have to put a big question mark under the
notation of causality.

The CHAIMMAN. What are you tolling met Today we have a law,
we have cases that have been processed and experience tlat. we can
look to. While industry may not be entirely satisfied with it, we do
have some experience and a lawyer can read the cases and-particu-
larly good experienced lawyers who tried those cases-can predict
what is likely to hapen if you go before the Tariff Comniission.

You are shaking your head as i that is not correct.
Mr. RrIu. Well, I do not, believe that is correct. I think many law-

yers with whom I talk in the trade and customs field would say you
cannot predict. And I do not say this critically of the Tariff Commis-
sion, because I think the very nature of the cases they hear does not
make predictions possible. But I dare say a number of lawyers in this
city would say you cannot predict how the Tariff Commission will
come out on a given. antidumping case. But if I may return-

The CHAl A.N. Let me put it to you this way way. Take a lawyer
who pled one of those cases before that Commission last year where
the Commission found injury and gave relief. Are you telling me
that if he had the precise same case come before him again, he would
not predict what that Commission would do with that same case?

Mr. Ri. I an sorry. Same case t
The CHAIRMAK. Same case.
Mr. Rznst. Sute, of course.



The CHAMA. That is what I am talking about. Now, can you pre-
dict what will happy en in the same case witli your language?

Mr. Rzam. No. Not for sure.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. RBmu. Fair enough. My only basic point is that while we may,

I emphasize the words, awhile we may" and in some respects, I think
probably have changed-I will use another word, "limited--the dis-
cretion of the Tariff Commission, so that they might not arrive at the
same decision they have in the past, we have not in our view changed
the law The law provides the.scope within which a regulatory agency
can move. The Tariff Commission has certainly moved a great deal
under this act. We are now in this code trying to lay down what we
consider to be reasonable criteria which will admittedly limit the
discretion of the Tariff Commission, just as these criteria will limit the
discretion of other bodies in other countries determining the validity
of dumping complaints against our exporters. That is the purpose
of the code.

But again, I want to stress the difference between prior Tariff Com-
mission decisions and the act.

The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying to me is this: Let us take
the Federal Trade Commission. They decide a case. The court sustains
their decision and it stands. Congress then proceeds to say, now, we
are going to change that rule and we do change it. One can argue.
now, we are not changing the law all we are doing is changing the
rule, but that rule has the effect o1 law until we change it. So in one
sense you might argue that you did not change the law. All you did
was change that interpretation of it or that conclusion of it.

In the other case you could argue that as a practical matter you
did change the law. As far as I am concerned, when you change the
results of what happened with a given set of facts, you have changed
the law.

Now, I am one of those that do not like to admit that some of those
Supreme Court decisions are the law, especially when I think they
are wrong, but I must concede until someone changes them, they are
the law. You are contending here that where you have changed what
the results would be as applied to individual cases, that you have
not changed the law. My reaction is-if that is how it is--that you
have changed the law. The reason I asked the question was that it
occurred to me that you people wanted to contend that you have not
changed the law.

We could settle this very easily by simply passing a resolution
here and putting it- on the President's desk on a bill we think he will
sian. It would say the old law stands exactly the same as it is and
this was intended just to codify what already was the law of the
United States. But as I understand it, you would not be satisfied
with that because you want to change the law if you can. Now, is that
not about the size of itI

Mr. RoTn. Let me say just, Mr. Chairman, certainly the intent was
not to change the law but to negotiate a code which would be entirely
consistent with that law.

The CHAIRMAN. So your position, Mr. Roth is that you think you
have negotiated a code which is consistent with the law and does not
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change the law that is in existence now and was in existence prior to
this code?

Mr. RoTi. That is correct.
The CHITRMAN. Senator Anderson ?
Senator ANDERSON. I have to be very careful of these lawyers here.

On page 3, about half way, you refer to "the Trade Information Com-
mittee held public hearings in September of 1966." Vere those hear-
ings published ?

Mr. Ro'i. No. Those hearings were not published. We used them
-is a means of gathering information from interested parties, both
those who were against even the present antidumping law and those
who were in favor of improvements--such as the need for Canada to
have in injury requirement. And all these facts went intto the formu-
lation of our negotiating position.

Mr. Senator, I would-like to say that in the early part of the Ken-
nedy round, quite apart from dumping, when we were putting to-
gether our exceptions list--that is, items that would not be nego-
Hated-we also extensively used public hearings which were not pub-
lished. After the hearings were over, we often ad confidential discus-
sions with certain industries, and all of this, as I said, we felt it was
our responsibility to take and to use in determining a negotiating
position.

Senator ANDESsoN. I think it would be easier if the Congress would
find out what the discussion was all about.

Mr. RoTu. I would say, Mr. Senator, as I recall, that some of the
groups that appeared before us did submit briefs and these, of course,
would be available for you to see if you would care to do so.

Senator ANDERSON. On page 4 you say:
In short, It will not be any harder for a domestic industry in the future to

obtain relief under the act than it has been up to now.
If it is true they get no help anyhow, this says they will keep right

on getting no help. It could not be any worse than the present. I have
appeared in the copper hearings and others, and we think'the, State"
Department is always against us. This seems to say here that if we
had 'the same situation, we would all be against you.

Mr. Rom. Senator, as you know, the two agencies concerned with
this, the Treasury and the Tariff Commission have made affirmative
findings in a number of antidumping cases. We are saying here that
the code would not make it more difficult for a domestic industry, and
in a certain sense-

Senator ANDmEsoN. You could not make it any more difficult under
any circumstances, could you?

Mr. RorH. In a certain sense, Senator, it will make it less difflctlt, in
that it will meet one of the complaints of certain industries, namely,
that the present proceedings of the Treasury and Tariff are so, long
that they themselves are an impediment for the domestic industry.
This code will shorten the entire operation.

Mr. Marks, would yon like to cover thatt
Mr. MARKS. I do not think I have to add anything further. We-are

hopeful that this will shorten the operation as-Ambassador Roth has
just stated and we are certainly determined that we will do everything
possible to make this so.

Senator ANDERSON. And will give some relief, perhaps?
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Mr. MARKs. Yes. To the extent that the operation is more rapid, I
think this in itself provides relief. Obviously, we cannot predict the
outcome of any particular cases without knowing the facts.

Senator ANDERSON. I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hartke I
Senator HAWFE. Yes. Can I find out the name of the lawyer? I do

not know his name.
Mr. RHim. John Rehm is my name. R-e-h-m.
Senator HArKE. And he participated in these negotiations in-
Mr. Romi. That is correct, Senator.
Senator HAtrryF. What was his role there?
Mr. Rotir. He was one of the major negotiators and one of the major

individuals in Washington responsible for putting together our nego-
tiating position. Could I also say-

Senator HARTE. Under what authority does he actf
Mr. ROTH. He acts under my authority. My authority comes-
Senator HARTrKE. Was he a negotiator or was he one of your assist-

ants ? Let us get that straight.
Mr. ROTH. He was both.
Senator HARME. He was both?
Mr. Rom. He was both.
Senator HARTWE. Under the law, if he is going to be a negotiator, he

is required to be confirmed by the Senate. Why was he not confirmed
by the Senate ?

Mr. ROTH. No, sir. The only chief negotiator, which is myself-
Senator HAlrTKF. That is right.
Mr. Ror . My deputy-
Senator HAnm%. Right.
Mr. RoT. Which was Ambassador Blumenthal in Geneva-
Senator HAwRMs. Both of them were confirmed by the Senate.
Mr. RoiTH. Both confirmed by the Senate and they both had the re-

sponsibility for the negotiations.
Senator HAWFrKE. Well, I thought you said he was a negotiator. I

mean, he can be an assistant and adviser to you but to be a negotiator
he would be required to be confirmed. I notice he said we, we, we, as
though he was we." And I was just trying to find out who "we" was.

Mr. Romn. Let me say that in Geneva, where we had negotiations
going on concurrently with a great many countries, you had in effect.
a "negotiator," if you want to put qLuotation marks around it, for each
one of the country and sector negotiations and I think he was using it
in that sense.

Could I also, Senator, introduce Fred Smith?
Senator HARyE. I know Mr. Smith. He is from the Treasury.
Mr. Smith let me return to some testimony. What is the responsi-

bility now oi the Tariff Commission under the present law?
Mr. SmrnH. Well, under the act the responsibility is divided be-

tween the Treasu and the Tarin Commission. The Treasury has
the responsibility or determining whether there have been sales at.
less than fair vilue and if it so determines, the matter then goes to
the Tariff Commission to determine whether there has been as a result
of the dumping material injury, threat of material injury, or preven-
tion of the establishment of an industry. So, I would merely say that
in a sense I was speaking off the cuff because I am not the principal



legal adviser responsible for questions of injury which is within the
province of the Tariff Comnnission.

Senator HARTKP. All right.
Now, is it not true that we have a two-step procedure?
Mr. SMrrH. Yes.
Senator HAFRKT. They are not simultaneous.
Mr. SMrrH. They are not simultaneous.
Senator HARTKE. And under the code they are simultaneous.
Mr. SMrriH. Under the code they are not simultaneous.
Senator HAlrTK. They are not?
Mr. SMrrH. No, sir.
Senator HazIy. Why are they not?
Mr. SMrm. Beiause before the Tariff Commission studies the ques-

tion of injury under the code and our regulations implementing the
code, we will have made a determination of sales at less than fail-
value.

Senator HArTKr. I thought that the code requires industries to
furnish the Treasury Department with evidence of injury. Is that not
correct?

Mr. SMITH. Could I ask you to repeat that again ?
Senator HAirK Is it not true according to the requirements under

the code that an industry must furnish the Treasury Department
with evidence of injury?

Mr. SMrrn. Some information to indicate injury. Of course, the
mere fact that an industry files a complaint is pretty indicative that
they could show some evidence of injury.

Senator HAwrME. I did not ask you what it is indicative of. I am
asking a very simple question. As I understand it, the code requires
industry to furnish the Treasury Department with evidence of injury.
Is that correct?

Mr. SmrrH. Yes.
Senator HARFKa Now, can you cite me anything under the Anti-

dumping Act of 1921 or the Customs Simplification Act of 1954, any
language whatsoever that requires that the Treasury should require
information on the question of injury

Mr. SmrrH. There is nothing specific, but it has always been the
practice of the Treasury Department to ask-

Senator HARTK L Is that a change, then, in the situation?
Mr. SmTH. No, sir.
Senator HArFKB. Well, tell me where it is in the law.
Mr. SMITH. Well, under our regulations implementing the law, and

as has been pointed out, the law is very general, under our regulations
in implementing the law we have for a-long time, had a requirement
that a complainant must supply some threshold facts.

Senator W.. In other words, you admit, that the code itself
says that this shall be submitted whereas heretofore there was no re-
quirement of such submission, is that not correct?

Mr. SmmTI. There is a requirement under our regulation of the sub-
mission of certain threshold facts and the code merely in my opinio6,
codifies what has been the past practice in general. So that there is
nothing signfleantly new in the requirements that they supply these
thSehold facts.Senator HL~mkE . What do youn use those threshold facts for?



Mr. Sxrr. We use the threshold facts to determine whether there
is any basis to conduct an investigation.

Senator HAmRTK. For what?
Mr. SmTHi. To determine whether there is any basis to conduct an

investigation.
Senator HARKE. Basis for investigation, is that right?
Mr. SmTH. Right.
Senator HArmTE. In order to do that you would have to make an

evaluation, is that not right?
Mr. Smrrm. No, sir.
Senator HARTEK. You would not have to? You do not evaluate the

facts which are submitted? They are just submitted but you make a
judgment without evaluation? Is that what you are saying?

Mr. Sarm. We do not make a judgment even. What I would like
to say is this.

Senator HART=E. What do you use these threshold facts of in-
jury for?

Mr. Sx -ir. Just to determine whether an investigation would be
futile.

Senator HARTHE. Do you evaluate them?
Mr. Smru. No, we do not.
Senator HARmr. In other words, do you do this as a result of alle-

gations simply or do you investigate the facts?
Mr. SMrrHi. Let me say this first. There is a lot of misconception in

this country-
Senator iAWrKE. Now, there may be misconceptions; I noticed the

gratuitous insult in the Ambassador's statement a few moments ago
about people's interpretations. You use the fine words "shades of
meaning," Mr. Ambassador. What is a shade of meaning? What does
shade of meaning mean ? You have that in your statement here.

Mr. Ro n. I am not aware that I-
Senator HARTHE. Shades of meaning. What does shade of meaning

meanI
Mr. Romr. I will have to fld out from my statement. I certainly did

not intend any gratuitous insult of any order.
Senator HArKB. Do you want the page? I will give it to you. It is

on page 8 of your statement. You say there: "There is an important
shade of meaning." What does shade of meaning mean?

Mr. RoTH. I assume that a shade of meaning means a way in which
something can be interpreted.

Senator HARKF,. Let me come back to that later. Go ahead, Mr.
Smith. I through maybe I would give you a little time to get an an-
swer to that question.

Mr. S3rrn. Thank you. I was starting to say that there is a lot of
misconception as to what dumping is, for instance, in the United
States. Representatives of industry quite frequently think that if a
foreign manufacturer sells something at a price which is lower than
his price, that that QED is dumping. So that we have complaints that
come in where there is absolutely no-evidence of d.umotlng or of injury,
and all that we require and have in the'past'required, is that the com-
plainant submit such information as is reasonably available to us so
that we can make a threshold judgment, if you would like to use the



word, as to whether there is any basis for proceeding with a case, but
we do not evaluate or weigh or in any way, prejudge the question of
injury.

Senator HARTKrE. You make a determination, then if I correctly
understand you, as to whether or not. there is any evidence of injury.
Is that what you are saying? Without. going back and evaluating the
extent. of the injury? Is ihat. what you are saying?

Mr. Smisur. Yes. Now, we do not do-
Senator ITAWRTK. Under what authority ?
Mr. SMITH. Only on the basis of what he submits. We may on our

own see if we can find out if there is any basis for this, but it is purely
for the purpose of avoiding our Customs people, who are heavily
pressed, from engaging in a futile investigation. And as I said, in any
case where there is a complaint there is almost. certain to be something
that the coml)lalnain can show in the way of increased sales by a for-
eign competitor, ur something of that sor, that would indicate a -pos-
sibility of injury.

Senator HARTRE. Under the act there is no question put that the de-
termination of injury is to be made in the Tariff Commission.

Mr. Sm rr . That is right.
Senator HAU'FKE. There is no statement whatsoever inthe act that

there must be a finding of dumping by the.Treasury. Is that not true?
Mr. SMITji. No. The act. requires the Treasury to make the finding

of dumping.
Senator HAITRF.. Dumping?
Mr. S3rrnt. Yes.
Senator HART.. Let us get, back, Mr. Smith.
Mr. S~trrii. Sales at less than fair value.
Senator HIAirKE. I understand you now. Now, let us go back to what

you said. I do not know whether you want to stand on what you said
or not, but I would think you would not. A lot of people do not under-
stand what dumping is; and there is no authority in the Treasury
Department to do anything with regard to dumping, is that not true?
But you said that in order to make sure there was a case of dumping
you had to have this'threshold of injury. Is that not what you said?

Mr. S31rrn. Some information indicating injury.
Senator HAIRTE. Yes. But, is it not tru that you have no authority

to make decisions on any question 6f dutnplfig-any Authority to nake
any decision on dumping whatsoever. You told me you do not evaluate
this injury materials because that under the act is the fundion Of the
Tariff Commission. Is that not tiue?

Mr. SUrrur. The function of the Tariff Commission Is to determine
whether there is injury.

Senator HAuRKP4. Just listen to me.
Mr. SMITH. And after that, the Secretary of the Treasury must-
Senator IIATrrKE. Let me come back and go through the steps since

you evidently cannot follow the steps. Dumping is not your business.
Is that right? The Treasury only has authority to make the simple
determination as to whether or not there is a sale at less than fair
market value.

Mr. S31nTu. Plus one thing.
Senator H,-ARTKE. What?



Mr. SMrr. At the end of the whole proceeding, if the Tariff Com-
mission finds injury the Secretary of the Treasury is given the respon-
sibility of making the final antidumping finding.

Senator HAiTrK. At the end ?
Mr. SMrm. At the end.
Senator HAwrKz. Yes. I understand that. But, before that is done

there is a procedural step which involves the Tariff Commission.
Mr. SMrm. That is right.
Senator HAirrKE. What you do, what the Treasury Department does,

as they did in the Italian steel fabricating case, is to make a determina-
tion pure and simple.

Mrt. SumrrI. That was a countervailing duty case.
Senator HATKE. The Treasury made a finding that there were sales

at less than fair market value, pure and simple, is that not true ?
Mr. SmrrH. Less than fair value.
Senator HAwri. That is all. Then the case goes to the Tariff Com-

mission.
Mr. SxrMr. Right.
Senator HAWrKE. And the Tariff Commission on the basis of the

facts, makes the second determination as to whether there is injury.
That is all I am trying to establish.

Mr. SmT. That is right.
Senator HARKE. And what I am telling you is it does not make a

continental difference to the Treasury ep artment whether or not
there is a threshold of injury or whether there is no injury whatso-
ever. That is not your business, is itt

Mr. SMrrii. Well, I think it is our business--
Senator HARTKE. You think then-
Mr. SmrrT. I think it is our business not to embark upon investiga-

tions where there appears to be no basis for any action.
Senator HARTrKE. In other words, you are assuming this responsibil-

ity. You are doing more than the mere arithmetic. Under the law the
arithmetic is up to the Treasury Department and the judgment of the
injury is up to the Tariff Commission. You have the arithmetic and
then the injury, and then the Treasury Department issues the order,
is that not true? I am justtryingto-

Mr. SmmT. That is right.
Senator HArKE (continuing). Get the procedure settled.
Mr. Smrrn. Right.
Senator HAwrKE. And as far as the injury is concerned, you have

no responsibility, no authority to make that determinatiion, issue the
final oixter, or even make a determination whether there is a* threshold
of injury or Anything else, is that not true?

Mr. MITI. Ifee we do have.
Senator HAwrK.. Under what authority?
Mr. SMrrir. There is no specific authority, but just to save the tax-

payers' money in not embarking on a futile investigation. But, we do
not evaluate. And if complainant stys that his sales fell off or that it
foreign competitor was getting a higher percentage of the sales in
his area, or any one of a number of things tat led him to file the coln-
plaint, when he has given us information of injury which warrants us
proceeding with the case. We do not evaluate that.



Senator HARTICE. Tell the committee, then, how much is the cost. in-
curred by the Treasury Department in finding sales at less than fair
market value in a typical antidumping proceed ing?

Mr. SMITH. I wil have that for you in ust a minute. You asked
for the total cost of administering this area of law.

Senator HAWrME. As to one case ?
Mr. SMITH. As to one case.
Senator HARTKE. In a typical antidumping proceeding.
Mr. S31mi. Well, some are nuch more complicated than others and

some take more time, so that I think the best we could do would be to
give you an average. Maybe I can get. something on that. Just a mo-
ient. This would have to be a broad estimate, but my advisers tell me
that depending upon the complexity of the case, probably $2,000 to
$10,000.

Senator I{AwrKr. What is the cost to a complainant in a typical case
of thqt kind?

Mr. SMITH. I would not have any idea.
Senator HAM'TE. What is the cost to the importer or exporter in-

volved in such a case?
Mr. SMITH. Well, it could-injurious dumping could cost a domestic

producer tremendous amounts of money.
Senator HAwrKpE. That is right. Now tell me where in the act or

where under the decisions under the act or in the legislative history ac-
companying tite act or in any prior practices of any nature whatsoever
which indicates that the cost. of the proceedings which is the basis
for which you ask for this injury requirement-is a criteria for per-
initting tie statutory remedy to be invoked?
. Mr. SMrt.H I could cite you anything. It. is just, the Government-
i my opinion.

Senator HAnTx. The Government is going to make a decision that
the cost of the proceeding rather than the legal remedy or legal end
result is tie determining factorI

Mr. SMrrH. No.
Senator HAiTRF,. No. I would think not, either.
Mr. SmiTH. I would like to put in the record, if I may, on the Treas-

ury's Antidumping Regulations . These are not the new regulations.
These are the existing regulations. Section 14.0 subparagraph 3, which
is the past practice on information to be supplied with the complaint.:
"Such information as is reasonably availabIe-to the person furnishing
the information as to the total vale and volume of domestic produc-
tion of the merchandise in qttestion." So that. ve always have asked for
this type of information. This is nothing that is governed by the code.

Senator HAnRM. All right.
The Tariff, Commission on page 22 2 with regard to its comments on

article 5, the initiation of investigation of dumping, says:
Article 5 of the code states In effect, that dumping investigations shall 'nor-

really be initiated upon complaint of the industry producing the like products but
that In unusual circumstances the Secretary of the Treasury may initiate such
investigation. In either event, the Investigation-
are you with met-
must not be Initiated until there is evidence at hand of sales at less than fair
market value and injury and a simultaneous consideration of such evidence to
determine whether investigation Is warranted.

'Present dump regulations of the Treasury Department appear at p. 251.
'P. 842 of these bearings.
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'Now, is that statement by the Tariff Commission erroneous?
Mr. SmrrH. I do not think this is accurate.
Senator HARrKE. It is not accurate ?
Mr. SrnTH. No.
Senator HARTKN. Wlerein is it not accurate?
Mr. SMrri. Could you show me, cite me the page there again, and

the paragraph, what you were just reading?
Senator HAWrTE. I am reading from page 22 of the committee print,

Committee on Finance, Report of the U.S. Tariff Commission on S.
Con. Res. 38.

Mr. SMrm. Well, it is a question of interpretation. Our interpreta-
tion is that article 5 of the code essentially says nothing more with
respect to the information to be submitted with the complaint than
has been our practice and has existed in our regulations as required in
order for us to commence an investigation.

Senator HARTIE. In other words, you make a determination as to
whether there is injury; is that not what you are saying?

Mr. SMrri. We make a determination as to whether there is any
basis for entering upon an investigation, any evidence. We do not
evaluate the evidence.

Senator HA RTE. WVell, the investigation is not initiated until there
is evidence at hand not alone of LTFV but also of injury. In other
words, you are now going to make a determination of injury, is that
not true, a preliminary determination of injury ?

Mr. S.mrrm. We are going to make just a preliminary determination
as to whether there is any indication of injury.

Senator HARTfKE. I understand the chairman would like to proceed
to another side of the question, but can I just ask one question on a
matter which has not been touched.

Ambassador Roth, you appeared before the Subcommittee on
Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee of Con-
gress on July 11, 1967. In the course of that statement you said, and I
want to quote:

Unfortunately, however, the adjustment assistance provisions have not had
the expected beneficial effect because in practice the present test of eligibility
to apply for the assistance has proved too strict. In fact, In no case brought under
the act have and firms or workers been able to prove eligibility. The present
test of eligibility requires, one, that tariff concessions be shown to be the major
cause of increased Imports, and number 2, that such increased Imports be shown
to be the major cause of Injury to the peitioner.

To continue your quote:
In the complex environment of our modern economy, a great variety of factors

affect, the productive capacity and competitiveness of American producers mak-
ing it virtually Impossible to single out Increased imports as the major cause
of injury. In fact, It has usually been impossible to prove that tariff concessions
were the major cause of Increased Imports.

Now, if it is as you say virtually impossible to single out increased
imports as the major cause of injury under the adjustment assistance
provisions of the Trade Expansion Act, would it not be virtually im-
possible to single out dumped imports as the principal cause of injury
as the code requires ?

Mr. REHM. I think this is a question, Senator Hartke, of the inter-
pretation of phrases. Whatever the principal cause" may mean in the
abstract-and I think probably it could be interpreted to mean the



major cause as Ambassador Roth described it-the fact is that during
negotiations we made it clear that we would construe the notion of
principal cause in a certain way. We said that we would not construe
it as a major cause notion of tha kind you have been describing. In
short, in our view-and we made this very clear, we feel, to the other
countries with which we negotiated-principal cause does not mean
the cause greater than all other causes combined but rather the cause
greater than any other cause.

Now, just to support the plausibility of that interpretation, I will
cite the fact that ft ere is another piece of legislation, the automotive
legislation which uses the term "primary factor" in the same way,
and I thinly "primary" and "principal" are synonomous.

Senator HAtR. You are telling me then the Code is less rigid than
the act in this regard?

Mr. RpnM. Well, it depends upon how you interpret a very key and
undefined term in the act.

Senator HARMR. But it is different?
Mr. Rmim. Well, again, it depends upon how one construes "by rea-

son of" in the act.
Senator HARTKE. I understand that. I am just asking is it different

or is it notI
Mr. REHir In our view it is not.
Senator H,trKE. It is the same thing?
Mr. REAM!. No.
Senator HAnTrK. It is not the same thing. It. has to either be the

same thing or not.
Mr. RimM. I am sorry.
Senator HARTKE. It does not have to be the same or not.
Mr. REHM. If I may answer it. my way, it is within the scope of

the notion bf "by reason of."
Senator HAirrK.. Well, do they have identical meanings or do they

not have identical meaningsI
Mr. REIMm. We do not know. The legislative history-
Senator HAnTRK. If they do have identical meanings there is no

change, right?
Mr. Rmm. Correct.
Senator I-[Amx,. If they do not have identical meanings, then, there

is a change, right? I mean, certainly you ought, not to argue about
simple English like that.

Mr. Rmibt. It depends upon what you are referring to.
Senator THIATKF. I am referring to English.
Mr. Rrmft. All right.
Senator ITARWFKE.I am talking about whether it. is identical, whether

it is a change.
Mr. Rzmi3. Well, first, if I may, how do you-
Senator HAmTE. I know you do not want to answer. I understand

that; it puts you in an intolerable position because if you say it. is
identical, which you do not want to say it. is, then there is no change
in the law. But, if you say it is not identical, then there is a change
in the law which you have no authority to do. I know that this is
a trap for you in that way, but you created the trap, not. me. Do
not accuse me of creating the trap.
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Mr. REum. Again, I would have to ask you, if I may, respectfully,
Mr. Senator, how you construe "by reason of."

Senator HARTHE. I am not construing "by reason of."
Mr. Rinm. But we have to-
Senator HARTRE. You are the construer. You negotiated this thing

and we are asking you to give an interpretation of what you mean
by "by reason of. What do you mean "by reason of"?Mr. Riau. "By reason of," it seems to me, has a range of meanings
within which this quite reasonably falls.

Senator HAWrE. Is the range of meaning the same as that in the
act or is it different than in the act?

Mr. REHM. I can only repeat this falls within the range.
Senator HArR.. I take it, then, that it is different.
Mr. REI. No, it is not different.
Senator HAmRlR. All right.
Mr. Chairman, I would-like to ask one other thing. By what author-

ity do you claim, by what Executive authority do you claim that you
have proceeded and not under the Trade Expansion Act when you
were only appointed by the authority of the Tide Expansion Act, so
the creation of your ofce was by the Trade Expansion Act. Did you
receive some special authority?

Mr. Romr. No, sir. Section 241-
Senator HAMrMF. Of what?
Mr. Romi. Of the Trade Expansion Act. Section 241(a).
Senator HATKE. Page what?
Mr. Rom. Seven. I am sorry. You may not have-this is a Ways

and Means Committee document.
Senator HARTRE. I have the legislative history of the Trade Expan-

sion Act; is that what you are talking about?
Mr. RoTH. No. I am talking about the act itself. Section 241(a) of

the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Senator AwrK. What does it say?
Mr. Ram. It says:
The President shall appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,

a Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, who shall be the chief repre-
sentative of the United States for each negotiation under this title and for such
other negotiations as in the President's judgment require that the Special Rep-
resentative be the chief representative of the United States. * * *

I think this was basically the authority under which we proceeded.
And the President-

Senator HAMrE. The only authority you have, though, is under
Section 241.

Mr. ROTY. The President in giving me-
Senator HARITE. Pardon?
Mr. ROm. The President in giving me the authority to negotiate

the code, did so-
Senator HARTKE. Under what?
Mr. Ron (continuing). Pursuant to his constitutional authority

to conduct foreign affairs and certainly pursuant to the-
Senator HArEE. You have a special appointment other than this

appointment, then; is that true?
Mr. Rom. Sir?
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Senator HARrrkn Under the constitutional authority of the
President?

Mr. Romn. No. My position was set up by law.
Senator HAWrKB. Pursuant to the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, is

that not correct?
Mr. Rorm. That is correct.
Senator HArKE. So when you say, in your testimony that the code

was negotiated pursuant to the President's constitutional authority to
conduct foreign relations and not under the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 or any other piece of legislation, the statement you just made is
not correct.

Mr. Ram. I had not finished. I was saying it was pursuant to his
constitutional authority and pursuant also to section 241(a) which I
just read and which authorizes and directs me to be the chief negotia-
tor not only for those negotiations authorized by the Trade Expan-
sion Act, but also, as it says, for such other negotiations as in the
PreSident'sjudgment require that this be done.

Senator H.ArE. And, have you filed with anyone such other acts
that the President authorized you to conduct ?

Mr. Ram. No; but I think in answer to Senator Williams earlier
today, in talking about negotiation of the so-called American selling
price package, I said that this was something which we clearly did
not have the authority to do and, therefore, the President authorized
the negotiation on an ad referendum basis back to the Congress.

Senator HA~rrKE. Do you recognize the authority of the Uapp8 case
or do you not? Do you understand what I am talking about? The case
is referred to in the Tariff Commission's report. and which is found
in 204 Federal Report, second series, page 655. It aiys that there is no
authority whatsoever in the Office of President to deal with questions
relating to trade because that is an occupied field of the Congress.

Mr. REHm. As I recall the case, Senator Iartke, that dealt. with the
question of changing tariff law and the court concluded that the
President did not-have that power. The power to establish tariffs and
to change tariffs is clearly vested by the Constitution in the Congress.
I think we are talking about a different proposition here-the authority
to negotiate, setting aside completely the question of implementing a;
agreement and affecting in one way or another U.S. tariff and trade
law.

Senator HARTKE. This Executive agreement. had nothing to do with
that. In the Gapps case it provided in effect that Canada would not
permit potatoes to be shipped to the United States unless the U.S.
buyer had agreed not to resell them for table use. They said in this
case:

Since the purpose of this agreement as well as the effect was to bar imports
which would interfere with the agricultural adjustment program It was necessary
that the provisions of this statute be complied with and that an Executive agree-
nient excluding such Imports which failed to comply with its use was void.

They say:
We think that whatever the power of the Executive with respect to making

Executive trade agreements regulating foreign commerce in the absence of the
action by the Congress, it Is clear that the Executive may not through entering
into such agreements avoid complying with the regulations prescribed by
Congress.
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If you go back to the testimony by Mr. Dillon when the Trade
Expansion Act was being considered you will find that he was specifi-
cally asked in the Ways and Means Committee whether or not the
Trade Expansion Act would have any effect upon the antidumping
laws, and he repeatedly stated that it did not. But you say you do notfollow the authority of the 0a)8 case and you are willing to disregard

the testimony of Secretary Dillon at that time.
Mr. R1aim. May I just say we do not regard the £apps case as ap-

plicable in this case. With respect to Secretary Dill on's testimony
which I recall, he was dealing with the powers that would be delegated
by the Congress to the President under the Trade Expansion Act of
1962.

Senator H,RTK. And you contend that you are operating outside
the authority of the Trade Expansion Act; is that right?

Mr. REHM. Correct.
Senator HARTam. Although the 6'apps case says that the whole ques-

tion of commerce and the whole question of international trade-you
agree it deals with trade, do you not?

Mr. RETIM. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Even though the (apps case says that. the Con-

gress had occupied the field of international trade, but you claim that
somehow you have been able to obviate that. You say this is some-
thing which is not in international trade.

r. Rmu. No. I said-
Senator HAwrR1E. This is the holding in the (apps case.
Mr. REHM. Frankly-
Senator HArTE. "Imports from a foreign country or foreign com-

merce subject to regulation so far as this country is concerned by Con-
gress alone."

Now, tell me how you get outside of that.
Mr. REuM. Because we, in our view, are not changing the law. The

qappl. case as I recall it, and from what you have just read, was deal-
ing with the case where the President through an Executive agree-
ment attempted to change the law. I must confess I do not have the
case before me.

Senator HARTKi. "The Executive may not bypass congressional
limitations regulating such commerce by entering in an agreement
with a foreign country, that. the regulation be exercised by that coun-
try through its control over exports."

Mr. RHMim. That is our position.
Senator HARTrKE. "Even though the regulations prescribed by the

Executive agreement may be more desirable than that prescribed by
congressional action it is the latter that must be accepted as the
expression of national policy."

In other words, Congress has the complete authority but you say
you are acting outside the authority of Congress.

-Mr. RETiM. I am sorry. I said we are acting-
Senator HAfrTHE. Constitutional authority.
Mr. RE1Ii. (continuing). Outside the authority of the Trade Ex-

pansion Act of 1962, but within the scope of the Antidumping Act
of 1921. That is our position.

Senator HAWKE. Do that again.
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Mr. REJIM. That we negotiated and will implement the code totally
outside the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, as a matter of substantive
authority, but that we negotiated the code pursuant to the President's
constitutional authority and will implement the code within the scope
of the Antidumping Act.

Senator HArTKE. You are a pretty good lawyer and you know as
well as I do that if this is occupied area the Executive is without
authority, certainly the Antidumping Act of 1921 dealt with exactly
what you are talking about today. It tlat not true?

Mr. REJM. Yes, sir.
Senator HAwr.r. Although contrary to the decisions of the court,

since this is occupied territory, you are telling me that you have de-
cided to exercise this authority outside of the authority of Congress.

Mr. REHM. No.
Senator HARTKE. And, you are moving into a field and stating here

in affirmative fashion that you are not relying upon the Trade Expan-
sion Act, but that you are relying upon the constitutional authority
which under the action of Congress is already occupied by the Con-
gress and, therefore, you have no right to move into that field.

Mr. RE11M. In our view, Senator we have a coexistence of authority.
The Congress has clearly occupied the field of dumping. But we also
have the clear authority of the President under the Constitution to
conclude agreements. In that case-

Senator 1HARTKE. No. That is not the holding in the Capps case. In
other words, you are saying the Capps case is not the law of the land.

Mr. Rmpr3. I have not reached, in what I have just. said, the point
at which the Capps case comes in. The Capps case says, as I recall it
that the President, by Executive agreement cannot change an act 1
Congress. If that is the holding or the principle of the Oapp8 case,
then we would agree vw;th you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, could I just-
Senator HARTK9. I will be glad toyield.
The CHAIRMAN. I have had occasion to look at this law and look at

your proposed code. You say you have not changed the law. Let me
give you an illustration, from the law of automobile injury, an area
where I have a little experience. Have any of you ever tried an auto-
mobile injury case?

Mr. RFEni. No, sir.
The C.AIRMAN. Let me give you a simple example. Let us say I

am in a little Volkswagen automobile being driven by Senator-Hartke.
We are driving down the street. just doing fine and behaving our-
selves. We get to a stop sign but instead of coming to a complete halt
the Senator just slows down. At that point here cones some big fellow
witi a truck, just barrelling down the highway at. 80 miles an hour,
and lie knocks that poor little Volkswagen down the highway like a
big ball knocking a tenpin, and keeps right on going. He does not even
sto fm badly in ured, so I file my suit for $200,000.

Now, the fellow who is the principal cause of that injury is that
guy driving that. big truck, but. I cannot find him. He is gone. I have
nto recourse against him. Or let us go a step further and say even if I
could, lie is judgment proof. He is insolvent. The truck is damaged,
and I could not get anything out of him anyway. But Senator Hartke

96-120 0--68----4
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is contributorily negligent. He drove through that stop sign. So, I can
sue Senator Hartke and take that house he has out there in Virginia to
satisfy my judgment and get the money for my broken arm andbroken
!eg and smashed up skull. I am in position to get some relief for my
injury.

Now, to draw an analogy, the law you have now would let me re-
cover against either one of two tort-feasors. If I cannot get it from the
guy with the truck I can got it from Senator Hartke with the Volks-
wagen. But, you bring a code in here that ays the only guy I can re-
cover against is the truck driver. He is the principal cause.

Now, that is your analogy. So, in a market area you can find a sit-
uation where there are a number of causes for a competitor losing
money. The dumping of cement in there is just one of the causes.
Among the different reasons he is losing money is the fact that one of
his competitOrs is )ust giving him _it or engaging in some pretty
vicious trade practices himself in the area. Perhaps legally perhaps
illegally. It does not make too much difference. But the dumping is
more than a de mininmis part of that cause. It has something substan-
tial to do with it. It. is a material cause of the injury. It is a part of the
picture and what you are saying in your provision here, just by the
clear language of it, as I see it., that the dumping has to ie the prin-
cipal cause. If as between two causes the domestic competition is more
responsible for that injury than the dumping, then he cannot get any
relief because of the dumping. That is just as clear to me as the nose
on my face from the language you brought us.

Can you get anything contrary to that?
Mr. ftzHm. No.
Mr. Sm3ri. Can I comment on that?
The CHAIRMAN. You said no and you want to comment.
Mr. SArrit. I would just comment this way, that there have been

numerous cases cited by the Tariff Commission prior to the code where
there would be no question but what sales at less than fair value had
some impact on the domestic producer, but yet they did not find injury
because in the same way the principal cause of the domestic producer's
problem was not the dumped imports. In other words, while you may
find specific cases, borderline cases which might be decided differently
under the code, in general, it is my impression that principal cause
is right within the ambit of the approach and interpretation of the
law which the Tariff Commission has given in the past.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is just. as clear to me as the nose on my
face that what you are bringing in here is a code that says as between
two tort feasors, I can only recover against the one who is the more
negligent, while the existing law-just take a look at it-would be that
between two tort feasors I can recover against the fellow who is con-
tributorily negligent even though the other fellow's negligence might
be greater or more culpable or more directly responsible for the injury.

If you apply the doctrine of last clear chance, Senator Hartke might
have recovered against that truck driver but he and I could have both
recovered if the truck driver had been insured. Unfortunately, le was
not but I can recover against Senator Hartke. You are bringing me
by analogies a law where I cannot get a nickel out of Senator Hartke.[Laughter.]
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Senator HARTKE. I do not know what I have done. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is just that simple to me. You just read

the clear language of it insofar as it is clear, and I can recover against
one, not against both.

Now, of course, you and I know in many cases where they have tried
these cases, where there is no recovery allowed on dumping or on what-
ever the other relief might be, escape clause or otherwise, the fellow
is usually told there are other competitive factors which do not have
anything to do with* the law violation. Competition in the industry
may be primarily responsible for the unfortunate situation in which
this competitor finds himself or which the industry finds itself. For-
eign competition may be only a relatively unimportant portion, al-
though perhaps a material and significant portion, of the overall
injury. By just the simple reading of the language as a lawyer not
experienced in this field of dumping but having tried an automobile
injury case, I would conclude that under one statute I could recover,
but under the other I could not. That is about what you answered
insofar as an answer was given on a yes or no basis.

Senator Hartke, do you care to ask any further questions? I would
like to put another witness on this morning but I trespassed upon the
time of the witness more than you have and I apologize to you.

Senator H1ArKE. I am going to make on. statement about what Mr.
Rehm read and said some of us had not read or implied we had not
read, when le went to that little provision, article 4, subsection (a) (2).
I just want to point out that he also omitted to read the provided sec-
tion at the end of that provision: "Provided, however. that injury may
be found in such circumstances only if there is injury to all or almost
all of the total production of the product in a market as defined," and
that clearly is in violation of the present act and of every interpreta-
tion by the Tariff Commission.

I do not even think one of the Tariff Commissioners would oppose
me on that.. I think we will get a unanimous vote on that. I just want to
clear up the fat. that you forgot the "provided" section. That is all.

The CHAIRMrAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador. As you can
see, there is some room for difference of opinion between tie views that
we have on this matter.

Mr. Romi. Thank you, Mir. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We are only going to be able to hear one more wit-

ness in this morning's session and with deference to those that are
scheduled, I would very much like to have Commissioner Bruce Clubb
of the Tariff Commission if he is here. Commissioner, U.S. Tariff Com-
mission, Mr. Bruce Clubb. Mr. Clubb, I would like for you to be the
next witness even though that is not our order. I referred in so many
instances to what the Tariff Commission has said about the matter that
I think it would be appropriate that you be the next witness so we
could see this issue from the administrative level and then we will hear
the industry witnesses.
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STATEMENT OF HON. BRUCE E. CLUBB, COMMISSIONER, U.S. TARIFF
COMMISSION

Mr. CLUBB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared statement
here which I would like to present if it. is agreeable.

The CHAIRMAN. You can proceed as you want to. You can read thestatement and if so I will read it along with you, or else you can sum-
marize it. How would you p refer?

Mr. CLUBB. I would prefer to read it, if I may.
The CIFAIMAN. I think that would be good.
Mr. CLUBB. My name is Bruce E. Clifib. I am one of four membersof the Tariff Commission currently in office. I am appearing here at.the request of the committee to testify on the question of whether tile

International Anti-dumping code negotiated during the Kennedy
Round and scheduled to become effective July 1, 1968, is sufficientlyconsistent with the provisions of the Antidumping Act of 1921 that itcan be implemented by the United States without enabling legislation.
i At present, the application of dunping duties in the UTnited States
governed solely by the provisions of the Antidumping Act of 1921.This act, as amended, provides in effect that whenever the Secretary
of the Treasury determines that imported merchandise is being soldin tile United States at a price lower than that charged in the home
market, he is to inform the Tariff Commission which has the responsi-bility of determining whether an industry in the United States is
being injured by such sales. If the Commission determines that anindustry is being injured by the sales of such dumped merchandise,
dumping duties are imlosed in all amount equal to the difference be-tween the price in the country of production and the price at which
tile goods are sold here.

During the Kennedy Round an International Antidumping Aree-ment--hereinafter rekrred to as "the code"-was negotiated whichdescribes the conditions under which the signatory countries, includ-
ing the United States, agreed that dumping duties will be permitted.The code was signed on June 30, 1967, and later that, year Senate Con-
current Resolution 38 was introduced, stating that It is the sense ofCongress that the provisions of the code are inconsistent with the act:that the President should submit the code to the Senate for advice
and consent in accordance with the treaty provisions of tho Con-stit.ution; and that the provisions of the oo'e should become effective
in the United States only at. the time specified in enabling legislation.
In due course the resolution was referred to the Finance Committeeand the committee asked the Tariff Commission to report on it.

On March 8, 1968, the Commission filed its report. I which containedthree separate statements. The report of the majority, made tip of
Vice Chairman Sutton, Commission Culliton, and myself, indicatedthat there are, in our judgment, important differences between the
code and the act. M oreover, the majority stated that in any eventthe code could not alter domestic law. In this connection, the Iepot
states that:

It is well settled that the Constitution does not vest in the President plenary
power to alter domestic law. The Code, no matter what are the obligations under-taken by the United States thereunder Internationally, cannot, standing alonewithout legislative implementation, alter the provisions of the Antidumping Act

I This report appears at p. 321.
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or of other U.S. statutes. As matters presently stand, we believe that the juris-
diction and authority of the Commission to act with respect to dumping of Im-
ported articles is derived wholly from the Antidumplng Act and 19 U.S.C. 1337.

That, Mr. Chairman, is the unfair practices section of the Tariff
Act.

I filed additional comments setting out the legal basis for the major-
ity's position on this issue, the thrust of which was that without legis-
lative implementation of the code the Commission was powerless to
either apply the code it-self domestically, or to tortur- the construc-
tion of tlie act so that it. would be consistent. with the code.

In a minority statement, Chairman Metzger and Commissioner
Thunberg stated in effect that, while there are differences in language
between the act and the code, these differences do not appear obviOusly
or patently to call for differing results in future cases coming before
the Commission. The minority also differed with the majority on the
question of what effect should be given by the Tariff Commission to
the code in the absence of any action by Congress. The minority Com-
missioners took the position that. the Commission had a responsibility
to construe the act in accordance with the code. To do this it should-
here I am quoting from the minority statement.

0 * * apply the principles of American law to the task of Interpretation of the
act as it affects the facts of the investigation, including those principles relating
to interpreting the act so as to avoid Inconsistency between it and the inter-
national obligations of the United States.

The CIIAIRMAN. Let. ie read that again. The minority said that it
should-
apply the principles of American law to the task of interpretation of the act
as it affects the facts of the investigation, including those principles relating to
interpreting the act so as to avoid Inconsistency between It and the international
obligations.

Now, if I understand that correctly, that language, that would mean
that the minority here of two were saying that you ought to construe
the act so the act would not be in conflict with that agreement.

Mr. CLuBB. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAxN. Rather than construing the act first and then

seeing whether the Agreement. was in conflict with it.
Mr. CLuli. That is what this language would imply Mr. Chairman.

I think in fairness to the minority, they would take the position that
the two views should be construedI so tiht neither is inconsistent with
the other.

The CIAIR.M.WN. Yes. I understand that. That is all very, clear to me.
You can take two statutes and construe them so that there is no conflict.
I have seen that done and I understand that principle. I debated that
principle in a political campaign in the election of a judge. He con-
strued two acts passed in the same session of the legislature to find no
conflict between them.

But, if you are talking about a 1921 act of Congress and an agree-
ient which, if inconsistent with that act must, fall, to say that you

must construe those two so that the agreement does not fall even though
it means putting a different interpretation on that. act than what had
existed prior to that time, then that to me, would be entirely wrong.

If you want to apply the same principle, take a provision of the
Constitution. That. is the fundamental law. Now, Congress passes a
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law that says that a person is not permitted to express certain political
opinions which might violate the first amendment as we know it. If we
are to apply the principle that is set forth here, we must construe the
first amendment to mean that the authors of that amendment were not
talking about expressing opinions about political matters. They only
meant about expressing opinion about the time of day or vice versa.

But that would be rejected by any judge for whom I have any re-
spect. He would say 'Well, here is your fundamental law." That
should be construed for what it is and should not be changed to meet
this. .

May I say that Mr. Metzger prior to doing this was before this com-
mittee. Senator Hartke, I would like your attention for a moment on
this. Mr. Metvaer was before this committee and I did not understand
what Senator Hartke was getting at when lie examined Commissioner
Metzger in the greatest of detail on this problem of a conflict between
the '&&--an international agreement-and the existing statutory
law. While I did not see what the Senator was getting at at the time
when he had great difficulty getting a satisfactory answer, I believe I
see it now. So that Commissioner Metzger subscribes to language here
which says we will construe this Code so that they both stand. That
means that you are striking down your fundamental law in order to
uphold that international agreement which is in conflict with it. You
are simply construing it so there is no conflict which means you are
striking down your fundamental law, in my judgment.

Senator HAnrE. Which incidentally, by the way, does raise a ques-
tion because what has happened here is there is also division of powers
which immediately becomes a paramount question because this gives
authority under the new code to the Executive which the did nothave
heretofore and that is it gives them authority to make determinations
as to injury which Mr. Smith admitted to, but it was awfully hard to
read it through all his answers, but really what he said in effect was
the Treasury-7Department is going to make a determination as to in-
jury and lie admits that that authority solely lies within the Commis-
sion which is not a part of the Executive, but a part of the legislative
section of the U.S. Government.

The testimony will reveal this very clearly, that this is a complete
statement in violation of everything that is in the law. I am sorry
the Chief Counsel of the Treasury Department could not understand
that. I hope lie understands it when he gets back home.

The CHIRMAN. It shows me something I have been trying to figure
out for a long time and that is the law does not mean a blessed thing
if you do not have administrators who will uphold it.

Will you proceed?
Mr. LVnD. If I may pursue your thought here, Mr. Chairman, I

am in agreement with your objection to this principle of law cited
in the minority report and it is for that reason that Iexpanded on it
in the majority statement.

The Ch1aIRMAN. Well, the point is, may I say that if you had two
statutes of equal authority, this principle, I Rink, should prevail.
It should apply. But, you do not have two statutes of equal authority
here. One is your fundamental law and the other is an agreement, a
mere Executive agreement which must fall if in conflict with it.



Mr. CLUB. Senator, the thing that moved me to write a more de-
tailed statement on this question was a subtle transfer of authority
to interpret the act from the Commission to the executive branch. I
am not sure that it was fully understood by anyone at the time. Cer-
tainly, I did not when I first looked at the code. But in fact, what we
have here is a situation where if we are to construe the two to be con-
sistent as far as possible, and if we assume that in the Antidumping
Act of 1921 there is ambiguous language which is capable of several
possible interpretations, let us say three A, B and C, and at various
times the Commission has adopted all three, depending upon the cir-
cumstances before it, the executive branch then makes an Executive
agreement embodying interpretation A and the only way we can in-
terpret the act in the future cases then, to be consistent with the
Executive agreement, is to adopt interpretation A to the exclusion
of B and C.

In effect, what happens here is that the act is not then being inter-
preted by the Commission but by the executive branch.

Further, should the Commission at a later time come up with in-
terpretation D, which the executive branch found to be undesirable
but which nonetheless was consistent with the act, it would be pos-
sible for them to change this interpretation merely by making an
Executive agreement which excludedit and if we were bound by the
Executive agreement in interpreting the act; we could no longer apply
interpretation D.

The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying is so important I would like
you to run me through that again Iecause that is the first I have
heard it explained that way. Take A, B, and C now.

Mr. CLYBB. Right. Let us assume that in the injury determination
provisions of the Antidumping Act there are several possible inter-
pretations, and believe me there are. They scatter from A to Z, not
from A to B. And let us assume, and this is a factual assumption as
well, that the Tariff Commission has at various times, depending some-
times on the facts before the Commission, sometimes on the makeup
of the Commission, sometimes on other factors, has adopted one or
more of these interpretations.

The CAmUIMN. Just to get this so we can understand it, could you
give us the possibilities of about three different possible interpreta-
tions available to the Commission, two or three, so that we could see
how this would work out?

Mr. CLu-BB. Surely. Let us suppose that-
The CHrIRMAN. Just apply it to a case, for example.
Mr. CLuBB. Right. Let us suppose that A, B, and C are not just

letters but are substantive interpretations of injury. A interpretation
is one which holds that injury for purposes of the Antidumping Act
is anything more than de minimis injury. Interpretation B is material
injury-reads material injury into the act.

The CITAM AN. What I would like for you to do, if you would, is
put it in the context of an industry that has a problem-cement. That
industry is very concerned about this matter.

Now, could you give me some idea as to how much cement you are
talking about being shipped into a particular point and how much
injury that might be so we can see what we are talking about? I would
kind of like to get this in terms that a man who has never pled a case



before the Tariff Commission can understand and a fellow who is just
a layman can understand. Could you put it that way?

Mr. CLIMB. I will try, Mr. Chairman. Again, addressing the injury
point, let us take your cement case. Let us assume the facts are that the
company-the industry involved is composed of 10 companies, one
of which has encountered some loss of sales as a result of having to
compete with dumped imports. The other nine have not.

Now, when that case comes before the Commission, it may be im-
portant what degree of injury the Commissioners are looking for to
the industry. If, in order to make the act consistent with the code, we
have to interpret the act to say that more than one producer has to be
injured, or that he has to be injured in such a way that he is on the
verge of bankruptcy, you may get very different results than you
would in a case where we were free to choose any interpretation we
chose under the act. That is the essence of the problem.

The CHArMAIW. Under the existing law, as you look at the law you
have presently and what has been happening on the Commission,
could you arrive at the conclusion that it is enough to show that only
one of these companies has been injured ?

Mr. CLIMB. I could, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAMMAtN. And could you arrive at the conclusion that he

need not be on the verge of bankruptcy, that he must merely have
sustained a considerable financial set back as a result of the dumped
commodity into his market in order to afford him relief, to apply the
Dumping Act, that is I

Mr. CL tBB. I could. My thoughts on this were set out in my opinion
on the Cast Iron Soil, Pipe/onm Poland case which was decided some-
time ago in which I pointed out that the U.S. Antidu mping Act of
1921 was originally modeled after the Canadian act which contained
no injury requirement at all. The only reason that I was able to find
from the legislative history why the injury requirement was put in
was an administrative one. If there was no injury requirement in the
act, then the Customs officials would have to investigate every import
to determine whether or not there were sales at less than fair value.

Once you have an injury requirement, of course, that cuts down the
number of cases that have to be examined. But that does not mean to
say that the injury has to be severe. It merely has to be enough in my
judgment, and I recognize that there is great difference of opinion on
this among people whose judgment I respect very much, the injury
need only be enough to iustif setting the wheels of Government in
motion to correct it, and in my judgment, that need not be very much.
If I ma return to my prepared statement.

The CHATRMAN. Yes.
Senator HARTKB. Mr. Chairman-
The CHAIRMAN. Now, was that the majority view of the Commission

at the time?
Mr. CLIB. That was the the statutory majority, Mr. Chairman.

There were four of us on the Commission at the time and two voted
affirmatively, that is, for injury, an injury finding, and two found no
injury. The peculiarity of the statute is that a tie-in the case of a



tie vote, there is a positive finding. So there was a positive finding in
that case in spite of the fact that the Commission was evenly divided.

TheCHAIAN. But, now, as I understand it now, if this Executiveprevail, you would be confronted with finding that
is was the principal cause of the injury and if this particular

industry or this particular competitor was losing money for a number
of reasons, one of which was intense competition by the erection of
new mills in his area, then it could be argued that imports were just
one of a number of causes why his income went down and the big
cause was the fact that one of his domestic competitors built a mill
right across the street from him. In that event as I construe this code-
this so-called Executive Agreement-it could be well contended that
the principal cause of this man's injury was the new competition, not
the imports that had been dumped on him.

Mr. CLwBe. Your understanding is correct, Mr. Chairman, but the
matter is even more difficult than your example presumed. Under the
trade adjustment provisions of the Trade Expansion Act, the Tariff
Commission has had some experience with a weighing of different
factors which cause injury. We found it most unsatisfactory. The
reason is that in an economic situation, there are a host of reasons
which have caused somebody to get into trouble, and to line all these
up and try to weigh them is a very difficult matter. Moreover, when
you are trying to pick out the biggest one, let us assume that you have
10 that you can agree on, although rarely everybody will agree on the
same factors, but let us assume in a case you do have 10.

Well if you lumped one and two together, so that you have--you
make tiem one because, they then become bigger than the other eight,
and so that then becomes the principal cause. And it results in a lot of
philosophical nonsense in my judgment, which gets in the way of the
practical considerations of commercial life which should govern the
administration of the Antidumping Act.

The CHARMAN. Now, the act under which you are operating could
be invoked if injury is likely to occur. But the agreement here says that
the Antidumping At would be applied only if dumping is demonstra-
bly the principal cause. That wou d appear to me to require that you
not only show that there is likely to be an injury. You have to be able
to demonstrate, virtually to prove--it can certainly be construed that
you have to prove or demonstrate-that this is going to occur. So
demonstrably the principal cause.

Between a bunch of factors you have to be able to say imports are
the big factor. It can even be contended, based on the history we have
discussed here that you have to establish that imports have more
to do with it than all the other factors put together, although in the
alternative you would at least be required to show that this would
have more to do with it than any other single factor. "Of material
injury.))

Now, that word to me, would mean that it would have to be a lot
more than some de minimis injury, and I should imagine that is'about
how you are construing it when you find some objection to this.
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Mr. CLUm. I think that is right, Mr. Chairman. My copy of the
Antidumping Act has never said material injury. It says injury. Now,
other people read it differently and I cannot speak f6r them. But, I
spent a great deal of time and effort and spillhd a lot of ink here re-
cently eplaining why I felt that the injury requirement was put into
the Antidumpinq Act which was for administrative reasons, not to
limit the application of the act.

If I may, I would like to go back to the statement.
SenatorHArKE. Mr. Chairman, if I may, even the minority opinion

admits the validity of the Commisioner's assertion. On pag 561 of the
report, the minority really comes forth and frankly say:

Indeed, we are unable, in the absence of particular combination of facts and
circumstances involved in each injury determination, to assert categorically that
in such cases their application would lead to identical or different result&

What they say in substance is that they are unable to make the
determination as to whether they will have identical or whether they
will have differing results. Then, they say that you have to go ahead
and interpret this act so that it is not inconsistent with the code, which
puts you back to what the Commissioner said in the initial instance:
that even though under' the code there may be susceptible interpreta-
tions which would be perfectly legitimate, legal and proper, you are
not permitted any longer to consider all of them. Now, you have to
look not alone at the act itself and interpret it as you normally would,
but you have to make sure that you pick out that one little category or
that one interpretation which makes it consistent with the code even
though this might have the effect as the majority opinion says, of mak-
ing four out of five cases completely different in their results. But
the remarkable thing about all this is that the validity of the argument
of the majority is substantiated by the statement of the minority in
their own report. What they have chosen to do, in summary, is to
give an executive interpretation to a legislative act even in the ab-
sence, in fact in direct contradiction to, the interpretation that the
court has given to the Antidumping Act of 1921.

Mr. CLuaB. Turning again to my prepared statement, the minority
further noted that if it was impossible to avoid an inconsistency be-
tween the act and the code, then the act should prevail.

Subsequently, these hearings were scheduled, and I was requested
to appear and give testimony on the question of whether the code is
sufficiently consistent with the provisions of the act that it can be im-
plemented by the United States without enabling legislation.

I will attempt to comply with this request by identifying for the
committee some of those differences between the act and the code
which are mentioned in the majority report to the committee on
S. Con. Res. 38. These are differences which the majority felt were
important, and which in my judgment could affect the outcome of cases
before the Commission.

Before identifying differences between the act and the code, how-
ever, I think it is only prudent to remind you that I do not speak for
the Commission in this matter, nor do I speak for the majority. The
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Commission's report on Senate Concurrent Resolution 38, including
both majority and minority views, is the official position of the Com-
mission. I appear here as an individual Commissioner, and what I
will give you is my own interpretation of portions of the report and
what I believe to be the substance of the majority view.

With that in mind, let me begin by noting that the act and the code
are entirely different documents. No only is the terminology different,
but also concepts expressed in one or two words in the act are some-
times the subject of lengthy and often limiting definitions in the Code.

Accordingly, if one were attempting to determine what the differ-
ences are, he would have to say that in a technical sense the documents
are different in almost every respect.

In the Commission's report on Senate Concurrent Resolution 38,
however, we attempted to identify those differences which seemed most
important, and which might call for a different result depending upon
whether the act or the code were applied. The Commission report notes
a number of such instances.

I will highlight only a few of them here:

A. THE INJURY TEST

TE AOT THE CODM

The act requires that the Con- The code states that before
mission shall determine "whether dumping duties can be imposed it
an industry in the United States must be found that the dumped
is being or is likely to be injured merchandise is "demonstrably the
* * * y reason of the importation principal cause of material injury
of such merchandise * * * or of threat of material injur to

a domestic industry," (article 8)
and. that the authorities must
"weigh, on tihe one hand, the effect
of the dumping and, on the other
hand, all other factors taken to-
gether which may be adversely
affecting the industry."

One difference here appears to be that, the code requires a weighing
procedure-

The CI1TARHA;. Does this language that. the authorities must "weigh
on the one hand," and so forth, appear actually in the code itself or is
that interpretation-

Mr. CLUnB. Yes, sir.
The CRAIMMAN. It appears in the code itself.
Mr. CLUB. Yes, it does, Mir. Chairman.
The CIFAIRMAN. By putting that weighing concept in there, does not

that suggest that w ien you are determining whether something is
demonstrably the principal cause of injury, that you must first look at
the injury and then you must add up all the competitive factors that
might have caused the injury, even including labor strikes, or an act
of God, such as Hurricane Betsy, that did great damage to the indus-
tries in the areas which it struck, and put 1l these things together to
determine whether the fact that the people had a bad year was due



more to the dumping than the hurricane and to the strike and all the
other things thathappened to them in that year?

Mr. CLUBB. I think that is a fair interpretation, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What other purpose would you have to weigh on

the one hand the effect of the dumping, and on the other hand, all the
other factors taken togetherI

Mr. CLuBE. I don't know what other purpose there might be.
The CHAIPRAN. Why would you want to weigh them? It doesn't

wind up saying, to determine whether imports were a contributing
cause, does it? It says, weigh them to determine whether they werethe principal cause.Mr. CLn. That is the way I read it, Mr. Chairman.

One difference here appears to be that the Code requires a weighing
procedure-

The CHAIRMAN. Let me put that in terms of something with which
I have a9 small familiarity. The Oklahoma Cement Co. built a plant in
Louisiana. It b-dilt it in the area hit by Hurricane Betsy. Hurricane
Betsy did a billion dollars of property damage in Louisiana, of which
I suppose a million dollars, or the better part of a million dollars of
damage, was done to the Oklahoma Cement Co. in New Orleans.

Now, in addition to that, the company had a strike that year that
caused them to lose some money. They also had competition by other
producers in the area. They had competition from Lone Star at New
Orleans, and they had competition from Ideal at Baton Rouge. And
Lehigh used to ship cement into that area. I don't know how much
Lehigh shipped in, or didn't, but all that had something to do with'it.

Now, if you are.going to weigh all these factors, I would assume
when somebody sailed up there and dumped cement in there at half
price out of Belgium, let us say, you have to put Hurricane Betsy,
the strike the new plant by their competitor, the general market con-
dition and all the cement that was put in there by Lehigh on one side
of the scale. It could be argued that you take these shipments at half
price from Belgium and weigh whether they were the principal cause
of OKC losing money.

I can tell you right now it would be awfully hard to outdo Hurri-
cane Betsy.

Mr. CL.UBB. We found this true under the Trade Adjustment pro-
visions of the Trade Expansion Act, Mr. Chairman. At one point of
the factors considered in a recent case, I believe, was the resurgence of
the Japanese economy as a factor in injuring the domestic industry.

Welf, you can conjure up all sorts of things that. are the cause of the
injury. It is limited only by the ingenuity of the person that is look-
ing at the situation. And if you have to weight all these things, it
presents very sizable problems in arriving at any affirmative determi-
nation.

Turning again to my prepared statement; one difference here ap-
pears to be that the code requires a weighing procedure, while the act

t . i-



does not, requiring the Commission to evaluate all factors adversely
affecting the industry and to determine whether other factors were
more responsible for the injury to the industry than are the sales
at less than fair value. Under the act it is merely necessary to focus
on one factor, dumped imports, and determine whether an industry
is being injured by them.

Tih code requires that in evaluating the effect of the dumped im-
ports on the industry the Commission must consider all factors
having a bearing on the state of the industry, and such as "develop-
ment and prospects with regard to turnover, market share, profits,
prices . . . , export performance, employment, volume of dumped
and other imports, utilization of capacity of domestic industry, and
productivity; and restrictive trade practices." (Article 3.)

This appears to say that if the industry is otherwise healthy, then
an injury finding cannot be made.

The Commission majority noted, however, that:
The act does not authorize the forgiveness of a material injury caused by

LTFV Imports in those cases where consideration of all (other] factors having
a bearlng'on the state of the industry In question shows that the Industry Is
in a healthy condition despite the effect of the less than fair value imports.

Moreover, if I may add a personal view which does not appear in
the majority report, if the language of the code relating to restrictive
trade practices means that under it a dumlping charge can be defended
on the ground that the domestic industry is engaging in restrictive
trade practices, then it is clearly different trom the act, which provides
no such defense.

B. TIE INDUSTRY TEST

THE AOT THE CODE

The act states that dumping The code defines the domestic
duties must be applied if "an in- industry as producers of like prod-
dustry in the United States is be- ucts (article 4(a)) and defines like
ing or is likely to be injured . . ." products as those which are identi-
by dumped merchandise. cal or have characteristics closely

resenbling those of the dumped
product (article 2(b)).

Differences: First, the act permits the Commission to find injury
to an industry other thar thot producing a like article. The code
would not. For example, if apples were being dumped and were being
processed into applesauce, the act would permit the application of
dumping duties if the domestic applesauce, producers were being
injured. The code apparently would permit the application of dump-
ing duties only if there were injury-to the apple producers, but not
if there were injury to applesauce producers.



THE AOT

The Commission shall determine
"whether an industry in the United
States is being, or is likely to be
injured" by the dumped imports.

THE CODE

In exceptional circumstances a
country may, for the production
in question, be divided into two
or more competitive markets and
the producers within each market
regarded as a separate industry, if,
because of transport costs, all the
producers within such a market
sell all or almost all of their pro-
duction of the product in question
in that market, and none, or al-
most none, of the product in ques-
tion produced elsewhere in the
country is sold in that market or
if there exist special regional
marketing conditions (for example
tradittonal patterns of distribu-
tion or consumer tastes) which re-
sult in an equal degree of isolation
of the producers in such a market
from the rest of the industry, pro-
vided, however, that injury may
be found in such circumstances
only if there is injury to all or al-
most all of the total production
of the product in the market as
defined." (Article (a) (ii).)

The act requires that injury to "an industry in the United States"must be found before dumping duties can be applied. The Commission
has sometimes found, that the producers in a particular area or those
serving a particular market are "an industry" for this purpose.

The code would also permit a "segmentation" of the in ustry for
purposes of determininga nry, but would so restrict it that it could
not be employed as it has in the past. Thus, the code would permit
segmentation of the market only when all producers within a market
(paragraph 4(a)) sell all or almost all of their production of the
product in that market.

Senator HARKE. Mr. Chairman I would like to intelTupt. at this
point. This is the very point I made at the last of the testimony with
regard to the statement made by Mr. Rehm when he implied tfhat we
couldn't read all of the law and went down to that "or') provision, but
did not go back to the "provided" section. And this is so typical of the
type of deception which-has been utilized.

In other words, to imply that there is a change without a difference
when really they, themselves, in this case admitted the important pro-
vision which really was the substance of the difference.
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Mr. CLUBB. The Commission in the past has included in such a
regional industry producers who were adjacent to the competitive
market area. The Commission majority noted that the circumstances
under which the code would permit the employment of the regional
industry concept are so narrowly defined that "four out of five affirma-
tive determinations by the Tariff Commission might not have been
made had the code been in effect when the determinations were made."

Senator HA'rr. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question here of
Commissioner Clubb I

In effect, though, if you would take the minority position as they and
the negotiators have attempted to interpret this consistency, in those
four out of five cases, it would 'be possible to interpret the act in such a
fashion as to be consistent with the code in such case. Really if both
were to be construed concurrently, the net result would be different.
But still there would not be under the law, if it were appealed to a
court, any violation of the act.

Mr. Clum3. I think your understanding is correct, Senator Hartke.
I think that while the result in the case might not be different-it may
or may not, I don't know, depending -

Senator HArmE. The minority. That is the point.
Mr. CLUBB. But it is reasonably clear that the tests applied by the

Commission would have to be different.
Senator H1AWRl. That is right, and this is the very essee of the

whole thing. Since the tests applied by the Commission have to be
different, this means there is a basic inconsistency between the act and
the code. In effect, we have before us an executive agreement which
repeals the section of the act or is inconsistent with the act.

I understand you. I just want to make it clear.
The CUAIRMAN. I believe I begin to understand the argument that

was made by the executive branch this morning-by Mr. Roth and his
people. It was very difficult to comprehend at first, but I think I under-
stand it now. If I understand their argument, it is that it is possible
to construe the law in such a fashion that what they have done does
not violate the law.

Mr. CLMB. Yes, sir.
The CHAIIMAN. That is their argument.
Senator HArE. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. But if yon are going to do that, you would have to

change the procedures and you would have to change the way the law
was construed by the Commission and applied by the Treasury prior
to this time.

Presumably, if what the Commission has been doing was not a prop-
er construction of the law, then Congress would have changed it, or,
certainly, would have had the duty to change it. The fact that we didn't.
seek to change what the Commission was doing would Imply that we
agreed with the construction that the Commission had placed on the
existing law.

Now, this novel approach is that a code can be written and the law
can be construed all over again in a different fashion and by doing
that you still haven't changed the words in the law. All you aid was
make the law mean something entirely different than what those words
said. That is about the effect, as I understand it.
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Mr. CLUBn. I think that is accurate, Mr. Chairman.
The CTIATrMAN. Well, may I say that is just something that they

never taught me in lw school. [Laughter. ]
No body ever taught me that in law school, that the law is not

what counts; it is the judge. I am beginning to learn that now, but
they never taught me-that. inlaw school.

Mr. CLuBn. As one coflitry lawyer and law review editor to another,
I never learned that either.

Returning to my prepared statement; the Code also requires that
in order* to find injury in a segmented market it must be fou n d that
"all or almost all" of the producers in the segmented market, area are
injured. The act has no such requirement. In fact, under the act the
Commission can find'that an injury to one of the producers is sufficient
to sustain a determination of injury to the industry.

PROCEDURAL MA'TrER8

THE Aar TIE CODE

The act, provides that the Secre- The code requires that dump-
tary of the Treasury is to make a Ing complaints be rejected by the
determination of sales at less than Treasury Department unless their
fair value, aind then the matter is sufficient. evidence of injury to
is to be sent to the Tariff Corn- justify proceeding with the case
mission for an injury determina- (art.. 5(0)).
tion.

Differences: Under the act, the Treasury Department normally re-
ceives a complaint from a domestic producer and is then required to
make the arithmetical computation necessary to determining whether
sales at less than fair value are being made. If they are then theoreti-
cally Treasury automatically refers the matter to the Tariff Commis-
sion for an injury determination. Under the code, Treasury would not
only have to make the LTFV determination, but would have to make
a preliminary injury determination as well.

The present division of responsibility between the Treasury and the
Commission was established by the 1954 amendment, which trans-
ferred the injury determination function to the Commission. The
apparent reason for the transfer was that the Treasury Department
was not staffed to handle it, and did not feel that it was competent to
do so. The code requires the Treasury Department again to make
injury determindtions by requiring it to receive evidence of injury in
order to determine whether to proceed with the investigation. This
re quires the Treasury Department to determine (a) what constitutes
evidence of injury, and (b) what is the minimum amount of injury and
evidence required for an injury determination.

Not. only might the thinking of the Treasury officials be different
from that of the Tariff Commission on such matters, but also, as noted
above, there are differences between the code and the act on what con-
stitutes injury and, indeed, what constitutes evidence of injury. If the
Treasury officials apply the provisions of the code on the injury ques-
tion, while the Commission applies only the act, there might veil be
cases which would be dismissed by the Treasury, Department on the
grounds that no evidence of injur''-whieh would satisfy the code-



had been received, in spite of the fact that, had the matter been referred
to the Tariff Commission for an injury determination, a positive find-
ing would have been made under tile act.

Even if there were no other objection, however, it seems clear that by
requiring a preliminary injury determination at Treasury, another
obstacle not contemplated by the act is placed in the path of a domestic
producer seeking relief.

It might be argued that in fact the Treasury Department makes such
do minimis determinations on the injury question even now, and has
done so for some time under the act. If so, my answer would be that
this practice, too, is inconsistent with the act.

Senator HAirKE. That is exactly what Mr. Smith said on behalf of
the Treasury. I might point out again, how well the minority docu-
ments the position. On page 59, they say that if the act is administered
in this manner, as it is our understanding that the Treasury Depart-
ment intends that it shall be, "it is our view that the Comthission's
statutory function of determining the question of injury within three
months of the determination by the Secretary of the Treasury that
there have been sales at less than fair value can"-not "shall"--"can
continue to be performed by it as in the past."

In other words, again, they are stretching the situation; they say
there is a permissive section in which this can be done. But in fact
the law doesn't say that. It says very specifically that the question of
injury is the prerogative and the authority only and solely, of the
Tariff Commission and any interpretation by the Treasury, even now
as Commissioner Clubb says, is in violation of the present ac t, or if
they do it in the future, it certainly will be a direct change of pro-
cedure and a violation of the'act.

Mr. CLiTB. I might point out, Mr. Chairman that I have great
respect for my friends, Chairman Metzger and Commissioner Thun-
berg. I do differ with them on this issue, however. And if I mayelaborate.

The CIAI1RMAN. I had a lot more respect for them until I read their
conclusions about this matter. [Laughter.]

Mr. CLUBB. If I may elaborate for a moment on Senator Hartke's
point about the division of responsibility between the Treasury De-
partment and the Tariff Commission on the injury question, I had
been min the process of preparing a file memorandum on this question
because it disturbed m somewhat, and in doing this I went back over
the legislative history of the 1954 act. to determine precisely what sort
of division of responsibility was intended.

And, while there is considerable legislative history, I think that the
thrust of it is illustrated by the following exchange which took place
between a member of the Ways and Means Committee and the Treas-
ury Department witness when this issue was discussed over there.
The hearing record reads as follows:
Mr. giMPsoN. who at that time was a member of the committee-
It Is mechanical; that there Is no room for discretion. The price Is either dump-

Ing or It Is not?
He is talking here about, the application of dumping duties being

mechanical.
Mr. Rosi. he was the Treasury representative-
That Is correct.
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Mr. SIMPsoN. Am I correct in this: Under this bill, having reached the con.
clusion that there Is dumping, then automatically, you would notify the Tariff
Commission, and they would proceed to find there was Injury?

Mr. Ros Having reached the conclusion that there Is a dumping price, we
would then automatically refer that to the Tariff Commission for a determina-
tion as to whether there was injury.

Sometime later the Treasury Department prepared a memorandum
on the Antidumping Act for the--I believe the Ways and Means
Committee-in which they referred to their function in determining
sales at less than fair value as an arithmetical computation, and this
was all that it amounted to, and after that arithmetical computation
had been made the transfer to the Tariff Commission was automatic.

In fact, that isn't the way the law works in practice. Since Jan-
uary 1, 1955, through December 31, 1967, there have been a total of
371 dumping complaints filed with the Treasury Department. In 230
of these, there was a finding of no price discrimination. In 52 cases
they were referred to the Tariff Commission. But in 89 cases-in
other words, about two-thirds of those in which price discrimination
was found--the case was dismissed by the Treasury Department be-
cause the sales or the prospective injury was judged to be de minimis
or because of price revision; that is

The CHAJRM A,. Now, would you mind running through those fig-
ures a ain, because they are not in your prepared statement. You
started out saying that there are 371 cases of, what?

Mr. CLUIB. The total number of complaints filed with the Treasury
Departmoht during the period January 1, 1955, through December 31,
1967, totals 371.

The CITAIRMAN. What dates?
Mr. CLUBB. January 1, 1955, through December 31, 1967. I believe

I have a copy of-
The CHAIRMAN. Three hundred seventy-one.
Mr. CLUBB. Okay. Now, 230 of those were dismissed at the Treas-

ury Department because there were no sales at less than fair value.
The CH-rAI NM1 . Now, do you have any reason to doubt that the

Treasury was right or wrong about'that ?
Mr. CLURB. No, sir; I don t.
The CTAIRMAN. No sales at less than fair value.
Mr. CLUB. That is right.
In 89 cases the complaint was dismissed by the Treasury Depart-

ment, not because there were no sales at less than fair value. There
were. But rather, because the injury that they thought had occurred
was de miiniis., or because the price revision had taken place.

Now, this price revision is an administrative device, pursuant. to
which the importer is permitted after having been charged with
dumping, to come in and say, all right, I will raise my price to a non-
dumping level, and thenthe Treasury Department will dismiss the
case.

Now, I haven't fully studied this practice and that is why I haven't
presented this mnemorandum that I have been preparing for my files to
the committee, but it strikes me---

The CH AIMAN. I wish you would make it available to us, though.
If you don't want to make it available for the record, let us see it.

Mr. CIAIBB. I certainly shall.
The ChirM.AN. It wll help us understand the problem.
(The memorandum referred to follows:)



MEMORANDUM

June 29, 1968

FROM: Commissioner Clubb

TO: The File

RE: Antidumping Act--Division of Responsibility Between the Treasury
Department and the Tariff Commission.

1. Introduction

A question has been raised regarding whether the Antidumping Act

is being administered in a manner consistent with the intent of Congress

expressed in that Act and the Customs Simplification Act of 1954, in

which the injury determination function was transferred from the Treasury

Department to the Tariff Commission. Under the Antidumping Act dumping

duties are to be assessed against imported mercheandlse if it Is found that

(1) the imported goods are being sold at less than fair value, and (2) such

sales are injuring a domestic industry. From 1921, when the Act was first

passed, until 1954 the Treasury Department made both determinations. In

the Customs Simplification Act of 1954, however, Congress transferred the

second, the injury determination function, to the Tariff Commission.

The published materials preceding the transfer of the injury

determination function to the Tariff Commission indicate that the transfer

was made because Congress wished to consolidate such functions in one



agency, both to achieve economies and :o insure that Injury determinations

would be made by an organization experienced in that field. Moreover,

there appears to. have been some feeling tMat the then existing informal

proceedings at the Treasury Departmert made it impossible for the

business community and Congress to determine how the law was being

administered.

Under the new arrangement set up by the 1954 Act, Treasury is

to make the "arithmetical" computation to determine whether sales at less

than fair value are being made, and, ff so, the case is to be "automatically"

referred to the Tariff Commission, which is to conduct an investigation

and determine whether the sales were injuring a domestic Industry. If so,

antidumping duties are to be applied.

The 1954 amendment has probably never worked exactly as Congress

envisaged it would, and now, fourteen years after its enactment, the vast

majority of cases In which price discrimination is found are still settled by

the Treasury Department on a case-by-case basis, and the evils which

Congress sought to remedy by its enactment still continue.

U1. Reasons for the Transfer of the Injury Determination Function to

the Tariff Commission

The transfer of the injury determination function to the Tariff

Commission appears to have been first suggested during the Finance



Committee Hearings on the Customs Simplification Act of 1952, where the

Treasury Department spokesman noted that all other import connected

injury determinations were made by the Tariff Commission, and that an

arrangement could be worked out whereby this function under the Antidumping

Act would also be transferred to the Commission. Y This proposal was also
2/

supported by several industry witnesses. -

I/ Mr. Graham's testimony in this respect reads as follows:

"Mr. Graham. * the Tariff Commission points out that
the requirement that the Treasury Departmont should determine
whether particular imports cause injury to domestic industry
is an unusual provision. In all other cases where a determina-
tion with respect to the economic effect of imports upon domestic
production is required to be made the finding is made by the
Tariff Commission.

to * * 0 We have reached an informal agreement with the
Tariff Commission which, we believe, can be formalized into
appropriate language . . .. The net effect of the proposal is that
the Tariff Commission would be responsible for eteabllshing
injury to domestic producers in cases involving either anti-
dumping or countervailing duty statutes. On the other hand, the
Secretary of the Treasury would continue to be responsible for
determining * * * whether or not a sale is made at less than
fair value in antidumping cases." Hearings on H. R. 5505
Before the Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate, 82nd Congress,
2nd Sess. 25 (April 1952).

2/ See testimony of Richard H. Anthony, Secretary of the American Tariff
League; Mr. Howard Huston of American Cyanimid Company; Mr. John
Breckenridge of the Dehydrated Onion and Garlic Industry of America; and
Mr. Harry A. Moss, Jr., Executive Secretary of the American Knit
Handwear Association, Inc.
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The Randall Commission also supported the transfer, but did not

explain why. That Commission's Staff had noted that, although U. S.

antldumplng duties had 'been applied sparingly", they nonetheless were

regarded by domestic importers and foreign exporters as a considerable

threat, at least in part because the standards in the Act were very uncertain.

Subsequently, the Commission majority supported the transfer Y4and the

minority, while not specifically endorsing the transfer, noted that the

3/ In this connection the Randall Commission Staff stated that antidumping
duties were rarely applied, but that

"Nevertheless, the antidumphng duty has to be regarded as
a threat by many domestic importers and foreign exporters. The
definition of dumping in the Act Is such that, in any situation in
which the foreigner sells to the American market at a price lower
than the price he charges at home or in other markets, he does
so at his peril.

'The uncertainties created by standards in the Act are greatly
heightened by the manner in which it is enforced. On the suspicion
that dumping is occurring, Customs officials must 'withhold
appraisement' of the imported product; this means that the
importer is unable to learn what his tariff liability is to be.
The practical effect of such action, therefore, is to stop impor-
tation of the commodity in question. There is no time limitation
on the investigation of dumping charges, so that the possibility
exists of suspending importation indefinitely.

"American competitors of imported goods, therefore, can
create considerable uncertainty concerning continued trade in
an import by filing charges of dumping .. ..'" Commission on
Foreign Economic Policy, Staff Papers 292 (Feb. 1954).

4/ Commission on Foreign Economic Policy, Report to the President and
the Congress, Majority Report 48 (Jan. 1954).



then existing procedures failed to guarantee adequate notice and hearings

to the importer and "permits what are in effect star-chamber practices

contrary to American principles of justice." './

In 1954 the President Joined in the call for revisions of the Antidumping

Act which would "permit speedier and more efficient disposal of cases and

to prevent undue interference with trade during investigation of suspected

dumping." 61 Later in that same year the Administration proposed legis-

lation transferring the injury determination function to the Tariff Commission

j,/ The statement of the minority reads in pertinent part as follows:

"... the law is grossly unfair in several respects.
The test of 'injury to domestic industries" requires revision in
light of technological developments in industry and reciprocal
trade policies of recent years. The law fails to guarantee
adequate notice and hearings to the importer and permits what
are in effect star-chamber practices contrary to American
principles of Justice. The law also permits retroactive
application of antidumping practices Alc4 as well as the
dragging out of proceedings for months and even years before
final determination, with additional imports suspended or
reduced to nominal volume in the interim." Commission
onlreign Economic Policy, Report to the President and the
Congress, Minority Report 7-8 (Jan. 1954).

6/ 100 Cong. Rec. 4091 (1954).



because the Treasury was "not properly staffed to make those Injury

determinations and would have to specially staff itself for that pir e." 7!

In the Ways and Means Committee hearings the Treasury Department

spokesman stated that under the proposed new system Treasury would

"automatically" refer the case to the Tariff Commission for Injury pro-

ceedings once it had made the mechanical LTFV determination. 8/

7/ The Treasury spokesman, H. Chapman Rose, Assistant Secretary,
stated in this connection that

"As to the finding of injury, after a very considerable study
we have concluded and the President has recommended in his
economic message of March that the Treasury, in the
ordinary course of Its duties, is not properly staffed to
make those Injury determinations and would have to
specially staff itself for that purpose; whereas this type
of activity relates very much more closely to a substantial
part of the regular activities of the Tariff Commission.
Title I therefore recommends that the job of finding injury
under the Antidumping Act be transferred to the Tariff
Commission." Hearings on H. R. 9476 Before the House
Committee on Ways and Means, 83rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 14
(ume 1954).

8/ The exchange between a member of the Ways and Means Committee and
the Treasury witness on this point reads as follows:

"Mr. Simpson. It is mechanical; there Is no room for
discretion. The price Is either dumping or it Is not?

"Mr. Rose. That is correct.

"Mr. Simpson. Am I correct in this: Under this.bill, having
reached the conclusion that there is dumping, then automatically
you would notify the Tariff Commission, and they would proceed
to. find that there was injury?

(Continued on next page.)

61 0- 41 '.,,-J , - -- "IV .- - . %,4 * " " IE - - - . -- - -" - , - - I .
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The Ways and Means Committee reports on the bill also noted

that the determination could be more effectively made by the Tariff

Commission, and expressed the hope that the Commission would hold

public hearings during injury investigations, while the Finance Committee

stated that the transfer would result in "more efficient utilization of

governmental facilities." 9/

As finally amended in 1954, the Antidumping Act provides in

pertinent part that,

"Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury... determines
that a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being, or is
likely to be, sold in the United States ox elsewhere at less
than its fair value, he shall so advise the United States Tariff
Commission, and the said Commission shall determine within
three months thereafter whether an industry in the Unithd
States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from
being established, by reason of the Importation of such
merchandise into the United States." 19 U.S.C. § 160 (1964
ed.) 10,

- Continued:

"Mr. Rose. Having reached the conclusion that there is a
dumping price, we then would automatically refer that to the
Tariff Commission for a determination as to whether there was
injury."
Hearings on H. R. 9476 Before the House Commitee on Ways
and Means, 83rd Cong., 2nd ess. 40 (June 1954).

9/ H. R. Rep. No. 2453, 83rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 3 (1954). S. Rep. No.
2326, 83rd Cong., 2nd Sess. 2 (1954).

10/ Prior to the 1954 Amendment the Act provided (Sec. 201(a)),

"Whenever the Sec -etary of the Treasury..., after such
investigation as he deems necessary, finds that an industry. in

(Continued on next page.)
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I. Antidumping Practice Since the Transfer of the Injury Determination
Function to the Tariff Commission In 1954

Despite the transfer of the injury determination function to the

Tariff Commission, oady about 1/3 (52 out of 141) of We cases in which

Treasury has found LTFV sales have been referred to the Commission.

The vast majority of cases are dismissed by Treasury because the injury

resulting from such sales is thought by Treasury to be insignificant (De

Minimis Cases), or because the sales at LTFV have stopped (Price

Revision Cases). The following table supplied by the Treasury

Department shows the disposition of all dumping complaints from

January 1, 1955, to December 31, 1967:

10 Continued:

the United States Is being or is likely to be injured, or is
prevented from being established, by reason of the Importa-
tion into the United States of a class or kind of foreign
merchandise, and that merchandise of such class or kind
is being sold or is likely to be sold in the United States
or elsewhere at less than its fair value, then he shall
make such finding public .
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Record Year by Year, January I, 1955, through December 31, 1967
Year Finding of --- 4o--mpln .........

dumping ...
No price

discrimination
Price Revision
or termination

of sales
(De Minimls)

No
Injury

Total

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

1 40 5 5
0 19 1 2
0 21 * 4 2
0 20 5 2
0 23 13 1

0 12

51
22
27
27
37
29
38

23
30
38
238
11
15

37
1967
Total

A' Cases ismi~~sed by7TreanrWca~ Pre at ir mprte AA

t th rtm0entma dismiss

a case§ se lithe tity ved i sa # s anot more 1l8giii-

ficainte", examp fthis typ o ies elvet Fl Covej from

Great Britain, 643.3.0,_____ 3*e.01966), ere the

Department made a ttv determlht~on that the goods, li stlon. were

I I/ See Treasury re on .14 67(bX8) which reads:.
"() t~e4 Invol ea in price.* Merchandise

will not be'emed to yeW 9 a61 io a essn S&VAlue -unless
the quantity involved In the sale or sales to the United States, or
the difference between'the purchase price or exporter's sales
jWrce, as the case may be, and the fair value. ts moxe than.
insignificant."1

i .



not being, and were not likely to be, sold at less than fair value. In

explaining its action, the Department noted that "for fair value purposes

(the) purchase price should be compared with the adjusted home market

price." It then explained that it would dismiss the matter without referral

to the Commission because,

"hirchase price was found to be not less than the adjusted
home market price except as to a few types imported in such
small quantities that the amount involved Is deemed not more
than insignificant."

This is in effect an injury determination; Treasury found that, although

there were sales at less than fair value, the imports involved were so

small that there could be no injury. This, of course, is the function which

was transferred to the Commission in 1954.

It Is not clear what standard the Treasury Department uses to

determine when the amount of sales involved are so small that there can

be no injury. Certainly one would be hard put to find such a standard in

Tariff Commission decisions, because from those decisions it is not even

entirely clear that the amount of past imports has ever been a controlling

factor. Thus in one recent case the Commission found injury when the

imports amounted to less than one-half of one per cent of the U. S. market.

(Cast Iron Soil Pipe from Poland.) Moreover, It has frequently been

pointed out that the Antidumping Act contemplates a finding of injury in



cases where there have been no importations at all, but where there merely

12/have been price quotations which have disrupted the market. L Accordingly,

it seems clear that the Commission, which is charged by statute with the

responsibility for making injury determinations, may find injury where the

amount of unfair imports has been small or even where there have been

none. Yet this type of case apparently does not reach the Commission,

having already been dismissed by the Treasury Department.

12/ As the Commission noted in its report entitled Information Concernin
Dumping and Unfair Competition in the United States and Canada's Antidumping
Law (1919), which Congress had before it when It enacted the Antidumping Law

".. Moreover, even the quotation of dumping prices, though
no sales in fact be made, may occasionally result in compelling
merchants with established trade to cut their prices in order to
hold their business against threats of dumping competition." (P. 20)

More recently Commissioner Sutton reiterated the same thought in Cast Iron
Soil Pipe from Poland, AA1921-50, TC Publication 214, page 7 (September,
1967):

".. Argument has been advanced in this case that the
volume of the subject imports amounted to less than one-half
of one percent of U. S. consumption of comparable pipe and
that, therefore, there could be no injury within the meaning
of the Antidumping Act. Such argument, standing alone, is
untenable. The Antidumping Act contemplates possible
affirmative determinations in situations where there have
been no imports. When importers undersell domestic
producers by means of less than fair value imports and
thereby disrupt market patterns and depress prices, injury
to an industry is not to be equated solely on the market
penetration of such imports nor on the number of lost
customers."



B. Cases Dismissed because the Foreign Producer Has Raised His
Price (Price Revision)

It appears that most of the cases dismissed by the Treasury

Department (where there are LTFV sales) are dismissed because price

revisions have been made. (This is not clear from the Treasury

Department table set out on page 9, where Price Revision and De

Minimis Cases are lumped together. Experience Indicates that this is

the case, however.) Such cases apparently arise when Treasury finds

that sales at less than fair value have been made, but the foreign producer,

after discussing the matter with Treasury officials, decides to increase

his price to a non-dumping level. 3/ In consideration of this agreement,

Treasury then discontinues its investigation. An illustration of this type

1_/ This practice Is provided for in Treasury Regulations, Section 14.7(b)(9),
which reads as follows:

"(9) Revision of prices or other changed circumstances.
Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury Is satisfied that
promptly after the commencement of an antidumping investi-
gation either (1) price revisions have been made which eliminate
the likelihood of sales below fair value and that there is no
likelihood of resumption of the prices which prevailed before
such revision, or (i) sales to the United States of the
merchandise have terminated and will not be resumed; or
whenever the Secretary concludes that there are other
changed circumstances on the basis of which it may no
longer be appropriate to continue an antidumping investigation,
the Secretary shall publish a notice to this effect in the Federal
Register ... " I



of case Is found in Ceramic Glazed Will Tile from Japan, ATS 643.3-b

(July 13, 1967 - 32 Fed. Reg. 10312), in which the Department stated,

"Purchase price was found to be lower than adjusted
home market price in a majority of the comparisons made.

"Promptly after the commencement of the antidumping
investigation, price revisions were made which eliminated
the likelihood of sales below fair value. Assurances were
given that, regardless of the determination of this case, no
future sales to the United States will be made at prices
which would be construed as being at less than fair value
within the meaning of section 201(a) of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended (19 U. S. C. 160(a)). There appears to be
no likelihood of a resumption of prices which prevailed
before such price revision.

"In view of the foregoing it appears" that there are. not,
and are not likely to be, sales below fair'value of ceramic
glazed wall tile from Japan."

The present price revision system appears to create at least three

serious problems. First, it probably results in higher consumer prices than

are required by the Antidumping Act In some cases. Thus, the act envisages

that, where LTFV sales occur, the consumer should get the benefit of lower

prices unless a domestic industry is being injured. When foreign producers

raise their prices before it is determined whether it is legally necessary to do

so, it undoubtedly results in unnecessarily higher prices in some cases. What

it amounts to is an elimination of the injury requirement from the Antidumping

Act; the consumer is denied the benefit of lower prices whether or not a

domestic Industry is being injured.



Second, price revision affecting only a portion of a case may so

limit the facts that the Commission can consider on the injury question

that it may make an Injury finding all but impossible. Recently, for

example, Treasury received a complaint that Polish Soil Pipe and fittings

wore being dumped. Treasury accepted a price revision agroment on

fittings (a substantial part of the imports), but referred the soil pipe

portion of the matter to the Commission. The question before the

Commission wae thus whether the dumped soil pilx' was doing injury to

the "industry" which produced both pipe and fittings. Tie Commission

found injury anyway (by a divided vote), but took the occasion to note that

"'The complainant in this case claimed that both cast iron
soil pipe and fittings from Poland wore being sold at less than
fair value. The Treasury Department tentatively determined
that such fittings were being sold at less than fair value.
However, because the exporter adjusted his prices to a fair
value level, the Treasury Department made a determination of
no sales or likelihood of sales of such fittings at less than fair
value. Thus the Tariff Commission Is technically precluded
from considering the injurious effect, If any, that such
Imports are having on any domestic industry." (P. 2)

Thus the likelihood of an injury finding by the Commission is reduced

because it is precluded from considering the Injurious effect of all LTFV

sales adversely affecting the industry.

Third, and perhaps most important, there is no official report of

the Informal proceedings leading up to the price revision agreement, or

of the agreement itself (beyond the bare announcement in the Federal



Register). Accordingly, a party not privy to the negotiations cannot

determine exactly how the Act Is being administered and the action on a

given case thus does not Inform the public of what to expect in the next case.

It is difficult to determine what Incentive a foreign producer has

for entering into a price revision agreement, since, had he tried the

injury issue In the Commission, he could be no worse off, and he might

find that he could lawfully continue his low prices. Perhaps the incentive

is to save time. Thus, If the foreign producer agrees to raise his price

early in the investigation to a level which satisfies Treasury, the matter

can be settled immediately, and he can get back to his business, knowing

what price can lawfully be established. If he resists the "voluntary

agreement", he may be faced with a long investigation, withholding of

appraisement and the concomittant uncertainties which can virtually bring

his trade to a halt. Moreover, there may be some feeling among foreign

producers that, if they agree to increase prices on some dumped goods,

Treasury will dismiss the charges on others as part of the deal. In addition,

if they let the matter go to the Commission, and an injury determination is

made, they are then "guilty" in the eyes of the trade. Also once the formal

dumping finding has been made, it may leave them in a less flexible

position than the Informal agreement with Treasury does. Whatever the

reasons, however, It appears that a large amount, perhaps as many as

one-half, of the cases in which LTFV sales are found are "settled" In

this manner.

90-120 --68----



IV. Conclusion

It is probably accurate to say that the substance of the congressional

instruction to the effect that the injury determination function should be

transferred to the Tariff Commission has not been carried out, In fact,

as noted above, in about two-thirds of the cases in which less than fair

value sales take place the matter is not "automatically" referred to the

Tariff Commission for an injury determination. Instead, the Treasury

Department dismisses the case because it feels a minimum standard of

injury has not been shown, or because the importer has revised his prices.

As noted above, the first practice amounts to an injury determination by

the Treasury Department, and the second amounts to administrative

repeal of the injury requirement.

It should also be noted, however, that it Is not very important in

an overall sense whether the determination is made by the Treasury

Department or the Tariff Commission, so long as the objectives of Congress

are being fulfilled. One of the reported objectives of Congress In the 1954

amendment which transferred the injury determination function to the

Tariff Commission were to ensure that the injury determination would be

made by an agency which was expert in making such determinations. It

was represented that the Tariff Commission was such an expert agency

and that the Treasury Department was not. Accordingly, under existing

circumstances, it might be observed that in about two-thirds of the cases



the injury determination is being made by an agency which some years ago

announced that it was not competent to make the determination. Secondly,

and perhaps even more important, In contrast to the congressional directive

that antidumping proceedings be conducted publicly, the same "star-chamber"

practices referred to by the Randall Commission minority in 1954 appear

to continue. Thus, upon being informed by the Treasury Department that

it has found LTFV sales an Importer is apparently asked to come in and

"negotiate price revisions." No record is kept of these negotiations, or at

least none Is published, nor is there any accurate statement of the result.

Accordingly, importers who are next summoned to "negotiate" with the

Treasury Department have no official knowledge of what standards were

applied to those who preceded them or which will be applied to those who

follow. In short, the evils which Congress sought to remedy by the enact-

ment of the 1954 Amendment appear to continue.

It is not clear whether these practices provide greater or less

protection to the domestic producers than is contemplated by the Act. In

most cases where a dismissal is made by Treasury on de minimis grounds

the Commission might well have arrived at the same conclusion had the case

been referred to it; in some others it might well have found injury. In

price revision cases the domestic Industry may be getting more protection

than was contemplated by the Act, since the Importer's prices are increased
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whether or not the LTFV sales have caused injury. In such a case, of

course, the consumer would be denied the benefit of lower prices where

Congress contemplated this would not happen,



Mr. CLUDR. It seems to me that when the importer comes in and
raises his price in a coercive situation before the proceeding is com-
pleted-that is, before the injury determination has been made--you
have only two possible results. Either the Commission would not have
found injury, in which case the price shouldn't be raised and the con-
sumer is being charged too Much: that.is, the consumer should get the
benefit of the lower price, or the Commission would have found injury,
in which case there should be a dumping finding on the books and en-
forced from then on out.

But, instead, what we have is an infornial trangement between'the
importer and the Treasury Department.

I am not fully acquainted with exactly how this works, but I think
that the details can be obtained from the Treasury Department.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is kind of like that case where I lost some
of my- friends in" the drug business by insisting they be prosecuted for
violating the antitrust faws, rather than to have a consent decree
entered. As a result. of prosecution, they were found1.uilty. It is going
to cost them a great deal of money and they are going to have to pay
treble damages all over this entire world for people that they robed
and raped with that conspiracy of theirs.

And the public will get some relief, including a $20 million refund
to the State of Louisiana, to the extent that they overcharged us for
some of those drugs we were buying for poor people under our wel-
fare program.

Now, if we had let them hive the consent decree, they could have
settled that matter in a way that they could have avoided paying off
all these people they robbed and raped all over the country an all
over the world, for that matter, with. that international conspiracy.

So that is just a parallel case you are talking about where some
foreigner dumps his product in here. He is subject to paying the dif-
ference between that price and what a fair price would be, and that is
in the nature of a fine on-that person for trying toengage in an unfair
trade practice. He is punished for his unfair conduct.

But in the kind of case you are talking about, in many instances,
Treasury is letting this fellow get away with it in effect by simply
raising his price and avoiding punishment for his crime.

Mr. CLUBB. Mr. Chairman, the thing that bothered me about the
statistics is that it appeared not to be just many cases, but indeed a
majority of the cases. In fact, 89 cases were handled either on a de
minimis or price-revision basis.

The CHARMMAN. Can you break that down as between the ones that
were handled on a de minimis basis and those handled on a price-
revision basisI

Mr. CLUBiB. No, Mr. Chairman, and the Treasury Department can't
either. I asked them to do it and they apparently don't have the rec-
ords in that detailed fashion. I am sure they could get it if it were de-
sirable. But 89 cases were handled on that basis.

Senator HATwK. Mr. Chairman, could we have the Treasury De-
partment submit that? Surely somebody in the Treasury is still here.

The CHAMMAN. If you want to get, it, we will get it, then.
Senator HARTKE. I want it.
The CHAIMAN. We will get it..

'See p. 181.



Mr. CLJUEB. Eighty-nine cases, in which there was price discrimina-
tion, were dismissed on that ground in Treasury without referring
them to the Tariff Commission, and I believe 52 cases were referred
to the Tariff Commission during the period 1955 to 1967.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, out of the 52, in how many cases did the
dumper suffer the penalties under the Dumping Act?

Mr. CLUBB. Well we made positive determinations in 12 cases.
The CHAIRMAN. In 0Y1ly 12 casesI
Mr. CLUBB. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. An they seem to think that that is too many.
Mr. CLUBB. I don't know what the motive is for this. I think that it

is entirely possible that there is a very good reason for the way this
is handled.

All I mean to point out is that the statistics look strange and may
be inconsistent with the

The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't that lend credence to some of the industry
arguments that they just don't gain the protection they are entitled to
under the Dumping Act? It just doesn't mean much because the pro-
tection they are entitled to simply doesn't come through.

It is not accorded to them.
Mr. CLUBE. Mr. Chairman, I am not at this time prepared to make

that statement. I have been looking into the matter in some depth for
some time, as I say, and I am preparing this file memorandum, and I
certainly will make it available to the committee.

I think there are things wrong with the administration of the Anti-
dumping act. I don't know whether it amounts to a denial of the pro-
tection that the domestic industries feel they deserve.

The CHArMAN. Well, against those figures, you would have a great
deal of difficulty in contending that the domestic industry is receiving
too much protection; would you not ?

Mr. CLuBB. I think that is a fair statement.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, out of these 371 complaints that

came in, people wouldn't bother to file a complaint because it costs
money to file a complaint, doesn't it-to prepare it, document it, sup-
port the complaintI

Mr. CLuB. Mr. Chairman, I don't know exactly what they call a
complaint. It might be like a pauper's petition, that sometimes you
get it handwritten in the jail. That doesn't cost very much to prepare.
On the other hand, it might be a very detailed thing. There might be
a vast range of possibilities here.

The CHAIRMAN. If'they have to show injury along with it, though,
it might be something that would cost them a fair amount of money
to prepare; might it not?

Mr. CLUBE. Well, it might, Mr. Chairman, and more than that,
don't understand what will go on in this preliminary injury determi-
nation to be made at the Treasury Department.

If, as I understand, they don't intend to evaluate the injury infor-
mation which is submitted, let's suppose a case where a complainant
comes in and gives them detailed information on price discrimination
and then lie hands them the Manhattan Telephone Directory and he
says, this is information relating to injury.
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Now, are they going to simply accept that as information relating
to injury or are they going to say, no, this clearly is not? Once they
say clearly it is not, then they are evaluating the evidence.

'Now, it seems to me if they don't evaluate the evidence, then they
are violating the code, and if they do, they are violating the act.

Senator HARTHE. That is the point I was making this morning. I
was trying to get Mr. Smith to come forward about his evaluation
part. There is an evaluation, whether'they admit it or not. Actually,
they have the practice in which they make the evalItion, even'today,
after an order is issued; they are making an evaluation that the injury
has ceased to exist and then, on their own, without legislative
authority, they terminate the order.

Isn't that true?
Mr. CLUBB. I think that is accurate, Senator.
Senator HARTKE. And that, to, is a clear violation of law.
Mr. CLuBB. I have a conclusion here that I think is important in

view of the turn this has taken.
I have attempted to point out some of the material differences

between the code and the act which in specific cases could provide
different results under the code than would be reached under the act.
There are other instances whereby the code can be made consistent
with'the act only by the most tortured interpretation of the act. Some
of these are noted in the Commission's majority report on S. Con.
Res. 38.

I should say in conclusion that in making the report on Senate Con-
current Resolution 38 and in presenting this testimony, the Commis-
sion'majority and I have no desire to embarrass the President or his
representatives, or further to confuse international trade negotiations.

We were merely asked whether there are inconsistencies between the
code and the act, and our answer is yes.

The majority of the Commission went further and said that,
whether or not there are inconsistencies between the act and the code,
the code is not the law in the United States, and untilthe Commission
is otherwise instructed by a proper authority, we will not apply it as
such.

The Commission did not attempt, on the other hand, to pass judg-
ment on the value of an international dumping agreement, or the desir-
ability of this one.

The CHArMMAN. May I say, Commissioner Clubb, the statement that
you have made here is extremely enlightening to me. I must commend
you for the courageous efforts that you have made on that Commis-
sion to uphold the law. I believe I now understand what this thing
is all about.

If you will just. stay by your guns and we keep them from putting
anybody-on that Commission who is going to engage in strange theories
of law that I am not very familiar with, we might be able to give
American industry a fair defense against an unfair trade practice.
That is what the law says, anyway.

I just have never seen a case where, to me, there is so clearly a mat-
ter of black and white, as the problem we have right here. It is Just
a question of whether you want to give citizens of this country the
benefit of the laws that were passed to say what their rights were, or
were not, or whether you want to strip them of those rights. I sup-
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pose if we do our job the way the Constitution intended, if we are loyal
to our oath of office and you are loyal to yours, my guess is we might
be able to retain for industry a little bit of what the law says it is en-
titled to expect--some of the rights they are supposed to have.

Mr. CLUBB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In this connectionI might point out that-
The CHAIRMAN. Because I can't do that by myself, and you can't

do it, either.
Mr. CLUBD. That is right.
The CHArMAN. I need at least a majority on this committee, maybe

in the Senate itself, but between what we might be able to do here
and what you can do over there, we might be able to uphold the law.
We might just make our affirmation to uphold the Constitution and
laws of this country mean what they say.

Mr. CLURB. In this connection, it might be desirable to note thatmy
interest on the Commission is, as you know, to uphold the law, not
necessarily to protect American inaustry. Before I was appointed to
the Commission, I had an undergraduate degree in foreign trade, and
then I represented, as a lawyer, importer interests for nearly 10 years.
I suppose that I have as great an interest in liberal trade as anybody
on the Commission, but I also have a considerable interest and a duty
to uphold the law, as you folks up here write it, and I certainly will
do that.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you take an oath when you start your term,
don't you I

Mr. CLUBB. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Does yours say what mine says, "I swear to uphold

the Constitution and laws of this country f"
Mr. CLUBB. I think it is the same, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I salute you for doing what you swore you

were going to do.
Mr. CLUBB. Thank you.
The CHAIR fAN. Senator HartkeI
Senator HAWx E. I have no further comments. I will say one thing

for the Chairman. He sure believes in long sessions. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we want to hear it out. We will meet again to

conclude this testimony at 3 this afternoon.
(Whereupon, at 1:40 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

3 p.m., this same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing willcome to'order.
Mr. John Mundt, senior vice president, marketing and public af-

fairs, Lone Star Cement Corp., accompanied by Mr. Donald Hiss, a
partner in the law firm of Covington & Burling,

We are pleased to have you with us, Mr. Mundt.
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STATEMENT OF TOHN C. MUNDT, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, MAR-
KETING AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, LONE STAR CEMENT CORP.;- AC-
COMPANIE D BYDONALD HISS, PARTNER, COVINGTON & BURIHG

The CHrAI rMAN. I assume you will be statingthe positibn generally
of the cement industry.

Mr. MuNyT. Thatt is correct, Mr. Clairm'an.
The CIIAtRIAXN. I am honored they chose you to speak for them

because you do have a plant in Louisiana, and we are proud to haw
you there.

Mr. MuNDT. We-are glad t6 be there, sir.
Mr. Del Rentzel is the chairman of the Cement Industry Anti-

dumping Co ninittee, and he did ask me to coordihite the ifidUltry's
preparation' nd presentation onb this subjeCt.

Mr. Hiss and i will divide this up. As I indicated, I will handle
the business and comeliils pects.

The CIIAM'AN. Pardon me-if I might just interrupt-you.
Mr. Clubb has been kind enough to stay with us here and I think

wvb could excuse him so he can get on back to his business. I think you
are doing very well Mr. Clitbb.

Mr. CLUBB. Thank y6u very much.
Mr. MuNDI. Mr. Chairman, we would lie remiss if we didfi' begin

our presentation with a statement of our sincere appreciation for* the
opportunity of appearing in these hearings. Our industry has alWays
felt that the Senate has been particular-ly cognizant o'f the unfair
trade practice of dumping and the problem that it represents for
our industry.

For example, a little over a year ago, S. 17261 was introduced to
amend and strengthen the Antidumping Act of 1921. As has been
indicated in the hearing this moftilng, it has been difficult for us to
obtain relief under the 1921 act. And many Senators have realized
this.

As a consequence, 41 Senators, which is 41 percent of the Senate,
including nine members of thle Senate Committee on Finance, Sl)011-
sored S. 1726. The cement industry has spent a good many years
attempting to have this act amended and strengthened, and we WAVnt
to--

The CHAIRMAN. Just permit me to say, after what I heard herethis
morning, I am very much tempted to suggest that we offer either that
or an amendment that has been drafted by our staff about this rhiit-
ter-as a part of any bill we might put. out hereafter to help with our
Nation's balanice-of- payments problems.

I don't understand how the Secretary of the 'Treasury could come
before us one day telling usthatthe sit uation is desperate and we have
to put a tax on tourism in order to discourage Americans spending

liWhe bill. S. 1726, Ix printed on v. 112.
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abroad, and that we ought to try to do something, to encourage for-
eigners to spend some money over here, and then have representatives
of the Treasury Departflnelit sitting at the side of the witness for the
State I~ejartment the followIng day and proceed to testify that we
ought to just let them dump in an unfair manner. That's contrary to
our laws and contrary to all coficepts of justice and fairness. The
dumping of cement, steel, and other commodities idto' this American
market is further destroying and depressing our trade balance, and
destroying American industries which have every right to at least be
a part of Ithe competitive economy and hlp with our bAlance of pay-
ments by producing for the American markets and, perhaps, export-
Sng some."Mur yr We are concerned too, about the balance of paymerits

and it Is doiibly ridiculous, we tiiik, to have 's altered byproducts
sold in this market at dumtped prices.

We do want to make it clear to the committee that we continue to
support such legislation as S. 1726, which is pending before your com-
mittee.

The CWtAIRMAN. Let me ask you this now: As between you and the
OKO Co., both producing.cement in Louisiana, if you engaged in the
kind of discriminatory pricig against them that some foreign coun-
tries are doing against you, you would be prosecuted for violating the
antitrttst-laws of this country.

Mr. Mluzrr. We certainly would.
The CTIAIR3!A. And prosecuted successfully.
Mr. Mutvr. That is right.
The CHAmMAN. But these people are fighting for the right to do to

you what the law makes it unlawful for your competitor to do-to you,
or you to do to him.

Mr. Muinvr. This is absolutely our position, Mr. Chairman. It was,
as a matter of fact, the very first point I did want to clarify to the
committee and that is that our concern in this hearing is only with
the unfair trade practice of dumping. We are not concerned here with
increased tariffs or quotas. We are concerned only that imports that
arrive in this country be legitimate.

The CUAwMAN. In other words, what you are trying to do is to
prevent a trade war, not start one. I recall the old days, you would
get two ice cream companies fighting between one another, two daities,
and one fellow would give you a' double dip bn one side on the high-
way, and the other would give you a triple dip, and they would have
a war, -and just, price themselves out of business, the question being
who hitd the most financial resources, because somebody was going to
have to go out of business by losing honey.

We try to pass laws to prevent that from, happenig, -but that type
of unfair competition, while it is against our law, is the kind of thhig
that a foreigner can do to us with impunity, except forthis antidimp-
in law. Isn't that about the size of itur

111r. MUr'r. Yes, sir.
The cement. industry's concern with the unfair trade practice of

dumping is only to insure that the import competition is subject. to the
same standards of fair trade observed by the U.S. cement industry
under the unfair trade practice law and antitrust laws.



The second matter that we would like to clarify concerns our in-
ternationl position if'the effective date of.this code is postponed be.
yond Ju'ly 1. As set forth in our comprehensive 87-page st,%tement,l we
are here today to ask your committee to urge the President to pbst-
pone the implementation of the code "wif ilthi-comrhmittee has had an
opportunity to give full consideration to the code. This Would lso
give this committee time to give consideration to S. 1726, whichwe
referred to a minute ago, Senator Concurrent ResolItl6h 88, or any
other action that the committee might deem appropt'ate.

All of this pending legislation is before your committee at. this time.
One bill relates to another.

The CHAI"MAN. Well now, I think that this committee is likely to
be very sympathetic to what you are arguinig here. However, it occurs
to me that, to do what you think would'be approprilite under, the cir-
cumstances, and what the committee thinks would be appropriate,
it would be necessary for the House to concur I-oiu'radtion.

Now, if we amend some House-passed bill to mAkethe dumping law
about the way it ought to be, or at lea§t protect you from" the kifid'Of
thing that. I can anticipate, based on testimony ie have heard'Op uhtll
now, do you have any indication that. there might be a favorable re-
sponse over in the House of Representatives I

Mr. Muvwr. Wethought that the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee listened to our presentation over there with interest and with close
attention.

The CHIR'AtAN. Did those members indicate that they appeared
to be in sympathy with your problem as though they might want to
help you if they could? . 4g

Mr. MuNDT. I don't believe we could really speak for them, sir, to
that extent.

The CITARM AN. Well, you have to kind of know your people that
you are talking to. I know some people nod their head, meaning that.
they agree with you and some people- nod their head meaning they
understand you. (Laughter.]

But I would think you would probably have some people who would
know whether they agree with you or 'not.

Mr. MNmyr. We are very confide'it that the members of the House
would adopt the same position you people over here would.

The CHAIRMAN. If men like Chairman Wilbur Mills and John
Byrnes and Hale Boggs tend to agree with it,, my guess is it has a
pretty goodehance.

Mr. Mumnr. The comments, of Mr. Mills we thought were very
favorable to our position, It should be pointed'out, I think Mr
Chairman, that Canada has definitely not ratified this code ana will
not ratify it by July L The papers"indicated thAt the new Cnadoian
Parliament was elected this week. Nt leg islatibn was pags* by the
former Parliament Ambamsador Roth this morning described'this at
unfortunate, but I think the point is there need be no embarrassment
on the part of our own executive by postponing the effeive-the
intended effective date of this code beyond July 1 until the comnit-
tee has had time-to give this matter careful consideartion.

I would like to summarize'for Justa moment the reason for, ur
concern in-the cement industry, and I Would- like to d0 this from a
businessman's point of view. r will have to summarize a little bit of
past history.

1*e p. 100.
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We have had some very bad experiences in the past with dumped
cement in this country. Between 1958 and 1965 the cement industry
was forced to file 19 complaints under the Antidumping Act of 1921.
These are summarized in appendix B in our statement.

The Treasury found reason to suspect dumping in 14 eases and in
four cases the special dumping duties calleJ for by the law were
imposed on cement coming in from Sweden, Belgium, Portugal, and
the Dominican Republic. During this period dumping was on a con-
tinuing basis with importers shifting from country to country as
complaints were filed against their sources of supply.

The formal proceedings involved 15 different ntitlbns.
Now, what about the present I When the InternAtimniu Antidumping

Code was announced last year and Treasury on June 1 of this year
announced substantial amendments to-the-regulations to become effec-
tive July 1, which is next Monday, the Cement Industry Antidumping
Committee consulted its attorneys, Messrs. Covington and Burling.
We explained to our attorneys that our concern was that dumping
could well begin again after the Vietnam war. For one thing, ocean
shipping will become more available and foreign cement can be
shipped into this country as ballast.

We also pointed out that the anticipated'postwar increase in demand
would raise the price levels in this country which would make this
market more attractive for foreign cement.

We also pointed out to our attorneys the developing excess of cement
in Canada and Mexico, our two nearest neighbors.

We were advised by Covington & Burling that had the code been
in effect at the time these four cement ant'dumping cases that were
referred to this morning were decided, they would have been decided
differently, and relief in all probability would have been denied.

The CHAIRMAN. Covington & Burling is a pretty big firm. It is a
well-known firm and it is regarded as being one of the most expensive
firms here in Washington., Some of the lawyers have a reputation of
eing good lawyers and are well known. Dean Acheson is a, member

of that firm; is he not ?
Mr. MUNDT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. He is former Secretary of State and many regard

him as a very able and capable lawyer. He certainly has prestige among
the American Bar Association. Is he one of the attorneys who was
consulted to advise whether or not this thing would change the results
in the four cases out of five?

Mr. MUNDT. Mr. Chairman, it is a real pleasure to answer that
question and say the gentleman who is seated on my left tried these
four cases and he is acquainted with-the facts of these cases.

Mr. Hiss. And I have consulted a number of Pay partners, Mr.
Chairman, but I regret to say I have not consulted Mr. Acheson onthis
particular issue. He is familiar with-the earlier cement antidumping
cases.

Mr. MuNYr. We were very disturbed at the
The CHAIRMAN. Frankly, I would think, if there is no conflict

involved, I think members of this committee would be curious to know
if Mr. Acheson agrees w*th that opinion.

Mr. Hiss. I am sure he would, but I can confirm this, Mr. Chairman.
Wlhe confirmation was not received by the committee at the time this document was

printed.



The CHAMMAN. I think we would like to know that. I am sure you
are a specialist in that area, for your firm, but if Mr. Acheson, who is
highly regard here both as an attorney and former Secretary of State
of the United States-and a very courageous one, I would say-
concurs in your judgment in that ffitter, I think the comffiittee would
like to know thft.

Mr. MNvDrr. I want to express the fact that this advice we received
from our attorneys came from the firm that actuAlly tried these
cases and therefore was very much acquainted with the fadta, and
they told us under the code we would not have won those cases.

The CHAmrimAN. I just want to get from your attorney one p6ifit
that does concern me. It was suggested with regard to these 371 com-
plaints that had been filed with the Treasury on dumping, that per-
haps not knowing any better from" the point of view of the members
of the Tariff Commission, there might not have been, any experience
involved in some of the cases or some of the 'complaints fled.

My impression about that matter is that if you really are seriousabout pursuing one of those cases, you had better be ready to pay
quite a sum of money to see it through.

For example, I am told that the steel industry paid about $50,000
to try to fit itself in a dumping procedure and couldn't get anywhere
with it and concluded that the law, while it sounded good on thet fce
of it, really provided very little protection to them as it worked out.

What is your impression- of that, sir? .
Mr. Hiss. I represented the steel company in -one of those proceed-

ings. They have had two. And I forest the amount of, money but it
cost them a lot of money because this was a very involved, difficult
case. We did go to the Tariff Commission and we lost there. I think
wrongly. I think the steel industry thinks wrongly. The other case
I was not a party to. That was easier. And I think that was under
the escape clause or maybe dumping, I forget which. But they did
not zet relief there either.

The CHAIRMAN. One thing that always irritates me is for some fel-
low to get up and say we are trying to attack the administration or
impugn some of its honor or integrity because we pass a law up here.
But this is as if we pass a law but by the time the courts get through
construing it they wind up sayg it is something contrary to what
we thought we did. If we were sincere about the matter to begim with,
we should go back to work and try to accomplish What we started out
to do to begin with-pass a law to achieve a certain result. If the court
construed that differently froni what you had in mind, you will try
to do it again until eventually you have done what you tried to do.

Sometimes people just fail to say in language what they mean or
else the court fails to construe it properly, and that being the case,
you are under the burden, if you want to do a given thing, to try to
pass a law again.

Now, we. don't seek to impuen the honor of anybody who has a
difference of ophiion with us. It is just if they are getting the wrong
results, while we want to get the right results. If they can't do it for
us, then we think we ought, to do it with the'legislat ive branch, and
that is our duty as I see it. That is what we are hired for. Isn't that '

about the way you see it, sirI
Mr. Hms. Precisely; sir.



Mr. MuNr. Mr. Chairman, this brings us to some of the legal con-
siderations that are pertinent and that were alluded to this morning,
and I would like to ask Mr. Hiss to provide the committee with thatlegal analysis.e ..y way of concluding my own remarks, I would like to just read

a single paragraph conc usion from our full statement.
The Cement Industry Antidumping Committee strongly urges that

this committee take positive action to postpone the July I effective
date of the International Antidumping Code, and to port out favor-
ably Senate Concurrent Resolution 38. The code is in fundamental
conflict with the Antidumoping Act of 1921, and would severely weaken
and emasculate the act. The cement industry, which has suffered seri-
ous injury from duihiping in the past, would be effectively barred from
relief under the code. Moreover, there was no legal authority for the
negotiation of the code, and its implementation in this country would
constitute a usurpation of congressional authority by the executive.
Implementation would also lead to administrative chaos as the Treas-
ury and the Tariff Comtission have taken contradictory positions.
Hence, action by this committee is vital if U.S. industries are to be
able to compete free of the unfair trade practice of dumping-a
practice condemned by Congress for over 50 years and condemned by
all major trading nations as well.

The CHAIRMAN. If you will permit me to say it, I was at one time
regarded as a bad boy by the cement industry because I fought to keep
you people from putting your basing point price system back into
effect after the Supreme (Court declared that it was contrary to the
Robinson-Patman Act, and contrary to the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

Now, the effect of that, of nurse was to make competition even more
severe in the industry and while there was a lot of complaint about it,
the industry had to adjust itself to those Supreme Court decisions be-
cause we wouldn't let them change it. Someone from your company
came to me and complained that I was going to hurt your company.
I said if it is all the same to you-I will not name the president of
the company at that time, but you and I know who it-was-if I am
successful in defeating your bill, there will be other cement mills in
Louisiana besides Lone Star, and I was successful and you see a mill
up there'at Baton Rouge built by the Ideal Cement Co., and Oklahoma

ement came in and built one to compete with you in New Orleans.
* We were big winners by making competition tougher on you fel-
lows. But the last thing on earth I would want to do is to fix it up so a
foreigner hasn't got to comply with same rigid laws of competition
that you are complying with and which involves fair competition. We
must protect a fellow from unfair competitive methods on the one
hand, as well as protect fair competition for the benefit of the public
on the other.

And I think what is good for the goose is good for the gander. If
I am going to try to tell you that you must compete fiercely with tio
holds barred with the other fellow-no hitting below the belt or goug-
ing the eye, or biting off the ear, that's against the rules--then. you
should at least be protected from some fellow outside this country
who is not required to abide by any of those rules and comes in here
selling below your cost and selling below the cost that he could produce
and sell it for within his own coiutry.



I feel a burden, having been on the other side of the case on the
Basing Point Heights to see that you receive justice on this one, and
if I can, I will. I assure you of that.

Mr. MuNrwr. Thank you very much. You have just summarized our
position by the way, the basis for our appearance.

The dIAIRMAN. May I say, if you ask most people what they ought
to invest their money in, they will say, "Don't invest in a cement com-
pany. It is too darned competitive."

Mr. Hiss. Mr. Chairman, on the legal aspects of this matter, we
have filed a long, 37-page document I which explains our reasons for
the conclusion that there is no legal authority to negotiate an anti-
dumping code inconsistent with the act. I think from the way I read
Ambassador Roth's statement, at page 3, he is in agreement, and I
think he and Mr. Rehin-even Mr. Rehm agrees that they have no
authority from any statute of Congress or any place else to adopt a
code which conflicts with and overrides the Antidumping Act of 1921.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, may I say that I had to hear t e succeeding
witness to figure out what, tiey were saying in their testimony. What
I understated they are sayihg is that they agree that they have no
power* to negotiate a code in conflict with'the act. They )ust want to
negotiate a code and then say that the two must be reconciled and that
means the act shall be construed to conform.with the code rather than
the Other way around.

That is a very strange theory of law, may I say. I have never quite
heard of it Iffore. It reminds me of some of these people who take an
oath on the Supreme Court to uphold'the ConStitUton and laws of the
United States and then proceed to rule that it doesn't mean what it
says, it means theopposito, anfd proceed to put something in the C0nati-
tutihon that never was there and take something out that was there. You
ask those people, how on earth could you justify that after you swore
before God that you wouldn't do that, and my understanding is that
those who pursue that philosophy say:
Oh, no; you are wrong about that. You see, in the last analysis, the Constitution
means what the Court says, and the law Is what the Court says It Is. So If I say
It Is contrary to what everybody else has said it was for thei last 200 years, I
am the final authority and therefore I am not breaking my oath, since I am
the law.

That is in effect what is being suggested here by Mr. Metzger's lan-
guage. That you are supposed to read the l.w to conform to the code
rather than therCode to'conform to the law.

Mr. Hiss. I have heard of judge-made law. I have known a few in-
stances of it. But I have never knowti 'of executive branch-made laW,
and that is what I think they are trying to do here and I think it is
completely wrong.

On the question of authority-
The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind researching it and see if you can

find some case where this Metzger argument has been advocated be-
fore?

It was quoted here by Mr. Clubb. Here is the language from Mr.
Mf etzger. This fellow has written a book or two. ie is supposed tobe
a reaf educated authority I believe-does he have any legal degrees?
Yes. This man is a lawyer. He went to law school; even taught some.

I Sep . 100.
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I think that is one of the points that came up at his confirmation hear-
ing. Here is the kind of aw this fellow is teaching. He says that you
should apply the principles of American law to the task of interpret-
ing the act as it affects the facts of the investigation, including those
principles relating to interpret i the act so as to avoid inconsistency
between it and the international booligations of the United States.

So, they start out by conceding that they have no authority to en-
gage in a contract that would make us violate the existing law. Then
they proceed to make a contract. that violates the law and then they
say we must construe the law so we don't, violate It.

Isn't that, basically, what they have done here?
Mr. Hiss. That is the way I see it, Mr. Chirman.
The CHAIRMAm. Now, can you find wherelthat doctrine has actually

been put into effect by someone prior to Commissioner Metzgert
Mr. Hiss. WVe will research It. sir, and fl~e a memorndum.1
The CIIAiItMAN. It would be interesting to flnd if any court has so

explained the duty of the court to bethiat way.
Mr. Hiss. He cites no authorities in that report, and he mentions no

cases. Maybe he has looked and not found any. I know of none, but I
will look some more.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you take a look and see if Covington &
Burling can find one, and let's see if Mr. Metzger can find one, either
a board or commission or somebody who espoused that'theor.' I know
some people have tried this kindl of thing before, but I would be

curious to know .who is bold enough. to my this is what we are up to.
Mr. Hiss. It is, by a strange coincidence, I understand, that Mr.

Clubb, while lie was practicing law here, took a course under Mr.
Metzger. It seems to me he learned a lot more than Mr. Metzger could
teach him. (Laughter.]

But on the question of legislative authority, on June 14, Mr. Mundt
testified before the Ways and Means Committee. and Chairman Mills
asked the question, whether we had been able to find any legal-

The CHAIRMAN. Just a moment. I might stop you. I think that Mr.
Metzger gave authority for his statement--there is a footnote to that
effect: See Restatement of the Law, Second Foreign Relations Law
of the United States of America Law Institute. 1965, Section 1, 8(3)
and Comment J to Section 8(3) which apparently states:

If a domestic law of the United States may be Interpreted either In a manner
consistent with the International law or on a matter that is in conflict with
international law, a court of the United States would Interpret It In a manner
that Is consistent with International law.

Now, if I would understand that, it would seem to me that for that
to be the case, that would be a case where the international law pre-
ceded the statute. Not the other' way around.

Mr. Hiss. Not the other way around. Not when you have a statute
and then you have a code drafted, and then you have the obligation.
according to Mr. Metzger, to make the statute now to conform to the
code. It is the other way around.

The CHAIRMAN. Nor would it, apply where one is an act of Congress
and the other is a mere executive agreement.

Mr. Hiss.Right. Exactly.

Seep 188.



Tie CUAntIRN. An executive agreement is something that the Presi-
dent agrees with some other head of state about what they are going
to do or not do, and both proceed to keep their agreement, and it is
binding only so long as those two men see fit. to agree to it, to stay by
it. They are powerless, as I understand it, by executive agreement,
to bind the Congres- or to change an act of Congress.

Isn't that about the size of itF
Mr. Hiss. Precisely.
Chairman Mills asked Mr. Mundt the question, and then asked ne,

whether we had been able to find any legislative authority for the
executive to negotitite the code, and we answered categorically, "No."
And he replied, "We haven't been able to find it, either."

We did submit a document detailing the reasons why we came to
that conclusion. That is set. forth in part IV of the statement which
we have filed. But in any event, as I understand Mr. Ilehnt, although
I am not. sure I understand him, but I believe that the issue cones
down to, if the code and the act, ore in conflict, then even Mr. Rehm
w'iIl say the code in mut fall, unless Congress approves it.

The CIAIRMAN. May I just read this. I didn't read the rest of what
Mr. Metzger said. After he got through quoting the restatement, and
quoting it obviously In error, he then proceeds to put his own error
down behind it.

After July 1, 198, the International Anthlumping code will contain roles of
law applicable to the United States In its relation with other States which
'cannot be inodified unilaterally by it'.

Now, that is just. so much hogwash.
Mr. Hiss. Right.
Tie CHIAIRMAN. That binds tho President as long as lie wants to be

bound by it, and lie can terminate it any time he wants to, and the
sane thing is true of the other guy. Anti it is doesn't bind the Congress
for a moment.

The fact that it is an Executive Agreement made by the President under his
own authority makes It no less binding upon the United States In this regard 11s
an International agreement. Sections 122, 131.

That is him saying that,.
Now, that is so much hogwash too. It, is binding only on the Presi.

deit's conscience, and not on the Congreis for a moment.
See MeCulloch versus Socledad Naclonal de Marineros de Honduras, 872 U.S.

10, 1063; Murray versus Schooner Charming Betsy, 2 Cranch 64, 118 (1804);
Lauritzen versus larsen, 345 U.S. 571--78 (1052).

I haven't seen those. I haven't looked at them. I will make you a bet
that not a blessed one of them supports what lie is saying there.

Mr. Hiss.,We will do a research job, Mr. Chairmanl, and 6tipply you
with the results. But, in that connect ion, even on thb Metzger apprdach,
I did not hear Mr. Rehni justify why he ignored Senate Concurrent
Resolution 100 adopted in 1960. When you read sections from your
report this committee's report, in 1906 on that, It s)ecifically and cate-
goricaly instructed the negotiators not to negotiate an antidumping
code, and yet, the only explanation I heard is-it was passed by the
Senate and not the House.

This was a Senate concurrent resolution and I think, they defied tihe
Senate. When that resolution came to vote, it. was adopted b voice
vote, and there was only one person opposed to it. Everybody elso was
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unanimously in favor of it, and I think it is only a little less than
shockin- to just ignore the Senate completely.

The CHAMAN. You say it was passed by the Senate but not by the
House, but when the Senate passed it, both through thisconiittee
and through the Senate, we in effect told them thatif they tried to do
this, they weren't going to get away with it.

Mr. Hiss. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, they have a man named Norwood, part of that

State Department and trade negotiating team up there, to go on the
Tariff Commission.

Mr. Hiss. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. You just see how long he waits to get on that Tariff

Commission.
Mr. Hiss. Now, on the question of whether there is a conflict between

the code and the act, the our of the five cases on whichirthe majority of
the Tariff Commission concluded thatthe results would have been dlf-
ferent under the code were the Swedish cement case, the Belgian cement
case, the Portugese cement case, and the Dominican Republic cement
case.

I was in charge in our firm of a group ofus who worked on all of
those cases. Not only do I know the record; I made the record. And
I can categorically and without any equiocation :uy that the results

would have been diametric ally opposite under the code. We have ex-
plained it in our statement. If you want me to summarize and take
one instance, I will be very glad to;

The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind just taking one ca.e and explain-
ing? Just give us a case and tell us the facts why it would have to
come out-differently under this code.

Mr. Hiss. The Swedish cement case involved dumped cement from
Sweden. It was entered at Fall River, Mass., and at Providence, R.I.
It was sold within a radius of roughly 200 miles from those two ports.
It was all of Rhode Island, eastern Massachusetts, and eastern
Connecticut.

The mills which shipped into that area, which was called the com-
petitive market area by the Tariff Commission, consisted of a mill in
Maie, a few mills'in the Hudson Valley, and several mills in the
Lehigh Valley. They shipped in competition with' the dumped cement.
We could not possibly have proved that the dumping was demonstra-
bly the principal cause of material injury. _

There were other factors in the marketplace at that time. First,
there was other imported cement which we had not proved to have
been dumped. We later proved a lot of it was dumped.

Second, there was a slight contraction-in demand, so that if you got
the scales, as you said, the lady with the 'blindfolded eyes, holding in
one hand the scale of dumped imports, and in the other all of the
factors, we would have been outweighed. We couldn't possibly have
done it.

Knowing the record, which Mr. Rehm does not, as he, admitted, I
categorically state on that basis we could not have prevailed.

Secondly, under the code, you would have to6prove for a regional
market that all or albhost all of Ithe cement shipped by those few plants
in Maine, the Hudson Valley, afid the Lehigh Valley went into-the
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competitive market area. In truth and in fact, the range varied from
6 percent of some plants to 27 percent of others, so that is not all or
almost all, and we couldn't possibly have established that.

On those two bases I have not the sightest hesitation-I will take
my oath before anybody-that we could not have prevailed under
the code.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, not trying to torture the language
the way this young lawyer did, sitting right where you are today, but
just reading it for what it really says, there is no way on earth you
could have carried that burden of proof.

Mr. Hiss. Never could. I haven t the slightest doubt.
Now, on another aspect of the question of whether there is a conflict,

Mr. Smith of Treasury referred to the fact that it was reasonable for
Treasury to seek some evidence of injury from a complainant.

Now, I have been filing complaints with Treasury for more than i10
years, and a great number of them. I have never been asked to file any
evidence of injury with Treasury; since 1954, a you know, the Con-
gress has taken the power of determinations of injury from Treasury
and placed it in the sole responsibility of the Tariff Commission.

Not only do they now amend the 921 act but they have started to
chisel and really restrict the 1954'amendment of Congress because they
would give Treasury some functions of determining injury,

Mr. Rhem says, oh, but they would not evaluate. We would submit
evidence, and we would have to submit evidence of injury-but the
Treasury wouldn't evaluate it. Mr. Smith says that he wants to save
the taxpayers money, but why would they have us make expensive
injury investigations if he is not going to evaluate of what use the
evidence might be I

It is going to cost my client a lot of money to get the evidence. I say
this is a completely new innovation and completely inconsistent with
the act.

One other aspect in that connection. There is a preliminary element
of relief which Treasury is required to impose.

Whenever it has reason to believe or suspect dumping, it has to issue
a notification to all of the Customs officials to withhold app raisement
on entries of the products under consideration because of suspected
dumping. .

This is obligatory and automatic under the statute. There is no
question. There is no looseness. It is crystal clear. Nothing on injury.
It is whenever they have reason to believe or suspect.Under the code, they cannot take prelinary measures in the ab-
sence of sufficient evidence--whatever that may mean-of injury. Hre,
again, it is perfectly clear that there is an inconsistency between the
act and the &ode and the code would'really modify basically the anti-
dumping Act.

It reminds me of the'Swedish cement case, and we established the
regional market concept. Cast iron soil pipe had done it before. I ran
into the chief counsel of the Tarift Comission-'this was just after
the Swedish case was announced and it was unanimous-and I said,
"How do you like the decision?" He said, "We are going to hve to
amend theCommission.or amend'the act.

He later became chairman and unfortunately he is no longerthere.
He tried to amend the Commission but he was not successful.
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I think now through the code they are trying to amend the act. And
I dofn't think they can do that unless Congress gives them-

The CHAIRMAN. A person said when thit case was decided in favor
of the industry, that you either had to amend the Commission or the
act?

Mr. Hiss. He became chairman. He was Mr. Dorfman. He was not
a lawyer. He was'an economist.

The CHAIRMAN. He became chaiminn but was never in the position
to speak for the mjorityI

Mr. Hiss. No. I don t think he amended-he became a member of
the Commission, but was not successful in changing it.

The CHAIMAXN. As a lawyer, you undoubtedly have thought about
the matter enough to try to imagine what possible motives could be
involved in doing this kind of thing, where we have an unfavorable
balance of payments to begin with. The Secretary of the Treasury
was up here pleading for-s " to put a tax on American tourism to
Europe, and I mention6d the mtter t6 hiw just yesterday about things
done in the executive branch of Government which are hurting our
balance of payments.

Clearly, this hurts 6ur balance of payments.
Mr. Hiss. Certainly.
The CHAtRMAN. I didn't bring this particular matter up. I did men-

tion some other matters in other branches. Here is one in his area
where it is hurting our balance of payments. At least, Treasury has
a hand in this matter.

What conceivable reason could occur to you that would make these
people want to d6-this kind of thing?

Mr. Hiss. Sometimes the right hand doesn't know what the left hand
does in the Government is a1 I can say, and that is not a very re-
sponsive answer. But that is the best I can find. There is great
inconsistency.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the only thing that I know of which might
suggest it would be that in this Kennedy round, the American negotia-
tors might have been told by the Frenchmen, Belgians, Dutchmen,
and others:

Look, we are just not interested In negotiating with you people at all unless
you will let us do something about your dumping laws and do something about
your American selling'price.

In order to get some kind of agreement, these negotiators at the 11th
hour-rather than come back and report they had utterly failed anddishonored thememioty of John Kennedy and all that sort of'busi-
ness, for the show of it--might have come back aid said they had ne-
gotiated a great trade victory, or some such thing as that, and-in the
memory of our beloved, ' departed, late President-might have said:

Well, look, tell you what we will do with you. We will work something out
to your satisfaction. We can't under the law negotiate about American selling
price but we will work out something that will change the American selling price
if Congress will agree to it. We would hope to get from you some concession but
we will yield about half of that back if Congress won't buy the American selling
price change.

And on the dumping pattern, We will seek to change that so that we will get
you what you want on that one by amending the Commission and coming up
with this interpretation that this nan Metzger suggested here,



which is just a complete prostitution of the law as I know it--
and that by doing this, we will have achieved for you the dumping parts of
what you want. We will try to get you what you want on the American selling
price, If Congress will buy it.

That is about the only conceivable basis upon which I could under-
stand it.

Just in the last analysis facing a failure 'of a conference on the
one hand, and being fearful of reporting back that they couldn't suc-
ceed in reaching a meaningful agreemteni, at the 11th hour they might
have arrived at some such thing asthiAt, to say, well, after all, this is
something the executive can- do for you if Congress won't.

Senator HARrKz. Mr. Chairman, sort of a propaganda victory for
them.

The CHAIRMAN. If I were to have someone erect a monument to me,
I wouldn't want them to erect it on that basis.

Senator HARTKRE. I agree with you.
The CHAiRMAN. Now, let me ask you: Do you know whether the

U.S. industry is going to be abl to get any benefits under the anti-
dumping law out of any of the other 18 countries who signed this Anti-
dumping Code f

Mr. Hiss. Cold you ask'that again ? I am sorry.
Mr. CHAiRMAN. Well, this so-called AntiduihPing Code is supposed

to let them dump on us, where they couldn't before. What I want to
know is: Do you know of any U.S. industry anticipating getting any
benefits by dumping into foreign countries under this - new code?

Mr. Hiss. I know of none. I have heard, or it was announced by
the Office of Special Trade Representative that one of the great results
of these negotiations was that Canada would enact a statute adding
injury as a requirement to dumping before dumping duties could be
assessed. We now know that is illusory. There are statements in Mr.
Roth's paper in which he said there were concessions granted to Amer-
ican exporters.

The CHAIRMAN. Well as I understand, one of the benefits of this
thing is supposed to be that we were supposed to be'able to dump some
things into Canada which we can't dump right now.

Mr. Hiss. We can't do it now.
The CHAIRMAN. And their Parliament has adjourned and it doesn't

meet again until January 1. The information that I get is that they
aren't going to agree to that when they do meet.

Mr. Hiss. That is outr tnderstandihg.
The CitA tM'A. Now, furthermore, I have an article from the

Journal of Commerce here which indicates that in Britain far from
letting us dump more stuff intoBiritain, that they are toughening up
their dumping procedures, rather than loosenihg'them' p, so that
there is, so far as I can determine, no immediate benefits between now
and January 1 of any sort that this Nation can expect, and, even
then, it is just sort of a song-and-a-prayer kind of thbig as to whether
you get any benefit out of it anyhow.

But they sure will be dumping o us if they can won't theyI
Mr. Hiss. When the code was annned, ttey algo asserted there

would be no more star chaitber proceedings in England. Now, we are
finding exactly what you are reading, that they ar6 toughening their
laws, rather than relaxing them.
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The CHAIMMAN. I will just submit this article that I am quoting for
the record.

(The article referred to, follows:)
[From the Journal of Commerce, May 19681

RETALIATION FEARED--BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE CAUTIOUS ON DUMPING

By Nicholas Ashford

LONDON, May 9.--The British Board of Trade is to tread warily in enforcing
strengthened powers to be taken by the government against the "dumping" of
foreign goods in Britali.

The main feature of the new powers--to be incorporated In the Customs Duties
(dumping and subsidies) Amendment Bill-is to permit provisional antidumping
action in appropriate cases In the Interests of British industries. This is aimed
at overcoming the often lengthy process of establishing fully that a dumping
offense has in fact taken place before applying antidumping customs duties.

The Board of Trade's cautious line on the new anti-dumping measures is
attributed partly to Its fear of triggering off discriminatory action against
British goods amongst its main trading partners, particularly the United States,
and partly to keep in line with the GATT rules on dumping.

Indeed, Mrs. Owyneth Dunwoody,, parliamentary secretary at the Board of
Trade said as much during the second reading of the bill at the end of April
when she pointed out that the government had resisted pressure from some sec-
tions of Industry and agriculture to act on evidence of dumping alone as this
would "be against our interest as a great exporting country and It would be
Inconsistent with our International comriiltments."

Mrs. Dunwoody added that the Board of Trade Intended to take action "only
sparingly and only where there Is particular need for it."

The proposals.of the new bill, in fact, are in line with GATT and with the
anti-dumping code agreed In the Kennedy Round. Before the Board of Trade
can take action It must be satisfied on three counts: first, the Imports are dumped
or subsidized; secondly, that the dumping Is causing or threatening material
Injury to British industry; and thirdly that the action to be taken by the board
will be In the national Interest, both from a maunfacturer's and consumer's
point of view.

QUICK ACTION

Basically, what the new bill is trying to do is to speed up the whole process of
anti-dumping action. At present, a British manufacturer who wants the Board
of Trade to take action against dumping must first make out a prima face case
before a full investigation is started which means there can be a gap of six
months or even more before any action is taken.

During this time market trends may have changed, prices altered and there is
often no longer a complaint-although considerable damage will have been done
to the home industry. Producers of foodstuffs, particularly seasonal crops are the
most frequent complainants.

The new bill, which will be given its third' and final Parliamentary reading
shortly and is expected to become law before the summer, will allow the Board of
Trade to take provisional anti-dumping action without a full investigation being
completed. There will, however, be a safeguard against firms taking unfair ad-
vantage of the swifter application of anti-dtmping-duties., If the full lhvestigation
shows that dumping was taking place, the industries which have benefitted from
the Board of Trade action in imposing duties on imports will have to pay back
the amount of benefit they received.

British industry and particularly the farming community have genierally wel-
comed the provisions of the new bill as there has been a sharp upttft it' dumping
complaints during the past year, especially since evaluation.

Just over 100 formal applications for anti-dumping action have been made over
the past 10 years, 12 of which resulted in anti-dumping duties being imposed.

Mr. Hiss. It does seem strange to me that if, as claimed, the act is not
made less effective in any way, and we got concessions from foreign
governments-though they have never been elaborated-that we gave
nothing in return? I
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This doesn't seem to be the kind of operation that this country usual-
ly engages in in international relations. We always give somethingand
get very little back but here as is claimed, to get something and not
give anything is really absurd as I see it.

On the question of Mr. Smith and Mr. Rehm both mainfitaiing there
was not inconsistency because the Antidumping Act was cast in general
terms, and that these would make-the code would make those terms
more specific, it seems self-evident to me--as my law school taught me
this and I never read any course to the- contrary--when you have an
act of Congress in general terms,'their6 is bly one boy that caf nake
it specific, and that is the Congress. That is what I.think should be'ddne
here, and if Congress doesn't make it more specific, the act ought to
remain as is and the code should not become effective.

Now, one final point, and I am muclh appreciative for y6tilfUting
me testify--is the dangerous i'r e 6kdent which this wdld create if Al-
lowed to go without. check, You could have the Sherman Act, the
Clayton Act, the Robinson-Patman Act; you could have the counter-
valing duty statute you eould have the unfair import practice pro-
visions of the TarNi Act of 1930; you could have the provision which
has been in the Tariff Acts from time immemorial, that when an
America-flag vessel has repairs made in foreign shipyards, there is a
50-percent duty on the costs.

All of those could be written 6ff 'the books, or reduced to the stage
where they have been emasculated just as I think the code will emas-
culate the act, and I think this is really outrageous and the pre-
cedent is most unfortunate.

I said that was my.final point, but I do have one final point. You
said we don't have a judge we can go.to. The importer does. He can
go to the customs court. A domestic industry cannot go to court to
challenge any antidumping proceeding. We tried. The cement com-
panies have tried. I tried the case and lost it.

We have no way ot getting judiIal- relief.
The CH'AnMAN. Well I thiik even worse than that would be the

precedent that would be set if we were to buy this Metzger theory,
that the executive could negate the laws of this country,,render them
meaningless and even reverse them, by simply making a mere execu-
tive agreein6t between himself and any foreign potentate and then
proceed to appoint himself some judges or some commissioners- or

some persons in decisionmaking positions somewhere% to make- deci-
sions that compltely reverse and negate the laws of the laid Which-we
are all sworn to uphold.Now, this is the first tifie I have seen this doctrine out in tie open.
Justice Fortas sent a letter up here to Senator Ervin) which will make
news, to explain his views of theduties of the Supreme Court'to wkite
the Constitution to mean what those JUstices want it to mean rather
than meaning what the Founding Fathers intended.

That will be the subject of considerable debkto before Justice Fortas
becomes Chief Justice of the Supreme Court' if he ever does. But here
we see Mr. Metzger didn't wait for Justice Fortas. He is already on
his way.

Mr. Hiss. Thank you very much, indeed, Mr. Chairman.
The CHADMMAN. We will print the entire statement'in the record.
I am very sorry. SenatorHartke f
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Senator HAwrKZ. I am perfectly content that the chairman is doing
such a good job, he just doesn't need any questions from me.

(The complete prepared statement of Mr. Mundt and a bill, S. 1726,
referred to previously, follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. MUNDt ON BEHALF OF THE CEMENT INDUSTRY
ANTIDUMPINO CoMMIrrr

The Cement Industry Antidumping Committee consists of thirty-five companies
in the Cement Industry which account for approximately 90 per centof the total
rated cement capacity in the United States There is attached as Appendix A a
list of these thirty-five companies.The Cement Industry Antidumping Committee is submitting' testimony at this
hearing and filing this statement In support of its position concerning the Inter-
national Antidumping Code. It is the Cement Industry's position that the Code
is in serious and inevitable conflict with the Antidumping Act of 1921, as was
recently concluded in a report filed by the Tariff' Commission With the Finance
Committee. Further, the Code will 'severely weaken and emasculate" the Anti-
dumping Ac. Moreover, there was no legal authority for the negotiation of the
Code, and it9 implementation In'this country Without Congressional approval will
constitute a dangerous precedent of usurpation of Congressional authority by the
Executive.

Accordingly, the Cement Industry urges this Committee to adopt Senate Coh-
current Resolution 38, which would express the sense of Congress that the
International Antidumping Code may not become effective without specific Con-
gressional approval, and to take immediate action to postpone the July 1 effec-
tive date for the Code. An outline of the points that will be covered in support
of this position, with'page references, is as follows:

I. Introduction-The. Cement Industry's concern with the unfair trade prac-
tice of dumping.

II. The Cement Industry's position on the International Antidumping Code is
unrelated to the Kennedy Round concessions or any pending quota proposals,
and is concerned only with the unfair trade practice of dumping.

III. Senate Finance Committee action On the International Antidumping Code
is urgently required before July 1, 1968.

IV. There was no legal authority for the negotiation of the International
Antidumping Code.

V. The implementation of the Antidumping Code Without Coilgressional ap-
proval will constitute a dangerous precedent of usurpation of Congressional
authority by the Executive.

VI. As concluded by the Tariff Commission, there is serious and inevitable
conflict between the International Antidumping Code and the Antidumping Act of
1021 'he International Antidumping Code will weaken and emasculate the

Antidumping Act of 1921.
VIII. The Cement Industry would not be able to obtain any relief from dumping

under the International Antidumping Code.
IX. There is a serious prospect of administrative chaos in the administration

of the Antidumping Act.
X. Canada, a key signatory, cannot provide reciprocal concessions under the

International Antidumping Code by the July i effective date.

I. INTRODUOTION-THE CEMENT INDUSTRY'S CONCERN WITH THE UNFAIR TRADE
PRAOTIOE OF DUMPING

The Cement Industry has been vitally interested for the past ten years in
United States policy concerning the unfair trade practice of dumping. The
Cement Industry has had substantial experience under the Antidumping Act
of 1921. As set forth in Appendix B, the Cement fpdustry during the period
1958-1965 was forced to fl6 nineteen complaints uiidtr the Atitidumftng Act.
The dumping during this period was on a continuing basis, with importers shift.
ing from country to country as' the complaints were filed against their sources
of supply. The formal proceedings involved cement imports from fifteen different
nations. That the industry Aufferd serious injury was borneout by the anti-
dumping proceedings, in which the TreasUry Department found'reason to suspect
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dumping in fourteen cases. A number of these proceedings were discontinued by
Treasury on assurances by foreign exporters that there would be no further
dumping. In four cases the Tariff Commission made affirmative determinations
of injury and special dumping duties were Imposed on dumped cement imports
from four countries (Sweden, Belgium, Portugal and the Dominican Republic),
which continue In effect.

Because of the injury sustained from dumping, and because of Its Inability
to obtain effective relief under the Antidumping Act of 1921, the industry has
since 1963 supported legislation to aietid the Act. The primary purpose of this
legislation' Is to provide meaningful relief to domestic induktries injured by
dumping. S. 1720, which Is sponsored by 41 Senators, is pending before your
Committee and provides such relief. The Cement Industry wishes to make clear
to the Coininittee that it continues to support this legislation.

It. TIlE CEMENT INDUSTRY'S POSITION ON TIlE INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE
IS UNRELATED TO TIE KENNEDY ROUND CONCESSIONS OR ANY PENDING QUOTA
PROPOSALS, AND IS CONCERNED ONLY WITh 'TIlE UNFAIR TRADE PRAOTICE OF
DUMPING

The Cement Industry's position in the trade area is concerned only with the
unfair trade practice of dumping and has no impact on or relation to the
Kennedy Round tariff concessions. The Code was negotiated separately and is In
no way tied to the Kennedy Round agreements.

Hence any action by this Committee invlving the Code will not afect or
impede the schedule of Kennedy Round tariff reductions In 'this country or
elsewhere.

The Cement Industry's only concern is that imports that arrive In this country
are legitimate, and are not sold unfairly at duthped prices. This has been the
policy of the United States Congress for over fifty years, and dumping has been
universally condemned as an unfair trade practice, as affirmed in the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Similarly, the Cement Industry's position does not involve any pending quota
or tariff proposals. The Cement Industry does not seek increased tariffs on
cement, nor does It seek quota relief. In fact, the industry has never sought to
restrict the entry or imports into this tnarketi The Industry's concern with the
unfair trade practice of dumping is only to ensure that. Import competition is
subject to the same standards of fair trade that are observed by U.S. Industries
under the antitrust laws.

I1. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ACTION ON TnE INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE
IS URGENTLY REQUIRED BEFORE JULY 1, 1908

The International Antidumping Code is :scheduled to become effective on
July 1, 1968. The Code will be Implemented in this country by means of substan-
tial amendments of the Treasury regulations, which were publlsh~d on June 1,
to become effective on July 1. As described more fully below, these new regula-
tions have been promulgated by Treasury despite their conflict' with the Anti-
dumping Act. Furthermore, although Treasury Intends fully' to implement the
Code, the recent Report of the tariff Commission, filed at the request of this
Committee, suggests that that agency does not intend to be bound by the Code
In the numerous areas of conflict. Therefore, n~iong other repercussions if the
Code Is permitted to become effective, there will be administrative chaos inathe
administration of the Antidumping Act... ..

Under these circumstances, it is essential for the Finance Committee lmme-
diately to urge the President to postpone the i plementation of the code iitil
this Committee has had an opportunity to give fill consideration to the Code.
This will enable the Committee to determine Whether It should recommend toat
the Senate adopt Senate Concurrent Resolution 38, or fake other approp.rlate
action.

As stated above, postponement qf the effective date of the Code oUtd have
no impact on the United States' obliations or 4is trading partners' obligations
under the Kennedy Round. Furthermore, there would be no need for embarrass-
ment on the part of the Executive, since Canada, one of the key. signatories
of the Code, definitely will not implement It by 'the scheduled July 1 effective
date. (The significant Implications of'Canada's failure to implement the Code
are reviewed more fully in Section X below.)
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Moreover, the Code Itself merely provides that it is to become effective on

July 1 "for each party which has accepted It by that date." The Code will
remain open for parties to accept it subsequent to July 1. Hence, the United
States need only indicate that Congress has not yet "accepted" the Code.

IV. THERE WAS NO LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR TIlE NEOOTIATION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ANTIUMPING CODE

Both the legislative history of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and Senate
Concurrent Resolution 100 adopted In 1066, made absolutely clear that Congress
did not delegate any authority to the Executive to negotiate an international
antidumping code. The Cement Industry Antidumping Committee and other
industries testified before the Trade Information Committee in 106 to the
effect that there was no legal authority for the negotiation of such a code.
Despite this testimony, and despite the passage of S. Con. 88, the Executive
branch proceeded to negotiate the International Antidumping Code.

The authority of the office of the Special Representative for Trade Nigotia-
tions, which negotiated the Code, derives solely from the Trade Expansion Act
of 19062. The Office of the Special Representative was created by Congress in
that Act. Under the Trade Expansion Act, the President, through the Special
Trade Representative, was given specifically limited authority to negotiate
trade agreements concerning "existing duties or other Import restrictions." The
Act and its legislative history make It clear that this authority concerns only
tariff duties or other Import restrictions (such as quotas) relating to specific
articles of merchandise. There was no authority to negotiate trade agreements
with respect to ion-tariff legislation, such as the Antidumping Act Of 1921,
which is not a tariff act and which does not relate to specific artleles of
merchandise.

As described more fully In Section V below, the Antidumping Act is an integral
part of the unfair trade laws of the United States. It Is not designed to Impose
tariff duties upon specific articles of merchandise but rather to prevent unfair
price discrimination by foreign sellers In their exports to .the United States.

The International Antidumping Code necessarily requires extensive modifica-
tion and revision of the Antidumping Act of 1921, as fully documented In Sections
VI and VII below. The legislative history of the 1962 Trade Expansion Act under-
standably is meager on the relationship of that statute to the Antidumping Act
since the latter clearly deals with matters of domestic economic regulation of
unfair competition that fall beyond the purview of the former. As set forth in
Section V below, the Antidumping Act was clearly Intended to apply the domestic
antitrust laws to imported merchandise.

However, the references-in the legislative history of the Trade Expansion Act
that do appear demonstrate conclusively that Congress did not delegate to the
Executive any authority to revise the Antidumping Act, or to negotiate an inter-
national antidumping code. The report of this Committee specifically Stated:

"Section 257(h) provides that section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
and import restrictions Imposed thereunder shall be unaffected by the bill. Other
laws hot to be affected Include the Antidumping Act and section 803 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, which relates to countervailing duties." (S. Rep. No. 2069,
87th Cong., 2d Sess., 10 (1902)). (Emphasis added.). It thus becomes clear that "special dumping duties" imposed pursuant to the
Antidumping Act are not comprehended within the phrase "duty or other Import
restriction" found throughout the Trade Expansion Act.

An exchange between Secretary of Treasury Dillon and Congressman Utt In
the Hearings Before the House Ways and Means Committee considering the pro-
posed 19062 Act reinforces the view that, In thb contemplation both of the Admin-
istration which proposed the bill, and of the Congress which enacted it into law,
the Trade Expansion Act did not In any way touch upon the Antidumping Act:

"Secretary DILU0f. Treasury is responsible for carrying out antldumplng
activities. I do not think this bill affects the antidumping legislation at all.
"MrTr. I Was wondering if you could point'out to me where the antidumping

legislation is still In force?
"Secretary Ditt. I think that Is a totally separate piece of legislation. It

never was part Of the trade agreements legislation. It Is a separate piece.
"Mr. UTr. We have several sections entitled 'Repeals.' I am wondering If any

of those sections on antidumping are repealed by reference?



"Secretary DILO. go far as I know, nothing is. I cannot give you a positiveanswer, but as far as I am informed, it Is my understanding there is no changeat all In the antidumping procedures so far as this bill Is concerned." Hearingon H.R. 9900 Before the House Committee on Ways and Means, 87th Cong., 2dBess., pt. 2, at 897-98 (1962). -Another Administration spokesman, Secretary of Commerce Luther H. Hodges,gave broad assurances that the government would not act under the 1062 legisla-tion so as to undermine other statutory protection against unfair foreign com-
petition:"And I am resolved that the Government shall take no action In the field oftariff policy that will work undue hardship to U.S. Industry, workers, andfarmers through unftr foreign competition." Hearings on H.R. 9900 Beforethe House Committee on Ways and Means, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 1, at 81(1962). (Emphasis added.)Section 201 of the 1962 Act confers authority upon the President to modify"other import restrictions" as well as duties under specified circumstances butthe legislative history suggests that the term "other import restrictions" refers
primarily to quotas:"He [the President] can also Impose additional Import restrictions (e.g.,quotas)." H.R. Rep. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1982)."The basic rant of authority also permits the modification of existing im-port restrIctlobs other than duties, while at the same time authoring the Im-position of additional Import restrictions (e.g., quotas)." Id. at 14.Although there are occasional instances within the'legislative history of effortsto expand the term "other Import restrictions" beyond mere quotas, it Is signif.icant that no such effort can be found which alludes to antidumping regulations:"What are they [other Import restrictions]? Embargoes, quotas, Importlicenses, currency manipulations, quarantines, and a decision that goods must bedelivered within 5 days after they are manufactured." 108 Cong. Rec. 18674(daily ed. Sept. 18, 1902) (remarks of Senator Curtis).A memorandum on the 1902 Act prepared by the Tariff Commission and sub-mitted to the House Ways and Means Committee suggests a very limited delega-tion of authority to the President to modify duties or other import restrictions.This limited authority is Inconsistent with the bald assertion of power by theoffice of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations in revising andamending the Antidumping Act of 1921, even If some Justification could con.ceivably be found for treating antidumuping regulations as coming within thescope of "duty or other import restrictions :""The existing authority to proclaim modifications of existing duties is appar-ently Intended to permit the President to make rate and classification changeswithin and subordinate to the statutory struoture of the tariff classificationschedules, and not to permit him to change the scope of- any statutory provstont.In any event, whatever the President's ultimate authority under section850(a) (1) may, be, he has so confined his proclaimed 'modifications.' It Is as-sumed that there would be no departure from past practice in exercising theauthority under the new legislation." Hearings on H.R. 9900 Before the HouseCommittee on Ways and Means, 87th Cong., 2d Bess., pt. 2, at 023 (1962).

(Emphasis added.)
The Senate reaffirmed, by its virtually unanimous adoption In 1966 of SenateConcurrent Resolution 100, that there was no authority in the Trade ExpansionAct of '1962 for any negotiations concerning antidumping. The Resolution statedthat It was the-sense of the Congress that no trade agreement or other arrange-ment under the Trade Expansion Act of 1062 should be entered into except Inaccordance with legislative authorIty specifically delegated by Congress. Thereport filed by the Finance'Committee recommending adoption of the Resolution,

concluded as follows:
"The Commilttee on Finance has been disturbed over reports that the currentKennedy Round of tariff negotiations may be broadened to Include U.S. offersof concessions with respect to matters for which there Is no existing delegated

authority 0 * *"It has been reported that one area In which our negotiators may offer con-cessions concerns the American selling price method of evaluation * * *"Atother area may Involve the treatment ot 'dumped' goods by the oountri inwhich the dumping occurs, This problem concerns unfair trade practod in adomestic economy and it ie* difloult for as to understand why Conress shouldbe by-pas#ed at the crucial polfcymaking stages, and permitted, to participate
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only- after policy has been frozen in an international trade agreement." (Em-
phasis added.)

It Is thus clear that the negotiation of the International Antidumping Code
was without legal authority and In clear defiance of Senate Concurrent Resolu-
tion 100. The substantive revisions and amendments of the Antidumping Act
of 1921 required by the Code, which are described in Sections VI and VII below,
can be legally accomplished only by the Congress.

V. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ANTIDUSIPINO CODE WITHOUT CONGRESSIONAL
APPROVAL WILL CONSTITUTE A DANGEROUS PRECEDENT OF USURPATION OF CON-
ORESSIONAL AUTHORITY BY THE EXECUTIVE

If the Antidumping Code is permitted to become effective without Congres-
sional approval, this will constitute a dangerous precedent of usurpation by the
executive of Congressional authority. This would necessarily be a result because
the Code, in the form of an international agreement, amends and revises sub-
stantially the Antidumping Act of 1921 without any Congressional action. The
extent to which the Code amends and conflicts with the Antidumping Act is
covered in Sections VI and VII below.

The Antidumping Act of 1921 is a domestic trade law and an integral part of
the unfair trade laws of the U.S. As early as 1910 the Congress of the United
States recognized that the "dumping" of goods in this market was an unfair
trade practice, and made the practice punishable by criminal penalties and the
subject of civil treble damage actions, 15 U.S.C. 1 72.

The Antidumping Act was clearly intended to apply the domestic antitrust
laws to imported goods in competition with domestic products. That this was the
intention of the Congress is clear from the legislative history of the Act.

" * * * the purpose of the proposed bill (forerunner of the Antidumping Act)
is to prevent the stifling of domestic industries by the dumping of foreign mer-
chandise. * * * Over 20 years ago, by the enactment of the Sherman Antitrust
Law, Congress recognized the necessity of legislation to prevent unfair methods
of competition and monopoly within the United States, but effective legislation to
prevent discriminations and unfair practices from abroad, to destroy competition
and control prices, has not been enacted." H.R. Rep. No. 479, 60th Cong., 1st Sess.,
1 (1019).

Like other Unfair trade laws, the Antidumping Act can be revised only through
the Congressional process. As the Tariff Commission concluded in its recent
Report to the Finance Committee on Senate Concurrent Resolution 38--"The
Code, no matter what are the obligations undertaken by the United States there-
under internationally, cannot, standing alone without legislative Implementation,
alter the provisions of the Antidumping Act." The amendment of this legislation
by an international agreement is indistinguishable from an effort, for example,
of the Executive to change through such an agreement the standards of the
Sherman Antitrust Act. Similarly, the Executive could Just as well sign an Inter-
national criminal code purporting to cover crimes committed by importers. It is
unquestionable that such actions would be considered by Congress and the States
as clearly interfering with their legislative prerogatives.'

If Congress fails to act to prevent the Executive Branch from revising both
the standards and procedure of a statute passed nearly fifty years ago to protect
American industry from an unfair trade practice, then there should be little to
deter the Executive in the future from negotiating revisions of other trade legis-
lation, such as the countervailing duty statute, or even legislation outside the
trade field.

The Cement Industry Committee respectfully submits that it is in Congress'
own interest to express its sense that the International Antidumping Code should
not become effective unless and tntll it has been specifically approved by the
Congress. It is our position that in the first instance the issue of the Code is one
of the balance of power and Congress' constitutional mandate in the area of
domestic unfair trade legislation.

The office of the Speclal Trade representative has on occasion referred to the President's
Constitutional authority to conduct foreign affairs as a basis for the negotiation of the
Coe. The President has authority to enter Into International agreements ts long as theydo not, conflict with or override Ulsting Congreaslonal legislation. in this Instance, the
Executive's action Iias resulted In substantial revisions of a vital donestie unfair trade law,
as described In Sections VI and VII below. The Executive cannot accomplish this without
enabling legislation from Congress.
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VL AS CONCLUDED BY THE TARIFF COMMISSION, THERE 18 SERIOUS AND XNEVITABI
CONFLICT BETWEEN THE INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPINO CODE AND THE ANTI-
DUMPING ACT OF 1921

Tho Cement Industry Committee takes the position that the proposed provi-
sions of the International Antidumping Code would amend and conflict with
the Antidumpiug Act of 1021. A majority of the Tariff Oouxnailon in its
recent Report submitted to this Committee confirmed that the Code Is in serious
and Inevitable conflict with the Act. This conclusion wus reached In a 3-2 decision
it which two dissenting Commissioners tWok tiMe position that conflicts between
the Code amid the Act should be determined ohly on a case-by-case basis.

The Tariff Commission majority found il almost every instance that the Code
is in conflict with or In some manner alters the Act. This statement will concen-
trate on tho three basic ares of conflict between the Code and the Act found
by the Conumnission.

A. Inury standards
The Tariff Commission Report emphasizes that the injury provisions of the

Code require a showing "that the dumped imports are demonstrably the principal
cause of material injury or of threat of material Injury to a domestic industry,"
whereas the Act requires only that the Commission determine "whether an
Industry In the United States Is being, or is likely to be Injured." The Commis-
sion majority emphasizes that the Act does not require a determination that
dumped Imports cause an adverse effect to a greater degree than any other
factor adversely affecting an Industry before there can be a finding of Injury,
as is required by the Code.
B. Industry Standards

Similarly, the Commission majority concludes that the Industry concept of
the Code differs substantially from that of the Act. The Code permits considera-
tion of a regional Industry only where the producers within such a market "sell
all or almost all of their production" in that market, and there is injury to "all
or almost all" of the producers In the regional market. The Commission majority
concludes that this concept is "so narrowly defined" that four out of five prior
Injury determinations of the Commission under the U.S. Act would have been
reversed under the Code, and that the Code's permissible circumstances for
regional industry consideration "rarely exist."
0. Treasury veraus Tarlf Oommission functions

The Commission majority also concludes that the Code conflicts with the division
of functions between the Treasury Department and the Tariff Commission under
the Antidumping Act. The majority states that the Code's requirements of simul-taneous consideration of dumping and injury creates "an anomalous result,"
and that effective sinultanelty under the Act is "not procedurally feasible
or logical." P urthernore, the Code's requirement that a dumping complaint must
be rejected (by Treasury) If there is not sufficient evidence of injury Is In
conflict with the U.S. Act, which vests sole authority In the Commission to make
injury determinations. Moreover, the Code prohibits the Imposition of any
provisional measures until there Is "sufficient evidence" of injury. Under the
U.S. Act, the Treasury Department must automatically Issue a withholding of
appraisement notice on the product in question once it has reason to suspect
dumping. Since Treasury has no authority under the Act to make any deter-
mination of injury,, the Commission majority concludes that compliance with
the "sufficient evidence" provision of the Code would preclude use of the with-
holding notice required by the Act.

Notwithstanding these findings of the Tariff Commission, the new Treasury
regulations will implement the Code. To accomplish this, however, Treasury
proposes to Ignore a specific decision of Congress. In 1954, Congress amended the
Antidumping Act in order to transfer completely the injury determination to
the Tariff Commission. Under Section 53.27(e)6 f the new regulations, a dump-
Ing complaint Is required to show evidence of Injury'andthu Treasurywill
make some kind of injury determination. There is no indication of whether this
injury determination will be based on the onerous standards of the Code, de.
serlbed above, as distinguished from the more reasonable injury standard of the
U.S. Act. Whatever standard Treasury In fact adopts violates the Congressional
mandate that the Tariff Commission alone should make determinations of
Injury.
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Similarly, Sections 58.88 and 53.89 of the new regulations effectively would
authorize simultaneous consideration of injury by the Tariff Commission land
reconsideration of dumping and injury by Treasury, in clear defiance of the Act's
requirement that the injury determination is to be made only after the dump-
Ing Investigation has been concluded. Section 53.84 of the regulations would once
more Inject Treasury into the Injury arena, by requiring that there be evidence
of Injury before'the prov[lional measure of withholding of appraisement is im-
posed. This Is designed to comply with the Code requirement that there be suffi-
cient evidence of injury before provisional measures are Imposed, and will
eviscerate one of the basic protections against dumping afforded under the pres-
ent statute.

After -reviewing these three major areas of conflict and other serious conflicts
between the Code and the Act, many of which have been reflected in the new
Treasury 'regulatons, the Tariff Commission concludes that such an alteration
of domestic law cannot be accomplished without Congressional acton. As al-
ready quoted above, the majority states that "The Code, no matter what are
the obligations undertaken by the United States thereunder Internationally,
cannot, standing alone without legislative Implementation, alter the provisions
of the Ant!dumping Act". In additional comments, Commissioner Oiubb states
that the majority's posMon Is that the Commission o '"powerless" to apply the
Code until It is Implemented or approved by Congress.

S. Con. Re& 88 would express the sense of Congress~that the Antidumping Code
is In conflict with the Antidumping Act and terefore can be implemented only
with Congressional action. This was the conclusion of the Tariff Commission-
the agency direoted to enforce the main provision of the Antidumping Act. It
there is any need for further support for S. Con. Res. 38, it Is readily available
In the fact that the Code not only conflicts with the existing Act but would
weaken it so severely as to effectively repeal It This Is covered by the next
section.

VIT. THE INIUNATIONAL 'ANTDUMPINO CODE WtL WEAKEN AND EMASOULATE THE
ANTIDUMPING AOT Or 1921

If the International Antidumping Code is permitted to become effective, the
AnUdumping Act will inevitably be weakened. In fact, the emasculation of the
Act by the Code -will effectively repeal It. Domestic industries have not been able
to obtain meaningful and effective relief from dumping under the Act, but under
the Code It would be extremely difficult, if not Impossible, to obtain any kind of
relief. The specific problems the Oement Industry would encounter under the
Code are covered in Sec ton VII below.

While the Andumping Code weakens the Act in many respects, the revision
of the Industry and injury standards required by the Code will have the greatest
Impact. It has already been explained above that the ode would require a
showing that the dumped Imports are "demonstrably the principal cause of mate-
rial Injury or of threat of material Injury". This 'rgid burden of proof is In
marked contrast to the Antidumping Act which simply requires the showing that
an Industry "is being or Is likely'to be Injured". The Code's injury standards
severely restrict the Tariff Commission's abilil to snake an affirmative finding of
injury.

For example, In the Tariff Commission's recent 2-2 affirmative finding of
injury In Cast Iron Boll Pipe From Poland, the tWo Commissioners finding
Injury under the Act applied standards which clearly would, not satisfy the
Code. Commissioner Clubb applied a test of causality that required merely that
price fluctuations were "at least in part" due to dumping. He concluded that a
finding of Injury is required when there Is anything more than "Immaterial"
Injury. Conmlssloner Sutton concluded that any Injury In excess of de mfnfmfe
requires an affirmative determination.

The onerous burden of the "demonstrably principal cause" test Is amply Vei-
fled by recent experience with the adjustment assistance provisions of the Trade
Bxpanslon Act of 1062, Under these provisions adjustment assistance relief is
available to domestic Industries or workers where Increased Imports from
tariff concessions are shown to be the "major cause" of Injury to an Industry.
No Industry or labor group has been able to sustain this difficult burden, and
all petitions filed under this provision since 1962 have been unsuccessful. It Is
for this reason that the Administration has recently proposed that the Trade
Expansion Act be amended to require a showing only that Increased imports
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are "a substantial cause" of injury. In his trade message on May 28. 1068, to the
Congress, President Johnson described the "major cause" test as "too rigid, too
technical, and too complicated". In his statement on July 11, 1967 to the Sub-
committee on Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint Economic Committee of
Congress, Ambassador William Roth described the difficulties of the "major
cause" test as follows:

"Unfortunately, however, the adjustment assistance provisions have not had
the expected beneficial effect, because In practice the present test of eligibility
to apply for the assistance has proved too strict. In fact, In no case brought
under the act have any firms or workers been able to prove eligibility.

"The present test of eligibility requires (1) 'that tariff concessions be shown to
be the major causo of Increased Imports and (2) that such Increased imports
be shown to be the major cause of injury to the petitioner.

"In the complex environment of our modern economy, a great variety of factors
affect the productive capacity and competitiveness of American producers, mak-
ing it virtually impossible to single out Increased imports as the major cause
of Injury. In fact, it has usually been impossible to prove that tariff concessions
were the major cause of Increased imports."

Despite the Administration's clearly trtleulated position that a "major cuse"
test Is far too difficult for'domestic industry to meet under the Trade Expansion
Act, the same Administration would require domestic Industries under theAnti-
dumping -Code to catry an equally onerous burden. There Is language In the
Antidumping Code that suggests that the "principal cause" Is that which out-
weighs the combined importance of other cause. Although one might debate
the semantic distinctions between principal and major, It'is clear that the princi-
pal cause test under the Code Is no less Strict than the major cause test that has
been employed under the Trade Expansion Act. Surely, in the words of Am-
bassador Roth quotedd above, It is Virtually Impossible In the '"complex environ-
ment of our modern economy" to show "demonstrably" that dumped Imports
are the "principal cause" of Injury.

It is dif0cult'for the Cement Ipdustry to understand why the Administration
is convinced that liberalization of the adjustment assistance provisions I needed
while at the same time it'advocates a severe restriction of this nation's law
prohibiting dumping. After all, the adjustment assistance provisions are a
form of protection of Industry from legitimate competition, not an unfair
trade practice like dumping. One can only surmise that in the bargaining In
Geneva the U.S. negotiators-in order to obtain concessions from other countries
which are of doubtful value-were willing to bargain away any real substance
that the Antidumping Act contains.

The Antidumping Code als would weaken severely the Industry provisions of
the Antidumplng Act. The next section will describe how this revision of the
Act Will preclude any relief to the Cement Industry. The Code defines the term
"'domneatic Industry" so as to encompass all producer of a rticular product
which Is "'like"'the dumped product under consideration. OnT In very "excep-.
tional circumstances"' is the Tariff Commission permitted -under the Code to con-
sider a regional market as the area affected. Furthermore, as the Tariff Com-
mission concluded 'Ii Its Report, a regional Industry can be considered only
where producers In the region sell "all or almost all" of their product In tie
limited market area, and there is a finding-of injury to "all or almost ail"'of
such producers. In contrast, the Antidumping Act does' not restrict the Tariff
Commission in Its determination of what constitutes "an Industry In the U.S.".
Under the Act, the Commission has concluded In many craes, and particularly In
cement ases,'that thb Industry may be appropriately defined as a regional com-
petitive market, without requirements that producers sell virtually ell of'their
productlotl In the market and that virtually all of the producers are injured.

The rikid standards of the regional Industry provision of the Code are'thus do
restrictive as essentially to 'reclude tiny consideration of a regional market
where the companies Involved operate in more than one market area. This has a
particulari lnpact on' industries like Cement, where the product is expensive to
transport and the Impact of Imports is not likely 'to be felt much beyond the
imniedlate port prea. It is for this reason, as discussed In the next section, that
the Tariff Commission concluded that It would have been forced-to rea h an
opposite result In four cement dumping eases under the present Act if it had been
reqdlred to apply the restrictive regional Industry concept contained In the
Code.



There are many other provisions of the Code which would weaken the Anti-
dumping Act. It has already been pointed out that the withholding of appraise-
ment provisions of the Act would be severely curtailed by the requirement that
there be evidence of injury before provisional measures can be imposed. Similarly,
the , injection of the Treasury Department back into the injury determination
further restricts the function of the Tariff Commission In antidumping
proceedings.

The Cement Industry Committee submits that in addition to the usurpation of
Congressional authority and the severe cv., fict with the Antidumping Act In-
volved, the Code should not be permitted to become effective because it effectively
repeals the Antidumping Act of 1921. It is manifest that only Congress can ap-
prove and implement an international agreement that substantially amends and
revises an act of Congress.

VM. THE CEMENT INDUSTRY WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO OBTAIN ANY BELIEF FROM
DUMPING UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE

As was noted at the outset, the Cement Industry has suffered serious injury
in the past from the unfair trade practice of dumping. During the period 1O5A-
1965, the Treasury Department found reason to suspect dumping in foiurteen out
of nineteen cases filed by the Industry. A number of these cases were dismissed
by Treasury on assurances of discontinuance of dumping and for other reasons,
as described in Appendix B. There were four cases in which the'Tariff Commis-
sion made an affirmative finding of injury and the industry obtained the maxi-
muma relief ih the form of special dumping duties on cement imports from Sweden,
Belgium, Portugal and the Dominican Republic. At the time of the cases, imports
from these countries were entering New England, New York, New Jersey and
Florida. Under the Antidumfpilng Act these special duties continue in effect any
time that cement imports are found to be dumped in this country.

In these four cases, the Tariff Commission found that the Cement Industry
had been injured and relief was warmnted. Y6t, such a finding and such relief
would have been completely barred if the Antidumping Code had been in
effect. As set forth above, the Tariff Commission reached this conclusion in
its recent Report to the Senate Finance Committee. As counsel to the Cement
Industry in each of the four cases, it is this firm's judgment that the fTriff
Commission majority is correct that an opposite outcme would have resulted
under the Code. In the first place, the Cement Industry under the Code would
blave been required to show "demonstrably" that the dumped imports were
"the principal cause" of material injury. The extreme burden of proof re-
quired by this etandaTd has already been discussed In Section VII above. It is
sufficient to say here that it is doubtful that the Oement Industry would have
been able to sustain this burden under the Code, onlthough the Commission found
the requlsite injury under the Act in each of the four cases. Fbr example, the
Commission in the four cases found that there were economic factors other
than dumping that contributed to the injury to the cement companies -involved.
Under these circumstances, It would have been exceedingly difficult, if not
impossible, to sho that the dumping demonstrably was the "principal cause" of
material injury.

It-is absolutely clear that, as the Tariff Commission concluded, the restric-
tive concept of regional industry in the Oode would have prevented'the Com-
mission from finding injury to "an Industry in the United States" In the four
cement cases. It may be helpful to consider two of the eases as examples. In
the case of Portland Cement from Sweden, the Iariff Com"ission determined
that the 'ovmpettive market area!' consisted of a limited number of cement
plants, supplying Rhode IWand, Eastern Massachusetts and Mastern Connecticut.
This group of producers sold in the designated regional market area only
between 6.1 and 27.2 percent of their total domestic production. Hence, this
limited group of producers clearly failed to satisfy the "exceptional circum-
stances" necessary for consideration of a regional industry under the Code.
They sold considerably less than "all or almost all" o their production in the
limited New England market. It is also extremely doubtful -that it could have
been "demonstrably" shown that the dumped Swedish imports were a "principal
cause" of Injury to "all or allist aiWi" of the producerp in the market.

Similarly, In the case of portland Cement from belglum, one of the market
areas involved the Southeast Florida market, where two new cement plants opened
In the Miami area in 1958. Both companies involved had cement plants In other



markets, totally unrelated to Southeast Florida. They did not 'sell all or almost
all of their production" In Southeast Florida; under the Code they would, there-
fore, not have been entitled to relief.

Thus, the Report of the Tariff Commission, and the application above of the
Codei regional Injury standards to two of the prior cement cases, support fully
the proposition that the Cement Industry will be effectively precluded from
obtaining any relief uider the Antidumping Code. The Cement Industry consists
of a series of regional markets. As noted earlier, the effective Impact of dumped
cement Imports is limited because of the high cost of transporting the cement
Inland from the port of entry. The total area of competitive Impact will always
remain confined' to limited geographic markets. Putting to one side the rigid
Injury tests of the Code, It is obvious that a cement company or group of com-
panles cannot show material Injury if the test Is based on the entire national
market, as required under the Code. *

It is reasonable to assume that once it becomes known that the Cement In-
dustry will be unable to deter dumped cement under the An tidumping Code,
foreign producers will resume dumping in this market. 'The damping of cement
during the period 1958-1965 was consistent and involved at least fifteen coun-
tries. The Industry's diligent prosecution of thee dumping violations and the
tendency of legislatln to strengthen the Act liavie no doubt deterred dumping In
recent years The'Implementation of the AnItdumping Code will remove such
deterrents, and it is very likely that the dumping of ercemcement capacity will
be resumed. Under these circumstances, the Cement Industry believes strongly
that full deliberation and consideration of the Antidumping Code by Congress
Is essential.

IX. THERE 18 A SERIOUS PROSPECT OF ADMINISTRATIVE OHAOS IN THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE ANTIDUMPINO AOT

It the Irtternatl0ial Antidmnping Code Is allowed to become effective In the
U.S., It appears Inevitable that there will be confusion bordering on chaos in
the administration of the Antidumping Act. This Is because of the contrary
positions of the Treasury Department and the Tariff Commission, which have
been outlined above and need only be briefly referred, to again.

The new regulations promulgated by the Treasury Delartment, which become
effective on July '1,Will Implement -the Code within those areas encompassed by
the Treasury function. Under the Antidumping Act, Treasury Is charged only with
the responsibility of making the determination of whether dumping has occurred;
the Tariff Conlnission has the sole responsibility of making the determination
of whether Injury has resulted from the dumping. Under the new regulations,
however, the Treasury Department will now consider injury. As previously,
pointed out, It is not clear what standard of Injury will be used-the restrictive
standard'of the Code or the less strict standard of the Act. In any event, the new
Treasuryltegulatinsi are designed to follow the Code to the letter.

On the other hand, a majority of the Tariff Commission has made' abundantly
clear that it will not be able to apply the Code unless and until It has been
approved by the Congress. Furthermore, the Commission has ,Indicated its dis-
agreement that Treasury can-consistent with the specifically limited'authority
delegated to it under the Act-require Injury evidence before It will accept a
dumping complaint, or before it will issue a withholding of appraisement notice.
And with respect to TreAsury's consideration of Injury,' there is a strong pos-
sibiity---as discussed aboveo-4hat Treasury Will use the Code standard of injury
whereas the Commission will -apply, the Act's standard. It should be emphasized
that no duniplng case can reach the Tariff- Commission unless It is referred there
by Treasury.

The eontitasting positions of Treasury and the Commission concerning the Code
suggest the Inevitability of different interpretations of many sections of the Act.
This situation- Would preclude any prospect of certainty and predictability for
businessmen-both importers and domestic producers-in evaluating their status
under the Antidumping Act.

Althbugh there are sufficient other.reasons for Congress to express Its sen.e that
It should consider the Antidumping'Code, the prospect of administrative ci4os in
the adminlstration of a Congressional unfair trade statute provides an ad' tional
practical reason for such consideration. Congress specifically directed in 1954 that
the functions under the Act be separated as between Treasury and the Tariff.

96-120 0-68----8
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Commission. Unless action is taken to clarify the status of the Code, this division
of functions will be obliterated, and the two agencies will differ markedly in
their interpretation and administration of the Act.

X. 0ANADA, A KEY SIONATORY, CANNOT PROVIDE RECIPROCAL CONCESSIONS UNDER THE
INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPINO CODE BY THE JULY 1 EFFECTIVE DATE

At the time of the announcement of the conclusion of the negotiation of the
International Antidumping Code, the Administration emphasized that meaning-
ful concessions had been obtained from other countries in order to encourage
U.. exports. Ambassador Roth has emphasized this point in recent testimony
before the House Ways & Means Committee. In particular, stress has been placed
by the Administration In the past on the fact that Canada had signed the Code
and thereby agreed to require a finding of injury as a prerequisite to the impost-
tion of dumping duties. Under present Canadian law, a determination of dumping
automatically results in the imposition of such duties.

Canada, however, along with many other countries--in inexplicable contrast
to the United States' position-made clear that its signature on the Code was
not binding since Parliamentary approval and legislation were required. Not-
withstanding this, the United States negotiators represented that they viewed
the Code as final and binding on the United States, evidently without regard as
to whether other countries took steps to implement the Code.

As might well have been expected, the significant concessions purportedly
obtained from Canada have so far proven illusory. No Canadian legislation has
been adopted to Implement the Code, and the Parliament has been dissolved for
the elections later this month. The newly elected Parliament is not expected to
convene until after July 1, the date by which Canada agreed to implement the
Code. Moreover, there has been no real indication that Canada will ultimately
enact the required legislation to make the Code effective there. It is our infor-
mation that no bill has actually been introduced in Parliament, and that the
Code has met with substantial opposition from a number of important Canadian
Industries.

CanafIa's failure to implement the Code by the effective date has no direct
bearing on the Code's many legal defects from this country's standpoint. On the
other hand, the lack of assurance that the concessions supposedly obtained to
benefit U.S. exports will actually be forthcoming is yet another factor strongly
mitigating against hasty implementation of the Code in this country, without
Congressional consideration. Moreover, the failure of a major trading partner
of the United States to implement the Code by July I provides an appropriate
opening for the United States to take action to postpone the Implementation of
the Code here. If there is any concern about embarrassment-and there should
not be where the Executive branch has acted beyond Its authority-the Cana-
dian situation does provide a valid reason for reconsideration of the Code by the
United States. As stated earlier, the Code provides only that It shall become
effective on July 1 as to those countries which have "accepted" It by that date.

OONCLUSION

The Cement Industry Antidumping Committee strongly urges that this Com.
mittee take positive acton to postpone the July 1 effective date of the Interna-
tional Antidumping Code, and to report out favorably Senate Concurrent Resolu.
tion 88 The Code is in fundamental conflict with the Antidumping Act of 1DM1,
and would severely weaken and emasculate the Act. The Cement Industry, which
has suffered seribtlk infijuy from dumping in the past, would be effectively barred
from relief under the Code. Moreover, there was no legal authority for the
negbtlation of the Code, and its implementation in this country would constitute
an usurpation of Congressional authority by the Executive.- Implementation
would also lead to administrative chaos as the Treasury and the Tariff Com-
mission have taken contradictory positions. Hence, action by this Committee
Is vital if United States industries are to be able to compete free of the unfair
trade practice of dumping--a practice condemned by Congress for over 150 years
and condemned by all major trading nations as well.
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APPENvix A

THE CEMENT INDUsTRY ANTIDUMPINO COMmITTEE

Allentown Portland Cement Co.
Alpha Portland Cement Co.
American Cement Corp.
Arkansas Cement Co.
A.sh Grove Lime & Portland Cement Co.
Atlantic Cement Co., Inc.
California Portland Cement Co.
Columbia Cement Co.
Coplay Cement Manufacturing Co.
The Flintkote Co.
General Portland Cement Co.
Giant Portland Cement Co.
Gulf Coast Portland Cement Co.
Huron Cement Co.
Ideal Basic Industries
Kaiser Cement and Gypsum Corp.
Keystone Portland Cement Co.
Lehigh Portland Cement Co.
Lone Star Cement Corp.

Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co.
Martin Marietta Corp.
Medusa Portland Cement Co.
Missouri Portland Cement Co.
National Cement Co.
The National Portland Cement Co.
Nazareth Cement Co.
Northwestern States Portland Cement

Co.
OKG Corp.
Oregon Portland Cement Co.
Penn-Dixie Corp.
Puerto Rican Cement Co.
San Antonio Portland Cement Co.
Southwestern Portland Cement Co.
The Whitehall Cement Manufacturing

Co.
Wyandotte Chemicals Corp.

APPENDIX B

Treasury
Initial

Date of formal finding of Nature of final determination by Treasury
Country of exportation complaint reason to Department of Tariff Commission

believe or
suspect

dumping

Belgium ............ Oct. 2,1959 Yes ........ Treasury found dumping and Tariff found Injury to the
domestic Industry.

Canada ............ May 28,1959 yes ........ Treasury found dumplng, but Tariff found no injury to the
domestic Industry in part because continuation of dumped
sales seemed unlikely.

Columbia. .......... Sept. 25,1959 No ........ Treasury found no dumping.
Denmark .................. Apr. 28,1960 Yes ....... Treasury found dumping but did not refer It to Tariff partly

because of ssaton 01 shipments.
Dominican Republic. Aug. 19,1961 Yes ........ Treasury found dumpinL but Tariff found no Injury at the

time to the domest Fdustry.
Do ................... May 4,1962 Yes ........ Treasury found dumpIng an? Tariff found Injury to the

domestic Industry.
Israel ............. July 21,1959 Yes ........ Treasury found no dumping partly because *I a non.cost-

.ustiffed quantity discount allowance.
Italy ...................... June 7,1962 No ......... Treasury found no dumping.
Japan ..................... Dec. 1,1961 None ...... Treasury foud dumping but did not refer to Tariff partly

because of assuranes by the producer that dumping
would not be resumed.

Do............ Feb. 5,1963 Yes ........ Treasury found dumping, but Tariff found no Injury to the
domesc Industry.

Do ................... Aug. 26,1965 No ......... Treasury found no dumping.
Norway ................... Sept. 15,1958 Yes ........ Treasury found no dumpin sokly because of a non-cost-

justied quantity discount allowance.
Do ........... . Dec. 27,1961 Yes ........ Do.

Poland ................... Dec 29,1960 Yes ........ Treasury found no dumping,but used a 3d country price and
not Ph as home market pn9 .

Portugal ........... June 9,1960 Yes ........ Treasury found dumping and Tarif found Injury to the
domestic Industry.

Sweden ............ Nov. 25,195 Yes........ Do
Tunisia.. ............. Sept 13,1960 No. Treasury found dnping but did not refer It to Tariff on

auurances by the producers that dumping would not be
resumed.

West Germany........ Aug. I3,1W Ye ....... Do.
Yugoslavia .......... Aug. 1 ....
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q0tI1 COI90ESgS. 1726

IN THE SENATE OF PilE UNIPEDIRTATES

MAY 9, 1967
Mr. f.tinrKi (for himself, Mr. Scorr, Mr. BAYII, Mr. BzEgNrr, Mr. BIBLE,

Mr. Booos, Mr. BREWsR, Mr. BROOKE, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. BYRD of West
Virginia, Mr. C.umrsox, Mr. CIfAnk, Mr. CURTIS, Mr. DIRKSEN, Mr. DODD,
Mr. DomI=iK, Mr. Esvis, Mr. FANIxN, Mr. HAMSEN, Mr. IIICKENWOOPR,
Mr. IxouYE, Mr. Kuct-:L, Mr. LAUscICE, Mr. McCARThY, Mr. Mc'rCALF,
Mr. MIuje, Mr. Monsa, Mr. Moss, Mr. MAftrY', Mr. Mvrnenr, Mr. PF.ARSON,
Mr. PROUTY, Mr. RANDOL1'iI, Mr. )Inwov, Mr. SPARKMAN, Mr. SYMwKo-

Ni, Mr. TALMADOE, Mr. TIR13vo t), Mr. Tow rR, Mr. YARBOROU01f, and
Mr. You.G of Ohio) iilrodieed the following lill; which was read twiee
and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Antidumping Act, 1921.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 201 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19 U.S.C.

4 160), is amended to read as follows:

5 DUMPING INVESTIGATION

6 "SEo. 201. (a) Whenever the Secretary determines in

7 accordance with the procedure prescribed in section 212 that

8 foreign merchandise of a class or kind has been sold at any
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1 time after the date six months preceding the date of corn-

2 plaint, or is likely to be, sold at less than fair value, he shall

3 so advise the Commission. Whenever the Secretary, from

4 invoices or other papers or from inforifition presented to

5 him, is advised by a complaint or complaints filed simultane-

6 ously that such sales have been made, or are likely to be

7 made, of merchandise from more than one foreign source or

8 country, and if such sales have in fact been.'made, or are

9 likely to be made, he shall so advise the Commission, but

10 not until his investigation as to all such foreign sources or

11 countries is complete. The Commission shall determine

12 within three months after notification from the Secretary

13 whether a domestic industry or labor in the United States

14 has been, is being, or is likely to be, materially injured (or,

15 in the case of any industry, is prevented from being estab-

16 lished) by reason of the sale at less than fair value of mer-

17 ohandise from one or more foreign sources or countries.

18 "(b) Material injury to a domestic industry shall be

19 established, and the Commission shall make an affirmative

20 determination, when it finds that the foreign merchandise

21 determined to have been sold at less than fair value and

22 supplied to any competitive market are-

2.3 "(1) has amounted to 5 per centum or more (in

24 units sold or in gross receipts from the sales under con-

25 sideration) of domestic merchandise of the same class
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1 or kind sold by the domestic industry and supplied to

2 the same competitive market area, during any three of

3 the months from six months before the initiation of the

4 investigation by the Secretary to the conclusion of the

5 Commission's investigation, unless clear and convincing

6 evidence is presented that, had such sales of foreign mer-

7 chandise not been made, the domestic industry would

8 not have increased its sales during the three months

9 involved; or

10 "(2) has been a contributing cause of a decline in

11 the prices at which 50 per centum or more (in units sold

12 or in gross receipts from the sales under consideration)

13 of domestic merchandise of the same class or kind sup-

14 plied to the competitive market area has been sold by

15 the domestic industry, during any month from six months

16 before the initiation of the investigation by the Secre-

17 tary to the conclusion of the Commission's investigation;

18 or

19 "(3) has been a contributing cause of a decline

20 amounting to 5 per centum or more (in man-hours

21 worked or in wages paid) of direct labor employed by a

22 domestic industry in producing merchandise of the same

23 class or kind supplied to a competitive market area, dur-

24 ing any three of the months from six months before the

25 initiation of the investigation by the Secretary to the
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1 conclusion of the Commission's investigation, compared

2 with the average monthly level of such employment dur-

3 ing the year ending on the date the Secretary's investiga-

4 tion began; or

5 "(4) has been a contributing cause of any anti-

6 competitive effects in any competitive market area.

7 "(a) Tile Commission shall render an affirmative de-

8 termination of likelihood of Injury when it finds a reasonable

9 likelihood that an injury cognizable under subsection (b) of

10 this section will occur by reason of sales of foreign merchan-

11 dise at less than fair value.

12 "(d) The Commission shall make the determinations

13 required by this section without regard to whether foreign

14 mechandise was sold with predatory intent or at prices

15 equivalent to or higher than prices of foreign merchandise

16 of the same class or kind. Tho Commission, after proceed-

17 ing and hearing under the provisions of section 212, shall

18 notify the Secretary of its determination, and, if that determi-

19 nation is in the affirmative, the Secretary shall make public

20 a notice of his determination and the determination of the

21 Commission. For the purposes of this section, the Commis-

22 sion shall be deemed to have made an affirmative deterniina-

23 tion if the Commissioners of the Commission voting are

24 evenly divided as to whether its determination should be in

25 the affirmative or in the negative. The Secretary's dumping
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1 inning shnll Inelulo it tecriptiouit 6f the class or kind of

2 miereliisio to wliidi it a11)1)110 ini stth dttlai, 11', liet shall

3 deemi iuecessary for fil -jrlitithet of etoinis olht'ors.

4 "(6i) Wlnu er, in I flet casto of any impotud tuercitit-

5 dise oif it (class or kitid as to whielh tlie 8e('retay lins miot pub-

6 lished a dumping finding, the Secretary lins reason to

7 lblievtlor sutspeet. rroi the invoice or other, papers or from

8 In forniation p)resenited to fintht suol i erchandiso lins

9 been, or is likely to he, sold ait less than fair-value, hio shall

10 forthwith pulish notie or, fint fact In tile Feeowd Register

I11 and shali atitliorh'e, under suteh regulations u4 hie niny pre-

12 scribe, [lie withmholding of appraisetnetit reports upon suielli

13 elass or kind tif merchanudige entered, or withidrawi front

14 warehouse., forcostunpiomi, not more tliitn ono hundred fluid

15 twelity (lays l1ifore file 41ti."on -of (luniig Illos bven raised

lotiy or' lin~seffoi)Ii~ o 1h1ll[ iit flip ftirtlii'ordet' of the Sere

17 mri I. or' iiiitil fil lit' S(retirv hit jililislied it dilihtig tiditig

18 relatimig to stie'h ivehatuhise.

19 "(f) F~or (lie Iniqwoses4 of this section-

20 1I) 'Vitt, terni 'lit less flinnt fair value' niecans that

.11 &'hhli (tcpi(lilnse priep or (lie exporter's sailes4 privo of

for i ''uuIle it defined in s('1.tiols *2O3 And 204,

is less than Its foreign market Value (ort. lin the absence
2 4 of siteh value. less than Its etitstmetcd vaftu) , ast defined

2,53 in sections 205 and 206.
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1 "(2) The torni 'domestic industry' means domestic

2 vendors who supply directly or iufdirotly tWtho competi-

3 tivo ninrket area 11erchal(lise v ilh Ig of the samne clss

4 or kind as foreign umerchandiso gold at less than fair

value and supplied, totle same competitive market, area.

6 - (3) 'ro torm 'comnpetitivo market nre&' means

7 any geographical area of the thlited Slates to which, the

8 foreign merchandise determined to have been sold at

9 less thatl fair vahw linas been SUpplied in competition

.10 with domestic mnerliindise of the sate Mass or kind.

11 " (4) I)ometh itivurelimidise which is reasonably

12 intereliangealde in iw with a class or kind of foreign

18 mnerchnudiso shall lhe deenled to he 'of the same clas or

1.4 kind' as suudh foreign umrcrmndise. 'Two or more units

15 of foreign mierchamdif o shimll lie deented to be 'of a class

16 or kind' whenever reasonably interchangeable i use

17 with one amthr."

18 Snv. 2. Section 202 of th Antidinphilg AN, 1921 (10

19 I.S.C. I 11), is aimeuded to read as follows:

20 "l,8l1IIAl, IPlllIN(I DUTI'rY

21 "Sner.c 202. (a) I lte iease of all imported merchan-

22 dise, whelier dutiable or free of duty, of a class or kind as to

23 which the Secretary has published a dumping finding as

24 provided for ini section 201, if either the purchase price or

25 tho exporter's wiles pric is less thain the foreign market
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1 value (or, in the absence of such value, than the constructed

2 value) there shall be levied, collected, and paid, in addition

3 to any other duties imposed thereon by law, a special dump-

4 ing duty in an amount equal to such difference. If both the

5 purchase price and the exporter's sales price are less than the

6 foreign market value (or, in the absence of such value, than

7 the constructed value), such special dumping duty shall be
8 an amount equal to the greater difference. This subsection

9 shall apply to imported merchandise entered, or withdrawn
10 from warehouse for consumption, not more than one hun-

11 dred and twenty days prior to the receipt of a complaint by

12 the Secretary, and as to which no appraisement report has

13 been made before such dumping finding has been published.

14 "(b) In determining the foreign market value for the

15 purposes of this title, if it is established to the satisfaction
16 of the Secretary that the amount of any difference between

17 the purchase price and the foreign market value (or that the

18 fact that the purchase price is the same as the foreign market
19 value) is wholly or partly due to-

"(1) differences in the cost of manufacture; sale, or
21 delivery resulting from the fact that the wholesale quan-
22 tlties, in which such or similar merchandise is sold or,
23 in the absence of sales, offered for sale for exportation
24

to the United States in the ordinary course of trade, are
25

less or are greater than the wholesale quantities in which
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1 such or similar merchandise is sold or, in the absence of

2 sales, offered for sale in the principal markets of the

3 country of exportation in the ordinary course of trade for

4 home constimptlon (or, if not so sold or offered for sale

5 for homo consumption,- then for exportation to countries

6 other thain the United States), except that no allowance

7 shall be made for such differences unless they were

8 actually considered and taken into account by the vendor

9 in establishing his price,

10 "(2) other differences in circumstances of sale

11 affecting the cost of doing business, to the extent that

12 such differences were actually considered and taken into

13 account by the vendor in establishing his price, or

14 "(3) the fact that merchandise described in sub-

15 division (0), (D), (E), or (F) of section 213 (3) is

16 used in determining foreign market value,

17 then due allowance shall be made therefor.

18 "(o) In determining the foreign market, value for the

19 purposes of this title, if it is established to the satisfaction of

20 the Secretary that. the amount -of any difference between the

21 exporter's sales price aiid the foreign market value (or that

22 the, fact that. the exporter's sales price is the same as the

23 foreign market value) is wholly or partly due to-

24 "(1) differences in the cost of manufacture, sale,

25 or delivery resulting from the fact that the wholesale
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1 quantities in which such or similar merchandise is sold

2 or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale in the prin-

3 cipal markets of the United States in the ordinary course

4 of trade, are less or are greater than the wholesale quan-

5 titles in which such or similar merchandise is sold or, in

6 the absence of sales, offered for sale in the principal

7 markets of the country of exportation in the ordinary

8 course of trade for home consumption (or, if not so sold

9 or offered for sale for home consumption, then for ex-

10 portation to countries other than the United States),

11 except that no allowance shall be made for such differ-

12 ences unless they were actually considered and taken

13 into account by the vendor in establishing his price,

14 "(2) other differences in circumstances of sale

15 affecting the cost of doing business, to the extent that

16 such differences were actually considered and taken into

17 account by the vendor in establishing his price, or

18 "(3) the fact that merchandise described in subdi-

19 vision (0), (D), (E), or (F) of section 213 (3) is

20 used in determining foreign market value,

21 then due allowance shall be made therefor."

22 Sm. 3. Section 204 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

23 U.S.C. 163), is amended by inserting "and profits" im-

24 mediately after "(2) the amount of the commissions", and
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1 by striking out "and (4)" and inserting in lieu thereof

2 "(4) an amount equal to the expenses and profits of the

3 exporter in the foreign country (unless (A) the exporter

4 is the foreign manufacturer or is owned Aor controlled by the

5 foreign manufacturer, or (B) tihe foreign market value in-

6 eludes such expenses and profits), And (5) ".

7 Sno. 4. Section 205 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

8 U.S.O. 164), is amended to read as follows:

9 "IMRWON fARKWI VALUE

10 "SFO. 205. (a). For the purposes of this title, the for-

11 eign market value of imported merchandise shall be the

12 price, at the time of exportation of such merchandise to the

18 United States, at which such or similar merchandise is sold

14 or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale, in the usual

15 wholesale quantities (as defined in section 213) and in the

16 ordinary course of trade--

17 "(1) in the principal markets of, and for home

18 consumption in, the country from which exported, so

19 long as at least 15 per centum of the total sales (ex-

20 eluding sales to the United States) of such or similar

21 merchandise by any vendor who supplies any of those

22 markets are sales for home consumption in that country,

24 "(2) if paragraph (1) is inapplicable, in the prin-

25 cipal markets of that country (other than the United
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1 States and the country of export) which is, for any

2 vendor in the country of export whose sales are under

3 consideration, the largest consumer of such or similar

4 merchandise sold by that vendor.

5 plus, when not included in such price, the cost of all con-

6 tainers and coverings and all other costs, charges, and ex-

7' penses incident to placing the merchandise in condition

8 picked ready for shipment to the United States, except that

9 in the case of merchandise purchased or agreed to be pur-

10 chased by the person by whom or for whose account the

11 merchandise is* imported, prior to the time of exportation,

12 the foreign market value shall be ascertained as of the date

13 of such purchase or agreement to purchase. The price at

14 which such or similar merchandise is sold or offered for

15 sale shall be deemed to be seller's list or published price in

16 the absence of conclusive evidence that the merchandise

17 was actually sold or offered for sale in the usual wholesale

18 quantities and in the ordinary course of trade at a different

19 price. In the ascertainment of foreign market value for the

20 purposes of this title no pretended sale or offer for sale,

21 and no sale or offer for sale intended to establish a fictitious

22 market, shall be taken into account. If such or similar

23 merchandise is sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for

24 ale through a sales agency or other organization related
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1 to the seller in any of the respects described in section 207,

2 the prices at which such or similar merchandise is sold or,

3 in the absence of sales, offered for sale by such sales agency

4 or other organization may be used in determining the foreign

5 market value.

6 "(b) If any of the imported merchandise is manufac-

7 tured or produced in a country or area in which, in the

8 opinion of the Secretary, the method of establishing prices is

9 not realistically related to cost or profit factors, the Secretary

10 shall determine the foreign market value in any manner he

11 deems appropriate, such as by reference to (1) the price at

12 which such merchandise is sold or offered for sale for ex-

13 portation to countries other than the United States from such

14 country or area, (2) the foreign market value of mer-

15 chandise of the relevant class or kind in appropriate non-

16 Communist countries, and (3) the constructed value of mer-

17 cliandise of the relevant class or kind in appropriate non-

18 Communist countries."

19 SEe. 5. Sections 208 and 209 of the Antidumping Act,

20 1921 (19 U.S.C. 167, 168), are amended by striking out

21 "finding" each place it appears in each such section and

22 inserting in each such place "dumping finding".

23 SEC. 6. The Antidumping Act, 1921, is amended by

24 redesignating sections 212 and 213 as sections 218 and 214,
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1 respectively, and by inserting after section 211'the following

2 new section:

3 "PROOBDURE

4 "Sno. 212. (a) INITIATION AND CONTINUANCE OF

5 ANTIDUMPING PROCEEDING.-

6 " (1) INITIATION OF PROCEEDIN.-An antidump-

'7 ing proceeding shall be initiated by the Secretary at the

8 earliest practicable time after receiving a complaint.

9 The Secretary shall consolidate in a single antidumping

10 proceeding all complaints received together regarding

11 the same class or kind of merchandise regardless of the

12 number of importers, exporters, foreign manufacturers,

13 and countries involved. The Secretary shall make rea-

14 sonable effort to give notice of the initiation of an anti-

15 dumping proceeding to all known interested parties and

I shall publish such notice in the Federal Register. The

17 notice shall identify the date and nature of the complaint.

18 "(2) DISCONTINUANOE OF PROOEEDIN.-Tho

19 Secretary may not discontinue an antidumping proceed-

20 ing unless (A) he is stisfied that promptly after the

21 initiation of the proceeding, the dumping (if any) of

22 imported merchandise of the class or kind under investi-

23 gation has been terminated by revisions in price or by

24 cessation of sales of such merchandise to the United
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1 States, (B) he has received bona fide assurances from

2 the exporter that dumping will not be resumed, and (0)

3 lie concludes that the quantities of merchandise in-

4 volved in the sales of imported merchandise tinder

5 investigation are insignificant.

6 "(b) DiSMISSAL DwCiswo.-The Secretary may de-

7 cide within fifteen days after receiving a complaint that there

8 is no evidence to support it supplied by the complaint and

9 no evidence to support, it available to the Secretary from

10 customs forms or other sources, and that any differential

11 between the prices at which the imported merchandise and

12 domestic merchandise of the relevant class or kind are offered

13 for sale in the United States cannot reasonably be attributed

14 in whole or in part to the possibility that either the purchase

15 price or the exporter's sales prico of a class or kind of foreign

16 merchandise has been, is, or is likely to be, less than the for-

17 eign market value (or, in the absence of such value, than

18 the constructed value). If the Secretary so decides he shall

19 forthwith notify the complainant of his dismissal decision,

20 together with the reasons therefore and such of the sulpofting

21 information of the character required by subsection (o) of

22 this section as is available to the Secretary, without initiating

23 an antidumping proceeding or publishing any document in

24 the Federal Register. For purposes of subsection (j) of

25 this section such decision shall be considered a negative

96-120 0----9
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1 dumping determination, published as of the date the com-

2 plainant is notified.

3 "(o) PROPOSED DubPrno D'rTRMINATr.-The

4 Secretary shall obtain sufficient information to enable him to

5 prepare for each antidumping proceeding at the earliest

6 practicable time a proposed affirmative or negative dumping

7 determination which lie shall publish in the Federal Register

8 and make reasonable effort to send to all known interested

9 parties. Whore complaints have been consolidated in a

10 single antidumping proceeding, the Secretary may prepare

11 and publish a proposed negative dumping determination as

12 to a country or countries prior to the preparation and publi-

13 cation of any proposed affirmative dumping determination in

14 such consolidated antidumping proceeding. Each proposed

15 affirmative or negative dumping determination shall indicate

16 the specific data (such as manufacturers, dates, prices, dis-

17 counts, quantities, home consumption, cost of containers,

18 taxes, duties, and conmnissions, as well as delivery, selling,

19 advertising, technical service, and other expenses, but not

20 including confidential costs used in ascertaining constructed

21 value in the absence of foreign market value or costs of manu-

22 facture used pursuant to sections 202(b) (1) and 202 (o)

23 (1)) used by the Secretary and his computations and reason-

24 ing in arriving at and applying the concepts used in this

25 title (such as foreign market value, such or similar morchan-
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1 disc, purchase price, exporter's sales price, and constructed

2 value). If, in a particular antidumping proceeding, the dis-

3 closure of some of the detailed information required by this

4 subsection would, in the judgment of the Secretary, impede

5 -his obtaining similar information in the future, he may so

6 declare in his proposed negative or affirmative dumping de-

7 tenination and omit that information. If the Secretary does

8 withhold such information, however, he shall prepare for

9 the use of the complainant a supplementary statement of the

10 information required by this subsection which has been so

11 withheld, and the reasons for so wihliolding. The informa-

12 tion in such supplementary statements shall not be published

13 or otherwise be made public by the complainant, subject to

14 such sanctions as may be established by the Secretary by

15 rcgulati)I, but may be considered by a reviewing court as
If; if otherwise a part of the record.

17 "(d) ANTIDLMIwIN II, AINo.-The Secretary shall

18 accord an aiitidoimplhig hearing by permitting any interested

19 party to coiinmunicate iii writing, with the Secretary regard-

ilg a. proposed affirmative or negative dumping determina-
21 tion within thirty days after its publication in the Federal

22 Register. This communication may include such matters as

23 factual or legal argument, additional factual information in
24 the form of affidavits or other documents, and requests for
25 informal conferences or an oral antidumping hearing. The
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1 Secretary may call for an oral antidumping hearing on his

2 own motion, or on the request of any interested Iprty. Any

3 denial of a request for an oral antidumping hearing shall bo

4 in writing with reasons. Notice of an oral antidumping hear-

5 ing, or denial of a request for one, shall be given to all known

6 interested parties and shall be published in the Federal

7 Register. Notice of an oral antidumping hearing shall state

8 the time and place of such hearing, and summarize or refer to

9 the Federal Register puiblications of the notice of the initia-

10 tion of the antidumping proceeding, and the proposed affirm-

11 ative or negative dumping detennination. All interested

12 parties will be accorded at an oral antidumping hearing the

13 rights to counsel, to present evidence, and to conduct such

14 oross-examination as may be required for ai full and fair dis-

15 closure of the facts. A transcript shall be made of all oral

16 antidumping hearings, and the Secretary ay prescribe stch

17 regulations as lie deems necessary for their fair and orderly

18 conduct. The record in an antidumping hearing shall consist

19 of the notice of initiation of an antidumping proceeding, the

20 proposed affirmative or,negative dt mping detornilatlon, any

21 written communications between interested parties and the

22 Secretary regarding the proposed affirmative or negative do-

23 termination (unless the Secretary has made a judgment

24 regarding a given doctument, or part thereof, under the
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1 standard of subsection (o) of this section, which shall then

2 he made available only to interested parties and a reviewing

3 court), the transcript of any oral antidumping hearing, the

4 affinnativo or negative dumping determination, and any other

5 relevant documents t1lo Secretary chooses to include on his

6 own motion or the request ofany interested party after hay-

7 ing heard the parties to be affected.

8 ' (o) )uMPINo DwrMMINATIoN.-Tho Secretary shall

9 prepare an affirmative or negative dumping determination and

10 shall publish it in the Federal Register.. The Secretary shall

11 make reasonable effort to send copies to all known interested

12 parties. The contents of the affirmative or negative dump-

13 ing determination shall comply with the standards for a-pro-

14 posed dumping determination contained in subsection (o)

15 of this section. In addition, it shall contain the Secretary's

16 reply to any new facts or arguments advanced during the

17 antidumping hearing pursuant to subsection (d) of this

18 section. The Secretary shall make his affirmative or nega-

19 tive dumping determination at the earliest practicable timo

20 after receiving a complaint or complaints, but in no event

21 more than six months after such date, unless, within the said

22 six months, he shall have submitted a report to the chairman

23 of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-

24 sentatlves and to the chairman of the Committee on Finantbo

25 of the Senate stting the reasons why a longer period is re-
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1 quired within which to reach such dumping determination

2 and the estimated extent of such longer period.

3 "(f) FAILURR 01 itPUBA, To FuIwtsu RRQUKIT'RD

4 INFOHiMATION.-Whenever in any antidumping proceeding

5 the Searetary decides that al importer, exporter, or foreign

6 manufacturer has failed or refused to furnish information

7 which the Secretary has requested and deems necessary to

8 make his proposed dumping deternination pursuant to sub-

9 section (o), the Secretary shall resolve all doubts relating

10 to such information against the person failing or refusing to

11 furnish it, and shall baso his proposed dumping determina-

12 lion upon information front other sources, inchludng, but not

13 limited to, the complainant.

14 "(g) INJURY IR0OI RIoN.-An injury proceeding

15 shall be initiated by the Commission at the earliest practi-

16 cable time after receiving an affirmative dumping determina.-

17 tion from the Secretary. The Commission shall make

18 reasonable effort to give notice of the initiation of an injury

19 proceeding to all known interested parties, and shall publish

20 such notice in the Federal Register.

21 "(h) INJUnY HHAnNo.-Tho Commission shall accord

22 an injury hearing by penmitting any interested party to

2 communicate in writing with the Cominission regarding an

24 injury proceeding. This communication may include such

25 matters as factual or legal argument, factual information il
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1 tie form of affidavits or other doeuinents, and requests for

2 informal conferences or an oral injury hearing. The Com-

:3 mission may moil for an oral injury hearing on its own mo-

4 tion, or on the requesL, of ainy interested party. Any denial

5 of a request for such oral injury hearing shall be in writing

G with reasons. Notice of an oral injury hearing, or denial of

7 a request or requests for one, shall be given to Ml known

8 interested parties and ,,lll bo published in the Federal

9 Register. Notice of an oral injury hearing shall state the

10 time anl place of suci hearing, and refer to the Federal

11 Register publication of the notice of the initiation of the

12 injury proceeding. All interested parties will be nocorded

13 at an oral injury hearing the rights to counsel, to present

14 evidence, and to conduct suoh cross-examination as may be

15 required for a full and fair disclosure of the facts. A trin-

16 script shal be made of all oral injury hearings, and the Con-

17 mission may prescribe such regulations as it deemus neoessary

18 for their fair and orderly oonduct, The record in any injury

19 hearing shall consist of the notice of initiation of the injury

20 proceeding, the tramscript of any oral injury hearing, the

21 hijury determination, and any other relevant written corn-

22 municontlons or documents the Commission chooses o inetde

23 on the request of an interested party or its own motion after

24 having heard the parties to be affeted.

25 "(1 I), uRY DmRMINATIoN.-The Commission shall
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I obtain sufficient information to enable it to prepare an ifl-

2 jury determination for each injury proceeding, shall publish

3 its injury,.determination in the Federal Register, and shall

4 give notice thereof to the Secretary. The Commission shall

5. make reasonable effort to send copies to all known interested

6 parties. Each injury determination shall fully indicate the

7 specific data used by the Commission, and its computations

8 and reasoning in arriving at and applying the concepts used

9 in this title. If, in a particular injury proceeding, the dis-

10 closure of some of the detailed information required by this

11 subsection would, in the judgment of the Commission, im-

12 pede its obtaining similar information in the future, it may so

13 declare in its injury determination and omit that information.

14 If the Commission does withhold such information, however,

15 it shall prepare for the use of any interested party a supple-

16 mentaty statement of tih information required by this sub-

17 section which hasbeen so withheld, and the reasons for so

18 withholding. Such -iupplenjentary statements shall In6t b

19 published or otherwise be nutde'public by any interested

20, party, subject to such sanctions as may be established by the

21 Commission by regulation, but may h6' considered by a re-

22 viewing -vourt as if othorwio a part' f the'reedrd. The Com-

23 mission shall render its injury detWmiation within Ithred

24 months after receiving Ah affirtnativedumitping determination.

"(J) JUDWIZAL R w.---Any interested paty shall
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1 be enitled to seek judicial review in the United States Court

2 of Customs and Patent Appeals of (1) any negative dump-

8 ing determination, within thirty days after its publication in

4 the Federal Register, and (2) any affirinative dumping de-

5 termination and injury determination, or any dumping find-

6 ing, within- thirty days after thepublication of the Commis-

' sion determination" or dumping finding. Such judicial re-

8 view shall be on the records made in the antidumping hear-

mg and ossin hearing, sha in -accordance with

10 eoto 1(e) of the. iistrative, ue c (5

1 U .0. 1009 (e d be in pende of provided

1,n section of th Tax Ac of 13 9 U.S.O. 516).
1 Any rew , d tio j order thOon-

tiniued withholdi isem reports as tothe er.

ohan in by ontoome -of, its-e

The U *S Court, f ,A I

shall r ew or; du' to'e tate

t subsection."

10

7. The' section iA the Antldump Act 1921

redesi section. 218 byeci of 'this Act -ik
21.

amended-
22:(i) by adding at the end of paragraph, (4) th6

folro'ing now sentokice: "In trwnnwhtite

usunal wholesale uatity,-' the Secrtary' alexud

from his determination (A) all sales -at, a quantity 7dia-
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1 count which was not freely available to all purchasers at

2 the time the sales in question were made; (B) All trans-

3 actions between persons who are related to one another

4 in any of the ways described in section 207; and (0) all

5 transactions pursuant to any agreement or arrangement

6 for exclusive dealing, such as, but not limited to, an

7 exclusive distributorship or an exclusive requirements

8 contract.", and

9 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

10 paragraphs:

11 "(5) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary of the

12 Treasury or any person to whom authority under this title

13 has been delegated.

14 "(6) The term antidumpingg proceeding' means the

15 inquiry by the Secretary pursuant to this title to decide

16 upon an affirmative or negative determination.

17 "(7) The term 'complaint' means a communication to

18 the Secretary from any customs officer or other person set-

19 ting forth reasons why an antidumping proceeding should be

20 initiated or a withholding order entered, along with such

21 supporting information as the Secretary may by regula-

22 tion require and as is reasonably available to the complainant.

23 "(8) The term 'complainant' means any person or per-

24 sons outside the customs service who files a complaint with

25 the Secretary.
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1 "(9) Thu terin 'withholding order.' means th order

2 entered by the Secretary pursuant to section 201 (e) author-

3 izing the withholding of appraisement reports.

4 "(10) The tenn 'disniisml decision' mieans the decision

5 of dhe Seuvea'ry to (lisiiiss a complaint litirstant to section

6 212(b).
7 "(11) The term 'affirmative dumping determination'

8 means a determination by the Secretary of the Treasury pur-

9 suant to section 201 (d).

10 "(12) The term 'negative dumping determination'

11 means a decision by the Secretary not to render an affirma-

12 tive dumping determination.

13 "f (13) The term 'Commission' means the United States

14 Tariff Commission.

15 "(14) The tonn 'injury proceeding' means the inquiry

16 by the Commission to decide upon an injury determination.

17 "(15) The terni 'injury determination' meanb a deter-

18 mination by the Comnission pursuant to section 201, whether

19 such determination is in the affirmative or in the negative.

20 "(16) The tenm 'dumping finding' means the notice

21 published by the Secretary pursuant to section 201 (d) of

22 his affirmative dumping determination, and the injury do-

23 termination of the Commission."

24 SBc. 8. Section 406 of the Act of May 27, 1921 (19
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1 U.S.C. 172), is amended by inserting "Puerto Rico and"

2 immediately after "The term 'United States' includes".

3 SEC. 9. The antidumping regulations of the Treasury

4 Department in effect on the date of the enactment of this

5 Act are ratified and approved, except insofar as they are

6 inconsistent with the provisions of this Act.

7 Sio. 10. (a) Subject to the provisions of subsections

8 (b) and (c) of this section, the amendments made by this

9 Act shall apply wth respect to all merchandise as to which

10 no appraisement report has been made on or before the date

11 of the enactment of this Act.

12 (b) The amendments made by this Act shall not apply

13 in the case of any article if-

14 (1) before the date of the enactment of this Act

15 the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate has made

16 public a finding of dumping with respect to a class or

17 kind of merchandise which includes such article, and

18 (2) such finding of dumping is in effect with re-

19 spect to such article on the date it is entered, or with-

20 drawn from warehouse, for consumption;

21 except that in the case of any such article exported from

22 the country of exportation on or after the date of the enact-

23 nent of this Act, the special dumping duty applicable to such
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1 article shall be computed under section 202 (a) of the Anti-

2 dumping Act, 1921, as amended by this Act.

3 (o) If the question of dumping with respect to any

4 class or kind of foreign merchandise has been raised by or

5 presented to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate

6 before the date of the enactment of this Act and either such

7 question is pending on such date before the Secretary of the

8 Treasury or his delegate, or the question of injury by rea-

9 son of the importation of such merchandise into the United

10 States is pending on such date before the United States Tariff

11 Commission, then in applying the Antidumping Act, 1921,

12 as amended by this Act--

13 (1) if such question of dumping is pending before

14 the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate on such

15 date, the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall

16 make his affirmative or negative dumping determination

17 at the earliest practicable time, but in no event more

18 than six months after such date, or

19 (2) if such question of injury is pending before the

20 United States Tariff Commission on such date, the Com-

21 mission shall be treated as having received the affirma-

22 tive determination of the Secretary of the Treasury or

23 his delegate on such date.
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The CHArMAN. Our next witness is Mr. John P. Roche, president of

the American Iron & Steel Institute.
Mr. Roche, we are certainly proud to have you here today. I promise

my good friend, Senator Hartke, that I am not going to ask any ques-
tions until he has asked all the questions he desires.

May I say, Mr. Roche, Senator Hartke was the principal sponsor of
the resolution in this committee to make a study of the problems of the
iron and steel industry. Your institute was very helpful in helping us
to get the information together, and thanks to what was done in that
area at some cost to the committee--I had to fight on the Senate floor for
the right to hire some additional employees so we could do something
on this--Ibecame more acquainted with the problems of your industry
and I am very sypath etic to your problems, even though you don t
produce any steel 4n Louisiana.

I don't know of any steel mills we have there. I wouldn't object to
having one, but I do understand some of your problems thanks to
Senator Hartke's efforts to make us study some of the problems of
your industry.

STATEMENT OF 1OHN P. ROCHE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN IRON &
STEEL INSTITUTE; ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD M. SWAN, GEN.
ERAL ATTORNEY AND ASSISTANT SECRETARY, BETHLEHEM
STEEL CORP.

Mr. ROcHE. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate those remarks and I can say
on behalf of tfhe steel industry that we are deeply indebted to Senator
Hartke for his great interest in our problems ana we are also indebted
to you and this committee for the sympathetic understanding we have
had, particularly from you, at prior appearances before the committee
on the overall subject of trade.

I have with me today Mr. Donald Swan, who is general attorney and
assistant secretary of the Bethlehem Steel Corp.

It has been a rather long day and a most interesting one.
I am not going to read my paper in its entirety. I will read from

some of the more pertinent paragraphs and then, hopefully, we can
engage in some discussion abut the steel problem if it is your desire,
or Senator Hartke's wish.

The American Iron & Steel Institute believes that many of the
provisions of the International Antidumping Code are in conhict with
the provisions of the Antidumping Act ol 1921, as amended, and
should not be permitted to'become effective until reviewed by Congress.

We appeared 'before the Trade Information Committee in 1966 and
made this point as strongly as we could at that time, as others did, buf
as has been pointed out here earlier today, and we repeat it, the negoti-
ators went to Geneva and apparently completely disregarded not only
the wishes of the iron and steel industry, but many other industries, as
well as the wishes of the U.S. Senate.

Turning over topage 2 of my statement, I comment that in response
to the Treasury's request for comments on its proposed antidumping
regulations, this institute, by letter dated December 21, 1967, pointed
to some of the more obvious inconsistencies, and I would ask, Mr.
Chairman, that that letter be made part of the record of these proceed-
ings.
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The ChAMMAN. Without objection.
(The letter referred to follows:)

AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE,
Waahtngton, D.O., December 21,1967.COMMISSBIONERI OF 0USlTOM~l

Washington, D.O.
DEAR SIR: The Commissioner of Customs, by notice published in the Federal

Register on October 28, 1967, Invited comments on the proposed amendments to
the Customs Regulations relating to procedures under the Antidumping Act of
1921. The stated primary purpose of the proposed amendments is to conform the
antidumping regulations to the provisions of the International Anti-Dumping
Code which was adopted June 80, 1907, as part of the Kennedy Round.

The American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), which is a nonprofit trade
association, the membership of which Includes 70 companies which together ac-
count for 95% of the steel produced In the United States, submits the following
comments relating to the International Anti-Dumping Code and to the proposed
Amendments. These comments supplement the statement made by AISI in Septem-
ber of 1966 before the Trade Information Committee expressing concern that the
interest shown by foreign nations In an international antidumping code seemed
prompted by an effort to challenge the Antidumping Act of 1921.

AISI believes that many of the provisions of the International Anti-Dumping
Code are Inconsistent and In conflict with the provisions of the Antidumping
Act of 1921. Such inconsistencies and conflicts have been referred to by many
organizations and have been spelled out at some length In the "Staff Study and
Comparative Analysis by the American Mining Congress of the International
Antidumping Code" published In August, 1967.

Senator Vance Hartke, In a speech to the Senate on September 27, 1067, has
termed the Internatonal Anti.Dumping Code "an Illegal effort to achieve such
an amendment of a Congressional statute by executive 'legislation' ". Since
many of the provisions of the International Anti-Dumping Code are in conflict
with -the Antidumping Act of 1921, It should not be permitted to become effective
and the Treasury Department should not amend Its Customs Regulations to
give effect to It."

The more obvious conflicts between the International Anti-Dumping Code
and the Antidumping Act of 1921 are:

(1) The International Ant-Dumping Code requires that dumped imports be
found to be "demonstrably the principal cause of material Injury" before anti-
dumping duties may be aaessed and requires the authorities to "weigh, on the
one hand, the effect of the dumping and, on the other hand, all other factors,
taken together which may be adversely affecting the Industry". This require-
ment places a tremendous burden on any domestic Industry. The Antidumping
Act grants discretion to tbe Tariff Commission In the determination of Injury:
dumped imports need not necessarily be the principal cause of injury so long as
they are a cause.

(2) The International Anti-Dumnping Code defines "domestic Industry" con-
siderably more broadly by the Inclusion of all of the industries producing the
items in question than does the Antidumping Act which permits the Tariff Com-
mission to define industry in more narrow, regional terms. Under the express
language of the Anti-Dumping Code, only "exceptional circumstances" could
jtdtfy the division of a country Into regional markets.'

On June 29, i968, the Senate of the United States passed Senate Concurrent Resolution
100 stating the sense of the Congress that Ambassador Roth lacked authority to bind the
united states to any international antidumping code or other agreement or arrangement
which would be in conflict with any law of the United States. in spite of that Resolution,
Ambassador Roth did conduct negotiations and did reach ament on the Code which In
In conflict with the AntidumpIng Act. Senator Hartke has sine intoduced Senate Concur.
rent Resolution 88 deelaringit to be the sense of the Congress that the International Anti
dumping Code Is In conflict with the AntdumpIng Act of 1921 and should not be permitted
to become efective until acted upon by Congress. House Concurrent Resolution 447 to the
same effect was Introduced in thle ouse of representatives on August., 196T..

SCircumstances required: "all the producers within such a market (must) sell all or
almost all Of their produetotfa * * * in that market, and none, or Almost none, of the
product i question produced elmwhere in the country (could be) sold in that market".

regional market could also be found where there exists "spectia regional marketing qon.
ditons, * * * which result in an ereal degree ofso tlation of the producers in sueb a
market from the rest of the" Industry' and then "Injury may be found in such c4rumstances
only -I there Is Injury to all or almost all of the total production of the product In the
market as defined.



(3) The International Anti-Dumping Code provides that a dumping investi-
gation shall be initiated only when there is evidence of both sales at dumping
prices and injury to a domestic industry. The Antidumping Act, on the other
hand, states specifically that the injury determination shall be undertaken only
after the Treasury Department has. determined that sales have been at less
than fair value. This Is an extremely Important conflict Inasmuch as It will tend
to transfer, at least Initially, to the Treasury the present role of the Tariff
Commission in making the injury investigations required under the Antidumping
Aot.

The International Anti-Dumping Code places the American producer at a
serious dlsadvantage. This Is best exemplified by the requirements, mentioned
above, that dumped imports be found to be the principal cause of material Injury
and that evidence of Injury be included in the complaint.

Members of the steel industry have spent months developing Information
regarding dumping. Were domestic producers to be required also to include
evidence of injury in the complaint, an additional time consuming burden would
thereby be placed.

There is a serious question as to whether any industry could make out a case
of Injury under the Code's standard. Ambassador Roth himself recognized this
in a statement made in July, 1967, before the Subcommittee on Foreign Economic
Policy of the Joint Economic Committee on the subject of the adjustment assist-
ance provisions of the Trade Expansion Act:

"In the complex environment of our modern economy, a great variety of
factors affect the productive capacity and competitiveness of American producers,
making It virtually impossible to single out Increased imports as the major
cause of Injury."

Small businesses in the United States are discriminated against by the Inter-
national Anti-Dumping Code. In Article 5(a), the Code provides that investiga-
tions of dumping practices should normally be initiated only upon a request
by an "industry" supported by evidence of both dumping and injury. Under
the Antidumping Act of 1921, the Customs Bureau Is authorized to conduct
investigations of possible dumping on fts own motion. Lack of resources and
manpower may therefore prohibit small businesses from obtaining relief from
dumping practices under the Code. Further, "industry" is defined in Article 4
of the Code "as referring to the domestic producers as a whole * * *" thereby
requiring smaller producers to first persuade most other producers to agree
upon a complaint. The Customs Bureau should continue to conduct investigations
on its own motion when it believes dumping may be taking place.

The International Atl-Dumping Code Is also Inconsistent with the Anti-
dumping Act in giving "the authorities" discretion to determine whether the anti-
dumping duty to be imposed shall be less than the full margin of dumping,
whether to assess antidumping duties nationally or in only limited geographic
areas and to limit the periods during which provisional measures may be
imposed.

AISI is opposed to revisions which would weaken the effectiveness of existing
procedures. Specifically, the new regulation Section 53.15 (19 Code of Federal Reg-
ulations) provides that "whenever the Secretary of the Treasury is satisfied dur-
ing the course of an antidumping Investigation that * * * price revisions have been
made which eliminate the likelihood of sales at less than fair value and that
there is no likelihood of resumption of the prices which prevailed before such
revision * * * or whenever the Secretary concludes that there are other changed
circumstances on the basis of which it may no longer be appropriate to continue
an antidumping investigation, the Secretary shall publish a notice to this effect
in the Federal Register." This would seem to permit the Secretary to terminate
an antidumping investigation even after a finding of dumping had been made.
This revision vitiates a very important section of the Antidumping Act in that
such assurances of future fair value sales or price revisions need not be made
until after the foreign exporter has been found to have been dumping. The
Secretary is therefore in a position to thwart the mandate of the Act.

It Is interesting to note that the revision made in Sectlon 53.15 is not even
referred to as a revision in the Introductory material describing proposed amend-
inents in the regulations. Yet it is quite different from its predecessor (Section
14.7(b) (9)). That Section provides that the Secretary may determine that
it is no longer appropriate to continue an antidumping investigation when he Is
satisfied that "promptly after the oommencenent o1 an antidumping investigation
* * * (1) price revisions have been made which eliminate the likelihood of sales
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below fair value * * * or (11) sales to the United States of the merchandise have
terminated and will not be resumed; or whenever the Secretary concludes that
there are other changed circumstances on the basis of which it may no longer
be appropriate to continue an antidumping investigation." I The present Section
has been interpreted as permitting the Secretary to act in cases of inadvertent
dumping when the exporter immediately revises his selling prices upward. It was
not intended to prevent the imposition of sanctions after an exporter has been
found to be dumping.

Still other proposed revisions tend to perpetOae existing fteasury practices
which favor foreign exporters in a manner not required by the Antidumping Act.
Such revisions should not be permitted to become effocoive.
For example, the proposed Regulations In Section 53.4(b) provide "Generally,

the quantity of such or similar merchandise sold for consumption In the country
of exportation will be considered to be an Inadequate basis for comparison if it
is less than 25 percent of the quantity sold other than for exportation to the
United State&"

The comparable section In the present Regulations Is Section 14.7(a)(2)
which provides, largely in the language of the Antidumlilng Act, that the Sec-
retary may use .the price at which such merchandise Is sold for exportation to
countries other then the United States If the quantity sold for cons.unption in
the country of exportation is so small as to be an inadequate basis for com-
parison. By reason of the geographical proximity of other markets, Et)ropean
producers often sell slightly leas than 25% of their output In their home market.
AISI believes that a home market percentage of less than 25% is an adequate
measure of fair value In many cases. Since deducting freight rates from selling
prices to determine fair value causes fair value to be lower on third country
sales, home market sales on which the mill receives the highest return should be
included In any calculation of fair value. In any event, fair value should be
determined by reference to the highest price at which goods are sold in the
export market.

Further, Section 53.27 imposes an additional burden on the domestic industry
filing the complaint by requiring it to furnish at the outset information indicating
that it is being injured or is likely to be injured, by the dumping. AISI mem-
bers have spent months in securing evidence of dumping, naturally difficult to
obtain. T1o be required to anticipate the material the Secretary would require as
satisfactory evidence of injury at the time of filing the complaint without oppor-
tunity for hearing is an unreasonable burden upon domestic producers.

Finally, at least two recurring suggestions offered by the domestic industry
have been disregarded. Proof of sales below fair value Is difficult to secure as
noted above, particularly as to foreign market value. AISI members believe
that Treasury should not rely on unverified assertions by foreign exporters.
The domestic industry has sought the right to cross examine representatives of
exporters as to the accuracy of the material they furnish. Proposed Sections
53.33 and 53.88 do not grant this right.

In addition, AISI takes the position that Where foreign exporters refuse to
respond fully to Treasury's requests for information, any assertions of exports
and importers based upon the information withheld should be disregarded.

This letter enumerates only certain of the major areas in which the Inter-
national Anti-Dumping Code and the proposed revisions of the Regulations are
In conflict with the Antidumping Act of 1921. We have given these examples
to support our position that the International Anti-Dumping Code should not be
recognized and the Regulations not revised. There are, of course, other conflicts
between the International Anti-Dumping Code and the Antidumping Act of
1921 which have not been enumerated herein. AISI urges that the Internatlonal
Anti-Dumping Code should not be made effective until reviewed and approved
by Congress and that the Treasury Department should not revise any of its
Customs Regulations to give effect to the provisions of the International Ani-
Dumping Code until so reviewed and approved.

Should the Treasury hold hearings on the proposed amendments, represent-
atives of the domestic Iron and steel industry would welcome the opportunity
to more fully develop the comments made above and to offer additional com-
ments and material.

Very truly yours,
Jon P. Roonlz, Preeilent.

'lEmphasis added.

96-120 0-68----10
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Mr. RooH. As part of our paper, we list some of the inconsistencies
and the only one that I will point to is the one that Commissioner
Clubb mentioned earlier today as the most. significant one; namely,
that the Code requires that dumped imports be found to be demon-
strably the principal cause of material injury before antidumping
duties may be assessed and requires the authority to weigh on the one
hand, the effect of the dumping, and on the other hand, all of the factors
taken together which may-be adversely affecting the industry.

This requirement places a tremendous additional burden on any
domestic industry. The Antidumping Act grants discretion to the
Tariff Commission in the determination of injury. It does not require,
as does the Code, a determination that dumped imports adversely
affect an industry to a greater degree than any one of a combination of
other factors.

We move over to the next page, where we comment that the Code
provides that a dumping investigation shall be initiated only when
there is evidence of both sales at dumping prices and injUry to a
domestic industry. The Antidumping Act, on the other hand, states
secifically that the injury determination shall be undertaken only
after the Treasury Department has determined that sales have been
at less than fair value.

This is an important conflict inasmuch as it will tend to transfer
to the Treasury, at least initially, the present role of the Tariff Com-
mission in making the injury investigations required under the act.

I think, Senator Hartke, you brought that point out very well in
your exchanges with the representatives of Ambassador Roth's group
this morning.

Turniing to page 5, we comment that the domestic steel industry
today is facing an extremely serious situation as a result of increasing
imports of low-cost foreign steel. This committee is familiar with
the dimensions of fhe problem as a result of the study by its own staff,
to which you have already referred, Mr. Chairman, but I do want to
comment that imports of steel have increased from 1.2 million tons
in 1957 to 11.5 mullions in 1967.

Those factors create a competitive situation in the U.S. market too
pervasive to be dealt with effectively by antidumping measures. That
is why the steel industry supports the adoption of S. 2537, which would
place flexible quantitative limits on future steel imports.

Nevertheless, in its effort to prevent further erosion of its markets,
the domestic steel industry has initiated various antidumping proceed-
ings. In only two of the approximately 15 proceedings did the industry
prevail. And I think we can say here, as the group did which preceded
us here today, Mr. Chairman, that on those two cases where we did
prevail, that under the code we are convinced we would not have
prevailed.

The International Antidumping Code, as the Treasury proposed to
implement it, would weaken an already inadequate law.- While even
a vigorous enforced Antidumping Act would not solve the steel indus-
try's competitive plight, the institute believes that the act's position as
a law of the United States designed to prevent one type of unfair trade
practice should not be made even less effective.

You mentioned, Mr. Chairman, earlier by your reference to the
balance-of-payments deficit that you thought this was a significant part
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of this overall problem, and we agree. And I would like to comment
that in 1967 the deficit in the steel account, trade account, was some
$877 million, and it is estimated that this year the deficit in the steel
trade account very well may be $1.8 billion.

We appreciate the opportunity to make this statement, Mr. Chair-
man, and we believe the record is so well documented here today that
we will close with these brief comments, unless there are some questions.

The CIAIRMAN. Senator HartkeI
Senator HAiRTK. I have no questions but I do want to make a com-

ment concerning a matter which I brought to the attention of the com-
mittee yesterday. When the Secretary of the Treasury was here testify-
ing upon balance-of-payments, I brought forward the fact that it was
proposed by France to Impose quotas, and at that time there was no
recognition of that fact, which has since been revealed. I think news
stories today note that imposition has gone into effect. And I notice
that our Government is going to give it thorough consideration, what-
ever that may be.

The CAIRMAN. What did you say France did ? They imposed-
Senator HAnTRE. France imposed quotas on practically everything

across the board because of their severe balance-of-payments problem,
and they have done it quite legally, I think. I don't think there is any
question about the legacy of what they have done, but I just note the
difference in approach of the administration towards the actual action
bathe French as compared by the action proposed by us in the

,Theyf are quick to condemn those of us who see a real problem here
in America concerning our balance of payments and condemn the
temporary relief that we are seeking for the sharp increases in imports'
but they don't offer that same criticism of France. I am not interested
in criticizing; but I just point out that when it becomes necessary for
other countries to provide for the interests of their own people, they
look out for them, which I think is a proper role of government.

I just wish our people would do the same sometimes.
Mr. Chairman, could we have three articles from the Wall Street

Journal describing tle French action, printed in the record?
The CirAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The articles referred to follow:)

[From the Wall Street Journal, June 27, 19681

FRANcE PLANs TRADE QUOTAS OX 8oME ITEMS TO PR OT
BALA NCE-OF-PAY]MENTS PosioN

PAIUS.-France disclosed plans to impose trade quotas on automobiles, ap-
pliances, certain textiles and steel to protect its balance.of-payments position,
but it may face opposition from its trading partners.

The commission of the European Economic Community, which has been
studying the French moves for two days, is expected to give its opinion today
or tomorrow. France also has consulted with the secretariat of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade in Geneva on the protectionist measures it desires.
There are possibilities that It will comment on problems both In the EEO and
GATT, which is the agency through which international trade agreements are
negotiated.

Under Article 109 of the Treaty of Rome, which set up the Common Market
(comprised of the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, Italy, France and West
Germany), a member state that runs Into a sudden crisis In its balance of pay-
ments may take "provisional" measures to safeguard itself If It notifies the com
mission and other member states In advance.



The commission then gives its opinion to a council of ministers of the six
member nations. The ministers can decide, by a qualified majority vote, to either
support the safeguards taken or amend, suspend or abolish them.

[France's special trade measures Included moves to ol8ter exports as well as
restrict Imports, the Associated Press reported.

[The export measures reduced the cost of loans to French exporters through the
end of 1968 and broadened the French system of contingent export subsidies.
This system guarantees subsidies to exporters to compensate them In the event
of rises in production costs.]

France said It was putting the quotas into effect for only a few months, perhaps
until the end of .the year. It also said It won't hold Imports below a "normal"
level. It simply wants to protect against sudden increases in Imports of the
products In question. It justifies the moves because of the economic dislocations
brought on by Its two.week general strike.

But some Common Market sources Interpret the Treaty of Rome's permission
for provisional measures to mean that such measures can last only a few days,
until the commission and ministers can act, and not for several months. This
question will be no doubt have to he thrashed out between France and Its partners.

France's overtures to GATT were presented by Jean Chappelle, a representative
of finance. Although details of his discussion aren't known, they presumably deal
with the quotas, since they affect other nations as well as those In the Common
Market. Although there was speculation In Geneva that other nations would op.
pose the French moves, few Immediate statements were forthcoming. The British
Board of Trade said it will probably have something to say today. An official
of Italy's Foreign Trade Ministry said a "certain amount of sympathy should
be shown for France's plight."

Last night, Couve de Murville. French Finance Minister, confirmed that France
had recently sold gold to other central banks. Although he gave no details, the
sales have been estimated at about $121 million.

(From the Wall Street Journal, June 27, 19681
U.S. PosmoN oN FwRoH RULES

\VAsnINoTN.-The U.S, will take "appropriate steps" under U.S. laws and
within the General Agreement, on Tariffs and Trade If the French government's
export subsidies and import restrictions jeopardize U.S. trade, a U.S. official saild.

William M. Roth, President Johnson's International trade negotiator, said the
French government's export subsidies, announced yesterday, "could affect the
bulk of French exports to this country." In contrast, he said the Import quotas
Imposed as a temporary measure Jy France apparently will affect priinarily
France's trading partners In Europe.

Mr. fRoth said "our laws and the GATTP lrovlde for the use of cowitervaillng
duties to offset export subsidies by others. They also provide redrew If Import
quotas impair our trade."

He added, "Once we have all of the provisions of the French regulations, we,
will, of course, take the appropriate steps under our laws and GAT to protect
our interests."

(From the Wall Street Journal, June 28, 19681

FADINO EUROPE UNITY-FRENCK PROTECTIONISM UNDSRCOmS Divisto.Ns IN THlE
COMMON MfARKur

NATIONALIST SENTIMENT DIMS HOPES FOR REAL VOONOMIO UNION, NUCLEAR
COOPERATION-A BATTLE OVER DUT"ER PRICES

By Ray Vicker

BRussE.--On Monday, the Common Market Is officiafly scheduled to become,
tit long last, what its name Implies-a 440,000-square.mile market of 185 million
consumers where goods move freely among the six member nations.

Yet the Common Market Is In serious trouble. Right now it seems to be facing
more problems than at any time during Its 10 years of existence.

The most Immediate problem stems from France's efforts to protect Its indus-
tries as the adjust to the big wage boosts that followed the recent industrial and
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social turmoil. On Wednesday, France announced 4mport restrictions and export
subsidies aimed at Immunizing Its economy from the effects of th Common
Market tariff cuts, as well as the worldwide Kennedy Round tariff reductions also
scheduled to take affect Monday (for a story on tariff developments, see story on
mpge 4). The French measures, effective Monday, too, might well spur other Com.
mon Market nionbers to protect their Indttries from ome of the tariff cuts.

In a masterly bit of understatement, Michel Debre, French foreign minister,
says: "It Is certain that our partners can't accept the measures with enthusiasm."
But, he adds, "I am sure our partners will accept the measures with understand-
ing."
Rndls meeting#

Just how "understanding" other Common Market nations may be, however,
is open to question. Even before this week, protectionist and nationalist senti-
ments were strong within the other Common Market members-West Germany,
Italy, Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg--as well as In France. Such sentiments
have been thwarting efforts to set new multinational policies on transportation,
agricultural prices and other matters. In the seemingly endless rounds of meet-
Ings here, Common Market officials are still debating topics that were on agendas
back in 11,62 And they don't seem much closer to solutions than they were back
then.

The French protectionist moves underscore anew the difficulties of achieving
real economic unity among Common Market nations. "We will have a customs
union in name, but not in spirit," says one official of the Commission of the
European Communities, the executive arm of the Common Market. A Belgian
government official declares: "If France is going to have exceptions for its Indus-
tries, we may have some, too."

Always in the past when the Common Market- has faced issues that could
cause disintegration, It has succeeded In stretching Its rules far enough to allow
some sort of compromise. In making those compromises, the organization has
evolved Into something very different from the united Europe envisioned by the
diplomats who conceived the Common Market as a way of bringing about free
movement of goods, people, companies and money among the member nations.
Such close economic and financial cooperation would lead eventually to political
union, the diplomats reasoned.
Somo aoonpllehmetnte

The Common Market can claim some noteworthy accomplishments, of course.
Trade among the member nations has Increased 256% In the past 10 years, a
much faster growth rate than the 87% expansion in total world trade In the same
period. The Common Market's Industrial production Is up 70% from 1058, twice
the United Kingdom's growth rate and only slightly Itss than the U.S. Increase.
The combined gross national product of Common Market members has soared
55% since 108, compared with 40% in the U.S. and 32% in Britain.

Nevertheless, says one official of the Commission of the European Communi-
ties, "the spirit which launched the Common Market now seems to be lacking."
He doesn't have to look beyond his own agency to find evidence.

The Commission was established recently by merging the three administra-
tive agencies (the European Atomic Energy Community, the European Economic
Community and the European Coal and Steel Community) that originally were
set up by the three separate treaties which launched the Common Market. Despite
the merger, the three treaties and the agencies they set up are technically still
In existence; hence the plural form of the commission's name.

For the agency to be called the "Commission of the European Community,"
would require scrapping the original treaties and writing a single new one. But
Common Market officials don't dare try that right now, for fear France will insist
on deleting many supranational aspects of the organization at a new treaty
conference.
(oing baokworde?

S. L Mansholt, one of the members of the Common Market commission, minces
no words when talking about the Inroads nationalism Is making Into the original
concept of a united Europe. "Supranational links are being loosened and reduced
to a mere front," he says. "Instead of finding broad-minded solutions, we are
liquidating even the modest beginnings of such solutions out of nationalistic
narrow-mIndedness."



The European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) originally was viewed
as a way to help close the nuclear technology gap between Europe and the U.S.
But France, the leading nuclear power In the Common Market, refused tb share
its knowledge with the other members. And Germany, Holland and Belgium
acted as if the Common Market didn't exist when they drew up a separate agree-
ment for nuclear power cooperation in constructing a prototype reactor at
Aachen, Germany.

The members haven't been able to agree on common policies on other energy
forms, either Holland wants largely unrestricted oil imports; France wants rules
that favor French and Italian oil companies. Italy wants unrestricted coal
imports; Germany and Belgium, both coal producers, want Imports controlled.

Officials also have been trying unsuccessfully for years to develop market-wide
corporate laws that would allow companies to merge across national boundaries.

The member nations haven't yet agreed on customs laws and product no-
menclature, so when the tariff barriers fall Monday some shippers could have
real headaches. For instance, a truckload of "pure wool" sweaters bound for
Brussels from Paris could be barred at the Belgian border because "pure wool"
means 85% wool In France but must be 97% wool In Belgium. Italy has a law
barring imported cars that don't have laminated glass windshields (which some
Volkswagen models lack), and German law prohibits imports of cars that have
doors hinged at the back (as on some Italian Fiat models).
Train* ws. Trucks

As far back as 1962, Common Market officials discussed ways of unifying Nuro-
pean transportation policies by creating a system similar to the Interstate Com-
merce Oommission to regulate rail, water and truck transportation. Yet today,
all of the members still set Independent transportation policies-often with
little regard for how their neighbors are affected.

Georg Leber, West Germany's transportation minister, currently Is striving
to carry out a massive overhaul of his nation's transportation system with the
aim of switching substantial freight volume from highways to the country's
nationalited, money-losing railroad. The effort Is having a severe Impact on
Dutch truckers. Until recently, 430 Dutch trucks were licensed to operate on
German highways, but Mr. Leber has now ruled that only 1,950 Dutch trucks
can be on German highways at one time.

German customs officials have been enforcing his edict by halting incoming
Dutch trucks at the border and making them wait until an outgoing Dutch truck
passes through the border crossing. Dutch companies control about 40% of the
truck transportation in the Common Market, and an official of the Dutch ministry
of transport says his office is "In a permanent state of negotiations" with the
German ministry of transport-to no avail.

•Agricultural policy qufestions have been particularly troublesome. Initially,
Common Market policy aimed at setting agricultural prices at levels that would
force Inefficient farmers to quit but at the same time would allow efficient pro-
ducers to make a good living. But officials found It almost impossible to cut
prices without sparking bitter protests from politically strong farm groups.

Cream cheese on oars
Delegations of farmers from all six nations recently descended on Brussels to

demonstrate In front of the Congress Palace, where the Common Market's Ooun-
ell of Ministers meets. A concierge at the Weetbury Hotel In Brussels says the
farmers halted motorists, asked them their views on farm price supports and
smeared cars with cream cheese If they didn't like the drivers' answers: "If
you didn't say you favored high farm prices, you got the cheese," says the
concierge.

The farmers were particularly agitated about butter prices. After the demon-
stration, a patchwork compromise drawn by the Council of Ministers cut Common
Market price support levels for butter but allowed France, Belgium and ILuxbm-
bourg to Increase prices to the levels demanded by farmers by using national
price supports.

Joint price supports for milk and dairy products alone cost the Common Mar-
ket members about #W million a year, and the high prices are encouraging
even Inefficient farmers to raise production. One French research organization
estimates that if current Common Market price support policies are continued,
there will be 1.2 tons of butter for every Common Market nation citizen stored
In warehouses by 1970.
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Hermann Hoecherl, West Germany's minister of agriculture, says his country
will Insist on changing current policies to put more of the Oommon Market price
support burden on nations-In particular, France-4hat are produeting large
surpluses. Germany currently contributes 31.1% of the money going Into Com-
mon Maket farm surplus programs but draws out only 11.5% of the disburse-
minta to farmers.

Just at ithe time tie Common Market seems In need of greater public support,
sone citizens of its mntuber nations seem to be growing disillusioned about It.
A French Institute of Public Opinion poll taken In August 1908 showed 80%
of the persons queried thought the Common Market was good for France. This
spring a similar poll showed the number had dropped to 55%. At universities
throughout Europe, student polls Invariably show that ]Buropean unity ranks
low on the list of things students consider Important, well below world peace
and Improved East-West relations.

Mr. Rouijm. I think, Senator Hartke, from what we understand, the
French action not only contemplates quotas on imports, but some sub-
sidies identified with their exports, all again pat of the same pattern
that you have been mentioning. t s

Senator H-,nI rP,. Yes. All across the package. Quite c6Mprehensive.
And I am sure of one thing :' it was not done overnight. It is not some-
thing which'they concocted at midnight in the mldde of one of their
riots. But something which' has been given quite a bit of thought.

It would be interesting to know whether the French had consults-
tions with some of our people, and whether our people knew this regh-
lation was coming. I would imagine we woilld say we did not. Now,
either we knew or we didn't know wlat was coming.

If we knew and didn't tell our Americans, that borders on something
short of'being un-American. If we didn't know, I wonder where our
sharp intelligence is that would have prevented us from getting caught
asleep.

So what we have here is either the commission of a very serious
action against our own people or the omission to really be alert.

Under iny circumstances, it Is not one which I feel I would want to
look to with a great deal of pride.

I might point out that the Secretary of the Treasury yesterday
proclaimed no knowledge of the French action. He said this matter fell
within the responsibility of the chief negotiator who was here today.

I would have asked him about it; but as I understand it, the requre-
Inents for countervailing duties (.re not within the purview of the
authority of Mr. Roth, but within the authority of the Treasury
Department.

M r. RoCdE. Yes. This is right, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, you inade reference on page I of your

.9tateinent to the fact that Senator Ribicoff introduced Senate Concur-
lent Resolution 100, stating the sense of Congress that our negotiators
lacked authority to bind the United States to any international dulp-
ing code or arrangement thaiit would be in conflict, with any law of the
ITnited States.

That resolution-when that resolution was originally introduced, it
was Senator Ribicoff's resolution. When we reported it out, we reported
it as a committee resolution and it bore my name as chairman of the
committee.

Mr. ROcdE. Yes. I understand so, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. And that wasn't any ae.ident that it bore my name.
I agreed with it. 'So as one member of this committee, I understand
your problem and I think you are just as right as you can be about it.

Senator Hartke said something about this Nation not defending the
rights of its citizens and its industry. It is my judgment that the prob-
lems really are not in the Congress. I think that it is the furious, frantic,
zealous opposition in the executive branch of the Government to do
anyting tat would help American business to compete successfully

i th those abroad that prevents us from being able to legislate effec-
tively in this area.

We passed an amendment to give some direly needed aid to the tex-
tile industry, for example, and we got it as far as conference. I fought
as hard as I know how to sustain that in conference even though
Louisiana does not produce enough textile to really make any differ-
ence.

It passed the Senate by a large majority. TIhe, people had a good case,
and the House, I think if permitted to vote on it, would 'have voted for
it, but the administration made an all-out desperate last-ditch fight to
prevent the House from accepting any part of what the Senate voted
with regard tothat. If the administration had left us alone, I think the
House would have accepted that, or some reasonable, substantial part
of it. So it is really not in the Congress that the fault lies.

Perhaps, you can get it through the Congress, but you have a Presi-
dential veto waiting for you because of the all-out efforts of the ad-
ministration to keep something from happening along that line. But
I do think with regard to what you -have here, the dances of doing
something constructive are pretty good.

I think j n this area we ought to be able to act.
Mr. ROCiE. I would hope so, Mr. Chairman, because we think it is a

vital area. I am not talking about antidumping. It isn't the core of our
problem but it is a factor inthe problem, and we have tried to deal with
it, and as -I point out in this paper, we have run into some administra-
tive problems, but nonetheless, we have pursued antidumping measures
under the act of 1921, but we can see now that under the code, particu-
larly after whbat we have heard here today, we would just despair of
ever prevailing in any antidumping proceeding if the code were
adopted.

The CWTAnMN. Well, it seems to iue that the policies being pursued
by the executive at this time are not likely to be the policies of the
executive next year, no matterlhow the election comes out.

My guess is, no matter who is elected, be it Democrat or Republican,
there will be more symnthy for the problems of American industry
than there is right now. As for your industry and the cement industry
and the textile industry and the maritime industry and the oil industry
and the others in this Nation that are really suffering--while to give
them the same kind of consideration any foreign power would give its
own would give them relief and help tremendously with our balance of
payments-I would think that the new President, be lie Democratic or
Republican, would try to cooperate with the Congress or even lead the
Congress in a policy that would be helpful to American industry i
solving our balance of payments, and in prospering in its own markets.

In any event, that is the position I will continue to take about this
matter. I think you have made a very fine case here. I regret Senator
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Hartke didn't see fit to interrogate you any further because he is very
much on your side in this matter as you know. He -listened to me ask
some questions of the cement inAustry-and we do have a few mills
in Louisiana.

I thought it would be my turn to listen to him interrogate you about
the steel industry which is very important in the State of Indiana.

Mr. RocHR. May I make a comment in closing, not for the record, Mr.
Chairman, that your recital this morning of some instances of tort law
I found very interesting because I was always interested in thissubject.
But when you mention the matter again, maybe it is better that you
don't put the two of you In an imported car. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we can just put ourselves next time in an
American Rambler. We will meet the same problem. [Laughter.]

Mr. RoonE. Thank you very much.
(The complete prepared statement of Mr. Roche, above-referred

to, follows:)

PREPARED STAThMENT OF JOHN P. Roont, PRESIDENT, AMzIucAN IRON & STEEL

My name is John P. Roche. I am President of the American Iron and Steel
Institute, a nonprofit trade association having 67 member companies in the
United States Those companies account for about 95% of this country's raw
steel production. I am accompanied today by Donald M. Swan, General Attorney
and Assistant Secretary of Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

The American Iron and Steel Institute believes that many of the provisions
of the International Antidumping Code are In conflict with the provisions of the
Antidumping Act of 1921, as amended, and should not be permitted to become
effective until review by Congress.

When the subject of an International antidumping code was first discussed,
I appeared as a witness before the Trade Information Committee and expressed
the Instltute's corn that the interest of foreign nations in achieving an hiter-
national code seemed to be prompted by an effort to weaken the Antidumping Act.
We held this concern in common with many others. In the Spring of 1966, Senator
Ribicoff introduced Senate Concurrent Resolution 100 stating the sense of the
Congress that our negotiators lacked authority to bind the United States to any
International antidumping code or arrangement which would be in conflict with
any law of the United State& The Senate passed that Resolution on June 29,
108. Nevertheless, repsentatives of the United States participated In the
negotiations which resulted in agreement on the International Antidumping Code.

Following announcement of that agreement, Senator Hartke introduced Senate
Concurrent Resolution 88 which would declare it to be the sense of the Congress
that the International Antidumping Code is inconsistent with, and in conflict
with, the provisions of the Antidumping Act of 1921 and should not become ef-
fective until acted upon by Congress. House Concurrent Resolution 447 to the same
effect was introduced on August 2, 1967. The American Iron and Steel Institute
supports the adoption of those resolutions.

While certain provisions of the International Code might be deemed to be
permissive administrative modifications of the Act's procedures, numerous or-
Mianizations, including the United States Tariff Commission in Its Report
to your Committee, dated March 18, 1908, concluded that certain sections of
the Code are Inconsistent with the Antidumping Act and therefore should not
be given force and effect

The American Mining Congress prepared a detailed "Staff Study and Compara-
tive Analysis of the International Antidumping Code" under date of August, 1967,
pointing out these inconsistencle& In response to the Treasury's request for
comments on Its proposed antidumping regulations, this Institute by letter
dated December 21, 1967, pointed to some of the more obvious inconsistencies.
I ask that a copy of that letter be made a part of the record of these proceedings.
The Tariff Commission also notes more than 10 Inconsistencies In the 88 page
opinion of its majority.

In brief, some of the Inconsistencies between the International Antidumping
Code and the Antidumping Act of 1921 are:
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(1) The Code requires that dumped Imports be found to be "demonstrably
the principal cause of material Injury" before antidumping duties may be
assessed and requires the authorities to "weigh, on the one hand, the effect of
the dumping and, on the other hand, all other factors, taken together which
may be adversely affecting the Industry". 'This requirement places a tremendous
additional burden on any domestic Industry. The Antidumplng Act grants dis-
cretion to the Tariff Commission In the determination of injury; it does not
require, as does the Code, a determination that dumped Imports adversely affect
an industry to a greater degree than any one or a combination of other factors.

(2) The Code defines "domestic Industry" considerably more broadly by the
Inclusion of all of the companies producing the item in question than does the
Antidumping Act which permits the Tariff Commission to define industry in
more narrow, regional terms. Under the express language of the Code, only
exceptionall circumstances" could Justify the division of a country Into regional
markets.1 As the Report of the Tariff Commission notes: "The conditions under
which a regional Industry concept may be employed In an Injury determination
under the Code are so narrowly defined that four out of five affirmative deter.
minatlons by the Tariff Commission might not have been made had the Code
been in effect when the determinations were made." The only basic steel cases
in which the Tariff Commission found Injury involved regional markets.

(3) The Code provides that a dumping Investigation shall be Initiated only
when there is evidence of both sales at dumping prices and Injury to a domestic
industry. The Antidumping Act, on the other hand, states specifically that the
injury determination shall be undertaken only after the Treasury Department
has determined that sales have been at less than fair value. This is an Important
conflict Inasmuch as It will tend to transfer to the Treasury, at least Initially,
the present role of the Tariff Commission In making the injury Investigations
required under the Act.

(4) Article 8 of the Code provides that the assessment of an antidumping duty
is not mandatory but permissive. In the language of Article 8, "the decision
whether or not to impose an anti-dumping duty in cases where all requirements
for the Imposition have been fulfilled * * * are decisions to be made by the
authorities of the importing country or customs territory." This provision would
permit the complete avoidance of the Act. Even where antidumping duties are
to be assessed, the Code states: "It Is desirable * * * that the duty be less than
the margin (of dumping), if such lesser duty would be adequate to remove the
injury to the domestic Industry." Under the Act, assessment of a duty equivalent
to the dumping margin is mandatory.

These and other provisions of the International Antidumping Code would place
the American producer at a serious disadvantage. In fact, there is a serious
question as to whether any industry could make out a case of injury under
the Code's standard.

The domestic steel industry today Is facing an extremely serious situation as a
result of Increasing imports of low cost foreign steel. This Committee is familiar
with the dimensions of the problem as a result of the study by its own Staff.
Imports of steel have increased from 1.2 million tons in 1957 to 11.5 million tons
in 1967. Steel imports for the full year 1068 may run as high as 17 million tons.

The principal factors causing such Imports have been documented in "The
Steel Import Problem" published by the Institute in October 196 and recently
updated, and by this Committee's own staff Study published in December. Those
factors create a competitive situation In the United States market too pervasive
to be dealt with effectively by antidumping measures. That is why the steel
industry supports the adoption of S. 2537 which would place flexible quantitative
limits on future steel imports.

Nevertheless, In Its effort to prevent further erosion of its market, the domestic
steel Industry has Initiated various antidumping proceedings. In only two of
the approximately 15 proceedings did the industry prevail. The International
Antidumping Code, as the Treasury proposed to Implement It, would weaken an
already inadequate law. While even a vigorously enforced Antidumping Act

1 Circumstances required are: "all the producers within such a market (must) sell all or
almost all of their production * * In that market, and none, or almost none, of the
product in question produced elsewhere In the country (could be) sold in that market".
A regional market could so be found where there exists "special regional marketing con-
ditions * * * which result In an equal degree of Isolation of the producers In such a market
from the rest of the Industry" and then "Injury may be found in such circumstances only if
there Is Injury to all or almost all of the total production of the product in the market as
defined."
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would not solve the steel Industry's competitive plight, the Institute believes
that the Act's position as a law of the United States designed to prevent one type
of unfair trade practice should not be made even less effective.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Frederick Hunt sent me a note. He indicated
that he handled the classic case against Poland in connection with the
cast iron soil pipe, and he might be able to enlighten as to how this
matter works out.

If he is here, I would like him to take the witness stand and just
explain his views on this matter to us.

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK D. HUNT, FOREIGN TRADE CONSUL-
TANT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HUNT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The C ZAIRMAN. I understand you would be willing to give us a

rapid rundown of your experience with the Treasury Department and
that it would help our understanding of the problem.

Mr. HUNT. Yes, sir. It will only take about 10 minutes.
I was very interested this morning in the remarks made during the

questioning of the gentleman from the Treasury Department and also
in the remarks of Commissioner Clubb. Commis.&iioner Clubb, I believe,
told you that in making his report to this committee, he had this cast
iron soil pipe case in mind.

I think one reason he did was that it was a case that involved this
question of injury in just one sales region within this country, and
previously Chairman Dorfman, who has been referred to, had taken
the attitude that you had to be injured in the entire United States.

Cast iron pipe is like cement. It is something that you don't move
around very much, and so the region around one port could be easily
affected and enough to disrupt the market so as to cause injury to the
whole industry.

I wanted to get back to Senator Hartke's questioning as to what
happens in the Treasury. Now, you heard Commissioner Clubb tell
about how few cases ever reach the Tariff Commission. Well, our
experience with the Treasury Department was interesting in that it
took them a year to report out a preliminary finding of dumping and,
in the first place, because it was Poland, they said that those countries
having state trading companies, such as Eastern Europe, give very
little information, and so it is necessary to construct the information
on the basis of another typical country, like Germany.

Now, I suspect it was only because I kept prodding the Assistant
Secretary of the Treasury and the Customs, that we got something
within a year, but finally, it was decided that, based on the investiga-
tion made by the (tustoms, there was an import at less than fair value
of both pipe and fittings.

Now, as you know, Mr. Chairman, you can't have a drainage system
without both of them. It was apparent to us at that time that the
Assistant Secretary, reflecting the views of the White House staff, was
leaning over backwards to try to avoid doing something which would
not be in the interests of Poland because at that time there was con-
siderable publicity concerning the encouragement of East-West trade.

It is significant that imports of both pipe and fittings from Poland
increased after the complaint was made rather than, as some industries



would claim, or some importers would claim, their business is hurt
when a complaint is published in the Federal Register.

That was not the case. It increased.
Now, as Mr. Clubb brought out, exactly what happened was that

after the preliminary decision, the attorney for the Polish exporters
appeared at the Treasury Department. He sat there in the Assistant
Secretary's office and lie said Polish pipe does not complete with
American pipe in this market. It competes with Indian pipe.

In other words, lie implied there in the Treasury Department that
these two countries were importing pipe and fittings at very low prices
to get the American market. They were competing with each other.
That made it, to my mind, doubly bad.

However, by a slight manipulation in the prices of certain sizes
and shapes of fittings, the Treasury Department decided that there
was no longer any dumping in fittings, only in pipes, because the Poles
did not see flt to adjust the prices of pipe at that time.

Now, I think this is an example of the decision being made, in the
Treasury Department on .the basis of policy when it should be only
arithmetical, as you said.

So we were confronted at the Tariff Commission with a hearing
which was restricted to pipe, simply because the Treasury Depart-
ment said so, and I had the feeling that the Tariff Commissioners were
not too sympathetic with that idea; in other words, that they agreed
that you can't have a drainage system without both pihe and fittings.

The ChAmNAN. Here is another case that is somewhat interesting.
Here was a case involving cement from Denmark. They had reason
to suspect dumping-they found dumping, but did not refer it to the
Tariff Commission, partly because of cessation of shipments.

Now, what. has that got to do with the ballgame I Can you explain
that to me? What difference does that make? If they were dumping,
they ought to pay the penalty for it.

Mr. HUNT. That is what makes me think, Mr. Chairman, that those
in the Treasury are always looking for a means of getting off the hook
to please the foreigner.

The G11rABIAN. It is like saying, yes, it is true that you committed
a burglary, but we are not going to do anything about it because the
burglary is over with. The store has already been robbed. That being
the case, we are not going to do anything about it.

Now, here is a case with Japan. The Treasury found dumping but
did not. refer it to Tariff, partly because of assurances by the producer
that dumping would not. be resumed. What has that got to do with the
ballgame? That is about the same again, as if you found a man was
guilty of burglary but you didn't prosecute him because lie said he
wasn't going to steal any more.

Mr. HUNT. That is correct, Mr. Chairman, and in the case of the
fittings, which similar, it. was my contention that consideration should
have been given to what was the situation at the time the complaint
was made.

The CHAIRMAN. Here three other cases, the same thing, Tunisia in
1960, Treasury found dumping but did not refer it to Tariff on assur-
ances by the producer that dumping would not be resumed. West Ger-
many, same thing. Yugoslavia, 1961, same thing.
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Now, my impression would be that if the law is to be enforced, they
should have enforced it and referred it to the Tariff Commission and
given the Tariff Commission a chance to take action on it if that were
correct.. Is that about the way it impressed you I

Mr. HUNT. I agree with you, Mr. Chairman. I feel that the Tariff
Commission has been bypassd too many times by the executive branch
of the Government and, in my opinion, it should be strengthened
as a guardian of American labor and industry both.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. HUNT. Thank you very much.
The ChAIRMAN. We will keep the record open for the executive

branch rebuttal and then we will offer those who would like to respond
an opportunity to rebut the rebuttal, so as to give everybody a chance
to be heard.

Mr. HUNT. Mr.; Chairman, the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute sub-
mitted a statement in writing today and I would appreciate it, if it will
be incorporated in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will incorporate it in the record.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTrw oN BEHALF OF THIE CAST IRON SoIL PIPE INSTITUTE

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute is an association of twenty-three manufac-
turers of east iron soil pipe and fittings who account for about ninety-five percent
of the production of these products in the United States. TMe plants of these
companies are located in Alabama, California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri,
New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Tennessee, Texas and
Virginia.

Our Industry has been InJured several times by the importation of cast iron
soil pipe and littings at lees then fair value and has sought relief on some
occasions through the anti-dumping laws now In effect. The experience gained
from our complaint against Poland which took twenty-two months has made
the members of the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute experts on dumping.

The manufacurers of cast Iron soil pipe and fittings are convinced that the
favorable decision of injury reached by the Tariff commission in the complaint
against Poland could never have been made under the terms of the new Inter-
national Anti-Dumping Code. As a matter of faat, this same opinion was rendered
by a majority of the Tariff Commissioners in their report to your Committee In
May. That report cites the Cast Iron Pipe case against Poland as an example of
serious and Inevitable conflict between the Anti-Dumping Act of 1021 and the
International Code.

It is significant that imports of cast iron soil pipe and fittings from Poland
increased rapidly during 4he long time taken for investigation by the Treasury
and then during the period when such items were withheld from appraisal. This
disproves the theory that the time required to execute the existing law is detrl-
mental to the importers.

In the International Code, 35 out of 00 major points of substance are manda-
tory and it is difficult to believe that the remaining permissive criteria may not
also be asserted as controlling In United States antidumping proceedings. We
believe that the International Anti.Dumping Code will weaken and emasculate
the Anti-Dumping Act of 1021, as amended.

The definition of "Industry" In the Code is highly questionable. The Code
permits consideration of a regional Industry only where the producers within
such a market sell all or almost all of their production In that market. Ths
narrow definition would, by Itself, have reversed the decision of the Tariff
Commission In the case against Poland where it was found that disruption of
the market In the northeastern sector of the country by Imports at less than
fair value was a material threat or actual Injury. The injury provisions of the
Code require a showing that the dumped Imports are demonstrably the prin-
cipal cause of material Injury to a domestic Industry. However, the existing
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Act requires only that the Tariff Commission determine whether an industry
in the United States is being, or is likely to be injured. Furthermore, the Code's
requirement that a dumping complaint must be rejected by the Treasury De-
partment if there is not sufficient evidence of injury is in conflict with the U.S.
Act which vests sole authority in the Tariff Commission to make injury deter-
minations. This was made quite clear by the Congress in 1054 when an amend-
ment to the Anti-Dumping Act specifically transferred determination of injury
to the Tariff Commission.

The manufacturers of cast iron soil pipe and fittings have been injured even
further by the fact that their products are not required to be marked as to coun-
try of origin when imported into the United States. During the anti-dumping
hearings before the Tariff Commission it was disclosed that pipe and fittings
were being imported from Poland which did not only have the country of origin
thereon, but did have a typical American name cast on the pipe. Foreign pipe
is easily comingled with domestic pipe and fittings when there is no marking
at all. The use of an American name deceives the public that much more, and
makes it possible to sell at the domestic price pipe and fittings which were al-
ready at "less than fair value".

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute has twice requestedthe Commissioner of
Customs to remove cast iron pipe and fittings from the list of articles exempt
from marking but this request has been refused despite precedent for such action
In the past. A third request has been made to the Commissioner and is pending
at this time. We think it is most significant that the International Code does
not make any provision for a declaration of injury resulting from defrauding
the consumer in this manner.

In addition to the belief that our industry would not be able to obtain any
relief from dumping in the future under the International Code, there is serious
prospect of administrative chaos which will probably result in expensive litiga.
tion before the Courts. This has already been foreseen by the Tariff Commls.
sion in Its report to this Committee.

The implementation of this International Anti-Dumping Code without Con-
gressional approval will constitute a dangerous precedent of usurpation of Con.
gressional authority by the Executive. It is significant that Canada, a key sig-
natory, cannot provide reciprocal concessions tinder the Code by July 1st. The
representatives of that country made It clear that their signature was not bind-
ing since Parliamentary approval was required. Why then do Ambassador Roth
and his Counsel, Mr. Rehm, view the Code as final and binding upon the United
States whether or not other countries take steel to implement it?

The Trade Expansion Act of 1962, which served as the terms of reference for
the American Delegation to the "Kennedy Round" of tariff negotiations under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, did not give to that delegation the
right to make any new international agreement. They were to consider only
reciprocal reductions In tariffs. Yet they saw fit to make such an agreement
secretly in far off Switzerland under the guise of the President's authority to
conduct foreign affairs. However, the Constitution gives to the Congress the
power to regulate the foreign commerce of the United States. Thus, the Presi-
dent has authority to enter into international agreements only so long as they
do not conflict with, or override, existing Congressional legislation. That the
Executive should insist on maldng this new Code effective so quickly in the face
of Senate Resolution 100 passed a year ago is beyond comprehension.

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute membership calls upon the Senate Finance
Committee to report out favorably Senate Concurrent Resolution number 38.
Positive action by the Committee is vital and steps should be taken immediately
to postpone the effective date of the International Anti-Dumping Code until
such time as the subject has been reviewed and discussed and acted upon by the
Congress. This is an important domestic matter of concern to American industry
and labor. Dumping has always been condemned by all trading nations of thi,
world. We believe that this matter should be given full consideratlon by the-
representatives of the American people.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That concludes our hearing.
(Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the committee adjourned.)



(By direction of the chairman, the following letters and statements
are made a part of the printed record:)

U.S. SENATE,
WatMngton, D.C., June S6, 1968.lion. RussEL B. LoNGo,

Chairman, Finance committeee, ,
Now Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR RUSSELL: As one of the 41 consponsors of S. 1726, I am delighted that
you have scheduled a hearing on June 27th relating to the proposed international
Anti-dumping Code. I hope that as a result of these hearings, the Finance Com-
mittee will order thle Administration to delay this Code from becoming effective
on July 1st as scheduled.

As you undoubtedly know, there are many conflicts between the proposed
International Dumping Code and the U.S. Anti-dumping Act which has been in
effect since 1921. In cosponsoring S. 1720 which, Incidentally, was cosponsored
by 8 other members of the Finance Committee, I indicated that I believe the
U.S. Anti-dumping Act needs further amendment to protect domestic producers
and manufacturers from the harmful effect of foreign Imports which are being
dumped In increasing amounts on our American markets. I am sure that you
have received correspondence from businessmen in your own state as well as
an urgent appeal from the American Mining Congress to delay the implementa-
tion of the proposed International Anti-dumping Code until such time as the
Congress has had an adequate opportunity to consider the conflicts between
the proposed code and existing U.S. law. I also think the proposed code should
be delayed until the Finance Committee has had time to consider S. 1720 which,
as you know, proposes very constructive and material changes to be made in
the existing U.S. Anti-dumping Act.

In my own State of Utah, many industries have been affected by the increas-
ing rise in foreign imports which have dumped substantial amounts of both
manufactured goods and raw materials on the American market. These foreign
imports have resulted in a decline in production and unemployment in Industries
in my own state and particularly the iron, steel, coal, lamb, wool and mink in-
dustries have been adversely effected. The present Anti-dumping Act and ad-
verse decisions by the Tariff Commission have been ineffective in providing the
assistance needed by these Industrles.

I am sure thmt I do not need to go Into detail in this letter. You and other
members of the Committee are acutely aware of the problem which exists in
the United States because of the rise of foreign imports and the decline of
our exports, both of which have added to our balance of payments problem. As
Chairman of the Finance Committee, I hope you will support the cosponsors of
S. 1720 In voting for a postponement of the effective date of the proposed Interna-
tional Anti-dumping Code.

With kindest personal regards.
Sincerely,

WALLACM F. BeNNvrr.

TIlE NATION-WIDE CoMtITTEE Ov IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY,
lVashington, D.C., Junc 25, 1968.

Hon. RussELu B. LoNn,
Ohatrman, Senate Finance Cornmnittce,
Ncw Senate Offlcc HaBirdtng, Washington, D.C.

DE.AR Mn. LoNo: This is in reply to the notice of hearing on the International
Anti-Dumping Code announced in your Press Release of June 21, 19068.

The Treasury Department gave notice on Octoler 28, 1007 of its proposal to
nimend the Customs Regulations providing procedures under the Anti-Dumping
Act of 1021. Interested persons were given an opportunity to submit relevant data,
views, or arguments in writing regarding the proposed amendments.

No public hearings were held.
Now that Department hns Is-sued the new regulations to become effective July1, 1008.



The notice states that consideration has been given to all comments, views and
other data received. Changes were made in certain enumerated paragraphs of
the Regulations In response to the comments or for editorial purposes.

These modifications, however, do not meet the objectlon,4 that the ede proposed
and the changes in our Regulations materially modify the provisions of the Anti-
)umping Act of 1921. This view was snlpiwrted by the Tariff Commissixon fi its

report of March 8, 1968.
All extremely Important Issue isat stake.
The President's Special Representative for Trade Xegotiation9 proceeded with

the negotiating of the Int0rnational Code despite at nuniber of protests to the effect
that the Trade Expansion Act of 1902 did not empower him to carry out such
negotiation. The Special Representative's reply was to the effect that no authority
was needed from Congress since no law was being changed by the proposed Code.
The United States would have to do no more than aaleifd tile Treasury regula-
tions: and this It could do on Its own authority without submission to Congress.

Such a course represents a high-handled disregard of the division of powers Ill
the Government. If the Executive has the power to negotiate an executive agree-
ment modifying existing law and is then free to promulgate the agreement binding
the United States, a massive shift of power Will have occurred.

The Executive branch may then on its own reconnaissance enter Into inter-
national agreements and upon challenge simply allege that no Infringement of
existing law Is involved: and may then proclaim the agreement. The burden of
undoing the action would thitn shift to those ol;osed. The Executive branch
would be difficult to dislodge from Its position on the ground that the other
countries, parties to the agreement entered into the negotiations in good faith.
The 1'ntted States by setting aside the agreement would be In the poQltion of
dishonoring Its international commitments.

It may be appreciated that tihe action proposed by the Treasury Deprtment
ht this Instance has far-reaching Inpl lcatlon,4 for the future, going far beyond
the present proposal.

So much Is at stake that the Senate Finance Committee would be fully justified
even at this late date to do all that lies in Its power to seek a postponement of
tile International Anti-DumpIng Code. Such vostlx)neinent should be for such
time as Congress may need to Inform Itself sufficiently of all the Implications of
the proposal to arrive at a mature judgment.

It may be noted that Canada has postponed its adherence to the Code.
Sincerely,

0. R. STRACKBEIN,
(?halrnmia.

STATrnFWNT SUBMITrED ON BEHALF OF TiE UNIT CENT, L1M & GypSm
WORKERS' INTERNATIONAl. UNION. AFrL1CIO, BY Vi'OR II. TiioIAs. Plzrrl
0ENEAl, VICE PRFAIDNT

This statement Is submitted to -the Henate Finanr Coeoulittee on behalf of
the United Cement, Lime & Gypsium Workers' International Union, AFI--CIO.
We wish to express our views on the proposed International Antidmping Code
because we feel that dumtping is a problem of real concern to American lni~br in
general and to our Union in particular.

It is our position that the International Antidumping ('ode would severely
weaken the sanctions and legal remedies available to American labor or American
Industry for combatting foreign dumping. The Code would, in effect, repeal the
enforcement provisions of the Antidumping Act of 1021 and replace them with
new procedures and standards. ThIs would be a most unwise and unjul4fled step
Moreover, the Code attempts to do, this without Congressional authorizatlon ,,r
approval.

We therefore urge this Committee to adopt Senate Concurrent Resolution 38,
which would express the sense of Congress that the International Antidumping
(lode ilust miot become effective without sleciflc Congressional approval, to tak,
immediate nation to postpone 4he JTuly 1 effective date for tile Code, and to con.
sider legislation which would strengthen, rather than weaken, our domestic anti.
clumping laws.
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Dumping Is an unfair trade practice under which some foreign manufacturers
"dump" their excess production In the United States at prices greatly reduced
below their own home market prices. Dumping is condemned by our domestic
unfair trade laws, most Importantly by the Antidumping Act of 1921. Yet, during
the last ten years, workers In the domestic cement Industry have continually
been seriously affected by the dumping of foreign cement In the United States.

This unfair and illegal situation can hardly be said to result from a lack of
effort or due diligence on the pert of the domesHc cement Industry or domestic
cement workers to attempt to protect their rights. During the ten-year period,
representatives of the cement Industry have engaged In extended and continued
legal proceedings i tn attempt to stop such dumping and to keep the Industry
free of such unfair trade practices. If our domestic legislation were adequate,
these efforts would have been effective anl the legitimate Interests of Americn
workers In not losing Jobs as the result of the unfair competitive practices of
foreign companies would have been protected. The record makes it apparent,
however, that such efforts were not effective, and both domestle industry and
labor continue to suffer serious Injury. This situation would surely be greatly
exacerbated if the much less effective provisions of the International Anti.
dumping Code were substituted for the already too limited enforcement provi-
stons of the 1021 Act.

On several previous occasions we have sought to bring tis serious and unfair
situation to the attention of those concerned here in the Congress. The first time
was during the August, 1901 hearings before the House Committee on Education
and Labor, General Subcommittee on JAlbor, on the Impact of Imports and
exports on employment (Statement of Victor It Thomas). The second time was
during the September and October, 1960 hearings of that same Subcommittee
on the Impaect of imports and exports on American labor (Statement and Testi.
inony of Victor H. Thomas). We have also Just filed a statement and presented
testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee In their recent hear-
ings on tariff and trakle proposals (Statement and Testimony of Victor Ht.
Thomas, June 25, 1008). On each of these occasions we presented an analysis
dealing at some length with recurring Instances of dumped Imports of foreign
cement and with the tbstantial amount of unemployment and underemploy.
ment caused thereby to American workers and to members of our Union. We
would like to Incorporate by reference our 1961, 19066 and 1068 submissions to
these House Committees for consideration now by this Committee.

Flor the convenience of the Committee we have also attached to this statement
a series of five tables from our 1 8 submission to the House Ways nnd Means
Committee. The tables reflect the most recent import statistics of the Depart-
mnent of Commerce, Bureau of International Commerce, U.S. Trade Section.
and bring home the serlousne&s of the dumping problem for members of our

11nion.
Table I is a list of the antidumping proceedings filed by the domestic cenent

Industry against Imports from no lessm than 15 foreign countries during the
years 1058-1967. Ttble II records the anfount of foreign cement Imported from
these, "dumnpers" during the vaie period. Table III shows how much this unfair
competition has hurt our critical balance of payments position. These figures
were computed by adding to the F.O.11. value of the imports (as recorded by
tie Conenoree Department from IS. Customs duty valiatIon certificates) un

lditionlal factor of 10% to cover freight and Insurance, which Is also uni-
formly purchased from overseas firn. Addition of the 10% factor for these
Items Is In atcordance with the report of the U.S. Tariff Comnmission, "0.I..
Yalue of U.S. Imports", I'ebruary 7, 1167. Using the latest Bureau of IAbor
Statistics figures on pIrdductivity In the (lomstli cement industry (5.07 barrels
Iwr man hour in 1066 and 6.227 Ibarrels Ier man hour in 1007), Table IV trans-
lates these unfairly lost iles into nean hours lost for doinestic workers. PinktUy.
using average domestic cement Inluivry wage rates ($3.07 per hour In 1000
anm $4.27 per ioar in 1907), abl, V shows the nmountq of wages by which

90l- 120 1-i~--i
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American labor has been unfairly deprived as a result of the dumped and tainted
imports.

We would like to call the Conunittee's attention particularly to the figures in
Tables IV and V. These tables show that American labor has lost well over 7
million man hours during the 1058-1967 period, anl average of more than 700,000
mian hours per year. Similarly, the equivalent wages lost haie amounted to over
$24,000,000, an average of almost $2.5 million a year. Surely Americium labor
should not have to sustain such drastic Injury froin anl Importing .racti . that
has been condemned as anl unfair method of competition not only by the Inited
States Congress but also by Article VI of GATT'.

For these reasons our Union strongly urges that the relief front dumping
practices now available under the Antidumping Act of 1021, limited as it Is,
surely should not be further restricted by implementation of the International
Antidumping Code and by the new implementing regulations issued by the
Treasury Department to become effective on July 1. Our Union feels that the
new Code procedures for combatting such dumlping Would inevitably and sub.
stantially Increase the exposure of Anierican workers In general, and our niem-
bers in particular, to lost Jobs and underemployment resulflng front 'dumping.

This would be particularly true In the cement industry, which under the new
Code provisions could hardly ever expect to qualify as a regional Industry, there-
fore exposing our members working along the Gulf Coast, the East Coast, and the
Great Lakes to complete loss of Jobs without ever satisfying the new, very
difficult Code standards for finding injury to a domestic Industry. We also partic-
ularly object to the fact that the now provisions do away with any effective In-
terim relief while an Investigation of Injury takes place. Our experience has
been that such investigations take any where froi 0 to 18 months, a period of
time during which domestic workers can well be, and often have Wen, entirely
thrown but ot work, even though the eventual result of the legal Jousting is to
find that injurious dumping has been taking place. Once again, this is a highly
unftir and Intolerably vulnerable position In which to place American workers.

The unrealistic standards and mixed procedures for determining injury under
the provisions of the International Antidumping Code are unhappily similar to
the provisions for determining Injury now contained in the adjustment assistance
sections of the 1002 Trade Expansion Act. As the Committee knows, no American
workers have ever successfully petitioned for relief under those provisions. In
his message of May 28, 1968, the President recommended that these sections be
amended anl that relief be susbtantlally broadened so that It would be available
to American workers whenever Increased imports are a substantial cause of in-
jury. It is difficult for our Union to understand why we should allow the stand-
ards for relief under the antidumping laws to become more limited and less avail-
able at the samine time that we are trying to liberalize these adjustment assistance
provisions.

If such a change In our domestic nntidumping laws is to be considered, it is
perfectly clear that this should be done in accordance with the normal legislative



procedures of the Congress. Our Kennedy Round trade negotiators at Geneva
(lid not have prior authorization from Congress, or any lawful authority whatso-
ever, to negotiate the International Antidumping Code or implement It without
such Congressional approval. The illegality of Code in this respect Is fully set
forth and documented In the statement being submitted today by the Cement
Industry Antidumping Committee, and we fully endorse and support their posi-
tion.

For these reasons our Union strongly urges this Committee to seek enactment
of S. Con. Res. 38 and to take all other appropriate steps to prevent the weaken-
ig of our domestic antidumping laws through Implementation of the Interna.

tional Antidumping Code on Jily 1.
TABLE I

Treasury il.
Date of tial findtn of Nature of final determination by Treasury Department

Country o! exportation formal reason toe- or Tariff Commission
complaint liove or sus-

pect dumping

Belgium ................. Oct. 2,1959 Yes .......... Treasury found dumping and Tariff found Injury to the do
mastic industry.

Canada .................. May 28,1959 Yes...... Treasury found dumping, but Tariff found no injury to the
domestic Industry in part because conUnuation of dumped
sales sl ne d unlikely.

Colombia ................ Sept 25,1959 No ........... Treasury found no dumping.
Denmark ................. Apr. 28,1960 Yes .......... Treasury found dumping but did not refer it to Tariff partly

because of cessation of shipment.
Dominican Republic ....... Aug. 19,1961 Yes .......... Treasury flond duming, but Tariff found no Injury at the

time to the domestic industry.May 4,1962 Yes .......... Treasury found dumping and Tariff found Injury to the
domestic: Industry.

Israel .................... July 21,1959 Yes .......... Treasuy cund no dumping Vrtly because of a non-cost.. uUU0 quantity .dftcou.. nalowsrice.
Ilaly ............. June 7,1962 No ........... Treasury found no dumping.
Japan .................... Dec. 1,1961 None ........ Treasury found dumping but did not refer to Tariff partly

because of assurances by the producer that dumping
would not be resumed.

Feb. 5, 1963 Yes .......... Treasury found dumping, but Tariff found no injury to the
domestic Industry.Aug. 26,1965 No ........... Treasury found no dumping.Norway ................ Sept 15,1958 Yes .......... Treasury found no dumping solely because of a non.cost-
jusff.ed quantity discountallowance.

Dot 2 1 Yes .......... 00.
Poland ................... Dec. 29,1960 Yes...... Treasury found no dumping but used a 3d country price

and not Polish as home market price.Portugal ................. June 9,1960 Yes ........ .Treasury found dumping and Tariff found injury to the
domestic industry.

Sweden ................. Nov. 25,1958 Yes .......... Do.
Tunisia ........... Sept 13.1 No........... Treasury found dumping but did not refer It to Tariff on

assurances by the producers that dumping would not be
resumed.West Germany ........ Aug. 13.1959 Yes ......... Do.

Yugoslavia ............ Aug. 28, 1961 Yes......... Do.
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AMERICAN MININO CONGRESS,

Senator RUSSELL B. LONo, June 24, 1968.

Chafronan, Senate Finance CopninitIce, U.S. Senate, Nowr Senate Ofltec Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Mfay I commend you for scheduling a hearing on the
International Anti-Dumping Code for Thursday, June 27. The prospect of the
International Anti-Dumping Code becoming effective on July 1, In view of the
many disparities between the Code and existing U.S. law and the manner In
which the executive branch has negotiated the Code iII disregard of the preroga-
tives of the U.S. Senate, certainly makes this hearing most timely.

Even as the hour grows late, I am hopeful that something can be done at least
to delay the Implementation of the Code until the Congress has had an adequate
opportunity to consider the conflicts between the Code and the U.S. law ai
also between the Code and long-pending legislative proposals to improve the
existing U.S. Antidumping Act, such as S. 1720. Both these conflicts can be
reviewed in the Staff Study and Comparative A nalysis, prepared by the American
,Mining Congress and sent to members of the Senate Finance Committee on
November 1, 19067 and included in the Committee's Compen ditn of Papers on
Legislative Oversight Review of U.S. Trade Policies.

Why the Code was negotiated and agreed to by the Office of the Special Repre-
sentative for Trade Negotiations, in the face of S. Con. Res. 100 adopted In 1906,
has never ceased to amaze me. Certainly the "blockade" against Congress dealing
objectively with our own U.S. nntidumping law-4ecause the Executive In effect
on July 1 pre-empts the Congress from the field because of "existing international
agreement"-may have far-reaching consequences for U.S. trade policy.

The June 27 hearing should be most significant and I hope that the Senate
Finance Committee will make timely effort to delay U.S. Implementation of the
International Code pending proper Congressional consideration.

Respectfully, J. ALLEN OVERTON, Jr.,
R.rccu tire Vicc President.

('rELEGRAU]

LITTLE Roox, ARK., June 25, 1968.
J. WILLIAM FULERIOHT,
Senate Offoe Building, Washington, D.C.:

On June 27 the Senate Finance Committee will hold a 1-day hearing on the
International Anti-Dumping Code scheduled to become effective July 1, 1908.
The cement industry will submit Information showing there was no legal author-
ization for negotiation of code. Furthermore, that code is in serious conflict with
the existing antidumping law and cannot become effective without congressional
legislation. This point Is substantiated by Tariff Commission report filed with
the findings committee in March. Urgently request that you contact adminis-
tration and seek postponement of July I effective date. This is of great concern
to the cement Industry. JOrN~ E. MILLER, Jr.,

Vice President. Arkansas Cemnt Corp.

STATEMENT SUITiiED ON BEHALF OF. TIlE COPPER & RASR FABRICATOR8s COUNcIL,

Ixw., T. E. A'ELTFO5T. MANAOINO DImRgcTOR

INTRODVCTION

On October 31, 1967, a statement on U.S. Forlni Trade, Policies was sui-
mitted to the Senate Comittee 01t Finanice on behalf of the domestic brass
mill industry. In this statement a full description of the Industry was Inctluded.
as well as a comprelmnsive review of the adverse effects on th Industry result-
Ing from excessive imports of brass mill products niade by low-wage lalmr abroad.

, r,.' * 
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PURPOSE OF STATEMENT

The Injurious impact of imports on the Industry has been aggravated by dump-
Ing which the Antidumplng Act of 1921, as Implemented by current regulations,
has been unable to prevent. It Is tle seinie of our present statement that the in-
effective enforcement of the Antidumping Act of 1021 must be remedied by ap-
propriate aiendmen.t li the ineantine, however, immediate action should be
taken on S. Con. Res. 38 to prevent the International Antlduiililng Code, which
is in conflict with the Antidumping Act of 1921 and which was agreed to on behalf
of the United States without the Authority of the Congress, from going into effect
on July 1, 1968 without congressional approval.

DEFINITIVE ACTION AGAINST DUMPING IS I.tPERATIVE

The Antiduilning Act of 1921 recognized dumping for what it really is; a dis-
criniintory and therefore unfair trade practice Involving sales by foreign ven-
dors to buyers in this country at prices lower than they charge at home. This
interpretation of dithiplng Is quite consistent with the structure of our domestic
laws and regulations against discriminatory pricing as being repugnant to fair
( unpetltion. lilt an idea that claims of dumping might and would be used as a
non-tariff barrier against Imports has gradually developed. It haWlfr reient years
apparently become one of the princilml aspects of the dumping problem as our
latter-day foreign policy steadily edged toward international free trade.

Over the year- the enforcement of the Act han become quite ineffective and
the efforts to establish a finding of dumping under regulations implemnfiting the
.Act, a frustrating and futile experience. The available record of dumping cases
11934-1907) Illustrates this discouraging situation:

Total cases disposed of ---------------------------------- 496

Imports negligible or ceased ---------------------------------- 117
Complaint withdrawn ----------------------------------------- 0
No sales at less than fair value -------------------------------- 2
No injury -------------------------------------------------- 59

Subtotal ---------------------------------------------- 477
Finding of dumping ------------------------------------------ 19
Either a law against dumping is not needed because this unfair practice Is really
rare (which many injured industries will certainly dispute!) or the law as
asdninistered has been Ineffetive.

The brass mill Industry has had two painful Instances of how Ineffective the
antiduniping procedures can be, even when the Treasury Department has estab-
liihed presumptive evidence of the price discriination Involved. In one case,
for example, copper tube was being sold in this country by a Canadian company
at a special discount not available to its Canadian customers. After several years
of investigation ba.ed on extensive evidence furnished by the domestic industry,
during which time, of course, the dumping continued, the Treasury Department
confirmed that dumping had occurred. It dismissed the complatint, however, on
the company's assurance that dumping had ceased and rolled on Its promise that
it would not be resnumed. There is evidence that dunping has since recurred,
although somewhat nore subtly managed. But no further action appears praeti-
cable under present interpretation of the law and regulatioU.

A second case Involved sheet copper front Yugoslavia, sold lit this country at a
price offered regularly nt ten percent below the competition. Its result was a
disastrous price demoralization in the concentrated markets in this country
where the Yugoslavian product was rold. As far as the domestic mills were con-
,erned, the prices which they had to lower drastically in a vain attempt to meet
this local competition, however, had to lie generally offered in a far wider market
to avoid alleged price disrimination under our domestic laws. The Treasury
gain made a prelimlinry finding of (dtunpiig, but tillimnately dismitssed the cas,
lie-aiis, It could not -satisfy itself as to tile price In Yugoslavih and itad to dleldm!
on prices in certain, free countries abroad. Also. It reasoned that the quantity in-
volved was relatively 81mall: related to the national market this was true', hut
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the Treasury disregarded the chain effect of the dumping on the entire domestic
market.

It was because of experiences of this kind that the brass mill Industry strongly
supported the efforts of Senator Hartke and Congressman Herlong and more
than 100 fellow senators and congressmen in bills successively introduced in the
Congress since 165, to make government action against dumping reasonably
effective without opening the door to its possible misusze as a non-tariff barrier.
When In 1964 the Treasury did issue new regulations in apparent recognition
of the ineffectiveness of the antidumping procedure, these fell considerably short
of requirements. The conclusion still remains that remedial legislation is needed.
We must, therefore, repeat our urgent request that S. 1726 and the companion
bills in the House be passed and so make the Antiduniping Act what Is should
be, an effective weapon against an exceedingly unfair trade practice.

Despite the fact that the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 gave our Kennedy
Round negotiation team no authority to deal with dumping, and notwithstand-
Ing the adoption in 1966 of S. Con. Res. 100, stating it was the sense of the
Congress that no agreement or other arrangements applicable under the laws of
the United States should be entered Into under the Trade Expansion Act of 1062
except In accordance with prior legislative authority delegated by the Congress.
the so-called International Antidumping Code was agreed to in the Kennedy
Round, with an effective date of July 1, 19068. In view of a general complaint
that the International Antidumping Code was In serious conflict with the Anti-
dumping Act of 1921 and would tend even further to vitiate the effectiveness of
our antidumping procedure, S. Con. Res. 38 was introduced, stating It to be the
sense of Congress that the provisions of the International Antidumping Code
are Inconsistent with, and. in conflict with, the provisions of the Antidumping
Act of 121 ; that the President should send the International Antidumping Code
to the Senate for its advice and consent; and that the provisions of the Inter-
national Antidumping Code should become effective in the United States only at
the time specified,in legislatin enacted by the Congress to Implement the Code.

In a report requested by the Senate Finance Committee in connection with
S. Con. Res. 38, the Tariff Commission on March 13, 1968 gave as its three to
two majority opinion a confirmation of the fact that the International Anti-
dumping Code was Inconsistent with. and in conflict with, the Antidunping Act
of 1921 and could not be put Into effect without appropriate legislation. Logically
the Commission would find it Impossible to enforce the Code If It is allowed to
go into effect on July 1, 1068. Even the Tariff Commission minority, while dis-
agreeing with the overall approach of the majority and recommending a case
by case determination, nevertheless agreed that where inconsistencies between
the Code and the Act occurred under these circumstancem, the provisions of the
Act should prevail. Obviously without Congressional action, which the minority
fails to mention, Its recommendation would be an invitation to further chaos.

In the meanwhile the Treasury published proposed extensive amendments to
its antidumping Regulations to conform them to the International Antidumping
Code, and Invited the written opinions of those Interested. No report has been
made on the opinions received, but the Treasury has now issued amended Anti-
dumping Regulations (T.D. 60,-148) which after purportedly giving due con-
sideration to these opinions, put the conforming regulations fit effect on July 1.
1068. This date Is only a short time ahead. Immediate Congressional action is
imperative to prevent the International Antidwnping Code and the Treasury's
now conforming regulations from going Into effect as planned. Without such
action, the preemption by the Kennedy Round negotiators of the legislative
power to amend the Antidumping Act of 1021 without Congressional delegation.
would go unchallenged. hlie resultant legal complications as disputes over the
control of our antidumping procedure arose, together with the Impraeticability
of the required simultaneous consideration of the complaints by boththe Treasury
and the Tariff Commission and the far more restricted interpretation of injury.
domestle industry, the market and other pertinent factors, would reduce even
further the already slim chance of effective remedial action in bolma fide (munplmig
case"..

R Fl C OMN, )AT ION

Pending favorable action on the badly needed amendment of the Altidmupimig
Act of 1921. as proposed in H. 1726 by Mr. lmrlke and his covponsors. ilmmedlate
action nm1s to 1e taken on S. ("on. Res. 39 which states in effect that it is the
sense of the ('ongress- that the Internntional Ant-dmnping Code lie submitted to
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tile Senate for advice and consent and that its provisions become effective in the
United States only at the time specified by appropriate legislation. As July 1, 190S
is the date set for the International Antidunmping Code to go Into effect, there is
,rely at very short tinle left to avoil the confusion bordering on chaos which
wold result fromn the conflict between lht, Antidumping Act of 1921 and the
International A ntildnpng Code.

NATIONAL I'LI, K PRonUCERS FEDERATION,
11'ashngton, D.('., Jiiie 27, 1968.

To.rt VAIL,
(Wi lfc Counsel, Committee on Finance,

.S . Scnatc,
New Senate Offlrce Building, Washinglon, D.C.

DRAR Mx. VAIL.: We shall greatly appreciate it if you will call to tle attention
of the Conmlittee, and place in the record of the hearing of June 27, 1968, this
letter opposing any relaxation of our antidumping laws and regulations.

The National Milk Producers Federation represents American dairy farmers
and the cooperative (airy associations which they own and operate.

)airy proluctlon in this country is in surplus supply, and the Commodity
Credit Oorporation is removing domestic dairy products from the market to
niaintain prices for milk to farmers at 90 percent of parity.

The Importation of unnceded (]airy products is adding millions of dollars of
unnecessary cost to the support program. It is also addhig millions of dollars of
unnecessary dollar drain to our difficult balance of payments position.

In testimony suhmitted to tile House Ways and Mea s Committee, March 1,
1968. we included figures showing an unnecessary dollar drain for 1066 of $70.5
million and for 1967, $73.7 million. Tile dollar drain for 1968 was estimated at
$30.8 million.

In the same testimony, we (etlainated that the added cost to the support pro-
gran from these unmeeded Illports was $29.2 millioit in 1960 and $131.2 million In
1967. The added cost of unneeded imilports in 1068 was em-tinated at $4,R million.

These exports to the 1Tnited State.s are heavily subsidized, the subsidy in btvine
cases being as much as 2 or 3 times the foreign selling price. For example,
Frnce has been exporting butter for 13-'29 cents per pound with an eternal
wholesale price of about 80 cents per pound.

The following quotation from the Dairy Situation. U.S.D.A., March, 196, Is lit
point:

"A major factor in the deterioration of world (airy proluet prices is the sub-
sidization of dairy product exports by European countries in an effort to re-
duce internal stocks of dairy products. For example, with an average internal
wlole.ale butter price of about S0 cents per lound, Frnce Is reported to be
exporting butter at 29% (elts and selling storage butter it export outlets as
low as 13-10 (tnts. Flporters lit the Netherlands are delivering fresh butter at
25 cents per pound and1( storage butter at 15 cents, while thC4r intental whole-
sale butter price is about 72 cents. onfAit dry milk exports also are being sub-
sidized. With an Internal nonfat dry milk wholesale price of about 21 cents
per lhli(d, trance Is delivering nollflt dry milk to jinma. Peru, for 10 cents and
to Bern, Switzerland, for 12 cents. Faced with prices of 10-12 cent s per pound
from C nada. the Netherlands, and F'rance. Switzerland increased its i1mport
duty to raise the cos(t of inported dry skint milk powder above its 21-cent
lomnestic price. Switzerland al-.o has large stocks of butter and nofifat dry milk."

By comparison the Government support price for butter in this counfly is
67.25 cents per lmnd it Nu,\\" York, and nonfat milk is supported af 23.10
tents ler pound.

The Scretary of Agriculture in a letter to tile President (ated June 4. 19S.
reported l evaporated mllk Imparts bring offered it New York delivered and duty
xi-ld for $5.60 per vase witl (Olmparable U.S. prices ranging from $0.90 to $7.,5.

Export su iies on this pnxIuct pllad by foreign nations run almut $2.00 lN'r (Ise.
The ,-mi letter teports sweetened condensed Imilk ilmluoris being offered in

Chitago, duty paid. for $7.34 per case, coimpared with a comiuhrable U.S. price of
$14.00. Export sulbsliles being paid oil this produt by foreign tounntries ni from
$1.97 to $5.37 I. wr case.

TIhls condition has coitinued for nlx)ut 2 years. anid there is no indication
foreign nations intend to dl,,mtoinue it unle.,s they are fou-ed to do so.



It is most Important that inunedinte and serious consideration be given by
Congress to strengthening the antidumping laws and that no action be taken
to weaken either the laws or regulations.

Sincerely,
E. M. NORTON,

Secretary, National Milk Producerg Federation.

MANUFACTURINO CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Washington, D.O., June 2 ', 1968.

TOM VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committce on Finance,
Neto Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. VAIL: On behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Association, a non-
profit trade association of 180 United States and 12 Canadian company mem-
bers representing more than 00 percent of the production capacity of basic In-
dustrial chemicals within these countries, I wish to submit the following coimi-
ments for inclusion In the record of the public hearings on the International
Dumping Code, conducted by the Committee on Finance.

On March 13, 1068, the Senate Finance Committee published the report of
the United States Tariff Commission on S. Con. Res. 38 regarding the Inter-
national Antidumping Code which raised some serious questions as to Its legal
status and the administrative problems which It presented. The Tariff Com-
mission, very properly, confined their remarks strictly to the provisions of the
new Code. The reportspeaks for itself and need not be reviewed here.

On June 1, 1968, the Treasury Department published revised Customs Regula-
tions setting forth new rules and administrative procedures designed to imple-
ment the commitments assumed by the United States in accepting the new Code.
Our remarks here are directed to some areas of particular concern which the
new Regulations bring into focus.

With respect to the simultaneous investigation of dumping and Injury, we
call attention to the fact that responsibility for Injury determination was trans-
ferred from the Treasury Department to the Tariff Commission In 1954. How-
ever, Subpart 53.27 (e) of the Regulations requires that dumping complaints
filed with the Treasury Department must include Information indicating that an
industry in the United States Is being injured, or is likely to be Injured, or pre-
vented from being established. We have no objection to a requirement that a
dumping complaint contain enough information to indicate that the complaint
has reasonable substance. It should be sufficient for the complainant to supply
such trade information and import data as may be available. It Is not reason.
able to expect a domestic producer to go beyond his own market problems to
investigate either inqury or threat of injury to an Industry. The requirement as
it is written Impinges on the function of the Tariff Commission and has no place
in the dumping complaint.

The Treasury Department Investigation Is a cumbersome and lengthy opera-
tion divided Into three main stages as Indicated by the following summary:

Part 53.29 of the Regulations provides that when a complaint has been filed,
the Commissioner shall conduct a summary investigation which may result
In the complaint being rejected. It should be noted here, that the Embasey of
the foreign country involved is promptly notified of antidumping actions.

Part 43.30 provides that if the case has not been closed under Part 53.29, an
Antidumping Proceeding Notice is to be published in the Federal Register, and
53.31 provides that the Commissioner of Customs shall then proceed to make a
full scale investigation. -Following this investigation, the Secretary may pub-
lish a Notice of Tentative Negative Determination which Is followed later by
a final determination which is also published.

If the case is not terminated at this point, the Secretary will publish (Part
53.34), a Notice of Withheld Appraisement, which will be effective for no more
than three months unless a longer period has been requested by both the -
porter and exporter.

The procedures outlined above may take a year or more during which time
the foreign exporter and the domestic Importer are completely free to continue
a dumping operation without fear of any penalty.

Part 53.48 provides that, withheld appralsment shall be applied "to such mer-
(handise entered or withdrawn from warehouse, for consinptlon, after the date
of publication of the "Withholding of Appralsement Notice."
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It is this quoted provision that provides a guarantee of no dumping duty assess-
ment on imports entered up to that date. In addition, there Is a further guaran-
tee that the period of withheld appraisement, in accordance with the provisions
of Part 53.34,.wi1l be limited to a period of three months. It is at this stage that
the case is referred to the Tariff Commission which has by law only 90 days in
which to complete the injury determination. Even after that, the provisions of
Part 53.30 reserve to the Secretary the right to revoke his determination of sales
at less than fair value if further Information persuades him that his Initial
determination was in error. Thus, the Tariff Commission can be left in the posi-
tion of trying to determine injury attributable to dumping prices before the
Secretary has flifally determined the facts.

As noted above, the Antidumping Act does not prescribe a time limit for the
dumping investigation, but the Act does prescribe that when the Secretary makes
public a dumping finding he "shall authorize the withholding of appraisement
reports as to such merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for
consumption, not more than 120 days before the que8tlon of dumping has been
raised by or presented to himh-." (Emphasis added.)

There Is no basis in the law for the 90-day limitation on the period of with-
held appraisement and the law clearly provides that withheld appraisement shall
be applied retroacthvely to at least the date of the complaint.

The not effect is an open Invitation to wholesale dumping for extended periods
during which time irreparable Injury may be done to domestic producers.

If the Regulations accurately reflect our obligations with respect to the new
International Dumping Code, we can only conclude that these commitments can-
not be implemented within the framework of the Antidumping Act and they
should be sent to Congress for legislative action.

I trust that these views will be helpful to the Committee in its deliberations.
Sincerely,

G.H. DE cKER.

WASHINOTON, D.C.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
New Senate OfOcc BIhlding,
Washington, D..:

In reference to your June 21st release of hearings June 27th on the "Interna-
tionbl Dumping Code" as "agreed to" (sic) during the Kennedy Round"--e-
coming effective July 1, 1968, I submit the following paper. It is an excerpt from
my papers which appears in your 031 page 2-volume "Compendium on Legisla-
tive Oversight" of February 7, 1968. Only its pages, 722-5 (written by me) go into
analyses of foreign devaluations.

Since 1040 there has been 101 devaluations of foreign currencies, 26 of them
during the Kennedy Round!

(The paper follows:)

Deralitation of foreign currencies
There are about 140 currencies on our planet, all used In world trade, which

Is business. Each nation fixes the "value" of its own currency, and can alter that
"value" again and again and again; and almost all changes in the "value" of a

currency are downward, i.e., devaluation. (The European guilder and the deutsche-
mark were upvalued, but by only a tiny fraction of their prior devaluations. I
know of no other up-valuation.) The International Monetary Fund, a non-U.S.
agency, attempts to monitor devaluation, with Incomplete success.

For I have a list [should be published] of 99 devaluations since 1940, 25 of
them in 1960 alone (that is, during the Kennedy round trade negotiations). All
these devaluations were made on the advice of the devaluing countries' trade
txperts, i.e., not on whims.

All gained at (1) Increasing the devaluing country's sales of Its goods and
services (tourism, etc.) ; and (2) decreasing the devaluing country's purchases
of its imports of goods and services (tourism, etc.) Both objectives were usually
aimed mainly at the United States of America. (Two examples: Canada's de-
valuation of its dollar on May 2, 1062; and Me:ico's four devaluations of its
isoe which was worth 0.20% U.S. cent in 1946, but since 1954, has been worth
only 0.08 U.S. cent. Both these two countries have pronounced their respective
devaluations a "success," thus implying, perhaps, future devaluations, an
implication which I read into President (of Mexico) Gustavo l)faz Ordaz's ad-
dress to our Congress on October 27, 1967, using the original version in Spanish.)



'A devaluation "Ilats" about a decade. All its impacts are not implemented the
next day, as some U.S. experts seem to me to think.

After its trading partners have "adjusted" to one of its devaluations, a de-
valuing country can devalue-again. Devaluation is, now, recurrent trade
strategy.

The most important part of thi paper

Items 8 and 5 of section 8 (powers of Congress) of article I of the Constitution
of the United States read:

The Congress shall have power-
3. To regulate commerce wit foreign nations*
5. To coin money, regulate te value thereof and of foreign coin * *
But, the powers of the U.S. Congress are limited t6 the one fifty-fourth of our

planet's surface; i.e., to one-sixteenth of earth's land which is the geographical
United States, which insignificance is emphasized by noting that our country is
but one of our planet's 140 "nations."

The planet's other 139 nations have, only since 1040, devalued their currencies
at least 101 times. In so doing they have up-valued our U,S. dollar in their markets,
a de facto change in its value which our Congress cannot conitrolt It is, therefore,
in order for an American to denounce those devaluations as "unconstitutional."
I beg that the Senate Finance Committee take a position on this point.

Illustration of the above: If your neighbor removes-say--2. feet of topsbil
from his plot, he has done two things, viz: .(1) He has made his plot lower than
yours, but, (2) he has made your plot higher than his.

Shocking: There is no study of the impacts of foreign deyvluati ns in the UVS.
socloeconomy. In 2 years of search I have been unable to find one li any U.S.
agency and in any U.S. college.

Worse: Two employees in Federal Reserve, one in Export-Import Bank, a staff
member of the Joint Economic Committee, a member of Brookins Institution,
and the Bureau of International Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, in
official letters in 1965 and in 1967, all confirm that "no Official U.S. Government
study has been prepared on this subject" of the "effects of foreign devaluations
on the U.S. balance of payments and the U.S. balance of trade."

No denunciation of the above bureaucratic stupidity/negligence can possibly be
too strong.

ConclUsion: U.S. nonrealism In, (1) the official U.S. arithmetic of U.S. foreign
trade (this is not' payments) and in (2) the manipulated "values" of non-U.S.
currencies vis-A-vis our U.S. dollar has made U.S. foreign trade policies catas-
trophically harmful to both -the U.S. socloeconomy and to. the socloeconomies of
the other 139 nations on our planet.

HoW? By generating synthetic "comparatlye advantages" which drive a nation's
industries into wrong areas of production for generations.

(This subject Is better discussed with trade experts in the fifteefi-sixteenths of
our planet's peoples outside our country than with their counterparts' inside the
United States, only one-sixteenth of our planet's peoples.)

Addendum of incredible oddities applicable because all are true, to assertions
in the above "paper."

The de'aluation'of the U.S. dollar in 1934 made-
Our joods and services cost foreigners 40 percent less.
Our purchases of foreign goods and services cost us 69 percent more.,

When Canada devalued (May 2, 1962), a U.S. broker supplied a list of seven
Canadian industries which Would beneft--ne being International Nickel-
and, contrariwise, (a) the mayor of a Connecticut town wrote to me about the
harm done industry in his oommuity, (b) GM and Mead Johnson suffered, etc., etc.

Devaluation equates technical know-how I In onb of its publications available
hi both our language and Spanish, the International Monetary Fund reports that
the British pound was devalued to equate $2.80 simply because, at'its previous
"value" Of $4.03,' the British could not meet U.S; competition in third countries!

Noa-The British'are fond ofi and adept at, the strategTy of devaluation, and
are now, the press of November 15, 1967,' reports, probably "'forced" to devalue.
their pound again. The British pound has equated: $&23, $4.87, $4.03, $2.80 (the
current rate), and only $2.48 if Britain's II-percent surcharge on imports (of
October 1964, and since rescinded) Is computed as one nmore devaluation' of it..
Make your own appraisals of what happened in world trade.

There were 26 devaluations in 1966, i.e., durin* the Kennedy round in Geneva,
yet I am informed by a staff inember of the President's Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations that "* * *devaluations were not up for consideration,"



which is as fantastic as saying that the designs of a transatlantic liner ignore
the water !

In its press release of October 12, 1967, the Embamisy of Finland reports the
devaluation of Its markka, making imports cost Finnish purchasers 31.25 Percent
more, but making Finnish goods and services (tourism) cost foreign purchasers
of them 23.81 percent less.

On pages 65-70 of its "General Summary" (undated; I received it August 25,
1967) the office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations reports on
the Kennedy found negotiations with Finland-but the devaluation of the
markka, taking place after those negotiations, has completely vitiated their
Impacts upon the socloeconomles of both the United States and Finland!

Uruguay devalued, again, on November 6, 1967. Devaluations are currently
normal world trade strategy.

Etc.; etc.-That U.S. experts on International' trade Ignore devaluations reflects
on them adVersely to the fith degree.

The import/export impacts of the Finnish markka's devaluation, in F-, arc
official, I.e., the 81.25*percent more and the 2381 percent less. As given In F-i,
the c6rrespondlng figures for the U.S. dollar's devaluation (in 1934) are 69 per-
cent more and 40percent less, according tb authorities.

It is Incredible that no U.S. agency will compute-and publisfi-the correspond-
Ing percentages for the 101 d onst a or for any. of them, -from.
United Kingdom's repeat valuations of its pouna say, Italy's devaluation
of its lira. (The U.. la r once brought 5' lira;, tod it buys 0251 lira!)

'Any nathematiel can make the required computation '.but they should
be made, and u shed officially by th thorlties in the .8. Government
(Treasury, Fede I Reserve, etc., etc.) t hey may be q ted. It would
be of great he if Senate F n co d insist n these de luatlon per-
centages.

Because o the fapt t U.S. iveaw s an .8. subsidized e irtN are
tabulated a comee al, exports I t i afor e United tatee to
(1) "'1 1"trside e i gure, rely by, giving mn wheat
to Indla. C., etc. ; (2) meaning r, e defi ts a easily eli mated,
merely by sing'U.S. ta:Xpayers' o U.S.'ex rts"!

Ecogyl of our Nation's Capit tal a commercial center,like- Pit -u , n, do ri 1is yo, Am terdan, et ., etc.,U.ik. 'PiturghdB go ~ r.Iarls, . ko mpedm t

U.S. office I trade go a 1 eo r yars, with .. In-
dustries, xperiencn as t el h rmful o helpful im cts of"
imports. his "educ tioIs standard the foreign negotlato !-but"
not for t U.S. bu aucrats o cont t th entel foreigners trade

llegotiatno
All, our lanes 1 Ions, n od ng popular ons, requ more

Jobs. There are only wo ways by any natio ca generate its jobs.
viz: its Inte al commerce and'it rel trade It is n In "$tyl to stress
tbe latter rat er than the f er, but th s solu on not be- fin *since our
planet, as a w le, has to self-sufficlen Itca 'no export t6 o poi-t from
other planets.'

shin$o, D.0.

(Submitted on behalf of the al Footwear facturers Association andits -affiliate,!-the New nwvear Aksocitton )

OLwMM SHANNrON,& Rui.
LWashington, D.O., June 27, 1698.

TOM,'VAftl' "

Chief, Ounsel, Committee ,on Pinanc,
New Senate OffIce Building, -Washiplton, D.O.

D1A Mn. VArL: The'National , F6t6*ear Manufacturers Association and'its
'affiliate, the+New England Potw~tr Associatiofi,thereby submit for the record
their ofifiets' on' the, International Antidumping Code. 4These associations
represent over 90 pIrcent -6f'the, footwear production of the United States. •

With shipments Of fdotwevf increasing ftom Iron curtain -countries and likely
to icrase In'the future, the' industry hasp become-increasihgly concerned over

4 Meaning, In reverse that an Italian must now assemble 625 lira- todb'Vy, 1 w6rth of
ti.S. goods and services. He can't do It I
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dumping of footwear In the United States at less than home-market price.
State-controlled enterprises that manufacture footwear In these countries may
establish prices for exported footwear which have no relation to cost but simply
reflect the country's demand for dollars at that moment.

Over the past few years complaints have been filed by the Association on
imports of footwear from Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Rumania. In all three
cases, Customs found the shoes were being sold at less than fair value, the home-
market price as described in the Antidumping Act of 1921. In the Czechoslovakian
case the Tariff Commission found no injury to domestic industry. In the Polish
and Rumanian cases the importers assured Customs that there would be no
further sales at less than fair value, and the matter was not referred to the
Tariff Commission. All of these actions were unsatisfactory.

Now it appears that on July 1, 1968 the largely ineffective Antidumping Act of
1921 will be further emasculated by the International Antidumping Code. This
Code, negotiated by the Executive Branch despite widespread doubts as to its
authority to do so, is in several respects contrary to our own law. For example:

(1) The Code requires that evidence of injury be considered both in the
decision of whether or not to initiate an investigation and before the Im-
position of provisional measures. This directly conflicts with the 1954 amend-
ment to the Antidumping Act of 1921, under which the Tariff Commission
possesses sole Jurisdiction over consideration of injury, which jurisdiction
is to be exercised only after the Treasury has withheld appraisement and
has made a final determination as to sales at less than fair value.

(2) The Code precludes relief unless dumped imports are the principal
cause of material injury. The 1921 Act requires only that a domestic industry
"injured" by reason of dumped imports.

(3) The Code narrowly defines the circumstances under which a regional
concept of "industry" may be employed. The 1921 Act contains no such
limitations.

In view of these conflicts and the lack of authority in the Executive Branch
to legislate in the area of foreign trade, we urge the adoption of Senate Concurrent
Resolution 38 under which the effective date of the Code would be postponed
pending full review and proper implementation by Congress.Sincerely,

THOMAS F. SHANNON.

(Submitted on behalf of tanners' Council of America ]

COLLIER, SHANNON & RILL,
Washington., D.C., June 27, 1968.

Tom VAU,
CMel Counsel, Committee on Finance,
Neo Senate 01ce Building, Washington, D.C.
.DEAR M. VAIL: The International Antidumping Code is scheduled to become

effective on July 1, 1968. On behalf of the Tanners' Council of America, the
national trade association of the leather industry, may I respectfully request
that the Senate Finance Committee take whatever steps may be necessary to
postpone the Code's implementation.

Significant areas of conflict between the Code and the United States Anti-
dumping Act of 1921 are pointed out In the Tariff omission's recent report
to your committee. Of particular interest is the Conimdsion majority's state-
ment that the regional industry concept under the Code is so narrowly defined
that "four out of five determinations by the Tariff Commission might not have
been made had the Code been in effect .... "

Also of interest are some of the effects of the recent Treasury regulations
which Implement the Code. Under these regulations the Treasury Department
would take back a portion of the injury determination in dumping cases, in spite
of the fact that by the Customs Simplification Act of 1954 Congress withdrew
the injury function from the Treasury. and placed it solely with the Tariff Com-
mission. The regulations would also limit the withholding of appraisement to
a period clearly not anticipated by the drafters of the 1021 Act.

Senate Concurrent Resolution 38 would prevent implementation of the Code
without prior consideration and approval by Congress. We urge the immediate,
favorable report of this Resolution.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM ]F. MARS.
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[Submitted on behalf of the Bicycle Manufacturers Assoctation)

COLLIER, SHANNON & RILL4
WashIngton, D.C., June 27, 1968.

IOM IAIL,
Chief Cotinec, Voinuiittee on& Finance,
New Scnatc Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. VAIL: I submit the following comments on the International Anti-
dumping Code as counsel for the Bicycle Manufacturers Association. BMA is a
non-profit trade association having offices at 122 East 42nd Street, New York,
New York. Its members account for more than 95 percent of the bicycles produced
in the United States.

The concern of BMA with U.S. antidumping law and practice Is long standing
and of great interest to its members. The Association now strongly protests the
fact that recent attempts by the Executive Branch to legislate in an area clearly
reserved to Congress will be successful if the International Antlddhijii ng" Code
is permitted to go-into effect on July 1, 1968.

The implementation of this Code without Congressional approval will con-
stitute a dangerous precedent of usurpation of Congressional authority by the
Executive Branch. Equally significant, it will weaken the Antidumping Act of
1921 to a degree where dumping relief for domestic industry will be vitrually
unobtainable.

BMA urges the Committee to thoroughly review the report of the Tariff Com-
mission, which sets out in full all areas of conflict between the Code and the
1021 Act. The Association also recommends the Immediate favorable report of
Senate Concurrent Resolution 38.

Sincerely,
THOMAH F. SHANNON.

(Submitted on behalf of the TIool and Stainless Steel Industry Committeel

COLLIER, SHANNON & RILL,
Wa8hington, D.C., June 27, 1968.

ToM VAIL,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance,
Now Senate 0"lto Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. VAIL: I submit this letter as counsel for the Tool and Stainless Steel
Industry Committee, which is an association of seventeen specialty steel pro-
ducers, all having a particular Interest In the area of international trade. This
Committee strongly urges that steps be taken to prevent the International Anti-
dumping Code from becoming effective on July 1, 1968.

In 1966 the Senate Finance Committee report on Senate Concurrent Resolution
100 stated that dumping "concerns unfair trade practices in a domestic economy
and it Is difficult for us to understand why Congress should be bypassed at the
crucial polieymaking stages, and permitted to participate only after policy has
been frozen in an international agreement." The Resolution 100 was then over-
whelmingly passed by the Senate.

Notwithstanding this clear warning the Administration negotiated a Code
which in many respects directly conflicts with our domestic dumping law as set
forth In the Antidumping Act of 1921. As pointed out by a majority of the Tariff
Commission in its recent report to the Senate Finance Committee, the Code (1)
contains a more stringent test of inquiry than the Act by requiring that dumped
imports be demonstrably the prirwipal cause of material Injury; (2) so narrowly
defines "industry" as to preclude, in the Commission's words, four out of five
of the Commission's existing affirmative determinations, and (3) makes considera-
tion of evidence of injury a condition to the successful filing of a complaint and
the withholding of appraisement, notwithstanding the fact that sole jurisdiction
over injury consideration was transferred to the Tariff Commission in 1954. Any
one of these new proviso's would'inake domestic industries already difficult tWsk
of securing dumping relief a virtual impossibility.

For this reason the Committee wholeheartedly endorses Senate Concurrent
Resolution 38 introduced by Senator Hartke, and House Concurrent Resolution
447.

Sincerely,
R. H. S. F RECH.
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AM IVW~tAN I MI'OImTIttt ASHOOIATION, INC.,
,1011. 1,8 . Ho ork, N.Y., ,IIIi(' 36, + ,!16 .

.N,11 111eilt. II, [ loO,

II H,1 0AT1i 1rA)N Ill re[tmponmv tilt, Invitinlh I Mhe pIe s relt'ase you
Issued June 21, we an ubnlt for tile consleralion of your ('ommli(evi our vlews
ol it Internfitlltat Antidumping ('odh, signed tit (hneviia on ,Itlm :10, 11)617. We
reslectfully request tlat this statement ie mode It part of tihe record of lte
piiblle hearing wllteh your Commutittee will hold oil .Jine 2T, 1144.

We agree with tile Aimitistration, Senator Javits, and niutiOrlleo tit ind Out
of the (OVernmeni thai tilit, ulted Stlles mlay Implement 11118 code without
enalilng legislation.

As an ImporterA orglltitntion, we know at 1irst liivil how tile provisions of tilt,
Atildutpigig Actt ire Alplied lit iraIillee. Our long experlene Ii ilit l mpolilg in1
living with tie Alnltidumping Act eonvineeas in that tlt' provision plrohibhilting
foreign sellers front lhippillg goods to tie United Stales at prices wieh ore
lower than tile prices eliorged ili tilt, honte market, and tlit, provilon reqtllrling
im1pqomitioll of It llltfllitlg tl11ty wheel this lractie results Ili till Injtury to tilt,
Amerleau industry are sound and itleqlale.
We belleve that the ('ode loes llnt alter. alenl, or i any way Impair these

basi, rt tilremtents. Neither does the Code make tiny ehi11gt'5 In lilt, titles which
tit) Antidulpinig Act isslgils to tile Treasury departmentt illd to flit, T1riff
Conllslslon. Treasury must continue to deltrllnile wiletlier or lot llulrtett
goods are so1l to the 1nite61 States it "less lhn fair valtte," atnd lh, Tariff
ConmnulRson will continue to ninikt, findings regarling Injury.
The ]3ulreall oif (u1stols has lrendy ironmilgltell llmendiied regutlations under

lilt' Antlhlllllp Act whih conform with-the ('ode. Here, too, we firmly believe
tlat the nmendtd reguinttoll, whicll will lie aipilled ol ind ifter .lily 1, 11l,4,
tire lit aIclordauet with the siilrit of tit% Act. Tlit', most Ilpilortalut almenllmelIts
merely ntelernte tile i)roetlres leading to at Iarl Commission determinntmn
ItS to whether or not tlere is Injury to an Allierh'm Intlsry reqlilring Impost.
tioii of dttmpig little. 'Tlhese aeelerated lirrwetlures will beefil not Oltly lii.
liSrters, biut1 doinestte Iterests conplllihing of dtumpig.

lii idttlitlOl to living flthful to flilt, basic etllet p t of tlit% Antlthniullng At,l
tilt, Ctle will reqluIre other countrnies whieh accelit it to nuike their iintidnipit g
procedure conform willh our own Untied Stttes practitct'es ilK eilmodled in th
Antidumping Act and tile Regulations tinder It. Tilese ae mIor( elaborate itd
more precise hlnn any others lit existen'e, und, most iniltortnt, they are Ili-
liished i official documtents for sill to see anid study. Ti'his Is In contrast to tie
sltuntion existing in unny other countries which lave only vestighil 01' no pUli.
Ilshed slatutes or regulations ol dumping. This vgiileness allows other countries
to ppliy itflidttlnliig practiees in it capriclou, and willful manner. 1ltus, when
their interests silt them, such countries callt discriminate against Amerilnt
exports by alleging dtulliplhg. Rut whenit country otieetpts tilt, Codtle, It tiust
follow Its provisions, ind theni American exporters will know where they atntd
wilell allegntlons of dumping are i)rotgilt ngailst theiir goods. 'Iills wiil remove
another Ilon-tltrlff barrier against Ateriht ,'xiorts, atl finally lead to i hlr-
monilttilon of alltldumping laws atnd| p~rocedlres to the benefit of all trailing
nations, large and smtll.

We urge thlt the Senate Conmittee Oil Pilttee take 1o Ietoll wileil woulil
jePal'imi o thits very significant aielevenelt lit codifying this tlon-tarlft barrier
and (mi Illproving the rulem of InternatioaUl trade.

Sincerely,
GERALD O'RIKuN,

R'XrceTufiee Vie' Predent.

URmntp or JAMIC It. S1 ARP., ('oUNsmn, rOR InL~oF 11ANSSON, IN., NKw YoRK, N.Y.,
PAN PAOIFO 'INIAl CoRP., NEW YoiRm, N.Y., IOm sNoN E11XirRT.I10oRT ('oRe
AIMXANDRIA, VA. SUtM MARY

'the Interlnationtal l) tllug Codt Is largely dt'slgnld to bring tlii admiiinltri.
tive proedtres of other com1tl's 1in little with our own.
Those prettlltVm provide fMir a11i1 eqllItnlht lr4N'tlltre cmiforlmiig it) our Ad-

ministrative Procedures Act.
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'Pho dlfferenlem between the lnterinatioal Codle mit1d our law aro advanitngeous
mil provide no )asis1 for protrilcld argtlltacits betweti tho Jglslatlve ild

xeutive branclhes of tho (lovernitlvd. They make senime--tlhey houiIld be all-
provt'4 it that. i found itmetssary or he allowed to ie 1i1t lille effet by the
Ixeillive. lejectlo of the ('otth will ild to Ilcrvased dtficulties for our ex-
iorlers lin foreign markets.

'ihe bills iklilll)g before tis (Oilllillittie Would frell( y.0 t ilt% hlliis of those
titargt with iltulstrltlo of the Althtlldumplg laws. The intllllstrator's
ability to filnd equitlablh soluioms would hbe replahed by rigid rtles requlirl to
hI liepplile whether or not they made sense.

Tho proloost,4i Itiiendlnents tire not titcssniry anul Shoulh lie rejeted.

HTATEM KNT

I am James It. liharp, ittlorney for several 1l.H. wti nles who for somiie years
INst. have linlrted substantial Eilltltl's of hirdboard. llardboanrd Is it wood
proditut i111(e of hImplodel or ground uI) wood, the fibers of which nre thlereby
Iorn aioart id put baek together by wet mutlllg and pressing, iardboard Is
1,A,'u largely i I lhe builldig and furniture busltess. The ouliatIles I repre-
Sent here nt: Elof lhaussoln, lite., New York, N.Y. ; Pant P(itlfle Traling Corp..

ew York, N.Y. and lRobi on l,'xlort-huiport Corp., of Alexandria, Vlrglila.
otne of our loal Washinfgton area vonlipilles.

On be-half of thes, clelnts I sulppor the IntermAtional jumpingg Code for.
intlated ili the course of li, Heiftnedy Rtound ntegothillonis aid I olppose the
hills IMlledig before tils Co)mmittei whlch w'oull amend flit, Antidumping Act
of 1921 in it very sush4tial mitiier. 'The porlincllml bills now peilding before
you arc 1M.IL $510 Introduced by Iteprescntath'e Ilerlong of l'orida, and M1.R.
111332 Introdtuced this Sesslon by representativee Haylor of I'cen lv'uutuin.

I havo lind considerable experience Il respect It) dullng matters hlavIilg
acted ias vountsel for ntumeroms American liimorters lit n broad sp1t~riii of dttlli-
Ilg a es over the past 1.1 years. I have also frequently counseled with Amerleau

nuftutrers with reslet to their cotlhints relative to dumping of forilgit
Irodiucts oil this market. jumpingg Is nit unfair trade practice. However, tle term
i1is beel loosely used to apply to all mrts of marketing praetlee--falr ones its
well as unfair ones. The concept of (lumpling is slelled out li our 1021 Act Im
the sale of goods lttprodute abroad to U.1. buyers it it lower fo.b, mill prle,
Ihall I ho price charged for the satne goods on ait f.o.b. mill basis for constumption
i the produeing country Involvi,].

There hiats beenl A lick of uniformity il the eliCejts of dumping Incorporated
Into ithe laws of the nnjor trading ntlions. The laws of some countries like
('anda have provided thnt. a uinere difference hi prihe for hole country aid
f,,r exlort consttutled dumplig, Under the laws of such nations It makes no dif-
feretce whether inllmort.s Injured or threatened Injury to their doll'estle pro-
ducers of like or slilllar goods, ntor is tile extent of coleWtitlon between lilt
foreign ant (lonestle goods ni IWile.

Tie laws of other countries, like those of Great Britain for Instance, have
pIrovldtd thnt a dumping order requiring additional duties would be entered

ittly If the sales for export were, lower thall Ihe slices for Ioilestle colulmptiol
Iit the exloortlng country, and it domestic industry lit the Imlorting country wam
Injured or wats likely to be Injured by such sales.

Ii tile reteit Keinledly Round the diverslty hit tho stxtules npphllca1b to d11u1p-
Ilg ipractlces In fhe 1 major tradlug itl illeld64 to the desirability of negotiating
it common codte providing uniformity Ili the rules to be applied iln delermining
whel t1dupling Iollaltles should toe applied. Of additional lulmortance was the
filt thalt In the Un1lted states we have develoedll a1 sytelli of administrative
pmetiho before atgencles of the (lovertimnett which provIdes fair and eq(table
investIgatIons, olen hearlns tll(d the adoption of orders under the dumping
statute only tter all interestel parties had btee given lnt adequate hearing ol
tho fact06 aid legal iles Involed. lin other countries tile clumping proceed-
ligs have historically been onduItedt l|it e c Iri with neither the acitused or the
tctevvrl beilg provided thei opportunltiy of hearing th other side of the story
or knowhig the factors taken lito ,omsdlei'atioro by the adninlatrntor of the
dumping law hi arriving lit it proix)sed deelsiot,

It ihe Kennedy Holld, it great colncessiol wias obtained by our negotiators,
ia collceiol which 'Involvtd tho reqillrenient that other countries conform to
mI' oflvi aIttr'il ifq 1idiu Iitrallroeeiii't' In other words, we obtained it
'ouvessilonl which will require aill those mtllo I4 who accept the International

0- 120 0-44-12
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Dumping Code before entering a dumping order, to hold an open, fair and square
hearing in which all parties concerned may express themselves openly and
frankly with the knowledge of their adversaries so that the facts can be clearly
laid before the administrators of the law before their decision is made.

This concession by other nations Is bound to be of great advantage to the
United States. In some areas, particularly in the area of agricultural products,
we have maintained a two-price policy-selling our agricultural products abroad
for less than they would draw In the domestic market. This Is dumping under
the standards generally accepted by our country and dumping In the concept of
that word as used In the laws or regulations of other countries If the sales should
result in Injury or the likelihood of Injury to the country to which the goods are
shipped.

While I don't know too much about U.S. products as to which dumping pro-
ceedings have been instituted by foreign countries, I do know that dumping pro-
cedlngs have been instituted In the United States with respect to a large variety
of commodities. They have involved everything from cold rolled sheets of steel
to cement, cellophane, bicycles, fertilizer, vital wheat gluten, chronic acid,
window glass, titanium dioxide, fig paste, plastic baby carriages, badminton
shuttles, 12-ounce canned luncheon meats, halibut steak and a host of other
products, including bubble chewing gum.

As most of you know, the complaints under the Antidumping Act were few
and far between from the period 1030 to 1944. During that period it was prac-
tically a dead issue. Since that date as competition between foreign producers
and U.S. producers increased, so has the volume of dumping complaints in the
U.S. increased. As a result, it became of utmost importance that In the Kennedy
Round our negotiators tackle this International problem and arrive, If possible,
at an agreed upon code for application of dumping dutles-a code which would
provide uniform rules for the instigation of dumping orders and, insofar as pos-
sible, uniform administrative procedures in line with our domestic procedures.
Obviously It is of importance that this country's exporters be treated with the
same fairness in dumping proceedings which may occur abroad as we find neces-
sary in dumping proceedings in our own country.

Based on our experience in this field I and my clients are satisfied that our
negotiators did a good Job in the Kennedy Round and therefore we support the
International Dumping Code agreed on in that Round. I am quite aware of the
fact that it has been charged by a substantial number of members of this Con-
gress and by representatives of a number of Industries In the United States that
our negotiators agreed to matters which either go beyond, or are contrary to.
provisions of our 1921 Antidumping Act. A recent report of the U.S. Tariff
Commission rendered March 18, 1968, indicated that three of the five Commis-
sioners agreed with those Congressmen and Industries who believed that the Code
goes beyond our own statute and is not atogether interpretative but instead
requires a change In our law. Without taking a position on whether the majority
of the Commission was correct in that conclusion, I can only say to you that It
Is of the utmost Importance to our administrative procedures and to our inter-
national relations that this problem be solved by the Congress promptly and
definitively. There should be no uncertainty In the effectiveness of our laws or
our International agreements. Be it otherwise, our trading partners may well
shy away from conformance with the Code. Should this happen, our exporters
will be denied the procedural and substantive benefits which will flow from the
Code. If this Congress should renounce the Code or prevent the President from
putting It in effect, reciprocal action will undoubtedly occur and we will face an
International battle which would in the long run affect our exports in a much
larger measure than we might anticipate.

One of the major points involved Is whether an Injury Investigation should
be conducted at the same time as a fair value determination. Prior to 1055, the
Treasury Department conducted both of these Investigations and It conducted
them simultaneously. It was only after adoption of the 1955 amendments to
the Act that an Initial determination was required by the Treasury Department
on the fair value question, followed by a subsequent reference to the Tariff
Commission on the quey/ion of injury. May I ask what Is all the yelling about?
Isn't a simultaneous determination not only more efficient but more rapidly
determinative of the Issues involved, less ruinous If the determination is in the
negative, and more beneficial If the determination Is In the affirmative. Why
should the Congress fight over the question of whether our Executive Department
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exceeded its authority in the Kennedy Round by agreeing to more or less simul-
taneous inquiries Into the fair value and injury questions? This seems to be an
argument which has no merit. If the President's agreement makes sense we should
go along with It and if necessary enact legislation approving it. Enough of the
argument as to whether the Executive exceeded its authority. If what it did Is
good let's go along with it or, If necessary, bless It after the fact.

Frankly, in other ways it seems to me that the Members of Congress and the
industries who criticize the International Dumping Code, or who fall to propose
that our own statutes be conformed to that Code, if necessary, are standing
on principle rather than on practical considerations. Thus, some argue that our
Statute provides that a dumping price exists if exports are sold to the United
States at less than "fair valfe" whereas the Code provides that it is a dumping
price If they are sold at less than "normalvaliw." Our Anti-dumping Law contains
no definition of "fair value." The International Code defines normal value in
terms approximately equivalent to the definition of fair value as provided in the
regulations of the Treasury Department long since adopted. So why should an
argument prevail over this matter?

Similarly,'there has been considerable argument over the Injury test provided
in the International Dumping Code as distinguished from the Injury test in our
statute as it has been Interpreted by the Tariff Commission, which since 1955
makes the injury findings. In the International Code It Is provided that the sales
at less than normal vtlue must be "the principal cause of material Injury" but that
in making a determination as to "principal cause", the administrative body In-
volved must consider all other factor which are simultaneously adversely affect-
Ing the Industry Involved. Our statute simply provides that the Tariff Commission
must find that the U.S. industry is being or likely to be Injured "by reason" of the
imports of the sales at less than fair value. To my mind this is simply fiddledee
and fiddledum and not worth extended consideration and to say the least not a
protracted argument between the legislative and executive branches of the gov-
ernment over whether or not authority of the legislature has been usurped by the
executive. Over the 34 years during which it made injury findings, I don't be-
lieve the Treasury Department, or the Tariff Commission over the 14 years since,
has ever made an Injury finding unless it Involved material Injury. No adminis-
trative body in determining whether injury has been brought about by one factor
can blind itself to all the other factors which usually enter Into the problems which
an industry may face at any particular moment. Furthermore, why should we
prejudice Imports If they have not been a principal cause as distinguished from
a minor cause of the difficulties of a domestic Industry.

Article III of the International Code sets forth the factors which are to be
considered In evaluating the effect on an Industry of "dumped Imports." The
factors are, frankly, fair considerations which any administrative body should
consider and which I am confident both Treasury during its period of Injury find-
ings, and the Tariff Commission during its jurisdictional period, have considered.
But the Tariff Commission's majority and those who would emasculate the 1021
Act complain that the Act is silent as to how less than fair value Imports of an
industry should be evaluated in an Injury proceeding. What in the world Is wrong
with our country agreeing with other countries that our exporters will get fair
and square treatment In dumping proceedings Instituted abroad? What is wrong
with the Idea that reasonable factors should be considered by any administrative
body determining an Injury question In a dumping proceeding? I cannot see any
merit In this argument.

Similar arguments have been made with respect to the scope of the industry
which Is to be considered In dumping proceeding, i.e., whether it can be regional
or national. I think the International Code conforms with the scope of the In-
dustry "concept" which was adopted by the Tariff Commission in 1955 in the.first
injury finding it made. That one related to British soil pipe. The concept adopted
Is that If Injury or likelihood of Injury would result to the U.S. industries selling
iln a particular area as a result of sales in that area, It makes no difference that
the entire industry In the United States may not be seriously affeced-dumping
is dumping even If only a segment of the entire industry Is affected thereby, This
in my opinion Is precisely what the Code requires. So I don't go along with'the
argument that the Code goes beyond our presently enacted statute.
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STATEMENT OF TiIE Dow CREMIOAL CO., MIDLAND, MAIH.

INTRODUCTION

The Dow Chemical Company, whose home offices are in Midland, Michigan, is
a broad-based, global chemical company. Sales in 1007 were $1,383,000,000. The
product line includes hundreds of organic and inorganic chemicals, plastics, light
metals, agricultural products, animal and human health products, and consumer
products.

Dow, has production facilities in 17 states; and in addition, has 19 wholly or
partially owned production facilities li 17 countries outside the United States.
More than 10% of our U.S. production is being exported. On the other side of the
picture, many of our products meet competition from Imports into the domestic
market.

Dow is vitally interested In the antidumping question, It is certain that dump-
ing, if practiced on an extensive scale, will nullify much of the advantages that
can normally be expected front world trade. When the tariff reductions that were
negotiated in Geneva, during the Kennedy Round, are fully effective (1972), tariff
rates for most industrial products in the developed countries of the world will
be so low that dumping could become a completely destructive factor in world
trade.

Other restraints on world trade are also important. Certain practices, such as
export subsidies and political regulations, greatly affect the competitive posi-
tions of local producers in relation to foreign producers. Although the vital im-
portance of such practices cannot be neglected, this paper will address itself
only to the question of dumping, which is a complicated problem worthy of some
careful consideration. Any final decision concerning foreign trade will be of
minimal value in the absence of a strong antidumping regulation and enforce-
ment.

It is generally recognized that world trade has advantages for all. It assists
in allocating world resources and in bringing about their most efficient use.
Modern, fast transportation and communications have, in fact, created the
potential of a "one world", international marketplace. However, political regu-
lations of sovereign countries and tactics of shortsighted businessmen may
thwart or distort the world marketplace so much that competitive forces are
'prevented from serving their appropriate economic function. Noneconomic
restraints may prevent the most efficient from winning.

A prerequisite for competition to perform the desirable allocative function
is orderliness in the marketplace. A reasonable amount of stability permits
planning by producers-planning of plant capacity, raw-material sources, power
and other service facility. It also is needed to establish the relations between
supplier and customer, which communicates the customer's needs and the
supplier's economics.

In any marketplace where there are predatory sales practices, the market
is disrupted, excesses and imbalances develop, and false signals are given both
to producer and consumer. As a consequence, prices fluctuate widely, average
costs increase, and the consumer ultimately will pay a higher average price. In
some cases, predatory sales practices may be able to drive out established pro-
ducers, but in every case they will prevent the establishment of new local
production.

TRADE CLASSIFICATIONS

World trade may be classified in four categories with respect to competi-
tiveness:

1. Trade that is essentially monopolistic, based on patented products or
products newly developed and unavailable in other markets.

2. Shipments from parent company to foreign subsidiary are another type
of foreign trade where competition is restricted. In the past 8 or 10 years,
$3 to $4 billions' worth of American exports are reported by the Commerce,
Department to be of this type. The shipments consist primarily of Intermediates
and parts for further processing or assembly.

A different type of trade is what is called a co-manufacturer or co-producer
sale. From time to time there are instances where a producer of a giveni
product, usually due to temporary shortages or short-term imbalances in supply
and demand, will Import the same product from another producer.
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3. The bulk of world trade Is on the basis of normal competition, which
involves not only price competition but quality, service, design and other factors.
In any growing industrial country there will always be imbalances in supply
and demand, and shortages of particular products at a given time. As expansion
takes place, the capacity for a given product Is likely to be out of balance with
the consuming plants.

This is particilarly relevant in the chemical industry where new plants
are designed for a size to give low-cost production rather than on the require-
ments for Immediate sales. These imbalances lead to short-term demands which
often are supplied from excess capacity in other countries.

4. And finally, there are examples of foreign trade which can be labeled
"dumping". This occurs when a producer with excess capacity is willing to sell
his product overseas at prices below his home price, on the theory that the Incre-
mental cost of the additional product that is obtained by running the plant at
capacity is low; therefore, If he can sell overseas, even at low prices, without
disturbing his domestic price, he is making a good incremental return on the
foreign sale. Such sales are not destructive competition where the product is
sold into a nonproducing country. In such instance, the result may even be con-
sidered beneficial in the unlikely event that the country has no desire to develop
national prodfction.

Dumping becomes a matter of real concern when there Is national production
of the product or desire to Initiate production and the foreign producer offers his
product at a lower price to the customer than is available from the nationalpro-
ducer or would be available from such a potential producer. It becomes especially
destructive whenever the political regulations are strong enough to prevent any
retaliatory importation Into a producer's home market. In such instances, the
home-market price may be artificially held at a high level to enable the excess
production to be dumped at destructively low prices In overseas markets. Obvi-
ously, dumping is a practice which can be profitable only If one or a few firms
can engage in it or if the firms In one country can dump in foreign markets but
prevent dumping from foreign producers in their own market.
Dumping practices disrupt markets and, in the end, are disadvantageous to

consumer as well as to producer. For this reason, most Industrial nations have
procedures designed to prevent the practice of dumping. The GA'TT charter, In
Article 4, recognizes the disruptive influence of dumping and proposes duty
penalties to prevent It.

The first step is to develop a definition of "dumping" that matches the realities
of the business world. This then needs to be applied objectively by all trading
partners so as to eliminate the evils of dumping, but at the same time not thwart
international trade and'competition.

The negotiation hi Geneva, authorized by the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,
sought across-the-board tariff reductions of 50% on a reciprocal basis. When the
United States has completed the cuts (1972), most tariff levels will be so low
that they will offer little impediment to trade. In fact, they may invite practices
of dumping, because the tariff levels that will remain will add little to the
border-crossing charges.

Based on 6ur experience with competition from imported chemicals and with
extensive experience in export of chemicals frow the United States, we believe
that International trade will grow on a sound basis In proportion as dumping
practices can be miniitzed. To this end, ' it would be desirable to harmonize and
make uniform the language and practices relative to antidumping. A fair system
Is needed that takes into account the legitimate Interests of both the developed
and the underdeveloped countries.

We concur In the basic concept embodied not only in the U.S. antidumplng law,
but also In Article 4 of GATT . namely, that there ought to be a dual criteria as
a basis for any dumping penalties: (1) that there be, In fact, sales below fair-
market value: and (2) that there be injury to producers in the market of Import.

Definitions and interpretations have varied widely from country to country.
In the recent GATT session, an attempt was made to harmonize antidumping
procedures. Unfortunately, the result weakened, not strengthened, ourantidump.
Ing defenses. We should take leadership In developingnd pressing for greatly Im-
proved antiduMping provisalns.



A DEFINITION ON "FAIR MARKET VALUEi"

There are wide variations in the definition which different countries use for
the term "fair market value" or "normal value" as stated in Article 4 of GATT.
If dumping is to be minimized, without at the same time injuring normal inter-
national trade and competition, careful attention must be given to t'e defintion
of fair market value.

This problem is especially difficult in the chemical industry, where a product
may be sold into a variety of different uses under different conditons of sale.
Our experience leads us to believe that the following statements represent im-
portant criteria in defining fair market value:

1. That It should represent a price at which the product is freely offered
by national producers in their home market;

2. That the price should be for normal wholesale quantities, unless the import
Is similar to a level of trade in the product for which there is special pricing and
condition of sale in the home market ("condition of sale" here referring to
end use, grade, type of shipment, duration and volume of the commitment, etc.) ;

8. That the price be taken as F.A.S. (free alongside) or F.O.B. ship's rail
(depending on whether packaged or bulk cargo) at the time and place of ship-
ment or at the nearest port; and

4. That calculations of currency exchange rates used in any antidumping
case be the actual involved in trade transactions where it is different from
official rates.

INJURY TEST

The diversity in the definition and treatment of the question of "injury" is
even greater than that of fair value. In the United States and Germany, the test
is so restrictive that injury is seldom found. In an 11-year period (1955-65),
out of 345 U.S. dumping cases only 10 showed injury; of this, only 2 were chemi-
cals. By contrast, some countries-notably Commonwealth countries--may claim
injury even if the import is sold at or even above their domestic price.

The present U.S. approach to determining injury gives important weight to
the corporate or industry level of profits. The presumption appears to be that
if a company and/or an industry are making profits equal to or better than the
national average, it is therefore not disadvantaged by any dumping that might
have occurred. This approach avoids dealing with the specific injury which it
the basis for the complaint. It is especially unfair in the modern business world
where the business of so many companies Is highly diversified. The inappropriate-
ness of profit as a criterion is discussed in the attached appendix.

Clearly, a standardization of the Injury test is needed. The United States should
propose, through GATT, criteria that will make the test more specific and less
Judgmental. We believe that a suitable definition should include the following
criteria :

1. An antidumping statute should recognize no injury for products that are
noncompetitive. For this, the U.S. criteria of "like and similar" in defining com-
petitive products seems to be a good one.

2. There should be a presumption of no injury where import sales are not below
the prevailing price in the country of importation.

3. There should be the presumption of injury if domestic production equals
10% or more of demand and the import is being sold below fair value and below
the price in the country of import. This is the test that was so effective in
preventing a destructive type of competition in Canada.

4. Each product or product line be considered an industry in and of itself.
An injury test that looks to averages for an industry, or multiproduct company
therein, is meaningless. Actual losses in a particular product or narrow product
line may be concealed by profits from patented or other products. This product
concept is vital in the chemical industry because so many products are tied
together as co-products and by-products.

5. Experience has also shown that in a large, diversified country like the
United States, regional considerations may be important. A major segment of
a market may be demoralized by dumping in regional areas without completely
disrupting the rest of the market. Accordingly, the definition rt "industry" should
include a provision for regional injury.

0. Special consideration should be given to the co-producer transactions. In
many instances, co-producer sales will be made at a special price. Since the
co-producer buyer is not interested in destroying his own price structure, and
in any case he himself makes the market, such a sale, even though technically
dmnping, "Will not tend to injure the m-arket of the country of destination.
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PROdEDURES

It Is well recognized that the rules of procedure and the way In which they
are applied can greatly influence the effectiveness of an antidunping law.
Recognizing that this is a highly technical field and not wishing to recommend
specifics, we nevertheless urge that any common procedures incorporate these
principles.

(1) a chance for Interested parties to be heard;
(2) prompt disposition of the case;
(3) safeguards for confidentiality of data; and
(4) a requirement that complainant and defendant supply necessary

data promptly. (Failure of the former to comply withln a specified time
would dismiss the case, and of the latter would automatically constitute a
finding of dumping.)

In the matter of procedures, It Is Important that the findings be prompt and
not delayed, and that they be as specific as possible with a mininmm of Judgmental
leeway. Only If both the regulations and procedures are specific and clear can
either the exporter or domestic industry Judge whet Is dumping and what Is
not.

Respectifully submitted.
THE Dow CHEMICAL CO.,

[SEAL] . B. BRANCH.
ERecutve Voe President.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a notary public, this 27th day of June 1968.
(SEAL) KATHLEEN WILLIAMS,

Notary Public, Midland County, Mich.
My commission expires Mar. 29,1971.

AppendIr

The accounting procedure for calculating and reporting profits conceals more
than it reveals about the nature and source of profits. In a free-market society,
"hoped-for" profits are the Incentive for Innovation and "realized" profits are
the reward for it.

In reality, business profit as normally reported consists of three separate
items and each Is a payment or a wage, if you will, for a certain service. These
three Items are:

(1) Interest on capital]
(2) Risk insurance
(3) Wages for inovatlon--entrepreneurship

As normally reported, the profit figure Includes the equivalent of Interest on
the Invested capital. In stock companies this is actually paid as "dividends",
but it is really payment for the use of the capital. Since there are risks In
doing business, the Investment may be lost If the business should fall. Accord-
Ingly, Investors in business enterprise require somewhat larger returns than
they could gct in the form of Interest-let's say from government bonds. The
profit figure also includes, then, an Insurance oat to cover this risk factor.

These first two are easily understood. The third-wages for entrepreneur-
ship-is a little more Involved but is of special Importance because it Is the
catalyst that stimulates economic growth and so it merits careful analysis.
To fully understand Its meaning and role, we shall need to review some funda-
mentals.

Man Is, by nature, purposeful and directs his energy toward satisfying his
needs and wants. In addition to the physiological needs to ststain life, man Is
constantly building for himself mental images of things that he would like to
have. These Ideas become goals or objectives that he tries to satisfy. Since man's
ability to conceive new desires is limitless, and since available resources tre
limited, he must economize his time and effort if he is to enlarge his satisfactions.
Entrepreneurship is the economizing function. The entrepreneur performs this
function by thinking up and applying ways to increase efficiency.
Entreprcncutr's Contribution

It Is normal to think of a manufacturing firm as having three key functions:
production, sales, and finance.

Fundamental consideration shows that a fourth essential function Is involved.
A firm can't even get started until It has an objective-an Idea toward which
the resources are organized. It is the function of the entrepreneur to select
the best Ideas'and maximize efficiency in applying them.
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Uselul Idea
In seeking good Ideas, the entrepreneur notes that man prefers to satisfy

his wants with the least humall effort and that there Is such a thing as "human
inertla"-that we all resist change. Accordingly, the entrepreneur seeks and
applies ideas that improve efficiency enough to Induce human change. An Idea
Is a good one only if It Is a better way to satisfy some human need. A new
product, a new service, or a cheaper way to furnish an old product or service,
Is what Is sought.

The Increase in economic efficiency Is the driving force that overcomes the
consumer's inertia to change and causes him to.buy the new product. The Saving
in human energy that new product or process yields Is shared by the customer and
the supplier. It Is by offering the consumer a better bargain that a supplier earns
that part of the profit that we have indicated as "entrepreneurial wage." The
greater the improvement In efficiency, the larger this part of the profit may be.
This Is the reward that society (the customer) is willing to pay for an Increase
In overall efficiency in the satisfaction of his wants and needs. This portion of
what is normally called "profit" disappears as soon as the new technology has
become widely applied or a newer and still better product has become avlaillable.

If a company Is Innovating and serving the customer with better products
and/or lower costs, It can earn a better-than-average profit. The company that Is
not Innovating will show a profit about equal to interest rates. The following
table shows the profit for manufacturing corporations in the United States for a
10-year period. It also shows the average Interest rate on good corporate bonds.

10-year
average,
1957-6 6

(percent)
Profit as a percent of sales ----------------------------------- 14 92
Profit as a percent on capital --------------------------------- 1638
Average interest rate on corporate bonds: Aaa and Baa -------------- 4. 67
Payment for risk Insurance plus the wages for entrepreneurship: Income

on equity capital less Interest rate on bonds ---------------------- 1.71
I Quarterly Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporations (Federal Trade Commls.sion .
'Federal Reserve Bulletin.

This shows that, on the average during a period of rapid growth, the "wages
of efficiency" that corporations earned by their innovative efforts represented
olny 1%q% on capital Invested. If, through dumping, prices or market position are
eroded, It need affect the average profit only very little to cut deeply into the
wages of efficiency.

T[he chemical industry has been a leader In Innovative changes. This is not sur-
prising, since It spends a higher percent of sales Income on research than most
other Industries. It is, therefore, only natural that the chemical Industry generally
shows a higher rate of profit than the average for Industry. If a profit criterion
Is applied as an Injury test In the chemical Industry, no Injury would ever be
found until profits had eroded to the point that research would be cut back and
innovation stinted. Thus, criteria for dumping Injury, other than loss of profits,
are required If a healthy, growing, innovative chemical Industry In the United
States Is to be maintained.

The genius of the free-market system Is that It offers the possibillty of large
entrepreneurial rewards for very important and rapid Innovation, while at the
game time the customer gets his vants satisfied with less money (less human
effort). To6 assume that a firm that is making average or better-than-average
profits, even on a product that Is affected by dumping, has not been injured by
dumping Is to confuse t%o separate factors. It we want to continue to have In-
novative Industry in the U.S., we must prevent dumping from eroding the Incen-
tive for Innov'ation. A better and more rational approach t6 the question of Injury
from dumping needs to be applied.
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TIIE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE TREASURY,
Wa8hington, D.C., July 3, 1968.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
chairmann , Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Lo.xo: At the hearings before your Committee on Thursday,
June 27, 1968, on the International Antidumping Code, you requested a statistical
breakdown of dumping cases that the Treasury Department handled on a de
minlmis basis and those handled on a price revision basis during the period
January 1, 1955, through December 31, 1967.

In response to that request, I am pleased to submit the enclosed table giving
the statistical breakdown you requested and a statement explaining the
Treasury's practice in this type of case. You will note the table lists 101 cases
instead of the 89 referred to at the hearings.

I respectfully request that the table and the explanatory statement be included
together as part of the record of the June 27 hearings.

Sincerely yours;
FRED B. SMITH,

General Counsel.

EXPLANATION OF TREASURY PRACTICE IN CLOSING OUT "DUMPING" CASES WHEN
THERE HAS BEEN PRICE REVISION

The question has been raised as to what right Treasury has to close out cases
without reference to the Tariff Commission when there has been price revision
(or-which accomplishes the same result-an end put to exports). Oritics of this
procedure have urged that any case Involving exports to the United States at less
than home price should be considered from the standpoint of injury, and, If
Injury Is found, a dumping finding should be made.

The theory justifying the closing out of dumping cases after price revision Is
that the complainant has obtained the relief he was after-he wanted to stop
dumping and the dumping has been stopped. However, Treasury has np require-
ment that a case lie closed on price revision. Nor does the International Code,
which merely states In Article 7(a) that antidumping proceedings "may" be
terminated on price revision. A substantial number of price revision cases have
been sent to the Tariff Commission, of which the following are examples.

Canadian cement, 24 Fed. Reg. 10267 (1960)
French rayon staple fiber, 24 Fed. Reg. 10092 (19059)
French rayon staple fiber, 26 Fed. Reg. 4428 (1961)
Belgian rayon staple fiber, 20 Fed. Reg. 4477 (1961)
Canadian nephellne syenite, 25 Fed. Reg. 8394 (1960)
Canadian nepheline syenite, 26 Fed. Reg. 956 (1961)
Canadian Peat moss, 29 Fed. Reg. 4843 (1964)
Dominiclan cement, 27 Fed. Reg. 3872 (1962)
Canadian vital wheat gluten, 29 Fed. Reg. 5921 (1964)
Japanese white portland cement, 29 Fed. Reg. 9636 (1964)
Japanese titanium dioxide, 31 Fed. Reg. 7495 (1966)

As a rule it can be said that Treasury would be willing to send any price
revision case to the Tariff Commission if the complainant so desires. But the
fact is that in practically every case which has so far been closed out on a
price revision basis, this was done with the complainant's consent, either ex-
pressed or implied.

Treasury's practice It closing out cases when there has been price re-
vision was encouraged by the Tariff Commission decision in the first French
rayon staple fiber case, 24 Fed. Reg. 10092 (1959) in which it was stated
after noting the price revision, and the complainant's lack of interest In pur-
suing the case, "The Conmis on is of the view that a case of this kind should
not be presented to the Tariff Commission for determination of injury." In
due course, as a result of this statement, Treasury began to decrease the
number of price revision cases referred to the Commlsslon and increase the
number closed out without such reference.
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In the French rayon staple fiber case the Commission adopted as its view
a statement that "the Antldumplng Act was intended to be preventive rather
than punitive." Such a view Is consistent with the Report of the Secretary
of the Treasury to the Congress on the Operation and Effectiveness of the
Antidumping Act dated February 1, 1957, which formed the basis for the
1958 amendments to the Antidumping Act (see pages 10, 17, Hearings before
the House Committee on Ways and Means on Amendments to the Antidumping
Act, July 29, 1957). It Is consistent also with testimony of Treasury Assistant
Secretary- Kendall during the presentation of the legislation which was passed
In 1958 (Hearings as above, pp. 43, 44). In Czech Leather Work Shoes, 31
Fed. Reg. 10900 (1900), the Tariff Commission. stated that sales at less than
fair value are "not made unlawful by the Antidumping Act. They are sub.
Ject to additional duty if they are found to be injurious by the Tariff Com-
mission." Further Commission decisions note that dumped Imports are not
ipso facto injurous (German Rayon Staple Fiber, 26 Fed. Reg. 0537 (1961)).
They are not malum in se (French Titanium Dioxide 28 Fed. Reg. 10467
(1963)), nor do they Involve even a presumption of injury (Japanese White
Portland Cement, 29 Fed. Reg. 9636 (1964)).

With this background in mind, It can be seen that there Is a real difference
between the civil Antidumping Act on the one hand, and criminal laws such
as the 1916 Antidumping Law or the Anti-Trust Law, on the other, With a
criminal law It might be questionable to allow dismissal once the complainant
withdrew his charge, although with our crowded courts some cases are thus
"nol. pros'd". But .under the Antidumping Act withdrawal of the complaint
after price revision should ordinarily justify closing the case forthwith rather
than sending it to the already overburdened Tariff Commission.

Indeed there Is serious doubt as to what if any advantage would accrue from
sending these cases to the Commission in -the interest of tougher enforcement of
the law. Once the Importer is on notice that appraisement has been withheld, the
natural tendency Is to cut down on Imports which can subjedt him to dumping
duties. Consequently the amount of the duties, if there is a determination of
Injury and a finding of dumping, can be minimal or nronexistent, and the dumping
investigation prolonged to no useful purpose.

It is perhaps fair to criticize Treasury for not having up to now spelled out In
more detail the reasons In each price revision case for either closing it out or
sending It to the Tariff Commission despite the revision. In one of the last of such
cases sent to the Commission, the Treasury Department determination of sale at
less than fair values does spell out the reasons, as follows:

"The November 24, 1905, Notice of Intent was based on the theory that these
had been price revisions and cessaton of shipments which brought the ease
within the purview of 19 CFR 14.7(b)(O). This provision of the regulations Is not
construed to prevent the Secretary of the Treasury from making determinations
of sales at less than fair value where the sales to the United States which are
complained of, made before the price revision or ce.satlon of shipments, are con-
sIdered sufficiently substantial so as to constitute "hit and run" dumping. Under
the circumstances of this case, It Is determined that sufficient evidence Is present
in connection with the sales made prior to the price revision to justify referring
the case to the United States Tariff Commission for a determination as to whether
or not'such sales Injured an In'dustry in the United States."

(Japanese Titanium Dioxide, cited above, Tariff ommission found no Injury
In this case). Treasury will undertake in future cases to give in similar detail
Its reasons for the dispo.ition.

A table showing a breakdown of the cases closed out on a de minimis, price
revision, or cessation of sales basis from January 1. 1955 through December 31,
1967, Is attached.

Table showing dumping cases closed on ,o minimis, price revision or cessation-
of-sales basis from Jan. 1 1955, through Dee. 3/, 1967

Do minimis ------------------------------------------------- 27
Price revisions ---------------------------------------------- 59
Cessation of shipments ----------------------------------------- 15

Grand total ------------------------------------------- 101
NOTI.-Current search of the records of "dumping" oases discloses there were 101. not

89, cases which were closed on a de minimis priee revision or cessation of shlvments basis
during the period Jan. 1, 1955, through Dec. 31, 1967.



COVINOTON & BURLING,
Washingtont, D.C. Julyf 8, 1968.

Hon. RUSSELL LONO,
Chairman, Committee on Fttance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

Dear SENATOR LONG: In the course of the hearing by the Senate Finance
Committee on June 27 on the relationship between the Internalonal Antidumping
Code and the Antldwmping Act of 1921, as amended, you requested me to analyze
the position taken by Chairman Metzger of the Tarlff Commission In its report
to the Senate Finance Committee on Senate Concurrent Resolution 88. We
have made such an analysis, and I ant enclosing a memorandum setting forth
our analysis and conclusion on this matter. In brief, we are satisfied that
Chairman Metzger's position is without any legal support.

Again let me take this opportunity to express my appreciation and the-apprecla-
tion of my firm -and the Cement Industry on being allowed to testify before your
Committee on this Subject.

With-every good wish, I am,
Respectfully Yours, DONALD tirss.

MEMORANDUM RE ANALYSIS OF POSITION TAKEN iy CHAIRMAN MFTZOErR OF TARIFF
COMMISSION REGARDING CONFLICT BETWEEN ExEUTIvE AOREMENT MADE WITH-
OUT CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION AND AN ACT OF CONORESs

PROBIZM AND CONLUSION

The United States, by "executive agreement", has joined other nations 4n
establishing an International Antidumping Code. A number of provisions of this
Code are in conflict with the Antidu r-Afofl92t1 -as amended. Congress
has not given Its approval to the Code. In fact, It earlier Indicated Its disapproval
of negotiations directed at creating such a code, S. Con. Rmt 100, 8fth Cong., 2d
Sess. (1968), and has presently before It a "sense of Congress" resolution which
would express Its opposition. The result of adoption of the Code will be to
enmculate the Antidumping Act by an executive agrenentthat is not approved,
but actively opposed, by Congress. The narrow question presented by these
circumstances Is whether It Is within the Executive's power thus to override
Congressional domegttc policy.

The answer Is no. In a recent report dealing with the Code of the U.S. Tariff
Commission, by a 3-2 majority, found that the Code was Inconsistent with the
Act and that the Act must prevail. In a separate statement, Commissioner Clubb
of the majority of the Tariff Commission discussed the law which exists on the
subject of conflict between an executive agreement and existing domestic law.
A separate statement by Chairman Metzger differed. Mr. Metzger contended
that the Code and the Act could coexist. He admitted that in eases of conflict,
domestic law would prevail, but Insisted that (1) the Commission should Wait
until a specific case arose to determine whether there was a conflict and (2)
wherever possible, inconsistenies should be resolved In favor of the Code. An
examination of the legal authority relied upon by Messrs Olubb and Metzger
indicates the former is correct; Mr. Metzger's position Is totally unsupportable.

DISU tJION

L Eweoutive Agreements i . the Contex't of International Agreements

In analyzing executive agreements made on the basis of the President's inde-
pendent Constitutional authority, some confusion may develop from the use of
false analogies to other types of International agreements Into which the United
States may enter. Broad language which has been employed In discussing such
other agreements may add confusion.

Two types of agreements have been frequently employed by the United States-
treaties and executive agreements that have Congressional approval. In discus-
sing one Preldential measure taken pursuant to Congressional authorizatln,
the Supreme Court described the President as "the sole 'organ of the Nation In
Its external relations, and its sole representative with foreign nations". U.S. v.
Curtls-Wright Eaport Corp., 299 U.S. 804, 19 (1030). It must be emphasized
that the Congress and the President were In agreement in that context. The
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froml tihe expressed poiwers of thle Presdidet ats ('onuulider-i*Cief or to rivog-
Ilixe foreign govertinmts, nor I It llecestiar3' to motke thlem effective. It It exists.
thlere'fore', thei power' mu1st he atipart of the gemleral executive power of tile
President. Jixetipt for Chairmn NMetzger's appamrenit adherence to) tilts Ipomitioil,
there Is mio stiliport for It troll courtsl or comnlllenttors. Dicta froml atih eiisem
as; t'urIIA**lright. atipra, iRelnonir, Rupra, Olid Pink, iinin'a, simlyl~~ cannot hb'
stretched to apply' Ii- tils eonftxt.

Assnuing ormseido that tile% Nxecutive has1 power to make all executive agree-
Illemit suchl Ia thi one(, It Is clear that It the agreement (ollifieta withl doIltlet(
policy, It must vield to that pohivy. There lings 1*011 s0111 dilagreelit oil the%
scope of executive agreelllits andi tile proppietAry -of l~e, with or without Voil-
Irem~ional consent, as a sutbtittite for- treaties. Oom pore McDougal & LAns.

reatte~, tigeaonlRem tle or P,'esIdential Agreemmentes Interehoagpe-
able Instramentam of Yational Pollegi, 54l Yale i..J. 1841 11041S) with- Itorchard,
Trvaties aticl Exemuiv Agrenwts-A Wiel4,114 Vale 1.J. 010 004-1).

lOven the imost strident Advocatea of tile ume of executtive agreemntt do not
go Fin far as to suggest that Executive action tinder Its general executive power
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1111ler tile Colisttlution should snporStee( CogrN-sional regulation il a Area,
cl as llternatlonll (om)lmeree, where Congress litim Woi glven slweific powers.
"A direct Pres ldentiai agreement will not ordinrily be vald If contrary to

prevlotisly eil1Ied't leglslatlon. . . . II If the stiject of the agreement Is a matter
within the President's aiwelal Constitutional coIlpetlen,-n-lated, for exam le, to
the reeogniltlon of i foreign gO'O'llineillt or to ali exercise of his authority al
('onmluinderL.Clht--a realistle application of (he separation of powers doctrine
might In $oin sltuntihns al)propriately permit the lPresihelnt to disregard the
statute as all inollstittilonal Invasion of IOs own iXwer." MeDougal & LAns,
nupra, 317. |Iiphasls added.)

liorcltard, whose more (lonservative view was that 'the executve Ig ement
Wilm slly A Nil )plemltarIty devIlce designed to flco)pl1sh mlnor Arrangements
within the limilled powers of the E'xecutlve to deal with dlilomatl affairs and
a. (oimInler-i -Chlet," lHorchard, supra, at (148, called Mc])otgal's position
'extraordllliftry", hd at 043. MeClire, generally all ittlvoeate of the use of exeeli-
lIe agreemeits, opened:

"It s eim oit oi harmony with tile entire tenor of the ConstItution to hold that
(ltii Prosilent, even when dealing wI lInternational matters, may In the absenee
of expms (onstIttional declaration, achieve results whih overrlo tile n.
tilhml legislature. To do so, Is no Ipart of oveni the moat plenary executive power."
W. Medlire. itemtatiotial Me.i'o Apreemetts, 348 (1041).

'Pho Restatement Is also quite clear ol the qufotlon of the effect on domsic
law of Independotit executive agreements. It aserts flatly that while such an
agreement 14su)erselem iInonailent provislonm of the law of the several
states . . . lilt does not slpersedoe Ineoislitent. provisions of earlier acts of
Congress, s." American Law Ins itute, Rcstaem i t secondd) of the ,orelign Rela.
t1( Mtnof the UnIted States, 1144 (11)W).
The one case while has deelded the question of ai Ineonsiseney between

ill executive agreement and an existing law aertms fint the law must prevail.
Utt! States v. Oup W1'. Oapps. Inc., aspr. 'Tile case dealt with conflict beween
provisions of the Agriculture Act of 1048 dealing with procedures to prevent
excessive Imports of mlng lotatoxi and an executive agreement with Canada
to aeonil)ish the same Iprlxmes by different mean"I. The Oourt of Appeals
eonellded:
"*.F that the executive agreement was void bKnae it was not uthorisd

by Congre* and contravend provihions of a statute d aling with the very matter
to which It related and that the omtrat rolled ol, which was baml on the
exoctiive agreemelit, was uifor ablee Ini the courts of the Unitel States for
like reason . . . he ,power to regulate foreign comn merce is vested In Congress,
not In the executive or the courts : and the executive amy not exercise the power
by entering Into executive agreements. Id, at (p8,

[While the Presilent has certain Inherent powers under the (ontit-
tlion such as the power pertainIngto his position Eat Coi lmfider It)Chief of Arny
and Navy and the power imwary to see tlt the laWs are faithfully executed,
tie power to regulate Interstate and'foreign-onnia ree Is not atiOng the powers
Incident to the lPreside)llal office, but Isexprely Vce-ted by the Oonstittion
In theoongres." id. at t40.

ChAnirifto Meler obvibusly could not IgniQre the overwheliiuing legal author-
ity to the effect that an executive agreement must give way to conflieting domes-
tle law. Rather, lie asserted that both the law and the ngreemnnt were valid and
that in easm where they were Ineotlisatc, the agreement should prevail,
Mr. MetWges deference to the rule that the agreement inut give way In eases
of coffllot Is merely w-nmntle, lie ts three Irrelevant cases and begs the rele-
vant question in mlpOrting his outcome-deteiinhative position. The cases, as
Commission Plubb correctly pointed out. stand at best for the proposition that
a valld at or treaty-whh Is Inonslstent with a prior act," tr~ty or reog-
nixed l'Ulo of international law--must be interpreted to resolve Incoilaisteicie
in favor of the prior rfle of law, Mr. Metlger assumes that the rule of la, etab.

lied by the exectitlve agriement is valid, the very question before him. IBven
assuming that, the eases he rolles upon would dlictthtoe lItter act's deference
to the prior one in eases of Inconsistencies. 'Titis, as Mr. Club Intinates, the
prolpr result from Mr. Metager's position, grnting the asmumption that the
exectitve agreement is valid, is that. it must give way whenever there Is a" Ineon.
sisteney with the earlier act. In this ease, therefore, the :liiti'natIontl* Anti,
dumping Code must give way to the Antlduanplog Act of 1121.

Cov NqTQ & , ,3UUNG.
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U.S. TAsWr CoMmissroN,
Waehington, D.O., July 3, 1968.

Hon. Russw B. LoNG,
chafrmaN (onmtittee on Finance,
U.8. Smote, WaeMngto^, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRUAN: It has come to my attention that at the hearings on June
27i 1068 before the Committee on Findfice on the International Anti-Duniping
Code, certain portions of the Separate Views tiled by Commissioner Thunberg and
me In the March 8, 1068 Report of the Tariff ConintlKsloi to the Committee on S.
Con. Res. 38 were called into question.

In those Separate Views we expressed ourselves In the following terms, at the
conclusion of our discussion of the question of the consistency of the Anti.
Dumping Act and the Code:

"Accordingly, having examined those provisions of the Code and of. the Act
relating to the direct functions of the Commission under the Act, we limit our-
selves to the statement that a) they are founded upon common asic concepts,
b) they obviously differ in language, and e). these differences In language do not
appear obviously or patently to call for differing results in future cases regard-
less of their inevitably differing facts and circumstances. Indeed, we are unable,
in the absence of the particular congbination of facts and circumstances involved
In each injury determination, to assert categorically' that in such cases their
application would lead to identical or to differing'results.

"If, folowing July 1, 1068, the Oonunission has occasion to' perform its statu-
tory duties under the Anti-Dumping Act (there are presently no cases thereunder
pending before the Commission), and a question of consistency between a pro-
vision or provisions of the Code and of the Act Is a relevant issue and'there has
been no intervening new American legislative action, the'Commission should
apply the principles of American law to the task of interpretation of the Act
as it affectS the facts of the Investigation, including those principles relating to
interpreting the Act so as to'avold inconsistency between it and the international
obligations of the United States. If this p'Ooved not to le possible, the Commission
should apply the provisions of the Act of the facts found, not those of the Code.'"

As authorityfor the principle of Interpretation to which we have adverted, we
referred to the following:

At the hearing,'counsel for one of the trade associations interested In S. Con.
Res. 88 (Mr. Hiss) first denied that any authority had been cited by us (Tr. p.
186)1 Aftqr the above authorities had been mentioned, he then sought to malitaln
that an agreement entered Into on behalf of the United States by the President
could be modified unilaterally if it had been executed upon the basis of the Presi-
dent's constitutional authority, whilst presumably this could not be done if It had
been based upon other domestic sources of power, such as through the domestic
treaty process or through legislation prior or subsequent to Its execution. He also
sought to convey the impression that the time when the international agreement
was entered Into altered the Interpretative principle specified In the Restatement

A reading of the' eited "portions of the'Restatement will make clear that he was
wrong on all counts, f the Restatement ;epresents a fair statement of American
law on' the subject, which I believe It does. Neither the flat statement of the Re-
statement's black-letter rule Itself, nor any of Its comments, nor anything else
in the Restatement, suggests that this Interpretative rule is affected by any of

£ See Restatemet of the Law, Second, Foreign Relation. Law of the United States
(Amerc.n Law lntltute, ?I065) Sees. 1 3(0) and Comment J. to See. 3. Section 8(8)
states that, 'It k aomuitie Jaw of the fndted Btites may be interpreted either In a manner

consistent with international law or in a mauner that Is In conflict with International law,a court In the Unitd StateN will Intersret It In &manner th t Is onmstnt with inter-
nattontl law." Seetton 1 defines "International law" to mein throe rnles of law applicable
to a state or Interuntional organIaatin "that cannot be modified unilaterally by It.' After
Ju y 118 the Internatlonal Anti-Dumptag Code will contain rubm of law applicable
to the U4it . tates In It. reljous -with -ther States which "cannot b mn odifled -uni.
l terally by 'It." Th faet that it is an executve agreent, made by the President under
h 9 own authority. makes m tem binding ron the UrIted States In this regard as an
international oblis:atlon (Sections 122, 181). ee also McCulloch v. Socledad Naoonal de
Marfonro de Hnodiras, 872 .S. 10 (1963): Mvro Y. Schooner Oharming Betty, 2 Cranch
64, 118 (1804) ; -Lwrturen V. nse, 45 US. fll. 1%A (1952).
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the circumstances to which he refers. The reason why the Restatement did not
consider the rule to be changed by any such circumstances is the same as that for
the rule Itself. Throughout this discussion it must be recalled that we are here
talking about International obligations which have not been made part of our
domestic law.

The United States subjects Itself to international legal obligations in two ways,
through explicit agreement on its part, in the form of international agreements
voluntarily assumed through execution by the President on behalf of our country;
or implicitly through the operation of customary international law rules to which
our country has tacitly agreed through conformity of its conduct over a sufficient
period of time and under such circumstances as to lead to the conclusion that
the rule was accepted as obligatory. The first kind-explicit agreements-are set
forth In specific agreed-upon language in negotiated instruments, designed to
record mutual obligations of the parties and to achieve a balancing of their In-
terests In a fair and even-handed way.

The second kind-those established through customary law, are mor. likely
to be expressed in broad, less specific terms, and hence to be more difficult to estab-
lish, both as to their existence (has there been the necessary consensus to estab-
lish the ruleas customary law?), and their precise scope or coverage.

Whatever the domestic source of the President's authority to create or declare
on behalf of the United States an international obligation In an international
agreement-whether it be his constitutional authority (see United States V.
Curtes-Wright Corp., 209 U.S. 804) acting on his own, or the domestic treaty-
making process Involving Senate consent, or advance authorization by Act of
the whole Congress, or subsequent approval by Act or Joint Resolution of the
whole Congress-in the first kind of situation-the specific agreement-the rule
Is stated in relatively precise terms, In an agreement to which the United States
Is bound by the pledged word of its Chief Executive, speaking for the country.
So long as that agreement exists-until it is terminated or denounced-the United
States must honor It if It expects others to respect their obligations to us In
turn and, If itfotherwise places value upon reliable contractual system as an aid
to sensible international relationships. The United States can no more legally
modify the terms to its advantage unilaterally during the existence of the agree-
ment than Jones can on his own cut his rent payments from $100 to $50 per month,
or Smith can on his own require $200 instead of $100, during the one-year lease
In which they had both agreed to $100 per month.

The situation has to be the same legally under the second kind of rule-the
customary international law rule-even though such rules are harder to establish
and define, for otherwise any legal obligation would rest on a slender reed, if
any-whether a cotntry found it convenient to do what it promised.

Whether or'not a domestic statute was enacted before or after the creation or
declaration of an International obligation binding the United States, whether
that Obligation, not having the status of domestic law, was assumed pursuant
to the President's constitutional authority or through other methods, is likewise
irrelevant to the consideration that the United States should not unneoasarly
be thrown into a situation whereby It must violate Its International obligations.

That is the reason for the rule of the Restatement-to avoid, if one can reason-
ably do so, interpreting a domestic law of the United States so as to be In conflict
with a subsisting International obligation of the United States. It is no less a
violation of our pledged International obligation whether that obligation rests
domestically Upon one or another of the sources of the agreement-making power.
If anything, the customary International law rule would rest upon less firm con-
sensual underpinnings than those founded on specific International agreements.

That the Restatement's unqualified interpretative rule' Is sound appears also
from certain additional considerations, one Internal to It, and one external.
Internally, 'It is noteworthy that the Restatement's rule Is that if a domestic
law "may be Interpreted either In a manner consistent with international law or
In a manner that Is In conflict with International law" (emphasis added),
then a United States court "will interpret It In a manner that Is consistent with
international law." Any Idea that the Restatement's authors meant that a court,
or an administrative body, Is required or permitted to "torture" the construc-
tion Of A domestic law in order to make It appear to conform to an International
agreement, rather than fairly and reasonably to Interpret It, Is an obvious and
an egregious error. That it should have been advanced by one who attended
classes of mine would be painful but for the circumstances that no law school
holds teachers, and few teachers hold themselves, fully responsible for all of the
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students who sleep or are otherwise In constructive non-attendance! The Re-
statement makes clear that It is only If a fair and reasonnhle Interpretation
of the Act can render it consistent with tie Code that one should adopt it.

External to the Restntement's rule, but Important to it, Is the remedy In the
event that tile Congress considers nonethelem that the applicalon of the Re-
statement's rule will result, or has resulted in determinations distasteful to it.
Congress can change the domestic law so as to avoid or overturn the dlstnkte-
ful determination. If and when It does tile result. is conclusive--the United
States is then thrown Into a violation of Its Interinational ohlikatlon, from
which predicament the President must extricate us either through denunlia.
tion of the agreement of which the obligation was a part, or through renegotla-
tion, or in other suitable diplomatic ways. 'hl would he understood, If not
enthusiastically welcomed, as part of the perpetual problem of nccomimiodatit
between those Interests of a country which are- more Intrfinal and tlhoke Which
are more external. In an era when all countries have both Interests. the Re-
statement's rule strikes a balance which I believe to be sound law, realistic, and(
consistent with America's national interest.

The Sulteme Court, cases cited by Commissloher Thuinberg and me Illustrate
and mpport the Restatement's rule. Indeed, the latest case, MAeOulloch v. Soclcdad
Naelonal do .farlteros de h'onduras, 872 U.S. 10 (1063), may properly be char-
acterized as ani Illustratoh and even anan extension of the Restatemtent's rule.
In thht can, Mr. Justice Clark, speaking for the Court Which decided the case
unanimously, held that a domestic statute, the National Labor Relations Act.
had not been intended by Congress to apply to a Ionduran flag vessel, own(d
by Amerian Interests, manned by a foreign crew, which plied regularly to
and from American ports, even though there was no doubt that Congress had
constitutional power to do so, and even though the Jurlidctional provision
of the Act was expressed it language which indicated that Congress had ill-
tended to exercise fully Its constitutional power.

The Court adverted to the "adnioultltit of Mr. Chief Justice Marshall Ii The
Oharmtng Retly. 2 Vranch (4, 118 (18(4), that 'an act of Congress ought never to
be construed to violate the law of nations if any other possible construction re-
mains . . .'" It mentioned an article In a treaty with Hoitduras, and a rule of
customary international law that the, law of the flag state ordinarilyy" governs
the internal affairs of a ship. but It did not argue thati these amminted to clear
and relevant International obligations of the United States which were Incon-
sistent with an assertion of Jurlsdiction by the Congress Ii the Act, and that
such an assertin would throw us into a violation of law situation. Indeed.
the holding of the Court was couched In terns which precluded the application
of the statute to vessels of countries with which the United States was not In
any relevant treaty relationship. Rather, the Court stressed a different kind
of "highly charged international circumstances", flowing from dual regulation
of the labor relations on the Honduran ves.el by two countries:

"T1he possibility of International discord cannot therefore be. gainsaid. E'spe-
tially Is this trite on account of the concurrent applicttlon of the Act and the

Honduran Labor Code that would result with our approval of Jurisdiction.
Soeiedad, currently the exclusive bargain agent of , mpresa tnder Honduran
law, would have a head-on collision with N.M.U. should It become the exclusive
bargaining agent underthe Act. This would W* aggravated by the fact thathunder
londuran law N.M.1T. is prohlbltod from representing the seamen on )onduiran-
flag ships even In tit( absence of a recognized bargaining'agent. Thus even though
Socledad withdrew, from such an Intramtlra| labor fght-a highly unlikely
circuustnnce--questions of such InternAtionl import Would remain as to Invite
retaliatory action from other nations as well as Ho6nduras."

The Court therefore interpreted the Jurisdiction language of the Act to exclude
coverage of the vessel since, under the Olrcun stances, It found that it was difficult
to helileve that Congress had "clearly expressed" an "affirmfitive Intention" to
cover such cases despite the s of the Widest jurisdictional language In the Act.
Contrary nrgumnents "should be directed to the Congress rather than to us.,

I think that It is fair to say that the Court's opinion' in'.Nfe toh v. sqotcfdad
Naelonal represents an Illustration nnd even an extension-what lawyers call an
o fnrorl case-of the Restatement'i Interpretative pilnclple.

At one point In the June 27 hearings, It was suggested ('Pr. p. 1i6--J17) that
Mr. Hiss, of the law firm representing an interested trade association, and I
research the nuthoritles and render an opinion. Since the law firm ts clearly an
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Interested party, and since I may have become so, at least on the matter of legal
iterpretatlon, by virtue of our March 8 views and this letter, would it not be

nliproprlate for the Committee to ask outsiders--knowledgeable and disinterested
lawyers of acknowledged standing-foe their opinions?

I would suggest a reasonable selection from among the following knowledge-
able persons:

(1) the Reportorial Staff of the American Law Institute's Restatement,
comlprising these well.known American International law authorities: Adrian
S. Fisher Clhief Reporter, former Legal Adviser, Department of State; Covey
'1. Oliver; I. N. P. Stokes; Joseph M. Sweeney, presently Dean of lane
Law School;

(2) tie Advisory Committee of the Restatement, comprising these know-
edgeable lwrsons: Robert Amory, Jr.; William W. Bishop, Jr.; Robert R.
Ilowha John 0. Buchanan ; R. Amml Cutter; Eli Whitney Debevolse; Alwyn
V. Freieman; George Winthrop Haight; John B. Howard; James N. Hyde;
Phlip C. Jessup; Joseph 1). Johnson; Milton Katz; Archibald King; Monroe
Leigh; Brunson lacChesney; Herman Phleger; Louts B. Sohn; John R.
Stevenson; and

(3) the Counbil of the American Law Insbitute 0onisitIng of the follow-
Jng distinguished lawyers: Dillon Anderwon, Houston, Texas; Ptanols M.
Bir, Atlanta, Georgia; Chvirles D. Breitel, New York, N.Y.; Howard F.
Burns, Cleveland, Ohio; Homer D. Orotty, Los Angeles, Callf. ; Norris Dar-
rell, N.Y.; Edward J. Dinock, N.Y., N.Y.; Arthur Dixon, Chicago, Ill.;
Gerald F. Flood, Philadelphia, Pa.; Henry J. Friendly, New York, N.Y.:
Edward T. Gignoux, Portland, Maine; H. Mastan Halekney, Pittubmh, Pa.;
Laurnce. M. Hyde, Jefferson 0ity, Mo.: William J. Jamosmon, Billings, Mont.;
Joseph V. Johneoton, -11iingham, Ala.; Fdward H. Levi, ChtMgo, Ill.;
William B. iockhitrt, Minneipolis, Minn.; Ross L. Matone, Romwell, N.M.;
William iL. Marbur.v, Blitilinore, Md.; Carl McGowan, Washington, D.O.;
Cfi-rles Ml. Merrill, SRan FrandwD, Cl ilf.; Robert N. MUler, Washington,
I).C.; Timothy N. Pfelffer, New York, N.Y.,; Walter V. Schaefer, Chicago,
Ill.; Bernard 0. Segll, Pllludelphla, Pa.; FMgene B. Stragsbuwer, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. ; Roger J. Traynor, Berkeley, Calif.; Har sn Twed, New York,
N.Y.; John W. Wade, Nashville, Tenn.; Tawreno E. Wilsh, New York,
N.Y.; Rhiymond S. Wilkins, lbvvton, Mase.; Charles H .WIllird, New York,
N.Y.; TLAurepn Williams, Whohington, D.C.; John Minor Wisdom, New
Orfleasis, Lia.; Charles H. Wyzanskl, Jr., Bston, lass.

1Tb this list might be added two elder statesmen from Mr. Hiss' law firm,
whose reputation and ability would grace this list, andwhose integrity, Is bounded
by-no lmrocilal conmerehll interest--Mr. Dean 0. Acheson and Mr. John Lord()'Briali.

I believe the views of a representative seleotlon of such perims would com-
nxind the attention of all and ellst the confidence of many. I should welcome
I hwn eagerly.

I would appreciate It If this letter could be made a part of the record of the
hearings.

Sincerely yours,
STANLrY D. MMX&oL

SUPPLEMENTARY M ATIAL PROVIDED BY XICCUrIVE JBaANCo

Following the hearing on June 27, 1008, the Executive Branch provided sup-
plementary material which is set out below and which concealie-

(1) Price revision policy of the Department of the Treasiury;
(2) Judicial test of consistency of Code with U.S. law;
(3) Inapplicrtbillty of (appa case to the code;
(4) Authority under which theaCode was negotiated; and
(6) Implementaton of the Code by the United Kingdom.

EXrLANATION or TREASUAY Nt rc IN CLOIN OUT "DUWMING" OASES Wnuii
T Uas HAS BicEN PRICE REVISION

TPhe question has been raised as to what right T'reasury hat to close out cases
withbut reference to the/Tariff Commission when there has been price revision
(or-which acconmpllistes the same result-a end iput to exports), Orlitics of this
procedure have urged that any case involving exports to the united States at less

96-120 0 -6 13
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than home price should be considered from the standpoint of injury, and, If Injury
Is found, a dumping finding should be made.

The theory Justifying the closing out of dumping cases after price revision is
that the complainant has obtained the relief he was after-he wanted to stop
dumping and the dumping has been stopped. However, Treasury has no require-
ment that a case be closed on price revision. Nor does the International Code,
which merely states in Articles 7(a) that antldum~png proceedings "may" be
terminated on price revision, A substantial number of price revision cases have
been sent to the Tariff Commission, of which the following are examples.

Canadian cement, 24 Fed. Reg. 10267 (1960)
French rayon staple fiber, 24 Fed. Reg. 10092 (1959)
French rayon staple fiber, 26 Fed. Reg. 4428 (1901)
Belgian rayon staple fiber. 26 Fed, Reg. 4477 (19061)
Canadian nephellne syenite, 25 Fed. Reg. 8394 (1960)'
Canadian nephellne syenite, 26 Fed. Reg. 956 (1961)
Canadian peat moss, 29 Fed. Reg. 4848 (1964)
Dominican cement, 27 Fed. Reg. 3872 (1962)
Canadian vital wheat gluten, 29 Fed. Reg. 5921 (1964)
Japanese white portland cement, 29 Fed. Reg. 9636 (1984)
Japanese titanium dioxide, 31 Fed. Reg. 7495 (1966)

As a rule it can be said that Treasury would be willing to send any price
revision case to the Tariff Commission if the complainant so desires. But the fact
is that In practically every case which has so far been closed out 6n a price
revision basis, this was done with the complainant's consent, either expressed
or implied.

Treasury's practice In closing out cases when there has been price revision
was encouraged by the Tariff Commission decision in the first French rayon
staple fiber case, 24 Fed. Reg. 10092 (1959) in which it was stated after noting
the price revision, and the complainant's lack of Interest In pursuing the case.
"The Commission Is of the view that a case of this kind should not be presented
to the Tariff Commission for determination of injury." In due course. as a
result of this statement, Treasury began to decrease the number of price re-
vision cases referred to the Commission and increase the number closed out
without such reference.

In the French rayon staple fiber the Commission adopted as Its view a state-
ment that "the Antidumping Act was intended to be preventive rather than
punitive." Such a view Is consistent with the Renort of the Secretary of the
Treasury to the Congress on the Operation and Effectiveness of the Antidump-
Ing Act dated February 1, 1957, which formed the basis for the 19,58 amendments
to the Antidumping Act (see pages 16, 17, Hearings before the House Committee
on Ways and Means on Amendments to the Antidumping Act, July 29, 1957).
It Is consistent also with testimony of Treasury Assistant Secretary Kendall dur-
ing the presentation of the legislation which was passed In 1958 (Hearings as
above. pp. 43, 44). In Czech Leather Work Shoes. 31 Fed. Reg. 10906 (1906). the
Tariff Commission stated that sales at less than fair value are "not made unlawful
by the Antidumping Act. They are subject to additional duty if they are found
to be injurious by the Tariff Commission." Further Commission decisions note
that dumped imports are not ipso facto injurious (German Rayon Staple Fiber,
26 Fed. Reg. 6537 (1961) ). They are not malur fi 8c (French Titanium Dioxide.
28 Fed. Reg. 10467 (1963)). nor do they Involve even a presumption of injury
(Japanese White Portland Cement, 29 Fed. Reg. 0636 (1964)).

With this background In mind, It can be seen that there is a real difference be-
•tween the civil Anfidumping Act on the one hand, and criminal laws such as the
1916 Antidumping Law or the Anti-Trust Law, on the other. With a criminal
law It might be questionable to allow dismissal once thecomplainantwithdrew his
charge, although with our crowded courts some cases are thus "n0l. pros'd".
But under the Antidumnine Act withdrawal of the complaint after pflce re-
vision should ordinarily justify closing thd case fortfiwlth rather than sending It
to the already overburdened T01ff Commission.

Indeed there is serious doubt as to what If any advantage would accrue from
sending these cases to the Commission In the interest of tougher enforcement of
the law. Once the Importer Is on notice that apprasenrent has been withheld,
the natural tendency is to cut down on Imports which can subject him to dumping
duties. Consequently the amount of theduties, If there Is'a determination of
Injury aid a findings of dumping, can be minimal or nonexistent, and thb dumping
Investigation prolonged to no useful purpose. I
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It Is perhaps fair to criticize Treasury for not having up to now spelled out
in more detail the reasons In each price revision case for either closing It out
or sending It to the Tariff COmmission despite the revision. In one of the last
of such cases sent to the Commission, the Treasury Department determination
of sale at less than fair value does spell out the reasons, as follows:

"The November 24, 1906, Notice of Intent was based on the theory that there
had been price revisions and cessation of shipments which brought the case
within the purview of 19 CFR 14.7(b) (0). This provision of the regulations Is
not construed to prevent the Secretary of the Treasury from making determina.
tlons of sales at less than fair value where the sales to the United States which
are complained of, made before the price revision or cessation of shipments, are
considered sufficiently substantial so as to constitute "hit and run" dumping.
Under the circumstances of this case, It Is determined that sufficient evidence
Is present In connection with the sales made prior to the price revision to justify
referring the case to the United States Tariff Commission for a determination
as to whether or not such sales injured an industry In the United States."

(Japanese Titanium Dioxide, cited above, Tariff Commission found no injury
In this case). Treasury will undertake In future cases to give in 61milar detail
its reasons for the disposition.

A table showing a breakdown of the cases closed out on a de minl ns, price
revision, or cessation of sales basis for January 1, 1955 through December 81,
1967, is attached.

Table showing dumping oases closed on a de minimie, proc revision or cessation-
of-sales basis from Jan. I, 1955, through Dec. 31,1967

De lmls ------------------------------------------------- 27
Price revisions ---------------------------------------------- 50
Cessations of shipments ------------------------------------- 15

Grand total ------------------------------------------- 101
Nor.-Current search of the records of "dumping" cases discloses there were 101. not

$9, cases which were closed on a de minimls. price revision or cessation of shipments bkas
during the verion Jon. 1, 1955, through De. 81, 1967.

JUDICIAL TEST OF CONSlTITNCY OF INTERNATIONAL AzT!Duu'INo Co6E Wr
UNIrED STATES LAW

No one has expressed any doubt about an importer'S ability to obtain a judicial
test in the United States Customs Courts of questions involving consistency of
the International Antidumping Code with the United States law (See 19 U.S.C.
1501 and 1514 and 28 U.S.O. Ohs. 93 and 96).

It cannot be stated categorically that the Customs Courts would or would not
have Jurisdiction over actions brought by domestic producers to challenge the
consistency of the Code with the Act. As far as we are able to determine, no
domestic producer has ever attempted to invoke, the jurisdiction of the CuStoms
Court under 10 U.S.C. 1516 in a dumping proceeding. The Couit, therefore, has
never had occasion to pass oh the question of jurisdiction.

Absent a decision by the Customs Courts on the issue, however, there is no
apparent reason to doubt that the Court does have such jurisdiction, bearing In
mind the issue of consistency of the Code with the statute would raise questions
relating to whether the administrative action was taken within the framework of
the statute. Section 210 of the Antidumping Act, 1921, itself appears to provide
that the Customs Courts shall have the same Jurisdiction, powers, and duties in
connection with appeals and protests relating to dumping duties as those courts
have In the case of appeals and protests relating to customs duties tinder existing
law. And section 516 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1516) gives domestic
producer the right to contest in the Customs Courts admnistrattive decisions
relating to apprised value and classification of imported merchandise.

A domestic cement producer brought an action for a declaratory judgment
and injunctive relief in the United States District Court for the Distriot of
Columbia in connection with a proposed ifgative determination of the treasuryy
Department that cement from Norway was not being sold at LTFV. In affirming
the District Court's dismissal of the action, the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Oircuit observed in North American Cement Corp.
v. Anderson, 284 F. 2d 591 (D.C. Cir., 1900), "The District ourt dismissed the
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complaint for lack of jurisdiction, on the ground that the plaintiffs had an
adequate remedy in the United States Customs Court." The appellate court
went on to refer to 19 U.S.C. 1516 (relating to appeal or profeet by American
producers) and rejected the appellant North American Cement Corporation's
argument that, since section, 1516 was not passed until after the Antidumping
Act was enacted, the section was inapplicable to dumping proceedings.

While the Court of Appeals did not, and indeed could not, presume to decide
the scope of the jurisdiction of the Customs Court In relation to challenges
brought by domestic producers against official actions In dumping proceedings-
only the Customs Court can decide this question initilly-neither can the Court
of Appeals opinion be read as an expression of view that the Customs Court does
not have Jurisdiction. Quite the contrary, a fair reading of the opinion suggest
that the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia believed that the Cus-
toms Court does have jurisdiction over domestic producers' suits involving
official dumping decisions brought in appropriate proceedings.

INAPPLMOAIILITY OF CAPPS CASE

During the hearing, reference was made to the decision of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in the Cfapps case--United States v.
Guy W. (apps, Inc. (204 F. 24 65 (4th Cir., 1953)).

btmt case involved an executive agreement In which Canada undertook to
limit exports of potatoes to the United States at a time whfen the United States
Government was supporting the price of potatoes through a purchase program.
The President entered into' the agreement as an alternative to utilizing the pro.
cedure of section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended by
section 3 of the Agricultural Act of 1048.

The holding of the court appears to be in the following statement:
"We think that whatever the power of the executive with respect to making

executive trade agreements regulating foreign commerce In the absence of ac-
tion by Congress, it Is clear that the executive may not through entering into
such an agreement avoid complying with a regulation prescribed by Congress."
(pp. 659-6M0)

There is no such question Involved in the International Antidumping Code.
The Code does not purport to set up its own alternative standards outside the
scope of the Antidumping Act. The Code parallels the Act and is in the nature
of a regulation under it. The Act, together with the Code, will be fully applicable
to any future dumping actions. The holding of the Capps case is therefore In-
applicable to the Code. .

In appealing the Capps case to the Supreme Court, the United States argued
that the executive agreement with Canada constituted a separate action which
was validly undertaken pursuant to the President's concurrent constitutional
authority and which carried out the ptirposes of section 22 through the more
expeditious means of immediate Canadian control of exports.

In its opinion, the Supreme Court stated that It had granted certiorari "to
determine whether the significant constitutional and statutory questions dis-
cussed by the Court of Appeals were necessary for the decision of the case and,
if so, 'to give them consideration." (United States v. Guy W.- (apps, Inc., 348
U.S. 296, 301 (1956)). After deciding the case on other grounds, the Supreme
Court stated the following at the end of its opinion:

"In view of the foregoing, there is no occasion for us to consider the other
questions discussed by the Court of Appeals. The decision in this case does not
reat upon them."

Accordingly, the Supreme Court undertook to review the opinion of the Court
of Appeals on the constitutional questions, if a determination of these questions
was necessary for the disposition of the case. Having found that this was not
necessary, it deliberately chose not to affirm or even to give weight to the hold-
ing of the (apps case. Nor has it done so in any later case.
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AUTHORITY UNDER WHICH CODE WAS NEGOTIATED

There follow six letters, enclosing legal memoranda, which were exchanged
in 1966 between the Cement Industry Conunittee for tariff and Antidumping
and the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations concerning
the authlbrity under which the Code was negotiated.

CEMENT INDUSTRY COMMIrEE FOR TARIFF & ANTIDUMPINO,
Washington, D.O., July 21, 1966.

Hon. CHaISTIAN A. HETERm,
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. HERTER: Enclosed Is the memorandum referred to In our telegram
concerning the legal Invalidity of the proposed hearings on the negotiation of
an international antidumping code. We think that the legal authority support-
ing our position on each of the three points Is quite clear. If you have any
questions on any of them, however, please feel free to contact Donald Hiss of
the Washington, D.C. firm of Covington & Burling, who Is serving as counsel
to our Committee.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN H. MATHIS, OhairMn.

MEMORANDUM RE LEGAL INVAUIIITY OF PROPOSED HEARINGS ON AN
INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPINO CODE

On July 15, 1066 the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations
announced that hearings have been scheduled for September 12, 1966 to receive
comment by United States Industry, labor and other members of the public on the
negotiation of an International antidumping code. These negotiations have already
been started by the United States representatives at the current Kennedy Round
of trade negotiations in Geneva under the auspices of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.

This memorandum analyzes the legal authority for holding such hearings or for
conducting such negotiations. It concludes first that there Is no legal authority
for the negotiation of an International antdumping code under the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 1962, and such negotiators are in clear defiance of a resolution re-
cently passed by the United States Senate. It concludes second that even assuming
there were legal authority for the negotiation of an International antidumping
code under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, there has been a total failure to com-
ply with the requirements of the Act. It concludes third that In any event, the
proposed hearings will be meaningless because no draft code or frame of reference
has been provided on which comments or constructive criticism could be made.
1. There Is No Legal Authority for the Negotiations of an International

Antidumping Code
The authority of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations,

which announced the public hearings on an International antidumping code, de-
rives solely from the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Under that Act, the President
and his representatives were given authority to negotiate trade agreements con-
cerning "existing duties or other import restrictions." The Act makes it clear that
this authority concerns only tariff duties or other import restrictions (such as
quotas) relating to specific articles of merchandise. There Is no authority to nego-
tiate trade agreements with respect to non-tariff legislation, such as the Anti-
(lumping Act of 1921, which Is not a tariff act and which does not relate to specific
articles of merchandise.

The Antiduii ing Act Is an integral part of the unfair trade laws of the United
States. It is not designed to impose tariff duties, upon specific articles of mer-
chandise but rather to prevent unfair price discrimination' by foreign sellers In
their exports tothe United States. As early as 1918 the Congress of the United
States recognized that the "dumping" of goods in this iiarket was an unfair trade
practice, and made the practice punishable by criminal penalties and the subject
of civil treble damage actions. 15 U.S.C. 172.
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The United States Senate has recently reaffirmed in Senate Concurrent Resolu-
tion 100 that there Is no authority in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 for any
negotiations concerning antidumping. The Revolution states it is the sense of the
Congress that no trade agreement or other arrangement under the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 1962 should be entered into except in accordance with legislative
authority delegated by Congress. ihe report filed by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, recommending passage of the Resolution, concluded as follows:

"The Committee on Finance has been disturbed over reports that the current
Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations may be broadened to include U.S. offers
of concessions with respect to matters for which there Is no existing delegated
authority...

"It has been reported that one area in which our negotiators may offer con-
cessions concerns the American selling price method of evaluation...

"Another area may involve the treatment of 'dumped' goods by the country In
which the dumping occurs. This problem concerns unfair trade practices In a
domestic economy and it is difficult for us to understand why Congress should
be bypassed at the crucial polleymaking stages, and permitted to participate
only after policy has been frozen in an international trade agreement."

It is thus clear that the negotiation of an international dumping code would
be without legal authority and in clear defiance of the Senate Resolution. An
international antidumping code would require revisions or amendments in the
Antidumping Act of 1921, and this can be legally accomplished only by the
Congress. This raises the alarming prospect that concessions will be made con-
cerning an unfair trade law vital to the protection of United States Industry
without the prior deliberation and consent of the Congress as to whether such
negotiations should be undertaken.
2. The Proposed Negotiation of an International Antidumping Code Fails to

Comply with the Requirements of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962
Even assuming that it conceivably could be concluded that authority to nego-

tiate an International antidumping code Is provided by the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962, there has been a total failure to comply with the requirements of the Act.

Section 221 of the Act requires the President to publish and furnish the Tariff
Commission with lists of articles which may be the subject of any proPosed trade
agreement. Within six months after receipt of such a list, the Tariff Commission
is required to advise the President with respect to the probable economic effect
of the proposed trade agreement. There has been submitted to the Tariff Com-
mission no list or directive which directs the Tariff Commission to advise the
President as to the probable economic effect of an international antidumping
code modifying the Antidumping Act of 1021. Hence, there has been no com-
pliance with this mandatory requirement of the Act.

Section 221 of the Act also requires the Tariff Commission to advise the Pres-
ident on the probable economy effect on domestic industries of "modifications of
tariff duties or other import restrictions on specific articles. The Tariff Com-
mnisson eas not done this with respect to any change In the Antldumping Act of
1921. To do so, the Oummission would bare the lmposible task of advising on
the probable economic effect on prbictk4ally every industry in the United States
since antidumping duties can be amassed on all articles of merchandise entering
this country as long as the unfair tralde practice which the Act encompames
are alleged and proved in a fair and open herIng.

The language of Section 221 clearly does dlot contemplate trade agreements
concerning anttlumping, and in any case its term; have not been complied with.
Any anti~umping code resulting from the negotiations would hence be illegall'
3. No Frame of Reference Has Been Provided Which Would Permit Mean-

ingful Comments or Dialogue on a Proposed International AWIdutihping Code
The stAted purpose of the hearings announced for September is to elicit from

American Inilu.try, lab r and other members of the public their opinions on an
International antidumping code. The U.S. negotiMtru at the Kennedy Round have
already begun such discutionh with representtlve from the other ,en'ber
countries of GAT'T. Thus, any opinions expressed in the September hearings
would only come well after negotiations and discussions have already begun.

Wfth such discussions having already begun, at the very least the Special
Representative's Office should have provided those Intereted In testifying at
the September hearings with the current draft of queh an International anti-
dumping code or with an Identification of those antidumping standards or pro-
cedures whose modifidation Is being conidered. TAcking either of these, domestic
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Interests will have no frame of reference which wimuld permit any meaningful
comment or constructive criticism. Under these circumstances the hearings can
hardly be more than an attempt to appease the Senate and others who have
criticized the Special Representative's attempt to Interject Into the Kennedy
Round negotlatlons a subject which Is clearly beyond his authority.

COVINTON & BUEIJN,
Counsel to Cement Industry Committee for Tariff d Antidumping.

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS,

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
Washington, D.O., August 17, 1966.

Mr. JOHN MATHIS,
Chairman, Cenent Industry Committee for Tari & Antidumping,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR JOHN: In Governor Herter's'absence, thank you for your recent letters
and telegram concerning the possibility of negotiations on an International anti-
dumping agreement and the hearing called by the Trade Infdrmation Committee
(TIC) on this issue.

In your letter of July 21, 1960, following your telegram of that date, you
enclosed a memorandum which raises a number of questions regarding the Presi-
dent's authority to enter into negotiations on an international antidumping
agreement through the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.

I am enclosing for your consideration a response prepared by the General
Counsel of this Office. In substance, this response concludes that the Presi-
dent has clear authority to enter into antidumping negotiations through the
Special Representative, that the procedural requirements of the Trade Expan-
sion Aot of 1962 are Inapplicable to such a negotiation, and that the TIC hear-
ing is legally valid by Executive Order.

Aside from such legal considerations, I shall like to emphasize the follow-
ing five points-about which there has been some confusion lately:

1. To date In Geneva the United States has been engaged In purely ex-
ploratory discussions of the Issues Involved In dealing with dumping.
Neither the United States nor any other country has taken a formal posi-
tion on any issue.

2. The GATT Secretariat Is currently preparing a paper which will draw
upon these discussions and outline under appropriate headings the pos-
sible elements of an antidumping agreement. This paper is designed to facili-
tate consideration by the countries concerned of the possibility of negotiat-
ing such an agreement and by their unanimous decision will in no sense
represent a draft agreement.

3. The TIC hearing has been called for the explicit purpose of soliciting
the views of Interested persons regarding any possible antidumping agree-
ment. The notice of this hearing identifies all of the basic areas which Would
have to be dealt with in negotiating such an agreement.

4. No formal position will be taken by the United States on any Issue relat-
ing to a possible antidumping agreement until after the views expressed
at the TIC hearing have been fully considered and approval has been given
by the President.
5. Any antidumping agreement would be evaluated on the basis of Its in-

trinsic merits and would be concluded separately from the overall Ken-
nedy round agreement.

I would add that the TIC hearing Is, in our judgment, fully responsive to
your request in your letter of July 6, 1966, for an opportunity to be heard and
to give us the benefit of your experience and counsel regarding antidumping.
Moreover, I assure you that we 4re available at any time to ineet with you and
other members of your Committee to discuss any issue relating to the possibility
of negotiating an International antidumping agreement.

I am taking the liberty of sending copies of this letter, together with its en-
closure, to our Congressional Delegates as well as to other members of the
Congress who have requested'our comments on the memorandum enclosed In your
letter of July 21, 1966.

Sincerely yours,
Wcti A M. RoT,Acting tSpecial Representattve.
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OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NIXIOrJATIONS

This memorandum Is in response to a memoranduin, dated July 21. 1966,
prepared by counsel to the Cement Industry Committee for Tariff and Anti-
dumping. The Cement Industry Committee memorandum raises a number of
questions regarding the President's authority to enter Into International nego-
tiations on antidumping, through the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations.

BAOKOROUND

During the past several months, as part of the general discussions on non.
tariff barriers in the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations, discusAons have
been taking place in Geneva regarding Article VI of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the content and administration of national anti-
dumping laws. Other countries have criticized aspects'of the U.S, antidumping
law. The United States, in turn, has pointed to difficulties encountered by U.S.
exporters in the application of foreign antidumping laws, and has expressed
concern that such laws will increasingly be used as unjustifiable non-tariff
barriers to trade. As a consequence of these discussions, the United States and
the other countries concerned have Indicated inteiest In a possible international
antidumping agreement, which would elaborate and perhaps alter the present
provisions of Article VI of the GAITf. To assist the United States In preparinR
Its position on this question, public hearings have been set for September 12.
1966 by the Trade Information Committee (TIC) In the Office of the Special
Representative for Trade Negotiations.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

After consideration of the questions raised In the Cement Industry Com.
mittee memorandum, we have reached the following conclusions:
1. The President has clear Constitutional authority to enter into negotiations

looking toward a possible international agreement on antiduniping.
2. Both as a matter of Constitutional law, and under the Trade Expsnslon

Act of 1962 (TEA), it is clear that the President may authorize the Special
Representative to enter Into negotiations on an International antiduniping
agreement.

3. If any international antidumping agreement is concluded which envisions
amendments to the U.S. Antidumping Act of 1921, the Presidenit would have to
seek legislation from the Congress. The President has no statutory authority
to amend the 1021 Antidumping Act pursuant to a trade agreement. Consequently
the procedural requirements of sections 221-224 of the TEA, including publi-
cation of lists of articles whose duties may be reduced in trade agreements and
Tariff Commission hearings and advice, are Inapplicable.

4. Because it is not clear that any international agreement would entail amend-
ments to the 1921 Antiduniping Act, the concerns expressed In the Senate Finance
Committee report accompanying S. Con. Res. 100 are not wholly opposite and,
In any case, would be fully met in the conduct of any negotiations.

5. The public hearing of the Trade Information Committee (TPIC) is clearly
legal, being expressly authorized by Executive Order,

6. The Trade Information Committee (TIC.) hearings will serve a useful
function by providing a forum in which interested parties can present their
views on antidumping so that those views may be taken into account If any
International antidumping agreement Is negotiated.

DISoUSSIoN

1. Under the Constitution, the President has the authority to conduct foleigh
relations. It is cWar that the'President may exercise this authority to ener ifto
agreements with foreign nations, such as an international antidnimping agree-
ment. The Cement Industry Committee memorandfd' does n6t appear to ques-
tion the existence of this'dear Constitutional authoilty.

Moreover, the President has expressly given to the Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations'the responsibility not only of advising him with, respect to
non-tariff barriers but also of assisting him In the negotiation, of trade agree-
ments which rest upon his Constitutional authority. This the President has done
by sections 3(b) and 1(b) of Executive Order No. 11075, as amended (48 OFR
1.3(b) and 1.1(b)).
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2. The Cement Industry Committee memorandum states that the "authority
of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations... derives
solely from the Trade Expansion Act of 1902," and that this Act gives the Presi-
dent authority only to "negotiate trade agreements concerning 'existing duties
or other import restrictions'" but gives no negotiating ailthority regarding a
non-tariff trade issue such as antidumping. From this penilse, the memorandum
argues that the Special Representative cannot enter into negotiations, at the
direction of the President, on a possible international agreement on antidump-
ing. This argument is Incorrect.

The TEA in no way restricts the President from exercising his Constitutional
prerogative to enter into negotiations with foreign countries regarding any
subject affecting international trade. Nor does the TEA restrict the fuifctions
which the President may delegate to the Special Representative regarding
such negotiations. Indeed, section 241(a) of the TEA (19U.O. 1871 (a))
explicitly provides that the Special Representative shall be the chief representa-
tive of the United States for negotiations under the T10A "and for such other
negotiations as in the President's Judgment require that the Special Repre-
sentative be the chief representative of the United States."

Moreover, In the exercise of his Con stituti6ial authorityto condhict foreign
relations, the President must necessarily be free to secure assistance from any
source he chooses. Pursuant to this authority, section 3(a)z 6f Ekecutive, Order
11076, as amended (48 0FR 1.3 (a)), provides that the Special Representatlve
for Trade Negotiations shall have such functions as the President may dli*ect
from time to time, in addition to those functions conferred by the 1DA and the
Executive Order.

Thus, as a matter of both Constitutional and statutory law, it is clear that the
President may authorize the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to
negotiate an antidumping agreement.

3. Under the TEA, the President is authorized to modify -dutiess and other
import restrictions" pursuant to trade agreements. In our judgment; 'tbls
authority does not permit the President to amend the Antidumping Act of 1921,
purusuant to a trade agreement. If the President entered int6 an internklfiatl
agreement which envisioned amendments to the 1921 Act, only'Congress could
enact such amendments. (If an International agreement was llmltedto changes
which did not require amendment of the 1921 Act, the Executive could Imple-
ment the agreement without Congressional action.)

The Cement Industry Committee memorandum states that consideration of
an international antidumping agreement must be preceded, under sect0n 221
of the TEA, by ' publlcatlon of lists of articles which may be the subject of any
proposed trade agreements" and Tariff Commission hearings 'and advice to the
President. This argument is incorrect.

The prenegotlation' requirements of section 221 of the TEA apply regarding
"irtlcles which may be considered for biodifleatlon or continuance of United
States duties or other Imprtrestrictlois. .. ."As noted above, the Presidential
authority to alter "duties or other -Im)iport restrlctois parsuatittb"trade agree-
ment does not apply'to the Antidumping Act of 1921. Since thls'authbllf$" does not
apply to the Antidumping Act, the statutory prenegotiatiti requirements in
section 221 of the TEA also do hotapply.

4. The Cement IriduAtry Committee memorandtm stateo'that "the negotiation
of An International antidumiplng code Wonldhe# . . . In clear deflane" of S&nite
Concurrent Resolution 10 This Concurrent -Resolution whichch has not bi~n
passed by the House of Representativeg and is therefore tit Ih effect) pressess
the sense of Congress that the P i6ldeits6uld bnly ebter Ilto tradeagreernents
In the Kennedy Round which would not require subseq'ueit Congresslonal: imple-
mentation. With regard'to an antIduffplng agreement, the Senate Pinaince Com-
mittee Report notes concern thatC6nress would "be bypafsed at the crucial
policymaking stages, and per-iiltted t" k ' fipate" only aftei' policy has been
frozen in an international tkide agreement."

Further consideration by the Executve Brianch of the possibillty Of a* Inter,-:
national afiftd unping agrezueit, Iit-inldink the TIO hearig,,woulid hdtbe "in
clear- defiance" of this Seinate Cohnurrent ]Resolution. It, ise'lear- that aninfter-
national agreement Way he concluded which w6uid not reiuir6echaiges in the
1921 Antidumplfig Act, and Auch 4n agreement would not inVolve the polioy-
making functions of the Congress.

If, however, any agreement envisioning changes in the 1921 Antidumplng Act
were concluded, the interests of the Congress would be respected and the con-
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cerns expressed In the Senate Finance Committee report would be met. First, the
Congress would be kept fully Informed at every step of any antidumping negotia-
tion-indeed, whether or not Congressional action would be required. The Septem-
ber 12 TIC hearing will Inform the Congress, as well as the Executive, regarding
the views of Interested persons. Moreover, the Congressional Delegates to the
Kennedy Round would be able to observe the conduct of any negotiation in
Geneva. Second, If any agreement were in fact concluded envisioning changes In
the 1921 Act, the Congress would be free to accept or reject any proposed amend-
ment to the 1921 Act based on Its evalUatiOn of the intrinsic merits of any such
antidumping agreement. Any antidumping agreement will be concluded In an
agreement separate from the overall results of the Kennedy Round, which Con-
gress could accept or reject without affecting the overall Kennedy Round
agreement.

5. The Cement Industry Committee memorandum asserts, without elaboration,
that the proposed hearing of the TIC Is legally Invalid. 'This assertion Is Incorrect.
+ As noted above, by Executive Order No. 11075, as amended, the President has

given, to the Special Representative the responsibility of advising him with re-
spect to n6n-tariff barriers and of assisting him in all activities related to the ne-
gotiation of trade agreements which rest upon his Constitutional authority. In
discharging this responsibility, section 8(c) of this Order (48 OFR1 1, ()) pro-
vides that the Special Representative shall, as he may deem to be necessary, draw
upon the resources o bodies established by or Under the proviolons of the same
Order. These bodies Include theVIC. In addition, a TIC hearing concerning the
po0sble negotiation of an antldumning remnt is clearly Onvi xsed by section
3(b) (3) of Directive No. 1 (48 CFR 202.8(b) (8)), which established the TIC,
and by section 2(d) itself of the TIC regulationR (48 CFR 211.2(d)).

6. The Cement Industry Committee memorandum states, in effect, that "nego-
tiations have already begun" and therefore Interested persons will not he able
to Make meaningful comments at the TIC hearing unless they are provided "with
the current draft of an International antidumping code or with an Identification of
those antidumping standards or procedures whose modification is being con-
sidered".

First, no'negotiations on an antidumping agreement have taken place. The meet-
ings to date In Geneva have been devoted only to exploratory discussions of sub-
stantive and procedural Issues Involved In dealing with dumping. These discus-
sions have In no way committed the United States or any other country to any
position on any, possible provision of an antidumping agreement. Indeed, no
formal position will be taken by the United States on any Issue until after the
views expressed at the TIC hearing have been fully considered within the Exec-
utive Branch and approval has been given by the President.

Second, there is no document In existence which Is regarded by the partleiiat-
ing countries as the draft of an antidumping agreement. The papers submitted
by many countries, which have been the subject of the discussions+In Geneva.
were tentative and exploratory., In the light of these discussions, the GATT Sec-
retariat Is currently preparing a paper which will outline under appropriate
headings the possible elements of an anitidumping' agreement, This latter pIper Is
intended to facilitate consideration by the participating countries of the possl.
ability of negotiating such an agreement. It has been expreqslv agreed by all that
this paper lwopld In no sense represent a draft agreement. It should be noted that,
under OAT procedures. none of these papers Is available for public circulation.

Third, we believe that the terms of the notice of the TIC hearing to provide
an adequate frame, of reference for meanlnalul contribution by Interested per-
sons. Paragraphs (1)-(V) of section 2 of the TIC notice (81 F.R. 9819--July 15,
1I(6) Identify all of the basic ar~e which have been dealt with to date' in the
discussions In.Geneva. In additioni these persgraphQ set out some 6f the major
subsiiary questions which mu t be deultwithin +onalderinga vowalble anti-
dumping agreement and which may lead to a modiflation of existing antidumping
standards or procedures, Moreover. vectlon 8 of the TIV notic exnresqaly provides
that additionaI Information regarding the coverage of the, hearing may be re-
quested from the TIC. Finally. , the staff of this 'Office Iq available to meet at any
time with interested persons to discuss the Issues. which will *be the subject of
any possible negotialon of fn antidumping agreement.
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CEMENT INDUSTRY COMMITTEE FOR TARIF & ANTIDUMPINO,
Washington, D. 0., August 23, 1966.

Hon. CHRISTIAN A. HEnTER,
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, Trade Information Committee,

Washington, D. 0.
Dear Mr. Herter: Several weeks ago I sent you a legal memorandum con-

cerning our Committee's position that the Office of the Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations has no authority to negotiate an international antidump-
Ing code.

Enclosed Is a supplementary memorandum which sets forth additional sup-
port for this position on the basis of the legislative history of the Trade Ex-
pansion Act of 1962.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN MATIAs, Ohairmanm

M[EMORANDUM RE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE TRADE EXPANSION AcT Oi 1082 A6
IT BEARS UPON TuE LEoAL INVALIDITY OF THE PROPOSED NEGOTIATION OF"AN
INTERNATIONAL ANTIDtruPINo CODE

On July 15, 1966 the Office of the Special Representative for Trade-Negotia-
tions announced that beatings have been scheduled for September 12, 1966 to
receive comment by United States industry, labor and other members of the
public on the negotiation of an International antidumping code, These negotia-
tions have already been started by the' Office of the Special Representative at
the current Kennedy Round of trade negotiations In Geneva unde, the auspices
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

This memorandum analyzes the legislative historyof -the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962 with respect to the legal authority Of the Officb of the Special Repre-
sentative to hold such hearings or to conduct such negotiations. The authority of
the Office of the Special Representative derives solely from the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962. The legislative history demonstrates clearly! that there it no legal
authority under the Trade Expansion Act for the negotiation of an international
antidumping code. The United States Senate, In S. Con. Res. 100, recently re-
affirmed that the Trade Expansion Act, was not intended to and did not en-
compass the area of antidumping.

Even assuming that It conceivably could be concluded that authority to nego-
tiate an international antidumping code is provided by the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962, there has been a total failure to comply with the requirements of
the Act. The legislative history demonstrates clearly that the negotiation of An
International antidumping code is legally invalid for this failure to follow the
procedural safeguards. These procedural sategurads were viewedas vital and
essential to the Act since they provided the only restraint from-the otherwise
broad authority delegated to the President.
I. The Lcglalatlvc Histmriy of the Trade RzpantIon Act of 1968 "Demojstra~ei

Clcarig Th'at Theic Is liO Lefal AUtherity foo the N egotltiot* ona'nAnti.Sdumping tobdc',. . ...

Ani International. .rtidumping cede would necessarily, require. modification or
revision Of tbe AhtiduPlning Act of 1021, Legislative history Of t i 002 ,Trade
Fxpanslgo Act understandably is meager on the reiatlnship o0 thi1 statute to
the Ad!tidumping Act slinc the latter clArly dealt with matters of domestic
ecohozle regulation of tinfair competition that fal, beyond the purview of the
former.

1 .t4 e . ii 0 pose 6k theproposed bill (forerunner of the Antidumplng Act)
is to prevent the stifling.of domestic industries by the dumping offoreign mer-
chandise.... Over 20 years ago, bylthee'nactment of the Sherman' Antitrust.
Law, Co-igees recognized the neesity of legislation to Prevent ifa r methods
oftcmpe ltlh 'and monopoly within the Uited States; but effectii6 legislation
t6 p4*ent djsermlnt16nfs and iunftar ,practIces from abroad#. t [sl]P destroy
[oleJ 6' ipftion and control,[(Wl. 0rces, has notbeen enacted." H.R. Rep
No, 479,th'Cong., 1st Bess,, 1 1010),."

HoweVer,: the references that do appear demonstrate concluively that eon-
gress did not contemplate any implicit revision of ort ftpacity to revise the Anti



dumping Act In the 1962 act or withinthe authority delegated to the President
thereunder. The Senate Finance Committee Report speciflcally stated:

"Section 257(h) provldesthat section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
and Import restrictions Imposed thereunder shall be unaffected by* the bill. Other
laws not to be affected Incl de the Antidumping Act and section 303 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, which relates to countervailing duties" (S. Rep. No. 2059, 87th
Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1962). [Emphasis added.I

It thus becomes clear that "special dumping duties" Imposed pursuant to the
Antidumping Act are not comprehended within the phrase "duty or other Import
restriction" found throughout the Trade Expansion Act.

An exchange between Secretary of Treasury Dillon and Congressman Utt in
the Hearings Before the House Committee on Ways and Means considering the
proposed 1902 act reinforces the view that, in the contemplation both of the
Administration which proposed the bill, and of the Congress which enacted It
into law, the Trade Expansion Act did not In any way touch upon the Anti-
dumping Act:

"Secretary DxLw04. Treasury is responsible for carrying out antidumping ac-
tivities. I do not think this bill affects the antidumping legislation at all.

"Mr. Uvr. I was wondering If you could point out to me where the antldump-
Ing legislation isstill in force?

"Secretary DrLLOz. I think that Is a totally separate piece of legislation. It
never was part of the trade agreements legislation. It ts a separate piece.

"Mr. UTT. We have several sections entitled 'Repeals'. I am wondering if any
of those sections on antidumping are repealed by reference?

"Secretary-DLoWN. So far as I know, nothing Is. I cannot give you a positive
answer, but as far as I am Informed, it Is my understanding there Is no change
at all In the antidumping procedures so far as this bill Is concerned." Hearings
on H. 9900 Before the House Committee on Ways and Means, 87th Cong.,
2d Sess., pt. 2, at 897-98 (1962).

Another Administration spokesman, Secretary of Commerce Luther H. Hodges,
gave broad assurances that the government would not act under the 1962 legis-
lation so as to undermine other statutory protection agaJnst unfair foreign
competition:

"And I am resolved that the Government shall take no Action in the field
of tariff policy that will work undue hardship to U.S. Industry, workers, and
farmers through unfair foreign cornpctitlont." Hearings on H.R. 9900 Before: the
House Committee on Ways and Means, 87th Cong., 2d Seas;. pt. 1, at 81 (1962).
[Emphasis added.)

Section 201 of the 1962 Act confers authority upon the President to modify
"other import restrictions" as well as duties under specified circumstances but
the legislative hIstory suggests that the term "other Import restrictions" refers
primarily to quotas: .

"He [the President] can also impose additional import restrictions (e.g.
quotas)" H.R. Rep. No. 1818, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1962).

"Tne basic grant of authority also permits the modiftcation of existing import
restrictions other than duties, while at the same time authorlsing the lmposi-
tion of additional Import restrictions (e.g., quotas)." Id. at 14.

Although there are o siont Instances Within th'e legislative history of eff rts
to expand, the terin "161her Import testrtions" beyond mere qubtas, It Is signifi-
cant that no sucheffort can be f6und which Alludes to antidumping regulations:

"What are they [other Impbrt restrk'ionsj ?' Embargoes, quotas, Import licenses,
currency manipulations, quarantinet, and a' decision that goods must b delivered
Within 5 days after they are manufactured." 108 Cong. Rec. 18674 (daily ed.
Sept. 18,1962) (remarks of Senator Curtis).

A memorandum on'the 1062 act prepared by the United States 'Thrift Coi -

mission dnd submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee'suggests Avery
limited delkation of authority to the President to modify dutlesorother impdrt
restrictions. Tis "limited authority is Inconsistent wththe bald Asseition of
power by the Oflice of the Special Representative for &de NegOtlatlon to
revise or modify the Aitldumphig Ac t1f110921 "even If' ome'Jutlftctedn could
be found for treatIng antidumping regulat~i6is as coming within the scope of
"duty & btheti lihiibrt restrctiol :"

"The existink autliotf to p'beaim molificatlion of exicitih dntleiq is ap,
parently intended to permit the President to make rate and classification changes
within and subordinate to the statutory structure of the tariff classification
schedules, and not to permit him to change the scope of any statutory provisions.
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In any event, whatever the President's ultimate authority under section 350(a)
(1) may be, he has so confined his proclaimed 'modifications.' It is assumed that
there would be no departure from past practice in exercising the authority under
the new legislation." Hearings on H.R. 9900 Before the House Committee on
Ways and Means, 87th Cong., 2d Seas., pt. 2, at 923 (1962). (Emphasis added.)
2. .The Legislative History o the Trade Eapansion Act of 1962 Demonstrates

Clearly That Negotiation of an International Antidumping Code Is Illegal
Because the Procedural Safeguards Provided by the Statute Have Not Been
Followed

Apart from the fact that there is no authority under the 1962 act for the Pro.
posed Hearings on an International Antidumping Code, these hearings are legally
invalid for the additional reason that statutorily imposed procedural safeguards
have not been followed. The legislative history fully confirms the importance im-
pliedly attached to these safeguards by their explicit prescription in section 221
of the act. The President acknowledged retention of most of the "peril point"
procedural safeguards in his proposed legislation:

".. . the four basic stages of the traditional peril point procedures and
safeguards will be retained and improved:

"the President will refer to the Tariff Commission the list of proposed
Items for negotiations;

"the Tariff Commission will conduct hearings to determine the effect
of concessions on these products;

"the Commission will make a report to the President, specifically based,
as such reports are based now, upon'tts findings Of how new Imports might
lead to the idling of productive facilities, the inability of domestic producers
to operate at a profit, and the 'unemployment of workers* as the result of
anticipated reductions in duties; ..." Message from the President of the

.,United States Relative to the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Program, Hear-
ings on H.R. 9900 Before the House 'Committee on Ways and Means, 87th
Cong., 2d Seas., pt. 1, at 7 (1962).

NXot one of these procedural requirements has been satisfied with respect to the
proposed negotiation of an international antidumping code.

Congress was apprised of the tact that the support of organized labor for the
1962 act was dependent upon strict adherence to these procedural safeguards:

"The tariff-cutting authority the President would use is discretlolnary and
flexible, but the safeguards which the bill establishes against injury to American
workers, business, and farmers who may be affected by increased imports are
mandatory and Inflexible. These safeguards are provided at every stage of the
tariff.negottiting process, We regard these safeguards as essential features of
the trade expansion program without which it Would not have our support." fup-
porting Memorandum of AFI-CIO on the Trade Expansion Program (H.R. 9900),
Hearings on H.R. 9900 Before the House Committee on Ways and Means, 87th
Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, at 1150 (1962).

The statutory language ought to be sufficient to make the point, but the legis-
lative history removes any conceivable doubt on whether Congress shared
labor's view as to the mandatory nature of the procedural safeguards incorpo-
rated in the statute:

"Thls authority [to make changes In the import restrictions of the United
States) is circumscribed and conditioned by certain required determinations the
President must make and procedural steps he must follow (sec. -201(a)"(2)"0
H.R. Rep. No. 1818, 87th Cd1i%., 2d Bess. 14-(1962) [Emphasis added.1

Sinmilarly, testimony of A0ctig ecietary of State George W. Ball before the
House Committee on Ways and Means makes 4t clear beyond peradvebture that
the Administration that proposed this bill joined Congress in complete con-
sensus on the essential ,prerequisite status of these procedures:

"The new law contemplates that the'Tariff Commission would be consulted
and that-it would make an economic study and that the advice would be avail-
able to the President as a condition to his prOposing to enter into any" ,trde
agreement"' Hearings on H.R. 9900 Before the House Committee on Ways and
Means, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.,- pt. 6, at 8883 (1962). (EmpMsIs added]

It would be redundant to recite 4he numerous expressions found in the legis-
lative history volciiig concern that the procedural safegihrds serveas essential
restraints upon the broad authority delegated to the President under this act.
However, one statement admirably exemplifies the tenor of all In focusing upon
the ultimate act of faith on the part of the legislature that the Executive will
respect the democratic concept of government by law:
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fie we come to a basic point, are we going to trust the Executive or are

we not? I grant that that lies at the base of a great deal of the problems that
face all of us today. I myself say that we must look at the Executive not from
the standpoint of the Individual or his political party but we must look at It from
the standpoint of government by law, If you please: What are the correct
procedures, the functions of this grant of executive authority? Where does
the Congress fit in? In my Judgment there is no question but what we in Con.
gress must delegate authority to the Executive, and what we should be paying
attention to, as I think this committee has done, is the guide lines that we
have put In to restrict or confine the Executive In the exercise of the authority."
108 Cong. Rec. 11151 (daily ed. June 28,1962) (.remarks of Congressman Curtis).

CovIOrroqN & BURLING,
counsel to Cement Industry Committee for Tariff and Antidumping.

ExECuTIVE OFFIcK OF THE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE

FoRi TRADE NEsOTIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., August 30, 1966.

Mr. JOH& MATI~k5,
Ohalrman, Cement Ind-kstry Committee for Tariff and Antidumphng, Washing-

ton, D. 0.
DEa MR. MATHIS: Thank you for your letter of August 23, 1960, with which

you enclose a supplementary legal memorandum concerning the negotiation of an
antidumping agreement. This memorandum repeats the arguments put forward
in the legal memorandum you sent me on July 21, 1966--that the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 (TEA) gives the President no authority to change
the Anti-Dumping Act, 1021 pursuant to a trade agreement and that, If such
authority existed, any negotiation of such agreement must be preceded by
the so-called prenegotiaton procedures under the TEA.

We are frankly puzzled by your supplementary memorandum. Ambhssador
Roth's letter to- you of August 17, 1966, enclosed a legal memorandum which
stated that the TEA provided no authority to change the Anti-Dumping Act,
1921 pursuant to a trade agreement and therefore concluded that the prenego-
Vratton' procedures of the TEA would not be applicable if the negotiation of an
antidumping agreement were undertaken. The main point of our memorandum
was that the President has the Constitutional authority to negotiate an anti-
dumping agreement-which may or may not require new Implementing legisla-
tion, and that the President also has the authority both under the Constitution
and in the TEA to authorize the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations to
negotiate such an agreement.

The points made In y6br supplementary legal memorandum do not raise any
now issues, and, Indeed, are not responsive to our legal memorandum. I otn only
conclude that you did not receive Ambassador Roth's letter of August 17 before
sending me this supplemental memorandum. We would still be interested In any
pertinent comments you or your counsel might have on our legal memorandum.

Most sincerely yours,
CHRSTxAN A. Hamra,

Speotal Representative.

CEMENT INDUSTRY COMMITTEE FOR TARIFF AND ANTIDUMPING,
Washington, D.., September 1, 1966.

Hon. CuusmTL A. HERTZ,
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, Trade Information Committee,

Washington, D.O.
Dtn Ma. HaTEa: Thank you for your.letter of August 80, 1966. You were

correct In your assumption that we had not received your office's memorandum
of August 17 it the time that our supplementary memorandum of August 22 was
Mailed out.

Enclosed Is a memorandum prepared by counsel to our Committee which re-
spondh to the memorandum of August 17 prepared by your office. After review
of the memorandum, prepared by the Office of the Special Representative, the
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Cement Industry Committee's position remains that there is no authority for the
negotiation of an International antidumping code.

Sincerely yours, JOHN MAtitis,'Ohairtnan."

REPLY OF THE CEMENT INDUSTRY COMMITTEE FOR TARIFF & ANTIDUMPING TO THE
ANSWERINO MEMORANDUM OF THE OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, DATED AUGUST 17, 1966

On July 15, 1966, the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotia-
tions announced that It would hold hearings on September 12 to seek the views
of American industry on the proposed negotiation of an International code on
antidumping. The announcement stated that negotiation of such a code had been
under discussion by representatives of the United States and of other countries
In connection with the current Sixth or Kennedy Round of Trade Negotiations
In Geneva.

On July 21 and August 22, 1966, the Cement Industry Committee for Tariff
and Antidumping delivered to the Office of the Special Representative and to
various Senators and Congressmen memoranda questioning the authority of the
Office of the Special Representative to schedule these hearings and to proceed
with the negotiation of an international antidumping code. These memoranda
took the position (1) that the .legislative history of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 demonstrated conclusively that the Special Representative had no authority
to negotiate such a code, (2) that even If the Office did have such authority both
the present negotiations and the scheduling of the September 12 hearing were
Illegal because the procedural safeguards provided by the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 had not been followed, and (8) that the actions of the Office of the Special
Representative In any case were In clear violation of the wishes of the Senate as
expressed in Senate Concurrent Resolution 100 (hereafter cited as S. Con. Res.
100). These memoranda have been consolidated and are attached hereto for
reference.

The Cement Industry Committee bas now received an answering memorandum
front the Office of the Special Representative. This memorandum is dated Aug-
ust 17 but was not received by the Cement Industry Committee until after the
Committee's memorandum of August 22, referred to above, had been mailed out
This memorandum takes the position that the' President does have the authority
tinder the Constitution and under the Trade Expansion Act to authorize the
Special Representative to negotiate an international antidumping code. Second,
the memorandum takes the position that the procedural safeguards of the Trade
Expansion Act are not applicable to the negotiation of an antidumping code.
Finally, the memorandum takes the preposterous position that an international
antidumping agreement may not Involve any changes In the Antidumping Act of
1921 and that S. Con. Res. 100 Is; therefore, "not wholly apposite."

This memorandum, prepared by counsel to the Cement Industry Committee,
replies to the above answering arguments of the Office of the Special Representa-
tive. The memorandum concludes that : (1) neither the President's Constitutional
authority nor the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 authorizes the negotiation of an
International antidumping code; (2) the-Office cannot justifiably maintain the
inconsistent positions that the President has authority under the Trade Expan-
sion Act to negotiate an antidumping code and yet he Is not bound by the pro-
cedural safeguards of the Act because they are not applicable to antidumping;
and (8) the negotiation of an International antidimping code would assuredly
require amendment of the Antidumping Act of 1921, would clearly be in defiance
of Senate Concurrent Resolution 100, and would usurp a Constitutional function
of Congress.
.. NeihhekJ the P rcdent's Coatit utonal A uthbrft Nor theTrad Ewpan Qsn Act

of 1962 authbr*cst the Negotlation. of an Internatonal A nt(duvptng Ziocle.
The memorandum of the Office of 'the Special Representative argues that "(1)

the -President has Constitutional authority to negotiate a Internltional anti-
dumping code, end (2) the President may delegate this authority to the fPeclal
Representative both as a matter of Constitutional law and under the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962.

First of all, this reliance by the Office upon the Constitutional authority of the
President to justify its undertaking of such negotiations comes t a very late
date. All previous actions end statements by the Office have led both industry aind
Congress to believe that the negotiations of an antidumping code were being
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conducted pursuant to the Trade Expansion Act, which provides the sole author-
ity of the U.S. representatives in the current Kennedy Round at Geneva. The
Office's Press Release of July 15, announcing the hearings, stated that an anti-
dumping code was under discussion as part of the "non-taiiff barrier phase of
the current trade negotiations in Geneva, known as the Kennedy Round." On
August 10, the Special Representative himself described the negotiation of an
international antidumping code as a "Kennedy Round objective" In a statement
before a House Subcommittee.

S. Con. Res. 100 demonstrates that the Congress has certainly been misted up
until this point into believing the antidumping discussions in Geneva were being
conducted under the authority of the Trade Expansion Act The report filed by
the Senate-Finance Committee, recommending passage of the Resolution, con-
cluded as follows:

"The Committee on Finance has been disturbed over reports that the current
Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations may be broadened to Include U.S. offers
of concessions with respect to matters for which there Is no existing delegated
authority....
. "It has been -reported that one area In wbich our negotiators may offer con-

cessions concerns the Amnerlcau selling price method of evaluation....
"Another area may involve the treatment of "dumped" goods by the country

In which the dumping occurs" [Emphasis added.]
Secondly, It Is by no means clear that an antidumping code Is within the

sphere of the President's Constitutional authority to conduct foreign relations.
The Antidumping Act of 1921 -was clearly intended to apply the domestic anti-
trust laws to Imported goods In competition with domestic products. That this
was the Intentionof the Congress Is clear from the legislative history of the
Antidumping Act.

"... the purpose of the proposed bill (forerunner of the Antidumping Act)
is to prevent the stifling of domestic Industries by the dumping of foreign mer-
chandise. ... Over 20 years ago, by the enactnnt of the Sherman Antitrust
Law, Congress recognized the necessity of legislation to prevent unfair methods
of competition and monopoly within the United States, but effective legislation
to prevent disoriminations and unfair practices from abroad, to destroy competi-
tion and control prices, has not been enacted." H.R. Rep. No. 479, 66th Cong., 1st
Seas&, 1 (1919).

Similarly, the Senate Finance'Coknmittee Report on S. Con. Res. 100, referred
to alxve, concluded that antidumping 1onicerns unfair trade practices in a
domeWc economy."

Every law regulating our domestic economy can be said to affect our foreign
relations in the sense that foreign competitors who enter our domestic markets
must abide by our laws, but it would be an absurd and fundamental realloca-
tion of Constitutional authority If this fact justified the subsection of regula-
tion of our domestic economy by Presidential fiat for Congressionally enacted
law. Under the guise of foreign affairs, the President could just as well purport
to negotiate an international criminal code with respect to crimes committed
by Importers, even though it is unquestionable that Congress and the States
would view this as a clear usurpation of their legislative perogatives.

Hence, it is very questionable whether the Constitutional authority of the
President Includes the power to alter or affect domestic antiduinping legislation
relating to unfair trade practices. Nothing in the Constitution or the Trade
Expansion Act Justifies such an extension of the powers of the Executive Branch.

With respect to the second argument of the Office's memorandum, the Cement
Industry Committee submits that even assuming, arguendo, that the President
has authority to negotiate an international antldumping agreement, the authority
of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations is not coextensive with
that of the President. It is undoubtedly true that the President must be free to
secure assistance In the exercise of his Constitutional authority from' any source
he chooses. It does not follow, however, that a Special Presidential Representa-
tive, appointed fot a specific and Ilimited purpose-to fill an office created by a
Congress deeply condemned with the Imposition of proper limitations upon, its
delegation'of authority-,-should be permitted.to act, on his own inltlatite and
without express Presidential bidding, beyond the scope of the Act creating his
office.

The Office of the Special Representative is solely a creature of the COngress,
and, more particularly, a creationof the Trade Expansion Act of 1062. The
legislative history of that Act, as set forth In the memorandum dated July 21
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attached hereto, Is conclusive that Congress intended to delegate only very
limited authority to the Office of the Special Representative, and even this lim-
ited authority was conditioned upon mandatory procedural restraints. Further,
this history is conclusive that Congress did not intend for the Act to affect
the Antidumping Act In any way. (Attached Memorandum, pp. 4-7.)

In light of this legislative history, It Is presumptuous of the Office of the
Special Representative to construe In a broad and sweeping manner Its delega-
tion of authority under the vague and general language of the Executive Order
which established the Office (E.O. 11075) and of the Trade Expansion Act.
The Office's memorandum falls to Identify any language expressly authorizing
it to negotiate an antidumping code or directing it where or how to do so.

The Office's memorandum relies on Section 3(a) of the E.O. 11075, as amended
(48 CFR 18(d)) which provides that the Special Representative shall have
"such Other functions as the President may from time to time direct", in addi-
tion to functions specifically conferred by the 'Trade Expansion Act and the
Executive Order. Nowhere has the President directed the Special Representa-
tive to hold hearings on, or to negotiate a revision of, the domestic antidumping
laws as part of an international antidumping code.

The Office's memorandum also relies on Section 8(b) of E.O. 11075, as amended
(48 CFR 1.3(b)), which provides that the Special Representative shall advise
the President with respect to "nontariff barriers to International trade", and on
the language of Section 241(a) of the Trade Expansion Act, which authorizes
the Special Representative to be the chief representative of the United States
"for such Other negotiations as In the President's judgment require that the
Special Representative be the chief representative of the United States." It is
submitted that where such vague and general language is used either In an act
or in an Executive Order Implementing, and Issued under, the act, its meaning
must be interpreted in light of the rest of the language of the act and in light
of the act's legislative history.

Taken as a whole, the Trade Expansion Act of 19062 deals solely with the
United States "trade agreements program" and with tariff adjustment and other
adjustment assistance procedures to be invoked following execution Of "trade
agreements." The "other negotiations" language of Section 241(a) and the
"other functions" language of [DO. 11075 must be read as referring to an aspect
of the "trade agreements program" or to an aspect of tariff adjustment and
other adjustment assistance procedures, and must be limited by the scope of
the latter terms as they have been used In the Trade Expansion Act and its
predecessors.

The legislative history of all previous trade agreements acts makes perfectly
clear that the U.S. antidumping laws were never Included in the negotiation au-
thority which those acts conferred upon the President or his representatives.
Then Secretary of Treasury Dillon pointed this out In'his testimony on the Trade
Expansion Act, where he said:

"I think that [the U.S. antidumping legislation] is a totally separate piece of
legislation. It "ever was part of the trade agreements legllatfon." Hearings on
H.R. 9900 Before the House Committee on Ways'and Means, 87th Cong., 2d Sess.,
pt. 2, at 897 (1962). [Emphasis added.I

The legislative history of the Trade Expansion Act also makes patently cleat
that -, the Act did not encompass antidumping. The Senate Finance Committee
Report specifically stated that:

"Other laws not to be affected Include the Antidumping Act and section 803 of
the Tariff Act of 190, which relates to countervailing duties" S. Rep. No. 2059,
87th Cong., 2d Sess. 19 (19062) (Emphasis added.]

Secretary Dillon and others were also conclusive on this point (attached
Memorandum, pp. 4-7).

The vague language "such other negotiations" in the Act can ofily be read in
the context of this legislative history and therefore cannot conceivably be con-
strued to encompass antidumping. Moreover, the fact that the mandatory proce-
dural safeguards of the Act are not applicable to antldumjlhg, which is discussed
In Part II, M*fra, also negates any possible construction of the Act which would
extend it to antidumping.

For the same reasons the general language contained In the Executive Order
Implementing and Issued'under the Act must Also be read with the same limita-
tions of meaning In mind. The criminal laws directed at the narcotics traffic
represent "nontatiff barriers to lntkrnatdonal trade," but'cleadly the. Executive
Order was not intended to serve a§ carte blanche for the Office of the Special

96-10 0 - s8 - 14
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Representative so that It could barter off the narcotics laws or negotiate In similar
areas of domestic regulation which have some effect on International trade.
Reasonableness must be the touchstone in the construction of Executive Orders
as well as of statutes.

In light of the clear legislative history that the Trade Expansion Act was not
Intended to and did not encompass antidumping, it Is difficult to understand-the
Office's assertion that, the broad general reference in the Act to "such other
negotiations" extends to the antidumping area. Further, It cannot be assumed
that the President Intended to defeat the understanding of Congress by the use
of ambiguous language when he promulgated Executive Order 11075 In execution
of the Trade Expansion Act.
II. The Offico Cannot Justifiably Maintain the Inconsestent Position. That the

President Has Authority Under the Trade Expansion Act to Negotiate an
Antidumping Oode and Yet He Is Not Bound by the Procedural Safeguards
of the Act Because They Are Not Applicable to Antidumping

The memorandum of the Office of the Special Representative correctly con-
cedes that the authority delegated to the President by the Trade Expansion Act
to alter existing duties or other import restrictions "does not apply to the Anti-
dumping Act." It draws from this the conclusion that "the procedural safeguards
In Section 221 of the Trade Expansion Act also do not apply." Nevertheless, it
goes on to make the remarkable assertion that the President does have the
authority under the Trade Expansion Act to enter into negotiations on an inter-
national antidumping agreement. Although some confusion arises because these
first two propositions are logically reversed, the inconsistency of the trilogy
would, nevertheless, seem to be inescapable even to the most Jaded eye.

In effect, the memorandum apparently seeks to draw a distinction between
the agreements which the Representative negotiations under the "such other
negotiations" language of Section 241(a) of the Act and agreements which he
negotiations modifying existing U.S. duties or other Import restrictions.

It is submitted that the legislative history of the Act makes clear that nego-
tions relating to antidumping are not encompassed by the "such other negotia-
tions" clause of Section 241(a), as set out more fully in Part I, eupra. Further-
more, there Is no basis whatsoever for asserting that if the "auch other nego-
tions" language of Section 241(a) does extend to antidumping, the procedural
safeguards of the Act are not to apply to agreements made pursuant to that lan-
guage also. The Office of the Special Representative could Just as logically assert
that any of the other restrictions on Its authority set out In Title II of the Act-
such as the requirements that it extend the benefits of any resulting agreements
to other countries on a most-favored-nation basis but that it not do so with re-
spect to countries dominated or controlled by Communism-would also not apply
if It chose to assert that it had negotiated these agreements pursuant to the "such
other agreements" language.

In fact, the legislative history of the Act makes abundantly clear that the Con-
gress' willingness to delegate authority to the Executive was conditioned upon
the mandatory nature of the procedural safeguards. (Attached Memorandum,
pp. 10-12.) Nowhere does the language of the Act state that these safeguards or
restrictions,do not extend to all of the activities of the Special Representative
pursuant- to the Act. Hence they must be considered applicable to all agreements
negotiated by the Representative not merely to some of them.

The Cement Industry Oommittee concurs in the Special Representative's ob-
servatlon that the procedural safeguards speciflced in the Trade Expansion
Act seem totally inappropriate to revision of the Antidumping Act. Far from
idewing this as an invitation to a holiday from all legal restraint, however,
it is submitted that this is the clearest indication that negotiation of an interna-
tional antidumplng code not come within the conceivable boundaries of the
authority conferred by any portion of the Trade Expansion Act. In seeking to
amend the Antidumping Act under the authority of the Trade Expansion Act,
the Special Representative would have us believe that Just because a bulldozer
exceeds the legal load limit of a-road, It can race down that road without obeying
the traffic rules.
IL. The Negotiation of an International Antidumping (ode 'Woul Assuredly

Require Amendment of the Antidumping Act of 91, W6uld Otearly be
in Defance of ft. Con. Re*. 100, and Would Usurp a Conittutional Ftn-

tIon 6fofogress.
The memorandum of the6fi e ofthe Special Representative asserts that it Is

"clear" that an International antidumping code might not require any change
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of the Antidumping Act of 1921 and that K Con. Res. 100 Is therefore "not wholly
apposite." These statements are either deceptive or naive.

The numerous press reports on the Kennedy Round negotiations have uni-
formly indicated that the practice of withholding appralsenients where dumping
is suspected, as provided for by the Antidumping Act, is the chief concern of
foreign countries. See, e.g., Journal of Conimerce, July 15, 196& Knowledgeable
members of the Congressional delegation to the Kennedy Round negotiations
have also flatly made this statement. See, e.g., Statement of Congressman Curtis,
112 C(ongrcssonalRccord 11292 (daily ed.) (May 31, 196).

Thus, while it Is true that the U.S. negotiators are primarily interested in the
procedural aspects of foreign dumping laws, It Is quite clear that the subject
of concern of foreign countries is with the substantive provisions of the U.S.
Act. Any change in these substantive provisions, as opposed to minor changes In
the way the Act Is administered by the Treasury Department, would clearly re.
quire amendment of the statute.

Secondly, the memorandum of the Office itself states that an antidmuping
code "would elaborate and perzta aker" the provisions of Article VI of GAI.
Since Aitlcle VI deals with sales at less than fair value and nterial Injury,
as do the substantive provisions of the Antidumping Act, any elaboration or
alteration of these provisions would require the same altefatlon or revision of
the statute.

Thirdly, the Office of the Special Representative has on other oomcons nmde
clear that It wants to obtain concessions from foreign counties In the admin.
letration of their antidumptng laws. It will obviously have to bbaraWn some-
thing In the way of a concession or change in the Antidumping Art in return.
Since the U.S. Act already provides for open and fair proceedings prior to the
issuance of a M4thholding order or prior to the asessment of dumping duties,
any concessions by the U.S. could only pertain to the subiatentve providons of
Its Act dealing with when appraisement will be withheld, what constitutes sales
at less then fair value, or what conitutes material injury.

Finally, that the sustantive aspects of the antidunping laws will In fact be
up for negotiation Is also made abundantly clear by the list of topics wbich the
Office has suggested for comment by interested members of the ptUlc in the
September 12 hearings. These Include the following: "What should constitute
actionable dumping In an International agreement", "Determination of sales at
less than normal values", "Determination of injury", and "Determination of in-
dustry", as well as topics under "Procedures." Only changes in the last catery
could possibly be accomplished without making necessary parallel changes In
the Antidumping Act.

Since It cannot be assuned that the Special Representative's Ofke is naive on
this subject, It Is submitted that the suggestion that an International code may
require no -revision of the Antidumpdng Act Is merely camouflage and an effort
to delude Congressmen into believing that their legislative function has not
been usurped. It would be senseless to hbld the proposed hearings If the only
International antidumping agreement expected to result would not deviate
from the present domestic law. It borders on the ingenuous for the Speciel
Representative to suggest that such a wasted effort Is truly contemplated. Real-
istically, one must attribute rational purpose to the action of the Special Rep-
resentative. Surely, significant alteration of the 1021 Antidumping Act Is con-
templhted and the authority of the Special Representative must stand or fall
on this premise.

The Special Representative's memorandttm also argues that If a code were
to require changes In the Antidumping Act, the concern expressed In S. Con.
Res. 100 "would be fully met." The basic point made In that Congrem would
have the "last say" on whether tW approve or disapprove provisions of a code
requiring amendment of the Antidumping Act.

The Cement Industry Committee submits that If a code Is negotiated, Con.
gress would hardly be in a. position to engage In Its normal function of full
legislative debate and deliberation. The code would be presented to It as a
faith aocornpU and most assuredly as a nioral commitment made by the Executive
Branch of the government. It is hardly realistic to assume that the Speelial
Representative would be willing to engage In extensive and prolonged negotia.
tons without anticipation that any code would be presented to Ongress at the
least as a moral obligation of the. tresifent, or more likely, as part of an
overall package which has been obtained through the Kennedy Rotxd negotia-
tions. Under these circumstances the Congress would hardly be in a, portion to
perform its legislative and pollcymaking function.



The Special Representative's memorandum further asserts that any code
would be negotiated separately without affecting the overall Kennedy Round
agreements. This is very difficult to swallow Indeed. The discussions and negotia-
tions to date on an International code have been conducted on behalf of the
U.S. by the office responsible for the Kennedy Round negotiations. The "special
GATT w1rklng group on dumping" was estbaltshed "as a part of the present
sixth round of tariff negotiations" (Statement of Congressman Curtis, 112
Congressional Record 5112, daily ed. March 8, 1966). The GATT1 Secretariat
also bas been given the responsibility for preparing a first draft of the code by
late September (Journal of Oommeroe, Aug. 12, 1966.) Thus all discussion and
negotiations have -been Intricately and Intimately tied Into the Kennedy Round.

As recently as August 10 the Special Representative reported on the Kennedy
Round to a House Subcommittee and stated that the partilcipants had agreed
that "reduction or elimination of the protection afforded by.. . anti-dumping
regulations" was a "Kennedy Round objective." It is difficult to foresee any clr-
cumstan'ces under which an international antidimpitlg code could be viewed by
other nations at Geneva as being completely separate and detaehed from the
overall negotiations, and subject to separate and absolute rejection by the
United States Congress.

As pointed out by the Cement Industry's attached memorandum, this Is pre-
cisely the position of the U.S. Senate as expremsed in S. Con. Res. 100 'and In
the Senate Finance Committee Report accompanying that Resolution. That
Report stated:

"This problem (the treatment of 'dumped' goods] concerns unfair trade prac-
tices In ai domestic economy and It Is difficult for iu to understand why Congress
should be bypassed at the crucial pollcymaking stages, and permitted to par-
ticipate only after poloiy hoe been frozen in an international trade agreement."
(Emphasis added.]

Thus, the Cement Industry Committee submits that, contrary to the argument
In the memorandum of the Office of the Special Repretsentative, the negotiation
of an international antidumping code -by the Office would require amendment of
the Antidumping Act of 1921, would be in clear defiance of S. Gon. Res 100.
and most Importantly, would be a flagrant usurpation of Congressional authority.

Respectfully submitted.
COVINGTON & BURLING.

Counsel to Cement Industry Committee for Tariff and Antidumping.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE

FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS,
Washington, D.C., September 16, 1966.

Mr. .ToN MATnS,
Chairman. Oement Industry Committee for Tariff and Antidumping, Washing.

ton, D.O.
DEAR Ms. MArnis: In Governor Herter's absence, let me thank you for

your letter of September 1, 1960, with which you enclosed a memorandum
in reply to our memorandum of August 17, 1960, concerning the question-of
the President's authority to negotiate' an international antidumping agree-
ment through the Specilt Representative for Trade Negotiations.

I am enclosing a memorandum prepared by our General Counsel which ad-
dresses itself to the three arguments made In your memorandum of September
1. We remain confident of 4he legality of any negolrttl6i of an international
antidumping agreement which the PrEsldent may authorize the Special Repre-
sentative for Trade Negotiations to undertake.

Sincerely yours, JOHN B. R in,
Acting Special Representative.

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

SEPTEMBER 16, 1960.
On July 21, 1966, the Cement Industry Committee for Tariff and Antidutnp-

ing Issued a memorandum raising a, number of questions regarding the Preqi-
dent's authority to enter Into*international negotiations on antidttnping through
the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.



On August 17, this Office issued a memorandum in reply. On August 22,
the Cement Industry Committee Issued a memorandum supplementing Its first
memorandum, to which this Office replied on August 30, noting that the sup-
plemental memorandum did not raise any new issues and was not responsive
to our memorandum.

In response to our memorandum of August 30, the Cement Industry Com-
mittee issued a third memorandum on September 1, to which this memorandum
now replies.

DISCUSSION
The Cement Industry Committee memorandum of September 1, 1960, Is

seriously deficient-in at least the following four respects:
1. It consistently confuses the question whether the President has the Consti-

tutional authority to negotiate an antidumping agreement and the question
whether the Congress has given the President power to amend the Anti-Dumping
Act, 1921 pursuant to a trade agreement

2. It repeatedly obscures the distinctions--both procedural and substantive-
between the President's authority Ih section 201(a) of the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 (TF)A) to change duties and other Import restrictions pursuant to a- trade
agreement, and the President's authority in section 241(a) 'of the TEA to appoint
the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations (s the chief representative
of the tUn'ltd States for "such other negotiations as in the President's Judgment
require that the Special Representative be the chief representatiVe of the United
States".

S. It asserts without any supporting evidence whatsoever that the President
cannot, pursuant to section 241 (a) of the TEA authorize the Special Representa-
tive for Trade Negotiations to negotiatean aiitldumpIng agreement.

4. it wholly disregards the fact that to date in Geneva the United States has
only engaged In exploratory discussions of the Issue of antidumping, and that
the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations will not negotiate the specific
provisions of' an antidumping agreement without the express authorization of
the President.

Given these basic deficiencies, the invalidity of the three major arguments
made In the Cement Industry Committee memorandum of September 1, 1966
becomes clear.
1. The memorandum'slfrst argument on page 4 Is that "Neither the President's

Constitutional authority nor the TEA authorizes the negotiation of an interna-
tional antidumping code".

With respect to the argument concerning the Constitution, the memorandum
states on page 5 that "it Is by no means clear that an antidumping code is
within the sphere of the President's ConstitutionAl authority to conduct fore gn
relations'.

Thts'statement appear to be based on two quite different premises. O;leprem!se
appears to'be that the Anti.Dumping Act, 1921 1s designed to regulate domestic
unfair trade practices and is Eot sufielently related to any matterof iternatlnal
concern to permit negotiation of any iternAtional antlduiiplng agreement. In our
view, antidUmpi4Jg'lawvs clearly, affect both domestic atd international concerns.
The Anti-Dumping Act, 1921 reguldttes the condtit of Ipooiers in the U,. mar-
ket; the antidumping laws of other countries regulate the conduct Of .11. anid
other importers in their domestic markets. The Oement Industry Committee
memorandum in effect asserts that the international concerns must be wholly
Ignored because domestic concerns are also present. ThI assertion is pitently
without merit.!, Its , truism that "Matters of International concern are not
confined to matters exRluively. concerned with fOreign relations, Usually, matters
of international concern have both international and domestieOffects, and the
existence of th6 latter does not remove a matter from Intern"tonal, co ern".
(Restatement of the L4w. (Second), Foreign Relations Law of the united StatesI 117-Comment b :(l65)). " ',. . . ..

The 'second-quite distinct-premise appears to.be that any negotlafon Of an'
international antidumping agreement would, as the memorandum states on page
6, substitutee .. . regulation of our domestic economy by Pcesldentlal fiat for
Congressionally enacted, law". This argument Is mere rhetoric. If the President
enteredinto an international antidumping agreement which required no.change
in 1S., ladw, the agreement would then obviously be consistent with U.8. law and
would In no way substitute "Presidential flat for CongressionallY enacted law".
If, on the other hand, the President entered Into an agreement which envisioned
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changes in the U.S. law, then only the Congress could implement the agreement
by amending the law. If the Congress refused to amend the law, then such agree-
ment could not be implemented and similarly would in no way substitute "Pres-
idential flat for Congressionally enacted law".

With reject to the argument concerning the TEA, the memorandum is deficient
on a number of grounds. First, on page 7 the memorandum states that the Office
of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations "is solely a creature of the
Congress". In fact, however, in Executive Order No. 11075, as amended, the Pres-
ident exercised his Constitutional authority to establish the Office of the Special
Representative as an agency of the U.S. Government. Moreover, In that Executive
Order, the President significantly supplemented the responsibilities of the Spe-
cial Representative as laid down in the TEA. In particular, the President ex-
pressly gave to the Special Representative the task of assisting him In the nego-
tlation of agreements which rest upon the President's Constitutional authority.

Second, on page 7 the memorandum states that certain legislative history of
the T A (cited on page 10 of the memorandum) "Is conclusive that Congress did
not Intend for the Act to affect the Antidumping Act in any way"., This legisla-
tive history clearly supports our conclusion that the President's power to alter
duties and other import restrictions pursuant to section 201(a) of the TEA does
not Inc ide the Anti-Dumping Act, 1921. But this legislative history is In no way
relevant t16 the question whether the President has the Conatitutionul authority
to negotiate an antIdumping agreement, which could r'iot in Itself alter the Anti-
Dumping Act, 1921.

Third, on page 9 the memorandum states that the "other negotiations" lan-
gutage of section 241 (a)"of the TEA and the "(ther functions" language of section
3(a) of Executive Order *To. 11075, as amended. "must be read as referring to
an aspect of tariff adjustment and otr adjustment assistance procedures".
Setting aside the erroneous arguments (e.g., the Office of the Speial Representa-
tive Is solely a creature of the Congress) and the Irrelevant arguments (e.g., the
TEA does not authorize the amendment of the Anti-Dumping Act,'1921 pursuant
to a trade agreement), the memorandum cites absolutely no material which
would even suggest that the "other negotiations" language in section 241 (a) of
the TFA cannot embrace such an obvous International trade issue as dumping.

Fourth, on pages 7 and 8 the memorandum asserts that the President has not
authorized or directed the Special Representative to negotiate an antidumping
agreement. But this is wholly beside the point. We agree that the Special Repre-
sentative cannot negotate the specific provisions of an antidumping agreement
without prior authlorization from the President pursuant to section 241(a) of the
TEA, but the negotiation of such provisions has not been undertaken to date.

2. Tihe memorandum's second argument on page 12 Is that "T7h[is] Office can-
not Justifiably maintain the Inconsistent positions that the President has author-
ity under the TEA to negotiate an antldumping code and yet he Is nvt bound by
the procedural safeguards of the Act because they are not applicable to anti-
dumping". In support of this argument, the memorandum sates on page 13 that
"Nowlrere does the language of the Act state that these safeguards or restrictions
do not extend to all of the activities of the Speolal Representitive pursuant to
the Act. Hence they must be considered applicable to aU agreements negotiated by
the Representative, not merely to some of them".

This argument completely Ignores the explicit language which establishes the
basic procedural requirements in question. Section 221 of the 'EA clearly pro-
vides that the President spall publish and furnish to the'Tariff Commission lists
of articles for which he Is considering exercise of his authority in section 201(a)
of the TEA to change duties and other Import restrictions pursuant to a trade
agreement Section 221 says nothing about Presidential consideration of agree-
ments which fall outside the authority of section 201(a), such as an anti-
dumping agreement.

3. The memorandum's Mhid argunient on page 15 is that "The negotiation of
an international antidumping code would assuredly require amendment of the
Antidumping Act of 1921, Wivdld clearly be In defiance of .. Con. Res. 100, and
would usurp it Cohstitutoriih function of Congress".

Whether an International antidumping code would or would not require amend-
,nent of the Anffl-Dumping Act, 1921 is tit this point simply unknown. Since this
Is so, negotiation of such an agreement would not clearly be fit defiance of
S. Con. Res. 100. Moreover, even If an amendment were required, the negotiation
would not be In defiance of S. Con. Res. 100, since that concurrent resolution
has not been passed by the House and therefore Is not known by Its own terms In
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effect. One can no more defy a concurrent resolution as passed only by the
Senate than one can violate a bill passed by one House of the Congress.

But the more important issue is whether the concern which underlies S. Con.
Res. 100 will be met. Setting aside the unsupported assumptions set out on pages
18 and 19 of the memorandum, it Is the firm policy of this Office to keep the
Congressional Delegates fully informed of the conduct of any antidumping nego-
tiations, to conclude any antidumping agreement separately from the overall
Kennedy Round agreement, and to ensure tfihat the Congress could freely appraise
the agreement on the basis of its intrinsic merits without being confronted with
a faith accompli.

Finally, the claini that the-negotiation of hn in-ternational antidunping code
would usurp a Constitutional function of the Congress is clearly contradicted
by the report of the Senate Finance Committee on S. Con. Res. 100:

"The committee recognizes that our Constitution empowers the President
alone to e:ter Into international agreements and treaties. We do not question
the legality of an agreement involving a trade matter for which no prior author-
ity has been delegated." (S. Rep. 1341, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. p. 3 (1968).)

IMPLEMENTATION OF CODE BY UNITED KINGDOM

During the hearing, it was asserted that the United Kingdom is toughening
up its antidumping law and it was suggested that the United 8ttes can expect
no immediate benefits from adherence to the Code by the United Kingdom
between now and January 1.

The fact is that the British Parliament has recently passed'a law---and royal
assent is expected shortly-which will permit the United Kingdom totake pro-
visional measures during an antidumping proceeding. This will simply parallel
our own authority to take provisional measures under the Antidumping Act,
1921, in the form of withholding of appraisement--which the United States has
used since 1921.

Adherence to the Code by the United Kingdom will bring benefits to the
United States with the first dumping complaint brought by British authorities
against a U.S. exporter after July 1, 1068. In the first place, the U.S. exporter
will for the first time be protected by the procedural safeguards in Article 5
of the Code-safeguards to which neither the United Kingdom nor any other
country has ever committed itself before. In the second place, the U.S. exporter
will know-in far clearer terms than ever before--what substantive tests must
be met before dumping duties may be imposed on his product.

U.S. TARIF CommisSION,
Washington, D.T., June 8, 1968.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, ,Senate Finance Committee,
.Vcto Senate Offloc Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAD MR. CHAIRMAN: Following yesterday's hearings on the International
Dumping Cofo the Committee's counsel, Mr. Vail, informed me that other wit-
nesses at the hearing had asked for and been granted by the Committee an
opportunity to respond to certain portions of my testimony. Mr. Vail informed
me that in view of this the Committee would accord me a similar right to
respond.

I very much appreciate the Committee's offer, but I decline to accept it. As you
know, the Tariff Commission is an impartial body which has a responsibility to
supply objective information to the Congress, but it does not urge the Committee
or the Congress to adopt any particular position with respect to any issue. Ac-
cordingly, since neither the Commission nor I have any partisan position to
protect I do not feel it is necessary to accept the Committee's generous offer to
respond to criticisms of my testimony filed by other parties. On the contrary, the
Committee will only be better served if some other party can add to, or correct,
any information the Commission, or an Individual commissioner, has supplied.

On the other hand, if the rebuttal information filed by other parties raises
issues which the Committee feels are not fully developed in the record. I shall be
happy to respond to any request from the Committee for additional information.

Sincerely ours, BRUCE F. CLUBmS, tOommie loner.
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AurERIOAN IRON AND STEMK INSTITUTr,
Wash Ingto,, D.O., Jlp 9, 1968.

Mr. TIIOUAS VAIL,
Chiel 'odHs01, scnato Ctommittee on Finante,
New fcnato Ofco Bultding, Washington, D.O.
DrAn Ms. VAIL: NVO very mnuch appreelate the opportunity you afforded us

to ixspond to sMtements on the Intornational Antldiimplng Code which nny be
presented to the committee for the record by the Office of the Speola TradeR1prottve.

Since the record of the hearing Itself hoiild I%, sufftient, we don't believe
It nec*ary to file posible r es .

Sincerely yours,
JACX ROCHKE, President.

CoNORESs o TIm. UNITED STATES,
HOUSE O' REPREBENTATIVES,Washington, D.O., Jul S, 1968.

Hon. Russr.u, B. Loo,
Chairman, Senate Plnancte (1mmt (tee,
Washilngton, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRUAN: I thought your Committee would be Interested In the
attached letter and report furnished me by the Chairman of the Ways and
Means Committee of the House. The contents of the report will, I am sure, be
of Interest to your Oomnimttee In connection with the recent hearings on anti.
dumping matters. I am, therefore, glad to make It available to your Committee.

With kindest regards,
Sincerely,

JoHN II. I111Jo3ANAN, Jr.,
Afembr of Congress.

MAY 21, 1068.
lion. Joix H. BUCHANAN, Jr.,

House of Representatives.
DsAR Jouri: This is i further reply to your letter of February 18 i whichyou raised certath questions concerning the proposed changes In the Treasury

Department's tinkdutmplng regulations.
As I Indicated at the time I acknowledged your letter, I requested both the

Secretary of the Treasury id the Chairman of the Tariff Commission to give
tie their views ad conunents oil the questions raised it your letter. At that time,
I also sent a copy of your letter to Mr. William M. l1oth, the President's Special
Representative for Trade Negothitirons. I have only recently received a letter
front the Chairman of the Tariff Commilsslol enclosing at memorandum sting
forth the ('onminsiton's coimlents on the "questions of law" raised i your letter
anid also it copy of the Tariff Conimisqion's report to the Senate Flnatce Coni.
mittee on S. Con. Res. 38 regarding the International Antidumping Code signed
at Geneva on June 30, 1007. For your Infornmtilon, I also enclose n copy of the
Secretary of Treasury's reply to my request for comments on your letter an
well an the response on these questions front Ambassador Hoth.

I would hope that you understand that t have Hot as yet had the opportunity
to analyze these naterials and to reflect on the points at Issue with regard to
the Implementation of the international Antidumping Code.

Sincerely yours,
WIMnUR D. MILLS, Chaironan.

U.S. TAitRtr CoittMmISor,
e1. WithlUR 1D. Ht.t0 sWashington. D.O., Atai 1*, 1908.

Chairman, UOmininette on Ways and Means,
Io 1so oft Ropr',et ta thes.ll'ashlInoton, 11.0.

I):As MR. (lit AItAN: InI response to the request lit your letter of leruary 10,
1008, 1 am encl0si1g copies or aI melitoranmtl setting forth tie ('Onmso's
t'illntelntH oil the "questions of law" raised toy Congreissall Jolilt blilchlnann in

his letter to you of Februnry 13, 11M, with respect to prolosed regulations ofthe Treasury Department Issued under authority of the Atnthltiping Act, 1021,
nis amended, and tile International Anthlumping Code.
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'I anlnlso enclosing for your Infornihtli~ copies of the Conmlssion's reportto the Spenate Finnulee Conuiite oi S. (on. Ires. 38 reg trding the Int ntlo 1l
AlnItIMumI)Ig Code signed nt (leeva oi June 30, 1907. IT. COll. nes. 447, which Is
to eonpmplion resolution fit the House, was referred to your Committee on

August 2, 1007.
Sincerely yours,

SqTAN .I~ I). ME'ZOKR, Ohalri nan.

MEMOtANniM TO lioN. WiLnUR D. MILLS, CIAIRSMAN, HOUSE COtMI tTME ON WAYS
AND MEANS, EIEOARDINO TIHE PROPOSED IROUIATON8 OF TIE TEABURY DEPART-
MENT WIT ITESPEOT TO DUMPINO

This memorandum Is it response to the request of Februnry 10, 1008 that the
Conmisslon furnish comments on the "question of law" mentioned by Repre-
sentative Joh0i 'uchonnaui In A M0tier of February 13 to- tho Honorable Wilbur D.
Mills, Chnirntan, Houise Committee on Ways and Means.

Representative Buohnnan expresses hIs understanding that the Treasury Do.
Iprtmnent has published in the Federal Register (32 P.lt. 1405 of October 28,
1007) proPOqed changes in their regulations which would lave the effect of
amending the Antldumpnlg Act, 1021, as amended, without such "amendments"
being subject to congressional review. Hie states liat the proposal clntiges in tile
regulations "would aplpa'r to extend the Treasury Department Into thet area of
Injury," a jurisdletlolt vested by the statute lit tile 1Triff Conlslio11.

MIEMORANDUM OF TIm: 'MAJORITY'
Orgin of T1arff Voinintslon's Jurledlotlon atid Reason Therefor

In 1054 the Congress, at the request of the Treasury Department, with the
clolcurrence of the Tariff Connission, transferred from the Treasury Depart-
inent to the Tarilt Connlsslon tile responsibility for making injury determila-
tions under the Antidunplng Act, 1021 tCustoms 1nliplifleatlon Act of 1054,
Public rAw 708, 83d Colg., 08 Stat. 1188).

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Ii support.,of the Department's re-
quest, stated:

As to the tindlugs of hijury, after it 'ery considerable study we have con-
eludedi and the President: has recoinnendled lit his economile message of
Malh that the Treamry, lit thek ordinary course of Its dutles, Is not prop-
erly staffed to make thome Injury determinations and would have to spe-
(inily staff Itself for that purimroe; whereas this type of activity relates very
closely tol uhstintinI Iart of the regular activities of the Tariff Coelms-
siou. Title ItI therefore rm ituetds that the job of finding Injury under
the A1tidumplg Act be transferred to the Tariff Commission.

11w, A11tilt11plig Act as lnlen(led requires two determinatIons to bei made
1efor (I tuilpng duties art' assessed. Flirt, It lust be determined that specific
ilnmprted inerchnlls e Is being, or is likely to be, sold at less than fair value
(I,q'V) and, second, that "ant Industry lit tile Uited RtAtex I.4 being or Is likely
to Ie injured, or iH prevented from bi, ig esxtblelild, by reason of the Importa-
tion of such1 nercnlndll Iito the United Seates",. The Act directs that the first
deterutIuitilo Is to Ix, made by the Treasury i)elu1rtneut and the second by the
'rariff ('otmnission.

TREASURY ACTIONS WI 011 ASFrOf ('OM tl81ON JVIUSDIOTION
lI1 the period sinum tie transfer of fuift'tlon was made it 1054, the Treasury

I)epartnient lit Its practices and regulations relating to dumping has made deter-
nuinttlons which afleet the InJury determining hsponsibllty of the Commsmo11.
Th propold regulations, If promillgate(, would apitear to project the Treasury
Delartnent further Into this nrea.1 Specille examples are discussed below:

IVice Chairman Sutton and Commissioners Culliton and Clubb comprise the m Jorlty.The "Separate Views Of Chairman Metsger and Commissioner Thunbeog' appear foUoewing
pas 14, lettrlngo Before the Committee oat Ways and Means House of Represent attel.
on of.1. 94T0 of the d Cong. 2d Sem., titled the "Custom Shmpliflcation Act of 1 .'"
A clean bi11, IVHS. 100, was subeeuently enacted.

* A comparison of the propose regulations of the Treasury l)epar tment with those cur-rntly In force under th Ant Idubiping Act, a amended is attached to facilitate the
Identtfleatlon of the Treasury practice and proposed revist6 ns In Istie.
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Evidence of injury required to Initiate invest(gation
Sections 53.27 and 53.28 ' of the proposed regulations, considered together, state

in effect that the Treasury Department will not initiate a dumping investigation
unless the complainant has submitted information which is satisfactory to the
Commissioner of Customs "indicating that an industry of the United States is
being injured, or Is likely to be injured, or prevented from being established".
Thus the Commissioner of Customs would be making a determination of what
constitutes evidence of injury and the minimum amount of injury required under
the Antidumping Act. Section 53.34 provides that unless the Commissioner Of
Customs is satisfied that "there is evidence on record concerning injury or like-
lihood of injury to or prevention of the establishment of an industry of the
United States" he is not to impose any Interim safeguards against dumping. The
Act provides that appraisement is to be withheld when there is reason to believe
or suspect that there are, or are likely to be, LTIFV sales,
Bffect of proposed simultaneous procedures

Sections 53.84-.396 considered In conjunction with each other, would require
each affirmative determination to be made and published within three months
of the time there is reason to suspect LTFV sales and would provide for con-
tinuation of the investigation, including the holding of public hearings if re-
quested, to ascertain whether the determination should be sustained, modified,
or revoked. Thus, under the proposed regulations, affirmative determinations of
IPFV sales would be made by Treasury prior to the completion of its investiga-
tion, which Indicates that they would have an "Interim" or "tentative" status.

It is our view that the Tariff Commission cannot institute an investigation
until the Treasury furnishess the formal determination of IrFV sales pro-
vided for in the Act, as amended. Inasmuch as the proposed regulations would
seem to give Treasury's determination only a tentative status, the question arises
as to whether the Commission's jurisdiction would be properly invoked.

In addition to these two specific changes, the regulations tend to solidify
and extend past practices wbfnh affect the Tariff Commission's injury deter-
mining function. For instance:
E clsing dumpcrs where Trcasuiry feels injury dcternilnatIon Is unwarranted

The Treasury since 1954 has developed a practice of excusing the dumper In
those cases where It has deemed the injury to be too small to warrant a dumping
finding. For example, the Treasury issued a determination of no sales at TIFV
with -respect to Polish bicycles--

because of changed circumstances. This resulted from the Tariff Commis-
sion's "no injury" determination in the cae concerning Hungarian bicycles
involving analogous circumstances with respect to bicycles imported from
Poland, which made 4t no longer appropriate to continue the instant Inves-
tigation. (30 F.R. 3493, July 2, 1965.)

The Treasury thus In effect made a determination of "no injury" but closed
this case officially by making determination of no sates at less than fair value.
The Oommission has no way of knowing whether or not it would have found
Injury in that case, or whether it would have considered the same evidence of
injury considered by the Treasury.
Excusing of dumpers on promise to cease dumping'

Since 1954 the Treasury has made numerous determinations of no sales at
I/FV in which the published statements of reasons therefor clearly state that
there were In fact sales at less than fair value. The rationale for the negative
determinations which conflict with the acknowledged fact of dumping prices is
usually that the dumper has agreed to raise his prices to a level where they are
4 These sections are Intended to bring Treasury Regulations Into conformity with article

5(a) of the Code which requires In effect that Treasury must not initiate a dumping Investi-
gation until the U.S. Government has evidence at hand of sales at less than fair value(JTFV) and of injury, and that there must be a simultaneous consideration (by some
agency of the Government) of such evidence on each question to determine whether an
inves nation Is warranted.

5.The proposed amendments are designed to meet the terms of the Code that determl-
nations of sales at LTFV and of injury should be made simultaneously (Article 5(b)).

* See sec. 58.15 of proposed regulations which deals with this practice.
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no longer below fair value or h'e has promised to cease exporting to the United
States. This practice generally permits dumping for periods of several years
with Impunity.

It Is our view that the practice of forgiving dumping frustrates the intended
operation of the Act. The Act contemplates that where IITFV sales and injury
therefrom exist a formal duimping finding should be issued and dumping duties
assessed.

Revocationa of dumping f, ndng
Section 53.41 of the proposed regulations and section 14.12 of the current

regulations provide that Treasury will modify or revoke a dumping finding
whenever It believes the criteria for such finding are no longer met with respect
to some or all the merchandise covered by the finding (Section 53.41). The Anti-
dumping Act is silent as to whether dumping findings may be modified or revoked:
the Code requires their modification or revocation when the continuation of a
finding is no longer warranted.

Inasmuch as the issuance of a dumping finding is dependent upon substantive
determinations of both the Treasury and the Tariff Commission, It would appear,
In principle, that a modification or revocation thereof should also necessarily
involve the coordinated action of both agencies.

SEPARATE VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN MEMrOER AND CoMMISsrONER THUNBERO

The Tariff Commission has been requested )y Chairman Mills of the House
Ways and Means Committee to comment upon a letter to him from Congressman
Buchanan, concerning the effects of proposed changes in Treasury Department
regulations "pertaining to anti-dumping as they relate to the role of the Tariff
Commission in conducting injury Investigations."

The only changes In the proposed Treasury regulations which could relate to
the role of the Commission In conducting Injury investigations are those which
provide for 1) the filing with' the Treasury Department of Inforniation concern-
Ing injury, and 2) the revocation of a determination of sales at less than fair
value. Neither appears to require any change In the existing procedures or prac-
tices of the Commission In the performance of Its statutory function of determln-
Ing whether Injury to an industry has occurred or Is likely by reason of Imports
which the Treasuiy Department determines have been sold at less than fair value.

1. The Proposed Treasury Regulations of October 26, 1967, reqidlre that
"information Indicating that an Industry of the United States Is being Injured,
or Is likely to be iiaJured, or prevented from being establishekl", be furnished to
the extent feasible (See. 53.27). It Is our understanding that the Treasury De-
partment would require that this evidence be furnished, and would examine It,
not with a view to determining whether there has In fact been Injury (a question
which under statute Is within the province of the Commission), but with the pur-
pose of assuring Itself that Initiation of the investigation would not be futile in
the sense that It would be a waste of taxpayers' money for the Government to
Initiate a full anti-dumping Investigation In the absence of any Indication that it
would possibly result in an assessment of anti-dumping duties.

If the Act is administered In this manner, as It is our understanding that the
Treasury Department Intends that it shall be, it It our view that the Commission's
statutory function of determining the question of Injury within three months of
a determination by the Secretary of the Treasury that there have been sales Of
less than fair value, can continue to be performed by It as in the; past.

2. The proposed Treasury Regulations contain a provision (See. 53.89) con-
cernIng revocation by the Treasury Department of a prior determination of sales
at less than fair value, which would result in the discontinuance of a Comn-
mission Injury investigation which had been begun but not completed at the
time of the Treasury Department notice of revocation. Past practice of the Com-
mission In these circumstances has been consistent with such a discontinuance,
since the Tariff Commission cannot Initiate an Injury'investigation intifnotified
of a determination of sales at less thai fair value by-the Treasury Department
and since continuation of the Injury Investigation after revocation of theTreasury
determination vould serve no useful purpose and would waste taxpayers' money.

Other aspects of the Proposed Regulations do not relate to the Commission's
functions under the Anti-Dumping Act, nor has Chairman -Mills ought the
Commission's views on them. This Is entirely understandable. Since they Involve
the administration of provisions of the Act which have never been the respon-
sibility of the Tariff Commission, the Commission possesses no special competence
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in respect of interpreting those provisions or regulations or practices implementing
them. We think it would be as inappropriate for us to make judgments in these
areas as it would were we to do so in respect of the Treasury Department's
administration of any other laws for which it is responsible.

THn SzoRETARY OF THe TREASURY,
Washington, D.O., March 27, 1968.

Hon. WiLnus D. MILLS,
Chairman, Oommittce on Ways and Means,
Hose of Representatfve,
Washington, D.O.

DrAA MA. CHAIMAN: This is in reply to your letter of February 16, 1068,
enclosing a copy of a letter dated February 18, 1008, from Congressman John H.
Buchanan, Jr., concerning the proposed changes In the Customs' Antidumping
Regulations. In a letter to me, also dated February 18, 1008, Congressman Bu.
chanan raised the same points. I trust, therefore, that our reply to him, a copy of
which Is attached, will suffice to answer the question he raised In his letter to you.

Please advise us if there are any further questions concerning the proposed
changes or the administration of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19
U.S.C. 100 et seq.).

Sincerely yours,
HsNRr M. FoWLza.

Titz GENERAL COUNSEL OF TH. TREASURY,
Washington, D.O., March 27, 1968.

Hon. J6N H. BUOuANA N, Jr.,
House ol Reprcentatives,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. BUOHANAN: Thank you for your letter of February 18, 1068, con.
corning the proposed changes in the Customs Regulations as they relate to the
administration of the Antidumping Act, 1021, as amended (10 U.S.C. 160 et seq.).
The Bureau of Customs has received many comments from interested parties in
response to the proposals published In the Federal Register on October 28, 1007,
and is currently in the process of analyzing them. When this analysis is com-
pleted we shall be able to arrive at a decision as to the final form which the
amended regulations will take.

In answer to the specific problems which you discussed In your letter, I would
like to make the following comments. The Treasury Department does not Intend
to make It more difficult for complainants to Initiate antidumping Investigations.
It Is appropriate, however, for the Treasury to require the complainant to sub-
mit such Information concerning injury as Is available to him to Insure that the
fair value investigation will not be a futile exercise as It would be If the com-
plainant had no case for injury to present to the Tariff Commission. In this regard,
It is of interest to note that the current regulations on this subject require that
such information regarding the total value and volume of domestic production of
the merchandise in question as Is reasonably available be submitted with the
Initial complaint.

Under the proposed Customs Regulations, the Treasury would continue to
accept information bearing on fair value even after the case had been referred to
the Tariff's Commission for an Injury investigation. This determination of sales at
less than fair value, however, will be final in every sense. This review of the data
which led the Treasury to conclude that sales at less than fair value were taking
place will reduce the possibility that a finding of dumping will be issued on the
basis of data subsequently proved incomplete or erroneous. It should be pointed
out that while no formal procedures for revoking a final determination of sales at
less than fair value Is present in the regulations currently in force, In at least one
instance the Treasury did revoke its determination subsequent to referral of the
case to the Tariff Commission.

Finally, the Department does not intend to weaken its administration of the
Antidumping Act. The proposed changes are procedural In nature and should
have the effect of speeding up the processing of thew. cases. This is a goal which
we believe is in the best interests of all concerned.

Thank you for your Interest in the matter.
Sincerely yours,

FRED B. SMITIt,
Gcnerml CounseL
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OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TEADE NEOOTIATIONS,
EXECUTIVE OFICE OF THE PRESIDENTt

Washington, February 21, 1968.Hion. WILBUR D. MILLS9

chairman, Committee on Waps and Means,
House of Representatirce, Washington, D.O.

Dr.AR NIR. CHAIRMAN : Thank you for your letter ot February 13, 1968, In which
you enclose a letter from Congressman Buchanan questioning the consistency of
two aspects of the Treasury Department's proposed dumping regulations with
the Antidumping Act, 1021.

As you know, these proposed regulations are designed to' Implement the Anti-
dunqifng Code which the United States and Other coumitHes signed as pakt of the
Kennedy Round on June 30, 1907. Congresman Buchanan is therefore luestion-
Ing the consistency of the Code with the Act. In this regard, I am enclosing a
statement issued by this Office last year which attempts to answer on pages 7-0
the very same questions then raised by Senator tartke.

With resljt to youtr own request of August 24, 1087, as my staff then ex-
plained to Mr. LaImar, we were fully prepared to make such an analysis but It
would take vome time. il particular, we had In mind the fact that the new dump-
ing regulations of the Treasury Department WoUld have a considerable bearing
upon the relationship In practice between the Code and the Act. For this reason,
we wanted our analysis to take these regulations into account In the form that
they would take effect on July 1, 1968.

We are now In a position to do so, and I am reasonably confident that our
analysis will be available by early April.

Sincerely yours, WILLIAM M. ROTH,
Special Reprosentativ.

FEBRUARY 16, 168.
lion. WnX.IAll 5. R&OIr.
Special Represen tative for Trade. Negotiations.
,,reeutrie Offce of the President,

Washtington, D.O.
MY DEAR MAp. AMiBASSADOR: For your Information, I am enclosing a letter I

received from The Honorable John H. Buchanan, Jr., concerning the Implica-
tions of recently proposed Treasury regulations on antidumping for the authority
of the U.S. Tariff Commission to conduct injury Investigations In antidumping
cases.

You nmy recall I wrote you on August 24, 1907, requesting certain informs.
tlion on essential factors of law and administrative regulation Involved fit the
Implementation of the Antidumping Code. According to our records, no response
has been made.

I have requested that the Secretary of the Treasury and the Chairntan of the
M.. Tariff Commission comment on Representative Buch1anan's letter. However,
It would still be most helpful to have your response to our earlier request for
Information on the proposed Implemlentation of the Antidumping Code.

Therefore, I renew my request for the information detailed in my letter of
August 24, 1007.Sincerely yours, WILBUR 1). MILLS, Chairman.

(o4osi1se oF ThE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATtVES,

Washington, D.O., February 18, 1698.
Hon. WILBUR 1. MILLS,
Chairman, Comintteo on Ways and 11ans,
House of Representatives,
Vashlngton, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: It Is my understanding that the Treamry Department
has published in the Federal Register proposed changes In regulations pertaining
to anti-dumping which will have the effect of amending the Anti-Dumping Law
as enacted by the Congress without such amendment being subject to ongres-
sional review.
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The proposed changes would appear to extend the Treasury Department Into
the area of Injury to Industry resulting from anti-dumping In which jurisdiction
was previously vested In the Federal Tariff Commission, and of giving the T eas.
ury Department the authority to refer an anti-dumping case to the 'qrariff Com-
mission, and then continue consideration of the case and, If desired, rescind Its
previous decision while the Tariff Commisslon is In the process of Investigation
in its area of jurisdiction in the same case.

While the effect on our domestic Industries, whiciare-treatened by the rising
tide of low cost Imports, of these change is serious, the action of the Treasury
Department in apparently seeking to use regulatory authority for the purpose of
amending law is a matter which I am sure is of grave concern to the Congress.

Your review and consideration of this action by the Treasury Department will
be sincerely appreciated.

With all best wishes,
Sincerely,

JOHN H. BUCHANAN, Jr.,
Member of 7ogreas.
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ANTIDUMPING ACT, 19211

DUMPING INVESTIGATION

SEc. 201. (a) Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury 19 u.s.c. 160
(hereinafter called the "Secretary")- determines that
a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being, or is
likely to be, sold in the United States; or elsewhere at
less than its fair value,, he shall so advise the United
States Tariff Commission, and the'said Commission shall
determine within three months thereafter whether an
industry in, the United States is being or is likely to be
injured, or isg prevent l from being .established, by
reason of the importation of such merchandise into the
Unite tates. The said Conmunisioni, after such inves-
tigation s it dee , notify; the Secretary
of its dete ion, and, if that deter ation is in the
affirmativ, the Secretary shall make Pu I a notice
(herein ter in 'this Act . "finding") of deter-
mina on ahd the d t tiono 0e said Co ion.
Fo he purpose of t su ection, e said Com on
h bedoe to hae a ffna edete a-
t if the said. ion vot g

eevenly divided . whe r ts dte
should be in the ative or e A tive. 'T e

creta a g tio tliecl
kind o 41morcae c ~a",lismsch
he sh deem r idancof cust0

(b We in the c any orted ercha.n iso
•of class or ki-ashtheSe " hash tso

mad public a fin ,theS onto eve
or sus' ect, fiom ' or otlor papers r from
inorma' n present or to anypersoto whom
authority u or 'thiseciitin has been ,t t ed, -th.h
purchasd'pne ,or that the rer's sales-pride
is less' or likely t!o be ess n foreign market value
(or, in the absence bf sh vlue,1 thanothe constructed

value), he shall forthwith p&blishnotice ofiltat fast in

to (SepWg U Wo footnotw
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the Federal Register and shall authorize, under such
regulations as he may prescribe, the withholding of
appraisement reports as to such merchandise entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, not more
than one hundred and twenty days before the question
of dumping has been raised by or presented to him or any
person to whom authority under this section has been
delegated, until the further order of the Secretary, or until
the Secretary has made public a finding as provided for
in subdivision (a) in regard to such merchandise.

(c) The Secretary, upon determining whether foreign
merchandise is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United
States at less than its fair value, and the United States
Tariff Commission, upon making its determination under
subsection (a) of this section, shall each publish such
determination in the Federal Register, with a statement
of the reasons therefor, whether such determination is
in the affirmative or in the negative. (As amended by
§ 301, Act of Sept. 1, 1954 (68 Stat. 1138), and §§ 1, 4(b),
Act of Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 583, 585).)

SPECIAL DUMIOING DUTY

SEC. 202. (a) In the case of all imported merchandise,
whether dutiable or free of duty, of a class or kind as to
which the Secretary of"the Treasury has made public a
finding as provided for in section 201, entered, or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption, not more
than one hundred and twenty days before the question of
dumping was raised by or presented to the Secretary or
any person to whom authority under section 201 has
been delegated, and as to which no appraisement report
has been made before such finding has been so made
public, if the purchase price or the exporter's sales price
is less than the foreign market value (or, in the absence
of such value, than the constructed value) there shall be
levied, collected, and paid, in addition to any other
duties imposed thereon by law, a special dumping duty
in an 'amount equal to such difference.

(b) In determining the foreign market value for the
purposes of subsection (a), if it is established to the
satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the
amount of any difference between the purchase price and
the foreign market value (or that the fact that the pur-
chase price is the same as the foreign market value) is
wholly or partly due to--
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(1) the fact that the wholesale quantities, in
which such or similar merchandise is sold or, in the
absence of sales, offered for sale for exportation to
the United States in the ordinary course of trade,
are less or- are greater than the wholesale quantities
in which such or similar merchandise is sold or, in the
absence of sales, offered for sale in the principal
markets of the country of exportation in the ordi-
nary course of trade for home consumption (or,
if not so sold or offered for sale for, home consump-
tion, then for exportation to countries other than
the United States),

(2) other differences in circilnistances of sale, or
(3) the fact that merchandise described in sub-

division (C), (D), (E), or (F) of section 212 (3) is
used in determining foreign market value,

then due allowance shall be mide therefor.
(c) In determining the foreign market value for the

purposes of subsection (a), if it is established to the
satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the
amount of any difference between the exporter's sales
price and the foreign market value (or that the fact
that the exporter's sales price is the same as the foreign
market value) is wholly or partly due to-

(1) the fact that the wholesale quantities in
* which such or similar merchandise is sold or, in

the absence of sales, offered for sale in the principal
markets of the 'United States in the ordinary -course
of trade, are less or are greater than the wholesale
quantities in which such or similar 'merchandise is
sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale in
the principal markets of the country of exportation
in the ordinary course of trade for home consump-
tion (or, if not so sold or offered for sale for home
consumption, then for exportation to countries other
than the United States),

(2) other differences in circumstances of sale, or
(3) the fact that merchandise described in sub-

division (C), (D), (E), or (F) of section 212(3) is
used in determining foreign market value,

then due allowance shaH be made therefor. (As amended
by § 302, Act of Sept. 1, 1954 (68 Stat. 1139), and §§ 2,
4(b), Act of Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 583, 585).)
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PURCHASE PRICE

19 U.S.C. 162 SEC. 203. That for the purposes of this title, the
purchase price of imported merchandise shall be the
price at which such merchandise has been purchased
or agreed to be purchased, prior to the time of exporta-
tion, by the person by whom or for whose account the
merchandise is. imported, plus, when not included in
such price, the cost of all containers and coverings and
all other costs, charges, and expenses incident to placing
the merchandise in condition, packed ready for shipment
to the United States, less the amount, if any, included
in such price, attributable to any additional costs,
charges, and expenses, and United States import duties,
incident to bringing the merchandise from the place of
shipment in the country of exportation to the place of
delivery in the United States; and plus the amount,
if not included in such price, of any export tax imposed
by the country of exportation on the exportation of the
merchandise to the United States; and plus the amount
of any import duties imposed by the country of exporta-
tion which have been rebated, or which have not been
collected, by reason of the exportation of the merchan-
dise to the United States.; and plus the amount of any
taxes imposed in the country of exportation upon the
manufacturer, producer, or seller, in respect to the
manufacture, production or sale of the merchandise,
which have been rebated, or which have not been col-
lected, by reason of the exportation of the merchandise
to the United States.

EXPORTER'S SALES PRICE

19 U.S.C. 163 SEC. 204. That for the purpose of this title the ex-
porter's sales price of imported mechandise shall be the
price at which such merchandise is sold or agreed to be sold
in the United States, before or after the time of importa-
tion, by or for the account of the exporter, plus, when not
included in such price, the cost of all containers and
coverings and all other costs, charges, and expenses
incident to placing the merchandise in condition, packed
ready for shipment to the United States, less (1) the
amount, if any, included in such price, attributable to
any additional costs, charges, and expenses, and United
States import duties, incident to bringing the mer-
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chandise from the place of shipment in the country of
exportation to the place of delivery in the United States,
(2) the amount of the commissions, if any, for selling in
the United States the particular merchandise under
consideration, (3) an amount equal to the expenses, if
any, generally incurred by or for the account of the
exporter in the United States in selling identical or
substantially identical merchandise, and (4) the amount
of any export tax imposed by the country of exportation
on the exportation of the merchandise to the United
States; and plus the amount of any import duties
imposed by the country of exportation which have been
rebated, or which have not been collected, by reason of
the exportation of the merchandise to the United States;
and plus the amount of any taxes imposed in the country
of exportation upon the manufacturer, producer, or
seller in respect to the mafiifactore, production, or sale
of the merchandise, which have been rebated, or which
have not been collected, by reason of the exportation of
the merchandise to the United States.

FOREIGN MARKET VALUE

S c. 205. For the purposes of this title, the foreign
market value of imported merchandise shall be the price,
at the time of exportation of such merchandise to the
United States, at which such or similar merchandise is
sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale in the
principal markets of the country from which exported,
in the usual wholesale quantities and in the ordinary
course of trade for home consumption (or, if not so sold
or offered for sale for home consumption, or if the Secre-
tary determines that the quantity sold for home con-
sumption is so small in relation to the quantity sold for
exportation to countries other than the United States as
to form an inadequate basis for'comparison, then the
price at which so sold or offered for sale for exportation
to countries other than the United States), plus, when
not included in such price, thb cost of all containers and
coverings and all other costs, charges, and expenses inci-
dent to placing the merchandise' in condition packed
ready for shipment to the United States, except that in
the case of merchandise purchased or agreed to be pur-
chased by the person by whom or for whose account the
merchandise is imported, prior to the time of exporta-
tion, the foreign market value shall be ascertained as of

19 U.S.C. 164
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the date of such purchase or agreement to purchase. In
the ascertainment of foreign market value for "the pur-
poses of tiis title no pretended sale or offer for sale, and
no sale or offer for sale intended to establish a fictitious
market, shall be taken into account. If such or similar
merchandise is sold or, in the absence of sales, offered
for sale through a sales agency or other organization re-
lated tW the seller in any of the respects described in
section 207, th6-prices at which such or similar merchan-
dise is sold or, in the absence of sales, offered for sale by
such sales agency or other organization may be used in
determining the foreign market value. (As amended by
§ 3, Act of Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 584).)

CONSTRUCTED VALUE

SEC. 206. (a) For the purposes of this title, the con-
structed value of imported merchandise shall be the
sum of-

(1) the cost of materials (exclusive of any internal
tax applicable in the country of exportation directly
to such materials or their disposition, but remitted
or refunded upon the exportation of the article in
the production, of which such materials are used)
and of fabrication or other processing of any kind
employed in producing such or similar merchandise,
at a time preceding the date of exportation of the
merchandise under consideration which would ordi-
narily permit the production of that particular mer-
chandise in the ordinary course of business;

(2) an amount for general expenses and profit
equal to that usually reflected in sales of merchandise
of the same general class or kind as the merchandise
under consideration which are made by producers
in the country of exportation, in the usual wholesale
quantities and in the ordinary course of trade, except
that (A) the amount for general expenses shall not
be less than 10 per centum of the cost as defined in
paragraph (1), and (B) the amount for profit shall
not be less than 8 per centum of the sum of such
general expenses and cost; and

(3) the cost of all containers and coverings of
whatever nature, and all other expenses incidental
to placing the merchandise under consideration in
condition, packed ready for shipment to the United
States@
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(b) For the purposes of this section, a transaction di-
rectly or indirectly between persons specified in any one
of the paragraphs in subsection (c),of this section may be
disregarded if, in the case of any element of value re-
quired to be considered, the amount representing that
element does not fairly reflect the amount usually
reflected in sales in the market under consideration of
merchandise of the same general class or-kind as the mer-
chandise under consideration. If a transaction is dis-
regarded under the preceding sentence and there are no
other transactions available for consideration, then the
determination of the amount required'to be considered
shall be based on the best evidence available as to what
the amount would have been if the transaction had oc-
curred between persons not specified in any one of the
paragraphs in subsection (ce).

(c) The persons referred tohih subsection (b) are:
(1) Members of a family, including brothers and

sisters (whether by the whole or half blood), spouse,
ancestors, and lineal descendants;

(2) Any officer or director of an organization and
such organization;

(3) Partners;
(4) Employer and employee;
(5) Any person directly or indirectly owning, con-

trolling; or holding with power to vote, 5 per centum
or more -of the outstanding voting stock or shares of
any organization and such organization; and

(6) Two or more persons directly or indirectly
controlling, controlled by, or under common control
with, ' any person. (As amended by § 4(a), A4t of
Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 584).)

EXPORTER

SEc. 207. That for the purposes of this title the ex- 19 U.S.C. 169
porter of imported merchandise shall be the person by
whom or for whose account the merchandise is imported
into the United States:

(1) If such person is the agent or principal-of the ex-
porter, manufacturer, or producer; or

(2) If such person owns or controls, directly or indi-
rectly, through° stock ownership or control or otherwise,
any interest in the business of the exporter, manufacturer,
or producer; or

(3) If the exporter, manufacturer, or producer owns or
controls, directly or indirectly, through stock ownership
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or control or otherwise, any interest in any business con-
ducted by such person; or

(4) If any person or persons, jointly or severally,
directly or indirectly, through stock ownership or control
or otherwise, own or control in the aggregate 20 per
centum or more of the voting power or control in the
business carried on by the person by whom or for whose
account the merchandise is imported into the United
States, and also 20 per centum or more of such power or
control in the business of the exporter, manufacturer,
or producer.

OATHS AND BONDS ON ENTRY

SEC. 208. That in the case of all imported merchandise,
whether dutiable or free of duty, of a class or kind as to
which the Secretary has made public a finding as provided
in section 201, and delivery of which has not been made
by the collector I before such finding has been so made
public, unless the person by whom or for whose account
such merchandise is imported makes oath before the
collector, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary,
that he is not an exporter, or unless such person declares
under oath at the time of entry, under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, the exporter's sales price of
such merchandise, it shall be unlawful for the collector
to deliver the merchandise until such person has made
oath before the collector, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary, 'that the merchandise has not been
sold or agreed to be sold by such person, and has
given bond to the collector, under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary, with sureties approved by the collector,
in an amount equal to the estimated value of the mer-
chandise, conditioned: (1) that he will report to the
collector the exported's sales price of the merchandise
within 30 days after such merchandise has been sold or
agreed to be Sold inthe Unitd States, (2) that he will
pay on demand from the collector the amount of special
dumping duty, if any, imposed by this title upon such
merchandise, and (3) that he will futnish to the collector
such information as may be In his possession and as may
be necessary for the ascertainment of such duty, and will
keep such records as tO the sale of such merchandise as
the Secretary may by regulation prescribe.
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DUTIES OF APPRAISERS 2

SEC. 209. That in the case of all imported merchandise,
whether dutiable or free of duty, of a class or kind as to
which the Secretary has made public a finding as provided
in section 201, and as to which the appraiser or person
acting as appraiser has made no appraisement report to
the collector before such finding has been so made public,
it shall be the duty of each appraiser or person acting
as appraiser, by all reasonable ways and means to as-
certain, estimate, and appraise (any invoice or affidavit
thereto or statement of constructed value to the contrary
notwithstanding) and report to the collector 2 the foreign
market value or the constructed value, as the case may
be, the purchase price, and the exporter's sales price,
and any other facts which the Secretary may deem
necessary for the purposes of this title. (As amended by
§ 4(b), Act of Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 585).)

APPEALS AND PROTESTS

SEC. 210. That for the purposes of this title the
determination of the appraiser 2 or person acting as
appraiser as to the foreign market value or ,he con-
structed value, as the case may be, the purchase price,
and the exporter's sales price, and the action of the
collector I in assessing special dumping duty, shall have
the same force and effect and be subject to the same right
of appeal and protest, under the same conditions and
subject to the same limitations; and the general ap-
praisers, the Board of General Appraisers,8 and the
Court of Customs Appeals ' shall have the same jurisdic-
tion, powers, and duties in connection with such appeals
and protests as in the case of appeals and protests relat-
ing to customs duties under existing law. (As amended
by § 40(b), Act of Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 585).)

19 U.S.C. 169

DRAWBACKS

SEC. 211. That the special dumping duty imposed by 19 U.S.C. 170
this title shall be treated in all respects as regular
customs duties within the meaning of all laws relating
to the drawback of customs duties.

19 U.S.C. 168
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DEFINITIONS

SEc. 212. For the purposes of this title--
19U.S.C.170a (1) The term "sold or, in the absence of sales,

offered for sale" means sold or, in the absence of
sales, offered-

(A) to all purchasers at wholesale; or
(B) in the ordinary course of trade to one or

more selected purchasers at wholesale at a price
which fairly reflects the market value of the
merchandise,

without regard to restrictions as to the disposition
or use of the merchandise by the purchaser except
that, where such restrictions are found to affect the
market value of the merchandise, adjustment shall
be made therefor in calculating the price at which
the merchandise is sold or offered for sale.

(2) The term "ordinary course of trade" means
the conditions and practices which, for a reasonable
time prior to the exportation of the merchandise
under consideration, have been normal in the trade
under consideration with respect to merchandise of
the same class or kind as the merchandise under
consideration.

(3) The term "such or similar merchandise"
means merchandise in the first of the following
categories in respect of which a determination for the
purposes of this title can be Satisfactorily made:

(A) The merchandise under consideration
and other merchandise which is identical in
physical characteristics with, and was produced
in the same country by the same person as,
the merchandise under consideration.

(B) Merchandise which is identical in phys-
ical characteristics with, and was produced by
another person in the same country as, the
merchandise under consideration.

(0) Merchandise (i) produced in the same
country and by the same person as the mer-
chandise under consideration, (ii) like the
merchandise under consideration in component
material or materials and in -the purposes for
which used, and (ill) approximately equal in
commercial value to the merchandise under
consideration.
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(D) Merchandise which satisfies all the re-
quirements of subdivision (C) except that it
was produced by another person.

(E) Merchandise (i) produced in the same
country and by the same person and of the same
general class or kind as the merchandise under
consideration, (ii) like the merchandise under
consideration in the purposes for which used,
and (iii) which the Secretary or his delegate
determines may reasonably be compared for
the purposes of this title with the merchandise
under consideration.

(F) Merchandise which satisfies all the re-
quirements of subdivision (E) except that it
was produced by another person.

(4) The term "usuidl'wholesale quantities", in any
case in which the merchandise in respect of which
value is being determined is sold in the market
under consideration at different prices for different
quantities, means the quantities in which such mer-
chandise is there sold at the price or prices for one
quantity in an aggregate volume which is greater
than the aggregate volume sold at the price or prices
for any other -quantity. (Added by § 5, Act of
Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 585).)

SHORT TITLE

Sec. 213. That this title may be cited as the "Anti. i9 u.s.c 171
dumping Act, 1921." (Renumbered by § 5, Act of
Aug. 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 585).)

DEFINITION

SEc. 406. That when used in Title II or Title II or 19 u.s.c. 172
in this title--

The term "person" includes individuals, partnerships,
corporations, and associations; and

The term "United States" includes all Territories and
possessions subject to the jurisdiction of -the United
States, except the Philippine Islands, the Virgin Islands,
the islands of Guam and Tutuila, and the Canal Zone.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

19 U.S.C. 173 SEC. 407. That the Secretary shall make rules and
regulations necessary for the enforcement of this Act.

'Title II of the Act of May 27, 1921 (42 Stat. 9, 11-15, Public
Law 10-67th Congress, 11. 1. 2435, H. Rep. 1, S. Rep. 16), as
amended-

(A) by title III of the Customs Simplification Act of 1954
(68 Stat. 1136, 1138-39, Public Law 768-83d Congress, H.R.
10009, H. Rep. 2453, S. Rep. 2326), and

(B) by the Act of August 14, 1958 (72 Stat. 583, Public Law
85-630,H.R. 6006, H. Rep. 1261, S. Rep. 1619, Conf. Rep. 2352).

2Since the functions of the offices of collector of customs and
appraiser of merchandise were transferred to the Secretary of the
Treasury under Reorganization Plan No. 26 of 1950 (15 Fed. Reg.
4935), each reference in the Act to the collector or the appraiser should
be a reference to the Secretary.

3 The name of the Board of General Appraisers was changed to
the United States Customs Court by the first section of the Act
of May 28, 1926 (44 Stat. 669).

4 The name of the Court of Customs Appeals was changed to the
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals by the first section of the Act
of March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1475).

' Although the provisions of the Antidumping Act, 1921, are con-
tained in title II of the Act of May 27, 1921, sections 406 and 407 of
title IV of that Act are applicable to the Antidumping Act, 1921.

6 The independence of the Philippine Islands was recognized by
the United States after the date of the enactment of the Act of May
27, 1921, thus the reference to the Philippine Islands in the definition
of the term "United States" should be omitted.
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NEW DUMPING REGULATIONS OF THE TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

TITLE 19-CODE OF FEDERAL
l1EGUILATIONS

Title 19-CUSTOMS DUTIES
Chapter I-Bureau of Customs

ITD. 68-1481

ANTIDUMPING REGULATIONS
Notice of a proposal to amend the

Customs Regulations providing proce-
dures under the Antidumping Act, 1921,
was published in the FEDERAL RzoiSrTu
for October 28, 1967 (32 F.R. 14955). In-
terested persons were given an oppor-
tunity to submit relevant data, views, or
arguments In writing regarding the pro-
posed amendments.

Due consideration has been given to
all comments, views, and other data re-
.celved. In response to those comments
or for editorial purposes, changes have
been made in If 53.16, 53.23, 53.26. 53.29,
53.30, 53.31, 53.33, 53.34, 53.35, 53.36,
53.38 (renumbered 1 53.37). 53.48, and
53.52.

Accordingly, the Customs Regulations
are amended, to add a new Part 53, Anti-
dumping, and to delete 88 14.6 through
14.13, 16.21, 16.22. and 17.9 of the regu-
lations as follows:

PART 14--APPRAISEMENT
§§ 14.6-14.13 (Deletedl

Part 14 Is amended by deleting there-
from 1014.6 through 14.13, entitled
"Procedure under Antidumping Act"
and footnotes 14 and 15 thereto.
(Se. 407, 42 Stat. 18; 5 U.S.C. 301, 19 U.S.C.

PART 16-LIQUIDATION OF DUTIES
§§ 16.21 and 16.22 [Deleted)

Part 16 is amended by deleting there-
from IS 16.21 and 16.22 and footnote 16.
(Sec. 407, 42 Stat. 18; 6 U.S.O. S01, 19 U.S0.
173)

PART 17-PROTESTS AND
REAPPRAISEMENTS

§ 17.9 [Deleted)
Part 17 is amended by deleting there-

from 0 17.9 and footnote 10 thereto, and
by amending the center heading preced-
Ini I 17.9"to read: "American Producers'
Appeals and Protests."
(se. 407,42 Stat. S; 5 Uv.. o1, 19 U.S.a.
173)

PART 53-ANTIDUMPING
A new Part 53, entitled "Antidumping,"

Is added to read as follows:
Sec.
53.1 Scope.

a"c. Subpart A-Fair Value

83.2 Fair value; definition.
53.3 Fair value based on price In country

of exportation* the usual test.
53.4 Fair value based on sales for expor-

tation to countries other than the
United States.

53.5. Fair value based on constructed value.
53.6 Calculation of fair value.
53.7 Fair value: differences in quantities.
53.8 Fair value: circumstances of sale.
63.9 Fir value; similar merchandise.
53.10 Fair value; offering price.
53.11 Pair value; sales agency.
53.12 FWr value; fictitious sales.
53.18 Fair value; sales at varying prices.
53.14 Fair value; quantities Involved and

differences In price.
53.15 Fair value; revision of prices or other

changed circumstances.
63.16 Fair value: shpments from inter-

mediate country.

Subpart B--Avalability of Information

53.23 Availability of Information In swU-
dumping proceedings.

Subpart C-Procedure Under Antidumping
Act, 1921

53.25 Suspected dumping; Information
from customs officer.

63.26 Suspected dumping; information
from persons outside Customs
Service.

63.27 Suspected dumping; nature of Infor-mation to be made available.
63.28 Adequacy of Information.
53.29 Initiation of antidumping proceed-

ing; summary investigation.
63.30 Antidumping Proceding Notice:
63.81 Full scale Investigation.
63.32 Determination a to fact or likelihood

of sales at les than fair value.
63.33 Negauve determination.
63.34 Withholding of.appralsement.
63.35 AffirmaUve determination; general.
5338 Attirmative determination; Appraise-

ment withheld pursuant to 15384
(b).

63.37 Affirmative deteruinaton-Opportu-
nity to present views.

63.38 Referral to UA. Tariff Commission.
6339 Revocation of determination of sales

at less than fair value; determina-
tion of sales at not les than fair
value.

63.40 Dumping finding.
63.41 Modification or revocation of finding.
63.42 Publication of determinations and

findings.
63.43 List of current findings.

-Subpart 0-Action by District Director of
Customs

63.48 Action by the District Director of
Customs.

63.49 Certificate of Importer.
6360 AppraIsement of merchandise Covered

by Form 4.
63.61 Appraisement when required certifi-

cate not filed.

(lq)
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63.62
5353
6354
53.66
63.56
3.67

63.68
63.59

Reimbursement of dumping duties.
Release of merchandise; bond.
Type of bond required.
Conversion of currencies.
Dumping duty.
Notice to importer.
Dumping duty; Samples.
Method of computing dumping duty.

Subpart E-Antidunping Appeals and Protests
63.64 Antldumping appeals and protests

procedure.
AuTsoarrv: The provisions of this Part

63 issued under sees. 201-212. 407. 42 Stat.
11 et seq., as amended, see. 6. 72 Stat. 585,
sacs. 406, 407, 42 Stat. 18; 5 U.S.O. 301, 19
U.S.O. 160-173. Other authorities are cited to
text In parentheses.
§ 53.1 Scope.

This part sets forth procedures and
rules applicable to proceedings under the
Antidumping Act. 1921, as amended, the
assessment of the special dumping duty,
appeals for reappralsement, applications
for review of reappralsements, and pro-
tests relating to matters under the Anti-
dumping Act, 1921, as amended.

Subpart A-Fair Value
§ 53.2 Fair value t definition. •

For the Purposes of section 201(a) of
the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
(19 US.C. 160(a)), the fair value of the
imported merchandise shall be deter-
mined in accordance with If 53.3 to 53.5.
§ 53.3 Fair value based on price in coun.

try of exportation; the usual test.
(a) General. Merchandise imported

into the United States will ordinarily be
considered to have been sold, or to be
likely to be sold, at less than fair value
if the purchase price or exporter's sales
price (as defined in sections 203 and 204,
respectively, of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 162, 163)),
as the case may be, Is, or Is likely to bd,
less than the price (as defined in section
205, after adjustment as provided for In
section 202 of the Antidumping Act, 1921,
as amended (19 U.S.C. 164, 161)), at
which such or similar merchandise (as
defined in section 212(3) of the Anti.
dumping Act, 1921, as amended (19
US.C. 170a(3) )) is sold for consumption
in the country of exportation on or about
the date of purchase or agreement to
purchase of the merchandise imported
into the United States if purchase price
applies, or on or about the date of ex-
portation thereof If exporter's sales price
applies.

(b) Restricted sales. When home mar-
ket sales form the appropriate basis of
comparison, they will be used for this
purpose whether or not they are re-.
stricted. If there should Le restrictions
which affect the value of the merchan-
dise, appropriate adjustment of the home
market price will be made.

§ 53.4 Fair value based on sales for ex.
portation to countries other than the
United States.

(a) General. If It is demonstrated that
during a representative period the quan-
tity of such or similar merchandise sold
for consumption In the country of ex-
portation Is so small, in relation to the
quantity sold for exportation to countries
other than the United States, as to be
an Inadequate basis for comparison, then
merchandise Imported into the United
States will ordinarily be deemed to have
been sold, or to be likely to. be sold, at
less than fair value if the purchase price
or the exporter's sales price (as defined
in sections 203 and 204, respectively, of
the Antldumping Act, 1921, W amended
(19 U.S.C. 162, 163)), as the case may be.
is, or Is likely to be, less than the price
(as defined in section 205, after adjust-
ment as provided for In section 202 of the
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19
U.S.C. 161, 161)), at which such or simi-
lar merchandise (as defined in section
212(3) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 170a(3))) Is sold
for exportation to countries other than
the United States on or about the date
of purchase or of agreement to pur-
chase the merchandise imported into the
United States if purchase price* applies,
or on or about the date of exportation
thereof if exporter's sales price applies.

(b) Twenty-five percent rule. Gen-
erally, the quantity of such or similar
merchandise sold for consumption in the•
country of exportation will be considered
to be an inadequate basis for comparison
if it Is less than 25 percent of the quantity
sold other than for exportation to the
United States.

(c) Restricted sales. When third coun-
try sales form the appropriate basis of
comparison, they will be used for this
purpose whether or not they are re-
stricted. If there should be restrictions
which affect the value of the merchan.
dise, appropriate adjustment of the third
country price will be made.
§ 53.5 Fair value based on constructed

value.
(a) General. If the Information avail-

able is deemed by the Secretary insum-
cient or Inadequate for a determination
under 1 53.3 or 1 53.4, he will determine
fair value on the basis of the constructed
value as defined In section 206 of the
Antidunfng Act, 1921, as amended(19 U0..:165).

(b) Merchandise from o n t r o l l e d
economy country. Ordinarily, if the in-
formation available indicates that the
economy of the country from which the
merchandise is exported it controlled to
an extent that sales or offers of sales of
such or similar merchandise in that
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country or to countries other than the
United States do not permit a determina-
tion of fair value under 1 53.3 or 1 53.4,
the Secretary will determine fair value
on the basis of the constructed value of
the merchandise determined on the
normal costs, expenses, and profits as
reflected by the price at which such or
similar merchandise Is sold by a non-
state-controlled-economy country either
(1) for consumption In its own market;
or (2) to other countries, including the
United States.
§ 53.6 Calculation of fair value.

In calculating fair value under section
201(a), Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 160(a)), the criteria
in If 53.7 through 53.16 shall apply.
§ 53.7 Fair value; differences In quan.

titles.
(a) Gefteral. n comparing the pur-

chase price or exporter's sales price, as
the case may be, with such applicable
criteria as sales- or offers, on which a
determination of fair value is to be based,
reasonable allowances will be made for
differences in quantities if It Is estab-
lished to the satisfaction of the Secretary
that the amount of any price differential
is wholly or partly due to such differ-
encer. In determining the question of al-
lowances for differences in quantity, con-
sideration *ill be given, among other
things, to the practice of the industry in
the country of exportation with respect
to affording in the home market (or
third country markets, where sales to
third countries are the basis for com-
parison) discounts for quantity sales
which are freely vallable to those who
purchase in the ordinary course of trade.

(b) Criteria or allowances. Allowances
for price discounta based on sales in large
quantities ordinarily will not be made
unless:

(1) Six-month rule. The exporter
during the 6 months prior to the date
when the question of dumping was raised
or presented (or during such other
period as investigation shows is more
representative) had been granting quan-
tity discounts of at least the same
magnitude with respect to 20 percent or
more of such or similar merchandise
which he sold in the home market (or
in third country markets when sales to
-third countries are.the basis for com-
parison) and that such *discounts had
been freely available to all purchasers;
or

(2) Cost justification. The exporter
can demonstrate that the discounts are
warranted on the basis of savings spe-
cifically attributable to the quantities in-
volved.

(c) Price lists. In determining whether
a discount has been given, the presence
or absence of a published price list re-

flecting such a discount is not con-
trolling. In certain lines of trade, price
lists are not commonly published and
In others although commonly published
they are not commonly adhered to.

"§ 53.8 Fair value; circumstances of sale.
(a) GeneraL In comparing the pur-

chase price or exporter's sales price, as
the case may be, with the sales, or other
criteria applicable, on which a deter-
mination of fair value is to be based,
reasonable allowances will be made for
bona fide differences In circumstances of
sale if it is established to the satisfac-
tion of the Secretary that the amount
of any price differential Is wholly or
partly due to such differences. Differ-
ences in circumstances of sale for which
such allowances will be made are lim-
ited, in general, to those circumstances
which bear a reasonably direct relation-
ship to the sales which are under con-
sideration.

(b) Examples. Examples of differen.
ces In circumstances of sale for Whlch
reasonable allowances generally will be
made are those involving differences in
credit terms, guarantees, warranties,
technical assistance, servicing, and as-
sumption by a seller of a purchaser's
advertising or other selling cost& Rea-
sonable allowances will also generally be
made for differences in commissions. Ex-
cept in those instances where it is clearly
established that the differences in cir-
cumstances of sale bear a reasonably
direct relationship to the sales which
are under oonslderatloh, allowances gen-
erally will not be made for differences
in research and development costs, pro-
duotion costs, and advertising and other
selling costs of a seller unless such costs
are attributable to a later sale of mer-
chandise by a purchaser: Provided, That
reasonable allowances for selling ex-
penses generally will be made in cases
where a reasonable allowance is made for
commisons in one of the markets under
consideration and no commission Is paid
in the other market under.consideration,
the amount of such allowance being
limited to the aotual selling expense in-
curred in the one market or the total
amount of the commission allowed in
such other market, whichever Is lees.

(o) Relation t6 market value. In deter-
mining the amount of the reasonable
allowances for any differences in circum-
stances of sale, the Secretary will be
guided primarily by the effect of such
differences upon the market value of the
merchandise but, where appropriate,
may also consider the cost of such dif-
ferences to the seller, as contributing to
an estimate of market value.
* 53.9 Fair values similar merchandise.

In comparing the purchase price or
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exporter's sales price, as the case may
be, with the selling price in the home
market, or for exportation to countries
other than the United States, In the case
of similar merchandise described In sub-
divisions (), (D), (E), or (P) of section
212(3), Antldumping Act, 1921, as
amended (19 U..C. 170a(3)), due allow-
ance shall be made for differences in the
merchandise. In this regard the Secre-
tary will be guided primarily by the ef-
fect of such differences upon the market
value of the merchandise but, when ap-

.proprlate, he may also consider differ-
ences in cost of manufacture if it Is
established to his satisfaction that the
amount of any price differential is wholly
or partly due to such differences.
§ 53.10 Fair value; offering price.

In the determination of fair value.
offers will be considered In the absence
of sales, but an offer made in circum-
stances in which acceptance Is not rea-
sonably to be expected will not be deemed
to be an offer.
§ 53.11 Fair value I sales agency.

If such or similar merchandise Is sold
or, In. the absence of sales, offered for
sale through a sales agency or other or-
ganization related to the seller in any of
the respects described in section 207 of
the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19 U.S.C.
168), the price at which such or similar
merchandise Is sold or, in the absence
of sales, offered for sale by such sales
agency or other organization may be used
in the determination of fair value.
§ 53.12 Fair value; flctlious sales.

In the determination of fair value, no
pretended sale or offer for sale, and no
sale or offer for sale Intended to establish
a fictitious market, shall be taken into
accout.
§ 53.13 Fair value; sales at varying

prices.
:Where the prices in the sales which are

being examined for a determination of
fair value vary (after allowances pro-
vided for in If 53.7, 53.8, and 53.9), de-
termination of fair value will take into
account the prices of a preponderance of
the merchandise thus sold or weighted
averages of the prices of the merchandise
thus sold. Unless there is a clear prepon-
derance of merchandisQ sold at the same
price, weighted averages of the prices of
the merchandise sold normally will be
used.
§ 53.14 Fair value; quantities involved

and differences in price.
Merchandise will not be deemed to

have been sold at less than fair value
unless the quantity involved in the sale
or sales to the United States, or the dif-
ference between the purchase price or
exporter's sales price, as the case may be,

and the fair value, is more than in-
significant.
T53.15 Fair value; revision of prices or

other changed circumstances.
(a) Discontinuance ol Investigation.

Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury
Is satisfied during the course of an anti-
dumping investigation that either

(4) -Price revisions have been made
which eliminate the likelihood of sales at
less than fair value and that there is no
likelihood of resumption of the prices
which prevailed before such revision; or

(2) Sales to the United Mtates of the
merchandise have terminated and will
not be resumed;
or whenever the Secretary concludes
that there are other changed circum-
stances on the basis of.which It may no
longer 'be appropriate to continue an
antidumping investigation, the Secre-
tary moy public a notice to this effect
in the FEDERAL RXOISTZR.

"(b) Notice. The notice shall state the
facts relied on by the Secretary In pub-
lishing the notice and that those.facts
are considered to be evidence that there
arenot and are not likely to be sales at
less than fair value. The notice shall also
state that unless persuasive evidence or
argument to the contrary Is presented
within 30 days the Secretary will deter-
mine that there are not and are not
likely to be sales at less than fair value.
The acceptance of assurances to revise
prices or the termination of sales at less
than fair value will not prevent the See-
retary from making a determination of
sales at less than fair value In any case
where he considers such action appro-
priate or If the exporters have requested
such action.
§ 53.16 Fair value; shipments from In.

termediate country.
If the merchandise Is not imported di-

rectly from the country of origin, but Is
shipped to the United States from an-
other country, the price at which such or
similar merchandise is sold in the coun-
try of origin will be used in the deter-
mination of fair value if the merchandise
was merely transshipped through the
country of shipment.

Subpart B-Avallablily of
Information

NoTU: For Bureau of Customs general pro-
visions relating to availability of Information
see Part 26 of this chapter.

§ 53.23 Availability of Information In
antidumping proceedings.

(a) Information generallys available.
In general, all information but not nec-
essarily all documents, obtained by the
Treasury Department Inluding the Bu-
reau of Custom., In connection with any
antidumping proceeding will be available
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for Inspection or copying by any person.
With respect to documents prepared by
an oMcer or employee of the United
States, factual material, as distinguished
from recommendations and evaluations,
contained In any juch document will be
made available by summary or otherwise
on the same basis as Information con-
tained in other documents. Attention is
directed to 9 24.12 of this chapter relat-
ing to fees charged for providing copies
of documents.

(b) Requests for confidential treat-
ment o1 information. Any person who
submits Information In connection with
an antidumping proceeding may request
that such Information, or any specified
part thereof, be held confidential. InfQr-

. mation covered by such a request shall
be set forth on separate pages from
other information; and all such pages
shall be clearly marked "Confidential
Treatment Requested." The Commis-
sioner of Customs or the Secretary of
the Treasury or the delegate of either
will determine, pursuant to paragraph
(o) 'of this section, whether such infor-
mation, or any part thereof, shall be
treated as confidential. If it is so deter-
mined, the information covered by the
determination will not be made avail-
able for Inspection'or 'copying by any
person otheO than an officer oremploybe
of the U.S. Government or a person who
has been specifically authorized to re-
ceive It by the person requesting confi-
dential treatment. If it Is determined
that information submitted with such a
request, or any part thereof, should not
be treated as confidential, or that sum-
marized or *approximated presentations
thereof should be made available for dis-
closure, the person who has requested
confidential treatment thereof shall be
promptly so advised and, unless he
thereafter agrees that the information,
or any specified part or summary or ap-
proximated presentations thereof, may
be disclosed to all interested parties, the
information will not be made available
for disclosure, but to the extent that it
is self-serving it will be disregarded for
the purpose of the determination as to
sales at less than fair value and no reli-
ance shall be placed thereon in this con-
nection, unless it cad be demonstrated
from other sources that the information
Is correct.

(a) Standards for determining whether
information wilt be regarded as conft-
denta-(l) Gefteral. Information will
ordinarily be considered to be confiden-
tial only if Its disclosure would be of
significant competitive advantage to a
competitor or would have a significantly
adverse effect upon a person stpplying
the information or upon a person from
whom he acquired the information.
FUrther, if disclosure of Information In
specify terms or with Identifying *details

would be inappropriate under this stand-
ard, the information will ordinarily be
considered appropriate for disclosure in
generalized, summary or approximated
form, without identifying details, unless.
the Commissioner of Customs or the Sec-
retary of the Treasury or the delegate
of either determines that even in such
generalized, summary or approximated
form, such disclosure would still be of
significant competitive advantage to a
competitor or would still have a signif-
icantly adverse effect upon a person sup-
plying the information or upon a person
from whom he acquired the information.
As indicated in paragraph (b) of this
section, however, the decision that 'in-
formation is not entitled to protection
from disclosure In its original or In
another form will not lead to Its disclo-
sure unless the person supplying it con.
sents to such disclosure.

(2) information ordinarily Tegarded as
approprlatO for disclosure. Information
will ordinarily be regarded as appropriate
for disclosure If it

(I) Relates to price information;
(Ii) Relates to claimed'freely available

price allowances for quantity purchases;
or

(i1) Relates to claimed differences In
circumstances of sale.

(3) Information ordinarily regarded
as confidential. Information will ordinar-
Ily be regarded as confidential if its dis-
closure would

(I) Disclose business or trade secrets;
(11) Disclose production costs;
(flt) Disclose distribution costs, ex-

cept to the extent that such costs are
accepted as Justifying allowances for,
quantity or differences in circumstances
of sale;

11v) Disclose the names of particular
customers or the price or prices at which
particular sales were made.
(5 U.8.O. 652)

Subpart C-Procedure Under Anti-
dumping Act, 1921

§ 53.25 Suspected dumping; informa-
tion from customs ofier.

If any district director of customs has
knowledge of -any grounds for a reason
to believe or suspect that any merchan-
dise Is being, or is likely to be, Imported
into the United States at a purchase price
or exporter's sales price leas than the
foreign market value (or, In the absence
of such value, than the constructed
value), as contemplated by motion
201(b) Antidumping Act. 1921, as
amended (19 U.8.C. 160(b)), or at less
than its "fair value" as that term Is
defined In g 53.2, he shall communicate
his belief or suspicion promptly to the
Commissioner of Customs. Every such
communication shall contain or be ac-
companied by a statement of substan-
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tially the same information as is require
in 163.27, if the district director has sucd
information or If it is readily available t
him.
153.26 Suspected dumping; Informa

tlpn from persons outside Custom
Service.

Any person outside the Customs Serv
ice who has information that merchan,
dise s being, or is likely to be, importe(
'into the United States under such cir.
cumstances as to bring It within the pur,
view of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended, may, on. behalf of an lndustr3
In the United States, communicate suc
information In writing to the Commis.
aoner of Customs.
§ 53.27 , Suspected dumping; nature of

Information to be made available.
Communications to the Commissonex

pursuant to i 53.26, regarding suspected
dumping should, to the extent feasible,
contain or be'accompanled by the follow-
Ing:

(a) A detailed description or sample of
the merchandise; If no sample is fur-
nished, the Bureau of Customs may call
upon the person who furnished the infor-
mation to furnish samples of the Im-
ported and competitive domestic articles,
or either;

(b) The name of the country from
which It is being, or is likely to be,
Imported;

() The name of the exporter or ex-
porters and producer or producers, if
known;

(d) The ports or probable ports of
Importation Into the United States;

(e) Information Indicating that an
industry In the United States is being

injured, or is likely to be injured, or pre-
vented from being established;

(f) Such detailed data as are avail-
aible with respect to values and prices
indicating that such merchandise is be-
ing, or Is likely to be, sold in the United
States at less than Its fair value, within
the meaning of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended, Including information
as to any differences between the foreign
market value or constructed value and
the purchase price or exporter's sales
price which may be accounted for by any
difference in taxes, discounts, incidental
costs such as those for packing or freight,
or other Items.

(g) Such material as is available in-
dicating the market price for similar
merchandise in the country of exporta-
tion and in any third countries In which
merchandise of the producer complained
of Is known to be sold.

(h) Such information as is available
as to sales made for consumption in the
country of exportation or for exporta-
tion otherwise than to the United States
over a significant period of time prior to

d the date upon which the information is
h furnished.
0 (1) Such suggestions as the person

furnishing the information may have as
to specific avenues of Investigation to be

* pursued or questions to be asked IA seek-
ing pertinent Information.

§ 53.28 Adequacy of Information.
If any Information filed pursuant to

1 £ 53.26 in the opinion of the Commis-
. sioner does not conform substantially

with the requirements of 3 53.27, the
Commissioner shall return the commu-
nication to the person who submitted it

* with detailed written advice as to the
respects In which It does not conform.
§ 53.29 Initiation of antidumping pro.

ceeding; summary investigation.
r Upon receipt of Information pursuant
I to 8 53.25 or 1 53.26 in a form acceptable

to the Commissioner, the Oommisaloner
shall conduct a summary investigation.
If he determines that the information
is patently In error, or that merchandise
of the elass or kind Is not being and is
not likely to be Imported in more than
nlniguflcant quantities, or for other

reasons determines that further investi.
nation is not warranted, he shall so ad-
vise the person who -submitted the
information and the case shall be closed.
§ 53.30 Antidumping Proceeding Notice.

If the case has not been closed under
1 63.29, the Commissioner shall 1ublsh
a notice in the Pazuw RowiTsz that in-
formation in an acceptable form has
been received pursuant to 153.25 or
1 53.26. This notice, which may be re-
ferred to as the "Antidumping Proceed-
Ing Notice," will specify-

(a) Whether the information relates
to all shipments of the merchandise In
question from an exporting country, or
only to shipments by certain perschs or
firms; in the latter case, the names of
such persons and firms will be specified.

(b) The date on which information In
an acceptable form was received and that
date shall be the date on which the
question of dumping was raised or Vre-
sented for purposes of sections 201(b)

-and 202(a) of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(b) and
161(a)).

(c) The fact that there is some evi-
dence on record concerning injury to or
likelihood of injury to or prevention of
establishment of an industry in the
United States.

(d) A summary of the information
received. If a person outside the Customs
Service raised or presented the question
of dumping, his name shall be included
in the notice unless a determination
under # 53.23 requires that his name not
be disclosed.
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§ 53.31 Full-scale Investlion.
(a) Initiation o1 investigation. Upon

publication of an Antidumping Proceed-
Ing Notice the Commissioner shaLpro-
coed, by a full-scale investigation, or
otherwise, to obtain such additional in-
formation, if any, as may be necessary
to enable the Secretary to reach a deter-
mination as Provided by 153.32. In order
to verify the information presented, or
to obtain further details, investigations
will, where appropriate, be conducted by
Customs Representatives in foreign
countries, unless the country concerned"
objects to the investigation. If an ade-
quate Investigation is not permitted, or
if any necessary information is with-
held, the Secretary will reach a deter#
mination on the basis of such facts as are
available to him.

(b) Termination o1 investigation. If at
any time during an Investigation the
Commissioner determines that further
Investigation is not warranted by the
facts of the case, he may recommend to
the Secretary that the case be closed by
a determination of no sales at less than
fair value.
§ 53.32 Determination as to fact or like.

lihood of sales at less than fair value.
(a) Fair value determination. Upon

receipt from the Commissioner of Cus.
toms of the Information referred to in
1 53.31, the Secretary of the Treasury
will proceed as promptly as possible to
determine whether or not the merchan-
dise in question Is in fact being, or is
likely to be, old in the United States or
elsewhere at less than Its fair value.

(b) Submission of views. During the
course of an antidumping proceeding in.
terested persons may make such written
submissions as they desire. Appropriate
consideration will be given to any new
or additional Information submitted. The
Secretary or his delegate also may at any
time invite any person or persons to sup-
ply him orally with information or
argument.
§ 53.33 .Negative determination.

(a) Notice of Tentative Negative De-
termination. If it appears to the Secre-
tary that on the basis of information be-
fore him a determination of sales at not
less than fair value may be required, he
will publish in the FEDERL RosTn a
"Notice of Tentative Negative Determi-
nation," which will include a statement
of the reasons upon which the tentative
determination is based.

(b) Opportunity to present vfews-(l)
Written. Interested persons may make
such written submissions as they desire,
within a period which will be specified
lh the notice, with respect to the
contemplated action. Appropriate con.
sideraton will be given to any new or

additional information or argument
submitted.

(2) Oral. If any person believes that
any Information obtained by the Bureau
of Customs in the course of the anti-
dumping proceeding is inaccurate or that
for any other reason the tentative deter-
mination Is in error, he may request In
writing that the Secretary of the Treas-
ury afford him an opportunity to pre-
sent his views in this regard. Upon receipt
of such a request, the Secretary will
notify the person who supplied any in-
formation, the accuracy of which is
questioned and such other person or
persons, if any, as he In his discretion
may deem to be appropriate. If the Sec-
retary is satisfied that the circumstances
so warrant, an opportunity will be
afforded by the Secretary or his delegate
for all such persons to appear, through
their counsel or in person, accompanied
by counsel If they so desire, to make
known their respective point of view and
to supply such further Information or
argument as may be of assistance in
leading to a conclusion as to the aocu-
racy of the Information in question. The
Secretary or his delegate may at any
time invite any person or persons to
supply him orally with information or
argument.

(o) Final determination. As soon as
possible thereafter, the Secretary will
make a final determination and publish
his determination in the FEDzRAL
Racsn. -

(d) Negative determination alter is-
suavnce of a withholding o1 appraisement
notice. The procedure specified in para-
graphs (a), (b), and (c) of this section
will not apply If the decision to Issue a
negative determination is made by the
Secretary after a withholding of ap-
praisement notice has been Issued and
thereafter he has afforded interested par-
ties an opportunity to be heard pursuant
to the provisions of 153.37. In lieu there-
of a final negative determination will be
published setting forth the statement of
reasons.
§ 53.34 Withholding of appraisement.

(a) Three-month period. If the Com-
missioner determines during the course
of his Investigations that there are rea-
sonable grounds to believe or suspect that
any merchandise is being, or is likely to
be, sold at less than its foreign market
value (or, In the absence of such value,
then Its constructed value) under the
Antidumping Act, and If there is evidence
on record concerning Injury or likelihood
of inJury to or prevention of establish-
ment of an industry of the United States,
he shall publish notice of these facts In
the F*DRmAL Ruorna in a "Withholding
of Appraisement Notice." indicating-

(1) That the belief or suspicion re-
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lates only to certain shippers or produc-
ers, If this is the case and that the investi-
gation is limited to the transactions of
such shippers or producers;

(2) The expiration date of the notice
(which shall be no more than 3 months
from the date of publication of the
notice in the FDERAL RzoISTzR, unless a
longer period of withholding of appraise-
ment has been requested by the importer
-and the exporter pursuant to paragraph
(b) and has been approved by the Com-
missioner)f
7his withholding of appraisement notice
will be issued concurrently with the
Secretary's determination pursuant to
8 53.35, unless apprasement is being
withheld pursuant to paragraph (b) of
this section.

(b) 'Six-month period. At any time
prior to the issuance of the withholding
of apprMsement notice referred to In
paragraph (a) of this section, importers
and exporters concerned may request
that the period of withholding Of ap-
praisement extend for a period longer
than 3 months, but in no case longer
than 6 months. Upon the receipt of such
a request from Importers and exporters
concerned the Commissioner will decide
whether appraisement should be with-
held for a period longer than 3 months.
If the Commissioner decides that a
period of withholding of appraisement
longer than 3 months Is Justified, he will
publish a withholding of appraisement
notice upon the same basis and contain-
ing Information of the same type as Is re-
quired by paragraph (a) of this section,
except that the expiration date of the
notice may be 6 months from the date
of publication of the notice in the FsI-
ERAL R1EGSTER.

(C) Advice to District Directors of
Customs. The Commissioner shall advise
all district directors of customs of his
action. Upon receipt of such advice the
district director of customs shall proceed
to withhold appraisement in accord-
ance with the pertinent provisions of

* 1 53.48.
(d) Notice issued before July 1, 1968.

The time limitations of this section do
not apply to .withholding of apprase*
iment notices Issued before July 1, 1968.
§ 53.35 Affirmative determination; gen.

eral.
If t appears to the Secretary on the

'tasis of the Information before him that
a determination of sales at less than fair"
value is required, unless the withholding
of appraisement notice was issued pur-
suant to I 53.34(b), he will publish in the
FEDERAL REGISTER his Detennlnv~tion of
Sales at Less Than Fair Value. This de-
termination will Include
. (a) An adequate description of the

merchandise;

(b) The n& ie of each country of
exportation;

(o) The name of the supplier or sup-
pliers, if practicable;

(d) The date of the receipt of the in-
formation in an acceptable form;

(e) Whether the appropriate basis of
comparison is purchase Price or export-
er's sales price, and

(f) A statement of reasons upon which
the determination Is based.
§ 53.36 Affirmative determination; ap-

ralsement withheld pursuant to53.34(b).
If itappears to 'the Secretary on the

basis of the information before him
that a determination of sales at less than
fair value Is required, and If a withhold-
ing of appraisement notice has been
issued pursuant to 153.34(b), he will
publish in .the FEDErAL REISztR his
Determination of Salesat Less Than Pair
Value within 3 months from the date of
publication of such withholding of ap-
praisement notice. This determination
will contain information of the amne type
as required in 1 53.35 (a) through (f).

§. 53.37 Affirmative determination---op.
portunity to present views.

As soon as possible after the publica-
tion of the withholding of appraisement
notice if any person believes that for any
reason the withholding action is in error,
he may request that the Secretary of the
Treasury afford him an opportunity to
present his views In this regard. Upon
receipt of such a request the Secretary
will notify each person who supplied any
information, relied upon in connection
with the withholding action, and such
other person or persons, if any, as he may
deem to be appropriate. If the Secretary
is satisfied that the circumstances so
warrant, an opportunity will be afforded
bY the Secretary or his delegate for all
interested persons to appear, through
their counsel or In person, accompanied
by counsel if they so desire, to make
known their respective points of view and
to supply such further infornation or
argument as may bye of assistance in a
consideration of the matter. Unless for
unusual reasons it s clearly impracti-
cable, such meeting will be held within
three weeks of the date of the publication
of the notice of withholding, unlqs such
notice was issued pursuant to I 53.34(b),
when it shall be held within 5 weeks of
such publication. Reasonable notice of
the meeting will be given. -

§ 53.38 Referral to U.S. Tariff Com.

Whenever the Secretary makes a de-
termination of sales at less than fair
value he shall so advise the U.S. Tariff
Commission..
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§ 53.39 Revocation of determination of
sales at less than fair value; determi.
nation of sales at not less than fair
value.

If the Secretary Is persuaded from
information submitted. or arguments re-
ceived that his determination of sales at
less than fair value was Ii error, and if
the Tariff Commission has not yet Issued
a determination relating to Injury, he
will publish a notice of "Revocation of
Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair
Value; Determination of Sales at Not
Less Than Fair Value," or, if appropriate,
a notice of "Modification of Determina-
tion of Sales at Less Than Fair Value,"
which notice will state the reasons upon
which It was based. He shall notify the
Tariff Commission of his action.

§ 53.40 Dumping finding.
If the Tariff Commission determines

that there is, or is likely to bi, the Injury
contemplated bi the statute, the Secre.
tary of the Treasury will make the find-
Ing contemplated by section 201(a) of
the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
(19 US.C. 160(a)), with respect to the
involved merchandise.

§ 53.41 Modification or revocation of
finding.

(a) Application to modify or revoke.
An application for the modification or
revocation of any finding made as pro-
vided for In 1 53.40 may be submitted In
writing to the Commissioner of Customs,
together with detailed information con-
cerning any change in circumstances or
practice which has obtained for a sub-
stantial period of time, or other reasons,
which the applicant believes will estab-
lish that the basis for the finding no
longer exists with respect to all or any
part of the merchandise covered thereby.

(b) Modification or revocation by
Secretary. The Secretary of the Treasury
may on his own initiative modify or re-
voke a finding of dumping.

(c) Notice o1 modification or revoca-
tion of finding. Notice of intent to modify
or revoke a finding will be published by
the Secretary in the FDESAL RZOIs TR.
Comments from interested parties will
be given consideration if they are re-
ceived within the period of time stated in
the notice.

§53.42 Publication of determinations
and findings.

Each determination made In accord-
ance with § 53.33, 53.34, 53.35, and 53.36,
whether such determination Is in the af-
firmative or in the negative, and each
finding made in accordance within 53.40,
will be published In the f]DERAL REOISTR,
together with a statement Of the reasons
therefor.

§ 53.43 List of current findings.
The following findings of dumping are

currently in effect:
FDIo01-Dunxo

Merehandise Country T.D. Modi-
fled by

Portland cement, other Sweden ..... 6
than white, nonstaining Belgium .... 428
portland cement.Portland grasy cement.... Portal ... 601

Portland cement, other DomInIcan 65883
than white, nonstaining Republic.
, land cement.

C o d a ......... Austrais... 6130
Steel retnfording bas..... Canada..... 86150
Carbon steel bars and Canada .....

structural shapes4
AsBtcl orma...........
Steel ~el :::. Canaa.-191
Cat In so iism;; ........ Poland......67-2

Subpart D-Action by District Director
of Customs

§ 53.48 Action by the District Director
of Customs.

(a) Appraisement withheld; notice to
importer. Upon receipt of advice from
the Commissioner of Customs pursuant
to 53.34. the district director of cutft4s
shall withhold appraisement as to such
merchandise entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption, after the
date of publiqatlon of the "Withholding
of Appraisement Notice," unless the
Commissioner's Withholding of Ap-
praisement Notice specifies a different ef-
fective date. Each district director of
customs shall notify the importer, con-
signee, or agent Immediately of each lot
of merchandise with respect to which ap-
pralsement Is so withheld. Such notice
shall Indicate (1) the rate of duty of the
merchandise under the applicable item
of the Tariff Schedules of the United
States If known, and (2) the estimated
margin of the special dumping duty
that could be assessed. Upon advice of a
finding made in accordance with § 53.40,
the district director of customs shall give
immediate notice thereof to the importer
when any shipment subJect thereto Is im-
ported after the date of the finding and
information Is not on hand for com-
pletion of appraisement of such ship-
ment.

(b) Request to proceed with appraise-
ment. If. before a finding of dumping has
been made, or before a case has been
closed without a finding of dumping, the
district director of customs Is satisfied
by information furnished by the im-
porter or otherwise that the purchase
price or exporter's sales price, in respect
of any shipment, Is not less than foreign
market value (or, In the absence of such
value, than the constructed value), he
shall so advise the Commissioner and re-
quest authorization to proceed with his
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appraisement. of that shipment In the
usual manner.
j $3.49 Certificate of Importer.

If a finding of dumping has been made,
the district director of customs shall re-
quire the Importer or his agent to file a
certificate of the importer on the ap-
propriate one of the following forms. A
separate ertftesote shaU be required for
each shipment.

FoaM 1
Nomuvom's Cnuzz cAvT, ANMTUMPWO AcTr,

192 
.

Port of---------
Date ---------- 19-.

Be: Entry No ........ dated ............
19_.

Import carter: ------------- _------------
Arrived ---------- 19...

I certfy that I am not the exporter as
defined In section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the
aforesaid entry. I further cert that the
merchandise was purchased for Importation
by --------- _--------- on
19--, and that the purchase price Is-

(signed) ------------------ _----
Foam 2
ExPoWm's CIUTMCATI WmIM BAUM PRc Is

Kroww, ANTmDUMPO AcT, 1921

Port of .............
Date .......... ,19...

Re: Entry No .-..... , dated -----------
19--.
Import carrier: -------------------------.
Arrived --------- , 19...

I certify that I am the exporter as defined
In section 207, Antidumping Act, 1921, of
the merchandise covered by the aforesaid
entry; that the merchandise Is sold or agreed
to be sold at the price stated In the attached
statement; and that. if any of such mer-
chandise Is actually sold at any price differ-
ent from the price stated therefor In the
attached statement, I will Immediately notify
the district director of customs of all the
circumstances.

The merchandise was acquired by me In
the following manner: --------------------

and has been sold or agreed to be sold to

---------- aOt ------- _---
(name and address) (price)

(Signed) .......................

Foami a
ExroanTZ's C7J.nTWCAT Wuxrr BAUs PaC Is

Nor KNwwn AmnumpiNO ACT, 1921

Port of ------------
Date -----------. 19-.

Re: Entry No .-.....- dated ------------
19...
Import carrier: ------------------------
Arrived --------- 19._.

I certify that I am the exporter as defined
In section 207, Antldumplng Act, 1921, of the
merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry,
and that I have no knowledge as to any price
at which such merchandise will be sold in
the United States. I hereby agree that I will
keep a record of the sales and will furnish

the district director of customs within 30
days after the sale of any of such mercehan.
dise a statement of each selling price. I fur-
ther agree that, If any of the merchandise
ha not been sold before the expiration of
6 months from the date of entry, I will so
report to the district director of customs
upon such expiration date.

The merchandise was acquired by me In
the following manner:...............

(Signed) ........................
Foam 4
EXPosm's CzaTvcATu WHv MucuAMPSS

Is NoT, arm WnU NoT 132. Sow A x ,uu'-
ma Am, 1921

Port of ------------
Date ............. 19-...

Re: Entry No ........ dated---------
19-..
Import career: .......................
Arrived ............ 19...

I certify that I am the exporter as defined
in section 207, Antidumping Act 1921, of the
merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry.
and that such merchandise has not been,
and will not be, sold In the United States for
the folowing reason:

(Signed)
(Sec. 480, 46 Stat. 725, as amended; 19 U.S.O.1488)

-53.50 A praisement of merchandise
covered y Form 4.

If an unqualified certificate on Form
4 Is fied and the district director of cus-
toms is satisfied that no evidence can be
obtained to contradict It, the shipment
will be appraised without regard to the
Antidumping Act.

§53.51 Appraisement when required
5etificate not filed.

If The Importer falls to file an ampro-
priate certificate within 30 days following
notification by the district director of
customs that a certificate is required un-
der section 53.49, appraisement shall pro-
ceed upon the basis of the best infomia-
tion available,

§ 53.52 Reimbursement of dumping
duties.

(a) General. In calculating purchase
price or exporter's sales price as the case
may be, there shall be deducted the
amount of any special dumping dute
which are, or will be paid by the manu-
facturer. producer, seller, or exporter, or
which are, or will be. refunded to the
Importer by the manufacturer, producer,
seller, or exporter, either directly or In-
directly, but a warranty of nonapplica-
bility of dumping duties entered Into be-
fore the Initiation of the investigation,
will not be regarded as affecting pur-
chase price or exporter's sales price If
it was granted to an importer with re-
spect to merchandise which was:

(1) Purchased, or areed to be pur-
chased, before publication of a Withhold-

22
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ing of Appraisement Notice with respect
to such merchandise; and

(2) Exported before a determination
of sales at les than fair value is made.

(b) Statement concerning reimburse.
•ment. Before proceeding with appraise.
meant of any merchandise'with respect
to which dumping duties are found to be
due the district director of customs shall
require the Importer to file a written
statement In the following form:

I hereby certify that I (have) (have not)
entered into any agreement or understanding
for the payment or for the refundlfg to me,
by the manufaeturer, producer, seller, or
exporter of all or any part oC the special
dumping duties assessed upon the folowing
lmporUtlona of (oommodity) from (ooun-
try): (lUst entry numbers) which have been
purchased on or after (date of publication of
withholding n Federti Reoter or purchased
before (same date) but exported on or after
(date o determination of sales at lees than
falr value).
A certificate will be required for all
merchandise that is unappralsed on the
date that the finding of dumping Is is-
sued. Thereofter, a separate certificate
will be required for each additional ship.
meant.
§$3.3 --Release ofmerchandise; bond.

Whtn the district director of customs
In accordance with 53.34(c) has re-
ceived a notice of withheld appraisement
or when 4je has been advised of a finding
provided for in 153.40, and so long as
such notice or finding is in effect, he shall
withhold release of any merchandise of
a class or kind covered by such notice
or finding which Is then In his custody
or is thereafter Imported, unless an ap-
propriate bond is filed or is on file, as
specified hereafter In 1 53.54, or unless
the merchandise covered by a specified
entry will be appraiwd without regard
to the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended.
§ 53.54 Type of bond required. -

(a) General. If the merchandise is of
a clas or kind covered by a notice of
withheld appraisement provided for In
153.48(a) or by a finding provided for In
8 53.40, a aingle onsumption entry bond
covering the shipment, in addition to any
other required bond, shall be furnished
by the person making the entry or with-
drawal, unless-

(1) A tiond is required under para-
graph (b) of this section; or

(2) In cases in which there Is no such
requirement the district director of cus-
toms is satisfied that the bond under
which the entry was filed is sufficient.
The face amount of any additional bond
required under this paragraph shall be
sufficient to assure payment of any spe-
clal duty that may accrue by reason of
the Antidumping Act, but In no case
shall be for less than $100.

(b) Bond on customs Form 7591. If
the merchandise Is of a class or kind
covered by a finding provided for In
853.40 and the Importer or his agent has
filed a certificate on Form 3 (section
53.49), the bond required by section 208
of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19 U..C.
167), shall be on customs Form '591. In
such case, a separate bond shall be re-
quIred for each entry or withdrawal, and
such bond shall be in addition to any
other bond required by law or regulation.
The record of sales required under the
conditions of the bond of customs Form

591 shall Identify the entry covering the
merchandise and show the name and
address of each purchaser, each selling
price, and the date of each sale. The face
amount of such bond shall be equal to the
estimated value of the merchandise
covered by the finding.
§53.55 ConversIon ofurrenels.

In determining the existence and
amount of any dlfferene" between the
purchase price or exporter's sales price
and the foreign market value (or In the
absence of such value, the constructed
value) for the purposes of U153.2
through 53.5, or of section 201(b) or
202(a) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 160(b), 161(a)) any
necessary conversion of a foreign cur-
rency Into Its equivalent In U.S. currency
shall be made In accordance with the
provisios of section 522, Tariff Act of
1930, as amende d" (317W-RTF -372)_ id
1 16.4 of this chapter, (a) as of the date
of purchase or agreement to purchase,
If the purchase price is an element of
the comparison, or (b) as of the date of
exportation, if the exporter's sales price
is an element of the comparison.
§ S3.S6 Dumping duty.

(a) Rule for assessment. Special
dumping duty shall be assessed on all
importations of merchandise, whether
dutiable or free, as to which the Secre-
tary of the Treasury has made public a
finding of dumping, entered or with-
drawn from warehouse, for consumption,
not more than 120 days before the ques-
tion of dumpIng was raised by or pre-
sented to the Secretary or his delegate,
provided the particular Importation has
not been appraised prior to the publica-
tion of such finding, and the district
director of customs has determined that
the purchase price or exporter's sales
price Is less than the foreign market
value or constructed value, as the case
maybe.

(b) Entered value not controlling. The
fact that the Importer has added on
entry the difference between the pur-
chase price or the exporter's sales price
and the foreign market value or con-
structed value and the district director
of customs has approved the resulting
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entered value shall not prevent the as-
sessment of the special dumping duty.
§ 53.57 Notice to Importer.

Before dumping duty Is assessed, the
district director of customs shall notify
the importer, his consignee, or agent of
the appraisement of the merchandise,
as in the case of an advance In value.
If the importer files an appeal for re-
appraisement, liquidation shall be sus-
pended until the appeal for reappraise-
ment is finally decidedL
§ 53.58 Dumping duty; samples.

If the necessary conditions are present,
the special dumping duty shall be as-
sessed on samples imported for the
purpose of taking orders and making
sales In this country.

§ 53.59 Method of computing dumpingduty.

If it appears that the merchandise has
been purchased by a person not the
exporter within the meaning of section
207, Antldumping Act, 1921 (19 U..C.
168), the special dumping duty shall
equal the difference between the pur-
chase price and the foreign market value
on the date of purchase, or, If there is
no foreign market value, between the
purchase price and the constructed value,
any foreign currency Involved being con-
verted into U.S. money as of the date
of purchase or agreement to purchase.
If It appears that the merchandise Is

imported by a person who is the exporter
within the meaning of such section 207,
the special dumping duty shall equal the
difference between the exporter's sales
price and the foreign market value on
the date of exportation, or, if there is no
foreign market value, between the
exporter's sales price and thdconstructed
value, any foreign currency Involved be-
Ing converted into U.S. money as of the
date of exportation.

Subpart E--Antidumplng Appeals
and Protests

§ 53.64 Antldumping appeals and pro.
tests procedure.

Appeals for reappralsement, appli-
cations for reviews of reappralsements,
and protests relating to the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended, shall be made In
the same manner as appeals, applications
for review, and protests relating to ordi-
nary customs duties.

These amendments shall
effective on July 1, 1968.

become

LzSTE D. JomsoN,
Commissioner ol Customs.

Approved: May 29, 1968
JOSEPH M. BOWMAN

Assistant Secretary.
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PRESENT DUMPING REGULATIONS OF TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

TITLE 19-CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

PROCEDURE UNDER ANTDUMPiNO ACT

§ 14.6 Suspected dumping.
(a) If any appraiser or other principal customs officer has knowledge of any

grounds for a reason to believe or suspect that any merchandise is being, or is
likely to be, imported into the United States at a purchase price or exporter's
sales price less than the foreign marke-t value (or, in the absence of such value,
than the constructed value), as contemplated by section 201(b). Antidumplng
Act, 1921, as amended (19U.S.C. 160(b)), or at less than its "fair value" as that
term is defined in-9 14.7, he shall communicate his belief or suspicion promptly to
the Commissioner of Customs. Every such communication shall contain or be
accompanied by a statement of substantially the same information as required in
paragraph (b) of this section, if in the possession of the appraiser or other officer
or readily available to him.

(b) Any person outside the Customs Service who has information that mer-
chandise is being, or is likely to be, imported into the United States under such
circumstances as to bring it within the purview of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended, may communicate such information in writing to the Commissioner of
Customs. Every such communication shall contain or be accompanied by the
following:

(1) A detailed description or sample of the merchandise; the name of the
country from which it is being, or is likely to be, imported; the name of the
exporter or exporters and producer or producers, if known; and the ports or
probable ports of importation into the United States. If no sample is furnished,
the Bureau of Customs may call upon the person who furnished the information
to furnish samples of the imported and competitive domestic articles, or either.

(2) Such detailed data as are reasonably available with respect to values and
prices indicating that such merchandise is being, or is likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than its fair value, within the meaning of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended, including information as to any differences between the
foreign market value or constructed value and the purchase price or exporter's
sales price which may be accounted for by any difference in taxes, discounts,
incidental costs such as those for packing or freight, or other items.

(8) Such information as is reasonably available to the person furnishing the
information as to the total value and volume of domestic production of the mer.
chandise in question.

(4) Such suggestions as the person furnishing the information may have as to
specific avenues of investigation to be pursued or questions to be asked in seeking
pertinent information.

(c) If any information filed pursuant to paragraph (b) of this section does not
conform with the requirements of that paragraph, the Commissioner shall return
the communication to the person who submitted it with detailed written advice
as to the respects in which it does not conform.

(d) (1) Upon receipt pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b) of this section of
information in proper form:

(i) The Commissioner shall conduct a summary investigation. If he determines
that the information is patently in error or that the merchandise is not being and
is not likely to be imported in more than insignificant quantities he shall so ad-
vise the person who submitted the information and the case shall be closed.
Otherwise, the Commissioner shall publl ih a notice in the Federal Register that
information in proper form has been recfved pursuant to paragraph (a) or (b)
of this section. This notice, which may he referred to as the "Antidumping Pro-
ceeding Notice," will specify whether tie information relates to all shipments
of the merchandise in question from an exporting country, or only to shipments

(27)

(251)
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by certain persons or firms; In the latter case, only the names of such persons and
flrms will be specified. The notice shall also specify the date on which Information
in proper form was received and that date shall lie the date on which the question
of dumping was raised or presented for purposes of sections 201(b) and 202(a)
of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160(b) and 161(a)). The
notice shnll also contain a summary of the Information received. If it person
outside the Customs Service raised or presented the question of dumping, his
name shall be included in the notice unless a determination utnder § 14.0a of the
regulations of this part requires that his name not be disclosed.

(iI) The Commissioner shall thereupon proceed promptly to decide whether
or not reasonable grounds exist to believe or suspect that the merchandise is
being, or likely to be, sold at less than its foreign market value (or, in the absence
of such value, than its constructed value). To assist him In making this decision
the Commissioner, In his discretion, may conduct a brief preliminary Investigation
Into such matters, in addition to the Invoice or other papers or Information pre-
sented to him, as he may deem necessary.

(2) If the Commissioner decides, after such preliminary investigation, If any,
that reasonable grounds do exist to believe or suspect that the merchandise is
being, or Is likely to be, sold at less than its foreign market value (or, In the ab-
sence of such value, than Its constructed value) he will thereafter proceed, by a
full-scale Investigation, or otherwise, to obtain such additional information, If
any, as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to reach a determination as
provided by § 14.8 (a).

(3) If the Commissioner decides, after such preliminary Investigation, If any
that reasonable grounds do not exist to believe or suspect that the merchandise
is being, or Is likely to me, sold at less than its foreign market value (or, in the
absence of such value, than Its constructed value), he will thereafter

(i) Proceed, by a full-scale investigation, or otherwise to obtain such addi-
tional Information, If any, as may be necessary to enable the Secretary to reach
a determination as provided by j 14.8(a), or

(ii) Recommend to the Secretary that a full-scale Investigation Is not war-
ranted by the facts of the case and that the case be closed by a finding of no sales
at less than fair value.

(e) If the Commissioner determines pursuant to paragraph (d)'(1)"(ii) of this
section, or in the course of an Investigation under paragraph (d) (3)(1) of this
section, that there are reasonable grounds to believe or suspect that any mer-
chandise Is being, or is likely to be, sold at less than its foreign market value
(or, In the absence of such value, than Its Constructed value) under the Anti-
dumping Act, he shall publish notice of that fact in the FEDERAL REOMlsrE, fur-
nishing an adequate description of the merchandise, the name of each country of
exportation, and the date of the receipt of the information In proper form, and
shall advise all appraisers of his action. This notice may be referred to as the
"Withholding of Appraisement Notice." If the belief or suspicion relates only to
certain shippers or producers, the notice shall specify that that is the case and
that the Investigation Is limited to the transactions of such shippers or pro-
ducers. The notice shall also specify whether the appropriate basis of comparison
for fair value purposes Is purchase price or exporter's sales price If sufficient
information is available to so state; otherwise a supplementary notice will be
published in the FEDERAL REoIsTmt as soon as possible which will specify which
of such prices is the appropriate basis of comparison for fair value purposes.
Upon receipt of such advice, the appraisers shall proceed to withhold appraise-
ment in accordance with the pertinent provisions of § 14.9.

(Sees. 201, 407, 42 Stat. 11, as amended 18; 19 U.S.C. 160, 173) [28 P.R. 14728,Dec. 31, 1963, as amended by T.D. 56315, 29 F.. 16320, Dec. 5, 19041

§ 14.6a Disclosure of inforiaittion in antidumping proceedings.
(a) Information generally atfallable. In general, all Information, but not nec-

essarily all documents, obtained by the Treasury Department, Including the
Bureau of Customs, In connection with any antidumping proceeding will be avail-
able for inspection or copying by any interested person, such as the producer of
the merchandise, any Importer, exporter, or domestic producer of merchandise
similar to that which is the subject of the proceeding. With respect to documents
prepared by an officer or employee of the United States, factual material, as
distinguished from recommendations and evaluations, contained In any such docu.
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ment will be made available by summary or otherwise on the same basis as
Information contained in other documents. Attention is directed to j 24.12 of this
chapter relating to fees charged for providing copies of documents.

(b) Requests for confidential treatment of information. Any person who sub.
mits information in connection with an antidumping proceeding may request that
such information, or any specified part thereof, be held confidential. Information
covered by such a request shall be set forth on separate pages from other informa-
tion; and all such pages shall be clearly marked "Confidential Treatment Re-
quested." The Commissioner of Customs or the Secretary of the Treasury or the
delegate of either will determine, pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section,
whether such information, or any part thereof, shall be treated as confidential.
If it is so determined, the information covered by the determination will not be
made available for inspection or copying by any person other than an officer or em-
ployee of the United States Government or a person who has been specifically au-
thorized to receive it by the person requesting confidential treatment. If it is deter-
mined thatiInformation submitted With such a request, or any part thereof, should
not be treated as confidential, or that summarized or approximated presentations
thereof should be made available for disclosure, the person who has requested
confidential treatment thereof shall be promptly so advised and, unless he there-
after agrees that the information, or any specified part or summary or approxi-
mated presentations.thereof, may be disclosed to all interested parties, the infor-
mation will not be made available for disclosure, but to the extent that it is self-
serving it will be disregarded for the purpose of the determination as to sales
below fair value and no reliance shall be placed thereon in this connection.

(c) Standards for determining whether formation will be regarded as con-
fidential. (1) Information will ordinarily be considered to be confidential only If
its disclosure would be of significant competitive advantage to a competitor or
would have a significantly adverse effect upon a person supplying the information
or upon a person from whom he acquired the information. Further if disclosure of
information in specific terms or with identifying details would be inappropriate
under this standard, the information will ordinarily bb considered'appropriate'for
disclosure in generalized, summary or approximated form, without identifying
details, unless the Commissioner of Customs or the Secretary of the Treasury or
the delegate of either determines that even in such generalized, summary or ap-
proximated form, such disclosure Would still be of significant competitive adva-n-
tage to a competitor 6r would still have a significantly adverse effect upon ai person
supplying the information or upon a person from whom he acquired the informa-
tion. As indicated in paragraph (b) of this section, however, the decision that
information is not entitled to protection from disclosure in'tts original or in
another form will not lead to its disclosure Unless the person supplying it consents
to such disclosure.

(2) Information will ordinarily be regarded as appropriate for disclosure If It
(j) Relates to price Information;
(it) Relates to claimed freely available price allowances for quantity

purchases; or
(ill) Relates to claimed differences In circumstances of sale.

(3) Information will ordinarily be regarded as confidential it its disclosure
would

(I) Disclose business or trade secrets;
(it) Disclose production costs;
(iii) Disclose distribution costs, except to the extent that such costs are ac-

cepted as Justifying allowances for quantity or differences in circumstances
of sale;

(iv) Disclose the names of particular customers or the price or prices at
which particular sales were made.

(See. 407, 42 Stat. 18; 19 U.S.C. 178) [T.D. 56315, 29 P.R. 16321, Dec. 5, 10641

§ 14.7 Fair value.
(a) Definition. For the purposes of section 201 (a) of the Antidumping Act,

1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 160(a)), the fair value of imported merchandise
shall be determined as follows:

(1) Fair value based on price in country of exportation-the usual test. Mer-
chandIse imported into the United States will ordinarily be considered to have
been sold, or 40) be likely to be sold, at less than fair value if the purchase price or

96-120 0. - 68 29
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exporter's sales price (as defined in sections 203 and 204, respectively, of the Anti.
(lumping Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 102, 103)), as the case may be, is, or
is likely to be, less than tile price (as defined in section 205, after adjustment as
provided for in section 202 of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C.
104, 101)), at which such or similar merchandise (as defined lit section 212(3) of
the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (19 U.S.C. 170a(3)) is sold for consump-
tion In the country of exportation on or about the (late of purchase or agreement
to purchase, of the merchandise imported Into the United States If purchase price
applies, or on or about the date of exportation thereof If exporter's sales price
applies.

(2) Fair value based on sales for exporttion to countries othur thaln th-
United States. If, however, it is demonstrated that during a representative period
the quantity of such or similar merchandise sold for consumption In tie country
of exportation is so small, in relation to the quantity sod for exportation to
countries other than the United States, as to hie an inadequate lasis for com.
parson, then merchandise Imported into the United States will ordinarily be
deemed to have been sold, and to be likely to be sold, at less than fair value if
the purchase price or the exporter's Sales price (as defined in sections 203 and
204, respectively, of the Antidumping Act, 1021, as amended (10 U.S.C. 102,
163)), as the case may be, is, or is likely to be, less than the price (as defined in
section 205, after adjustment as provided for in section 202 of the Antidumping
Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 164, 161)), at which such or similar merchan-
dise (as defined in section 212(3) of the Antidumplng Act, 1921, as aniefided (10
U.S.C. 170a(3)) is sold for exportation to countries other than the United States
on or about the date of purchase or agreement to purchase of the merchandise
Imported into the United States if purchase price applies, or on or about the date
of exportation thereof if exporter's Sales price applies.

(3) Fair value based on constructed value. If the Information available Is
deemed by the Secretary insufficient or inadequate for a determination Under sub-
paragraph (1) or (2) of this paragraph, lie will determine fair value on the basis
of the constructed value as defined in section 206 of the Antidumping Act, 102-1, as
amended (10 U.S.C. 165).

(b) Calculation of fair value. In calculating fair value under section 201(a),
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 160(a)), the following criteria
shall be applienble:

(1) Quantities. In comparing the purchase price or exporter's Sales price, as
the case may be, with such applicable criteria as sales or offers, on which a deter-
mination of fair value is to be based, reasonable allowances will lie made for
differences in quantities if it Is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary
that the amount of any price differential Is wholly or partly due to such differ-
ences. In determining the question of allowances for differences lit quantity, con-
sideration will be given, among other things, to the practice of the industry in
the country of exportation with resle-t to affording In the home market (or third
country markets, where sales to third countries are the basis for comparison)
discounts for quantity sales which are freely available to tho.qe who purchase In
the ordinary course of trade. Allova'ances for price discounts based on sales in
large quantities ordinarily will not be made unless (I) the exporter during the
six months prior to the (late when the question of dumping was raised or pre-
sented had been granting quantity discountss of at least the same magnitude with
respect to 20 percent or more of such or similar merchandise which he sold in the
home market (or in third country markets when sales to third countries are the
basis for comparison) and that such discounts had been freely available to all
purchasers, or (I1) the exporter can demonstrate that the discounts are war-
ranted on the basis of savings specifically attributable to the qutantitiles involved.

(2) Circumstances of sale. (1) In comparing the purchase price or exporter's
sales price, as the case may be, with the sales, or other criteria ppllahlP, on
which a determination of fair value Is to lie based, reasonable allowances will be,
made for bona fide differences in circumstances of sale if it Is established to th,
satisfaction of the Secretary that the amount of any price differential is wholly
or partly due to such differences.

(11) Differences in circumstances of sale for which such allowances will be
made are limited, In general, to those circumstances which bear a reasonably
direct relationship to the sales which are under consideration. Examples of
differences In circumstances of sale for which reasonable allowances generally
will be made are those involving differences in credit terms, guarantees, war-
ranties, technical assistance, servicing, and assumption by a seller of a par-
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chaser's advertising or other selling costs. Reasonable allowances will also gen-
erally be made for differences in commissions. Except In those Instances where
It is clearly established that the differences in circumstances of sale bear a reason-
ably direct relationship to tile sales which are under consideration, allowances
!P"nerally will not be made for differences in research and development costs,
production costs, and advertising and other selling costs of a seller unless such
costs are attributable to ia later sale of merchandise by a purchaser; provided
that reasonable allowances for selling expenses generally will be made in cases
where a reasonable allowance is made for commissions in one of the markets
under consideration ind no commission is paid in the other market under con-
sideration, the amount of such allowance being limited to the actual selling
expense incurred In the one market or the total amount of the commission al-
lowed in such other market, whichever Is less.

(111) In determining the amount of the reasonable allowances for any differ-
ences in circumstances of sale, the Secretary will be guided primarily by the
effect of such differences upon the market fhlue of the nierchandise but, where
appropriate, may also consider the cost of such differences to the seller, as con-
tributing to an estimate of market value.

(8) Similar merchandise. In comparing the purchase price or exporter's sales
price as the case may be, with the selling price In the home market, or for
exportation to countries other than the United States, in the case of similar mer-
chandise described in subdivisions (C), (D), (El), or (F) of section 212(3),
Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 170a (3)), due allowance shall be
made for differences In the merchandise. In this regard the Secretary will be
guided primarily by the effect of such differences upon the market value of the
merchandise but, when appropriate, he may also consider differences In cost of
manufacture If It Is established to his satisfaction that the amount of any price
differential Is wholly or partly due to such differences.

(4) Offering price. In the determination of fair value, offers will be considered
In the absence of sales, but an offer made In circumstances in which acceptance
Is not reasonably to be expected will not be deemed to be an offer.

(5) Sales agency. If such or similar merchandise Is sold or, In the absence of
sales, offered for sale through a sles agency or other organization related to the
seller In any of the respects described in section 207 of the Antidumping Act,
1021, as amended (19 U.S.C. 160), the price at which such or similar merchandise
is sold 9r, in the absence of sales, offered for sale by such sales agency or other
organization may be used in the determination of fair value.

(0) Fictitious sale#. In the determination of fair value, no pretended sale or
offer for sale, and no sale or offer for sale intended to establish a fictitious market,
shall be taken Into account.

(7) Sales at varying prices. Where the prices in the sales which are being
examined for a determination of fair value vary (after allowances provided for
In subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this paragraph), determination of fair
value will take Into account the prices of a preponderance of the merchandise
thus sold or weighted averages of the prices of the merchandise thus sold.

(8) Quantities inrtoled and differences in pricc. Merchandise will not be
deemed to have been sold at less than fair value unless the quantity involved in
the sale or sales to the United States, or the difference between the purchase price
or exporter's sales price, as the case may be, and the fair value, is more than
Insignificant.

(9) Revision of prices or other changed circumstances. Whenever the Secretary
of the Treasury is satisfied that promptly after the commencement of an anti-
dumping investigation either (I) price revisions have been made which eliminate
tile likelihood of sales below fair value and that there Is 310 likelihood of resump-
tion of the prices which prevailed before such revision, or (Hi) sales to the United
States of the inerchanlis-e have terminated and will not be resumed; or whenever
the Secretary concludes that there are other changed circumstances on the basis
of which It may no longer lie appropriate to continue aix antidumping Investiga-
tion, the Secretary shall publish i nOtice to this effect In the FEDERAL REIOTER.
The notice shall state the facts relied on by the Secretary In publishing the notice
and that those facts are considered to be evidence that there are not and are not
likely to be sales below fair value. The notice shall also state that unless per-
suasive evidence or argunment to the contrary Is presented within 30 days the
Secretary will determinit that there are not an(d are not likely to be sales below
fair value.

(Sec. 407, 42 Stat. 18; 10 U.S.C. 173) [28 I.l. 14728, Dec. 31, 1063, as amended by
T.D. 56315, 29 P.R. 16321, Le. 5, 1064)
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§ 14.8 Determination of fact or likelihood of sales at less than fair value; de.
termination of injury; finding of dumping.

(a) Upon receipt from the Commissioner of Customs of the information referred
to in I 14.6(d), the Secretary of the Treasury will proceed as promptly as possible
to determine tentatively whether or not the merchandise in question is in fact
being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States or elsewhere at less than its fair
value. As soon as possible the Secretary will publish iii the FEDERAL IIEOISTER a
"Notice of Tentative Determination," which will include a statement of thi,
reasons on which the tentative determlitftlon is based. Interested persons will be
given an opportunity to make such written submissions as they desire, within a
period which will be specified in the notice, with respect to the contemplated
action. Appropriate consideration will be given to ary new or additional informa-
tion or argument submitted. If any person believes that any information obtained
by the Bureau of Customs in the course of an antidumping proceeding is Inac.
curate or that for any other reason the tentative determination is in error, he may
request in writing that the Secretary of the Treasury afford him an opportunity
to present his views in this regard. Upon receipt of such a request the Secretary
will notify the person who supplied any information, the accuracy of which is
questioned and such other person or persons, if any, as he in his discretion may
deem to be appropriate. If the Secretary is satisfied that the circumstances so
warrant, an opportunity will be afforded by the Secretaryor' his delegate for all
such persons to appear, through their counsel or in person, accompanied by coun-
sel If they so desire, to make known their respective points of view and to supply
such further information or argument as may be of assistance in leading to a
conclusion as to the accuracy of the information In question. The Secretary or his
delegate may at any time, upon appropriate notice, invite any such person or
persons as he in his discretion may deem to be appropriate to supply him orally
with information or argument. As soon as possible thereafter, the Secretary will
make a final determination, except that the Secretary may defer making an
affirmative determination of sales below fair value during the pendency of any
other antidumping proceeding which relates to the same class or kind of mer.
chandise imported from another foreign country. The Secretary will defer making
an affirmative determination only if he is satisfied that deferral is appropriate
under all of the circumstances. Circumstances which the Secretary will take into
consideration will include the dates on which information relating to the various
antidumping proceedings came to his attention, the volume of sales involved in
each proceeding, elements of hardship, if any, and probable extent of delay which
deferral would entail. No determination that sales are not below fair value will
be deferred because of this provision. Whenever the Secretary makes a determina-
tion of sales at less than fair value he will so advise the United States Tariff
Commission.

(b) If the Tariff Commission determines that there is, or is likely to be, the
injury contemplated by the statute, the Secretary of the Treasury will make the
finding contemplated by section 201(a) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
(10 U.S.C. 160(a)), with respect to the involved merchandise.

(Secs. 201, 407, 42 Stat. 11, as amended 18; 19 U.S.C. 160. 173) (28 P.R. 14728.
Dec. 31, 1063, as amended by T.D. 56315, 20 P.1. 10327, Dec. 5, 19641

§ 14.9 Action by the appraiser.
(a) Upon receipt of advice from the Commissioner of Customs pursuant to

§ 14.0(e), if the Commissioner's "Withholding of Appraisement Notice" shall
specify that the proper basis of comparison for fair value purposes is exporter's
sales price or if that notice does not specify the appropriate basis of comparison
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for fair value purposes, each appraiser shall withhold appraisement as to such
merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption, on any
date after the 120th day before the question of dumping was raised by or pre-
sented to the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate. If the Commissioner's
"Withholding of Appraisement Notice," including any supplementary notice, shall
specify that the proper basis of comparison for fair value purposes is purchase
price, the appraiser shall withhold appraisement as to such merchandise entered,
or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumtion, after the date of publication of
the "Withholding of Appraisement Notice." Each appraiser shall notify the col.
lector and importer immediately of each lot of merchandise with respect to which
appraisement is so withheld. Upon advice of a finding made in accordance with
§ 14.8(b), the appraiser shall give immediate notice thereof to the collector and
the importer when any shipment subject thereto is imported after the date of the
finding and information is not on hand for completion of appraisement of such
shipment. Customs Form 6459 shall be used to notify the collector and importer
whenever appraisement is withheld under this paragraph.

(b) If, before a finding of dumping has been made, or before a case has been
closed without a finding of dumping, the appraiser is satisfied by information fur.
nished by the importer or otherwise that the purchase price or exporter's sales
price, in respect of any shipment, is not less than foreign market value (or, Iiathe
absence of such value, than the constructed value), he shall so advise the Com-
missioner and request authorization to proceed with his appraisement of that
shipment in the usual manner.

(c) If a finding of dumping has been made, the appraiser shall require the
importer or his agent to file a certificate of the importer on the appropriate one
of the following forms. A separate certificate shall be required for each shipment.

Form 1.
NONEXPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

ANTIDUMPINO ACT, 1921

Port of
Date -------- 19

Re: Entry No. ---------- , dated -------- , 19--.
Import carrier: -------------. Arrived ---------- , 19-.

I certify that I am not the exporter as defined in section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry. I further certify that the
merchandise was purchased for importation by -------------- on --------
19--, and that the purchase price is--------

(Signed)
Form 2.

EXPORTER'S CERTIFICATE WHEN SALES PRICE Is KNowN

ANTIDUMPINO ACT, 1921
Port of

Date -------- , 19.
Re: Entry No. ---------- , dated -------- , 19_.
Import carrier: ------------- Arrived ---------- , 19..

I certify that I am the exporter as defined in section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry; that the merchandise is
sold or agreed to be sold at the price stated in the attached statement; and that,
if any of such merchandise is actually sold at any price different from the price
stated therefor in the attached statement, I will Immediately notify the appraiser
of all the circumstances.
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The merchandise was acquired by me In tile following manner:
--------------------------------------------------------------
and has been sold or agreed to be sold to -----------------------------

(Name a1(1 address)
at-----------

(price)
(Signed) -----------------------------------

Form 3

EXPORTER'S CERTIFICATE WH1EN SALES PRICE Is Nor KNoWN

ANTIDUMPINO ACT, 1921

Port of ------------------
Date --------------- 1

Re: Entry No. ---------- , dated -----------------------------, 10....
Import carrier: ----------------- Arrived ------------------ , 10....

I certify that I am the exporter as defined in section 207, Antidumping Act,
1921, of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry, and that I have io knowl-
edge as to any price at which such merchandise will be sold in the United States.
I hereby agree that I will keep a record of the sales and will furnish the appraiser
within 30 days after the sale of any such merchandise a statement of each selling
price. I further agree that, if any of the merchandise has not bee sold before the
expiration of 0 months from the date of entry, I will so report to the appraiser
upon such expiration date.

The merchandise was acquired by me in' the following manner:

(Signed) -----------------------------------

Form 4

EXPORTER'S CERTIFICATE WHEN MERCHANDISE Is NOT, AND WILL NOT BE SOLD

ANTIDUMPINO ACT, 1021

Port of
Date ---------------- ,19

Re: Entry No. ---------- dated ---------------------------- 19....
Import carrier: - Arrived ------------------ , 10.--.

I certify that I am the exporter as defined In section 207, Antlidumping Act, 1921,
of the merchandise covered by the aforesaid entry, and that such merchandise has
not been, and will not be, sod In the United States for the following reason:

(Signed) -----------------------------------

(d) If an unqualified certificate on Form 4 Is filed and the appraiser is satisfied
that no evidence can be obtained to contradict It, he shall notify the collector
promptly that the shipment will be appralsed without regard to the AntilumPing
Act and proceed to appraise the merchandise in the usual manner.

(e) If the Importer fails to file an appropriate certificate within 30 days fol-
lowing notification by the appraiser that a certificate Is required under paragraph
(c) of this section, the appraiser sliall proceed upon the basis of the best Infor-
mation available.

(f) In calculating purchase price or exporter's stiles price, as the calse may it.,
there shall be deducted the amount of any special dumping duties which are, or
will be, paid by the manufacturer, producer, seller, or exporter, or which are, or
will be, refunded to the importer by the manufacturer, producer, seller, or ex-
porter, either directly or Indirectly, but a warranty of nonappllcability of dumping
duties granted to an ihiporter with respect to merchandise which Is (1) purchased,
or agreed to be purchased, before publication of a "Withholding of Appraisnent
Notice" with respect to such merchandise and (2) exported before a determina-
tion of sales below fair value is made, will not ie regarded as affecting purchase
price or exporter's sales price.

(Sees. 201, 202, 203, 204, 208, 407 42 Stat. 11, as arended 12, 13, 14, 18; sec.
486, 40 Stat. 725. as amended; 19 U.S.C. 160. 101, 102, 103, 10Y, 173, 1486) (28 F.R.
14728, Dec. 31. 1063, as amended by T.D. fl0315, 29 F.R. 10322, Dec. 5, 10041
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§ 14.10 Release of merchandise; bond.
(a) When the collector has received a notice of withheld appraisement provided

for in § 14.9(a), or when he has been a~dvlsed of a finding provided for in I 14.8(b),
and so long as such notice or finding is in effect, lie shall withhold release of any
merchandise of a class or kind covered by such notice or finding which is then in
his custody or is thereafter imported, unless an appropriate bond is filed or is on
file, as specified hereafter in this section, or unless lie is advised by the appraiser
flint the merchandise covered by a specified entry will be appraised without
regard to the Antidumping Act.

(b) If the merchandise is of a class or kind covered by a notice of withheld ap-
lpraisement provided for in I 14.0(a) or by a finding provided for in I 14.8(b), a
single consumption entry bond.covering the shipment, in addition to any other
required bond, shall be furnished by the person making the entry or withdrawal,
unless

(1) A bond is required under paragraph (c) of this section, or
(2) In cases in which there is no such requirement the collector is satisfied

that the bond under which the entry was filed is sufficient. The penalty of any
additional bond required under this paragraph shall be in such amount as will
assure payment of any special duty that may accrue by reason of the Anti-
dumping Act, but in no case less than $100.

(c) If the merchandise is of a class or kind covered by a finding provided for
in § 14.8(b) and the importer or his agent has filed a certificate on Form 3
( 14.0(c)). the bond required by section 208 of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as
amended (19 U.S.C. 107), shall be on customs Form 7591. In such case, a separate
bond shall be required for each entry or withdrawal, and such bond shall be in
addition to any other bond required by law or regulation. The record of sales
required under the conditions of the bond on customs Form 7591 shall Identify
the entry covering the merchandise and show the name and address of each
purchaser, each selling price, and the date of each sale. The penalty of such bond
shall be in an amount equal to the estimated value of the merchandise covered
by the finding.

(Sees. 208, 407, 42 Stat. 14, 18 ; 10 U.S.C. 167, 1T3)
§ 14.11 Conversion of currencies.

In determining the existence and amount of any difference between the pur.
chase price or exporter's sales price and the foreign market value (or, In the
absence of such value, the constructed value) for the purposes of 114.7, or of
201(b) or 202(a) of the Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended (10 U.S.C. 160(b),
161(a)), any necessary conversion of a foreign currency into its equivalent in
,United States currency shall be made in accordance with the provisions of section
522, Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (31 U.S.C. 372) and 1 10.4 of this chapter, (a)
as of the date of purchase or agreement to purchase, if the purchase price is an
element of the comparison, or (b) as of the date of exportation, if the exporter's
sales price is an element of the comparison.

(Secs. 201, 202, 407, 42 Stat. 11, as amended, 18; 10 U.S.C. 160, 101. 178)
§ 14.12 Modification or revocation of finding.

An application for the modification or revocation of any finding made as pro.
vided for in I 14.8(b) will receive due consideration if submitted in writing to
the Commissioner of Customs together with detailed information concerning any
change in circumstances or practice which has obtained for a substantial period
of time, or other reasons, which the applicant believes will establish that the
basis for the finding no longer exists with respect to all or any part of the
merchandise coveredlhereby. Notice of intent to modify or revoke a finding will
be published by the Secretary in the FEDERAL REoisTsm. Comments received from
interested parties within 30 days following date of publication will be given
consideration.

(Sees. 201, 40?, 42 Stat. 11, as amended. 18 ; 10 U.S.C. 160, 178)
§ 14.13 Publication of findings.

(a) Each determination made in accordance with 5 14.8(a), whether such de.
termination Is in the affirmative or in the negative, and each finding made in
accordance with § 14.8(b), will be published In the FEDERAL tEOISTER, together
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wvith a statement of the reasons therefor. Findings made in accordance with
1- .8(b) will be published also in a weekly issue of the Treasury Decisions.
(i)) The following findings of dumping are currently in effect:

Merchandis. Country T.D. Modified
by

Portland cement, other than white nonstalning portland cement ....... Sweden ................ 55369Belgium ............. 55428
Portland gray cement ............................................ Por.ugal ............ 55501
Portland cement, other than white, nonstaining portland cement. Dominican Republic ...... 55883
Chromic acid ................................................... Australia ............... 56130
Steel reinforcing bars ............................................ Canada ................ 56150
Carbon steel bars and structural shapes ....................... do.............. 56264
Azoblsformamide ........................................... .. Japan .................. 56414
Steellacks ..................................................... Canada ................ 66-191
Cast Iron soil pipe ............................................... Poland ................. 67-252

§ 16.21 Dumping duty; notice to importer.
(a) Special dumping duty shall be assessed on all Importations of merchandise,

whether dutiable or free, as to which the Secretary of the Treasury has made
public a finding of dumbfing, entered or withdrawn from warehouse, for consump-
tion, not more than 120 days before the question of dumping was raised by or
presented to the Secretary or his delegate, provided the particular importation
has not been appraised prior to the publication of such finding, and the appraiser
reports that the purchase price or exporter's sales price is less than the foreign
market value or constructed value, as the case may be.

(b) Before dumping duty is assessed the collector shall notify the importer
of the appraiser's report, as in the case of an advance in value. If the importer
files an appeal for reappraisement, liquidation shall be suspended until the ap-
peal for reappraisement is finally decided.

(c) If the necessary conditions are present, special dumping duty shall be as-
sessed on samples imported for the purpose of taking orders and making sales
in this country.

(Sees. 202, 209, 407, 42 Stat. 11, as amended, 15, 18; 19 U.S.C. 161, 168, 173)
§ 16.22 Method of computing dumping duty.

If it appears that the merchandise has been purchased by a person not the
exporter within the meaning of section 207, Antidumping Act, 1921, as amended
(10 U.S.C. 160), the special dumping duty shall equal the difference between the
purchase price and the foreign market value on the date of purchase, or, If there
is no foreign market value, between the purchase price and the constructed
value, any foreign currency involved being converted into United States money
as of the date of purchase or agreement to purchase. If it appears that the mer-
chandise is imported by a person who Is the exporter within the meaning of such
section 207, the special dumping duty shall equal the difference between the ex-
porter's sales price and the foreign market value on the date of exportation, or,
if there is no foreign market value, between the exporter's sales price and the
constructed value, any foreign currency involved being converted into United
States money as of the date of exportation.

(Sees. 202, 207, 42 Stat. 11, as amended, 14, as amended; 19 U.S.C. 161, 16)

ANTDUMPzNG PROTESTS AND APPEALS; AMERICAN PRODUCERS' APPEALS AND

PROTESTS

§ 17.9 Antidumping; protests and appeals; procedure.
(a) Appeals for reappraisement, applications for reviews of reappraisements,

and protests relating to the Antidumping Act, 1921, shall be made in the same
manner as appeals, applications for review, and protests relating to ordinary
customs duties.

(b) Notice of appraiser's reports which require the assessment of dumping
duties shall be sent by the collector to the importer, consignee, or agent.

(See. 210, 42 Stat. 15, as amended; 19 U.S.C. 169)
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DUMPING REGULATIONS OF TARIFF COMMISSION
TITLE 19-CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS

PART 208-INVESTIGATIONS OF DUMPING INJURY TO DOMESTIC
INDUSTRY

Sec.
208.1 Applicability of part.
208.2 Purpose of Investigation.
208.8 Institution of Investigation.
208.4 Public hearings.
208.5 Written statements.
208.6 Notification of Commission's determination.

AUTHORITY: The provisions of this Part 208 issued under sec. 335. 72 Stat. 680; 19
U.S.C. 1335.

SOURe: The provisions of this Part 208 appear at 27 F.R. 12126, Dec. 7, 1962, unless
otherwise noted.
§ 208.1 Applicability of part.

This Part 208 applies specifically to Investigations for the purposes of section
201(a) of the Antidumping Act. For other applicable rules see Part 201 of this
chapter.
§ 208.2 Purpose of investigation.

The purpose of ati Investigation by the Commission under section 201(a) of the
Antidumping Act is to determine whether an industry In the United States is
being, or Is likely to be, injured, or Is prevented from being established, by reason
of the importation into the United States of a class or kind of foreign merchan.
dise which the Secretary of the Treasury has determined is being, or is likely to
be, sold in the United States or elsewhere at less than Its fair value.
§ 208.3 Institution of investigation.

After the receipt of advice from the Secretary of the Treasury that he has
determined that a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being, or is likely to be,
sold in the United States or elsewhere at less than Its fair value, the Commission
will Institute an investigation for the purposes Indicated in 1 208.2.
§ 208.4 Public hearings.

If, in the Judgment of the Commission, there is good and sufficient reason
therefor, the Commission, in the course of its investigation, will hold a public
hearing and afford interested parties opportunity to appear and be heard at such
hearing. If no notice of public hearing Issues concurrently with a notice of in-
vestigation, any interested party who believes that a public hearing should be
held may, within fifteen days after the date of publication in the FEDERAL REaOITEt
of the notice of investigation, submit a request in writing to the Secretary of the
Commission that a public hearing bu held, stating the reasons for such request.
§ 208.5 Written statements.

At any time after a notice of investigation under 5 208.3 Is published in the
FEDERAL REOisT., any Interested party may submit to the Commission a written
statement of Information pertinent to the subject matter of such Investigation. If
a public hearing Is held in the investigation such statement may be presented in
lieu of appearance at such hearing. Statements shall conform with the require-
ments for documents set forth in J 201.8 of this chapter.
§ 208.6 Notification of Commission's determination.

On or before the expiration of three months after the date of the receipt by the
Commission of the advice from the Secretary of the Treasury referred to in
§ 208.3 the Commission will notify the Secretary of the Treasury of Its determi-
nation. A summary of the Commission's determination, together with a statement
of reasons therefor, will be published In the FEDERAL R-oIsTEB.

(87)
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INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE
AOU M ON DIL~2=TqTION.OF ARTICLE YLQO

T1 -GEWL AGRW W ON TARIFFS AND j7

The parties to this Agreement,

2onsiderW that Ministers on 21 May 1963 agreed that a significant libera-
lisation of world trade was desirable and that the comprehensive trade negotia-
tions, the 1964 Trade Negotiations, should deal not only with tariffs but also
with no-tariff barriers;

Regoganin& that anti-dumping practices should not constitute an =njusti-
fiable impediment to international trade and that ant-dumping duties my be
applied against dumping only if such dumping causes or threatens material injut.y
to an established industry or materially retards the establilbeent of an
industry;

Con1trgin . that it tI desirable to provide for equitable and open'pro-
cedures as the' bsle for a full examination of dapping cases; and

D to interpret the provisions of Article VI of the General Agreement
and to elaborate rules for their application in order to provide greater uni-
formity and certainty in their implementAtion;

HZLobX as follows:

PAIRT I -AT-WIOCD

Article I

The imposition of an anti-dumping duty is a measure to be taken only under
the circumstances provided- for in Article VI of the General Agiement. The
following provisions govern tho application of this Article, in so far as action
is taken under Ati-dumping leg.Jslation or regulations.

A* p~' ;'10 OF -DUNM

Article 2

(a) For the purpose of this Code a product is to be considered as being
dumped, i.e. introduced into the commerce of another country at less than 'its
normal value, if the export price of the product exported from one country to
another is less than the comparable price, in the ordinary course of trade, for
the like product when destined for consmption n the exporting country.

(b) Throughout this Code the tern "like product" (Oproduit stallairel)
shall be interpreted to mean a product which is identical, i.e. alike in all
respects to the product under consideration, or in the absence. of such a
product, another product which, although not alike in all respects, has charac-
teristics closely resembling those of the product under consideration.
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(c) In the case where products are not imported directly from the country
of origin but are exported to the country of inportation front an intermediate
country, the price at lhich the products are sold. from the country of export to
the country of iportation shall normally be compared with the comparable price
in the country of export. However, comparison nay be made with the price in the
country of origin, if, for example, the products are merely trans-shipped through
the- country of export, or such products are not produced in the cuntry of
export, or there is no comparable price for then in the country of export.

(d) When there are no sales of the like product in the ordinary course of
trade in the donestio market of the exporting country or when, because of the
particular market situation, such sales do not permit a proper comparison the
margin of dumping shall- .be determined by comparison with a comparabLe price of
the,. like product when exported to any third country which may be the highest ouch
export price but :ehould be a representative price, or with' the cost of production
in the country of origin plus a reasonable amount for administrative, selling. and
any other costs and for profits. As a general rule, the addition for profit
shall not exceed the profit normally realized on sales of products of the same
general category in the domestic market of the country of origin.

(e) cases where there is no export price or where it appears to the
authorities concerned that the export price ib unreliable because of association
or a compensatory arrangement between the exporter and the importer or. a, third
party, the export price may be constructed on the basis of the price at which the
imported products are first resold to an independent buyer, or if the -products
are not resold to an independent buyer, or not resold in the condition as
imported, on such reasonable basis as the authorities may determine.

(f) In order to effect a fair comparison between the export price and the
domestic price in the exporting country (or the country of origin) or, if appli-
cable, the price established pursuant to the provisions of Article VIMl(b) of the
General Agreement, the two prices shall be compared at the saye level of trade,
normally at the ex factory level, and in respect of sales made at as nearly as
possible the sane time. Due allowance shall be mide in each ease, on its merits,
for the differences in conditions and terns of sale, for the differences in taxa-
tion, and for the other difference-o affecting price comparability. In the cases
referred to in Article 2(e) allowance for costs, including duties and taxes, in-
curred between importation and resale, and for profits accruing, should also be
made.

(g) This Article is without prejudice to the second Supplementary Provision
to paragraph 1 of Article VI in Annex I of the General Agreonont.

1 When in this* Code the term "authorities" is used, it shall be interpreted
as meaning authorities at an appropriate, senior level.
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B. DMEMBUTION OF MTEIAL WRY. THRU&T OF MATER
INJURY AN MATERIAL RETARDATION

Article 3

Determination of In lurv

(a) A determination of injury shall be made only when the authorities
concerned are satisfied that the dumped imports are demonstrably the principal
cause of material injury or. of threat of material injury to a domestic industry
or the principal cause of material retardation of the establishment of such an
industry. In reaching their decision the authorities shall weigh, on one hand,
the effect of the dumping and,. on the other hand, all other factors taken to-
gether which may be adversely affecting the industry. The determination shall
in all cases be based on positive findings and not or mere allegations or hypo-
thetical possibilities. In the case of retarding the establishment of a new
industry in the country of importation, convincing evidence of the forthcoming
establishment of an industry must be shown, for example that the plans for a
new industry have reached a fairly advanced stage, a factory is being con-
structed or machinery has been ordered.

(b) The valuation of injury - that is the evaluation of the effects of
the dumped imports on the industry in question - shall be based on examination
of all factors having a bearing on the state of the industry in question, such
ass development and prospects with regard to turnover, market share, profits,
prices (including the extent to which the delivered, duty-paid price is lower
or higher than the comparable price for the like product prevailing in the
course oP normal commercial transactions in the importing country), export
performance, employment, volve of dumped and other imports, utilization of
capacity of domestic industry, and productivity; and restrictive trade
practices. No one or several of these factors can necessarily give decisive
guidance.

(o) In order to establish whether dumped imports have caused injury, all
other factors whia,. individuallyy or in combination, way be adversely affecting
the industry shall be examined, for example: the volume and prices of undumped
Imports of the product in question, competition between the domestic producers
themselves, contraction in demand dae to substitution of other products or to
changes In consumer tastes.

2Ihen in this Code tho term "injury" is used, it shall, unless otherwise
specified, be interpreted as covering cause of material injury to a domestic
industry, threat of material injury to a domestic industry or material retar-
dation of the establishment of such an industry.
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(d) The effect of tho .4u.V.d Imports shall be assa888( in relation to the
domestic production of the like product vhen available data permit the separate
identification of production in terms of such criteria as: the production pro-
cass, the producers' realizations, profits. When the domestic production of
the like product has no separate identity in these termw the effect of the
dumped imports shall bt assessed-by the examination of the production of the
narrowest group or range of products, which includes the like product, for
which the necessary information can be provided.

(e) A determination of threat of material injury shall be based on facts
and not merely on allegation, conjecture or remote possibility. The ohangein
circumstances which would or6ate a situation in whict the duping would cause
material injury ast be olearly foreseen and imminent.

i(t) Wth respeo.t to cases where material injury is threatened by. dumped
Imports, the application of antl-dumping measures shall be studied and decided
with special cars.

Article 4

Definition of Industry

(a) In determining injury'the tern "donestio industry" shall be inter-
preted as referring to the domestic producers as a vhole of the like products
or to those of thoa whose collective output of the products constitutes, a
major proportion of'the total domestic production -of those products except
that

(i) when producers are importers of the allegedly dumped product the in-
dustry may be interpreted as referring to the ret of the producers;

(ii) in exceptional circumstances a country may, for the production in
question, be divided into two or more competitive markets and the
producers within each market 'regarded as a separate industry, if,
because of transport costs, all the producers within such a market
sell All or almost all of their production of the product in question
in that market, and none, or almost none, of the product in question
produced elsewhere in the country is sold in that market or if there
exist special regional marketing conditions (for ex sle, tra-
ditional patterns of distribution or consumer tastes) which result
in an equal degree of isolation of the producers in such a market

.one example, though not an exclusive one, is that there is convincing
reason to believe that there wil be, in the iediate future, substantially
increased importation. of the product at dumped prices.
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from the rest of the industry, provided, .however, that injury may be
found in such oircuastancos only if there is injury to all or almost
all of the total production of the product in the market as defined.

(b) Where two or more countries have reached uoh a level of integration
that *er have'the characteristics of a single, unitfiod market, . the industry
in the entire area of integration shall be taken to be the industry referred
to in Artigle 4(a).

(a) The provisions of Artiole 3(d) shall be applioble to this Article.

C. 2NvUs TIO AND AMIISTRATI P1oC

Article 5

Initiation and Subaseuent Invastieation

(a) Investigations shall normily be initiated upon a-request on behalf
of the industry affeote, supported by evidence both of during and of Injury
resulting therefrom for this iAustry. If in special circumstances the
authorities concerned decide to initiate an investigation Without having
received suoh A request, they shall proceed only if they have evidence both c
dumping and oinJury resulting therefrom.

(b) Upon initiat an investigate thereafter, the evidence of
both ding and should be considered s oously. In any event tho
evidence of bo Ing and injury shall be oasid simultaneously In the
decision UM or not to initiate an investigation, thereafter, during
the course the investigation, s 6n a date t later than the
earliest on which p m be app , except in the
cases p ded for In i e 10 I i the autho ties Accept the
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Article 6

(a) 'The foreign suppligre and all other interested parties shall be
gVeO ample' opportunity to' present in writing all evidence that they con-
eider useful in respect to the anti-dumping investigation in question. They
shall also have the right, on justification, to present eOidence orally,

(b) The authorities concerned shall provide opportunities for the com-
plainant and the importers and exporters known to be concerned and the
governments of the exporting co ntriei, to see all infeomat1on that is
relevant to the presentation of their cases, that is not confidential as de-
fined in paragraph (c) below, and that is used by the authorities in an
anti-dusping investigation, and to prepare presentations on the basis of
this information.

(o) All.-information which is by nature confidential (for example,
because its disclosure would be of significant competitive advantage to a
competitor or because its disclosure w6uld have a significantly adverse
effect upon a person supplying the information or upon a person from whom he
acquired the information) or- Uhich is provided on a confidential basis by
parties to an anti-dumping investigation shall be treated as strictly confti-
dential by the authorities concerned who shall not reveal it, without
specific permission of the party subt4tting such information.

(d) However, if the authorities concerned find that a request for con-
fidentiallty is not. warranted and if the supplier is either unwilling tb
make the information public or to authorize its disclosure In generalised or
smary form, the authorities would be free to disregard uch information
unless it cea be demonstrated to their satisfaction fro appropriate sources
that the information is correct.

(e) In order to verify information provided or to obtain further de-
taiUs the authorities may carry out investigations in other countries as
r quired, provided they obtain the agreement of the firns concerned and pro-
vided they notify the representatives of the government of the country in
question and unless the latter object to the investigation.

(f) Once the competent authorities are satisfied that there is
sufficient evidence to justify initiating an anti-dumping investigation pur-
suant to Article 5 representatives of the exporting country and the
exporters and importers known to be concerned shall be notified and a public
notice nay be published.

(g) Throughout the anti-dumping investigation all parties shall have a
full opportunity for the defence of their interests. To this end, the
authorities concerned shall, on request, provide opportunities for all
directly interested parties to meot those parties with adverse interests, so
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that opposing viers may be presented and rebuttal arguments offered. Provision
of such opportunities must take account of the need to preserve confidentiality
and of the convenience to the parties. There shall be no obligation on any
party to attend a meeting and failure to do so shall not be prejudicial to that
party's case.

(h) The authorities concerned shall notify representatives of the ex-
porting country and the directly interested parties of their decisions re-
garding imposition or non-inposition of anti-dumping duties, indicating the
reasons for such decisions and the criteria applied, and shall, unless there
are special reasons against doing so, make public the decisions.

(i) The provisions of this Article shall not preclude the authorities
from reaching preliminary determinations, affirmative or negative, or from
applying provisional measures expeditiously. In cases in which any interested
party withholds the necessary information, a final finding, affirmative or
negative, may be made on the basis of the facts available.

Article 7

Price Undertakinus

(a) Anti-dumping proceedings may be terminated without imposition of
anti-dumping duties or provisional measures upon receipt of a voluntary under-
taking by the exporters to revise their prices so that the margin of dumping Is
eliminated or to cease to export to the area in question at dumped prices if
the authorities concerned consider this practicable, e.g. if the number of
exporters or potential exporters of the product in question is not too great
and/or if the trading practices are suitable.

(b) It the exporters concerned undertake during the exanination of a
case, to revise prices or to cease to export the product in question, and the
authorities concerned accept the undertaking, the investigation of injury shall
nevertheless be completed if the exporters so desire or the authorities con-
cerned so decide. If a determination of no injury is made, the undertaking
given by the exporters shall automatically lapse unless the exporters state
that it shall not lapse. The fact that exporters do not offer to give such
undertakings during the period of investigation, or do not accept an invita-
tion made by the investigating authorities to do so, shall in no wy be pro-
judicial to the consideration of the case. However, the authorities are of
course free to determine that a threat of injury is more likely to be realized
if the dumped imports continue.

45
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D. ANTI-DUfM MUTXS aD PfVISrOflA1. W.ASM

Article 8

Imati0b 4R4 0Coltin 9r ,

(a) The decision whether or not' to impose an anti-dunping duty in cases
where all requirements for the imposition.havo been fulfilled and the dooision
whether the amount of the anti-dumping duty. to be imposed shall be the full
margin of dumping or loss, are decisions to be made.by the authorities of the
iporting country or customs territory. It is desirable that the imposition be
permissive 'in all countries or custons territories parties to this Agreement,
and that the duty be less than the margin, ii "runh looser dmty would be adequate
to remove the injury to the dooeatio indu3t'y.

(b) Nhen an anti-dumping duty is imposed in respect of any product, such
anti-dumping duty shall be levied, in the appropriate amounts i. each case, on a
non-discriminatory basis on imports of such product from al.. sources fou,:d'to bo
dumped and causing injury. The authorities shall name the supplier or suppliers
of the product concerned, If, however, several suppliers from the same country
are involved, and it is impraoticable to name all these suppliers, the
authorities may name the supplying country concerned. If several suppliers from
more than one country are involved the author ties may name either all the
suppliers involved, ors if this is impracticable# all the supplying countries
involved.

(c) The amount of the anti-dumping duty must not exceed the zrgin of
dumping as established under Article 2. Terefore, if subsequent to the
application of* the anti-dmping duty it is found that +.e du-iy so collected
exceeds the'actual dumping margin# the amount in excess of the margfn shall be
reimbursed as quickly as possible.

(4) Within a basic price system the following rules shall apply provided
that their application is consistent with the other yro-isions of this Code:

If several suppliers from one or more countries are involved, anti-
dumping duties may be imposed on imports of the product in question found
to have been dumped and to be causing injury from the country or countries
concerned, the duty being equivalent to the* amount by which the port
price is less than the basic price estab)ithed for this purpose, not
exceeding the lowest normal price in the supplying country or countries
where norml cofiditions of competition are prevailing. It is understood
that for products which are sold below this already established basic price
a nev anti-dumping investigation shal be carried out in each particular
case, when so demanded by tho Interosted partieR and the demand is
supported by relevant evidence. In cases where no dumping is found, anti-
dumping duties collected shall be reimbursed as quickly an possible.
Furthermore, if it can be found that ".he duty Lr collected exceeds the
actual dumping margin, the amount In excess )f the margin shall be
reimbursed as quickly as possible..
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(a) ihen the industry has been interpreted as referring to the producers
in a certain area, i.e. a~ ket as defined in Article 4(a)(ii), anti-dumping
duties shall only be definitively collected on the products in question con-
signed for final consumption to~thdt 'area, except in oases where the exporter
shall prior td the Isposition of anti-dumping duties, be given an opportunity
to e ' 4dMP1 in the area concerned. In such oasee, if an adequate assurance
to this Offot Is promptly given, anti-dumping duties shall not be imposed,
provided, however, that if the assurance in not given or Is not fulfilleo, the
duties may be imposed without limitation to an area.

Artiole 9
Duration of" Ant-Im)--,-n iDuties

(a)- -An anti-dumping duty shall remAn in force only as long,&s it is
necesuiky # order to counteract dumping which is causing injury.

(b) 2he authorities concerned shall review- the need for the continued
imposition of the duty, where warranted, On their own initiative or it
interested suppliers or Importeri's 6f the product eo request and. matmit Inform-
tion 'ibstantiating the need for review.

Article 10

(a) Proipiona measures may be taken only when a preliminary decision has

beei taken that there is' dtping and, whap there is sufficient qvidenoe of
injury.

(b) Provisional measures may'take the formof a provisional duMy or,
proferafly a security - by deposit or bond - equal to the amount of the'anti-
d .ng duty provisionally estimated, being not greater than the provisionally
es~tited. mrgin of dumping. Vithholding of appralemnt . Is an appropriate
proisional measure provided" that the norAl d ty and the estimated amount of
the anti-dutping duty.be indicated and as long as the withholding of appraise-
aent Is subject to the same conditions as other provisional measures.

(a) The.authorities concerned shall inform Mpresentatives of the
exporting country and the directly interested parties of their decisions
regarding Imposition of -provisional measures indicating the reasons for such
decisions and the criteria applied, and shall, unless there ane special reasons
against doing so, make public such decisions.

(d) The imposition of provisional measures shall be listed to as short a
period as possible. More specifically, provisional measures shall not be
imposed for a period longer than three months or, on decision of the authorities"
concerned upon request.by the exporter and the importer, six months.

(e) The relevant provisions of Article 8 shall be followed in the
application of provisional measures.
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Aftiolb2.

Anti-du.vingt duties and provisional eaiUres shall oZy" 'be aQplied to
produots uhloh-enter for oonsuption after the tie when the decision taken
uwder'Artioles 8(a) And iO(a), respectively, 4ntkra into force' except that 1n
cases$

(1) Where a determination of material injury (bit mot o. a threat of
material injury, or of. a natr~ia retardation of 'the eatablishmot of an
industry) is made or where the provisional measures consist of provisional
duties and the dumped., imports . carried out during the period of their
application would# in the absence 'of -those provisional measures, have
caUved material injury, ati-dmwping dUties my bo levied rotdoactively
for the period for which orovislonal moaeures-"if any, have been "applied.

. It the anti-dumping duty fixed in the fina"deolsion is h her than
ohelsvisionally paid duty, the differencee hall 'ot be oolleobted. It

the: dtyfixed .in th6 final deoolon is l-owe than thep.ovisioziuly paid
duty or the amount estimated for the purpose of the security, the differ-
ence shall be reimbursed or the duty recalculated, as the case may be.

(1i) 'Where appraisement is suspended for the product in question for
reasons which arose before : the IniAti*-,of the dumping case and which
are unrelated to the question of dumping$ rtrooative asseesament of anti-
dimpUK duties may extend back to a period not more than 120 days before
the submission of .the cotplaint.

(iI) There for the dumped product in question the authorities . 'determine

(a) either that there is a history of d4 wing ... iah caused
material. injury or, that the ipotr waM, or s huld bA*a een,
awre that the exporter ., raotices -dumping' and that uach
du ing would cause material injury, and*

(b) that the mterial injury -is caused by sporadic" duiping
(massive dumped imports of a pioduot in a relatively short
period) to such an- extent that In. order fo peo2nde it recur-
ring, it appear# necessary to absess a. nt4-dumping uty
retro aotively on-those Impozts

the duty may be assessed on. products iiich:wore entered fo~roonsumption
not more than 90 days prior to the date of application of provisional
Reasurest
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B, ANr1PIt a3 ACTION ON BMAT 07 A 2MitD COUNMRY

Aitiole 12

,(a) An application for anti-dumping action on behalf . of. a third countr
shall be made by the authorities of the third country requesting action.

(b) .*luch n, application shall be supported by price information to shot
that the.importe are being dumped and by detailed information to shqw that tho
allegd d4p4ng is *causing injury to the domestic industry concerned in th
third country. 7he government of .the third country shall afford o1 apslitanc
to the authorities of the importing country't6 obtain any further information
which the latter may require.

(c) The auth6rities of the importing country in. oonsidering such an
application shall bonoider the effedt- of the alleged dumping on the Industry
concerned as a wolein the third country; that isto say the injury shall.not
be aseaeted" in relation only to the effect of the alleged. dumping on the
induibtey' exports -to the importing country or even on the, industry!s.total
expt.

(d) 2h& decision whether or not to proceed with a case shall rest with .the
importing country, If the importing country decides that it is prepped to take
action, the initiation of the approach to the CONMACTING PARTIES seeking their
aproval for such action shall rest with the importing country.

R? I -- FIAL Pr LSOOS

Article 13

this Agreement shall be open for acceptance, by signature or otherwise, by
contracting parties to the General Agreement and by the DBaropean Bononai
Coammity." The Agreement shall enter into force on 1 July 1968 for each party
which. has accepted it by that date. For each party accepting the Agreement
after .that date, it shall enter into force upon acceptance.

Article 14

Each party to this Agreenent shall take all necessary steps, of a general
or, particular character, to ensure, not later than the ate of the entry into
force of the Agreement for it, the conformity of its laws, regulations and
administrative procedures with the provisions of the Anti-Dumping Code.
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Article 1 5
hloh Party to this AgreeMent shall inform the WXNiTR p3 PARIS to theGeneral Agreement of any changes in -its vati.dumping laws and regulations andin the adainitstration of such laws and regulations,

Article 16
&och party. to this Aprement

abul onteamnstration, of its~mwia O' te Odon in 'Wadoh

shall report to the OOV=ThACNO pAR?1Latiadiapsng lava apd: regulations, iSIn
azntio4ah~ing duties have ,been 4agemed

Article 17
Iha parties' t6 this' Agreement shall request the CONTHATIM) PARTIS*totAl&ihha a Qmit44 on Anti-Dmping Practices oouposed of re~pesntativea of-*PAWt46 to this Aareeuent. The Committed -shall normlly moet once each yarO~~f .:uroef.0 f ording parties to'this Agreement the opport~aity ofRd km~ltg6hQ. rekavlating to the adaWinitaation of.-antidupIng syateMS inany participating country or Customs territory as it. might affect the opera Vonof the Anti-Pumpng Code or the tUrtherenceof its'-4bJeotivps. &wih consulta..ticca' shal be withotit pt.ejuh~ce -to Articles XXI and MXII. of the.0eneral

-this, Agreemt
.0OMOyZ~ PA TES

Agreement Man to. the

shall _be dpoaitoe wdth the Direotor-rGenerej. to theibo shall prOqMlY furnish a certified copy thereof wa aacceptance thUeref to each contracting party to the GeneralDlizopban Eonhomic Commitr.

Thie Areg n -Phal be r~gietered in itccordanee with t e p o ii noArilel2 of 'the Chiart,# Oftt htited Mt-tions.th rVIUAO

DONE-at Ge6neva this 'thirtieth day of Jine, one thousand nine hunde nsing aseventin ta single copyP in the &glish and Franch languages both textse
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ARTICLE VI OF GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS
AND TRADE

A n-DuMPING AND COUNTERVAILING DuTIS

1. The contracting parties recognize that dumping, by which prod-
ucts of one country are introduced into the commerce of another coun-
try at less than the normal value of the products, is to be condemned if
it causes or threatens material injury to an established industry in the
territory of a contracting party or materially retards the establishment
of a domestic industry. For the purposes of this Article, a product is
to be considered as being introduced into the commerce of an importing
county at less than its normal value, if the price of the product ex-.
ported from one country to another

(a) is less than the comparable price, in the ordinary course of
trade, for the like product when destined for consumption in the
exporting country, or,

(b) in the absence of such domestic price, is less than either
(i) the highest comparable price for the like product for

export to any third country in theordinary course of trade, or
(H) the cost of production of the product in the country of

origin plus a reasonable addition for selling cost and profit.
Due allowance shall be made in each case for differences in condi-

tions and terms of sale, for differences in taxation, and for other dif-
ferences affecting price comparability.

2. In order to offset or prevent dumping, a contracting party may
levy on any dumped product an anti-dumping duty not greater in
amount than the margin of dumping in respect of such product. For
the purposes of this Article, the margin of dumping is the price differ-
ence determined in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1.

3. No countervailing duty shall be levied on any product of the
territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of an-
other contracting party in excess of an amount equal to the estimated
bounty or subsidy determined to have been granted, directly or in-
directly, on the manufacture, produdtifn orexport of such product in
the country of origin or exportation, including any special subsidy t
the transportation of a particular product. Thle term "countervailing
duty" shall be Understoo to mean a special duty levied for the purpose
of offsetting any bounty or subsidy bestowed directly or indirectly,
upon the manufacture, production or export ol any, merchandise.

4. No product of the territory of any Contracting party imported
into the territory of any other contracting party sall be subject to
anti-dumping or countervailing duty by reason of the exemption of
such product from duties or taxes borne by the like product when
destined for consumption in the country of origin or exportation, or
by reason of the refund of such duties or taxes.

5. No product of the territory of any contracting party imported
into the territory of any other contracting party shall )e Subsectt
both anti-dumping and countervailing duties to compensate for the
same situation of dumping or export subsidization.
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6. (a) No contracting party shall levy any anti-dumping or counter-
Vailing duty on the importation of any product of the territory of an-

other contracting party unless it (letermihes that the effect of the
dumping or subsidizatfon, as the case may be, is such as to cause or
threaten material injury to an established domestic industry, or is
such as to retard materially the establishment of a domestic indusltry.

(b) The CONTRACTING PARTIES may waive the requiremeit
of sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph so as to permit a colntracting
party to levy an anti-dumping or countervailing duty on the importa-
tion of any product for the purpose of offsetting dumphig Or stibsidi-
zation which causes or threatens material injury to an industry in the
territory of an otier contracting party exporting the product con-
cerned to the territory of the importing contracting party. The CON-
TRACTING PARTIES shall waive the requirements of sub-para-
graph (a) of this paragraph, so as to permit the levying of a counter-
vaifing duty, in cases In which they find that a subsidy is causing or
threatening material injury to an industry in the territory of another
contracting party exporting the product concerned to the territory of
the importing contracting party.

(c) In exceptional circumstances, however, where delay might cause
damage which would be difficult to repair, a contracting party may
levy a countervailing duty for the purpose referred to in sub-para-
graph( b) of this paragraph without the prior approval of the CON-
TRAOTING PARTIES; Provided that such action shall be rep-orted
immediately to the CONTRACTING PARTIES and that the coun-
tervailing duty shall be withdrawn promptly if the CONTRACTING
PARTIES disapprove.

7. A system for the stabilization of the domestic price or of the
return to domestic producers of a primary commodity, independently
of the movements of export prices, which results at times in the sale
of the commodity for export at a price lower than the comparable
price charged for the like commodity to buyers in the domestic mar-
ket, shall be presumed not to result in material injury within the
meaning of paragraph 6 if it is determined by consultation fimong the
contracting parties substantially interested in the commodity con-
cerned that:

(a) the system has also resulted in the sale of the commodity
for export at a price higher than the comparable price charged
for the like commodity to buyers in the domestic market, and

(b) the system is so operated, either because of the effective
regulation of production, -or otherwise, as not to stimulate exports
unduly or otherwise seriously prejudice the interests of other con-
tracting parties.

Al) Arrricr VI
Paragraph 

1

1. Hidden dumping by associated houses (that is, the sale by an im-
porter at a price below that corresponding to the price invoiced by an
exporter with whom the importer is associated, and also below the
price in the exporting country) constitutes a form of price dumping
with respect to which the margin of dumping may be calculated on the
basis of the price at which the goods are resold by the importer.
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2. It is recognized that, in the case of imports from a country which
has a complete or substantially complete monopoly of its trade and
where all domestic prices are fixed by the State, special difficulties may
exist iin determining price comparability for tie purposes of para-
graph 1, and in such cases importing contracting parties may find it
necessary to take into account the possibility that a strict comparison
with domestic prices in such a country may not always be appropriate.
Paragraphs 2 and 3

Note .- As in many other cases in customs administration, a con-
tracting party may require reasonable security (bond or cash deposit)
for the payment of anti-dumrping or countervailing duty pending final
determination *of the facts in any case of suspected dumping-or subsi-
dization.

Note .- Multiple currency practices can in certain circumstances
constitute a subsidy to exports which may be met by countervailing
duties under paragraph 3 or can constitute a form of dumping by
means of a partial depreciation of a country's currency which may be
met by action under paragraph 2. By "multiple currency practices" is
meant practices by governments or sanctioned by governments.
Paragraph 6(b)

Waivers under the provisions of this sub-paragraph shall be granted
only on application by the contracting party proposing to levy an anti-
dumping or countervailing duty, as the case may be.
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Juno 19, 1968

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

ANALYSIS OF INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE
IN RELATION TO ANTIDUMPING ACT, 1921

SUMMARY

Thoro follows an analysis of the International Antidumping
Code, signed in Geneva on Juno 30, 1967, as part; of the Kennedy
Round, in relation to the Antidumping Act, 1921, and regula-
tions thereunder. It has boon prepared by the General Counsel
of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotia-
tions in collaboration with legal counsel of the Departments
of the Treasury and State.

This analysis demonstrates the consistency between the
International Antidumping Code and the Antidumping Act, 1921,
by relating each provision of the Code to relevant provisions
of the Act and regulations and administrativc practice there-
under. In particular, it cites pertinent sections of the now
dumping regulations issued by the Department of the Treasury
effective July 1, 1968.

Throughout the analysis the following terms are used
"the Act" (Antidumping Act, 1921), "the Code" (International
Antidumping Code), "dumping" (sales at less than fair value),
and "authorities" (officers of the Department of the Treasury
or United States Tariff Commission, depending upon the context),
and "old regulations" and "new regulations" (of the Department
of the Treasury). In addition, it is to be noted that "anti-•
dumping duties" and "dumping duties" are used synonymously,
the former being the term in the Code and the latter in the
Act,

The provisions of the Antidumpin9 Act, 1921, are codified
in 19 U.S.C. 160 - 171. The new dumping regulations of the
Department of the Treasury are set out in 33 P.R. 8244 - 8251
(1968), and its old dumping regulations are codified in 19 CFR
14.6 - 14.13, 16.21, 16.22, and 17.9. The dumping regulations
of the United States Tariff Conmission are codified in 19 CPR
Part 208. The text of the International Antidumping Code was
attached as Appendix A to the notice of proposed rule making
concerning the new dumping regulations of the Department of
the Treasury (32 P.R. 14962 - 14964 (1967)).
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ANALYSIS OF INTERNATIONAL ANTIDUMPING CODE
IN RELATION TO ANTIDUMPINO ACT, 1921

PART I - ANTIDUMPING CODE

Article 1.

-Article 1 states that the imposition of a dumping duty is

a measure to be taken only under the circumstances provided

for in Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT), Article VI establishes basic conditions to be satis-

fied before dumping duties may be imposed. In addition,

Article 1 provides that the subsequent provisions of the Code

govern the application qf Article VI, insofar as action is

taken under antidumping legislation or regulations. Article 1

therefore serves to introduce the provisions Of the Code and

to make clear their relationship to Article VI.

A. DETERMINATION OF DUMPING

Article 2.

Paragraph (a) defines a "dumped" product as one introduced

into the commerce of another country at less than its "normal

value". A product is to be considered* as leing "dumped" if

its export price (equivalent to "purchase price" under section

203 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 162)) is loss than the comparable
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price, in the ordinary course of trade, for the like product

when destined for consumption in the exporting country.

There is no substantive difference between the COde in this

respect and the provisions relating to sales at less than fair

value as defined in Treasury's regulations (see section 14.7

of the old regulations and sections 53.2-53.16 of the new

regulations).

Paragraph (b) defines "like product" as one which is alike

in all respects to the product under consideration, or in the

absence of such an identical product, another product which

has characteristics closely resembling those of the product

under consideration. There is no material difference between

this provision and the definition of "such or similar merchandise"

in section 212(3) of the Act (19 U.S.C. 170a(3)).

Paragraph (c) covers the case where products are not

imported directly from the country of origin but rather from

an intermediate country -- which becomes the country of export.

In such a case, the export price (that is, the price at which

the products are sold from the intermediate country to the

country of importation) "shall normally be compared" with the

comparable price in such intermediate country, Hlowever, in
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such a case the export price may nevertheless be compared

with the price in the country of origin if there is, in effect,

no basis for using a comparable price in the intermediate

country. This provision is in keeping with standard Customs

practice (see section 14.3(d) of the old regulations and sec-

tion 53.16 of the new regulations).

Paragraph (d) provides that when there are no sales of the

like product in the ordinary course of trade in the domestic

market of the exporting country or when, because of the particular

market situation, such sales do not permit a proper comparison,

the export price shall be compared with a comparable price of

the like product when exported to any third country. Such

price may be the highest such export price but should be a

representative price. This conforms to the parenthetical

"third-country price" provision in section 205 of the Act

(19 U.S.c. 164).

Alternatively, paragraph (d) provides that the export

price shall be compared with the cost of production in the

country of origin plus a reasonable amount for administrative,

selling and any other costs and for profits. The addition

for profit "as a general rule shall not exceed the profit
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normally realized on sales of products of the same general

category in the country of origin. This provision restates

the "constructed value" provision in section 206 of the Act

(19 U.S.C. 165). That provision, however, specifies that the

addition for profit must be at least 8%. Since ordinarily

profit margins exceed 89, the phrase "as a general rule" pre-

serves the consistency between the Code and the Act in those

relatively rare instances when the 8% adjustment must be made

despite a lower profit thargin for the general class of merchan-

dise concerned.

Paragraph (e) deals with cases where there is no export

price or where it appears to the authorities that the export

price is unreliable because of association or a compensatory

arrangement between the exporter and the importer or a third

party. In such cases, the export price may be *constructed"

on the basis of the price at which the imported products are

first rosold to an independent buyer, or if the products are

not resold to an independent buyer, or not resold in the con-

dition as imported, on such reasonable basis as the authorities

may determine. There is no inconsistency between this pro-

vision and sections 204 and 207 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 163 and

166) which deal with this situation.
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Paragraph (f) relates to the adjustments to be made in

order to effect a fair comparison between the export price (or

constructed export price under paragraph (e)) and the home

market price (or the price in the intermediate country of

export under paragraph (c), the price of export to a third

country under paragraph (d), or the constructed value under

paragraph (d)). It provides that the two prices shall be com-

pared at the same level of trade, "normally" at the ex factory

level. Under the Act the practice is to make the price com-

parison at the same level of trade, and in virtually every case

this is the ex factory level. Paragraph (f) further provides

that the price comparison shall relate to sales made at as

nearly as possible the same time. This conforms to the Act.

In addition, paragraph (f) provides that due allowance

shall be made in each case, on its meits, for the differences

in conditions and terms of sale, for the differences in taxa-

tion, and for the other differences affecting price comparability.

This provision is consistent with the Act. Finally, paragraph

(f) provides that in the cases involving constructed export

price under paragraph (e) allowance for costs, including duties

and taxes, incurred between importation and resale, and for

profits accruing, should also be made. Since this is a hortatory

provision, it creates no inconsistency with the Act.
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Paragraph (g) provides that whore state trading countries

are concerned Article 2 does not prejudice the Second Supple-

mentary Provision to paragraph 1 of Article VI which is set out

in Annex I to the GATT. This Second Supplementary Provision

provides that in the case of imports from a state trading country

special difficulties may exist in determining price compara-

bility and that in such cases it may be found necessary to take

into account the possibility that a strict comparison with

domestic prices in such a country may not always be appropriate.

Consistent with this provision, the "fair'value" of imports

from state trading countries is ordinarily determined under

the "constructed value" provision in section 206 of the Act

(19 u.s.c, 165). Section 53.5(b) of the new regulations is

declaratory of Treasury's present practice under that section.

B. DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL INJURY,

THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY AND MATERIAL RETARDATION

Article 3. Determination of Injury.

Paragraph (a) provides that a determination of injury shall

be made only when the authorities concerned are satisfied that

the dumped imports are "demonstrably the principal cause of

material injury or of threat of material injury to a domestic

61
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industry or the principal cause of material retardation of the

establishment of such an industry".

Section 201(a) of the Act provides that the Tariff Com-

mission shall determine "whether an industry in the United

States is being or is likely to be injured, or prevented from

being established, by reason of the importation of such mor-

chandise into the United States" (19 U.S.C, 160(a)),

The concept of "the principal cause" is consistent with

the Act and present practice. The Tariff Commission has always

considered the causal relationship between dumped imports and

injury in terms of something real and substantial. In published

decisions, Commissioners have indicated that terms such as

"primarily" are a proper characterization under the Act of the

degree of causality required to establish injury. The term

"the principal cause" is susceptible of such interpretation

and, indeed, does not require that dumped imports be that

cause which is greater than all other causes combined of

material injury. It therefore allows injury determinations

consistent with the requirements of the Act.

The term "injury" as used in the Act has consistently

been interpreted by the Tariff Commission to mean "material

injury". This has been true sinco the Commission was given
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the function of making injury determinations in 1954. More-

over, during consideration of the Customs Simplification Act

of 1954, the Ways and Means Committee was explicitly informed

by the General Counsel of the Tariff Commission that the notion

of "material injury* had been applied in antidumping cases and

would continue to be applied. (Hearings on H.R. 9476 Before

the Committee on Ways and Means, 83rd Cong., 2d Soss., 37-38

(1954)).

The Code speaks in terms of "material retardation of the

establishment of such an industry" and the Act reads "is pro-

vented from being established". The notion of "material

retardation" is reasonable interpretation of the idea of

prevention and would permit injury to be found even though it

is not shown that dumped imports absolutely prevent the

establishment of an industry.

Paragraph (a) also provides that, in reaching their

decision, the authorities shall wolgh,,on one-hand, the effect

of the dtuping, and, on the other hand, all other factors

taken together which may be adversely affecting the industry.

The determination shall'in all cases be based on positive

findings and not on mere allegations or hypothetical possi-

bilities. In the case of retarding the establishment of a
I
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new industry in the country of importation, convincing evidence

of the forthcoming establishment of an industry must be shown,

for example that the plans for a new industry have reached a

fairly advanced stage, a factory is being constructed, or

machinery has been ordered. These requirements supplement

but do not change the first and basic sentence of-paragraph

(a) and constitute reasonable standards for the application

of that sentence.

Paragraph (b) provides that the valuation of injury --

that is the evaluation of the effects of the dumped imports

on the industry in question -- shall be based on examination

of all factors having a bearing on the state of the industry

in question. It then lists, by 4ay of example, a number of

such factors, and concludes that no one or several of these

factors can necessarily give decisive guidance. This para-

graph highlights what is implicit in the Act and what would

be inherent in any consideration of the question of injury.

Paragraph (c) provides that in order to establish whether

dumped imports have caused injury, all other factors which,**

individually or in combination, may be adversely affecting

the industry shall be examined and then gives several examples
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of such factors. This provision is a logical elaboration of

the concept of the principal cause, which necessarily requires

comparison with other identifiable causes.

* Paragraph (d) provides that the effect of the dumped

imports shall be assessed in relation to the domestic production

of the like product when available data permit the separate

identification of production. This provision isolates, insofar

as data permit, that sector of domestic production which is

most likely to be affected by the dumped imports. The para.

graph recognizes, however, that this is not always possible

and therefore provides, as an alternative, that the effect of

the dumped imports shall be assessed by the examination of the

production of the narrowest group or rage of products which

includes the like product, for which the necessary information

can be provided. In either case, the paragraph identifies as

specifically as possible those productive facilities most

vulnerable to dumped imports and is thereby consistent with

the Act.

Paragraphs (e) and (f) concern the manner in which cases

involving a threat of material injury are to be considered.

Paragraph (e) provides that a determination of threat of
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material injury shall be based on facts and not merely on

allegation, conjecture, or remote possibility. The change

in circumstances which would create a situation in which the

dumping would cause material injury must be clearly foreseen*

and imminent. These requirements are consistent with the

practice of the Tariff Commission. Paragraph (f) provides that

with respect to cases where material injury is threatened by

dumped imports, the application of antidumping measures shall

be studied and decided with special care. This paragraph is

designed to prevent the promiscuous use of the notion of "threat".

Article 4. Definition of Industry.

Paragraph (a) lays down the-basic rule that in determining

injury the term "domestic industry" shall be interpreted as

referring either to the domestic producers as a whole of the

like products or to those of them whose collective output of

the products constitutes a major proportion of the total

domestic production of those products.

Each of these two alternative definitions of industry.:*

relates to the domestic producers of the like products. This

is an appropriate refinement of the concept of "an industry"

in the Act, since an imported product usually has its greatest
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competitive impact on the like domestic product. Moreover,

as defined in. section 2(d) of the Code, a like product need

not be only the identical product. It may be another product

which, although not alike in all respects, has characteristics

closely resembling those of the product under consideration.

The latter definition allows scope for considering the domestic

producers which are affected by dumped imports but which do not

produce the identical domestic product.

For purposes of defining an industry, the two alternative

definitions in paragraph (a) deal not only with the-requisite

characteristics of the domestic product but with the required

number of domestic producers.

The first of the two alternative-definitions of industry

speaks in terms of all the domestic producers and is consistent

with a strict reading of the term "an industry" in the Act.

The second definition recognizes that such an all-inclusive

test may not always be appropriate. It therefore defines

industry in terms of those prOducers who account for a major

proportion of total domestic production of the product. This

alternative is consistent with the Act. It will permit deter-

minations of injury where geographic segmentation i not proper
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and where the domestic industry as a whole is materially

injured by dumped imports but certain producers in that

industry are not.

Paragraph (a) provides two exceptions to the general

definitions of industry. These two exceptions are not manda-

tory but simply permit two kinds of segmentation in defining

an industry. Insofar as the Act does not envisage segmentation,

either on its face or in legislative history, these two excep

tions may be set aside. However, insofar as segmentation may

be considered appropriate under the Act, the two types per-

mitted by paragraph (a) are likewise appropriate.

Subparagraph (a)(i) provides that when producers are

importers of the allegedly dumped product the industry may

be interpreted as referring to the rest of the producers. This

is designed to permit those producers in the industry which

are not importers of the product to be considered the industry

for purposes of an injury investigation.

Subparagraph (a)(ii) lays down two alternative exceptions

--. in terms of geographic segmentation -- to the general

definitions of industry. The fact that either of these excep-

tions is available only "in exceptional circumstances" is

consistent with the infrequent use of geographic segmentation

I 
I
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in the past. The first type of geographic segmentation

involves segmentation due to transport costs. The second

type involves segmentation based upon "special regional

marketing conditions", In either case, injury may be found

only if there is injury to all or almost all of the total

production of the product in the market as defined. Such a

condition is a reasonable one to maintain the integrity of

the concept of injury.

Paragraph (b) provides that where two or more countries

have reached such a level of integration that they have the

characteristics of a single unified market, the industry in

the entire area of integration shall be taken to be the industry

referred to in paragraph (a). This provision applies to

customs unions such as the European Communities and is not

relevant to the United States.

Paragraph (c) provides that the provisions of Article

3(d) shall be applicable to Article 4. As noted above,

Article 3(d) identifies, insofar as data permit, those produc-

tive facilities most vulnerable to dumped imports for purposes

of determining injury. The effect of paragraph (c) is to pro-

vide that the same concept shall be used for purposes of deter-

mining the domestic producers of the like product under

paragraph (a) of Article 4;
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C. INVESTIGATION AND ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES

Article 5. Initiation and Subsequent Investigation.

Paragraph (a) provides that investigations "shall normally"

be initiated upon a request on behalf of the industry affected,

supported by evidence both of dumping and of injury. However,

an investigatiQn may be initiated by the authorities concerned,

provided they have evidence both on dumping and injury.

The requirement in paragraph (a) that investigations shall

normally be initiated upon the request of an industry is con-

sistent with past experience under the Act. The great majority

of antidumping investigations has been started because of com-

plaints by domestic industries. Only a relatively small number

has been initiated by the Government.

Under the present regulations implementing the Act,

evidence bearing on the question of injury is required, if it

is reasonably available to the complainant. See section
0,

14.6(b) (3) of the old regulations, requiring information as

to the total value and volume of domestic production of the

merchandise in question. The purpose of this provision is.to

ensure that an expensive and time-consuming investigation will

not be initiated whore there is no possibility of injury or
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where the complaint 'i frivolous. This is consistent with the

rule of statutory constrUctibn that a law will not be inter-

preted to require the performance of a futile act. With that

rule in mind, section 53.27(e) of the new regulations provides

that a complaint be accompanied by:

.Znformation indicating that an industry of
the United States is being injured, or is likely
to be injured, or prevented from being' e~tablished.f

The'Treastl Depa~rzeft Oill hoot, however, undettake.to' eValuate

infortfiatibn boarIng on injury. idetheAt thesis afuntiof -

of the Tariff "Coimission. -

ParagrTph (b)' first *provides that" upon!nitiatio hOf n"

investigation and'thereafter, the evidece 6f both price dis-4

crimination and injury shouldd b6 odhidered sitaultneously.

This hortatory provision-desilot Idgaily obligate the Vnitd&--

States to take any action.

Paragraph (b) also provides that, in any event, the

evidence of both price disctimination' and injury shall be con--

sideited simuftaneosly' in the decision whether or not to

initiate i lnvesti'gation.' This requirement wiil'be satisfied

by an examination'of the cplainto-t' see if evidence of injur-

is submitted'as requited by tj pne 'regulations.
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Finally, paragraph (b) provides that the evidence of both

price discrimination and injury, shall be considered simultaneously

thereafter, during the course of the investigation, starting on

a date not later than the earliest date on which provisional.

measures may be applied, except in the cases provided for in

Article 10(d) in which the authorities accept the request of

the exporter and the importer.

The procedure in keeping with this provision is set forth

in section 53*34(a)(2) of the new regulations. This section

provides that the Secretary of the Treasury's affirmative

determination that there are, or arelikely to be, sales in

the United States of the merchandise in question at less than

fair value, will be issued concurrently with the order to with.

hold appraisement. This, in effect, will accelerate the pro-

cedure currently employed, whereby after withholding of appraise"

ment, a "tentative" determination of sales at less than fair

value is issued, which is in turn followed by a final deter-

mination. Under the new procedure, no affirmative "tentative"

determinations of sales at less than fair value would be

issued. It should be noted that the "tentative determination

procedure followed under the current regulations would be

retained where negative determinations are indicated. This is

set out in section 53.33 of the new regulations.
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In practice, therefore, by a final determination of sales

at less than fair value under section 201(a) of the Act (19

U.S.C. 160(a)) the case would be forwarded to the Tariff Com-

mission for consideration on the question of injury at the time

the provisional measure--. withholding of appraisement -- is

taken under section 201(b) of the Act. Under the Act, the

Tariif Commission has three months to make its decision. Should

new facts or other circumstances come to the attention of the

Treasury Department, the original determination of sales, or

likelihood of sales, at less than fair value would be revoked,

if warranted. Such a revocation, prior to the time when the

Tariff Commission has reached its determination on the question

of injury, would effectively close the 4dase. There has, in

fact, been one revocation of a-final determination of sales

at less than fair value based on a re-evaluation of pertinent

information (Finished Tubeless Tire Valves from West Germany,

32 P.R. 14780 (1967)).

The proposed procedure conforms to the requirement in the

Code for simultaneous consideration of the questions of price

discrimination and injury once "provisional measures" are applied.

As to its consistency with the Act, it is clear'that the
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withholding of appraisement would still occur when the Bocre-

tary of the Treasury had reason to believe or suspect that

there are, or are likely to be# sales below fair value# The

elimination of the "tentative" determination stage, insofar:

as affirmative determinations are concerned, poses no problem

under the Act, since this procedure was established simply as

an administrative device in 1965. Because evidence of likelihood

of salon below fair value is sufficient to justify an affirma-

tive determination by the Secretary of the Treasury under the

Act, even though the existence of sales below fair value may

not have been established at the time of withholding or appraise.

mount, the accelerated procedure can be implemented consistent

with the requirements of the Act'.

The exception in paragraph (b) relates to the second

sentence of Article 10(d) of the Code. This senterce provides

that appraisenent shall not be withheld for a period longer

than three months, or, when the exporter and the importer so

request and the authorities accept, for a period longer than

six months. Under the new regulations, the withholding of.

appraisement and the issuance of the Treasury Departmentls

affirmative determination of sales at less than fair value

would not be simultaneous in such six-month cases, Instead,
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the affirmative determination would be made three months after

appraisement had been withheld. See sections S3.34, 53.35,

and 53.36 of the new regulations.

' Paragraph (c) provides that an application shall' be

rejected and an investigation shall be terminated promptly an

soon as the authorities are satisfied that there is not

sufficient eidonce of either price discrimination or injury

to Justify proceeding with the case. This paragraph also Oro-

vides In a hottatory manner that cases should be closed whore

the margin of dumping or the volume of dumped Imports, actual

or potential, or the injury is negligible. Both provisions

are in keeping With present practice under the Act. See sec-

tions 14.6(d)(l)(i) and 14.7(b)(9) of the old regulations and

sections 53.15 and 53.28 of the new regulations.

Paragraph (d) provides that an antidumping proceeding

shall not hinder the procedures of customs clearance. Since

antidumping proceedings are not so used under the Act, this

provision is consLtent Wth the Act and its administration.

Article 6. Evidence

Paragraph (a) provides that all interested parties shall

be given ample opportunity to present evidence in writing or,
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on justification, orally. This provision is consistent with

present practice under the Act. See section 14.8 of the old

regulations and section 53.32(b) of the now regulations.

Paragraph (b) provides that the complainant, the importers

and exporters known to be concerned, and the governments of

the exporting countries shall be provided opportunities to see

all information that is relevant, non-confidential, and being

used by the authorities, and to prepare presentations on the

basis of such information. This provision restates current

practice under the Act. See section 14.6a of the old regula-

tions and subpart B of the new regulations.

Paragraph (c) provides that All information which is by

nature confidential or which is provided on a confidential

basis by parties to an investigation shall be treated as

strictly confidential by authorities and they shall not reveal

it without specific permissiqn of the party submitting the

information. The present practice under the Act is the same.

See section 14.6a(b) of the old regulations and section 53.23(b)

of the new regulations. :1;

Paragraph (d) provides that, if the authorities find that

a, request for confidentiality is not warranted and if the

supplier is either unwilling to make the information public or
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to authorize its disclosure in generalized or summary form,

the authorities would be free to disregard such information

unless it can be demonstrated to their satisfaction from appro-

priate sources that the information is correct. This is a

permissive and not mandatory provision. Under present practice

such information would be disregarded if self-serving. See

section 14,6a(b) of the old regulations. The substance of

paragraph (d) is now reflected in section 53,23(b) of the new

regulations. it is reasonable and consistent with the Act to

take into account information which is demonstrably correct.

Paragraph (o) provides that, in order to verify informa-

tion obtained or to obtain further details, the authorities

may carry out investigations in other countries as required.

However, they must obtain the agreement of the firms concerned

and they must notify the representatives of the government of

the country in question and receive no objection to the investi-

gation. Paragraph (e) to a permissive provision. It is implicit

in section 14,6(d)(3)(i) of the old regulations and ts con-

sistent with present practice. It is now reflected in section

53.31(a) of the new regulations.

Paragraph (f) provides that once the authorities are satis-

fied that there is sufficient evidence to justify initiating

77
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an investigation. , representatives of the exporting country and

the exporters and importers known to be concerned shall be

notified. In addition, a public notice may be published. Both

the mandatory and permissive parts of paragraph (f) are consis.-

tent with present practice. See section 14.6(d)(1) (I) of the

old regulations, relating to public notice, and section 53.30

of the new regulations.

Paragraph (g) provides that throughout the investigation

all parties shall have a full opportunity for the defense of

their interests. On request, all directly interested parties

shall be provided opportunities to meet those parties with

adverse interests; so that opposing views may be presented and

rebuttal arguments offered, taking into account the need to

preserve confidentiality and the convenience of the parties.

There shall be no obligation on any party to attend a meeting

and failure to do so'shall not be prejudicial to that party's

case. These procedures are in keeping with present practice.

See section 14.8(a) of the old regulations and sectiohe 53033

(a)(2) and 53.37 of the new regulations.

Paragraph (h) provides that the authorities shall notify

representatives of the exporting country and the directly
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interested parties of their decisions regarding the imposition

or non-imposition of antidumping duties, indicating the reasons

for such decisions and the criteria applied. In addition, the

authorities shall, unless there ore special reasons against

doing so, make public the decisions. These provisions accord

with present practice. Section 201(o) of the Act (19 U.S.C.

160(o)), requires publication of findings of injurious dumping.

With respect to notification of interested parties, see section

14.13(a) of the old regulations and section 53.42 of the new

regulations.

Paragraph (i) provides that he provisions of Article 6

shall not preclude the authorities from reaching preliminary

determinations, affirmative or nogatiye, or from applying pro-

visional measures expeditiously. This provision permits

preliminary determinations, such as ntentativew determinations,

which under the now regulations would be made in cases where

negative determinations on the question of price discrimination

were indicated. See section 53.33(a) of the new regulations,

Paragraph (i) also provides that, in cases where any interested

party withholds the necessary information, a final finding,

affirmative or negative may be made on the basis of the facts

available. This is a permissive provision, which is now re-

flected in section 53.31(a)- of the new regulations.
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Article 7. Price Undertakings.

Paragraph (a) provides that antidumping proceedings may

be terminated without imposition of antidumping duties or pro.

visional measures upon receipt of a voluntary undertaking'by

the exporters to revise their prices so that the margin of

dumping is eliminated or to cease to export to the area in

question at dumped prices. This provision is permissive and

is consistent with present practice, under which assurances to

cease exporting to the United States at dumped prices may be

accepted. See section 14.7(b)(9) of the old regulations and

section 53.15 of the new regulations.

Paragraph (b) provides that, if the exporters make, and

the authorities accept, such an Undertaking, the investigation

of injury shall nevertheless be completed if the exporters so

desire or the authorities so decide. The purpose of this

provision is to allow the foreign producer who is convinced

that his exports, though sold at a dumping price, do not injure,

to have a chance to get a decision to this effect, thus allow-

ing him to resume sales at such a price with at least some.

indication that this can be done without subjecting him to

dumping duties. Paragraph (b) is consistent with present practice

and is now reflected in section 53.15(b) of the new regulations.
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Paragraph (b) also provides that, if a determination of

no injury is made, the undertaking given by the exporters shall.

automatically lapse unless the exporters, state that it shall

not lapse. Under present practice, only those undertakings"'

are accepted which are unqualified and which continue without

regard to the disposition of the case.

Finally, paragraph (b) provides that the fact that exporters

do not offer to give such undertakings, or do not accept an

invitation made by the authorities to do so, shall inno way

be prejudicial to the consideration of the case. Paragraph (b)

adds, however, that the authorities are free to determine that

a threat of injury is more likely to be realized if the dumped

imports continue. These two provisions simply state what

would be reasonable under such circumstances and are consistent

with present practice under the Act.

D. ANTIDtMPING DUTES AND PROVISIONAL MEASURES

Article 8. Imposition'and Collection of Anti-Dumpin2 Duties.

Paragraph (a) provides that the decision whether or not

to impose an antidumping duty and whether the amount of the

antidumping duty shall be the full margin of dumping or less,

are decisions to be made by the authorities. This clearly
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permits the United States to impose dumping duties equal to

the full dumping margin, as required by section 202 of the Act

-(19 uesc. le

* Paragraph (a) aloo'states that "it is desirable" that the

imposition be permissive and that the duty be less than the

margin, if such lesser duty should be adequate to remove injury.

This is a hortatoty provision which doed'not impose an obliga-

tion upon the United states and therefore creates no inconsis-

tency- withthe Act.

Paragraph l(b) provides that, when an antidumping duty is

imposed in respect of any product, such duty shall be i6'4ied

on a non-disoriminatory basis on imports of such product from

all sources found to be dumped and causing injury. This is

consistent with section 202 ^f the Act^ (19 U°.S,.0.161), which

requires dumping duties to be imposed only in the amount of

the dumping margin qnd is therefore necessarily non-discriminatory.

Paragraph (b) alo provides that the authoritio4 shall

name the supplier or suppliers of the product concernedo sub-

Ject to two exceptions. First1 if several suppliers from thd

same country aro involved and it is impracticable to name all

these suppliers, the authorities may name the supplying country

concerned. Second, if several suppliers from more than one

82
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country are involved, the authorities may name either all the

suppliers involved or, if this is impractical, all the supply-

ing countries involved. Present practice under the Act conforms

to the general rule, as qualified by the two exceptions, and is

now reflected in section 53.35(c) of the new regulations.

Paragraph (c) provides that the amount of the antidumping

duty must not exceed the margin of dumping. This is consistent

with section 202 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 161), which does not

authorize any excessive duties. Paragraph (o) also provides

that, if subsequent to the application of the antidumping duty

it is found that the duty so collected exceeds the actual

dumping margin, the amount in excess of the margin shall be

reimbursed as quickly as possible. This cannot normally occur

under the Act, since full opportunity is given under customs

law for the determination of the correct amount of the dumping

duty prior to its collection.

Paragraph (d) concerns a country which uses a "basic

price system" for purposes of antidumping proceedings. The

paragraph is inapplicable to the United States, since the Act

does not provide for such a system.

Paragraph (e) provides, as a general rule, that when the

industry has been interpreted as referring to the producers in

83
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a certain area -- that is, in a case of geographic segmenta-

tion - antidumping duties shall only be definitively collected

on the products" in question which are consigned for final con-

sumption to that area. This requirement cannot be satisfied

under the Act. Moreover, it would raise problems under the

sixth clause of section 9 of article I of the Constitution.

Accordingly, paragraph (e) provides that, in lieu of

satisfying the general rule and prior to' the imposition of

antidumping duties, the exporter shall be given an opportunity

to cease dumping in the area concerned. If the exporter

promptly gives adequate assurance to this effect, antidumping

duties shall not"be imposed. In a case of geographic segmenta-

tion, non-imposition of dumping duties could be justified under

the Act only if the exporter's assurance were made very

promptly and it were clearly adequate to remove any possibility

of future dumping on his part. If the assurance does not meet

these necessarily demanding conditions or, if it does so, but

is then not fulfilled, the antidumping duties may be imposed.

without limitation to an area. This procedure is consistent

with the Act since a sufficiently firm assurance to cease

dumping would satisfy the basic purpose of the Act.

84
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Article 9. Duration of Anti-Dumping Duties.

Paragraph (a) provides that an antidumping duty shall

remain in force only as long as it is necessary in order to

counteract dumping which is causing injury. This is consistent

with the Act, which is directed exclusively to dumping which

causes injury.

Paragraph (b) provides that the authorities shall review

the need for the continued imposition of the duty, where

warranted, on their own initiative or if interested suppliers

or importers of the product so request and submit information

substantiating the need for review. Review upon request is

provided for in section 14.12 of the old regulations and sec-

tion 53.41(a) of the new regulations. Review upon the initiative

of the authorities reflects present practice and is provided

for in section 53.41(b) of the new regulations.

Article 10. Provisional Measures.

Paragraph (a) provides that provisional measure may be

taken only when a preliminary decision has been taken that

there is dumping and when there is sufficient evidence of

injury. The first condition is a requirement of section 201(b)

of the Act (19 U.S.C. 160(b)). As previously mentioned in the
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discussion of Article 5t the second condition wifi' be satisfied

if the complaint includes evidence of injury'-s required-by

section 53.27(e)of the new regulation " -.

Paragraph (b) rooldes that pe6visional measures may take

the form of a sroysional duty or security. Since suchpro-.

visional measures are not permitted under the Act, this

provisio is inapplicable to U.S. practice.

Paragraph (b) also provides that withholdIng of appraise-

aent is an .appropriate .provsional measure provided that the

normal duty and the estimated amount of the intidunping duty

be indicated -and as long as the'withhoiding'of appraisement is

subject to the same conditions as other provisional measures.

Under the new' procedures, "1the di'sttict director of custom will

notify the 'importer of the normal duty and the estimated amount"

of the dumping duty. See section 53.48(a) Of'the new regulations.

Paragraph-(o) provides that the authorities shall inform

representatives of the exporting country and the directly

interested parties of their decisions regarding imposition

of provisional measures, indicating the reasons for such

decisions and the criteria applied, and shall, unless there

are special reasons against doing so, ma).e public such decisions.
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Under the new" rocedures, representatives of, the. exporting,.- ...

country .and the directly lnterestod parties will be. informed

by letter og tthe withholding of appraisemnt, together with

the reasons for such decision and the criteria applied.,,n:"

addition, the reasons and criteria will bese4 outan the

public notices at the time the notice of withholding of appraige-

ment is published.

Paragraph, (d) provides in a hortatory manner that the * .

iMpoition of provisional measures. shall be 1trA4ted. to ac eho# -

a periodon, s. N4oresPei ly, paragraph -(d) pr-. ..

videos th :provisional measures-sh ll no imposed for a

pe .longer t.an' ee nths. on oeois n of, he autborL,

ti ,oncr 4pn ruqsby th exporter and ip iupqrter,.

a mntssion discus previous y in the
ntrb At 5Q

Par a aat t role, ant prov sons of

ticle 0 shall follow e application of revsignal

asurese ale e the sition collection

of appraiqement

0.0'" . - -'%,
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Article 11. Retroactivity.

This article establishes the general rule that antidumping

duties and provisional measures shall only be applied to pro-

ducts which enter for consumption after the time when the.

decision to impose such duties or to take such measures enters

into force, The prospective application of withholding of

appraisement is permitted by section 201(b) of the Act (19

US.C, 160(b)), In turn, section 202(a) of the Act (U.S.C.

161(a)) requires dumping duties to be assessed only on entries

which are unappraised, In most cases, under present practice,

appraisement is withheld only with respect to prospective

entries and therefore dumping duties are imposed only on pros-

pective entries. This will continue to be true under the new

procedures.

Article 11 also contains three exceptions to the 'general

rule, which are set out in clauses (i), (ii), and (Mii),

respectively.

Clause (i) provides, insofar as it is applicable to U.S.

practice, that where a determination of injury (but not threat

of injury) is made, antidumping duties may be levied retro-

actively for the period for which provisional measures, if any,

have been applied. Such retroactivity is permitted by section

202(a) of that Act.
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Clause (ii) provides that where appraisement is suspended

for the product in question for reasons which arose before

the initiation of the dumping case and which are unrelated to

the question of dumping, retroactive assessment of antidumping

duties may extend back to a period not more than 120 days

before the submission of the complaint, Effect may be given

to this provision under section 202(a) of the Act, which permits

dumping duties to be assessed on all unappraised entries of

products entered not more than 120 days before the date of the

complaint.

Clause (iii) covers the case where for the dumped product

in question the authorities determine two things. First, there

is a history of dumping which caused material injury or the

importer was, or should have been, aware that the exporter

practices dumping.and that such dumping would cause injury.

Second, the injury is caused by sporadic dumping (massive

dumped imports of a product in a relatively short period of

time) to such an extent that, in order to preclude it- recurring,

it appears necessary to assess a dumping duty retroactivelyj""

on those imports. In this case, the duty may be assessed on

products which were entered for consumption not more than 90

days prior to the date of application of provisional measures.
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Section 201(b) of the Act permits the withholding of appraise-.

mont with respect to products entered for consumption not more

than 90 days prior to the date of the notice of withholding,

Accordingly, in such a case, section 202(a) of the Act would

provide for the imposition of antidumping duties on products

entered within such period.

B. ANTIDUMPING ACTION ON BEHALF OF A THIRD COUNTRY

Article 12.

This Article deals with the case where country A is

dumping goods in country B and is thereby causing injury not

to an industry in country B but to an industry in country C

which exports to country B. In such a case, country C may

apply to country B to impose dumping duties against country

A. However, country B cannot impose antidumping duties in such

a case without the approval of the GATT CONTRACTING PARTIES.

Paragraphs (a) and (c) of this article provide that the

United States -- if it is in the position of country C -- may

try to persuade country B to take action. Whether or not

country B decides to invoke its antidumping law would, of

course, have nothing to do with the Act. At the same time,

paragraph (d) provides that if the United States is country B,

90
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the decision whether or not to proceed with a case rests

with the United States. This permits the United States to

reject an application from country C, on, the ground that

section 201(a) of the Act deals only with injury to an

industry 'n the United States.

PART II - PINAL PROVISIONS

This part contains Articles 13 through 17, which relate

to procedural matters concerning the signature, entry into

force, and operation of the code. It therefore does not

bear on U.81 practice under the Act.
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REPORT 0? TIM3 WAORMT

Se Con. Re. 38 of the 90th Congress states that it Is the sense

of Congress that

(1) the provisions of the International Antiduping
Code, signed at Oeneva on June 30, 1967, are Inconsistent
vith, and in conflict vith, the provisions of the Antiduxp-
ing Act, 192i

(2) the President should subit the International
Mti4a Lng Code to the Senate for its advice and consent

t acordance vith article ., section 2, of the Constitu-
Mon of the United Statesi and

(3) the provisions of the International Atiuaping
Code should become effective in the United States only at
the time specified in legislation enacted by the Congress
to implement the provisions of the Code.

Y Vice Chairman Sutton a d.M.sioners C It . and CVUbb
comprise the majority. Additional comets by C0missioner Ctubb
are set forth beginning on pme 3h. Tbe Separate View f Chairman
Ketzger and Comissioner Tbunberg appear follovng page.

(1)

(821)
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9110 T1I .lnlgt A11I.r1tIiin n , C ;Yn 1/ vi| l l t; ui.t',il.int.e.o vi.hlll

lie J'-ru-s"vu'k of 1114' (1,)nrarlt AgY- i On Tari1ff3 d TCraiv (OArl), linn

al iI n ob|netitvo the nin bl1li'ln1 0%7 n~le pri iplon witl rqsjv,,I, I.n

n'II.litu1 N'llp J'IyI'R thait uhlll Ix" o 9nr'rvMl by an colil;ractivi, pn l.ir-r;

r.1'Lsvitory to the Ccxle and requires sIuch pArties to chruigP theIr .u .w

reollan.lecin uind pi.neticen when necessary to conform to thene principles.

oiwnplnj, which is a particular unfair trade practice also known

as prie diecrlminationi, is condemned in the United States, both in

Interstate and international trade. The Antiduwing Act, 1921, as

amw.xled, is only one of several acts of the United States Congress

which dpal. with price discrimination in international trades

The report V discusses the present United States lavs relating to

price discrimination, the international obligations of the United Statas

under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (oATT) relating to

Pnidsimping meanuren, a comparison of the Code vith the relevant United

I - i ereinatter referred to as the Code.
/in considering this reports note should be made of the fact that

the ('ode hn hnd to be examined in its bare form. There are neither
priblinhel official contemporaneous reports of the negotiators nor
nuthoritntive Interipretations of the GAIP contrasting parties concern-
ing the. Code Which would nerve as aids In its interpretation. In
conront.'. the 11.8o acts have been examined in light of their legisla-
tive history end judicial precedent. Moreover# the Code is expressed
in part in terminology vhich does not appear to have special meaning
in the field of unfair trade practices whereas the key words and terms
use, in U.B. statutes are words of art having definite meanings derived
from legislative history and Judicial precedent.
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Stnteft ln1va n~vi ImpL~revtntlon n? I,hr, Weor Ity th" 11nntod Mo.,kt.i

(.8s. Lava on Price Diecriuination

)'rice discrimination in its various forms in internatonl trpde

vwuld nppear to be subject to one or more of the provisions of at least

Nix Frileral atatutes.

Residnes of the statutes are set forth belov. The Antidumping Act,

19.1, is set forth first because it is the one most often invoked in

connection vith alleged dumping of imported articles and its provisions

vere apparently the only ones considered by the U.S. negotiators in

relation to the Code. The remaining statutes are mentioned in the

chronological order of their enactment in order that the reader may

better sense the development of statutory controls on unfair methods

of competition.

Antiduning Act, M2, as- anded

Special dumping duties are to be assessed under the Antidmsning

Act) 1921, as amended, vhen "a class or kind of foreign merchandise

is being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States or elsewhere

at less than its fair value" 3- and "an industry in the United States

IJ Hereafter referred to as "M11W sales.
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In l-'Iii' or to likely to Iv. liN.ironl, or in prevonts~wl froii v-Ing

ev'ab'l-h.itl: by re-noi, ,l ' Ie t, l)n.1lon of such wrchruiftns' into

the lnit i Rtnten". Proerihi Lyj, Ohe Art providrs thnt the IW'roto-y

of the Tivanury shnU deterntne vwther the first qtioto.d condittol

exists. It the 8eeretary mken an nffirmative determination, he

Infnpr,. the Tariff Commisnion vhich then acquires jurisdietlon to

det.ntuIne whether one or more of the second quoted conditions exist.

Mie Act. directs the Commission to make its investigation and deter-

mination within the three-month period starting on the date of

receipt of advice of the Secretary's determination. Affirative

determinations by both agencies, taken together constitute a "finding"

of dumping within the meaning of the Act (section 201(a)). The special

dumping duty to be assessed is an mount equal to the difference

between the purchase price and the foreign market value (or their

approximate equivalents in some cases).

The basic concept of what constitutes injurious dumping under

the Act has not changed since its enactment in 1921. Until 195

the Secretarr of the Treasury yes responsible for administering the

entire Act. However, in that year the responsibility for determining

whether an industry vs being injured, or likely to be injured, or

prevented from being established, was transferred to the Tariff Com-

mission. Moreover# the retroactive assessment of special duties was

limited to entries, or withdrawal. from warehouse# for consumption
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made on or after the date vhich ia 120 days prior to the dnte or

receipt of a complaint by the Treasury Department. No substantive

changes have been made in the original concepts of "industry" and

"Injury" as those vords appeared in the original Act.

Other U.8. statutes

Act of 1280.--Secti.n 1 of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act (15 ti~fl.,. 1)

declares every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise,

or conspiracy. in restraint of trade or commerce among the several

states, or vith foreign nations, to be illegal. Violators are subject

to fines and imprisonment.

Act of 18O...Section 73 of the Wilson Triff Act of 189 (15 U.s.C.

8) provides, among other things, that every combination, conspiracy,

trust, agreement, or contract is declared to be contrary to public

policy, illegal, and void vhen the same is made by or between two or

more persons or corporations, either of whom, as agent or principal,

is engaged in importing any article from any foreign country into the

United States, and when such embination, conspiracy, trust, agreement

or contract is intended to operate in restraint of lawful trade or

free competition in lswful trade or coerce. Criminal sanctions
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apply for its enforcement. international price discrimination could

be uaed to enuse restraint o' trade within the meaning of the Act,

Act of 191.--Section 'i of the Federal Trade Couiesion Act

(15 U.n.C. h5) provided that unrnir methods or competition in comerce

among the nevernl Otaten or with foreign nations are declared unlawful.

No Inklury teat appears in the statute. The Act provides that the

federal Trade (Nmisslon may order violators to cease and desist and

imposes penal sanctions on those who refuse to obey such orders. V

Act of 1216.--Section 801 of the Revenue Act of 1916 (15 U.8.C.

72) provides in effect that If there is predatory price discrimination

in international trade, there shall be two sanctions. ,The injured

party may recover treble damages for his Injury and the persons who

are responsible for such price discriminations shall be subject to a

fine and/or imprisonment.

Act of 9L0._-Section 337 or the Tariff At of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

1337) provides that, "in addition to any other provision of lav"

unfair methods of competition and unfair acts in the importation of

articles Into the United Statee, or In their sale by the owner,

importer, consignee, or agent of either, the effect or tendency of

which Is to destroy or substantially injure "an Industry"# efficiently

Y The U.. supreme rt ha held that the F.T.C. )At vas designed
to supplement and bolster the kierman Act of 1890 -- to stop in their
incipiency acts and practices which, when full blown, would violate
that Act - as veil as to condemn as "unfair methods of Competition"
existing violations of the Sherman Act. F.T.C. v. Notion Picture
Advertising Coo, 34!4 U.S. 392 P.T.C. v, Bro 7 Coo, .no., 304
U. 31b.
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and econlcally operWted. In the UnLel Rtaten, or to prevent the

eotAblinhoent of surh nn Indtntrq, or to remtrmin or mmipnilo trade

and c pterce In the United Usit.ea are declared unlAwrul . The statute

requires absolute exclusion of nuch imports no the remedy in such

cCseae V

United States Obligations Under the GAIT

Article Vt of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade recognizes

that dumping is to be condemned and sets forth general principles

relating to vhen dumping duties may be appropriately assessed, The

principles in Article VI are generally in agreement vith the under.

lying principles in the United States Antidumping Act but are not

framed in identical language. The United States on October 30P 194T,

bond itself to observe the principles set forth in Article VI to

the extent that they are not inconsistent vith existing legislation. 1/

On June 30, 1967, the United States became a party to the

"Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade." The first twelve articles of this Agreement

consint or the "Anti-dumping Code" nov comonly referred to as the

Y A similar section 316 in the Tariff Act of 1922 provided for "
the aosessment of an additional duty of from 10 to $0 percent or
absolute exclusion in extreme cases.

A&/ Copies of Article VI of the GAIT, the Protocol of Provisional
Application of the GAIT, and the Agreement on Implementation of
Article VI of the GAI appear on pages xv through xxx of the Appendix.
J/ Article VI is in Part II of the OATT. Paragraph l(b) of the

Protocol of Provisional Application of the GATT states that Part II
of the Agreement vill be applied by the United 8tatee "to the fullest
extent not inconsistent vith existing legislation" (le., legislation
existing on October 30, 19417).
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'International Antidumping Code". The preamble to the Agreement

states several purposes for the Code vhiCO are --

1. 'lb recognize that anti-duimping practices should
not conatitiute an unjustifiable impediment to
international trade.

2. To recognize that antl-dumping duties may be
applied against dumping only if such dumping
causes or threatens material injury to an
established industry or materially retards the
establishment of an industry.

3. To interpret the proirisions of Article VI of
the GATi and to elaborate rules for their
application in order to provide greater uni.
foruity and certainty in their implementation.

Each party accepting the Agreement agrees, pursuant to Article 14

thereof, to "take all necessary steps, of a general or particular

character, to ensure, not later than the date of the entry into force

of the Agreement for it, the conformity of its lavs, regulations and

administrative procedures vith the provisions of the Anti-Dumping

Code." The United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada have signed

the Agreement definitively and vitbout reservation. I/ Thus, the

undertaking of the Agreement by the United States appears to supersede

the Protocol of Provisional Application insofar as it applies to

Y The Unite MStates signed the )eement on Juie 30, l6T. It comes
into force on July 1, 1968, pursuant to article 13 of the Agreement.
The Agreement has also been signed vitbout reservation by Belgium,
Denmark, Finlafd, France, Crmany, Italy, Japani Luxemburg, the
Netherlands, Sveden, and Svitzerland, but is still subject to parlia.
mentary ratification or other formal action in those countries. The
Waropean Economic Coumity is a signatory subjbdt to approval by
its Council oi Ministers. The Comission does not have information
vith respect to the status of implementation action in the comtries
signatory to the Agreement.
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Article VI of the (IA'IrP uul hn United 8taten is obligd int.rnetionstlLy

to nhlde by the (Wwe beginning July 1, 198# aM to take all necessary

steps tW ensure the eonfomtty nf all its laws, regulatios, and

aooetnintrative procedures vith the provisions of the Code.

Cupavri son of the (ode with U.S, Statutee

For convemitence, each article of the Code wbch relates to a

speclL prineilpe to be followed in a cmutry's antiduping polities

will be identifl! and then compared vith the principles of W;he Anti-

duping Act,j 1921, as amended, ahd to a limited degree vith the other

U.S. statutes dealing vith price dlecrimination.

Article I - Duties

Article I states that dumping duties are to be assessed only

under the cicutances provided for in Article VI of the OAT and

that the provisions of the Code govern the application of Article V1#

insofar as action Is taken under anti-dvoping legislation or regulations,

Article 2 -. Diwina

Article 2 defines dumping as the Introduction of a product into

the ecmere of another eomtry "at les than its normal vaLue." A

product is soLd at less than its normal value "it the export pries of

the product exported from one country to another is less than the

eoparable price# in the ordinary course of trade, for the like pro.

duct vhen destined for consumption in the exporting country " basically,

this statement of vhat constitutes dumping coincides vith %hat ooneti-

tutes "sales at less than fair value" within the meaning of the AAti.

daping Act. However, because of the use of terminoloa in the Oode
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which does not hnve identicasl evunterpart tenuinology in the Act, and

because there is no bnckgtNrnnd onterl revealing the Intent of the

negotiotors of the Code, it is not possible to make a precise ccvwparlson

of the tvo provisions. The U.S. negotiators of the Code are of the

opi ion that Article 2 represents practice under the Act, an opinion

in which the 8ecretnry of the Treasury is in agreement. The Ccmission

does not have first-hand experience (ai does the Treasury Department)

in the practical application of the Act for purposeR of tletermining

"foreign market valdes"i 'purehare prices", "constructed valuea, and

"exporter's sales prices" which are defined therein and, therefore, is

not in a position to report on the relative importance of the differ-

ences in terminology between Article 2 of the Code and the cite4 prices

and values defined in the Act.

It will be observed that U.S. unfair trade statutes, other than

the Antidumping Acts contain little or no specific criteria for

determining whether there is price discrimination in a given situation.

A coprehensive study of these statutes, their legislative history,

and rulings made thereunder would need to be made to determine whether

carrying out the Code necessitates any conforming amendments vith respect

to hov price discriminations shall be determined.

Article 3 - _The Injury Test

Article 3 of the Code contains criteria for determining that

"injury" which justifies the assessment of special dtmplng duties.

It states
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A determinatitm of Injury chall be mde enl~v vhen the
authorities concerned are sAtinf ted thnt the dumped Imports
are demonstrably the principal caune of material in.|ury or
of threat of material in.lury to n *Iwuentic industry or the
principal enae of material retArdton of the estAblialment
or auch.an Induntry. In renching their decision the authori-
ties hnIll weigh, on one hand, the effect of the dumping and,
on the other hant, all other rectors taken together vhich
may be adversely affecting the industry, * * * In the case
of retarding the estRblisiment of a new industry in the coun-
tiry of importatton, convincing evidence of the forthcoming
eatabliohment of an industry must be shown# for example,
that the plans for a new industry have reached a fairly ad-
vanced stage, a factory is being constructed or machinery
has been ordered. (Underscoring added for emphasis.)

Section 201(a) of the Antidumping Act states that the Ccission

shall determine --

vhether an Industry in the U)nited States is being, or is
likely to be inJured, or is prevented from being estnb-
il hled, by reason of the importation of such merchandise
Into the United Staten.

Ilie Act does not require a determination that dumped imports are

adv rnrly nirfeoting an industry to a degree geater thmn nny one or

ecmbhtntion of other factors adversely affecting an industry before

there enn be an affirmative determination of injury, as is required

by thp Code. The Commission in making its determinatlona with respect

to In.jiry under the Act has not weighed the injury enused I'v ieh Imports

against other injuries that an industry might be suffering. The

injury test has always been whether the imports at less then fair
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value were causing, or were likely to cause, material injury,

Ioep any injury Mch I more then de minnalso

The Code criterion for Injury I/ ls susceptible of two meaning.

It states that a determination of injury shall be made only when the

"dumped" imports are demonstrably the principal cause of material

injury. This standard can be construed to mean that if the imaot

of "dumped" good considered alone, does not cause material injury

there can nevertheless be a determination of material injury if the

aggregate effect of all injurious factors is material injury and

"dumping" is the principal causal factor. It vould seen, however,

that the negotiators intended that dumping duties be sanctioned only

in those cases where the "dumped" goods are individually the cause of

material injury and that such injury is greater than the injury caused

by all other causal factors. The first interpretation would have the

effect of making antidumping procedures under the Code more restrictive

than the latter interpretation. The Antidumping Act is less restrictive

0 Comi asioner OWNS agrees t th ..e ..sance of thi statement,
buinotes that his vievs on this matter are expressed in more detail
in the decision on cast-iron soil pipe from Poland (32 F.R. 1292%,
Sept. 9, 1967).
W' some CouiLsioners, in making negative determinations, have ex-

plained that any existing injury, it material, was caused by factors
other than "dumped" Imports; but such explanations were not weighed.
against material injr caused by dumped imports for the purpose of
making a negative determination.
I/ In this report the word "Injury"p for the sake of brevity, is

used in the sense of injury or likelihood of injury, to an industry,
or the prevention of the establiekaent of an industry, as those toms
or their counterparts are used in the Antidumping Actor the Anti.
dumping Code, unless otherwise specified.
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than the Code under the first interpretation aM more restrictive

than the Code under the second.

The Tariff Comission has never had presented to it a serious

claim that imports at lees than fair value have prevented the estab.

lishment of an industry. It vill be noted that the Code test for the

comparable situation is not whether an industry "is prevented from

being established" by reason of imports at loe than fair value, but

i whether the establishment of an industry is "materially retarded"

principally by reason of imports at less than normal value. The Code

states that a detemination of material retardation shall not be made

unless there is convincing evidence of the forthcoming establishment

of an industry, "for example, that the plens for a new industry have

reached a fairly advanced stage, a factory Is being constructed or

machinery has been ordered". This example, whether construed as three

matually exclusive tests or a single test that i met by oe of two

circumtances illustrative of that test) would seem to establish a

more stringent qualification for a determination of a material retarda-

tion of the establishment of an industry under the Code than the

present qualifications for a determination under the Act that an

industry is prevented from being established. Moreover, the requires

ment that the subject dmWped impose be the "principal" causation 'of

13

96-1200 - 4111 2
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mterisl retardation would further Int.nsify the stringency of the

Code requirements for such an affirmative determination. The factors

affecting the ability of persons to establish a given industry may be

quite numerous and exceedingly difficult to differentiate and "weigh"

for the purpose of determining whether "dumped" goods are the "princio

pal" cnusntion of the persons' inability to establish the industry.

Article 3 of the Code states that, in evaluating the effects of

the "dumped" imports on an industry, consideration shall be given to

an examination --

of all factors having a bearing on the state of the
industry in question, such as: development and pros-
pects with regard to turnover, market share# profits,
prices (including the extent to which the delivered,
duty-paid price is lower or higher than the comparable
price for the like product prevailing in the course of
normal comwrcial transactions in the importing country),
export performance, employment, volume of dumped and
other import., utilization of capacity of domestic indus-
try, and productivity and restrictive trade practices.
No one or several of these factors can necessarily give
decisive guidance.

The Antidumping Act is silent as to ho the effect of WFY imports

on an industry shall be evaluated. It requires the Comnission to

determine whether LTFV imports are Injuring an industry in the

United States. Since the Act contains no word of limitation concerning
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the degree of injury to be considered, the word has been generally

constned to ;nean injury in any degree greater than de minimis, i.e.;

more than trlflng injury. Any injury more than de minimila is material

injury. Moreover) the Act does not authorize the forgiveness of a

material injury caused by UM imports in those cases where consider-

atton of "all lther7 factors having a bearing on the state of the

industry in question" shows that the industry is in a healthy condi-

tion despite the effect of the UFF imports. The Code concept of

considering all factors having a bearing on the state of an industry

in determining whether dumped " imports are causing injury is dif-

ferent from the Coamission's usual interpretation of the Antidumping

Act. Under the Act, most comissioners have assessed the effects of

[TFV imports on a domestic industry by weighing the extent to which

such imports have penetrated U.S. markets, taken away customers,

depressed market prices) or disrupted markets. Other factors may

enter into consideration, but these are the basic factors generally

considered.

Article 3 of the Code provides that "A determination of threat

of material injury shall be based on facts and not merely on
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allegation, conjecture or remote possibility. The chine in circum.

stances which vmild creAte a mittatlon in which the dumping vould

cause material injury wiat be clearly foreseen and imtnent." The Act

require. the Comieston to determine whether imports at MFF are likely

to cause injury to an industry. Wost commissioners seem to have used

the tent of whether a reasonably prudent man would anticipate that

injury will occur in the foreseeable futures Other comisioners

have used the test of Imminent injury.

Tt may be noted that the Acts of 1890, 1894, and 1914 condemning

unfair methods in competition, such as price discrimination in inter.

national trade (dumping), have no criterion that there be injiiry or

likelihood of Injury before the guilty parties are penalized. Judicial

precedent seems to support rigid enforcement of these statutes, even

to the extent of preventing a single sale at an unfair price level.

The Act of 1916 imposes criminal sanctions on dumping if there is en

"intent" to injure an industry. Proof of injury or likelihood of

injury is not required for criminal prosecution. However, injury mst

be proven under that Act if treble damages aae to be awarded to an

industry. The Act of 1930 (section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930)

merely requires a finding that the imports involved in an unfair

method of competition (price discrimination) have "the effect or
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tendency" to destroy or substnntially injure an industry. A

tendencyy" to cause injury appears to be a less stringent requirment

than io likelihood of injury.

Article - cope of an Industry

Article I. or the Code defines industry an follovt

(a) In determining injury the term "dcuaestio industry"
shall be interpreted as referring to the domestic producers
as a whole of the like products or to those of then whose
collective output of the products constitutes a major pro.
portion of the total domestic production or those products
except that

() when producers are importers of the allegedly
dumped product the industry may be interpreted
as referring to the rest of the produ...rs;

(ii) in exceptional eircumstncen a country, any, for
the production in question, be divided into two or
more competitive markets and the producers within
each market regarded as a separate industry if,
because of transport costs, all the producers vithin
such a market sell all or almost all of their pro.
duction of the product in question in that market,
and none, or almost none, of the product in question
produced elsewhere in the country is sold in that
market or if there exist special regional marketing
conditions (for example traditional patterns of
distribution or consumer tastes) which result in an
equal degree of isolation of the producers in such
a market frce the rest of the industry, provided,
however, that injury may be found in such eircum.
stances only if there is injury to all or almost
all of the total production of the product in the
market as defined.

(b) Where two or more countries have reached such a level
of integration that they have the characteristics of a single,
unified market, the industry in the entire area of integration
shall be taken to be the industry referred to in Article ki(a),

(a) (The effect of the dumped imports shall be assessed
in relation to the domestic production of the like product when
available data permit the separate identification of production
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in terms of ouch critorin nn: the prluction proceun, the
proilucera' realizations, profit. When the domestic proluction
of the like product has no separate identity in these terms the
effect of the dwml impertn shal be aonenne-1 by the exnrina.
tion of the product of the narrowest group or rnge of products,
which Includes the like prmluct, for which the ne'ennary infor-
motion can be provided.) ]/

The Code does not pnrnllel UJI. precedent as to what constitutes

the industry, or Indntrien, to be considered under the Antidwuping

Act. Fer example, it only nllovs consideration of the effect of

imports on one industry - that which produces a product Identical

to the "dumped imports. or failing ouch production, that which produces

another product which, although not alike In all respects, has character-

istics closely resembling those of the product under consideration." '

has
Unher the Antidumping Act, the Ccaission/considered whether "an industry"

is being injurel. There i no qualification as to the kind of Industry

nor the number of industries that might be affected by the Imports

wider consideration. 3

rnrngroph (a) of article h of the Codej in defining industry,

treatn peeanlly with those circumstances In which the industry for

pirpone or the Code mny consist of a regional group of producer_

Y-Art-ele 1i(c) ,taten hat the provisions of Artiele 3(d) sh l be
applienble to Article 4. Accordingly, the langunge of 3(d) hen been
aubntituted therefor.

2/ Note use of term "like product" in Article 4, as defined ir
Article 2(b) of the Code.
I/ In Investigation No. AA-1921-24 the Comission considered the

effect of imports of narrow glass panes on the flat glnn industry,
the jalousie glass louvre industry, and a jalousie window indtintry.
In-Investigation No. AA-192-15, it considered the effect of LMImprts
of nephiline syenite on the domestic feldspar industry.

/ This industry concept is coaoonly referred to as a "regional
Lixustry", "geographical industry" or "segmented industry" concept.
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rather than all or virtually all producers in the contracting country

producing the subject article. The conditions under vhich a regions,

industry concept may be employed in an injury determination under the

Code are so narrowly defined that four out of five affirmative determina-

tions by the Tariff Comiesion might not have been made had the Code

been in effect vhen the determinations were made. Moreover, the four

findings of dumping are currently in effect and, if continued beyond

June 30, 1968, would appear to be inconsistent with the Code.

In one case, the Commission determined that 1TFV imports into a

particular geographical market area were injuring an industry composed

of the producers of such product in that geographical area where

virtually all of their production was sold. 1/ This case might have

had the same result insofar as the Code standards for "industry" are

concerned. In another case Y the TFV imports were found to injure

an industry composed of producers "in or adjacent to" the competitive

market area in which the imports were sold, and in three cases Y

such imports were found to injure an industry composed of producers

"adjacent" to the competitive market area. The Code would limit a

regional industry to all producers "within such a market" who "sell

all or almost all of their production of the product in question

in that market".

Yo. Investigation o.5 (cast-iron soil pipe from the United Kingd;o).
V/Investigation No. 19 (portland cement from Belgium),
/ Investigations Nos. 16, 22, and 25 (portland cement from Sweden,

Portugalp and the Dominican Republic).
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The Code treats with a regional industry as being almost wholly

contained within a "coMetitive market area", a circumstance which

in the Comtslon's experience rarely exists. If the cited cases

are any indicia, four out of five cases do not appear to fit the Code

standard of regional "industry". Moreover; the Code would require

that all or almost all of the producers within the subject market

area be injured before there could be an affirmative determination

of injury under its provisions. The Commission has never limited

its affirmative determinations of injury to those cases where "all

or almost all of the producers" were injured. We are not in a position

to state what the outcome of the Comisseoni's past affirmative de-

terminations might have been under such a limitation of the Code.

In recent years, cuss have arisen where IJIPV imports have been

concentrated in competitive market areas which were served to a signifi.

cant degree by virtually all domestic producers. the concentration

of sales of such imports in certain competitive market areas vere

found to cause# or were foun4 likely to cause, injury to an industry

composed of all domestic producers of such product even though a

sizable portion of the total producers smy not have individually experi-

enced material injury nor were likely to experience material injury

within the foreseeable future. Such determinations vere based on the

concept that an Injury to a part of the industry is necessarily an

injury to the whole industry.

Y Investigation W3, 32 (chromlc 03i strataia 6
(cast-Iron soil pipe from PolsA).
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The Code does not treat specially vith Oituations of the kind

Just described. If an industry consisting of all producers were to

be adjudged injured only in those cases where the injury parallels that

required with respect to regional industries, perhaps only a few of

the affimative determinations would have been made had the Code been

the prevailing lay at the time the determinations were made. On the

other hand, it the Coemiesion's contemporary method of detemining

whether there Is injury falls vitbin the terms of Article 4, it

vould sees that the contemporary method could be used to avoid the

limitations on the use of a regional industry concept.

Article h(b) of the Code specifies circumstances under which an

industry must be considered as consisting of all producers in two or

more countries. The provision appears to relate solely to coe on

market unions such as the European economic Comnity. Unless the

United States forus such a union, Artitle h(b) would seen to have no

relevancy to the Act.

The earliest three Federal statutes cited In this report do not

specify that an industry be injured before remedial action is taken.

The Act of 1916 specifies that "Any person injured in his business

or property" by reason of predatory dumping my sue for treble damges.

Thus, that Act does not limit its remedies to situations where there

is injury to a nationwide industry or an exceptional regional industry.
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It would appear that each of these statutes are not as limited in

affording remedies against dumping as is the Code when considered

in light of the "industry" criterion.

Article 5 - Initiation of Investigations
of Dumping

Article 5 of the Code states in effect that dumping investiga-

tions shall normally be initiated upon complaint by the industry

producing the like product, V but that in unusual circumstances the

Secretary of the Treasury may initiate such an investigation. In either

event, the investigation must not be initiated until there is evidence

at hand of sales at IV and injury and a simultaneous consideration

of such evidence to determine whether an investigation is warranted.

After the initiation, if any, such evidence should be considered

simultaneously to determine whether there are sales at M and

injury.

lbe Act would seem to compel the Secretary of the Treasury to

initiate an investigation whenever he has reason to suspect sales at

less than fair value by reason of any information submitted to him.

The Act does not qualify the source of such information.

The Act vests jurisdiction in the Secretary of the Treasury to

determine whether there are sales at /IMY. Jurisdiction to determine

whether there Is injury is vested in the Tariff Coeasion. The

1P That is, a producer of a prOduct identical to the EV product
or, failing such production in the United States, a producer of another
product which has characteristics closely resembling those of the [W
product.
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letter Jtrisdiction would seem to arise Only when the Secretary of

the Treasury hn" advised the Tariff Cotalsoson of an affirmtive deters

mination of sales at [iMY. Thus, a question arises as to whether there

is authority under the Act to delay initiating an investigation of

alleged dumping in order to comply with the mandatory simultaneity

prerequisites of the Code for Initiating an investigation. Moreover,

a question also arises as to whether the Secretary of the Treasury and

the Tariff Ccmniesion have authority under the Act to comply with the

permissive direction of the Code that final decisions vith respect to

sales at 1IVY and injury be made siultaneously.

Under the Aot# the Comission has examined primarily those

factors vhich shoy the effect that the marginn of dumping" 1/ has

on a domestic industry. The Code concept of simultaneity in the

dual determinations of "dumping" and "injury" suggests that the

negotiators had in mind a mere assessment of the injury caused by

the presence of 1/TV goods in the marketplace without regard to

whether the "margin of dumping" has had my material effect in

causing injury. This intent sees to be borne out by Article 3(b) of

-M argin of dumping" is an amount equal to the difference between
the home market price of the foreign article and the lower price for
which it is sold for export to the United States. It is sometimes
characterized as an "unfair discount". The amount of the margin in a
particular case is determined by the Treasury Department and is accepted
without review by the Tariff Couniseion.
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the Code which specifies certain factors to be weighed in determining

whether there Is injury.

The Code in demanding simltaneity of consideration creates an

anomalous result. The separation of function between the Treasury

Department and the Tariff Comission embodied in the Act permits a

logical order for determining whether an unfair act exists andj it

sop whether such act injures an industry. Until a margin of dumping

bas been determined, it Is obvious that no appraisal can be made of its

effect. When a determination of sales at IIV is received from the

Treasury Department, it has been the Commision's experience that a

number of preliminary steps must be taken before consideration can

be given to the injury determination. 1he Oomission general1W needs

to knov approximately when sales at LV began, the margin of differ-

ence, the dates of any changes that may have occurred in such margIrsp

the conditions existing in the domestic markets where the MY goods

are being sold, the extent of such imports, eta. Procedurallyj, these

preliminary steps require from one to two months to completsJ there-
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after public hearings are ueually held to give opportunity to all

interested parties to submit facts and points of view. In other

words, effective simltaneity in any real sense is not procedurally

feasible or logical.

Article 5(a) of the Code provide that a dimpiig complaint mist

be rejected If there is not sufficient evidence or Injury to proceed

with the base. Inasauch as the Act vests sole authority In the com-

mission to make injury determinationsp and as such authority does not

become viable until the Comiesion has received an official determine-

tion of UTM sales by the Secretary of the Treasuryp it does not sees

that either the Treasury or the Cocmiesion has authority to review

complaints to determine whether sufficient evidence of injury has

been submitted therewith for purposes of rejecting the complaint.

Under most of the statutes, including the Antidumping Aetp deal.

ing vith unfair methods of competition, the responsibility for Initiating

an investigation i placed upon the administering agency. The Code, on

the other hand, seeem to be designed to discourage the initiation

of investigations by an agency and would supplant the statutory pro.

cedures with a complaint procedure.

Article 6 . Right to be Heard - Notice of
Decision and Reasons Therefor

Article 6 of the Code deals with the rights of interested parties

to be heard and to be informed to the extent reasonably practicable

of all facts considered in a duping case.
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Article 7 Forgiveness of Dumping

Article 7 of the Code vomits a country to loeaa a case without

assessing a special dumping duty in those cases where the exporter

agrees to cease exporting to the investigating country or agrees to

stop exporting at I/F. Ibis provision is In harmony with a recently

established practice of the U.S. Treasury Department under the Act.

The Department s when it finds sales at LTFV, publishes a "tentative"

determination of sales at LTFV. If the exporter promises to raise

his prices to fair value or to cease exports to the United States,

the Department makes a final determination of no sales at LTFV and,

therefore, does not refer the matter to the Conissicn to determine

the effect of such imports on domestic industries. It is estimated

that under such a practice the average exporter can sell his goods at

LM in the United States for approximately two years Y with impunity

insofar as the effectiveness of the Act Is concerned. Thus, sporadic

dumping would not appear to be effectively stopped under this practice.

The latter part of Article 7 provides that an exporter of goods

sold at LTFV is entitled to have a formal determination made as to

whether his goods are causing injury in the importing country without

having to revise his prices or to cease exporting such goods. This is

harmonious with the Act. Not all "LTFV" prices are literally unfair

within the domestic unfair trade lay concepts and the Commission has

applied this philosophy to the Act.

-Y Sales at less than fair value are usually not satisfactorily
proven to the point of a "tentative" determination until after imports
have entered the United States for a period of about two years.
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Noniie (if the u.'nitr trildi, nlouLutea cited In Lhit report npecifL.

ally provide a mechnnim for a violator of the statute concerned to

nvo d the remedial or pennl actions directed to be taken thereunder

by his ag4reetment, to conform to the lav after he is caught. The Code

in thin respect tons not appear to conform with any of the statutes.

Article 8 -Jumpind Duties

Article 8 of the Code deals with the imposition of a special

clumping duty. Paragraph (a) of the Article provides that the assess-

ment of such a duty is not mandatory but permissive. It requires that

such duties not be assessed in excess of the actual margin of differ.

ence and expresses a desire that the amount be less than the margin if

such lesser duty would be adequate to remove injury. Under the Act,

assessment of a duty equivalent to the margin is mandatory.

Paragraph (e) of article 8 of the Code provides that it a regional

industry is involved, dumping duties shall be assessed only on Imports

going into the regional area. Moreover# even these duties shall not

be assessed if the exporter gives assurance that he will "cease dump.

ing in the area concerned". Under these provisions of the Code it

would seem that the exporter for some years may elude special dumping
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duties by Jumping from one market area to another when the duties

become iruinent in the one area. These provisions of the Code appear

to be in conflict with the Act. In addition) a question arises as to

whether section 8(1) of Article I of the Constitution, which requires

a uniform levy of duties, would permit the assessment of dumping duties

on this basis. (See Ellis K. Orlovitz Company v. United States. 50

C.C.P.A. 36 (C.A.D. 816).)

Since the Code would only permit the assessment of special dump-

ing duties as a deterrent to price discriminations in international

trade, the question arises as to whether other remedies and penalties

provided for in the unfair trade statutes of the United States must be

changed it there is to be a conformity with the Code.

Article 9 - Revocation of Duping Findings

Article 9 of the Code provides in effect that a finding of

dumping shall be terminated when it ceases to serve its intended pur-

poses, The Act contains no special provision for the termination of a

finding thereunder. There are cases in which meritorious reasons exist

for revoking dumping findings. The Secretary of the Treasury has

promulgated a regulation (19 CFR 14.12) establishing a procedure under

which a dumping finding will be modified or revoked if a change in

circumstances or practice has obtained for a substantial period of time,

or other reasons obtain which establish that the basis for the dumping

finding no longer exists with respect to all or a part of the mer-

chandise covered thereby.
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The imposition of penal sanctions and the awarding of treble

W1jages under the other tar trade lave are ono.titm r'dien not

comparable to dumping duties. The matter of revocation does not

arise (except for mistakes). The remedies are, however, al% Vs avail-

able against every single infraction should such a practice be re-

sumed. Articles once refused entry under section 337 of the Tariff

/it of 1930 continue to be so excluded until the President finds

"that the conditions which led to such refusal of entry no longer

exist."

Article 10 - Interim Safeguards (provisional measures)
Against Suspected DuMping

Article 10 of the Code prohibits imposing any interim safeguards

which would offset suspected dumping margins until the contracting

country has made a preliminary decision that there are sales at ITFV

and it has in hand adequate evidence of injury. Tereafter, interim

safeguards may only be imposed with respect to prospective entries of

dumped goods.

The Act requires no evidence of injury before imposing interim

safeguards. It provides that when the v,:retary of the Treasury

"has reason to believe or suspect", from the invoice or other papers

or from information presented to him or to any person to vhom authority

under that Act has been delegated, that there are sales at LTFV, he

"shall authorize * * * the withholding of appraisement reports as to

such merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption,

not more than 120 days before the question of dumping has been raised."

29

41 0 0 • 48 - 2
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Once appraisement reports are ordered withheldj ouch merchandise Is

not released from customs custody except under bond with surety

guaranteeing the payment of dumping duties should there be an affirma-

tive finding of dumping.

Inasmuch.as the Act vests with the Tariff Commission sole author-

ity to make determinations of injury and as this authority does not

include the making of tentative or interim determinations of injury,

the conditions of the Code with respect to provisional or interim

measures could not be fulfilled under the Act until a finding of dump-

ing had been made. Thus, it would appear that the fulfillment of the

conditions for provisional measures under the Code would preclude the

taking of any provisional or interim measures by the United States

under the Act.

If the Act were to be amended to authorize preliminary determina-

tions of injury, there would be a further problem of complying with

paragraph (d) of Article 10 of the Code which states that no interim

safeguard may be imposed "for a period longer than three months or,

on decision of the authorities concerned upon request by the exporter

and the importer, six months." Under the Act, the Secretary of the

Treasury is to impose safeguards at the moment he "has reason to

believe or suspect" sales at IrFV. Thereafter, such imports are re-

leased only under bond guaranteeing the payment of all duties law-

fully due on the goods. With respect to pending cases, the average

period of withholding appraisement is approximately one year. This
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average, which is not wiunual, indicnten thnt 1t.11. cuntwi nfricero

are not able to complete their pricing inventigntio'nn under the Act

in time to comply vith the three- or six-month 1It tt tln iinder the

Code on interim safeguards.

Article 11 - Retroactivity of LXMpLng Duties

Article 11 of the Code specifies the conditions under which dump.

ing duties may be assessed retroactively. Considered alone, it vould

seem to authorize the retroactivity specified under the Act. However,

as indicated below, retroactivity is dependent in large measure upon

the extent to vhich interim safeguards are authorized.

The authority to assess dumping duties on a retroactive basis

under the Act has been the subject of much criticism by some of our

principal trading partnerap most notably by the United Kingdom which

provided the major impetus for the negotiation of the Code. As a

matter of practice, retroactive assessments of dumping duties are

rarely made in the United States under the existing At. It is the

practice of the Treasury Department not to aothorize tho withholding

of appraisement of entries until that Department has mAde n tentative

determination that there are sales at L/YV. This determination is

usually made from one to tvo years after the receipt of A complaint.

During the course of Treasury's investigation, customs officers

habitually make prompt appraisements of virtually all entries of the

suspect goods so that fev, if any, entries of such imports are affected

by a dumping finding except those made after the date of the with.

holding order.
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Artce 2- Third Count Dumping

Article 12 of the Code permits countries at their discretion to

afford protection against third country dumping (e.8.1 if one country

pelLs its product at LTV in the United States and causes Injury to

the industry of a third country vhich exports the like product to the

United States, the Code vould approve the assessment of a duping

duty by the United States on the dumped goods). The Antidumping Act

does not authorize the assessment of dumping duties in such cases.

Jmplementation of Code by the United States

An previously stated, article L4 of the Agreement containing the

Code provides that --

"Each party to this Agreement shall take all
necessary steps, of a general or particular
character, to insure, not later than the date
of entry into force of the Agreement (July I,
1968) for it, the conformity of its lava,
regulations and administrative procedures with
the provisions of the AntL.Dimping Code."

Thus, insofar as the Agreement is concerned, the question rwitit:' for

the United States is hat, if any, steps must be tAken with rvnpect to

its lays, regulations, and administrative procedures if they are to

conform with the provisions of the Code.

It is vel settled that the Constitution does not vest in

the President plenary power to alter domestic lay. The Code, no matter

what are the obligations undertaken by the United States thereunder
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Internationallyj cannot, standing alone without legislative implements.

tionp alter the provisions of the Antduaping Aot or of other Unitd

States statutes. As matters presently stand we believe that the

Jurisdiction and authority of the Commission to sot vith respect to the

dumpingp.f i .orted articles to derived wholly from the Antidumping Aot,

and 19 US.C, 1337.

"Tis, of course, Is not to say that the provisions, of the Code my not

prompt useful reconsideration of the procedures promlgated under exist-

ing lay to conform then with the Code to the extent necessaryp but

domestic statutory la is the sole authority for making changes in

such procedures and any changes made therein must be wholly compatible

with the substantive and procedural provisions enacted in such las

The Commission does not contemplate making any changes in its

Rules of Practice end Procedure, 1/ but it is noted that the Treasury

Department does contemplate changes in Its Customs Regulations by

eaeo of the prospective effectiveness of the Code. On October 28,

1967# the Treasury Department issued notice of its proposed amend.

ments of the Customs Regulations relating to procedures under the

Antidumping Act (32 P.R. 14~955)0

y Fart. 203 M 20 5 of the CNisson's 155s relate specifically
to investlstions under sections 133r and 160 (et eL*) of title 19 of
the UVited States Code.
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A 0ITIONAL 001MT OF COI(I 8IOW OWW

In Wy Judgent a basic question raised by B. Con. Res. 38

is vhat effect the Tariff Ccuission must give to the International

Antidumping Code (hereinafter the "Code"), Y assuming that it goeb

into effect internationally as scheduled on July 1, 168, without

the benefit of Implnting legislation in the United States. The

minority state that in such circumstances the CommLelon will be

o-- T. Code ean executive agreement interpreting MArtice V
of GA1T. Article VI, which relates to antidumping and counter-
vallng duties has been in force since 19i7, but signatory oountries
are only required to abide by it to the extent that it is not in-
consistent vith then existing legislation. The Code sets out ore
detailed rules regard'n when antidumping measures are permitted.
In addition, it requires that existing legislation be brought into
conformity vith it. In this connection, the preamble to the Code
states,

Desiring to interpret the provisions of Article VI
of the General Agreement and to elaborate rules for
their application in order to provide greater uniform-
ity and certainty in their Implementationi"

The signatories to this Code Ue that

ft. The imposition of an anti-dumping duty is a measure, to be
taken only under the circumstances provided for in Article
VI of the General Agreement."

In the Final Provisions of the Code each signatory country agrees
to

"take all necessary steps . . . to ensure, not later than
the date of the entry into force of the agreement for it,
the conformity of its lave, regulations and administrative
procedures with the provisions of the Anti-Duiping Code."
Code, Article 11.
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required to apply the Code except where it is inconsistent with

the Antidumping Act of 1921 (hereinafter the "Act")p B/ in which

case the Act would prevail. The Vice Chairmanp Coaiseloner

Culliton and I take the position that the Commission is power-

less to apply the Code even after it goes into effect internationally

until Congress implements it, or It is approved by Congress pirsu-

ant to the Treaty provisions ofthe Constitution. Since both the

majority and minority have dealt only briefly with this point#

and since it appears to me to be a fundamental issue, it might be

worthwhile to explain vy views on it in more detail.

At the outset it might be noted that there is nothing in the

Code itself which indicates that it is intended to be applied as

law in any of the signatory countries. Instead each governmnt has

committed itself to bring its law into conformity with the Code,

and the negotiators for the United States have indicated that in

their best judgent United States law is already comistent, so no

changes are required. I see nothing in this which indicates an

intention that the Code itself be applied as doestic lav. None-

theless) responsible sources have Indicated that they feel that

the Coda, should Llgiven what awmts to the force and eOffect of law,

3/ Thle Commission-'s responsibilities relating t-o dumping wereImposed upon It by Congress in the Antiduping Act of 1921, anamended. That Act now provides that when the Comission Is advised
by the Treasury Department that an i rt*d article is being sold
at less than fair value (i.e., dumped)

"M 0 the (Tariff) Commission shall detexuine
whether an industry in the United States is being or is
likely to be injured, or Is prevented frcu being estab-
lished, by reason of the importation . . (of dusped)
merchandise."
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or "near la" For example, a Treasury Department memorandum refers

to the necessity of conitraing tvo "lays" (meaning the Act and the

Code) to be consistent. A sLmlar cOM~ent is made in the Minority

report here. Accordingly, it becomes necessary to determine vhat

effect the Code should have on future Cmiassio proceedings.

I. Status of the Code under United States Lay

Unlike statutes and treaties approved by both the legislature

and the executive, the status of executive agreements such as the

Code, vhich are entered into by the executive alone# has not always

been clear. -

It appears to be agreedp however) that an executive agreement

has no effect as domestic law if It is inconsistent with a federal

statute. 2/ Accordingly, it Is necessary to determine What amounts

JT -Mtute and treaties are provided for in the Contitution
abstatesp

"This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States
vhich shall be made in pursuance thereofj and all Treaties
made) or Vhioh shall be made, under the authority of the
United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land;"
U. B. Coust. art. VI, 0i. 2.

See, Mc~lure, International Executive Areements (1911).
*4Dougal and Lan a d C-rssional-Executive or
Presidential 6meente. Inte .- able Instirmaents of National
Polio 54 Y861e L. J. 131l 1 a

/ In this connection the Restatement states,

"Effect on Domestic Law of Executive Agreement Pursuant to
President's Constitutional Authority

(1) An executive agreement, made by the United States
without reference to a treaty or act of Congress, con-
forming to the constitutional limitations stated in
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to an "inconsistency" for this purpose. One theory appears to be

that after Congress has acted with respect to a matter it has

occupied the field, and thereafter a executive agreement in the

same area Is inconsistent, even if it merely provides different

means to achieve the same objectives, or if it fills holes which

Conarets left void. Another is that the Code ts fundamentally in

conflict vith the Act if it in effect transfers the responsibility

for interpreting the Act from the Comsission to tho executive.

A. The Occupied Field

In the only case involving this Issue) United States v. O

W. Cans, Inc., 204 r. 2d 655 (4th Cir. 1953), aff Id on other

f 3 8 U. 8. 296 (1955), the Court apparently followed this

theory. There the Court noted that the Congress in the Agriculture

Act of 19W had provided a procedure for the prevention of agricultural

~/Continued

I 121, and manifesting an intention that it shall become
effective as domestic law of the United States at the
time it becomes binding on the United States

(a) supersedes inconsistent provisions of the law
of the several states, but

(b) does not supersede inconsistent provisions of
earlier acts of Congress."

Restatement (Second) of the Law of Foreign Relations of the United
States, A 14 (1965).
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imports harmful to domestic price support programs. Ignoring

this pilocedure for preventing excessive imports of eating potatoes

the President instead entered into an executive agreement vith

Canada- to accomplish the sam purposes by different means. The

executive agreement provided In effect that Canada would not permit

potatoes to be shipped to the United States unless the United States

buyer had agreed not to resell then for table use - When a United

States buyer violated this agreementj the governments brought suit,

claiming dmages for breach of contract. On appeal from a jud ent

for the buyer, the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit held that

the resale provision of the contract vas unenforceable because It

was based on a void executive agreement. On this point the Court

said

"Since the purpose of the agreement as well as ito eI,.,
was to bar imports wbich would interfere with the Agricultural
Adjustment program, it vas necessary that the provisions of
this statute be complied vith and an executive agreement
excluding such imports which failed to comply with It vas
void,

"We think that whatever the power of the executive vith
respect to making executive trade agreements regulating
foreign comerce in the absence of action by Congress,
It is clear that the executive may not through entering
into such an agreement avoid complying with the regulation
prescribed by Congress. Imports from a foreign country are
foreign coerce subject *o regulntion, so far as this
country is concerned, by Congreso %lone. The executive
may not bypass Congressional limitations regulating such
commerce by entering into an agreement with the foreign
country that the regulation be exercised by that country
through its control over exports. Even though the regulation
prescribed by the executive agreement be more desirable than
that prescribed by Congressional actions it is the latter
which must be accepted as the expression of national policy."
20 F. 2d at 659-o.
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Based on the theory of tho Capps case it could be argued that

once the Antidumping Act of 1921 was enactedp Congress had occupied

the field of antidumping Iav in the United States, and the executive

vas thereafter without power to provide alternatives, even though

they might be consistent alternatives. Under this theory the

Commission vould be unable to apply the Code as domestic law.

B. Basic Conflict between the Act and the Code

ven if one does not accept the theory of j, however, it

seems to me that there vould be a fundamental inconsistency between

the Act and the Code if the Commission treated the Code as domestic

law. This becomes apparent vhen the function of the Couission

under the Act alone i compared with its function under the Act

and the Code combined. Under the Act, the Commission has the sole

admnistrative responsibility for interpretation of the Act; If both

are applied together, this responsibility is shared vith, and

controlled by, the executive. The Act provides that

" ". . the Coumission shall determine . . * whether an
industry in the United Stites is being or is likely to
be injured, or is prevented from being established, by
reason of the importation of . . . (diued) merchandise
into the united States." 19 U.S.C. 160 a) (1964).
(Emphasis supplied.)

The determination to be made by the Commission involves not only

the finding of facts, but also the interpretation of the Act. If

the Comisseion treats the Code as law, the Caission vould be
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bound to accept the interpretation written into the Codes even

though others might seem more reasonable. Similarly, an inter-

pretation already adopted by the Commission as the most reasonable

one might have to be discarded in favor of the interpretation of

the executive embodied in the Code. Finally, any future Ccnission

interpretation of the Act which was not favored by the executives

could be changed by a subsequent amendment to the Code. This

vould appear to be In direct conflict with the injury provisions

of the Act vhich lodge the responsibility for interpreting the Act

in the Comission.

The lack of authority in the executive branch to bind the

agencies and courts to a particular interpretation of United States

law apparently has long been recognized. Thus Hackworth reports

the following diplonatio correspondence from 1910:

"The Mexican Ooverment requested an enhan e of notes
interpreting a provision of the extradition treaty between
M4exico and the United States in the sense that authentica-
tion of extradition papers by the respective consuls would
be sufficient. Secretary Knox replied:

The department regrets to say that it deems it
inadvisable to exchange notes in the sense proposed
in your notes since even if the department did
exchange notes setting forth an understanding as
suggested by you, such notes would notp so far as
the internal affairs of this Govermuent are con-
cerned) bave the status either of a treaty or of a
law, but would be merely an executive interpretation
of the treaty and of the Federal statutes. This would
not be binding upon the courts of this country, which
might at ay time disregard the agreement incorporated
in the notes) in which case it would not be possible
for the department to control their decision. This
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13 particularly truc, since it is not entirely clear
to the department tVut the contention which you make
regarding the meaning of Article VIII of the treaty
is the only one which iany properly be placed upon it.
. . o Therefore it would appear that such regulations
as you suggest would, in order to be properly effec-
tive in this country, have to be made either by means
of new legislation or by means of a formal treaty.

"he Mexican Ambassador (De la Barra) to the Secretary
of State (Knox), no. 52, Mar. 2, -1910, a.Mr. Knox to-i.
do la' Barra, no. 216, Apr. 13, 1910, M. Department of State,
file 12206 /kj 1910 For. Rel. 731-733." 5 Rackworth,
Digest of International Law 399 (1943).

The basic conflict between the Act and the Code which would arise

if the Commission treated the Code as law, lies in the subtle, but

necessarily implied, transfer of at least a portion of the inter-

pretative authority from the Commission, where Congress placed it,

to the executive. Since this conflict would arise in any case

in which the Comission attempted to apply the Code, it seems clear

that, if the Code does not receive legislative approval the

Cemission must continue to apply the provisions of the Act alone.

II. Shouldthe Code be Applied by the Commission even though It Is

Not Domestic LaW

It is argued that, even if the Code does not have the consti-

tutional underpinnings necessary to become law domesticallyp it

nonetheless should be applied by the Tariff Commission to future

antidumping cases. This arment proceeds on two separate theories.

A. The Authoritative Interpretation Theory

First, it is contended by some outside the Tariff Cocmission

that the Comission is part of the executive branch, and since the
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President is the head of that branch) any interpretation vbdch he

places on a statute is binding upon all sements of the executive

branch. Accordingly, since the Code represents the President's

interpretation of the Antidumping Act of 1921 it Is argued that

it is binding upon both the Treasury Department and the Tariff

Conmiesionp even though it might not be binding on the courts.

Feeling as I do thatthe Tariff Commission is not part of the

executive branch for this purpose, I reject this argument.

B. The Rule of Construction Theory

Oecondp It is argued that, even if the Code is not binding on

the courts or the Tariff Cwmision so es to change domestic lav,

well established rules of statutory construction require that the

OcmissLon construe the Antidimping Act in such a manner that it

does not conflict vith the Code. hie argument has been made both

by the Commission minority and by the Treasury Department, althouh

on somewhat different grounds. The Treasury Department asserts that

"It Is concluded . . . -that no provision of the International
Anti-Dwsping Code requires implementation In such a vy as
to be in conflict vith" United States lav. In reaching this
conclusion this memrandm foove the custmary rule of
construction that Zhen alternative intemartat ions of Ti
'lava' (i this case a statute atdan 'Executive Agreement
are Ros NUMB1 thtinepetto io be foLlove& which
V11l avA0 oidaconflict. it is our o~vwlusionp after a
horugh study of tze.Code and coo?.rison of its provisions

vith the Anti-DwVing: lav that tpe Code. Is consistent vith
the U. o. statute*" Hemorndiu ',.ortedly transmitted by
the Treastry Department to Benaor Eartke under cover of
a letter dated September 20, 1967.* (aq*basis supplied.)
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I think the rule of construction referred to Is not applicable

here.

The goal of any rule of statutory construction is to effectuate

the intent of Congress. Y Thus, when Congress passes a law which

appears on its surface to conflict vith an unrepealed existing law,

the courts assume that Congress was aware of the earlier Act, and

since it was not repealed, the courts assume that Congress intended

them both to oe applied at the sawe time. Accordingly, in order

to effectuate the intent of Congress the courts strive to find an

interpretation which will give effect to both.

Such a rule obviously has no application here, however, because

one of the "laws" involved is not a law at all, but a unilateral act

- One authority Ma stated tis' propos't~on as'folla :~s. .

"the application rn of the law according to the spirit of the
legislative body remains the principal objective of Judicial
interpretation. Some have emphasized the words of the
legislature themselves and have insisted on a literal
interpretation as the safest means of determining legis-
lative intent. Others have used the 'equity of the statute'
and when necessary have disregarded the vords in order to
follow legislative intention. Still others have relied
heavily on extrinsic evidence found in the legislative
history of prior enactments, the procedure through which
the immediate statute passed, its committee reported, and
its interpretation by administrative officials, in order
to determine the intent of the legislature. None cf
these methods or the numerous subsidiary canons of
interpretation can be criticized if they in fact
reflect the intent of the legislature but none can be
supported when they result in a finding of legislative
intent which did not in fact exist with the legislature.

2 Sutherland, Statutory Construction, 315, 4501 (3d ed. 1943).
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presumption that Congress intended both to apply. Moreover,

since the executive agreement was made h6 years after the Act

vas passed) there is no ground for presuming that Congress had

the Code in mind when it passedd the Act, and intended them to be

construed harmoniously. *

Second, the rutle of construction argument is supported by the

Commissi6t minority on slightly different grounds. The minority

maintains that in future cases the Coomission should

"apply the principles of American law to the task of
interpretation of the Act . . ., including those prin-
ciples relating to interdreting the Act so as to avoid
inconsistency between it and the international obliga-
tions of the United States. (Emphasis supplied.)

There appears to be a court practice, supported by the authori-

ties cited by the minority, to construe acts of Coness so tat.

they do not conflict with the' "la of natiolm T is rule of

Houwerp none of the authm't1o .itg by *ae uaftwty #qpwt the
brosdw prepouitln that a statute An1 d be Intereted to avc4d Inaon-
sistawy between It at all cnt onaln1 ObligatSw of the United tatee.
Ueeod It does not appear that any of the emee oltad lwcIve an woavtIve
a emato even a treatyo' the OcmITvy In eeoh ease the eoeot
appears to have eomtn an act to eonfoa I;th a Outmy rue of IJntt-
mtloml la a exit e when the Act was pawed. h'to the nizadty cItes

The~ v, oom cb m Bu*. 6 0 .. (2 Orah) & (18ok)v vdaeen
for the -r feIte of veseele ond by

U.S. oltisaw egae InUA.5.J-rl trsdes dS neb athaie the e m of
a vessel enid by an -A, n.ae qpst i ae wo d el s aileglanoe to
Deu*. h the oownse of the ed.nim Chief Justice MarsbaU eaM,

"It has been very properly observed, in argaentp that the
building of vessels in the United States for sale to neutrals,

44l
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construction, like the one discussed above, is designed to effec-

tuate the intent of Congress. It is based on the theory that when

Congress enacts a statute it is aware of the requirements of inter-

national law, and does not intend to violate it. Accordingly, in

construing the Antiduping Act of 1921 it might be-proper to

assume that Congress intended it to conform to the requirements

of international law in existence at that time, but not to an

executive agreement made 46 years later.

7/ Continued

in the islands, is, P fitable business,
which congress c bot be intended to rohibited,
unless that nt be manifested by express rds, or
a very p and.necessary implication. It also
been o d, that an act of as ought n to

co rued toviolate the w tions, ifany r
pose econstruti ins and co quently, c
ne be const to late ral rgbgts, or to. h neutr Co mrc e r arranted

the law o nations i this ryen

The ority citeb Laurt * ens 5 Be.5 .(1953),*
Jh th ct dntco rans&Uen

se on an ion p e r._, c oted that1%uWB u le of ten . fl 8 t

gove the mnt rma] a rs of a sti oncin
Cor said, .

8aar oud0 eDw Fs

o construct on imposed courts by stuwch eerality I

de te direct han are ontai in e Jones
it d be app by the c to fo egn events
fore ships and foen accord
with t us] doctrine and practices of marit lav."
35 u. s.

9442100 - 68 - 24
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But even if the rule were otherwise applicable, it seems

clear that the Code is not the type of "international law" which

will require a harmonious construction. In this connection the

Restatement defines international law as "those rules of law appli-

cable to a state . . . that cannot be modified unilaterally by it."

Restatement, 9 1. This definition appears to embody the usual

distinction made between customary and conventional international

7T Continued

Finally, the minority cites NcCulloch v. Sociedad Nacional de
Marineros de Honduras. 372 U. 8. 10 (173), a case in which the
Court held that the National Labor Relations Act was not intended
by Congress to cover alien seamen on foreign flag vessels. In
holding that U. S. law did not apply, the Court concluded,

'We therefore conclude, . . . that for us to sanction the
exercise of local sovereignty under such condition 'in this
delicate field of international relations there must be
present the affirmative intention of the Congress clearly
expressed)" 372 U. S. 10, 21-22.

In each of these cases the conflict was between a possible inter-
pretation of an Act of Congress and a long established rule of
customary international lav and in each case the Court concluded
that Congress should not be presumed to have intended to violate
the rule in the absence of some clear expression of that intent.
Accordingly, the Court chose a construction which brought the
Act into conformity with the rule.

I find nothing in these cases which supports the proposition
that the interpretation of an Act of Congress is to be limited by
an executive agreement entered into later in time.
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lav. 10Y Since the Code is an international agreement (conven-

tional international lav), it can be unilaterally modified by any

signatory nation by ceasing to be a party to it. Accordingly, it

seems clear that the Code is not "international law" as that term

is used in the Restatement, and comments therein to the effect that

statutes are to be construed in a manner consistent with inter-

national law are not applicable.

Conclusion

In my Judgnent the following conclusions about the relationship

between the Act and the Code appear to be warranted:

(1) The Code does not have the force and effect of law
in the United States.

(2) There is no rule of statutory construction vhich
requires the Commission to construe the Act to be
in harmony with the Code.

1( Thus, Hackworth states,

"Conventional international law, so-called, is not to
be confused with customary international law. While a
convention--such as certain of the Hague conventions--
may, and often does, embody vell-established international
law, it may at the saw time include provisions which are
not established international law but which the contracting
parties agree should govern the relations between them.
The convention as such is binding only on the contracting
parties and ceases to be binding upon them when they cease
to be parties to it. Those provisions of a convention
that are declaratory of international law do not lose
their binding effect by reason of the abrogation of or
withdrawal from the convention by parties thereto, because
they did not acquire their binding force from the terms
of the convention but exist as part of the body of the
ccon law of nations. Provisions of conventions that
are not international law when incorporated therein may
develop into international law by general acceptation by
the nations." 1 Hackworth, Digest of International Law,
17 (1940o)0
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A final question is Vhther the United States will be in violation

of the Code, if the Commission continues to apply the Act, but

this question must ultimately be answered by the Contracting

Parties. If the results reached by the Comission in applying the

Act after the Code goes into effect international are very differ-

ent from those which the Contracting Parties expected under the

Code, presumably the Contracting Parties will complain to the

President that the United States is not abiding by the Code.

At that time questions of how and whether to amend the Act or

the Code may have to be faced.
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Separate Views- ef Chaman Metoger ad' nomlsstoier' Thunberg,

B. Con. Hoe. 38 upon adoption would resolve, "That it is the

sense of Congress that --

"(1) the provisions of the International AntidMing C4e,

signed at Geneva on June 30, 1967, are inconsistent with, and

in conflict with, the provisions of the Anti-Dumping Act, 19M;

"(2) the President should submit the Internatiowa Anti!

dumping Code to the Senate for its advice and consent in

accordance with article U , section 2, of the Constitution of

the United States; and

"(3) the provisions of the International Antiduping Oode

should become effective in the United States oniy at %he time

specified 'in legislation enacted by the Congress to plenty

the provisions of the Code."

Paragrah (1) of S. On. Has. 38 wold resolve that It is the

sense of the Congress that the provisions of'the International ntid-

dumping Code, signed at Geneva on June 30, 1967, "ae inconsslent with,

and in conflict with, the provisions of the Anti-Dmping Act 19W1".

The "Agreement on hplementation of Artile VI of the Genemal

Agrement on Tariffs and Trade" of June 30, 1967, was accepted on that

date by signature on behalf of the United States of America, to enter

into force for each party accepting it on July 1, 1968 and In referr d

to as the "International Antidumping Oode".
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Article 14 of the Code states that, "Each party to this

Agreement shall take all necessary steps, of a general or particular

character, to ensure, not later than the date of the entry into force

of the Agreement for it, the conformity of' its laws, regulations and

administrative procedures with the provisions of the Anti-Dumping

Code." The Code itself, therefore, does not purport to change

domestic laws in any country. If a country is of the view that there

is a need to make changes in its domestic law in order for it to

conform with Code requirements, any such changes would have to be

achieved through domestic law changes in the usual manner -- in the

United States through Congressional action amending the Anti-Duplng

Act.

It is our understanding that the Executive Branch has been and is

of the view that the provisions of the Code and the Act are not in-

consistent with, and in conflict with, each other. During the course

of negotiation of the Code prior to June 30, 1967, representatives

of the Executive Branch met with the Comission to discuss the provisions

of the Code then under international negotiation. The then-Chaiman

of the Commission expressed the view that the Code and the Act were not

inconsistent. He did not .purport to speak for the Coamission as a whole.

The Commission was not requested to, and did not, Wke an official

position on that question, nor did any Ccmmissioner volunteer his views

at that time.
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The functions of the Tariff Commission under the Anti-Dumping Act#

1921, assigned to it since 1954, are to determine, within three months

after the Secretary of the Treasury determines that a class or kind of

foreign merchandise is being, or is likely to be, sold at less than its

fair value, "whether an industry in the United States is being or is

likely to be injured, or is prevented from being established, by reason

of the Importation of such merchandise into the United States."

The procedure pursuant to which the Commission performs these

functions does not appear to be affected by any provision of the Code.

The Commission can continue in the future as it has in the past to make

its determinations within three months of receiving the Secretary of the

Treasury's less than fair value determination, following the procedures

established by the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure.

We have examined the provisions of the Code relating to injury,

causation, and the definition of industry, in relation to the Act,

for the purpose of commenting upon paragraph (1) of the resolution.

A. Injury.

Regarding injury, the Code (Article 3) refers to "aterial

injury", or a threat thereof, to a domestic industry or "material

retardation" of the establishment of such an industry; it states that

evaluation of injury shall be based on an examination of "all factors

having a bearing on the state of the industry in question"; it

enumerates a number of such factors; and it avers that no "one or

several of those factors can necessarily give decisive guidance".
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In implementing the Actp the Comnission since 1951 has determined

whether an industry in the United States is being or is likely to be

injured, or Is prevented from being established, by reason of sales

at less than fair value. As did the Secretary of the Treasury in

the years before 1"4, the Commission has determined since that

time whether the injury being caused or threatened is "material",

and in many cases has considered injury in these terms. In evaluating

injury the Commission has made an overall judgent, taking into account

all relevant matters.

B. Causation.

The Code states (Article 3 (a)) that a determination of

injury shall be made only when less than fair value sales "are

demonstrably the principal cause of material injury to a domestic

industry, or the "principal cause" of material retardation of the

establishment of such an industry. It further states that in reaching

this decision, there shall be weighed "the effect of" the less than

fair value sales, on the one hand, and "all other factors taken to-

gether which may be adversely affecting the industry", on the other

hand; that the determination be based on "positive findings and not on

mere allegations or hypothetical" possibilities; and that in cases of

"retarding the establishment of a new industry" in the importing

country, "convincing evidence of the forthcoming establishment of an

industry must be shown".
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The Act states that the Commission must determine whether

an industry in the United States is being or is likely to be

injured, or is prevented from being established, "by reason of"

the importation of less than fair value merchandise. Neither the

Congress, nor, so far as we are aware, the Treasury Department during

its administration of the "injury" provisions prior to 195!., nor the

Commission, has attempted to define or qualify the term "by reason qf"p

which has the dictionary meaning of "cause". Formulations which have

been used from time to time in other statutes, such as "caused in

-whole or in part", or "have contributed substantially", or "caused

in major part", have not been employed. The Comission has made an

overall judgment, after considering all the relevant facts and

circumstances, whether there has been injury "by reason of" less than

fair value imported merchandise.

C. An Industry in the United States.

The Code defines "domestic industry" (Ar icle 4) as

.referring to "the domestic producers as a whole of the like products", or

to those whose "collective output of the products constitute a major

proportion of the total domestic production of those products". In

"exceptional circumstances", however, the industry

"may, for the production in question, be divided into
two or more competitive markets and the producers within
each market regarded as a separate industry, if, because
of transport costs, all the producers within such a
market sell all or almost all of their production of the
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product in question in that market, and none, or almost
none, of the product in question produced elsewhere in
the country is sold in that market or if there exist
special regional marketing conditions (for example,
traditional patterns of distribution or consumer tastes)
which result in an equal degree of isolation of the
producers in such a market from the rest of the industry,

-provided, however, that injury may be found in such
circumstances only if there is injury to all or almost all
of the total production of the product in the market as
defined."

The Act refers to "an industry in the United States".

The Commission, in the absence of special circumstances %here there

has appeared to be a discrete geographical market area for the product,

has considered the industry in national terms. In some cases, however,

where there is such a discrete geographical market area, the Commission

has determined that it constitutes "an industry in the United States"

for "'ho purpose of the Act. The Commission has considered all

relevant factors affecting such a determination in arriving at its

judgment.

- The Commission is primarily a fact-finding agency, performing

its duties by finding particular facts in particular investigations

and applying the standards laid'don by law to those facts as found.

While it may find it necessary to interpret the law in the course of

applying it to such particular facts, it has not done so by regulations

or by general advisory opinions in advance of its findings of facts

in particular investigations. Apart from those circumstances in which

the obvious meaning of a proposed statute or international agreement

54.
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is so at odds with an existing instrument as to warrant a flat

statement to that effect without more, it is our opinion that to

attempt to interpret law and derive subsidiary standards of application

thereof out of the context of the specific facts of particular investi-

gations would tend to result in abstract interpretations and standards

which have not emerged from the factual setting of a particular in-

vestigation and thus have not been tested against specific conditions

for the carrying on of the trade and commerce of our country. More-

over, the Comission would not have had the advantage of briefs and

arguments from interested parties in regard to the appropriate inter-

pretation or standard to be applied to the facts of the particular

investigation, and thus would be risking, through such an advance

abstract interpretation, affecting the results of future investigations

in circumstances which have strong adversary connotations. These

considerations appear to us to be of particular. importance where

interpretations of a statute in relation to an international agreement

zight affect the performance of the international obligations of the

United states. We are of the opinion that our position in these regards

is consistent with the Commission's primary fact-finding function.

Accordingly, having examined those provisions of the Code and

of the Act relating to the direct functions of the Oommission under

the Act, we limit ourselves to the statement that ') they are

founded upon common basic concepts, b) they obviously differ
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in language, and c) these differences in language do not appear

obviously or patently to call for differing results in future cases

regardless of their inevitably differing facts and circumstances.

Indeed, we are unable, in the absence of the particular combination

of facts and circumstances involved in each injury determination, to

assert categorically that in such cases their application would lead

to identical or to differing results.

If, following July 1, 196, the Commission has occasion to perform

its statutory duties under the Anti-Dumping Act (there are presently no

cases thereunder pending before the Commission), and a question of

consistency between a provision or provisions of the Code and of the

Act is a relevant issue and there has been-no intervening new

American legislative action, the Commission should apply the principles

of American law to the task of interpretation of the Act as it affects

the facts of the investigation, including those principles relating

to interpreting the Act so as to avoid inconsistency between it and

the international obligations of the United States. If this proved

not to be possible, the Commission should apply the provisions of the

Act to the facts found, not those of the Code.

2_ See Restatement of the Law, Second, Foreign Relations Law of the
United States (American Law Institute, 1965) Secs. 1,3(3), and
Comment J. to Sec. 3. Section 3 (3) states that, "If a domestic
law of the United States may be interpreted either in a manner
consistent with international law or in a manner that is in conflict
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We have also examined the provisions of the Code and of the Act

which relate to those aspects of the Anti-Dumping Act whose Adminis-

tration has been entrusted primarily to the Secretary of the Treasury --

relating to determination of "dumping"(Article 2), investigation and

administration procedures (Articles 5, 6, and 7) and anti-dumping duties

(Articles 8, 9, 10 and 11). With the exception of the provisions of

Article 5 relating to the timing of investigation of the questions of

less than fair value sa.es and of injury, these articles concern

mattors with which the Comiassion has not had practical administrative

experience, and as to which we would not presume to speak authoritatively.

It is our understanding that the Treasury Department takes the position

that none of those provisions requires implementation in such a way

as to be in conflict with any provision of law administered by it.

(firi contd.)

with international law, a court in the United States will inter-
pret it in a manner that is consistent with international law."
Section 1 defines "international law" to mean those rules of law
applicable to a state or international organization "that cannot
be modified unilaterally by it." After July 1, 1W, the Inter-
national Anti-Dumping Code will contain rules of law applicable to
the United States in its relations with other states which "cannot
be modified unilaterally by it." The fact that it is an executive
agteement, made by the President under his own authority, akes it
no less binding upon the United States in this regard as an inter-
national obligation (Sections 122, 131). See also McCulloch v.
Sociedad Nacional de Marineros de Honduras, Tf2 U.S. 10 (163);
Murray v. Schooner Carm e 2 Cranch 64, 118 (i8o)
Lauritzen v. Larsen 35 U.S. 71, 578 (1952).
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We limit ourselves to the statement that the (ode's provisions

in these respects do not appear obvious2y or patently to cal for

different results or procedures than those required by 'the Act.

Regarding the timing of the initiation and subsequent investigation

of "dumping and of injury resulting therefrom" (Article 5), the Code

requires that an investigation shall be initiated, or continued .after

Initiation, only if there is "evidence both on injury and on Injury

resulting therefrom"s and that such evidence must be considered

simaltaneously beginning on the date when "provisional measures"

w(i.e., ithholding of appraisement) are applied, unless requested

otherwise by the exporter and importer.

Since the-Act assigns to the Comission the task of determinin

whether Injury has resulted or is likely to result by reason of the.

Importation of merchandise at less than fair value, the question may

be raised whether the Treasury Department, in conforming Its anti-

duMing regulations to the provisions of the Code as in its Proposed.

Procedures under the Act (32 Fed. Beg. 1495 5 octr 28, 167), will.

in this respect be impinging upon the Ominsion's statutory function

of determining whether Injury has occurred or is likely. it appears

to us that the answer depends upon the purpose of the simltaneity

requirement, and the nature of the consideration of evidence of injury

which will be undertaken by the Treasury Department.
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The Proposed Treasury Regulations of October26, 1967,

require that "information indicating that an industry of the United States

is being injured, or Is likely to be injured, or prevented from being

established", be furnished to the extent feasible (See. 53.27). It

is our understanding that the Treasury Department would require that

this evidence be furnished, and would examine it# not with a view to

determine whether there has in fact been injury (a question which

under statute is within the province of the Commission), but with the

purpose of assuring itself that initiation of the investigation

would not be futile, in the sense that it would be avaaste of

taxpeyeri' monq, for the government to 4.ntiate a full anti-dmpin

investigation in the absence of any Indication that it would possibly

result in an assessment of anti-dumping duties.

If the Act As administered in this manner, as it Is otr under-

standing that the Treasury Department intends that it shall be, it in

our view that the Commssion's statutory function of determbt ng the

question of injury within three months of a determination b 'fe

Secretary of the Treasury that there have been sales at less than fair

value, can continue to be performed by it as in the past.

The remaining articles of the Code (Articles 12, 13, 15, 16

and 17) relate to "formal" matters, to international consultative

mechanisms, and to the possibility of anti-dumping action on behalf of

a third country. The latter is wholly permissive in respect of an

signatory; since the Act does not authorize such action by the
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United States, it is not of practical significance at present.

Paragraphs (2) and (3) of S. Con. Res. 38 appear to involve

questions of Constitutional law relating to the Presidential and the

congressional power affecting the foreign relations, and the regulation

of the foreign omerce, of the United States, which are outside the

special competence of this 0omaission. Accordingly, we offer no

ocinnt upon them.
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-APPENDIX

Sections 1, 2, and 4
of

Sherman AMtltrmt Aot of 1890j as amended
(15 U.8.C. 1 2, 4)

.61. T,,,t etc. 1s ,in..l .1 tr,,ee, !1eeet m t ie ag r"MeoS 1,I twl.

39rery conract, combination In lbe form of trus
or oerwise, or conptra, In retralnt of trade
or commerce amou the several states or with
forgu nat&o, Is decared to be legal: Proeled

hat nothing contained n UM 1-11 the to" e
sha reer ietal, eocatac or a weu pro-
scrbing minimum pre fr the rem o10a cor.
mMr which beara. or the label or container ot
which bwa, th trademark beaA, or name of e
prodVer or dkbutor of ach emmodty and
Which I r o and OeM compeUon With 0m.
modes of be am general clUs produced or dib
tribute by others, wben extract or agrement"of
that descrption are lawful as applied to Inlraftts
transtios under stay tute, law, or pubtl policy
now or hereafter In effect In sa State, Territory.
or the Dki ot Colmbla in which such realo s
to be mnade or to which tWe cownwodty Is t We
trenported for such rme aM the making of su h
contract or agreemet shall not be on unfair
method of competition under section 4 of thi tl:
Propl urtheu That thie precdin proviso sall
notmake l4wf u lw contrast or afrement, pro.
Siding fof the etablIsMnea or 'o antnanoe of
minimumt resk price on ayomodt heren Int
wveMd, between mnufct rers between pro
ducers, or between wbolesalers, or between broker%
or between factors, or betvee retail or between
persons, Arms or cportins In mpetition with
eab other. very person who shall make any con-
tract or ensage t any cmbination or conspiracy
del" by si 1-i o thi tie to be Ile
sMl be deemed guit at a umdanor, nd, oan
e a n thereof, sheh be punie by no not se.
ceding AM thoUs d ders, or bW kaprsonment
not esceedi e e r, w bw boft M punsnts
In the disceon the curt (July , , S .0". NY,
S1. N 6ta. 40; Aug. 1, I,, eL. S, tle YI.
4 StaL eN; July , IM,, ch 361 O0 SAL S2)

It, tfsmlpelllsg trade a mlsdemeaaera pesally,

iey pers who sha menpos, or atempt to
monopos or combif or cospre with any othe
perso or peons to monopoU any part of the
trade of cOmmecm on the s ra 8tatek or
With frina en, sha be demd guilY Of a

mleeamsno. adon onvicton thereo, shall be
punishe by ine o4exceeding fity 7w r thuaddolars
or by Imp sonment not exceeding one Year. or by
bt said pwilhmalk In Ute decretion o1 the out..•
(July 1 Is, el l4. , . Stat. 4 S July .lo

. L0 Sat UL)

14. lr ldktls of cenr duty f Ualied Stas
atleres precedum

The verbal disct courts ol the United States
are InvWed with Juridi on o prevent and re-
strain violation ot scUons 1- o this UUe: and
It shll be th duty of the several United States
atorne In ther re ctiv ditric und Ue
direction of the Atorney Oenerl to Institute prq,
ced9a In eqiy to present And restrain uch vio.
k~Lato Such proceedlgs ay be by. way of
petitio stt forth the Case and paIMN that
rich violation shall be enjoined or others pro-
MAW. When th parties onpand o Mall

have been du"Y nofed of rich peUU the cut
shal proceed, as oom as my be. to t hearing
A determlation U te c; Ad pending h

pettUon and before fn deaee, U cour may at
ay Ume make as temporary reaig oer
or PrblMUM aS shl be deeme IPASt In the prm.
se. (uft 2, 3,1 , eb 641, 14, N SL 30; Ma. L
1111,i. L 31 . 1, Stat.11171 lune 23,3% e
W4,11., U SL S.)

96-110 0 - 60 - 25
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Sections 7i3
ofWilsoni Tariff Act of

It irss In etr" t ef epst trae waisl Pew

gqi 7 oomblatls ganwirw. trustk apeMen.

lsal and "Mi when lbs am Is mde bV MWbe
Iwee &1W or w peni. a esrpworngo ~ithe
somf an "& agn orWD knll *owngaed in 'a-
portIA Mw7 anitce from aM f1r~g "WWntI fto
lbsvw Un eS.. Ad whenm b a mbnation. con-
mOWWer UVIki apse.I or eslast bs Intendsi to
oprat In inlt of awfhftes Of free *=*m-u
lin n lwfu tUns or @gmmsrcs ow to Inae lbs

*mt pre bto a Nth U AW ted MeoMW
am tor etk woredwrtaedwdto be In
-r b"t the Unitd States or of anY manwatue

Into whic A"b Impod arucle enr Of Is In,
tended to ente. xyerperoIn who shale enad
in lbs Impormta of goods or any commoty from

-mny foreign Country in VSa tio "f thi6etin. Or
who shallMW o ofoonr ~ IWith WAnohe to VIOlate
lbs same, Is gWV~ of a misemeanor a&d en oue-
ion theeo In wnor of lbs Unitd Stle M"b

pe sahab be Aued In a ON noA PON thn $140
&Md ot ecedin $SAW. uA d"a be fther PM.
Isbe by . ,mplsnmntIin lbs dissetlo a the ovwt
term n r o w" than thre Amnh nor fzosd"n
gwed" Ma"hs (AVg& 3.1, oh. 54*M. 1%s N
SaS. i Mh A .aL4 If SML .)i

1891i as amended
8s 9$

it. aisriks et~e o ertej dety ef Vated Staes
attornys; premiere

2ue seval &AMric oou t of l United Stale
are Invested with jur~sdftUon to prevel adw re-
main~ viol atn u a mo 1o of thsUtie ama it shal
be the duty of the sevrea Unitd Sta attorney
in tirrespectiv district ane the director Of .-
fth AttoMe 0"nral to lntut4 proosedlMh In

eQidly to preet kAnd restran vich vIolat*ons
Duch proceedins MY be by w of petiton. settin
forth the cue wa praying tha such vioon sha
be enjoied or othewise proibited. When the
partie complaned of shal have bee duly notfie
of such petiton the court shel pwoteed. a " a.
may be. to, the hearing wAd deter minto of the
eas; and pending euh petitin and before finAl
deoes the oourt am at anw tms =m sh tem.
Porr restnlala order or prohibtion "s sAO be
desmed Jolt Welb prem (Aug.3?.1I3 4I 4,
IT#, sta 8" 6; Mar. & 111, oh. 521, 131, 86
VeAL 1161 Je 3 4o OW tl 1, 4 43 OtaINS.)
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Sections 4 and 5
of

Federal Trade Comosion Aot of 1914. a mended

I"4 Delmlem.&
7e word defined In this secUOn i ll have te

I ollowing meaning when fouix nd ~ secton U-46
sad 41--1 of this Utis to wit:

"C meo. mes COMM5 among the sevrm
Stae or with foeism nations. or In say t~crtory
od the United States or In e Distr1ct of Oohmbia,
or between am w m rtWy a another, or be-
tm m suc Teritory ad a Stat or fmg
nation or bewem the DWc of ckmlm sd any
ate Or Wrritory i foCeign ntoA.
'CcpolaUm" shall be deemed to ladud mny em.

pony, trast, o-led Masachost tA, or M
eltio. cmrorsted or unlnor et whkh Is
oresaim to carr on busiss for Its ow proat or
that of lM members, sad ham da of espal or

t" sock w eertites of Interest, a" ny em.
Pyos trnt, .so-called Kaam:luamtu trui , or ao.
elation. Ineorporated or mluoporated, withmt
dhre of Capital or capital stok or ci ca W
teret, except paurMaerhlps, which t0 orgaIsed to

amry on 1Imnes for Its Wo proft o that of Itmemlbml.
"Domen tr evidence Include" all moment

paper, eMspmdence11 o0 of account, sad Oaes
isl sad M orpore rco s

"Acot to regulate csmmm mesa the Act on.
.Mtld -AA Ad to regulate cm mros ap ed Fab
ru 114. NOT Iad all Act smmedatory hereof
and spplementry there sd UN Ommunstion
Act of 1034 a iL smendetory tie Ma d

AMInUm Act" mens the Act enUtled O* Act to
rotect tad sad M Commere agamnt un. lawfUl re-

rWats Mad WOp .sppoved *"3.too;aS
sections of al Act entled "An Act to reduce
&Israto Wo Provide reoenue for the overnamt,
sad for other -purposes" approved Avg=&t 57.
IM; as te Ad entiM * n Ad to mend moo-
tsonS " amT d 7of t Aetoa Awals 57. 1554 entte

Coveramt, WWd for other purposes", ap e
Falrirul £3, £013: sa e OW h Adt mutied "La Act
to Ujpplemao& existing laws saleulw mkwt-e
tralats ad mOoPek sad et u oe',

1 IW.VANW Mi re "V Nmy 4.

apprors OstoberI 1S, nit 44K K~pI 11 14. dia SILU 8" ?01 i. IN L 0 1111, U 0"L14, Ui Stat. 718: Mr. 31. 1W,8 cia. 43, 3, U Sa
1I1.)

• /

4L5 Us alh metea of eupeillte a laelt pe
mike by Cemlemes.

(a) Dedamti of mlwfsee praw to prhibIt
udir practkes

(£) Unfair metods of co on In Commeee,
sad unfair or deceptive sets or prtloes In Own-
momes ane declaed unlawful

(23 Nothl oontaned tn ths secuo ofr tn a
of the AUtu Act shdal render unlawful ay eon.

"tra ts or agements preribing minimum or
mpulad prce or requiring a vendee to eater Into
contract or sgreements b minimum or
stiPWlte peices for the resal Ot & 6os0"dity
whioh beam or the label or contae ot whb boss
te tre-msarI brand, or me o t m pmu r or
dtrtor s e ommoilly sad Which Is In free
a open 0opeo with mmod tes of t sme

general lsssProduced of dobumted by others when
ontra at agremnts of Q description are M.
tl a appM to In ststte. Irmetn u dr sa

statute, law, or. Public Pollcy now or hereaftber Is%
effec Ino any itas erritoy o Oth atert of
Clumbia In whic such resale Is to be made, or to
vih U commodity is to be tran mted for seh

131 Moting contained In ths etion or to say
ofthe LAUlea A0ts sall rende Unlawful the I=e-
"ab or the eforvumeat of y right or right o

actio creed by ay statu la, or Public poi
now or hereafter In edc In say State TerrtoY, or
the Distic of olumbia, which to sUbssAoe prO-
wtide ttwillfully sad knowingly advertliag, offer.
I"g for "k, or seilla say ememodity at les the
the PeIss dr -rw psrIbN Mo a"s Ootraet or
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agreement whether the person so dve9dtSn, of.
ti for sale, or aeung is or is not a party to such

& eonts55t or agremmn L Iufoi impetlt and
fts alonable at thes suI of any Pero. damaged

(41 eMt the maIng of cotat or a6e.
msts as described In paraerqph 431 of this sub-
otieno nor the exercise or enforemeat of an right

or right of aeUon a desibed In paragraph (3) of
" subsetion ball onStute an unlW burden

or rsrint upon. or Interferene with. commnere.
(a) Nehg contained In paragraph (3) of is

mbsestU shal emua lawful socrsoll or aree.
mant provdin for the etabilcment or malate.
mace ot miniau oratipuled rpsal WiOe on sanw
commodity rerud to in paragraph (3) of thi sb.
section, between manufacures, or betwe. Pro.

or between faetor or between retalem, or between
pW5oM. frms or coporatios In eompeUUoln with
Smehother.

(6) The CommUIo Is empowered an dimret
to imeet persons. partnershIp, or esiportUo.
ezeept bank common carrie subject to the Acts
to regulate commerce. air caers sad foreign air
0 erists subject to the PadeM Aviati O Act of 1S,
•a peoi, P erimnrhis, or corporations Insoftr.
a thU ae sxubet to ths Packers and Slock0a
AsL, IM. U am d* mot as proi In se410on
211 (a) of TMe., from asing slreto a dbos dif
eompeattule In Commeree Md mie or dceptive
mie w praoueo In cemmerm

*(W) Po og 1 Cmas%1Wesg mediyin sail so-.
* Whenever e m0mssim shel ha"e reaso to

biee hM any such pern, puaNp o ar.
qatlon Ias been or Is uW any unfar method of

esmpetltion ior Wflt or d ti6eceplvp s or plsetie In
esces. and U It t1hai wear to the 01140n0
tha a ptceedug by it in remect theref would be
to Uwth Interest of the pu~ft It sheb lime and serve
"pa a*sh -f perss, % pa Wehp corporation. a

- meNaa elatueg Its ebaee In that rupeit and
. Sotalala & noue f a bearine upn a day WAd at

•a -m thers fned at lat thity days afte the
mie f ml siie Lt. lbs person, partners
er cWpo on so com ahed of shell hare s rh4t
is appe at te place and Ume so And and sow
cause wt an order should not be entered by the
Commission requbtin such 1paon. partashp. or
eorporaton to eeM and deslst from the violation of

hw so haged sad "emplaInt, Any person,
pnrsm'hip. or Corporation ma maW apapllct¢o,
and Mpo good cause ishON msy be allved i the
Oommimuon to lntervene and appm In said pre.
esdlfg by counsel or In person. 'Tie 11"io In
any such proceed shall be reduced to writing ad
AMed In te octe of the CoaoWd . If upon Puit
hearing the cmmlsson shell be o the opin that
the methd oW compeution the or pirsotle In
* wetlon k3 prohbited by seetlsas 49-4" #Wn 41-4
of Ut, It sa makea repom r In writing in
which it shell sute Its indin " to the facs and
sal Ime and Came to be so1'd on sb person,
pMUMrWA c orpormmau an orde mdrt mash

rw5 , prtnmeslpaorrsr m iW esae, ad d#.

st from using such method of competition or such
act or practice. Until the cxpraUon of the Ume al.
lowed for flung a peUtion for review. If no suh
peUtton ha been duly flied within such Utle, or. It 
petiin fer review ha1 been fled within suh Ume
then untW the reor In the procedIng has boen
filed a court of awis of the UnIted SAmt s
heref tr provided, the Commsion my any
Ume, upon such notice and In ech manner a it
shel deem proper, modify or aet side, In whoe or
In put any rep or any order made oW Ismd by
It under ti sestm After the e pftUlon of the
time Allowed for Ailng a pe te fr review. if no
uc peuion hasl bee duly fle within uch tie

the Commisk my at ay time, aw notice and
Opportunity for 1hear rem ad alter, mod.
Iy. a set Ud 16 while to "M sn ort o
order mades or ied by Is under th" section, when.
ever to the Opinion of the Commlslon, coaditoe .
Ot fat or at law hae so changed a to require such'
acUoa or If the public lteret shell so require: Pro.
Oied hqm r That the Uid peron, partnership,-
or corporation a within aty day after seric
upon him or It a repot or order entered after
such a reopening, obtain a nue thereof In the
apprWkte court of apps the United StAt4,
In the manner provided in subecton (a) of hi

(e) Review of srder.reberltg
Any person, Parnrh% or operation reVuld

by an order o tme Commsion to cese and dess
from using any method of ompeiIbn or aor prac.
Ue, vay obtain are- ew of mac order In the
court of appess of the United Bta within any dir.
cw i ere the method d competition or the a or
practe In question was ed or where such pevrson
partersfor or POO rides er caies en bud.
nem, byi Mfeng Vheor, within sit dam fm the
das of the vice of soch oder, a written peUon
pran that te erder of U Commismon be so
ade A wcp of such petition d e fosihuith
banmitted bw the ehr of the court to the Oam.
mion, an teuspn the CommiAsio shall Ae Inthe ocu4t thue record In the proeeding, as prve
ntlon 3M113 of 71le 36. Upsn such Mein of

the peU4 the court ell hare jurlsdio the
prooeding aod of the question determined therein
concurrently with the Commissio maulWe ling
ed the recr aod #hall bare power t make and
enter a decree ang. modifying, o setti aside
Ue order o the Commison. and enorcin the
same to the extt that vh ordir k slrmed and
to lme such writs asW nlary to ts Jurisdiction,
'W ar necesar In Its judgment to pret Ijury
to thes public or to competts pendete lite. The
nndins the Commiso a to the facts Iftiu.
portd by evidence sh be conclusiv. To the ex.
tent that the 9rder of the Commission is amd,
the curt shall therepon lois 1us own order or.
standing *W edic to the term of such or"e of the
ftemlsdoiL f eiter" party shaLl 'apply to Wh

court for leave to addu e ddlIUwAl ne.
and s sbow to the s asacion of the comr
that such addit uo evidence Is matMa and that
there wern resoae grounds for the falue to
addtue 11b evide01 1n the Uwe ds bfre thseU
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Commriloi. the court may oder oweuh nddlll~mipl
evidence to be taken Wefore the C%mnlalon Rnd to
be adduced ulxm the hearing In such mlmrr arA
upon such terms And conditions as to the €vurt may
seem proper. The Commission may modify its find.
Inwe a to the facts or make new fIndlnes. by reason
of the additlon.i evIence so taken. and it shall file
such mod-fled or new findings, which, If supported by
evidence, shall be conclusive, and its rc-ommenda.
1101 It W1 , (of UO mad~ll" ofle ""P IRS11 Aud of

IUp orngi thlng the reO m of wi h it dltnal
evlide L the ouJu meant a decree e u rt
Omisi be s ha. llpt that We sme sht! bite.

to reviw by the 8uprem Court upon certiorari, as
po ide n section 147 of 71ILtO

(e) oreoetn at pcea :f.Upon tIM filing of the recor with It Wh jur~dk.
Uoan of the court of appeas of the United 8tiates to
&S m. enforce modify, or set sldo orders of h
Commiatio &hall be exclualt.

(e) Ptteekaft of pretalncs; aPties from 1 ll-
Wilty.

such proceedings tnothe court of appeals sal
be given precedence over other cas pendin
therein, and shal be In every way expiedited. No
order of the Commisson or JudA ent of owr to
eaforme the same sll In anywise relieve or Rbeol"v
say persn, partnership, or coporaUon from ay
liability under the Anitrust Acta.
( Serke f e.lits, orders sad oler processreturnq.

complaintss. orders and other processes of the
Commission under this section ma be served by
anyoe duly authored by the Comso elter
(a) by delivering a copy thereof to the person to
be owvea. or to a member of the partnership to be
semrad, or the president, secreta, or oth eecu.
Utr o1cer or a director of the corporation to be
served; or (b) by leaving a copy theof at the rl-
da or the princlpa oce or p c of boulness of
rieh perso. partnership, or corpolr ,ti or fe) by
malig a copy thereof by reg stereo mail or by car.
id mail Addreised to such person, partnership, or

Corporation at his or Its residence or principal omce
or plIae o business, 'The veriled return by the per.
son so serving said complint, order, or other process
setting forth the manner of " service sa be
Pro of the sae and the return post om c receipt
for sad omplaint, order, or other process mal
by registered mal or by cerUed maU s aforesaid
shall bo proof of the service of the same.
(g) MlAIlyl o order.

An order of the Commission to cease and desist
shall b oms final-

(1) Upon the expiration of the Ume &lwed
.for f9Iing a ptUUon for review. If no such peUuon
has teen duly le within such time; but the
Com mnU may thereafter modify or se aside
1t order to the extent provided In the at son.
tence of subsection 4b); or

(2) Upo the expiration of the Ume alowed
for l" a peUtion for certiorar, If the order of
th Crosison has been afrme or the petition
for rev dianksed. by 11e court of apple" sad
W ptiion for coroxi has been duly ied; or

(3) Ulpn the del1.I of a iyUtlon for cer-
tiorarl. I th ordl'r of the Commslcn h4a been
aflrmel or tel 1illion for review dismissed by
the court of aIIpah1; or
141 Upon the expiration o( thirty days from

tho date of lssuance of Uf man"te of the fu.
prime Court If such Court directs that the order
of the Commission be a,1rmed or the peUtIon
for rsvw dismissed.

(h) Slamexl order medlilod or stl aside by Suprme
Court.

If the Suprem Court d1relts that the order of th
Commlsson be modified 4r set aside. the ordet of
the Commission rendered In accordance with th
mandate of the Supreme Court shall become ia
upon the expiration ofth das from te te It
was rendered, unless within such thirty days eltber
party has instituted proceedings to hve sich order
corrected to accord with the mandate. In which event
th order of the Oommisso shl become U4a whm
so corrected.

(S heel order odll or set aie by Cort of
Appeals.

If the order of the Commission Is modified Of set
aside by the court of appeals, B. If IiI the Ui
alowed for filing a petition for certiorar has ex-
pired and no such petition has been duly fied, or
to) the peUtion for certlorarl ha been denied, or
(31 the dedlon of the court ha beenaffirmed by
the Supreme Court. then the order of the Commis.

mn rendered In accordance with the mandate of
the court of appfals iball become final on the ex-
piraton of thirty days from the time such ordor of
the commission was rendered, unless within rich
thirty days ether party has Instituted proceedings
to h" such order corrected so that It will accord
with the mmdate. In which event the order of the
Commission shall become final when so corrected.
(j) 6..l rehearing upom ordereor remand.

If the supreme Court orders a rehearing; or If
the cas Is remanded by the court of appeals to
the ConmWslOn for s rehearing, and it 11) the
Ume allowed forfiling a petition for certlorarl has
expired. and no such peUt has been duly fled.
or (2) the pettion for certorari has been denied.
or (3) the decision of the court has been armed by
the Supreme Court, then the order of the Commis.
son rendered upon such rehearing shall become Al
In the sme manner as though no pri order of the
Commsion had been rendered.
(I) Delmnite. of mandate.

As used In this secton the term "mandsata, In cae
a mandate has been recoiled p r to th exiration
of thirty days from th date of .ssuance thereof.
meanS the fAl mandate.

(0 Penalty (fr Violatioe tf erder.
Any person, puwaerhip, or corporation who vio-

lates an order of the Commission to case end de-
slat after It has become final, and while such order
Is In effect, shall forfeit and pay to the United
state a evil penalty of not more than $500 for
each vlo nW3 vhL-h shall scrue to the United
Sttes nd a be rXeovered Iam civil el on brought
by the United States Zsh separate viltion of
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rich an ofotahi1 bera sepmJto offense tmtp Ia
in 11w "a *I. a "*]Uo throuh eaOnouhw fallur
or WSWOa to owq a Al eora @1 ftw CAudm~
each "I~ of eantlnaiw- of such ftuor neuicel

shaMbe eme a e~ric ffese.(SepLE.J 914.
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Section bO and 801.
of

Revenue Act of 1916
(15 U-8-0. 71, T2)

VVIOMOP UWAM uwsOM Or

When s" In "ceum@ 11-?? of UP ilUSls
tem "Pmmo *Aft" paztwhigt 'owbetm
a"1 ssmolagism OsWL & 1010. oh 4W I WN. O
Stat TN.)
V510" lprmo spi m o. f aricles at e0s lbs. WAIN

bet ees or *holesal Piesro
st $banl ho Uslasful for asy petm Importng or

eacing I,. "uporg ay ctloo rrom any frilga

temAt$) to imijot. ema or canes to be Impoeted
or s0olmuch art~cles withi the Unitd OWe s ta
pim suhetarsUaly Is tha O actual ma"te value
or whooleal Prial Of such 9ArtCs at thi Um. Of
expertautle tAL a~4..I the prunial
VA,*RtCa..etlUI county tlWp~~l~ or mod

,)lmU torlu oournt-tc to u.,%Wh the
atrsiding to nib wawhe ecse~ r

sawe prce freight duty. and ether ellergs a
pen ncceser ll Icint td U themortatom aMW

pMb set ormoehennedt~ itnt of deoy.-
etw~Utfhseti~eten~atfsaadsrv athe~or= @ In sedi Ailom ofti
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Section 337
of

Tariff Act of 1930, as amended(19 U.S.13. 1337)

I 13M. Vampelooalloee Is IMPact trade
(a) Uafatr methods of eamill" declared uataw.fat.

Unfair methods of compeUtion and unfair acti
In the importton of articles into the United States.
or in their sale by the owner. Importer. consignee.
or aent of either, the effect or tendency of which is
to destroy or subetantialy Injure an Indusry. eM-
clently nd economically operated, in the United
Itatea or to pirvt the eslAbUshsnt of such an
kndusty. or to restrain or monopolie trade and
eommeree In thW United 8tat4 ke deced unl&w-
fud. and when found by the President to exist shall
be dealt with. in addlUon to amy olier provisions ag
law, as hereinter provided.

b) i ovfll t latlese by OC e les.
Tob a"ss the President in making any decisions

under this secton the commission Is authoried to
Iavestiate any alleged violation hersof on complaint
under oath or upon Its Initatve.
(s) Hesl and review.

71h. commission shall make such Investigation
anod give such notice sLod afford msh hearings.
and when dee, ne proper by the commimlenm such
reheaing, with opportunity to offer evidence.
or written, as It ma deem suMflekt for a ful
presentation of the fact Involvqd In such investg
ti. The testimy In every such ilnUgation
shall be reduced to writi. and a ranscrlpt threof

with the findings and recommendation of the com-
mOtson shall be the oc record of the proceedings
and fndings in tes case, iand in en ease where the
findings in such Invs tltin shnw a violUon of this
eciuon. a copy of the findings shl be promptly

analled or delivered to the importer or consignee of
such articles. Such Andings. If supported by evidence.
shall be conclusive. except tht a rehearing may be
granted by the commission and acept that. within
such tme alter said findings are mde and In such
manner as appeals may be tAken from decisions of
ii United States Custms Cour. an appel4 my be

taken from said Aindinai upon t question or question
of law only to the United aRttes Court of Cusom
and Paent Appeals by the importer or coilsignee of
such articles. If It shall be shown to the satisfaction
of sold court that'further evidence should be taken.
and that there were reasonable grounds for the fall-
ure to adduce such evidence In the p.o ings before
the commission, said court may order such addiuma
evence to be taken before the commission in such
manner and upon such term and condtom s to
the court may sm proper. The commission may
modify Its findings as to the fats or make new And.
Ings by reason of addlUonal evdence, which. if sup-
Pore by evideve, shall be onclusie as to the fa to
excpt that within such time and in such manner
an appeal may be taken ss aforesaid upon a question
or question o law only. Thojudgsent ofsaid or
sball be Amt.

(a) TOrM s at ofdNisg to PM Oe.
The fi findilng of t commission shall be trams.

mlld with the record to the President
(e) Nxlslee of articles from eatry.

Whenwr the existence of any such unfair method
or, ad shall be established to the mtiUsfoti of the
Preekent he shell direct Oat the artless concrned
in such unfair methods or ets. Imported by may
person violaUng the proVielons of this chace. Ill
be exclued from atry Into th United Stes, Band
uppe informatm of such actUon by the President.
the Secretary of the Treasy hall. through the
proper ofcerr refuse Pth entry. The decision of
the President shull be conclude.
(f) Estry under bea

Whevme the President has reason to believe that
AY article Ia offered or sought to be offered for enty

Into the United State In violation of this aeton but
ha rest information suillcent to satisfy him thereof.
the theorytar of the Tressdry shall, upon his request
In wlin. forbid entry thereof until u Investiga-
lo as the Present may deem necessary shall be
completed; except that such articles e"atll be entitled
to entr unr bond prescribed by the Setcroa 01

the Treasur.
(6) Cealnuasce ef exelsae.

Any refuse of entr under this section shall con-
tinue In effect unW the Psealdent shall find and In-

ruct the Secretr of h Trsury that ths md-
tons which led to *qh refusal of entr no longer

() Dedatlee.
*When used in this e"cumo and in setione 1tin and
1340o this Uut, the term nted tesl includes
the eeveral State and Territories. the District of
ColungAa. and all poscson of the United State
except the Virgin slnds. kneriafn Samoa, and the
land of Ouain. (June 1?. 1330. cli 497. UUIe=

1 331, 44 Stat. 702: Proc. No. 265. July 4. IM4. it
P. I 117, 402 Stat 1311; Aug. 20, 131W. Pub. L% 5-

I Ile. Same; Imerttaen of products produced.
under pre covered by claim. of unexpired
pole.

The Importion for use, ale, or exchange of a
Product made, produced. processed. or mined under
or by means of a proem cover by the claimed of any
unexpired valid a7lted Slates letters patt dh"
have the amne spAtus for the purpose of section W1
of this til as the Importation of say product or
rle covered by the clam oany unexpirod vdPM

United Sae lesin pate (July 2.11411 d. 31M
54 "at "04


